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FOREWORD

In 1984, the Archaeological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences decided to organize a 
comprehensive archaeological research program on settlements in the Great Hungarian Plain. The 
area of Gyomaendröd in Békés County was selected for the purposes of this project. The study o f this 
micro-region aimed at reconstructing changes overtim e in settlement structure as well as identifying 
settlement types that had coexisted during various archaeological periods. Additional attention was 
paid to phenomena that reflected the influence the natural environment and human settlement had on 
each other. The chronological boundaries of this project extended from the Neolithic Period to the end 
o f the Ottoman Turkish period in Hungary in the 17th century. The precise research area, measuring 
some 35 km1 2, was demarcated within the region lying between the communities of Gyomaendröd 
(until 1980, separately Endrőd and Gyoma), Szarvas and Örménykút.1

During the selection procedure, one of the main criteria considered that lead to the choice o f this 
area was its concentration of numerous sites in a small area that also represented all archaeological 
periods. Field work performed within the framework of the intensive Topographic Survey Project 
o f Hungary (MRT) was carried out in Békés County in 1980’s. The research area was identified 
using the results o ftha t project, which had directed attention to this micro-region.2 It may be worth 
mentioning that the topographic surveys discovered 220 new archaeological sites in this small area, 
which corresponds to a mean density of 6.2 sites per km2.3 This concentration is particularly high not 
only for the Great Hungarian Plain but also on a nationwide level. As is illustrated by the figures in 
the following table, all archaeological periods were represented among the 220 sites identified:

Distribution by archaeological period:
Periods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Total
Towns
Endrőd 36 17 19 23 42 9 47 9 22 39 4 267
Gyoma 11 9 9 11 8 9 20 7 16 5 4 99
Örménykút 18 4 4 9 5 4 30 6 14 25 5 124
Szarvas 6 1 5 2 1 2 12 1 10 4 1 45
Total 71 31 37 45 56 24 109 23 62 73 14

Legend:

1: Neolithic Period 
2: Copper Age 
3: Kurgan era 
4: Bronze Age
5: Scythian era (Early Iron Age) 
6: Celtic Era
7: Sarmatian era (A.D. l^H1 c)

8: German era (5-6 ,h c)
9: Avar era (7-9th c)

10: Early Hungarian era and the Árpád Period 
(10-13th c)

11: Late Mediaeval Period 
(up to the end o f the 1 7th c)

1 Jankovich( 1989) 1, 18-26.
2 MRT 8.
3 Compare with the following mean values (per km2): Szeghalom district (MRT 6): 0.9, Szarvas district 

(MRT 8): 1.4, the surroundings of Békéscsaba (MRT 10) 2,2: In the Hahót micro-region project the mean 
number of sites was 1.5 per km2. Szőke (1995) 18.
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Foreword

It was important for the success o f our program that extensive and systematic field walks 
were performed to make it possible to localize each archaeological site available for study. The 
archaeological importance of this area was further emphasized by the fact that preceding our work, 
16 excavations had already been carried out here at various times.

During the selection process for our research area, the conventional practice o f choosing a single, 
relatively self-contained, geographical unit was abandoned. Instead a border zone between two 
smaller territories was singled out for study, where an analysis of different concurrent settlement 
characteristics was made possible. The northern third o f this artificially delineated micro-region thus 
fell within the Hármas Körös River valley. The larger, southern section, on the other hand, was 
located on the Pleistocene alluvial river plain deposited by the Maros River.

The Körös River valley is, in fact, nothing but a shallow basin which lays only a few m eters 
below the surrounding environment. Its altitude varies between 83 to 102 m above sea level. Its 
surface is covered by Holocene alluvial loess. Loess-like deposits, containing silt and sand, had been 
deposited on the lower elevations o f the alluvium in the river beds. Redeposited late Holocene silted 
loess, silted clay and meadow clay cover the areas in-between. Sections under water for extended 
periods developed deposits of peat and silted clay.4 Even today, the appearance o f the surface is 
defined by oxbows, abandoned meanders and river beds, as well as seasonally flooded areas and 
marshland. Higher areas formed by alluvial deposits, riverbanks and segmented terraces emerge as 
seasonally or permanently dry areas above these features. The archaeological sites are located on the 
top o f these higher areas, elevated 1 to 3 m above the surrounding landscape.

Consequently, until the time of river regulation, a very special aquatic environment characterized 
this region. A marshland (formerly known as the “Sárrét” -  Mud Meadow) covering hundreds o f 
square kilometers existed here where various rivers sought, changed and sometimes moved from 
their beds. Frequent changes in the directions of these slow rivers also contributed to the formation o f 
swamps. This effect was further exacerbated by the human impact on hydrological conditions. This 
was represented, for example, by late medieval water mill dams, fish enclosures and small bridges 
at locations where the waters narrowed. Ever increasing deforestation in the catchment areas o f  the 
rivers led to an increase in flood levels.

The former boundaries of areas o f typical marshland vegetation are clearly marked by the 
distribution of obdurate meadow soils and sporadically occurring areas o f peat. The marshland 
forests were completely destroyed, although the ancient vegetation again started taking over on the 
banks o f  artificial riverbeds and channels. Parkland forests comprised o f elm, ash and oak as well 
as o f willow, poplar and osier alternate with floodplain meadows along the river beds confined by 
flood-control dam s.5

Meadow soils with high clay content characterize former marshlands that had been frequently 
flooded. More highly elevated areas that are less exposed to river activity are covered by salinated 
soils. On the highest elevations grassland soil formations occur. These latter always coincide with 
archaeological sites as well, while the two previously mentioned types o f soil can be cultivated only 
using advanced methods o f contemporary tillage. Consequently, prior to the river regulation projects, 
crops could only be cultivated on arable land in a limited area that largely corresponded to the dry 
slopes o f river banks. Other sections o f the floodplain had to be seasonally harvested or grazed as 
pastures. The marshlands were used as fishing grounds or additionally exploited for their flora and 
terrestrial fauna by the inhabitants.

4 Marosi -  Szilárd (1969) 272-274.
5 Marosi -  Szilárd (1969) 294-295.
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River regulation had a significant impact on this landscape. These projects started in 1818 with 
the surveying and m apping activities o f M átyás Huszár, which resulted in a colored, hand drawn map 
o f  68 pages that is the m ost detailed and precise documentation o f the conditions that preceded river 
regulation.6 Large scale works had been accomplished by the 1880’s and the newly drained surfaces 
w ere gradually brought under cultivation. It was during the second half of the 1940’s that the first 
steps were made to spread large scale irrigation agriculture. From that period onwards, innumerable 
drainage channels were dug and reburied here. Today, with the exception of the floodplains along the 
rivers that are forced between artificial levees, intensive agriculture has taken over the entire region. 
Marshlands have ceased to exist, while stagnant waters are frequently a source of problems in lower 
lying areas.

The other natural geographical unit to be discussed here is the area between the Maros, Tisza 
and Körös rivers (form erly known as “M ezőség” -  Meadow Land) also refereed to as the Békés- 
Csanád Heights. This area encompasses a semicircle with a radius measuring some 80 km. Its 
altitude is, on average, 2—3 m higher than that o f the Körös River valley. Its southern section, forming 
approximately two thirds o f  the research area, falls within this territory. In terms of soil genealogy, this 
surface corresponds to the Pleistocene alluvial deposit left behind by the Maros River which flowed 
significantly further north than it does today: it ran parallel to the modem day Körös River valley, and 
was later gradually transposed to the south. The deposit under discussion here was accumulated by 
the various branches o f  the ancient Maros River. As the river retreated, its abandoned oxbows were 
buried, to a great extent due to the wind. Infusion loess, an admixture o f riverine sand and windblown 
dust, was the dominant factor in creating the present day surface.

Quite a few of the ancient riverbeds (probably the youngest ones) have remained visible until 
today. Some of them even form distinct river valleys. Naturally, the traces of numerous smaller 
oxbows can also be discovered in the landscape. Their original course is sometimes best marked by 
the location of the archaeological sites that occupied the banks o f these rivers. It is important from 
the viewpoint of settlement history that this area has become increasingly impoverished in its supply 
o f running water since Holocene times (today, there are no sources present in the area investigated!). 
Water could be procured then only from w ells, ground water that came to surface in dry riverbeds or 
by gathering rain water. This observation is supported by the evidence from numerous historical and 
archaeological data.7

In the absence o f running surface water, the effect of river regulation was indirect in the area 
under discussion here: having blocked the path o f “stray” floodwaters, regulation works made water 
shortages even more apparent. This problem has not been entirely resolved even by the increasing 
num ber of recently installed drainage works.

Chernozem, a soil type with an excellent capacity for cultivation has formed in this region on 
infusion loess. Of its sub-types, meadow chernozem and lime-coated chernozem are especially 
common here. Altogether, beginning in Holocene times, this territory has always been more fertile 
than m ost parts of the Körös River valley. Periodical depopulation therefore must have been the 
result o f  factors other than the area’s carrying capacity.

The original, natural vegetation has completely disappeared from this territory. Today this 
agricultural area is one o f  the best wheat and com  producing regions in Hungary. Most of the ancient 
vegetation consisted o f  loess grassland flora. The continuous survival of postglacial vegetation

6 Huszár (1822). The original of this map is available in the National Archives in Budapest under the
reference number S 82 II. No. 39. The text as well as facsimile copies of three pages were published by the
Körösvidéki Vízügyi Igazgatóság (Regional Directorate of the Körös Waterworks): Kása (1985).

7 Blazovich ( 1985) 23, 48^ 9 .
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typical of a steppe climate is a view widely held by experts in natural geography.8 It is suggested 
here that this hypothesis is better supported by historical data than by the rare occurrence o f  relic 
plant species. It should be sufficient to glance over the pages of the first military survey map (1788), 
in which endless grassy plains are conspicuous and the gradual expansion o f human settlement can 
also be evaluated. The development o f grassland vegetation during the Holocene, however, should 
be considered a secondary phenomenon. The relative paucity of prehistoric settlement in the area 
was replaced by high population densities during the Migration Period and Árpád Period, when 
intensively occupied settlements started to become common in the region. A sudden depopulation 
followed only during the second half o f the 16th century. This phenomenon can be unquestionably 
explained by the Ottoman Turkish occupation of the Carpathian Basin.

The aims o f the 1986-1992 research program therefore included the establishment of differences 
and similarities between settlement patterns in these two, separate regions. Meanwhile, an attem pt 
was made to maximize the information that could be gathered for the purposes of reconstructing 
the vegetation and forms o f farming (land cultivation and animal husbandry) during the periods 
studied. In addition, the clarification o f special chronological problems, population centers and 
settlement hierarchies were also attempted for some well-represented archaeological periods (the 
3rd to 5th and 8th to 10th centuries A.D.). During the course o f this work, excavations were carried out 
at 32 sites, in several cases to the extent of full recovery. Another 12 sites were investigated using 
various methods of prospecting including soil cores and geophysical measurements. As a result o f 
this research activity, a significant body of archeological, archeo-zoological, archeo-botanical and, to 
a lesser extent, physical anthropological material could be accumulated.

Unfortunately, neither the financial resources nor the labor available to the Archaeological Institute 
were sufficient to cover the expenses o f an overall study o f all historical periods with the same intensity, 
in spite of considerable support from a number of international cooperation programs. Consequently, 
it was the investigations into the Neolithic Period, treated as a research priority in the initial planning 
phase, which had to be abandoned first. Bronze Age and Avar Period investigations soon follow ed.9 
Meanwhile, the significance o f the work concerning the Sarmatian Period increased both in terms 
o f the quantities of material being processed and the resulting conclusions. The opportunities for 
research concerning settlement patterns characteristic o f the Árpád Period were able to be m aintained 
for the longest time. Until now, the opportunities for publication have been even more abysmal 
than those for field work. For a long time, only a single volume appeared, representing six years o f 
excavation activity, and this contained simple site reports for the most part.10 It took another six years 
to have results from the project’s largest excavation published in detail.11 Paradoxically enough, this 
large-scale work was carried out in the form of rescue excavations.

8 Marosi -  Szilárd (1969) 317-319. It is a different issue that according to these authors the formation 
of a forest-steppe environment was prevented by anthropogenic factors during the Neolithic Period and 
the Bronze Age. The data from archaeological topography have shown that the Mezőség territory was 
uninhabited during prehistoric times. The underlying reason must have been the difficulty of procuring 
water.

9 This phenomenon was also the consequence of the fact that the initiator of the entire project, the late 
Sándor Bökönyi, member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and who had served as the director of 
the Archaeological Institute, retired in 1994. The negative impact of the unfortunate trend that both the 
personnel and the budget of the Archaeological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences have 
steadily decreased since 1988 should not be underestimated either.

10 Bökönyi (1992).
11 Vaday et al. (1996) Site GyO0133.
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Foreword

Nevertheless, post-excavation work has continued over the past six years in spite of financial 
constraints. As a result, the book presented here was assembled in the beginning o f 1996. It contains 
the results of excavations carried out at the sites of Endrőd 170 (END0170) and Örménykút 52 
(ÖRM0052) respectively (See map). The two excavations are chronologically connected by the late 
Sarmatian artifacts that came to light in high quantities at both locations. The resulting wealth of 
information provided opportunities to draw conclusions concerning both chronological relations 
and settlement history. Meanwhile, both excavations also uncovered finds from other archaeological 
periods. Therefore, this book also includes analyses of partially excavated settlements from the 8th-9 th 
and 10th— 11th centuries respectively. Last but not least, a 10th century cemetery is also presented here. 
While finds from the Sarmatian Period could be evaluated in detail in terms of settlement history, 
similar analyses concerning 10th— 13th century settlement patterns will be discussed within the context 
o f  several other sites in a separate book to be published in the future.

O f the work done in the fields of natural science, only the analyses o f the zoological and botanical 
materials could be performed. These will also appear in this book. Unfortunately, pedological studies 
were discontinued at a very promising phase, thus the body of individual results offers nothing more 
than information gleaned from phosphate analyses, which will be presented among the excavation 
data. The same situation occurred with geophysical measurements, systematic aerial photography 
and 14C dating. It w as not possible to even begin palynological research and phytolith analyses.
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Part I

Archaeological Investigations at Endrőd
(Site No. END0170)





1. NON DESTRUCTIVE INVESTIGATIONS AND EXCAVATIONS

Dénes Jankovich B.

1.1. The site

This site is located south o f the Szigetvári farmstead, east o f the road leading to Szarvas in the 
southwestern outskirts ofEndrőd. It was discovered in 1978 during the course o f field walks organized 
within the framework of the Archaeological Topographic Survey project. The depression o f  the 
east-west riverbed that stretches behind this farmstead is visible even today (Figure 1). Abundant 
remains o f a settlement were found on the low slope that runs parallel to the south bank o f  the 
riverbed. Sherds from the Sarmatian and Avar Periods as well as from the Árpád Period marked this 
area measuring 300 by 100 m. It was observed that the majority of Sarmatian finds occurred in the 
western half o f the settlement, while the Avar Period finds were concentrated in several clusters on 
the eastern side. Stray Neolithic objects were also found at the eastern end of the site. Fragments 
o f hand formed pottery dominated in the rich collection o f Avar Period artifacts. Numerous sherds 
decorated with bundles o f lines were found amongst the fragments of wheel-thrown pottery. The 
number of finds originating from the Árpád Period was small in comparison with the materials from 
the two aforementioned periods.12

Figure 1: The site plan with the investigated areas.

12 MRT 8, 176.
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Figure 2: Archaeological sites in the immediate area.

The site under discussion here forms a link within a chain o f settlements that extends along the 
banks of the previously described riverbed (Figure 2). The riverbed itself is one of those that runs 
through the Holocene floodplain of the Körös River north of the sill deposit left behind by the ancient 
Maros River. It happens to lie closest to the early as well as late Holocene floodplains o f the Körös 
River. North of that area, up to the modem banks o f the river, there is an undivided low area which, 
with the possible exception of a few islands, could not have been habitable before the middle o f the 
last century (Plate 1)23 Sections of the aforementioned string o f settlements along the southern bank 
o f the riverbed include the sites ENDO 169, EN D0170 and END01 59. Sites END0157, END0158 and 
END0160 may be found on the northern bank. The latter site is located across from Site END0006. 
A rich assemblage o f  Neolithic artifacts came to light at Site END0169. Site END0157 revealed 
Neolithic and Sarmatian finds in addition to artifacts from the Árpád Period. Sites END0158 and 
END0159 again yielded finds from the Neolithic Period as well as the Copper Age. Aside from 
sporadic prehistoric sherds, Site END0160 also contained finds from the Árpád Period.13 14 At the time 
o f our excavations, István Erdélyi carried out excavations at Site END0157 on the northern side of 
the riverbed. His work brought to light 52 burials from an Avar cemetery in addition to settlement 
features dated to prehistoric times as well as the Árpád Period.15

The site that lay closest to the settlement remains at Site END0170 was Site END0108 where 
traces of prehistoric settlements as well as those of the Avar Period and the Árpád Period had 
been recorded. Several excavations had already been carried out here during the Archaeological

13 This low-lying area can be clearly seen on the 1822 map by Mátyás Huszár.
14 MRT 8, 174-176.
15 Erdélyi (1992) 369-378.
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1. Non-destructive investigations and excavations

Topographic Survey project and even later.16 A 200 m wide, flat and low area free o f archaeological 
artifacts separates these two sites.

Site END039, where 149 burials from a 10th-11 th century cemetery were excavated during the 
course of rescue operations, also belongs to the broadest possible environment of the Site END0170 
under discussion here. Site END0006, located west o f Site END0170 also deserves attention. Field 
work that was carried out here over several years revealed the remains o f an 11 th- l  2th century church, 
its churchyard and its associated village.17 In order to clarify the historical relationships between 
these settlement sites, more precise chronological data than that obtained by surface collection was 
needed.

1.2. Methods

Investigating settlement structure as well as collections of artifacts from the Árpád Period was one 
o f the declared aims o f the Micro-regional Research Project in the Great Hungarian Plain. Within the 
framework of this project, Site END0170 was selected to be the scene of the first test excavations 
carried out in relation to this research topic. One o f the main motivations behind this decision was 
that surface finds from the Avar Period and the Árpád Period looked promising in terms o f new 
information on settlement related pottery use in these two archaeological periods. In spite o f  the 
abundance of surface finds, the site did not seem to have been particularly disturbed, its territory 
appeared to be a well defined, self-contained unit. These characteristics were in contrast to, for 
example, those o f Site END0108 where over an area twice this size rare surface finds occurred, but 
only sporadically. Although full scale excavations unfortunately had to be mied out, it was possible to 
carry out test excavations at Site END0170. These were aimed at probing the parts of the settlement 
that were thought to be most likely to provide the richest information concerning features, their states 
o f preservation and contents. In addition, these features were also expected to have been typical o f 
the archaeological periods represented at the site.

A methodological task was defined as one of the excavation goals as well. The question was, to 
what extent and under what conditions can surface finds be used in predicting or identifying features 
buried under the present day surface? This consideration was inspired by the poor soil conditions 
in the Körös River valley which make the recognition of archaeological phenomena very difficult. 
A 60 to 70 cm thick, dense and black layer of meadow clay is frequently encountered here. W hen 
dried, this lumpy material (known as kotii in local dialect) becomes rock hard and breaks into faceted 
clods. It is not only that the traces o f archaeological features cannot be detected in it; sometimes even 
removing sherds from it poses serious technical problems.

It is for this reason that it was decided to organize systematic surface collection and the mapping 
o f finds in the subhumus layer below the plow zone. The surface collection and the following 
excavation was lead by the author in cooperation with Judit Kvassay.18

In addition to the aforementioned surface collection, geophysical measurements were also carried 
out in the area (Figure 3). Aerial photographs were also taken o f the site.

16 During the course of excavations carried out by Péter Arkus in 1977 and 1978 only prehistoric settlement 
features and graves came to light: MRT 8, 163-164. Edit Nikolin, on the other hand, excavated a “beehive
shaped pit with an approximate diameter of 2 x 2 m” from the Árpád Period in 1983, in which “a few 
sherds and numerous animal bones” were found: RégFüz 37 (1984) 89. In the following four squares that 
were opened in 1985 “finds from the Árpád Period were also collected”: RégFüz 39 (1986) 10.

17 MRT 8, 126-129, 143-146.
18 I must also express my gratitude to her for the other contributors to the fieldwork: Beatrix Darázsy, 

Bernadette Dukay, Gabriella Gábor and Gergely Miklós.
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Figure 3: A summary plan of work carried out at the site. Legend: 1: the area of surface collection (1988).
2: the area of geophysical measurements (1987—1988). 3: Surface collection and geophysical measurements 

combined. 4: Verification test trench from 1987. 5: Excavation areas from 1989 (I—III).
6: Excavation areas from 1990 (IV-VI1).

The gathering of surface finds started in M ay 1987. An area o f 1,050 m2 was able to be investigated 
in 2.5 workdays. In addition to this work, test trenches were also opened at points that had been 
identified through geophysical measurements (Figure 4). In May 1988, surface collection was carried 
out for two weeks in a similar manner. Sherds were gathered from an area measuring 9,450 m2. Two- 
hundred square meters o f this latter area corresponded to an area that had already been investigated 
the year before.

Simultaneously with the surface collection projects, Miklós Á. Pattantyús and Mauro Cucarzi 
carried out geophysical measurements and also made test cores at the site (for details see the following 
chapter).

None o f the previously described topographic or hydrological features could be observed in the 
aerial photographs taken o f the site and its surroundings during May 1989. On the other hand, two
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Figure 4: The summary plan of excavation areas. I—III: 1989; IV—VII: 1990.

larger, gray contiguous areas o f soil discoloration and a smaller, separate round spot19 could clearly 
be distinguished. These phenomena were also detected during surface work, but their outlines would 
have been very difficult to identify. During the course o f field walks, these gray spots were also 
recognized as the highest points of the site. They contained quantities o f Sarmatian pot sherds as 
well as daub.

In addition, in order to verify the data procured by surface collection and measurements, test 
excavations were carried out at the site during 1989 and 1990. These excavations were not aimed at 
full recovery, but at the sampling o f some promising spots at the site.

During the course of the 1989 excavations, a recovery excavation on an area of 375 m2 was 
performed during the August drought (Figure 4, Areas I-III).20 Due to the drought and tall growth of 
corn in the field, it was not possible to repeat the entire surface collection, as otherwise would have 
been justified. At least the few finds exposed in the excavation squares were collected as they were 
noticed. The squares were laid over three sections of the area to be investigated. These sections were 
identified on the basis of the high mean concentrations of surface finds, especially those representing 
the Árpád Period (15 to 25 sherds per square), as observed in previous years.

During 1990 (yet again in the month o f August), squares were opened in four new parts o f  the 
site (Figure 4, Areas IV  to VII) covering an area of 400 m2. O f these, the first area again represented 
a unit in which sherds from the Árpád Period dominated the material acquired by surface collection 
(Figure 4, Area IV). On the basis o f experience accumulated during previous years, the surface finds

19 Photograph taken by György Csáki. MTA Rí Archives 145200.
20 RégFüz 43 (1991)32.
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were gathered first, counting and packing the classified material from the plow zone. Finds that 
occurred in layers located at depths between 30 and 60 cm were carefully mapped.

The culling o f the materials found was carried out using uniform criteria for both the collected 
and excavated materials. Only extremely small sherds (measuring less than 1 cm2) were discarded 
from the material from the Avar Period and from the Árpád Period. A somewhat stricter selection 
process was performed for Sarmatian sherds by Andrea Vaday. Consequently, a discrepancy is 
apparent between the tabulated results and the descriptions based on the catalogued specimens. The 
first set of data is based on field observations, on the identification and on-site mapping of finds 
that had not been cleaned. This latter is expected to yield reliable information on the basis o f the 
identifiable types o f  vessels.

During the course o f excavations, newly encountered archaeological features were labeled 
alphabetically (A, B, C, D etc) by the squares where they were found, regardless o f the actual period 
and functions associated with these features. Once excavations had come to an end and inventorying 
was accomplished, the features were classified by type (house, pit, fireplace, etc.) and each assigned 
an Arabic sequence number starting with 1.

In the following chapter, the results o f surface collection will be described first. Subsequently, 
field observations and archaeological features will be described in order of feature type. Finally, the 
find materials will be described by period in separate chapters.

1.3. The results from surface collections

Surface collections at the site under discussion here were started in May 1987 following the 
aforementioned antecedents. First an introductory field walk was performed carefully without actually 
picking up any o f the artifacts observed. Visibility was excellent on the smooth soil surface following 
the rain. The very young seedlings o f corn that had just begun growing at the time did not interfere 
with field observations. The spatial distribution o f surface finds was compared to descriptions made 
a decade earlier. The northern edge o f the settlement was bordered by the aforementioned riverbed. 
Here, finds occurred almost down to the lowest levels of the site. Toward the east, the frequency of 
sherds declined, although they could still be found scattered over a large area. A canal limited the 
research area on the southern side, while the previous observation that no artifacts were found beyond 
the dirt road running along the western edge o f the area was reconfirmed. The most intensively 
inhabited parts of the settlement were also marked by the light gray soil discoloration which occurred 
in spots at various parts of the area. This holds especially true for the site’s eastern section where 
sherds noted in these spots originated m ostly from the Avar Period and the Árpád Period.

It was clear that collecting everything on the site’s entire surface would not have been possible 
within the time constraints available. Thus, an arbitrary grid system marked with stable, long lasting 
fixed points at its comers was laid over the site. Within this, an approximately 10 m broad band 
oriented approximately east to west was selected for study. It was chosen so that it contained the 
gray spots at the top o f  the slope. Its orientation was defined with regard to the most characteristic 
modem features o f the area (especially the canal and the dirt road running along two of its sides). It 
was a lucky coincidence that in both collection seasons this system ran parallel to the direction of 
the tillage that preceded sowing, thereby improving the possibilities for visual observation. Although 
this system was not adjusted precisely in the north-south direction (Figure 3), these terms could still 
be safely used in facilitating orientation by cardinal directions.

This grid system, consisting o f 5 by 5 m units, was designed to cover the entire site. Units 
running east to west formed columns, while those positioned in a north to south direction are referred
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to as rows. Correspondingly, the position of each square unit was identified by two coordinates. The 
first o f  these is used to identify the column while the second stands for the row (for example 12/25). 
Within the square, the position o f each surface find was metrically defined using a measuring tape. 
Then the material was picked up and packed in separate bags according to grid units.

It had already become apparent when taking the first set o f measurements that there were 
considerable differences between the artifact densities o f various grid units. The number of artifacts per 
square ranged between 30 and 90 and on the highest concentrations were at the lieht erav snots. Thus, 
even in comparison with other surface data (soil discolorations) they 
were indicative o f archaeological phenomena. Individual clusters of 
finds, on the other hand, could not be recognized within individual 
squares in spite o f the precise measurements taken (Figure 5).2i

Table 2. Frequency parameters for the collection of finds in 1987.

The abundance o f surface finds can be clearly seen from these 
data, since only one o f the squares contained fewer than 20 finds. 
More than half o f the squares contained numbers o f sherds that 
exceeded the average (56). Meanwhile it also became clear that 
the distribution of finds within individual squares displayed no 
significant differences.

Collection over the entire area was not possible during 1988 
either. Therefore, o f 10 m wide bands were again laid across the 
area in the hope that both the edges and most intensive habitation of 
the settlement could thus be identified. Corn was once more sown in 
the area and another rain this year also clarified the overall view of 
the surface, although visibility this year was somewhat disturbed by 
corn cobs left behind from the previous year’s crop. The orientation 
of sowing again ran east to west.

Number of finds Squares %
0 finds 0 0
5=> finds 0 0

10=> finds 0 0
20=> finds 1 2.38
20< finds 41 97.61, within this class
56< finds 22 52.38

Table 1. Summarized results for the collection of finds in 1987.

Total number and area of squares: 42 1050 m"
Total number of finds: 2372
Total weight of finds: 1427
Finds/square: 56.00
Weight/square: 33.97
Find/weight: 1.66

21 RégFüz 41 (1988) 44.
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Table 3. Summarized results for the collection of finds in 1988.

Total number and area of squares 250 6250 m
Total number of finds: 8659
Total weight of finds: 5028
Finds/square: 34.63
Weight/square: 20.11
FindAveight: 1.72

Table 4. Frequency parameters for the collection of finds in 1988.

Number of finds Squares %
0 find 1 0.40
5=> finds 32 12.80
10=> finds 35 14.00
20=> finds 38 15.20
20< finds 144 57.60, within this class
35< finds 106 42.40
100< finds 3 1.20

O f the 250 squares, eight (covering a total o f 200 m2) were identical to those studied during the 
previous year (Figure 6). Comparing the artifacts collected during these two years the following 
picture emerges:

Table 5: Data on the eight squares studied in equal measure during the collections in 1987 and 1988.

Year Column Row sherds Árpád D. daub bone stone slag Total finds Weight
1987 11 30 43 4 12 3 0 0 62 60
1988 11 30 34 5 17 5 0 1 6 2 30
1987 11 31 2 8 17 10 4 0 0 5 9 28
1988 11 31 3 0 4 21 4 1 2 6 2 38
1987 11 39 38 4 9 1 0 1 53 30
1988 11 39 31 13 10 5 5 1 65 37
1987 11 40 7 5 3 0 0 0 15 10
1988 11 40 50 11 15 4 5 3 88 36
1987 12 30 44 11 6 4 0 0 65 30
1988 12 30 25 2 4 2 0 0 33 27
1987 12 31 39 5 9 2 0 0 56 25
1988 12 31 58 3 14 7 1 2 85 58
1987 12 39 38 9 6 2 0 1 56 25
1988 12 39 32 2 4 3 0 0 41 27
1987 12 40 28 2 10 0 0 0 40 18
1988 12 40 43 5 10 3 1 0 62 38

When the summarized data from the 1987 and more extensive 1988 field seasons are compared one 
o f the plausible assumptions that was clearly proven is that overall averages are in reverse proportion 
with the size of the area investigated. At the same time, unusually high average concentrations appear 
even more prominent.

Sherds dated to the 10th— 13th centuries were treated separately from the rest of the material, and 
values that were similar to each other (i. e. when differences [in the number of finds] were less than 
5 are marked in boldface print. It can be clearly seen that among the 32 pairs of data used to compare 
the two seasons of work, such correspondences were found only in 6 cases (18.7%).
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When distribution m aps based on surface collection data (Figures 7 to 9) are studied, the central 
portion o f the site can be clearly delineated. In other words, this is the area from which the num ber 
of finds is above the average (34). Even if  absolute values are by definition different, both frequency 
and weight distribution m aps unambiguously point to the section between rows 15 and 45 as the 
area richest in finds. As is shown by the topographic contour lines, this is also the highest part in 
elevation, not to speak o f  the aerial photographs in which light gray spots also correspond to this 
area. Meanwhile frequency data reveal additional details. Sherd concentrations are especially high in 
some of the 5 by 5 m squares, and they spill over into neighboring squares around them to a distance 
of 5 to 10 m. In spite o f the fact that surface collection was carried out in bands, it was demonstrated 
by subsequent excavations that these patterns of distribution always marked archaeological features 
under the surface.

The weight distribution of finds by squares does not reveal such a clear picture. Some additional 
details are indicative of the fact that the weights of finds are not directly correlated with their numbers. 
For example, just a few brick fragments can completely distort the proportions used in characterizing 
the distribution of finds. O n the other hand, a significant weight increase may still be observed toward 
the central area that parallels the greater number of finds there.

The spatial distribution o f sherds from the Árpád Period understandably reflects the settlem ent’s 
outline less clearly. Groups resulting from heterogeneous artifact concentrations, however, are also 
characteristic in this case. With one exception these clusters tested positive. The average num ber of 
finds representing the Á rpád Period was 7 specimens per grid unit over the entire area investigated.

2 9

Figure 6: Locations of repeated surface collection.
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Figure 7: The frequency of spatial distribution 
of surface finds. Excavated areas were marked 
separately. Legend: 1: 0—10 2: 11-20 3: 21-30 
4: 31-40 3: 41-50 6: 51-60 7: 61-70 8: 71-80 
9: 81-90 10: 91-110 pieces.

Figure 8: The weight distribution of all surface finds. 
Excavated areas were marked separately. Legend: 
/: 0-5 2: 6-10 3: 11-20 4: 21-30 5: 31^10 6:41-50 7: 
51-60 8: 61-70 9: 71-80 10: 81-100 grams.

Table 6. Frequency parameters for finds from the Árpád Period.

Number of finds Grid units %
0 find 59 19.09
5> finds 198 64.07
5= finds 19 6.14
5< finds 92 29.77, within this class
10—< finds 8 2.5
15< finds 1 0.32
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It was observed that most sherds representing 
the Árpád Period were found on the eastern 
“slope” of the site’s highest, central part (Figure 3, 
starting with row 30). Only negligible num bers 
were recovered from the site’s northern edge and 
similarly few sherds came to light in the row  o f  
squares that was chosen to mark the eastern m argin 
of the area studied. Even among these few finds, 
sherds from the Alföld22 Linear Pottery culture 
occurred in increasing numbers, while Sarmatian 
finds completely disappeared. The northern edge 
of this series of squares also intersected a gray 
spot which had been less clearly visible than the 
aforementioned soil discolorations. This spot, 
however, did not contain a concentration o f sherds 
that would have exceeded the average. Proceeding 
further east, two additional light gray spots w ere 
discovered. The more westerly o f these contained 
fragments of Sannatian pottery, while the eastern 
spot had sherds from the Árpád Period in it. 
Moving in a western direction (in the direction o f  
the dirt road) the concentration of sherds gradually 
declined and fell below 10 per square.

The artifacts thus collected contained no 
sherds from periods that had not been recognized 
previously. Alföld Linear band, quantities o f  
Sarmatian, and 10th—13th century ceramics w ere 
found.23

Systematic surface collections carried out 
over two field seasons have verified the validity 
o f the site boundaries established by extensive 
archaeological topographical surveys. The results 
correspond to topographic features to an accuracy 
of 1 m. They also coincide with the boundaries 
and concentrations outlined by geophysical 
measurements. Finds gathered on the surface 

could also be used in the analysis of horizontal stratigraphy; previous impressions that prehistoric, 
Sarmatian and Árpád Period sherds were each clustered in different locations could be corroborated 
by measurable evidence.

Figure 9: The frequency of spatial distribution of 
10th-13th century sherds. Legend: 1: 0-5 2: 5-10 
3: 10-15 4: 15-20 5: 20-25 pieces.

22 Alföld (the Hungarian term for “Lowland”) refers to the typical distribution area of this pottery type in the 
Great Hungarian Plain.

23 RégFüz 42 (1991) 14.
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1.4. Geophysical measurements and soil cores

Although geophysical measurements supporting archaeological research have been performed for 
a long time in Hungary,24 the use o f these m ethods for the purposes o f archaeological prospecting 
preceding excavations is relatively rare. Here, for the first time in Hungary, geomagnetic and soil 
resistivity studies carried out by both local and foreign research teams could be verified by subsequent 
excavations which took  place within the fram ew ork o f the Micro-region Research Project on the Great 
Hungarian Plain.25 The chief purpose o f  the measurements taken at the site under discussion here 
was exactly the same. In addition, the com plete geophysical survey o f the entire site was planned, 
although for the tim e being the realization o f  this large scale project has not yet proven possible.

These magnetic and electronic m easurem ents were made by Miklós Pattantyús-Abrahám (Eötvös 
Loránd Geophysical Institute) in 1987. The detailed descriptions o f the methods and results have 
already been published in the preliminary reports.26 For this reason, it is only the most important 
results that will be summarized in this study.

Miklós Pattantyús-Ábrahám prepared the magnetic survey of an area measuring 7000 m~ within a 
grid of 1 m units. The comer points and m ain axes o f this grid system were identical with those laid 
out for the purposes o f  collecting surface finds. Nevertheless, sometimes parts of the area surveyed by 
geophysical means reached beyond the boundaries chosen for surface collection and sometimes they 
fell short of these boundaries (Figure 3). Soil resistivity was measured in a smaller section of the area 
studied in order to m onitor the validity o f  m agnetic anomalies with electronic measurements. At one 
point, where the results obtained by both o f  these physical methods were indicative of archaeological 
features, he also studied a soil core. Excavations have reconfirmed the results of all three prospecting 
methods (the two geophysical measurements and soil coring). Pit 13, detected in this manner, indeed 
turned out to be the richest in finds and the largest in horizontal dimensions as well as depth.

When the spatial information provided by these measurements is considered, it can be seen that 
anomalies in the m agnetic field correspond to groups of features in the area. The distribution of these 
groups over the site’s surface again corresponds to the data acquired by topographic observations 
and systematic surface collection.27 Since the results of geophysical investigations could indeed be 
verified by subsequent excavation, it can genuinely be said that comparison of the two prospecting 
methods (surface collection and geom agnetic measurements) yields useful data. The results by 
excavation units can be summarized as follows.

No geophysical measurements were taken on Area I (c. f. Figure  3).
On Area II of the excavation, surface collection resulted in outstanding results in Squares 7-9/30 

(Figure 7). Magnetic anomalies indicated tw o features of major significance in Squares 7-8/30. The 
existence of these features has been precisely verified by subsequent excavations within a distance 
o f  2.5 m.28

Surface collection over excavation Area III indicated higher concentrations o f artifacts in Square 
11/26-28, while Squares 12/26-27 were characterized by a lower spatial density of surface finds. In 
contrast to these observations, geophysical investigations identified the outlines of four major features.

24 Pattantyús (1986) 561—567.
25 Cucarzi (1992) 13 -40.; Székely et al. (1992) 41 -58.; Jerem et al. (1992) 61-95. Naturally, since the taking 

of these measurements, geophysical work has been continuously carried out with good results at several 
other sites in Hungary.

26 Jankovich -  Pattantyús (1990) 123-132; Jankovich et al. (1992) 99-120.
27 Jankovich et al. (1992) 110, Fig. 12.
28 Jankovich et al. (1992), 107, Fig. 7.
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Excavations largely reinforced these latter results. Features 13 and 14 were precisely located, Pits 15 
and 16 came to light at a distance of some 2 m from the expected find location. The locations o f Pits 
10 and 11 could be precisely predicted, while there was no indication o f Pit 12.29

Geophysical surveys showed no anomalies on excavation Area IV (Figure 7).30 During the course 
o f surface collection, however, four of the six squares contained numerous sherds, and three different 
features (House 3, Pit 17 and a well) were also discovered.

A similar situation occurred on excavation Area V. Although the results o f geophysical 
investigations were negative in this case as well, excavations designated on the basis o f surface 
distribution patterns brought to light four pits (Features 18 to 21).

The opposite of this phenomenon was documented for excavation Area VI. Here, there appeared 
to be no reason to excavate on the basis o f the meager surface find evidence. However, encouraged by 
the high magnetic anomalies detected by the geophysical survey, some excavations were undertaken 
at once here. Two years later, full recovery in this area brought to light six Sarmatian pits. It must be 
noted, however, that o f these six pits, magnetic anomalies could be used only in the clear identification 
o f one feature, Pit 28.31

No geophysical survey was carried out on Area VII. At this location both surface collection 
and test excavation yielded nothing but negative results. It is very likely that “real” excavations 
would have had similar results, as was experienced with squares located along the western edge o f  
the site where neither surface collection nor geophysical measurements could identify anything o f 
archaeological value. This seems to support the assumption that the site’s edge should indeed be 
sought for in that section.32

In conclusion, when the efficiency of the three methods (surface collection, geophysical 
measurements and excavations) are compared, the following numerical results are obtained. All 
three methods were applied simultaneously at five different, isolated points o f the settlement. 
The distribution of success rates in these five cases were as follows: In one case only geophysical 
measurements yielded any results, while in another case only surface collection had any prediction 
value. In one case, results obtained by geophysical measurements were better than the results o f  
surface collection, in yet another case the opposite was true, predictions by geophysical measurements 
proved less precise than those obtained by surface collection. There was only one case in which 
features buried below the ground could be identified by both methods with equal precision. In spite o f  
the relatively small number of cases, this extremely even proportion between the possible variations 
should not cause any doubts concerning the validity o f either of the two methods. To the contrary, it 
should be seen as a strong warning that only their joint application can provide reliable information. 
When the success rate o f geophysical measurements in predicting the occurrence of archaeological 
features is considered, a 3 to 2 ratio o f positive to negative results is obtained. On the basis o f 
experience acquired at this site, one may therefore, with appropriate prudence, say that geophysical 
measurements were successful in locating approximately 60% of the buried features.

The situation is, naturally, different when the image o f features outlined by magnetic anomalies is 
contrasted with their real spatial position, size and artifact content. In this regard, the finds collected

29 Jankovich et al. (1992) 108, Fig. 8. The reason for the uncertainty concerning pits 15 and 16 is that the 
neighboring squares were not excavated. Thus, theo pssibility cannot be ruled out that one is dealing with 
another feature. Should this be the case, however, geophysical measurements would have yielded negative 
results in this area as well.

30 Jankovich et al. (1992) 110, Fig. 12.
31 Jankovich et al. (1992) 108-109, Fig. 9-10.
32 Jankovich et al. (1992) 109, Fig. 11.
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on the surface are significantly less reliable, while the usefulness o f geophysical measurements is 
evident, and their results are spectacular. This difference manifested itself particularly clearly in the 
cases of Pit 13 (Area III) as well as that o f  House 2 and Fireplace 3 (Area II) respectively.33 The 
concentration of daub and pottery fragments was way above average in both features which must be 
the reason for the high degree of correspondence between the results obtained by the two methods. On 
the other hand, shallow archaeological features with only a few archaeological artifacts (especially 
burnt clay of some sort) remained “invisible” to geophysical measurements.34 By contrast, a curious 
example of the opposite situation is represented by Squares 8/39-40 in which no archaeological 
features could be detected in spite of the great number o f sherds and ashy earth found there. One o f 
the possible explanations for this phenomenon is that the pieces of daub were very tiny in that area 
and occurred in close proximity to the surface.

1.5. Excavation observations

Excavations designed to  test the results o f  the surface collection began in 1989. It was quite obvious 
that it would not be possible to fully recover the entire site. In fact, not even those sections covered 
by surface collection could be completely excavated. It is for this reason that a special area had to 
be selected to be excavated. The selection criteria included a high concentration o f surface finds in 
general and a higher than average proportion o f  10th- 13th century finds, representing the Árpád Period, 
in particular. The presence of a light gray soil color suggestive of archaeological features was taken 
into consideration as well. Finally, a reference section was also chosen in which the concentration of 
finds recovered by surface collection was below  average.

At the time o f excavations in August 1989, the site was covered by a 2 m tall crop of com. 
The soil was extremely dry and rock hard with palm-sized cracks over the surface. Although finds 
were also collected during the cleaning o f  the surfaces of the designated excavation sites, due to 
the drought and poor visibility the artifacts recovered in this manner were significantly fewer in 
number than those discovered during the survey in the previous year. Finds recovered from the 
plow zone (0 to 30 cm ) were carefully counted and bagged by type. At depths between 30 and 60 
cm, the location o f each find was individually measured and a detailed find distribution map was 
prepared. The following types of artifacts were uniformly taken into consideration during the course 
o f both surface collection and excavation work: sherds, daub, bone, stone, slag and iron slag. Within 
the ceramic material, only sherds dated to the Árpád Period were treated separately, the rest of the 
materials (predominantly representing the Sarmatian and Avar Periods with sporadic occurrences of 
prehistoric pottery) were pooled under the generic term “Other Periods”.

It was observed that plowing had penetrated somewhat below the level o f the first spit 
(approximately 35 cm). This stratum was followed by a layer of black, lumpy (kotú - see above) type 
subhumus that had been compressed by the weight of the modern machinery used in tillage. Finally, 
the yellow subsoil was observed. Plowing and erosion have destroyed the site down to the same 
surface level used during the Árpád Period. In some points where the elevation was originally higher, 
however, the extent o f  destruction presumably affected deeper strata.

33 Jankovich et al. (1992) 107-108. The few meters difference measured in this case may also be explained 
by physical effects. One should also consider the fact that, although the fixed points determined for the area 
surveyed were the same for the purposes of both geophysical as well as archaeological operations, these 
grid units were identified in the field at different times by different people.

34 A similar case was reported from the excavations at Sutton Hoo, England, by Renfrew (1991) 89.
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The first site selected for study was an area measuring 10 by 20 m that lay between Squares 13/43 and 
16/44 (Figure 10, Area I in Figure 6). The summary of finds recovered on the surface and the layers 
immediately below is presented in the following table.35 36

Table 7. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other periods % Árpád D. %
1988 13/43 surface 46 17 36.9 17 36.9
1989 surface 8 0 0 6 75.0
1989 0-30 cm 36 8 22.2 21 58.3
1989 30-60 cm 341 19 5.5 37 10.8
1988 13/44 surface 43 20 46.0 14 32.5
1989 surface 10 3 30.0 6 60.0
1989 0-30 cm 90 29 32.2 32 35.5
1989 30-60 cm 117 29 24.7 28 23.9

In the southeastern comer of Square 13/43, a well defined group of finds was observed at depths 
between 30 to 60 cm. This concentration contained animal bone, small particles of daub and other 
finds.36 Moreover, a significant proportion of the sherds discovered could be assigned to the Árpád 
Period. The spot associated with this assemblage o f artifacts was marked by a soil discoloration 
caused by lumpy, dense, silt rich, rock hard black earth (kotii -  see above) that broke in a characteristic 
faceted manner. This feature was labeled Pit 1 (Figure 11).

In Square 13/44, a small section of a tiny pit was recovered near the wall o f the grid unit (Pit 2). 
A ditch dug in modem times ran directly south o f this feature.

Table 8. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other sherds % Árpád D. %
1988 14/43 surface 76 13 17.1 20 26.3
1989 surface 15 7 46.6 6 40.0
1989 0-30 cm 256 44 17.1 35 13.6
1989 30-60 cm 100 14 14.0 7 7.0
1989 60-90 cm 6 1 16.6 2 33.3
1988 14/44 surface 70 17 24.2 17 24.2
1989 surface 6 2 33.3 2 33.3
1989 0-30 cm 85 26 30.5 37 43.5
1989 30-60 cm 114 8 7.0 41 35.9
1989 60-90 cm 37 3 8.1 14 37.8

In the northeastern comer o f Square 14/44 a baking surface was brought to light. It was labeled 
Fireplace 1. Below this feature another open-air baking oven from the Árpád Period was discovered 
(Fireplace 2). The pit of Fireplace 2 intersected a beehive-shaped pit from the Sarmatian Period 
(Pit 3) that contained a pitch black fill.

35 A detailed description of the finds is presented in the chronological chapters.
36 Inv. No.: 90.4.185.-187.
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Table 9. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other sherds % Árpád D. %
1988 15/43 surface 103 31 30.0 16 15.5
1989 surface 16 7 43.7 8 50.0
1989 0-30 cm 109 17 15.5 57 52.2
1989 30-60 cm 115 25 21.7 22 19.1
1988 15/44 surface 79 26 32.9 21 26.5
1989 surface 12 2 16.6 5 41.6
1989 0-30 cm 241 56 23.2 72 29.8
1989 30—60 cm 51 3 5.8 23 45.0

In Square 15/43, separate clusters of Sarmatian sherds and those from the Árpád Period as well 
could already be distinguished between the depths of 30 to 60 cm (Figure 10). The location of 
features could be identified in as much as they corresponded to these groups o f artifacts. Pit 4 along 
the square’s western wall and Pit 5 in its northwestern comer could be distinguished. In both cases, 
only those sections of the features falling within the square were excavated. On the basis o f the finds 
recovered, Pit 4 could be dated to the Late Avar Period while Pit 5 belonged to the Sarmatian Period. 
On the other hand, Pit 6, found along the square’s eastern wall that corresponded with the sherds 
recovered above it, unambiguously originated from the Árpád Period.

A distinct group of finds was also discovered at depths of 30 to 60 cm in the northwestern comer 
of the same square, which marked the location o f another feature (Figure 10). This group o f artifacts 
lay at the same level as the former ground surfaces observed in neighboring squares. It turned out 
to have been a layer covering a semi-subterranean dwelling from the Árpád Period (House 1). 
Correspondingly, finds from this feature will be presented in detail later along with a description of 
House 1. The significance o f the former ground surface here (as well as in Square 14/44 and above 
the Fireplace) is that it precisely delineates the location of the former feature. This could only have 
been made possible if garbage from the neighboring areas had been dumped into the depression of 
this feature prior to its complete burial.

Table 10. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other sherds % Árpád D. %
1988 16/43 surface 78 13 16.6 19 24.3
1989 surface 11 5 45.4 6 54.5
1989 0-30 cm 94 12 12.7 53 56.3
1989 30-60 cm 129 19 14.7 25 19.3
1988 16/44 surface 52 14 26.9 16 30.7
1989 surface 9 6 66.6 3 33.3
1989 0-30 cm 31 12 38.7 10 32.2
1989 30—60 cm 99 27 27.2 10 10.1
1989 60-90 cm 10 7 70.0 0 0

Features in Square 16/43 were marked at two locations on the artifact distribution map based on 
finds lying between 30 to 60 cm. One of these lay in the northwestern and the other in the southwestern 
comer. It was expected that the comer of the house recovered in Square 15/44 would show up in the 
southeastern section. No other finds came to light here. During the course o f the excavations it was 
observed that the house had only extended into this square to a negligible extent, which makes the
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Figure 10: Excavation area I: Distribution of finds between the depths of 30 to 60 cm.

Figure 11: Excavation area I: 
summary plan of features.
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paucity of artifacts understandable. On the other hand, another ashy, gray spot was discovered in 
the southwestern comer o f  the square. This w as a small and shallow pit o f  only a few centimeters in 
depth (Pit 7). Another larger pit with an ashy fill was labeled Pit 8 (Figure 11). Nothing was found, 
however, below the concentration of artifacts documented in the square’s northwestern comer.

N o features were expected to be found in Square 16/44 on the basis o f the find distribution maps. 
Nevertheless, a storage pit (marked Pit 9) cam e to light in the square’s northwestern comer.

Partially undisturbed spots from the ground surface used during the Árpád Period were discovered 
at a depth of 35 cm in this excavation area. Seven features originating from the Árpád Period were 
identified in connection with this surface. They included a house, three storage pits, an open-air oven, 
another similar open fireplace and a flat, shallow  depression that presumably served as a working pit. 
These features from the Árpád Period provided an opportunity to make observations relevant to their 
relative chronology. Fireplace 1 was built following the burial o f the pit associated with the open-air 
oven (Fireplace 2). The same holds true for Pit 7, which was dug into the fill of Pit 8 as well as for Pit 
6 which cut into the oven o f  House 1. It is also very likely that the pit o f House 1 was largely buried 
at the time Fireplace 1 w as established.

All this showed that surface collection had been able to identify archaeological features which had 
not yet been destroyed and which lay close to the present surface. The precision of these predictions 
was within 5 m. Artifact distribution maps representing depths between 30 and 60 cm, pinpointed 
buried features precisely in six cases. In three cases, however, these predictions for feature locations 
were not reconfirmed by positive evidence.

• k i c k

From the viewpoint o f the Árpád Period, Square 8/30 (Area II, c. f. Figure 6) looked most promising 
on the basis of both geophysical measurements and surface collection work. Namely, surface 
collection preceding excavation, as well as excavations in the first spit (0-30) cm brought to light an 
outstandingly high proportion of sherds representing this period.

Table 11. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other sherds % Árpád D. %
1988 7/29 surface 46 37 80.4 2 4.3
1990 30-60 cm 130 97 74.6 16 12.30
1988 7/30 surface 87 47 54.0 17 19.5
1989 surface 37 10 27.0 10 27.0
1989 0-30 cm 304 158 51.9 64 21.0
1989 30—60 cm 122 98 80.3 3 2.4
1990 0-30 cm 100 86 86.0 12 12.0
1988 8/30 surface 98 31 31.6 22 22.4
1989 surface 44 14 31.8 19 43.1
1989 0-30 cm 367 149 40.5 54 14.7
1989 30-60 cm 356 162 45.5 3 0.8
1988 8/31 surface 56 25 44.6 9 16.0
1989 surface 14 8 57.1 5 35.7
1989 0—30 cm 160 80 50.0 41 25.6
1989 30-60 cm 244 191 78.2 0 0
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To a certain extent in contrast with these preliminary observations, the entire eastern half o f  the 
square contained numerous pieces o f daub (Figure 12), which covered the surface in the form o f  a 15 
cm thick, contiguous deposit. It was in this area that House 2 (Figure 13) was discovered. In addition 
to the recovery of daub fragments, an overwhelming proportion of sherds from the Sarmatian Period 
also became apparent in this area. The outline of the surface of daub detected in this manner was 
identified by opening new excavation squares and extending the already existing ones (Squares 8/31 
and 7/30 as well as a 2.5 m wide band in Squares 9/30-31).

The 110 by 80 cm large, plastered baking surface o f an oven (Fireplace 3) was discovered in the 
southwestern comer o f Square 8/30. On the basis o f its shape, as well as of the sherds found in the 
oven’s immediate proximity, this feature belongs to the Árpád Period even though a few sherds from  
the Sarmatian Period could be identified in its plastering.37

8 7 8 7

Square 7/30 was excavated on two different occasions. It was first opened in 1989 in order to 
uncover the borders o f House 2. During the course o f these investigations, Fireplace 3 was detected 
along with a section o f Pit 23 below it. Corresponding to this arrangement of features, quantities o f  
sherds came to light from the plow zone in the western half of this square, most o f which originated 
from the Sarmatian Period. A double pit (Pit 22), which was also dated to the Sarmatian Period, was 
recovered along the western wall o f the square and this also extended into Square 7/29.

Square 7/29 was opened in order to excavate Pits 22 and 23. The southeastern third o f this square 
was filled by a rectangular, light gray spot, with a large ashy deposit at its center. This marked the 
location o f House 4, which also turned out to have been from the Sarmatian Period. Similar to Pit 22, 
it was dug into the subsoil from the gray and ashy ground surface.

Consequently, the one-time existence of the following features could be established in this area 
of the settlement: a fireplace near the surface from the Árpád Period, a small pit from the Avar 
Period and a large wattle and daub house from the Sarmatian Period that, in all probability, stood 
at the surface. Additional features include a pit from the Sarmatian Period that was full o f ashy

37 Inv. No.: 90.4.776.-779.
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Figure 12: Excavation area II: Distribution of finds 
between the depths of 30-60 cm. Legend: 1: Sarmatian 

Period finds 2: 10th—13th century finds.

Figure 13: Excavation area II: summary plan of 
features. Legend: 1: burnt oven plastering 

2: yellow clay.
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deposits and a semi-subterranean dwelling that was in close proximity to this feature, and was in 
part superimposed on it. The artifact distribution map had already indicated the presence of this pit 
and semi-subterranean dwelling, both from the Sarmatian Period, at depths between 30 to 60 cm. 
Artifacts from subsequent periods, however, were scattered all over the modem day surface.

This means that w ithin the area under discussion here, surface finds only reflected a single 
feature from the Árpád Period within a precision within 5 m. This feature had almost been entirely 
destroyed by plowing, though. Meanwhile, the material acquired through surface collection yielded 
no infonnation on the undoubtedly more important, rich area of daub from the Sarmatian Period, 
which also lay close to the present day surface.

kk k

The third area singled out for excavation (Figure 6) was selected on the basis o f the average 
concentration of surface finds found there. A n additional criterion, however, was the porous structure 
as well as light gray discoloration of the soil covering this area, which was considered potentially 
indicative of archaeological features below. Another surface collection prior to excavations again 
resulted in but a few finds. Within the first spit (0-30), however, a quantum leap occurred in the 
concentration of finds, although these artifacts almost exclusively represented the Sarmatian Period. 
This section of the site had been more heavily damaged by erosion than previously investigated 
areas. The rich, black clay earth that had m arked the original subhumus layer was preserved only in 
scattered spots.

Table 12. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other sherds % Árpád D. %
1987 11/26 surface 75 45 60.0 3 4.0
1989 surface 12 6 50.0 3 25.0
1989 0—30 cm 190 121 63.6 19 10.0
1989 30-60 cm 70 48 68.5 9 12.8
1987 11/27 surface 74 54 72.9 6 8.1
1989 surface 6 5 83.3 1 16.6
1989 0-30 cm 318 231 72.6 22 6.9
1989 30-60 cm 195 148 75.8 2 1.0
1987 11/28 surface 62 46 74.1. 5 8
1989 surface 10 5 50.0 0 0
1989 0-30 cm 156 125 80.1 6 3.8
1989 30-60 cm 297 203 68.3 2 0.6
1987 12/26 surface 51 41 80.3 2 3.9
1989 surface 11 4 36.3 2 18.1
1989 0-30 cm 75 59 78.6 12 16.0
1989 30-60 cm 81 66 81.4 1 1.2
1987 12/27 surface 44 33 75.0 3 6.8
1989 surface 16 11 68.7 2 12.5
1989 0-30 cm 163 107 65.6 20 12.2
1989 30—60 cm 759 573 75.4 0 0
1987 12/28 surface 40 31 77.5 0 0
1989 surface 16 10 62.5 1 6.2
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The outlines of four large spots, with light gray and yellowish ashy fills, were observed at the 
bottom o f Square 11/26 (Figure 15). Pits 10 and 11 were discovered along the square’s western wall, 
while Pits 12 and 14 fell in its eastern half.

In Square 12/26, the majority of finds recovered between the depths of 30 to 60 cm originated 
from the Sarmatian Period.38 Most o f these were clustered in the square’s eastern half (Pit 13 extended 
somewhat into this square as well). On the other hand, following the horizontal sectioning o f  the 
surface, two smaller spots indicative of round pits were noticed along the western wall of the square. 
One o f them, which fell entirely within the square under discussion here, was labeled Pit 15 while 
the other was marked Pit 16.
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Figure 14: Excavation area III: Distribution of finds 
between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. Legend: 1: Sarmatian 

Period finds 2: 10th— 13th century finds.

Figure 15: Excavation area III: summary 
plan of features.

No distinct clustering o f finds could be recognized in Square 11/27. In the proximity o f  the 
square’s eastern edge, however, a fibula came to light. At this depth, black clods o f lumpy (kotú -  see 
above) earth were already encountered in the southern section o f the square. This black earth deposit 
was covered by a layer of small particles of daub and gravel. The majority of finds lay within this 
stratum as well. It was hypothesized that this must have been the original ground surface used during 
the Sarmatian Period. Pit 14 was detected in the square’s Southwest comer. Part of this latter pit 
was also present in Square 11/26. The majority of this feature, however, fell to the south beyond the 
border o f either square. Consequently, it could not be excavated.

38 Inv. No.: 90.4.1454.-1483. In addition to sherds originating from other (Scythian? Late Sarmatian/Hunnic?) 
periods (Inv. No.: 90.4.1484—1488.) a brown sand-tempered wall fragment with a grayish fracture line, and 
a loose spiral decoration originated from the Árpád Period.
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The outline o f Pit 13 could be clearly distinguished between the depths o f 30 to 60 cm along 
the square’s northern wall. Its location was also clearly marked by the distribution of finds. The 
overwhelming majority o f Sarmatian Period sherds found in its vicinity must also have originated 
from this feature.

Square 11/28 again revealed quantities o f  Sarmatian Period sherds within the plow zone. 
Sarmatian finds formed a cluster concentrated enough to permit evaluation in the northwest comer 
o f the square between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. This deposit evidently marked the edge o f Pit 13. 
Excavation recovery was brought to a halt at a depth of 45 cm at the square’s eastern wall because the 
skeleton of an infant turned up here. However, not even its orientation could be reconstructed.

At this point in our excavations, Pit 13 and its finds “took over” at the expense of phenomena 
related to other features. Only sherds from this pit could be clearly recognized even in other features 
between the depths o f 30 to 60 cm. It also became obvious that the gray spot recognized in aerial 
photographs also originated from this feature. Meanwhile, finds from Pits 10 and 12 that represented 
the Árpád Period were visibly present in the square and in its immediate surroundings, to a distance 
o f approximately 5 m.

' k ' k ' k

Excavation Area IV {Figure 6.) was chosen because geophysical measurements revealed nothing 
at this location, while the finds from surface collection (including those from the Árpád Period) 
occurred here in above average concentrations.

Table 13. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other sherds % Árpád D. %
1988 8/39 surface 102 68 66.6 14 13.7
1990 0-30 cm 155 129 83.2 8 5.1
1990 30-60 cm 212 182 85.8 6 2.8
1990 60-90 cm 2 1 50.0 0 0
1988 8/40 surface 93 57 61.2 18 19.3
1990 0-30 cm 109 80 73.3 22 20.1
1990 30-60 cm 156 112 71.7 13 8.3
1990 60-90 cm 17 12 70.5 1 5.8
1988 9/39 surface 77 36 46.7 22 28.5
1990 0-30 cm 222 163 73.4 3 1,3
1990 30-60 cm 559 420 75.1 3 0.5
1990 60-90 cm 21 12 57.1 1 4.7
1988 9/40 surface 60 28 46.6 21 35.0
1990 0-30 cm 67 49 73.1 14 20.8
1990 30-60 cm 253 206 81.4 24 9.4
1990 60-90 cm 278 161 57.9 51 18.3
1988 10/39 surface 81 49 60.4 12 14.8
1990 30-60 cm 194 133 68.5 12 6.1
1990 60-90 cm 41 34 82.9 0 0
1988 10/40 surface 82 44 53.6 11 13.4
1990 0-30 cm 51 39 76.4 11 21.5
1990 30-60 cm 392 191 48.7 41 10.4
1990 60-90 cm 109 33 30.2 52 47.7
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In addition to sherds from the Sarmatian Period recovered in the plow zone of Square 8/40, the 
material from later periods is also significant here. Although pottery fragments from the Sarmatian 
Period dominated between the depths of 30 to 60 cm (Figure 16) a fair number o f Avar Period sherds 
were also found. Aside from these sherds, however, only a few individual finds, clustered in the 
southern comer o f the square, could be hypothetically assigned to the Árpád Period. Pottery fragm ents 
from the Sarmatian Period littered the square’s remaining surface almost uniformly. Considering that 
no soil discoloration was detected at this level, the square was further deepened. However, the color 
and structure o f the soil did not change between the depths o f 60 to 90 cm either, and no finds were 
discovered at this level, except in the square’s southern comer. Due to the presence of these latter 
artifacts, the southern corner was further excavated. Yellow subsoil was found at a depth o f  105 
cm, but no additional finds occurred. The pitch black deposit was followed by yellow clay without 
transitional signs, in a most natural way.

Figure 16: Excavation area IV: Distribution of 
finds between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. Legend:

1: Sarmatian Period finds 2: 10th-13th century finds,

Figure 17: Excavation area IV: summary plan of 
features. The feature without a number is the well.

In square 9/40, the composition o f the finds displayed a distinct trend between the depths o f  30 
to 60 cm. In addition to sherds o f wheel thrown, gray pottery, as well as mica-tempered hand thrown 
ceramics and hand-formed pottery, an increasing number o f Late Avar Period finds also began to 
occur. The dispersion o f the finds reached down to a depth o f 50 cm. Below 60 cm, however, the 
spatial density o f artifacts increased toward the middle o f the square, and the proportion o f sherds 
from the Árpád Period significantly increased. The color o f the soil was somewhat lighter than in 
neighboring squares, although its density and hardness remained the same. No traces of a form er 
ground surface could be detected. The yellow subsoil was already encountered by a depth o f 100 cm 
in the square’s southern comer. Meanwhile, the outline of a well, measuring 260 by 220 cm started 
to be visible in the middle of the square (Figure 17). The edges o f this feature, however, were still 
unclear even at a depth of 150 cm. Although the sherds recovered here also included a few worn 
specimens from the Sarmatian Period, the dating o f this feature was determined by the presence o f 
finds from the Árpád Period.

In the plow zone o f Square 10/40 sherds from gray, wheel thrown as well as gray hand-formed 
vessels dominated. Remains of the ground surface were detected at three spots in the comer o f  the 
square between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. This means that areas a few cm thick, containing numerous 
particles of daub, animal bone and sherds (including those from the Árpád Period) were often found
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at a depth of 35 cm. In some cases, however, they occurred between 45 to 55 cm. This phenomenon 
corresponds to the observations made in Square 14/43. There is no indication whatsoever that 
these spots would have formed a de facto  continuous surface. Other finds were discovered in equal 
numbers among, above and below the spots. N o other such apparently contiguous conglomerate 
layers, which were composed predominantly o f  daub that separated easily from the neighboring soil 
context, have been encountered in other parts o f  the site. Due to this it is not possible to say whether 
this phenomenon actually represents a former ground surface.

The soil itself is made up of pitch black clay here, which could be removed only using a pickax 
beside, above and below this layer. The dispersion of finds may be considered to be nearly uniform 
even between these distinct spots. Obviously, this represents the remains o f rubble scattered over the 
original surface. This assumption is further supported by the discovery here o f a mixture of sherds 
from several different periods.

Numerous finds also came to light in areas beyond the former ground surface within the same 
range o f depth. The yellow subsoil was encountered again following further excavation of the surface 
between the remaining spots. Here, between the depths of 60 to 90 cm, finds surfaced only in the 
southwestern third o f the square. Although a few sherds of wheel-thrown and hand formed pottery 
from the Sarmatian Period were also recovered here, ceramic fragments from the Árpád Period 
composed the majority o f the finds. The location o f Pit 17 was also discovered here.

In Square 10/39, the distribution of the material was similarly uniform between the depths of 30 to 
60 cm, containing only a few sherds. Even these few fragments represent a number of archaeological 
periods. The lower third o f the next unit, between 60 to 90 cm, was already composed o f the yellow 
subsoil. Sporadic finds from the Sarmatian Period were found only in the southeastern third of the 
square. Of these sherds, only the fragment o f  a gray, wheel-thrown bowl was deemed to be worth 
preserving.

At a depth of 30 cm in the southern com er o f  Square 9/39 a light gray spot was discovered which 
contained many finds. A small section o f the original ground surface was also detected along the 
square’s eastern wall, at a depth of 35 cm. There were, however, only sherds from the Sarmatian 
Period scattered over this surface. Great quantities of sherds almost exclusively representing the 
Sarmatian Period were found in the layer between depths of 30 to 60 cm.39 The archaeological finds 
suddenly disappeared at the lower levels, where only the yellow subsoil could be observed. It appears 
that the immense bulk o f  finds from the Sarmatian Period lay on the original ground surface.

The concentration o f predominantly Avar Period sherds was already above average in the plow 
zone o f Square 8/39. The soil was grayish and porous, especially in the square’s western comer. In 
addition to the similarly considerable numbers o f  sherds from gray, wheel-thrown vessels characteristic 
of the Sarmatian Period, fragments dated to the Avar Period represent a major proportion of this 
material. An extension o f the excavation m easuring 3 by 4.1 m was opened in order to follow the 
grayish, porous fill beyond its position in the Southwest comer of the square. Within this extension, 
the surface was able to be horizontally sectioned at a depth of 35 cm and the outline o f House 3 
emerged.

Numerous finds were discovered between the depths of 30 to 60 cm in other sections of this square 
as well. This set o f artifacts was again overwhelmingly dominated by sherds from the Sarmatian 
Period, including a few quite beautiful, large fragments. The number o f finds declined to nothing 
once depths between 60 to 90 cm were reached. Nothing but a Migration Period pottery fragment

39 Inv. No.: 9 0 .4 .3 9 0 -4 0 0 . A ltogether 88 sh e rd s , severa l o f  w h ich  could  be m atched.
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showing signs of secondary firing, and a lump o f daub were found here.40 The yellow subsoil was 
encountered at a depth of 85 cm.

Summarizing the observations made in this section o f the site it may be said that the original 
surface during the Árpád Period must have been approximately 35 cm below that of present day. 
Refuse was scattered over this entire surface at several points. In some areas, layers o f sherds from 
the Sarmatian Period were also spread throughout this level. The locations o f the well and Pit 17 
were clearly marked by the distribution of sherds between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. It may also be 
hypothesized that, aside from House 3, a fireplace may also have existed in the area of Square 8/39. 
It looks likely, however, that it was destroyed by modern tillage and its remains were distributed over 
a large area.

•kkk

A smaller unit was chosen as the next working area (Area V in Figure 6), where among the finds 
acquired by surface collection, sherds from the Árpád Period again occurred frequently.

Table 14. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other sherds % Árpád D. %
1988 7/33 surface 44 14 31.8 16 36.0
1990 0-30 cm 51 34 66.6 14 27.0
1990 30-60 cm 222 174 78.3 3 1.3
1988 6/33 surface 55 26 47.2 12 21.8
1990 0-30 cm 115 70 60.8 31 26.9
1990 30-60 cm 197 153 77.6 10 5.0
1990 60-90 cm 4 1 25 1 25
1988 6/32 surface 66 30 45.4 22 33.3
1990 0-30 cm 111 41 36.9 37 33.3
1990 30-60 cm 119 75 63.0 3 2.5

A small, round ash pit (Pit 18) was found by a depth o f 45 cm along the northeastern wall o f 
the square (Figure 19). As can be analyzed in the section drawing, the light gray, ashy earth spread 
beyond the pit’s outline in a layer at this depth. Its thickness was approximately 12 cm. This level 
may be considered the original ground surface, from which the pit was dug. This feature, however, 
could only be definitively recognized and excavated below a depth of 60 cm.

The extension opened to recover the rest o f Pit 18 also contained sherds from the Sarmatian 
Period. Other pottery fragments from the Árpád Period will be discussed together with this p it’s 
material.

The baulk between Squares 7/33 and 6/33 was also removed in order to provide free access to 
Pit 19.

In Square 6/33 the soil seemed to be significantly more porous than in other squares located to the 
east. Finds in the plow zone, including numerous sherds from the Árpád Period, were mostly found 
on the square’s northwest side.

The northwest baulk, with grayish spots at its base, was removed and the neighboring Square 6/32 
was also excavated. Three pits (labeled Pits 19, 20 and 21 respectively) were found in this area.

40 Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .349 .
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Figure 18: Excavation area V: Distribution of finds 
between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. Legend:

1: Sarmatian Period finds 2: 10th— 13th century finds.

The northeast third o f Square 6/32 was excavated to below a depth of 60 cm, however, only three 
prehistoric sherds were recovered.41 The subsoil first appeared at the usual depth o f 80 cm.

In this study area it could be established that surface finds representing the Árpád Period originate 
from three ash pits, two of which had been dug into Sarmatian Period storage pits. The pits could be 
observed at a depth o f 60 cm. Features at this level were surrounded almost exclusively by sherds 
from the Sarmatian Period.

• k i c k

The fourth area at this site, studied in 1990, was selected in a zone where only few surface finds could 
be collected. Geophysical measurements on the other hand, indicated the presence of features (Area 
VI, c . f  Figure 6). The aims of excavation in this area also included the verification of the test trench 
that had been dug here during the collection o f geophysical measurement data in 1987.

Table 15. The distribution of finds recovered from the upper strata by surface collection and excavation,
respectively.

Year Square Depth Total finds Other sherds % Árpád D. %
1988 11/14 surface 17 12 70.5 0 0
1990 0-30 cm 63 40 63.4 5 7.9
1990 30-60 cm 51 35 68.6 0 0
1988 11/15 surface 32 20 62.5 3 9.0
1990 0-30 cm 30 26 86.6 3 10.0
1990 30-60 cm 21 19 90.4 0 0
1988 12/14 surface 9 4 44.4 1 11.1
1990 0-30 cm 5 0 0 0 0
1990 30-60 cm 68 47 69.1 0 0
1988 12/15 surface 28 24 85.7 1 3.5
1990 0-30 cm 10 7 70.0 1 10.0
1990 30-60 cm 83 71 85.5 0 0

41 Inv. No.: 90.4.436-438.
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Nine sherds from the Sarmatian Period and three dated to the Árpád Period were found within 
the first spit (0 to 30 cm) in Square 11/15. The Árpád Dynasty sherds were made from a brownish 
material with a gray fracture surface and gravel temper. One is decorated with a broad spiral design.42 
Very sporadic finds from the Sarmatian Period were brought to light from between the depths o f  30 
to 60 cm (Figure 20). The yellow subsoil appeared here at a depth of 50 cm. On the other hand, there 
was a light gray, round spot with a yellowish ashy mixed fill in the northern comer. Excavations 
revealed that it was a Sarmatian Period storage pit (Pit 27).

Figure 20: Excavation area VI: Distribution of finds 
between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. Legend:

1: Sarmatian Period finds 2: 10th-13th century finds.

Aside from the dozens of Sarmatian Period sherds recovered from Square 11/14, the Árpád 
Period was represented by only four tiny wall fragments made from a brownish material with a 
gray fracture surface and gravel temper. A white rim fragment made from similar material, with a 
rounded groove for the vessel’s lid could be dated to the late Middle Ages.43 Clusters o f finds were 
only discovered near the square’s western wall between the depths o f 30 to 60 cm. These sherds 
all originated from Sarmatian Period vessels, many as complete as ha lf a vessel.44 Meanwhile, the 
locations o f three round pits with black lumpy (kotú -  see above) fill were observed in the yellow 
subsoil (Figure 21, Pits 24, 25 and 26). The artifact distribution map o f the area between the depths 
of 30 to 60 cm shows the latter of these three, which may be explained by the possibility that Pit 26 
was the last to have been abandoned.

The plow zone within Square 12/14 as well as the layer between the depths of 30 to 60 cm, 
contained Sarmatian Period sherds exclusively. Discolorations deriving from the finds and the soil 
(a rectangular, light gray spot) both indicated that a feature was located by the northwest wall. This 
was Pit 28.

The plow zone in Square 12/15 contained only a few sherds. Five fragments originate from 
wheel-thrown, gray Sarmatian Period pottery, while only a tiny sherd came from the wall o f a vessel

42 Inv. No.: 90.4.1002-1005.
43 Inv. No.: 90.4.919.
44 Inv. No.: 90.4.920-933.
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from the Árpád Period.45 Again, exclusively Sarmatian Period sherds came to light from between the 
depths of 30 to 60 cm, while a rectangular ashy spot occurred in the northern comer o f the square. A 
great number of Sarmatian Period sherds were located above this feature. It was labeled Pit 29.

The location o f the 1987 test trench could be successfully identified between the two squares. 
It thus became clear that the anomaly seen at that time through the geophysical measurements was 
caused by Pit 28. It was a section of this feature that was excavated in 1987.

The four excavated squares provided evidence that features that have not been disturbed cannot 
be identified on the surface. Meanwhile, below the plow zone, the location of features was always 
marked by clusters o f  finds. Typically these features must have been the last to have been abandoned 
in their respective archaeological periods.

***

The last site of our excavations was selected as Area VII, where neither geophysical measurements, 
nor surface collection signaled the presence o f  any finds (Square 7/43, c. f. Figure 6). Due to its lower 
lying location, this area may have fallen outside the actual settlement area. In addition to four gray, 
wheel-thrown Sarmatian sherds found in the plow zone, characteristic fragments of pottery from the 
Árpád Period46 included a sand-tempered reddish brown base fragment with a gray fracture surface. 
Five brown, undecorated wall fragments with gray fracture lines and gravel temper also came to light 
here. The soil consisted o f dense, black clay down to a depth of 70 cm and contained no other finds 
whatsoever. Further below only the yellow subsoil could be found.

1.6. The description of the features investigated

House 1 (Square 15/44, Árpád Period. Figure 22). This is a rectangular house with rounded comers, 
measuring 360 by 290 cm, with an average depth o f 60 cm. The house is somewhat slanted toward 
the northeast, the direction opposite from its fireplace. A pit (Pit 6) dug into this area subsequently 
intersected the western half of the house. The house’s outline was also blurred in the northwest 
comer. It had neither post holes nor surviving floor remains in it. Holes for the roof’s two support 
posts extended down 40 cm below the floor level. O f these, the one located to the northeast could be 
examined in its original form. It had a rounded triangular cross-section with its narrower end pointing 
beyond the side o f the house’s pit. The bottom  of this hole, which intersected with the house’s wall, 
had an arched profile instead of a step-like arrangement. The hole o f the southwest support post 
looks somewhat smaller, although its shape is similar. Uncertainties in this comparison are due to the 
fact that the house’s wall was disturbed in this area and the upper section of the post hole was also 
damaged when Pit 6 was dug. In addition, another nearly round, 35-40 cm diameter post hole that 
was a few centimeters deep was also found in the middle of the house. The subterranean wall section 
o f this house was slightly convex, a few centimeters along the base line of the wall were scooped 
out. No remains o f an entrance could be detected. On the basis o f the house’s orientation (and vague 
outline) the entrance may have been located on the short, western side. The oven o f this house was 
found in the southwest comer, dug below the floor level of the house. The material o f the oven was 
poorly fired. It is probably for this reason that none o f its dome was preserved. The ground plan o f 
this oven has an interesting, oblong shape. The surface area that was burnt through is 50 cm long, 
while the extent o f the preserved width is 30 cm, and the original width probably did not exceeded

45 Inv. No.: 90.4.1405-1406.
46 Inv. No.: 90.4.1000-1001.
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40 cm. The ash pit of the oven is just about 30 cm across, with its bottom lying at the level o f  the 
baking surface. The fill of the house was composed of a mixture o f earth and particles o f daub. It 
contained only a few finds, so the conclusion could be made that the many sherds above the house 
fell there after the house’s pit was filled in, probably through activity related to neighboring features 
(Fireplace 1, Pit 6).

Figure 22: The ground plan and sections of House 1. Legend: 1: burned surface.

House 2 (Squares 8/30 and 8/31, Sarmatian Period. Figure 23). This house was found in the form 
o f daub rubble. These fragments lay about randomly, in a single layer. Sherds, traces of burnt wood 
and loose soil were mixed with the daub rubble. Lumps of black soil were found under this layer. 
Although during excavation the northern edge of this feature was transected in Squares 8/30-31, 
nothing but the rock hard, yellow subsoil was found below. Exclusively Sarmatian Period sherds 
were found among the remains o f daub. On the basis of this stylistic evidence, the feature was dated 
to the Sannatian Period. New squares and three extensions surrounding this area that were covered 
by daub (Squares 8/31 and 7/30, as well as a 2.5 m wide zone in Squares 9/30-31) were opened. 
Thus, the dimensions of this feature were able to be determined as follows: length: 740 cm, width 
250-300 cm. The southeast comer fell within the area of Square 7/31 and was thus not excavated.

House 3 (Square 8/39, Árpád Period. Figure 24). This feature is almost square, with its largest 
dimensions being 320 by 290 cm. Its sides, however, are irregular, with the comers rounded in a
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Figure 23: The ground plan of House 2. Legend: 1: daub rubble from the house 
2: burned surface of Fireplace 3 3: location of Pit 23.

broad arc. At an absolute depth of 35 cm, large blocks of daub, animal bones and a mixture of sherds 
from the Sarmatian Period and Árpád Period were found inside this feature. These included the 
fragments o f a vessel with a ribbed neck as well as sherds ornamented with bundles of wavy lines. 
The large fragments of daub may have been the remains of an oven, or even more probably, an open 
fireplace that was destroyed (possibly by plowing). The open fireplace structure is suggested by tub
shaped, palm size fragments and pieces o f light yellow clay around the daub deposit. The highest 
point of this pile o f daub was noted at a depth o f 30 cm, making it vulnerable to heavy damage 
from plowing. It seems certain, however, that the feature was not originally destroyed by plowing. 
The depth o f this feature lay approximately 30-40  cm below the excavation surface. Its edges were 
clearly visible because the gray, ashy fill was easily recognizable in the black, lumpy soil. Its “floor” 
separated from the black, lumpy subhumus at a depth of 80 cm, forming a fine-grained layer a 
few millimeters thick that contained a num ber o f heavily worn sherds. All these pottery fragments 
originate from the Sarmatian Period. Considering the relatively even floor level, it may be assumed 
that this feature was a house. On the other hand, no post holes were found, with the exception of a 
90 by 60 cm, 30 cm deep hole within the feature. This hole was definitely associated with the feature 
and even contained a sherd from the Árpád Period. Although the shape o f this feature does not meet 
the typological criteria characteristic o f houses from the Árpád Period, its semicircular shape could
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be clearly distinguished from its surroundings. Its eastern edge was slanted on a slope, while the 
southern and western sides were vertical. It is possible that this find was a house from the Sarmatian 
or Avar Period that had been disturbed by a pit dug into it during the Árpád Period. Indeed, sherds 
originating from the Árpád Period were predominantly found in the upper (0-60 cm) layers o f  the 
feature’s southeast two thirds, where the soil was grayish and ashy. The same hypothesis seems to  be 
supported by the discovery of the remains of an oven at a depth of 30 cm, which appeared in the form  
of blocks o f daub including yellow lumps of clay. At the same time, no unambiguous remains o f  a 
fireplace were discovered in this house, although an approximately 10 cm thick, ashy layer could be 
clearly recognized in the square’s wall at a depth of 30 cm. This ashy deposit was spread over a large 
surface in the proximity of the feature. Most of the finds came to light from depths of between 0 and 
60 cm, thus reconfirming the observation that it must have been predominantly surface activities tha t 
characterized this part of the settlement.

<

Figure 24: The ground plan and sections 
of House 3.
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House 4 (Square 7/29, Figure 25). S im ilar to Pit 22, this large house from the Sarmatian Period 
was dug into the subsoil from the gray, ashy  ground surface. Correspondingly, most of the finds 
came to light in its uppermost level (Layer 2), and penetrated into Layer 3 below in the middle of the 
location that marked the house. This phenom enon may result from a slow accumulation process. At 
the same time, the 40 cm  thick, loose m ixture o f yellow and gray fill found above the house’s floor 
level (Layer 3) contained significantly few er finds. Only the northern third of this house fell within 
the square’s area, thus its dimensions could not be precisely reconstructed. Its width must have been 
around 280 cm. The house’s comer was on ly  slightly rounded, and was almost a right angle. The 
walls were straight, alm ost vertical. It was also possible to excavate the hole of the northern support 
post. This hole had a triangular cross-section as seen from above, and narrowed in a step-like manner. 
The depth of this post hole is no more than  12 cm from the house’s floor level. It was relatively 
broad, measuring approximately 20 by 30 cm . The house’s depth can be determined quite precisely 
relative to the aforementioned ground surface. At the same time, this depth o f 70 cm is more than 
is typical of semi-subterranean dwellings in  the Árpád Period, since its floor level lay exactly 1 m 
below the modem surface. The thickness o f  the floor was vaguely defined but could still be definitely 
recognized. There w as only a poor assem blage o f finds spread over the floor. No traces of a fireplace 
could be detected w ith only a large piece o f  plastering found on the floor’s surface.47

A

Figure 25: The ground plan and sections of House 3. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: subhumus 
3: light gray, porous, ashy soil 4: gray loose fill mixed with yellow soil.

47 Inv. No.: 90 .4 .575 .
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Fireplace 1 (Square 14/44, Árpád Period. Figure 26). This feature had a tub-shape with its 
southern half being slightly deeper. Its eastern third was well preserved over a section measuring 110 
by 60 cm, while the plastered baking surface, fired hard, had broken up into pieces within the rest 
o f the feature. Despite this, the horizontal position of the surface formed by the remaining pieces of 
daub could be clearly recognized. Thus, the original shape of the fired surface could be reconstructed 
as a strongly rounded triangle oriented to the northwest along its longest side. Accordingly, it was 
determined that the greatest dimensions of this feature were 160 by 110 cm. The baking surface, found 
at a depth of 33 cm, was preserved through extremely fortunate circumstances. Its high position and 
the lack of a corresponding ash pit exclude the possibility that these remains could have been those of 
the usual sort o f open-air fireplace. The plastering o f this fireplace contained no artifacts, so it was the 
sherds found around it and its stratigraphic position (it extended above Fireplace 2 which dated to the 
Árpád Period) that were used in its dating. This context is further reconfirmed by the observation that 
at the level of this tub-like baking feature the aforementioned ground surface was also recognized 
within this same square in the form of a layer a few millimeters thick that was mixed with particles 
o f daub. This ground surface was missing in a few areas, for example in the southwest and northwest 
comers of the square where deposits of thick, black earth were found. The yellow subsoil was found 
40 cm below this layer. The black, lumpy (kotii - see above) soil contained no finds. Meanwhile the 
ground surface, full of small finds, completely covered the ash pit of Fireplace 2.

Figure 26: The ground plans and sections of Fireplaces 1 and 2 and Pit 3. Legend: 1: burnt plastering
2: daub rubble 3: dark gray, marshy soil.
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Fireplace 2 (Square 14/44, Figure 26). This regular-shaped open-air baking oven originates from 
the Árpád Period. Its door opened to the west. The ground plan o f this oven was almost round with a 
diameter of 100 cm. It varied in depth between 90 to 100 cm below the surface. Approximately 30 cm 
of the dome was preserved. On the basis of this fragment, the oven’s inner height could be estimated 
at 40 cm. Correspondingly, the top of the dome must have been located 60 cm below the present-day 
surface. The ash pit had an ovoid shape and was elongated in a southern direction. The bottom was 
reached at a depth of approximately 130 cm. This means that its bottom lay 20 cm below the oven’s 
baking surface. The walls o f this pit were stepped on the east and south sides, while it slopes open 
to the west. The upper measurements were 240 by 290 cm, while it measured 130 by 210 cm at the 
bottom. The western edge o f Fireplace 1 stretched above this ash pit for a width o f a few centimeters. 
Only animal bones and a few sherds were found in the double plastering.

Fireplace 3 (Square 8/30, Árpád Period. Figure 27). This feature’s plastered baking surface 
was 110 by 80 cm. No part o f its dome has survived. This should not be considered surprising, 
since the baking surface itself was located at only a depth of 74 cm. The opening of this oven was 
oriented toward the southeast. A 30 cm broad and 110 m long, hard, plastered layer of yellow clay

Figure 27: The ground plans and reconstructed sections of Fireplaces 3 and Pit 23. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: 
light gray, loose, ashy soil with daub and many Sarmatian Period sherds (Pit 22) 3: black, dense layer with 

kotú 4: black, dense layer with kotú and with many Avar Period sherds (Pit 23) 5: yellow clay 
6: The plastering of Fireplace 3. 7: Undisturbed soil.
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was found which lay 12 cm above the baking surface and even extended by 30 cm toward the east.48 
No finds having reliable dating value came to light from inside this feature. Its plastering, however, 
contained sherds from the Sarmatian Period.49 The ash pit, even if it had survived, could not have 
been distinguished either in terms o f  outline or artifact distribution from Pit 23, into which it m ay 
have been dug. Meanwhile, the possibility should not be ruled out that the great number of finds from 
the Árpád Period (that included a significant portion of a pot and a fragment of a grinding stone) 
recovered in the northern section o f  Square 7/30 may have come from this feature (details will be 
provided at the description of that area).

P it 1 (Square 13/44, Árpád Period. Figure 28). This feature is an amorphous refuse pit whose 
approximately 25 cm deep bottom was identified at a depth of 60 cm from the present-day surface. 
Obviously, the total depth of the original pit was probably more than 25 cm. The upper edge had 
possibly extended to a level that was not noticed during excavation, since it may have been located 
within the subhumus layer that reached a depth o f 35 cm from the present-day surface. In this layer, 
however, observations o f any kind were not possible due to the dense, black earth. On the other hand, 
this feature could be clearly seen on the artifact distribution maps at depths between 30 and 60 cm. 
{Figure 10). The poor conditions for identification were further exacerbated by the disturbances from 
digging the modem ditch that ran along the northern edge of this feature.

0 1 B1

Figure 28: The ground plan and sections of Pit 1.

48 A similar shelf is mentioned by Júlia Kovalovszki in front of the oven found in House 2 at Rózsás: 
Kovalovszki (1960) 36.

49 Inv. No.: 90.4.776.-779.
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Pit 2 (Square 13/44, Figure 29). Only parts o f this feature were excavated (dimensions: 140 by 
100 cm, depth =115 cm). There were only four, heavily worn, tiny sherds, two pieces o f daub and 
two pieces of slag which came to light in this pit. One of the sherds was a fragment from the wall 
of a gray, wheel-thrown Sarmatian Period vessel. One of the three remaining brown wall fragments 
with a pottery temper, had a clay slip on its surface decorated with a horizontal bundle o f lines. On 
the basis of this find, the pit was presumed to date to the Avar Period.

0 1 m

Figure 29: The ground plan and sections of Pit 2.

Pit 3 (Square 14/44, Sarmatian Period. Figure 26). The upper diameter of this feature was 120 
cm, while the lower diameter measured 190 cm. The pit was 180 cm deep as measured from the 
present-day surface and 70-80 cm from its opening. The opening in this case is understood as the 
lower edge of its narrow neckline, since the top of the pit was destroyed by an oven from the Árpád 
Period. A black sooty layer measuring a few millimeters covered the bottom of this feature, however 
no signs of plastering or firing could be seen on the pit’s wall. The dating o f this feature is based on 
a few sherds from the Sarmatian Period.

P it 4 (Square 15/43, Avar Period. Figure 30). This feature measured 160 by 70 cm on the surface, 
and its depth was 25 cm. Only the half o f this pit extending into Square 15/43 was excavated. Two 
of the three sherds found in this feature originate from the same vessel in all probability. Both the 
material and decoration o f this piece o f pottery are quite reminiscent of Late Avar Period stamp 
decorated ware. The third sherd also belonged to a hand-formed, brown vessel. This thin, undecorated 
fragment from the wall o f  the vessel showed signs of ground pottery temper.50

50 Inv. No.: 90.4.68.
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0 1 m

Figure 30: The ground plan and section of Pit 4.

Pit 5 (Square 15/43, Sarmatian Period. Figure 31). This feature measured 140 by 190 cm, with 
a maximum depth of 180 cm from the present-day surface. The northern edges of this feature w ere 
damaged during the Árpád Period by Pits 7 and 8, excavated in the neighboring square. The upper 
third of its fill consisted o f a light gray, sooty deposit rich in sherds (Layer 1). The lower portion 
contained hard, dark brown earth. Except for a brown sherd with a black inner surface and tem pered 
with ground pottery, probably dating from the Bronze Age,51 the ceramic finds from this feature com e 
from the Sarmatian Period.

Pit 6 (Square 15/43, Árpád Period. Figure 22). The upper diameter o f this feature was 180 by 
140 cm, while the lower diameter measured approximately 220 by 220 cm. Its depth was 190 cm 
relative to the present-day surface and 60 cm below its neck portion. This feature was a beeh ive
shaped pit with a flat bottom. Black and yellow layers alternate in its hard, silted fill. Although the 
p it’s southern edge could not be excavated, its entire shape could be reconstructed on the basis o f  
the known dimensions. The bottom of this pit was flat with one, sometimes two, layers o f plastering 
that was slightly fired. The lower plastering was covered by a few millimeter thick layer o f sooty  
material. This pit intersected with the oven in House 1.

Pit 7 (Square 16/43, Figure 32). Although it had no artifacts that could be separated from its fill, 
this feature was dated to the Árpád Period, since it was a small pit dug into Pit 8 which itself could  
be dated to the Árpád Period.

Pit 8 (Square 16/43, Figure 32). The greatest dimensions of this refuse pit, dated to the Á rpád  
Period, measured 150 by 190 cm on the surface. It was 190 cm deep. Most of this feature was filled

51 Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .74 .
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Figure 31: The ground plan and section of Pit 5. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: light gray, ashy soil with many 
sherds 3: dark brown, hard fill 4: black, hard subhumus.

Figure 32: The ground plans and sections of Pit 7 and Pit 8. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: light gray, ashy soil, 
with lots of daub and finds 3: major, cracked blocks of daub 4: black mud layer disturbed by

animal trampling.
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with a light gray, ashy deposit (Layer 1) which contained numerous pieces of daub and many finds. 
The bottom of this pit was covered with a 15-20 cm thick secondary deposit o f tamped down, black 
earth with large blocks o f daub above it. The bottom of this pit does extend below the southern wall 
o f Square 15/43, but the degree o f this overlap was negligible, and the feature could not even be 
detected in Square 15/43. It is certain, however, that this feature destroyed the section of Pit 5 (dated 
to the Sarmatian Period) that extended into the area of Square 16/43.

Pit 9 (Square 16/44, Sarmatian Period. Figure 33). The maximum dimensions of this feature, 
excavated within Square 16/44, measured 170 by 60 cm. It had a depth of 160 cm, and its outline was 
probably round as seen from above. It had an irregular beehive-shape which narrowed to a depth of 
100 cm, where it suddenly broadened, although it extended only about 50 cm below that point. The 
cross-section of this feature clearly shows that it was covered by a layer of subhumus o f considerable 
thickness. Most o f the fill was formed by dense, yellowish brown earth mixed with small gravel. A 
thin, yellow layer with gravel was found below this deposit. It covered a dense, pitch black layer that 
had accumulated at the bottom of the pit. Except for a grinding stone, this feature contained no finds. 
On the basis of its shape and fill (black silt alternating with yellow layers), this feature was assigned 
to the Sarmatian Period.

Figure 33: The ground plan and sections of Pit 9. Legend: 7: plow zone 2: dark brown soil, at places with 
kotú and subhumus 3: yellowish brown, dense soil with tiny gravel 4: yellow soil with gravel

5: black, dense soil.

Pit 10 (Square 11/26, Figure 34). This is a round, beehive-shaped pit with yellowish gray fill, 
dated to the Sarmatian Period. Its upper measurements were 180 by 200 cm, while it measured 160 
by 170 cm at the bottom. It had a depth o f 160 cm measured from the present-day surface. The pit 
extended 100 cm below the excavation surface. The neck of this pit narrowed in a funnel shape and 
the p it’s lower, broad portion was 60 cm tall. However, five sherds from the Árpád Period were 
found on top of the p it’s fill, that is, between depths o f 60 to 90 cm. These were brown, undecorated
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sherds with a gray fracture surface and gravel temper.52 Unfortunately, no signs of secondary digging 
could be detected that would have been of help in separating these finds from the fill below which 
contained exclusively Sarmatian Period sherds.53

Pit 11 (Square 11/26, Figure 34). This feature was small and square-shaped on top. It measured 
70 by 70 cm. In its lower portion, however, it developed into a pear-shaped Sarmatian Period pit 
with an ashy, gray fill. Its broad subterranean section (measuring 140 by approximately 160 cm) 
was intersected by Pit 10. The pit had a depth o f 210 cm below the present-day surface and 140 
cm below the excavation surface. It contained only a few finds, all from the Sarmatian Period.54 In 
the lower portion of the feature yellow and dark brown porous layers alternated with each other. A 
few millimeter thick layer o f sooty material was found at the bottom of the pit. Its wall was slightly 
reddish a few centimeters above the bottom, suggesting the pit may have been used for burning.

Pit 12 (Square 11/26, Árpád Period. Figure i5 ). This small, round feature with a diameter o f 110 
cm was found in the middle o f the square. The shallow, barely 30 cm deep pit has been dated to the 
Árpád Period. It contained light gray ashy earth. The skulls o f a pig and a cow were found in it. The 
cow skull was found in an upside-down position, with its forehead pointing toward the pit’s bottom. 
In addition to these animal remains, the finds from the pit also only consisted o f a piece o f plastering 
and a grinding stone.55 No sherds were recovered from it. Its dating is based on the coloration and 
composition o f its fill, which were different from that of the deposits found in neighboring Sarmatian 
Period features.

0

Figure 34: The ground plans and sections of Pit 10 and Pit 11.

52 Inv. No.: 90.4.1073.
53 The Sarmatian Period finds: Inv. No.: 90.4.1066.-1072.
54 Inv. No.: 90.4.1074.-1086.
55 Inv. No.: 90.4.1087.-1089. The animal skulls are discussed by László Bartosiewicz in another chapter of 

this volume.
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Figure 35: The ground plan of Pit 12.

Figure 36: The ground plan and sections of Pit 13. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: yellowish gray porous soil mixed 
with tiny grains of daub 3: yellowish gray, ashy soil with fist-size lumps of daub 4: soot.
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Pit 13 was a large Sarmatian Period feature which not only occupied Square 12/27 but also 
extended into all of its neighboring squares (Figure 36). Its greatest known dimensions (although 
far from complete) measured 630 by 650 cm. Rich finds dated to the Sarmatian Period came to light 
from this feature.56

The fill in this feature was composed o f loose, mixed yellowish brown earth with sporadically 
occurring gray, ashy spots, as well as numerous artifacts and daub fragments. However, no stratification 
was apparent within this deposit. Between the depths of 30 to 60 cm, the outline o f this pit was 
marked everywhere by rich, black and lumpy (kotú) earth. At greater depths, the border was naturally 
visible in the yellow subsoil. Unfortunately, there was not enough time to completely recover this 
pit, and due to this, as well as for safety’s sake, only its southeast comer was excavated. At a depth 
of 320 cm the ground water level was reached which made the investigation of the feature’s bottom 
impossible. This large feature, gradually narrowing in its lower portions, had numerous niches and 
smaller pits dug into its wall. Its function could not be reconstructed.

Pit 14 (Square 11/27, Sarmatian Period. Figure 37). This feature was approximately 290 cm 
long. The section of it that fell within the square under discussion here was 130 cm wide and 30 cm 
deep. Faint traces of tam ping could be detected at the bottom of this pit. A small round pit with a 
light gray, very ashy fill was dug into the western end o f the feature. This penetrated another 30 cm 
deeper into the yellow subsoil. Altogether eight sherds, representing the Sarmatian Period came to 
light from this feature.57

Pit 15 (Square 12/26, Sarmatian Period. Figure 38). The upper diameter of this beehive-shaped 
storage pit was 110 to 120 cm, while it m easured 180 by 200 cm at the bottom, which was covered 
with the usual layer o f sooty material. The feature extended 180 cm below the surface. The broad, 
lower section was 90 cm deep.58 A small section o f this feature was intersected by the small and

Figure 37: The ground plan and section of Pit 14. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: gray, ashy soil 
3: black soil, of subhumus character 4\ black soil, mixed with yellow 5: black, undisturbed soil.

56 Inv. No.: 90.4.1266.-1302, 1530.-1541, 1590.-1812.
57 Inv. No.: 90.4.1257.-1262.
58 Finds from this feature: Inv. No.: 90.4.1489.—1506.
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Figure 38: The ground plans and sections of Pit 15 and Pit 16.

Figure 39: The ground plan and section of Pit 17.
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shallow Pit 16 which barely fell within this square. This latter feature was so shallow that it simply 
disappeared when the surface was horizontally sectioned as Pit 15 was being excavated. It could no 
longer be detected on the cleaned surface.

Pit 17 (Square 10/40, Árpád Period. Figure 39). The diameter o f this round pit was 200 cm 
while its absolute depth extended 255 cm below the present-day surface. Thus, it was 160 cm deep, 
measured from the excavation surface (95 cm). Its walls were straight with a slight broadening on 
the eastern side near the bottom. On the basis o f  the few, tiny sherds found within it, this feature was 
dated to the Árpád Period.59

Pit 18 (Square 7/33, Árpád Period. Figure 40). The absolute depth o f this feature extended 124 cm 
below the present-day surface. Measured from the excavation surface it was 80 cm deep. This pit had 
an ovoid shape and measured 110 by 80 cm following the excavation o f its upper level. This ash pit 
broadened toward the bottom where it m easured 140 by 120 cm. It probably had a narrowing neck, 
although the exact outline could not be positively observed in the hard, dark gray soil. The feature’s 
profile could only be reconstructed based on a section o f it. It is different from other, similar pits in as 
much as its northern wall meets the bottom vertically, as opposed to the more usual rounded profile 
line. It contained finds from the Árpád Period, including two broken baking bells turned upside 
down. One of these lay by the mouth o f the pit. A wheel thrown kettle from the Árpád Period was 
found under it.

Pit 19 (Square 6/33, Sarmatian Period and Árpád Period. Figure 41). The mouth of this pit 
measured 100 by 120 cm. Animal bones and sherds o f various sizes came to light in its fill below 
10 cm. The loose, ashy fill went down to a depth o f 40 cm and contained sherds from the Árpád 
Period. The bottom of this Árpád Dynasty pit thus lay 100 cm below the present-day surface. The fill 
below that depth evolved into a mixed hard soil. Only worn sherds from the Sarmatian Period were

Figure 40: The ground plan and section of Pit 18. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: dense, black, undisturbed 
subhumus 3: gray, loose, ashy soil 4: loose, ashy, gray soil with large blocks of daub and sherds.

59 During the washing process, this material got mixed with sherds from the well.
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Figure 41: The ground plan and section of Pit 19.

found in this layer, however. The feature assigned to this period was thus a 140 cm deep beehive
shaped storage pit with a bottom diameter of 150 cm. The pit’s bottom lay 200 cm below the present- 
day surface. This means that the firing pit dated to the Árpád Period was dug into the loose, m ixed 
soil that filled the mouth o f the Sarmatian Period storage pit.

0 1 rn

Figure 42: The ground plans and sections of Pit 20 and Pit 21.
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Pit 20 (Square 6/33, Figure 42). This contained nothing but a fairly large number o f sherds from 
the Sarmatian Period. The upper diameter o f  this beehive-shaped storage pit was between 140 and 
155 cm, while it measured 200 by 210 cm at its bottom. It had a depth of 230 cm from the present-day 
surface. The lower, broad section was 110 cm deep. The fill of this pit was composed o f light gray, 
ashy earth with lumps o f  daub. The bottom o f  the ashy, loose deposit was reached at the depth of 140 
cm where the beehive-shaped storage pit was broadest. Below this level, the usual hard yellow and 
black layers alternated and hardly contained any sherds. The majority o f finds thus originated from 
the uppermost, ashy layer.60

Pit 21 (Square 6/33, Figure 42). The upper diameter of this beehive-shaped storage pit from the 
Árpád Period was 90 cm, while its depth attained 90 cm. The broad, lower section was 50 cm deep 
with a diameter of 150 cm. At this point it intersected slightly with Pit 20.

Pit 22 (Square 7/29, Figure 43). The low er part of the eastern half in this feature is round and 
broadens, while an oblong, stepped portion jo ins the pit from the west. Its greatest dimensions are 
250 by 420 cm horizontally, with a depth o f  220 cm. The section o f this pit clearly shows that it 
was dug into the 10-12 cm thick, ashy ground surface that had been trampled hard and contained

Figure 43: The ground plan and sections of Pit 22. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: subhumus 3: light gray, loose 
ashy soil with daub and sherds 4: gray soil, denser than the previous with tiny grains of daub, charcoal and 

sherds 5: similar to the previous but with yellow lumps 6: light gray, porous ashy soil, 
with smaller blocks of daub and yellow lumps of clay 7: soot.

60 Finds from th is  p it  h a v e  been assigned  e n t ir e ly  to  the S arm atian  Period. Inv. N o.: 9 0 .4 .5 1 2 .-5 2 8 .
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quantities o f finds and remained intact 40 cm below the surface. Almost the entire fill in this pit 
consisted o f the same type o f gray, ashy earth mixed with sooty material and numerous finds. This 
was only sporadically interrupted by a thinner layer mixed with yellow earth or contiguous layers o f  
black sooty material (Figure 43, Layer 5). The surrounding soil in which the pit was dug was a black 
lumpy subhumus that contained no finds. It only gradually transformed into the yellow soil. All o f 
the finds originated from the Sarmatian Period.61

Pit 23 (Square 7/30, Figure 27). This is an Avar Period feature that extended to a few centimeters 
below the oven dated to the Árpád Period. However, during the course o f recovery, the surface below  
the oven was found to contain no noteworthy traces that could have associated it with this pit. In the 
remaining part, however, it could be observed that the approximately 80 cm deep Avar Period pit (or 
house) found by the southwest baulk could have been at most 120 cm wide here. Its extent could not 
be determined on its east-west axis, since the depth of this shallow feature did not reach 50 cm. W hile 
the beginning o f this Avar Period feature was visible on the square’s western wall section, it could not 
be identified on the southern wall (which corresponds to the eastern wall o f Square 7/29). This m eans 
that the Avar Period pit did not extend this far.

Pit 24 (Square 11/14, Sarmatian Period. Figure 44). The mouth o f  this pit, which lies along 
the southern wall o f the square, measured 120 by 170 cm. The measurements at its bottom w ere 
also approximately the same. Following a single step, the northern wall o f  this feature was vertical. 
The northeast-southwest section of the pit, however, displays a beehive-shape. The diameter o f  the 
funnel-like, narrowing pit neck is 130 cm, and on the basis of its shape it appears undamaged. The 
absolute depth of this pit was 195 cm, while it was 135 cm deep relative to the excavation surface.

/

Figure 44: The ground plan and sections of Pit 24. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: light gray, porous, ashy earth 
3: yellow, dense soil with white grains, and small black lumps 4: light gray, porous ashy soil with numerous 

finds and black and yellow lumps at places 5: alternating layers of yellow and black
dense soil with few finds.

61 Inv. No.: 90.4.628.-682, 696.-709.
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Its broad lower part was 85 cm deep. Porous, ashy earth was found above the pit’s mouth, followed 
by a dense, yellow layer. Further below, an ashy earth deposit was again encountered. This latter 
contained many sherds from the Sarmatian Period (Figure 44, Layer 3). The bottom of this deposit 
was littered with blocks o f daub that lay on a black, sooty layer. The last 40 cm o f this feature was 
also filled in with alternating yellow and black layers that were dense and 6-8 cm wide each. These 
layers contained only a few finds.62

Pit 25 (Square 11/14, Sarmatian Period. Figure 45). The mouth o f this feature measured 185 by 
160 cm. The pit broadened at its lower regions, with the maximum discemable measurements at the 
bottom being 240 by 180 cm. On its northern side, a small 40 cm deep niche was cut into the p it’s 
wall at a height of 20 cm. The neck o f this pit is shorter (10 cm) and narrower (30 cm) than those of 
the similar features that have been described previously. The feature’s absolute depth was 160 cm, 
or 110 cm measured from the original ground surface that was noted at a depth o f 50 cm. Its broad, 
lower portion was 70 cm deep. Below the line of the neck, practically the entire pit was filled with 
light gray, ashy earth. This fill contained m any sherds (Figure 45, Layer 4). Additional strata (Layers 
5 and 6) observed w ithin this feature showed continuous signs o f burning and contained fragments 
o f daub. A large, yellow  block of clay lay on top o f Layer 6. The p it’s section above the line o f the 
neck (Figure 45, Layer 2) was filled with a dense, black deposit with white pebbles below at the level 
o f the neck line.63

Figure 45: The ground plan and sections of Pit 25. Legend: /: plow zone 2: black, dense soil with white 
gravel at the bottom 3: light gray, porous ashy soil with many finds 4: whitish gray, ashy burnt layer with 

daub 5: layer mixed with major pieces of daub, soot and yellow lumps.

62 Finds that originated from the Sarmatian Period: Inv. No.: 90.4.934.-947.
63 Finds that originated exclusively from the Sarmatian Period : Inv. No.: 90.4.949.-993.
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Pit 26 (Square 11/14, Figure 46). This feature also dated to the Sarmatian Period. Its structure 
largely corresponded to those of the previously described pits. The upper portion of this pit, which 
fell within the square, measured 120 by 140 cm. The bottom was 160 cm wide. This feature did not 
extend into neighboring squares. The bottom is slightly broader on the northeast side, while a more 
pronounced broadening characterizes the pit to the southwest. Its walls were vertical on this side. The 
absolute depth of this feature was 180 cm, while its bottom lay 120 cm below the excavation surface. 
The lower, broad portion was 90 cm deep. The pit’s mouth was covered by a dense and hard mix o f 
black and yellow fill. Below this, on the other hand, loose gray ashy layers (Layers 3. and 6) as well 
as dense black and yellow layers (Layers 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8) alternated with each other.64

Figure 46: The ground plan and sections of Pit 26. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: yellow, dense soil with gravel 
3: gray, ashy soil that is dense on top, loose at bottom, with gravel and many finds 4: yellow, lumpy soil with 

gravel and daub 5: black, dense lumps 6: gray, loose, ashy soil with yellow and black lumps 
7: yellow, dense soil with light gray lumps 8: black, dense soil with hard, tiny grains of daub.

Pit 27 (Square 11/15, Sarmatian Period. Figure 47). The mouth o f this feature measured 
approximately 200 by 220 cm, and the dimensions o f its lower section were almost this broad as 
well. The pit’s section falling below the baulk was not excavated, while the feature did not extend 
into the neighboring square. The pit’s neck narrows to a diameter of 150 cm. It had an absolute depth 
of 270 cm, while it measured 210 cm relative to the excavation surface. The broad, lower portion was 
150 cm deep. The pit’s complete shape and the structure o f its fill can be clearly appraised from the 
section drawing. This feature had not been disturbed since it was last filled, thus none of the material 
from it appeared on the surface. The section also showed, that fires had been set several times within 
this feature. Layers o f sooty material, measuring a few centimeters in depth were observed on the 
bottom (Layer 15), 30 cm above the bottom (Layer 13), and yet another 40 cm above that (Layer 9). 
Between and above these burnt strata, dense yellow, (Layers 3, 6, 10, 12 and 14), black (Layers 5, 7, 
11) and red (Layer 8) layers alternated with each other. They were mixed to different degrees with 
ash, and daub. The uppermost loose, light gray, ashy layer in this feature (Layer 4) also indicates 
there had been a fire here at one time.65

64 Finds that originated exclusively from the Sarmatian Period : Inv. No.: 90.4.994.-999.
65 Finds that originated from the Sarmatian Period: Inv. No.: 90.4.1012.-1016, 1018.-1026.
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Figure 47: The ground plan and sections of Pit 27. Legend: 1: plow zone 2: black, dense subhumus 3: yellow, 
dense soil with gravel 4: light gray, loose, ashy soil with daub 5: black soot with small pieces of daub 

6: yellow, dense soil with black lumps and gravel 7: black, dense soil with yellow lumps 8: red, porous layer 
of daub 9: yellow, dense soil mixed with tiny black grains 10: loose black layer mixed with soot and daub 

11: yellow, dense soil with tiny pieces of daub 12: yellow dense soil mixed with some black 13: soot.

Figure 48: The ground plan and section of Pit 28. Legend: 1: Location of the 1988 test trench 2: plow zone 
3: black, dense subhumus 4: yellow subsoil 5: light gray, loose, ashy soil with many sherds 6: brown, dense

soil mixed with yellow lumps and few finds.
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Pit 28 (Square 12/14, Sarmatian Period. Figure 48). The excavated section of this pit measured 
220 by 240 cm on the surface. It narrowed downward in a step-like manner. The upper two thirds 
were filled with a dense, gray and ashy deposit that contained many sherds (Layer 3). The dense 
brown fill below, mixed with yellow lumps o f earth, contained only a few finds.66

Pit 29 (Square 12/15, Sarmatian Period. Figure 49). This shallow feature with an almost 
rectangular shape measured 200 by 220. A deposit of only 5 cm thickness was found within its round 
outline which was clearly separable from the soil below. Proceeding toward the square’s northwest 
wall this feature continued in the form of a deeper, 130 by 180 cm pit. A round post hole with a 
diameter o f 20 cm was found in the southern comer. The upper layer o f its fill (Layer 3) was dense, 
gray and ashy. The yellowish gray, ashy deposit mixed with gravel that lay below (Layer 5) was 
intersected by a small pit measuring 80 by 140 cm. This latter layer continued into a brownish gray, 
dense earth with gravel and no ash (Layer 4). Sherds were rare in the fill o f  this pit.67

Figure 49: The ground plan and sections of Pit 29. Legend: 1: Location of the 1988 test trench 2: plow zone 
3: subhumus 4: yellow subsoil 5: gray, dense, ashy soil 6: brownish gray, dense soil with gravel

7: yellowish gray, ashy soil with gravel.

Well (Square 9/40, Árpád Period. Figure 50). The dimensions of this feature were approximately 
260 by 220 cm on the surface, although its outline was still vague even at a depth of 150 cm. The 
uppermost stratum of the fill (Layer 1) was hard and light gray. This was followed by a dense, yellow 
deposit mixed with black lumps of earth (Layer 2). Another dense gray fill mixed with yellow strata 
was found below. This was formed by three distinct layers whose material composition was similar 
to the rest o f the deposit, but occurred in the form of a more densely accumulated, hard and thin 
crust (Layers 3 to 5). Another dense, gray fill followed immediately below these fill layers. Although 
this was also mixed with a yellow material, it was not layered but formed lumps within the gray 
matrix (Layer 8). At a depth of 163 cm, a layer was reached which had an unusually large number 
o f tiny finds (for example particles of daub) that for the most part provided negligible information. 
An ashy deposit mixed with particles of daub was found in the western section o f the well at a depth 
o f 183 cm below the excavation surface (which was located at an absolute depth of 70 cm). This 
layer was clearly separated from the fill above and definitely indicated the presence of burning. The 
evidence o f burning, however, was present only in the well’s central portion. A large block o f daub

66 Inv. No.: 90.4.1179.-1206.
67 Finds: Inv. No.: 90.4.1427.-1440.
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Figure 50: The ground plan and sections of the well. Legend: 1: light gray, hard soil with tiny limestone 
grains and yellow lumps 2: yellow, dense soil mixed with small, black lumps and major, purely yellow blocks 

at places 3: dark gray, dense soil with tiny yellow lumps 4-5: composition similar to those of neighboring 
strata, but with hard, silted sediment 6: composition similar to that of layer 3, but not connected to it 

7: composition similar to that of layer 1, but not connected to it 8: black, dense silted sediment 
9: burnt, sooty layer 10: gray, dense soil mixed with yellow lumps of clay 11: pure, yellow clay.

and animal bones were encountered at a depth o f 200 cm. The wall o f this well was straight with 
a slight broadening observed only at a depth of 200 cm. Ground water was soon encountered, at a 
depth of 220 cm, w hich made further excavation very difficult. It could be established, however, that 
similar to the observation made at Pit 13, the ground water was located 310 cm below the present-day 
surface. Finds were able to be collected even below the water surface. They included sherds from 
both the Sarmatian Period and the Árpád Period. Unfortunately, despite continuously removing the 
water through pumping, the excavation o f this feature had to be abandoned since its walls threatened 
to collapse. Thus, it was not possible to find the bottom of the well. Recovery ended 290 cm below 
the excavation surface. However, it was at least possible to make the conclusion that the well dated to 
the Árpád Period and reached an absolute depth o f at least 360 cm below the present-day surface. The 
small collapses o f the feature’s sides, which occurred with increasing frequency as the excavations 
penetrated deeper into the water saturated soil, provided an explanation for the alternating nature of 
the gray and yellow strata within the fill. It could be observed that concentrations o f yellow and gray 
lumps of earth were more distinct near the feature’s wall, while they became increasingly obliterated 
toward the center where the two types o f  strata merged. It seems possible that when this well was 
actually in use, its edges collapsed several times and these layers were repeatedly covered by black 
earth. This may have lead to the formation o f  its peculiar stratigraphy. It could also be observed that 
below the depth o f  200 cm the finds that were discovered came from the middle o f the well’s pit.
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2. SETTLEMENT DETAILS FROM THE AVAR PERIOD 
AND THE ÁRPÁD PERIOD

Dénes Jankovich B.

2.1. Stray finds from the Avar Period and the Árpád Period

In this chapter, finds representing the Avar Period and the Árpád Period that could not be assigned to 
features and occurred in the upper strata of squares will be described.

The following finds were brought to light in Square 13 /43  depths between 0 to 30 cm. There were small, 
hand-formed sherds, one of which is the fragment of an everted rim from a prehistoric vessel. The rest may, 
in all likelihood, be vessel wall fragments dating to the Migration Period.68 Two small rim fragments from 
kettles were identified among the sherds originating from the Árpád Period, both were brown with a gray 
fracture surface and gravel temper. One of them thickens in an external direction, while the other thickens in 
both directions.69 Two rim fragments from pots, with a gray fracture line, were also found. One of them is a 
gradually thickening fragment of an everted rim with gravel temper. The other sherd is also a fragment from 
an everted rim, but was sand-tempered. It is cut horizontally and articulated with a rib on the exterior.70 Only 
one of the four small, line decorated wall sherds was possibly sand tempered. Of the thirteen undecorated wall 
fragments no more than four were tempered with sand. The rest are characterized by gravel temper.71

The overwhelming majority of finds consisted of animal bones at depths between 30 to 60 cm (Figure 10). 
As far as sherds are concerned, four heavily worn, gray, hand-thrown vessels originated from the Sarmatian 
Period. Fourteen, hand-formed vessel fragments with ground pottery temper, all wall fragments from the 
Migration Period, were also discovered.72 The straight, slightly thickening rim fragment of a brown bowl with 
gravel and ground pottery temper originated from the Late Avar Period. A single wavy line runs below the rim, 
while the wall section is covered with combed, horizontal bundles of wavy lines (Plate 4/3) ,73 Of all the finds 
from the Árpád Period, a fragment with the completely preserved profile of a dark gray, evenly fired small mug 
with a compressed body deserves particular attention. This vessel was tempered with sand that had some mica 
in it. Its undecorated, everted rim narrows in the fragment that remains. (Plate 15/7).74 Three rim fragments 
from a kettle are light brown, with a gray fracture surface. This material is characterized by a heavy gravel 
temper. Two of them are broadly arched around the suspension hole. The only thing that is visible on the third 
specimen is that it thickens outwards.75 Five rim fragments from pots also came to light here. Four of them were 
brown with a gray fracture surface and a gravel temper. The fifth fragment, on the other hand, is evenly dark 
gray with sand temper. In this latter case, the fragment of the everted rim has an edge that is cut obliquely. A 
row of oblique incisions may be seen on the shoulder. The rest are characterized by edges that are cut obliquely 
or horizontally and are articulated by ribs, pulled upward and narrowing, or have obliquely cut edges that

68 Inv. No.: 90.4.167.-168.
69 Inv. No.: 90.4.169.
70 Inv. No.: 90.4.170.
71 Inv. No.: 90.4.171.-172. This assemblage also contained four small stones, a piece of daub and two lumps 

of slag.
72 Inv. No.: 90.4.175.-176.
73 Inv. No.: 90.4.177. Estimated mouth diameter = 20 cm.
74 Inv. No.: 90.4.178. Mouth diameter = 9.5 cm, Base diameter = 6.4 cm, Height = 8.5 cm.
75 Inv. No.: 90.4.179.
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thicken.76 Of the 11 decorated vessel wall fragments, one was ornamented with a horizontal bundle of lines. 
This sherd also has a gravel temper, similar to the other six pieces of pottery, each of which are decorated with 
a narrow, spiral line. The color of these sherds is brown and brick red with a gray fracture surface. Four brown 
vessel wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces and sand temper were decorated with a broad and shallow 
spiral design with sporadic zones in-between. The undecorated wall (12) and base fragments (5) are, without 
exception, brown, with gray fracture surfaces. The majority (12) has gravel temper, while sand temper occurs 
relatively less frequently (5).77 Three brown base fragments with a gray fracture surface and a gravel temper 
must be mentioned separately: on these sherds, portions of stamping survived (Plate 19/3-4, 8).78

In Square 13/44 small worn sherds were found between the depths of 0 to 30 cm. Four them of were 
fragments of hand-formed vessels with a ground pottery temper as well as one fragment of a small rim made 
from a similar material, and may be assigned to just about any phase of the Migration Period. The small 
handle fragment from a hand-formed kettle (Plate 5/8) originates from the Late Avar Period.79 Four tiny, brown 
everted rim fragments from a pot with a gray fracture surface, three having sand temper and one with gravel 
temper, on the other hand may be dated to the Árpád Period. The edge of this latter fragment is cut obliquely, 
while those of the others are narrowing. Another tiny rim fragment from a kettle is reddish brown with a gray 
fracture surface. Its material was made with gravel temper, and its rim thickens in an outward direction.80 Due 
to its extremely rare occurrence, a small wall fragment originating from a so-called “white pottery” vessel 
must be mentioned separately.81 The wall fragments were made in various shades of the color brown and their 
fracture surfaces are gray. Among the specimens with sand temper, two sherds are decorated with sparsely 
placed, broad spiral lines. One of the sherds with a gravel temper was ornamented with a deeply engraved spiral 
line as well as oblique incisions.82

At depths between 30 to 60 cm, a small rim fragment from a hand-formed vessel with a ground pottery 
temper and wall fragments of similar quality were collected which may equally have originated from the 
Sarmatian or the Migration Periods.83 Finds from the Árpád Period included a light brown rim fragment from 
a pot, with a gray fracture surface and sand temper. It had a narrowing edge whose exterior was articulated by 
ribs. A vessel wall fragment of similar color but with a gravel temper and spiral line decoration occurred among 
several other undecorated vessel wall fragments. This latter group, however, was dominated by a raw material 
made with sand temper.84

Square 14/43. The small, undecorated wall fragments from a hand-formed vessel with a ground pottery 
temper, found at the depths between 0 to 30 cm in this square, probably originated from the Sarmatian Period.85 
The rest of the finds represented the Árpád Period: a rim fragment with a rectangular profile that thickened 
outward originated from a kettle,86 and four smaller rim fragments are from a pot. All of these latter fragments 
were sherds from thin-walled, everted rims with their edges cut obliquely, rounded or pulled upward.87 A small 
piece of an inward leaning rim fragment with an obliquely cut edge was also found. This was dark gray and

76 Inv. No.: 90.4.180.
77 Inv. No.: 90.4.181.-183.
78 Inv. No.: 90.4.184. One of them was decorated with circle, the other perhaps with cross and circle around

it. The third may have been ornamented with a multi-element rectangular pattern.
7 9 Inv. No.: 90.4.200.
8 0 Inv. No.: 90.4.201.--202.
8 1 Inv. No.: 90.4.203.
8 2 Inv. No.: 90.4.204.
8 3 Inv. No.: 90.4.206.--208.
8 4 Inv. No.: 90.4.209.--211.
8 5 Inv. No.: 90.4.120.
8 6 Inv. No.: 90.4.121.
8 7 Inv. No.: 90.4.122.
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decorated with a deep, wavy line-like incision and parallel lines (Plate 10/1). It may have even originated 
from a vessel with a cylindrical neck.88 Three vessel wall fragments decorated with horizontal lines, as well as 
several gray and brown, undecorated vessel wall remains89 were also recovered. All these sherds had a bluish 
gray fracture surface. Within this square, at a depth of approximately 35 cm a ground surface was noted which 
had not been destroyed by tillage, since the plows had passed just above it. This ground surface was marked 
by a few millimeter thick layer full of daub particles, crushed pottery and animal bones. Additional finds either 
occurred directly on this surface or above it (Figure 10).

At depths between 30 to 60 cm a few additional sherds were found which originated from the Sarmatian 
Period.90 A small fragment from the Árpád Period was light brown, evenly fired and decorated with a 
horizontal bundle of lines.91 Four grayish brown vessel wall fragments, with a gray fracture surface and linear 
decoration also came to light here, as well as a few undecorated vessel wall fragments.92 Pieces of daub were 
also recovered at this level, the majority of these fragments were heavily burnt and slag-like.93 This material, 
discussed in terms of two artificial layers actually originated from the aforementioned ground surface. Further 
below, (between the depths of 60 to 90 cm) only two sherds from the Árpád Period were found: an evenly 
fired, gray vessel wall fragment decorated with a broad spiral line and a light brown base fragment with a gray 
interior surface.94 In addition, a piece of daub also came to light here.

In Squ are 14 /44  the original surface could again be observed at a depth of approximately 35 cm. Above 
this surface, at depths between 0 to 30 cm, we found grayish brown, hand-formed, undecorated vessel wall 
fragments with a ground pottery temper. They must have originated either from the Sarmatian or the Avar 
Period.95 A grayish brown vessel wall fragment with ground pottery temper and decorated with bundles of 
horizontal and wavy lines, however, undoubtedly came from the Avar Period.96 In addition, a handle fragment 
from a light brown, hand-formed clay kettle was also found along with a section of the hole that perforated 
the handle.97 The rest of the sherds could be assigned to the Árpád Period: a light brown rim fragment that 
thickened in both directions and originated from a hand-thrown kettle,98 four grayish brown rim fragments 
from pots with rounded edges that had been pulled upward,99 two vessel wall fragments decorated with a 
narrow spiral line, as well as other undecorated wall fragments.100 The sherds from the Árpád Period had a 
gravel temper and their fracture surface was gray.

In Square 15 /43  a quantum leap was observed in the incidence of finds, even starting between the depths 
of 0 to 30 cm.

Among other objects, these finds included wall fragments from hand-formed, gray, brown, red and yellow 
vessels with a ground pottery temper and that may have originated either from the Sarmatian Period or from 
the Avar Period.101 A complete spindle whorl with a truncated biconical shape may be attributed to the latter 
of these periods.102
8 8 Inv. No.: 90.4.123. Estimated mouth diameter = 14 cm.
8 9 Inv. No.: 90.4.124-125.
9 0 Inv. No.: 90.4.129-130.
9 1 Inv. No.: 90.4.131.
9 2 Inv. No.: 90.4.132-133.
9 3 Inv. No.: 90.4.134-135.
9 4 Inv. No.: 90.4.136-138.
9 5 Inv. No.: 90.4.139.
9 6 inv. No.: 90.4.141.
9 7 Inv. No.: 90.4.142.
9 8 Inv. No.: 90.4.143.
9 9 Inv. No.: 90.4.144.
100 Inv. No.: 90.4.145-146.
101 Inv. No.: 90.4.42.^13. This was comprised of 16 pieces.
102 Inv. No.: 90.4.45.
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Many sherds from the Árpád Period also came to light from this depth. They are more numerous than 
similar finds from between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. The majority of pot fragments from this deeper layer 
certainly originate from House 1.

There were two rim fragments from a kettle that belong to the broad type characterized by a horizontal top, 
with a lobe-shaped formation around the suspension hole. The rim thickened in both an outward and inward 
direction.103 The number of rim fragments from pots was small (6 pieces). Outstanding specimens include three 
light brown sherds from delicate vessels with a sand temper and a bluish gray fracture surface. One of them 
had an everted rim with an angular edge. The other two rim fragments were pulled upward and narrowed with 
grooves made for the lid (Plate 15/1, 3, 5). Another group of three fragments had a very fine grain quartzite 
sand temper, while the fourth was tempered with gravel. This latter was of grayish red color, even within the 
fracture surface. The other three sherds were brick-red and brown respectively, although their fracture surface 
was bluish gray. Their unarticulated rims are either everted or have cut or rounded edges.104

Within this context, the sand tempered material is represented by a fair number (18 pieces) of thin-walled 
sherds which are yellow, brick-red and in a few cases gray. They are, almost without exception, decorated with 
spiral lines. The fracture surfaces of these sherds are gray.105 106

Two pieces of pottery, decorated with oblique nail impressions occurred among the usual, amply represented 
sherds with fine grained gravel temper (one of them is shown in Plate 18/1).106 In addition to these, great 
numbers of undecorated fragments of the walls o f vessels were also found. They were either gray or brown in 
color, with gray fracture surfaces. Three of these wall fragments were decorated with spiral designs.107 This 
assemblage also contained four gray base fragments.108 The fragment of a thick-walled, red vessel with large 
grained gravel temper must also be mentioned here. This type occurs rather infrequently in groups of artifacts 
from the Great Hungarian Plain, but a few such sherds were found at the site under discussion here.109 110 A brown 
spindle whorl, carved from a sherd made during the Árpád Period originates from this area as well (Plate 
19/1).U0

The artifacts with a special composition that came to light at depths between 30 to 60 cm in this square 
must belong to House 1 as well. These finds included the remains of two, thin-walled vessels that had been fired 
hard. The sherds were of a brownish gray color with a black fracture surface. They were tempered with fine 
grained quartzite sand temper. The elaborate quality of these wall fragments may be indicative of especially 
fine vessels. One of them is decorated with a broad, sporadic spiral design.111 Three smaller fragments may also 
be included within this group. One of them is reddish brown even in its fracture surface. It was tempered with 
fine grained quartzite sand. The other fragment originates from a thin-walled, yellowish brown vessel which 
is gray on its fracture surface. The third sherd is o f a similar color, however, it was tempered with large, rough 
grained gravel.112

The majority of the following sherds originate from at least three large, thick-walled pots. Many of them 
could be refitted during the course of restoration. Their shared characteristics include a reddish gray color

103 Inv. No.: 90.4.48.
104 Inv. No.: 90.4.47. Estimated mouth diameter = 9, 17 and 23 cm.
105 Inv. No.: 90.4.43, 52, 53. These sherds were not inventoried on the basis of the characteristics described 

here.
106 Inv. No.: 90.4.50.
107 Inv. No.: 90.4.51.-53.
108 Inv. No.: 90.4.54.
109 Inv. No.: 90.4.49. Also see below in connection with specimens of Inv. No.: 90.4.63, 90.4.177. and 

90.4.225.
110 Inv. No.: 90.4.46.
111 Inv. No.: 90.4.61, 63.
112 Inv. No.: 90.4.62.
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on the outside and a reddish brown interior surface. Their fracture surfaces are also a reddish gray. These 
colors are indicative of intense firing in a reducing atmosphere, a treatment also illustrated by the unusual 
hardness of the sherds. Their material includes fine-grained quartzite sand temper, in which larger grains of 
gravel and limestone also occasionally occur. The decorations on these sherds are also relatively uniform. They 
include sparsely placed, shallow spiral lines, as well as single wavy lines that run around the vessels’ neck and 
shoulder respectively.113 114 A piece of iron with a curved end should also be mentioned here. Most probably it 
was the handle from a bucket and belonged to a similar fragment recovered from the neighboring square (Plate 
19/U).n4

Two hand-thrown, gray vessel wall fragments originating from the Sarmatian Period115 were also found 
here. Grayish brown, undecorated wall fragments from hand-formed vessels with a ground pottery temper 
seem to belong to the Migration Period (they come in part from the Sarmatian Period, and in part perhaps from 
the Avar Period).116

In the plow zone of Squ are 15 /44  gray, hand-thrown sherds must have been deposited during the Sarmatian 
Period. In addition to these specimens, however, two light yellow sherds from hand-formed vessels with a 
ground pottery temper as well as a fragment from a straight rim are worthy of notice. They may either originate 
from Avar Period pottery, or other vessels from the Migration Period.117

Sherds from the Árpád Period were small and worn. They were rough with a mica or fine grained gravel 
temper. The colors of these sherds vary between reddish brown, brown and gray. They include two rim fragments 
from pots. Of these, the thinner one is unarticulated, while the thicker fragment has an upward pulled, grooved 
edge.118 119 The one small sized rim fragment is from a kettle and is light brown, with a granular temper. The top 
of the rim is horizontal, thickening outward (Plate 13/2).n9 Several vessel wall fragments are decorated with a 
broad and shallow grooving on the surface that runs in the form of a spiral line.120

Square 16/43 contained a heavily worn pedestal fragment from the Alföld Linear Pottery culture121 
between the depths of 30 to 60 cm.122 In addition there were a few gray, hand-thrown vessel wall fragments that 
originated from the Sarmatian Period,123 two light gray, straight rim fragments with a ground pottery temper 
(one of them decorated with finger impressions),124 as well as a number of undecorated vessel wall fragments 
made from similar materials,125 which may originate either from the Sarmatian or the Avar Period. Gray wall 
fragments of hand-thrown vessels with a finely ground gravel temper, on the other hand, certainly originate 
from the Avar Period. The fracture surface of these sherds is either uniformly gray, corresponding to that of 
the fragment’s surface, or a reddish layer occurs only along one of the sherds’ sides. One of these fragments

113 Inv. No.: 90.4.63.
114 Inv. No.: 90.4.1844.
115 Inv. No.: 90.4.59.
116 Inv. No.: 90.4.60.
117 Inv. No.: 90.4.81.-85.
118 Inv. No.: 90.4.86.
119 Inv. No.: 90.4.89.
120 Inv. No.: 90.4.87-88.
121 Inv. No.: 90.4.18.
122 The material found in the layer between 0 to 30 cm was already lost by the time of restoration. Thus only 

the results of preliminary counting carried out during field work could be presented. These are in Chapter 
I and Table 10.

123 Inv. No.: 90.4.19.
124 Inv. No.: 90.4.21.
125 Inv. No.: 90.4.20.
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is decorated with overlapping horizontal lines and bundles of lines, respectively.126 127 One of the rim fragments 
came from a grayish brown baking bell (Plate 7/3)} 21

Brown, grayish brown and reddish brown sherds, with a fine mica or finely ground gravel temper and bluish 
gray fracture surfaces belong to the Árpád Period. They also include an everted and rounded rim fragment from 
a pot and the rim of another, light brown pot with a fine sand temper and a gray fracture surface. This latter rim 
was everted with a vertically cut edge (Plate 15/6). There were also some wall fragments made from similar 
materials,128 and a fragment of a bucket’s handle with a round cross section (Plate 19/12) } 29

In Square 16 /4 4 , there were a few gray and grayish brown thick-walled sherds from hand-formed vessels 
with a ground pottery temper that were found between the depths of 0 to 30 cm and originate from the Migration 
Period.130 Finds from the Árpád Period included four everted, unarticulated rim fragments from pots where 
the profile line narrows131 and three wall fragments from a large gray sand-tempered pot decorated with dense, 
shallow, broad spirals. The remainder was small, undecorated vessel wall fragments tempered with fine grained 
gravel. The firing of all these sherds was characteristic of the Árpád Period: light on the outer surface and black 
or gray on the inner.132

Five heavily worn prehistoric sherds were found within the same square, at depths between 30 to 60 cm. 
Other finds included a few wall fragments from hand-thrown, gray vessels that originated from the Sarmatian 
Period, as well as thick, undecorated brown and gray wall fragments from hand-formed pots with a ground 
pottery temper, which may either have originated from the Sarmatian or the Avar Period.133 134 An Avar Period 
dating is certain in the cases of a wall fragment that is brown on the outer surface and gray inside, coming from 
a hand-thrown vessel with a mica and gravel temper and decorated with a double wavy line (Plate 4/6),134 as 
well as a small rim fragment from a light brown baking bell (Plate 7/21.135

Hand-thrown material from the Árpád Period included only a small gray vessel wall fragment which, on 
the basis of the uniform color of the fracture surface, may also come from the Avar Period. The rest of the finds 
are characterized by the usual kind of tempering, the edge of the fracture surface and its wall display various 
shades of brown or red with a black center. A dark gray specimen was found, decorated with densely running, 
broad, shallow spiral lines. Although it is very similar to a sherd found 30 cm above, it does not come from the 
same vessel.136 A rim fragment that thickened outward and was from a kettle decorated with a double line on 
its outer surface and whose the rim was pointed near the suspension hole (Plate 13/4h 137 From this material, 
a light brown rim fragment that broadens outwards and is from a kettle (Plate 13/1), a grayish brown, everted 
rim fragment from a pot with a faceted interior (Plate 15/2), and a major fragment from a brown pot with a 
lid groove, which had been fired black and was very sooty on its outer surface (Plate 15/4), deserve special 
attention here.138

126 Inv. No.: 90.4.23-24.
127 Inv. No.: 90.4.22. Estimated diameter = 28 cm .
128 Inv. No.: 90.4.25.-26. The estimated mouth diameter of this pot = 13 cm .
129 Inv. No.: 90.4.1845.
130 Inv. No.: 90.4.1.
131 Inv. No.: 90.4.2.
132 Inv. No.: 90.4.3.
133 Inv. No.: 90.4.5.
134 Inv. No.: 90.4.8.
135 Inv. No.: 90.4.7.
136 Inv. No.: 90.4.11.-12.
137 Inv. No.: 90.4.9. Estimated mouth diameter = 32 cm .
138 Inv. No.: 90.4.10. Estimated mouth diameters = 24 and 12 cm .
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Only sherds from the Sarmatian Period were found between the depths of 60 to 90 cm. These include wall 
fragments from gray hand-thrown, and brown hand-formed vessels, all with ground pottery tempering.139

In S q u a re  8/30, between the depths of 0 to 30 cm, finds attributable to the Avar Period included two brown 
sherds from hand-formed vessels with ground pottery tempering. One was decorated with bundles of horizontal 
and wavy lines. Five of the six wall fragments from hand-thrown vessels were ornamented with the same 
motif. All were brown, with gray fracture surfaces. Aside from the decorative patterns, they differ from pottery 
from the Árpád Period only in their temper - in addition to tiny gravel, they also contained ground pottery. 
Among the sherds originating from the Árpád Period, two light brown vessel wall fragments were purely sand- 
tempered, while two others were tempered with a mixture of mica and sand. Of the wall fragments from vessels 
of the usual color with gravel temper, two specimens decorated with a spiral design were found. Two small rim 
fragments that had lid grooves and were from vessels thrown on a fast wheel must also be mentioned.140 Only 
sherds from the Sarmatian Period were found between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. Only three sherds could be 
assigned to the Avar Period. One is a brown, everted rim fragment from a pot tempered with ground pottery, 
whose edges narrow and which has a gray fracture surface. Its outer surface is decorated with a wavy line 
design. The other two are wall fragments from brown, hand-thrown vessels with a gray fracture surface and 
gravel temper. One is decorated with a bundle of wavy lines. One of the three sherds from the Árpád Period was 
a rim fragment from a kettle which thickened in both directions. The other two are everted rim fragments from 
brown pots with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper. The edges of these rims are cut vertically.141

The plow zone in S q u are 8 /31  again contained a number of sherds that originated from the Sarmatian 
Period. Pottery datable to the Árpád Period includes three brown rim fragments from pots with gray fracture 
surfaces and gravel temper. Two of these are everted with rounded edges, while the third is pulled horizontally 
outward. This latter specimen is so thick that it may even have been a rim fragment of a kettle. Three o f the 
vessel wall fragments were tempered with sandy mica. One was decorated with a dense, broad, shallow spiral 
design. The other sherd was ornamented with the “classical”, sparsely placed spiral line. The remainder of the 
wall fragments were undecorated and colored brown, with gray fracture surfaces and a gravel temper.142

In addition to Sarmatian Period sherds found between the depths of 30 to 60 cm, a gray wall fragment from 
a hand-thrown vessel with a ground pottery temper and decorated with a bundle of wavy lines, as well as a base 
fragment, probably both coming from the Avar Period, have also been inventoried.143 They obviously originate 
from Pit 23 in the neighboring square. The majority of finds were, however, daub fragments that came from 
House 2.

In S q u are 7 /30 , the plow zone contained the flat base of a brown, hand-formed vessel with an impressed 
edge and a ground pottery temper, which dated from an earlier time, possibly the Scythian Period.144 Two wall 
fragments from hand-thrown pots were brown on their outer surfaces, and gray on their inner surface as well as 
on their fracture surfaces. They were tempered with large grained mica and gravel and decorated with bundles 
of horizontal and wavy lines, as well as a single wavy line. A hand-thrown, brown and gray spotted handled pot 
or cup and a brown rim, as well as a reddish brown base fragment were tempered with ground pottery. These 
can certainly be dated to the Avar Period. Six brown wall fragments from hand-thrown pots with gray fracture 
surfaces and gravel or sand temper were decorated with bundles of horizontal and wavy lines, and also belong 
to the Avar Period. One was additionally decorated with an obliquely placed, comb impressed pattern above the 
linear design. Brown ceramics characterized by a gray fracture surface and a sand temper included two everted

1 3 9 Inv. No.: 90.4.15.- 16.
1 4 0 Inv. No.: 90.4.758,-759.
1 4 1 Inv. No.: 90.4.785,-786.
1 4 2 Inv. No.: 90.4.810,-811.
1 4 3 Inv. No.: 90.4.822.
1 4 4 Inv. No.: 90.4.600.
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rim fragments from pots with obliquely cut edges, a pot’s undecorated shoulder fragment and a sherd decorated 
with a sparse spiral line. Brown sherds characterized by gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper included 
three specimens with a broad, sparsely placed spiral design, while the remainder was wall and base fragments. 
Only one of the finds may be considered a truly characteristic sherd from the Árpád Period. It is a brown rim 
fragment from a pot with a rounded edge thrown on a fast wheel. Otherwise, all of the sherds listed above are 
equally likely to be from the Late Avar Period or the 10th century or, at least in part, the Árpád Period.145 146 147 148 The 
situation is similar in the case of a large pot, half o f which could be restored from the sherds recovered from 
this layer (Plate 16/4))46 It was brown, hand thrown and had a gray fracture surface and gravel temper. The 
top of the everted rim was cut horizontally, while its outer side had a vertically cut edge. A single wavy line 
runs around the pot’s short neck. The entire body is decorated with a narrow spiral pattern that begins on the 
shoulder and becomes increasingly sparse toward the base. The form of this pot is closer to Avar Period types, 
while its decoration is typical of the Árpád Period. The find may be characteristic of either period.

Sarmatian Period sherds unambiguously dominated among the finds recovered between the depths of 30 
to 60 cm.147 148 Of this material, only a straight brown rim fragment from a bowl with a gray fracture surface 
and sand temper (Plate 17/5),Hi and two vessel wall fragments, one decorated with a spiral design, could be 
assigned to the Árpád Period.149

The finds recovered during the horizontal sectioning of the western baulk in S q u are 7 /30  contained 
Sarmatian Period sherds that had come from Pit 22.150 Additional sherds included two brown wall fragments 
from hand-thrown vessels with a ground pottery temper that were decorated with bundles of horizontal or wavy 
lines. They date to the Avar Period. A brown sherd with a gray fracture surface, gravel temper and a broad spiral 
line decoration from the Árpád Period was also found here.151

Besides the Sarmatian Period sherds found in the plow zone of Squ are 7 /2 9 152 there were a handle fragment 
which rose above the plane of the rim on a hand-formed kettle153 and a small vessel wall fragment decorated 
with bundles of wavy lines154 that could be assigned to the Late Avar Period. A rim fragment that thickened 
outwards from a brown kettle with a gray fracture surface and gravel temper, a vessel wall fragment made of 
similar material, decorated with bundles of horizontal and wavy lines, a small, thin brick red wall fragment with 
a gray fracture surface and sand temper decorated with oblique incisions and a horizontal bundle of lines155 and 
four brown vessel wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces and a sandy mica temper could be assigned to the 
Árpád Period.156 Ceramics from the Árpád Period recovered between the depths of 30 to 60 cm included three 
brown kettle rim fragments that thickened outwards and had gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper and were 
very sooty on their outer surfaces, as well as two brown, almost horizontally everted rim fragments from pots 
with gray fracture surfaces, sandy mica temper and cut edges. One of these pots had an upwardly pulled lid 
groove (Plate 16/2, 3). Additional finds from the Árpád Period included a wall fragment from a pot made from 
the same material as the latter, a spindle whorl (Plate 19/2), two brown vessel wall fragments with gray fracture

145 Inv. No.: 90.4.596.-599. 606.-610.
146 Inv. No.: 90.4.603. Estimated mouth diameter = 19 cm, the diameter of the body = 24 cm .
147 Inv. No.: 90.4.616.-627.
148 Inv. No.: 90.4.615. Estimated mouth diameter = 26 cm .
149 Inv. No.: 90.4.611.
150 Inv. No.: 90.4.579.-584.
151 Inv. No.: 90.4.578.
152 Inv. No.: 90.4.531.-542.
153 Inv. No.: 90.4.529.
154 Inv. No.: 90.4.543.
155 Inv. No.: 90.4.544.-546.
156 Inv. No.: 90.4.530.
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surfaces and a sandy mica temper, one of which was decorated with a spiral line, and finally a few undecorated, 
brown wall and base fragments with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper.157

Numerous finds were recovered from the layer between 0 to 30 cm in S q u are 11/26, the majority of which 
originated from the Sarmatian Period. Sherds from the Árpád Period include two kettle rim fragments that 
thickened outwards and had flat tops, as well as the rim of a lid thrown on a fast wheel. The latter sherd was 
made from a granular material and fired an even gray. One of several undecorated vessel wall fragments was 
made from the same material, while the rest were brown with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper.158 Aside 
from the Sarmatian Period sherds recovered from the depth of 30 to 60 cm {Figure 14) nine pottery fragments 
from the Árpád Period were found. The four kettle rim fragments belong to the type that thickens outwards 
with a flat top. Four undecorated wall fragments were made from an identical material. A rim fragment from a 
pot thrown on a fast wheel was found here as well. It was fired an even gray and had an edge that was pulled 
upwards with a groove for the lid. This specimen, however, may have also been manufactured later than the 
Árpád Period.159 An iron nail was recovered from the wall of the square (Plate 19/10).160

A reddish brown rim fragment that thickened outwards and was from a kettle with a gray fracture surface 
and a gravel temper was found in the plow zone of Squ are 12/26. It came to light together with several 
brown, sand-tempered vessel wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces. One of these latter was decorated 
with oblique incisions, while a section of a spiral design was preserved on another.161 However, only one of the 
sherds could be dated to the Árpád Period from amongst the masses of Sarmatian Period pottery finds brought 
to light from the depths between 30 to 60 cm.

The majority of sherds from the plow zone of Square 12/27 could also be dated the Sarmatian Period. 
The few finds from the Árpád Period include a brown rim fragment that thickened outward from a kettle with 
a flat top, gray fracture surface and gravel temper, an everted rim fragment which thickens downwards from 
a brown pot with a gray fracture surface and sand temper that had a horizontal bundle of lines decorating its 
shoulder, a wall fragment made from this same material covered with a densely placed spiral design, and 
finally, another, similar shoulder fragment from a pot ornamented with a broad bundle of lines. These pieces 
represent early types. Half of a spindle whorl and brown wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces and gravel 
temper, decorated with sparsely placed broad spiral lines or with no decoration, all represent ceramic types 
characteristic of the Árpád Period.162

Amongst the numerous Sarmatian Period finds from unspecified stratigraphic positions (although in 
all probability these were found between the depths of 30 to 60 cm) there were also a few sherds which 
represented a number of other archaeological periods. These include thin-walled sherds with chaff temper, 
one of which is decorated with an incised linear design and three flat knobs, which is a type characteristic of 
Alföld Linear Pottery Culture ceramics,163 as well as hand-formed, burnished or rough surfaced fragments of 
everted rims and vessel walls and also fragments of band-shaped handles with a ground pottery temper which 
most probably came from the Bronze Age.164 Sherds from hand-thrown vessels with ground pottery, mica and 
gravel tempers included an everted rim with the edge obliquely cut in an inward direction,165 another fragment 
of an everted rim, decorated with a broad bundle of wavy lines and an undecorated vessel wall fragment166 that

157 Inv. No.: 90.4.553.-559. The estimated mouth diameters of the pots (558) = 12 and 16 cm respectively.
158 Inv. No.: 90.4.1044.
159 Inv. No.: 90.4.1045.-1046.
160 Inv. No.: 90.4.1838.
161 Inv. No.: 90.4.1441.-1442.
162 Inv. No.: 90.4.1508.-1510.
163 Inv. No.: 90.4.1781. 1785. 1786.
164 Inv. No.: 90.4.1586. 1588. 1662. 1664.-1666. 1702. 1782.-1785. 1787.
165 Inv. No.: 90.4.1662.
166 Inv. No.: 90.4.1647. 1653.
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originated from the Late Sarmatian/Hunnic Period. A reddish brown rim fragment from a kettle with a gray 
fracture surface with a thickening, lobe-shaped rim section from near the suspension hole, a brown everted 
rim fragment from a pot with a gray fracture surface, gravel temper and a thickening edge, a wall fragment 
decorated with a horizontal bundle of lines and four spiral lines,167 as well as two brown, undecorated vessel 
wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper168 and a straight backed iron knife (Plate 79/9)169 
all may be dated to the Árpád Period.

The distribution of the numerous sherds was even in Square 11/27 between the depths of 0 to 30 cm. 
From the Avar Period they included a rim fragment of a small baking bell and four brown vessel wall and base 
fragments with gray fracture surfaces and large grained gravel and ground pottery temper, one of which was 
decorated with a combed line pattem. Sherds representing the Árpád Period also occurred in fair numbers. 
These include a kettle rim fragment that thickened outwards, had a flat top, was fired an even gray (probably as 
a result of secondary firing) (Plate 12/1) and decorated with a combed horizontal bundle of lines made with a 
very fine implement,170 a rim fragment from a kettle which thickens in both directions, an everted rim fragment 
from a pot with an obliquely cut edge and lid groove, and another rim fragment that thickened downward 
and had a rounded edge. These all belong to a type of ceramics characterized by brown color, a gray fracture 
surface and a gravel temper. Some sherds with sand-tempered material also occurred including a rim fragment 
with an upwardly pulled edge as well as four wall fragments from brown pots thrown on a fast wheel that had 
gray fracture surfaces, two of which (originating from the same pot) were decorated with a row of pronounced 
designs. Among the usual, brown undecorated vessel wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces and gravel 
temper only one sherd occurred which had oblique incisions and a sparsely placed spiral design.171 Only two 
tiny sherds could be dated to the Árpád Period in the material found between the depths of 30 to 60 cm.172

The plow zone in S q u a re  11/28 contained a rim fragment that thickened outward from a kettle with a flat 
top, an everted rim fragment with a rounded edge from a pot which was sand-tempered, and undecorated wall 
and base fragments made from the same material, as well as two gravel-tempered wall fragments, all from 
the Árpád Period.173 Only a hand-formed rim fragment from the Avar Period and a kettle rim fragment that 
thickened in both directions from the Árpád Period could be found at the depths between 30 to 60 cm.174

Avar Period finds that came to light in S q u a r e  8 /40  from depths between 0 to 30 cm included a handle 
fragment from a hand-formed kettle (Plate 5/3) ,175 a small rim fragment from a baking bell, as well as two brown 
vessel wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces and ground pottery temper. One of these is decorated with a 
horizontal line, while bundles of horizontal and wavy lines occur on the other. Undecorated wall fragments of 
vessels made from a similar material were also found. A few sherds may represent the transition to the Árpád 
Period. These are brown wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper from vessels that were 
ornamented with horizontal bundles of lines and with horizontal lines covering the entire surface, respectively. 
On the basis of these patterns, these sherds are equally likely to originate either from the Avar Period or 
the Árpád Period. Nevertheless, based on their characteristic color and gravel temper, they were assigned to 
the Árpád Period. A rim fragment that thickened outward from a kettle, as well as two brown, everted rim

167 Inv. No.: 90.4.1660.-1663. 1703.
168 Inv. No.: 90.4.1587. 1778. 1780.
169 Inv. No.: 90.4.1840.
170 Inv. No.: 90.4.1207. Estimated mouth diameter = 18 cm .
171 Inv. No.: 90.4.1209.-1213.
172 Inv. No.: 90.4.1254.-1255.
173 Inv. No.: 90.4.1334.-1336.
174 Inv. No.: 90.4.1366.
175 Inv. No.: 90.4.885.
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fragments from pots with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper, one of them with a rounded and the other 
with a thickening and obliquely cut edge,176 however, definitely belong to the Árpád Period.

Avar Period finds recovered from the layer between 30 to 60 cm included a fragment of an inner suspension 
handle from a hand-formed kettle with a ground pottery temper (Plate 5/6),177 as well as two hand-formed, 
small vessel fragments and four vessel wall fragments made from a similar material. Hand-thrown, brown 
ceramics with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper do not represent types characteristic of the Árpád 
Period. The raw material contained gravel with grain sizes that were larger than usual as well as plenty of 
mica. The shoulder fragment of a pot restored by gluing four sherds together deserves particular attention. 
It was decorated with a narrow, triple horizontal bundle of lines with a broad, single line running below. The 
majority of finds that belong to this type are tiny vessel wall and base fragments. In this sub-group, there was 
one small vessel wall fragment, fired evenly gray, with a gravel temper and decorated with a combed design 
of fine vertical striations.178 Between the depths of 60 to 90 cm, there were a few heavily worn gray fragments 
from hand-thrown vessels that originated from the Sarmatian Period, and only a fingernail-size sherd found 
here could be assigned to the Árpád Period.179

In addition to heavily worn, gray sherds from hand-thrown vessels with ground pottery temper that came 
from the Sarmatian Period, finds representing the Árpád Period were also recovered at depths between 0 to 30 
cm in Square 9/40. These included a flat brown rim fragment that thickened outwards from a kettle with a gray 
fracture surface and a gravel temper, as well as undecorated vessel wall fragments and wall and base fragments 
from a brown pot with a black fracture surface and sand temper.180

The number of Late Avar Period sherds first began increasing at depths between 30 to 60 cm. Noteworthy 
finds included fragments from dark gray and brown, hand-formed kettles with inner handles, baking bells 
with ground pottery temper, a fragment of an everted rim with finger impressions, as well as undecorated 
vessel wall fragments, and a straight rim.181 Among the sherds dated to the Árpád Period there is a brown rim 
fragment from a kettle with a gray fracture surface and a gravel temper that thickens in both directions and has 
a lobe-shaped form around the suspension hole, as well as a dark gray, evenly fired rim fragment from a bowl 
thrown on a fast wheel, with an edge cut in an inward direction. Two ribs ran around the outer surface of this 
latter vessel (Plate 17/4).li2 Two rim fragments from pots were made with gravel temper and fired an even 
gray. Their horizontal rims have rounded edges. Of these two sherds, the light brown rim with a gray fracture 
surface has an edge that is pulled slightly upward. One of the two additional small rim fragments from pots 
made from an identical material was, again, thrown on a fast wheel and had a lid groove on it. It could just be 
seen that the edge of the other rim fragment was rounded. Only a single gray specimen with mica and gravel 
temper was found amongst the vessel wall fragments. Bundles of horizontal and wavy lines occur together on 
this specimen. Another vessel wall fragment that was fired an even red was decorated with a single wavy line. 
The type of pottery tempered with sand was represented by only two sherds. One was decorated with a bundle 
of wavy lines, while a sparsely placed spiral line ran over the other. Both of these fragments were brown with 
gray fracture surfaces. This spiral design also occurred on three other dark brown pieces of pottery with gray 
fracture surfaces and gravel temper, as well as on a sherd fired an even gray. Only three of the undecorated 
vessel wall fragments have an even gray color, while another brown fragment, with a gray fracture surface

1 7 6 Inv. No.: 90.4.884.-889.
1 7 7 Inv. No.: 90.4.901.
1 7 8 Inv. No.: 90.4.895.-900.
1 7 9 Inv. No.: 90.4.909.-910.
1 8 0 Inv. No.: 90.4.267.-268.
181 Inv. No.: 90.4.270. 276.-278.
1 8 2 Inv. No.: 90.4.280. Estimated mouth diameter = 18 cm
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and sand temper was also found. The rest of the specimens are brown with gray fracture surfaces and gravel 
temper.183

Only two sherds, fired an even dark gray (one of them decorated with a single wavy line), and a few small 
brown vessel wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces found in the plow zone of Squ are 10/40 seemed to 
have originated from the Árpád Period. All of these pieces of pottery had gravel temper.184

Worn ceramics recovered from the floor level came from gray hand-thrown and hand-formed vessels 
with a ground pottery temper and dated to the Sarmatian Period. Everted rim fragments from dark gray hand- 
formed pots with ground pottery temper, as well as gray and reddish gray, hand-formed undecorated vessel 
wall fragments with ground pottery temper185 186 may belong to any phase of the Migration Period (most probably, 
however, to the Sarmatian or the Avar Period). A fragment from a reddish brown bowl or flowerpot-shaped 
vessel with large-grained gravel temper probably originates from the Avar Period. The edge of its rim is straight 
and narrows. The walls of this vessel are decorated with a rib, a groove and a horizontal bundle of lines (Plate 
4/2))S6 A small, reddish brown rim fragment from a baking bell and half of a light brown biconical spindle 
whorl with an incised bundle of wavy lines running between horizontal lines can be dated with certainty to the 
Late Avar Period (Plate 8/2), as can six, dark gray and reddish gray handle and rim fragments (of surprisingly 
respectable dimensions) from hand-formed clay kettles with inner handles and tempered with ground pottery 
(Plate 5/1, 4-5, 7) .187 188 A rather worn, brown, round-edged everted rim fragment from a hand-thrown pot with 
a gray fracture surface and a gravel and mica temper, a light brown wall fragment with a gray fracture surface 
and a mica and sand temper decorated with densely incised narrow spiral lines, grayish brown wall fragments 
with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper decorated with bundles of wavy lines (2 pieces) or a horizontal 
bundle of lines, a light brown wall fragment with a gray fracture surface and a sand temper from a vessel 
decorated with a broad, shallow spiral line, as well as worn, undecorated brown wall fragments with gray 
fracture surfaces and gravel temper, which probably are non-matching sherds from the same vessel, and a base 
fragment also date to the Late Avar Period.1S8

Of the finds that fell outside the detectable ground surface but were found at the same level, the gray rim 
and wall fragments from hand-thrown pottery certainly originated from the Sarmatian Period. However, some 
of the rim and wall fragments from hand-formed vessels with ground pottery temper possibly came from the 
Avar Period. Of these specimens, there are two small wall fragments which were decorated with overlapping 
bundles of combed horizontal and wavy lines.189 190 Quite sizable sherds also occurred among the large numbers 
of Late Avar Period ceramics, including grayish brown and reddish brown undecorated wall fragments from 
hand-formed vessels with ground pottery temper, and also a wall fragment decorated with a horizontal bundle 
of lines as well as two rim fragments with narrowing edges, most probably from a kettle. A rim fragment of a 
brown, hand-formed very hard fired lid with a narrowing edge should be singled out for discussion since on 
the basis of its shape it was reminiscent of a baking bell, but was significantly smaller with thin walls and a 
finely silted material (Plate 7/l).m  Two small brown sherds from hand-formed vessels with a similar ground 
pottery temper also occurred in this material. One was a straight rim fragment and both were decorated with 
horizontal bundles of lines. Two halves of brown, biconical spindle whorls, decorated with bundles of wavy

183 Inv. No.: 90.4.279.-290.
184 Inv. No.: 90.4.217.-223.
185 Inv. No.: 90.4.227.-228.
186 Inv. No.: 90.4.225. Estimated mouth diameter = 16 cm .
187 Inv. No.: 90.4.229.-231. The total number o f sherds from the Árpád Period in this stratigraphic unit was 

66 .

188 Inv. No.: 90.4.232.-236.
189 Inv. No.: 90.4.240.-241.
190 Inv. No.: 90.4.245. Estimated diameter = 22 cm, wall thickness = ca. 1 cm.
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lines also belong to this group (Plate 8/1).191 Among the sherds from the Árpád Period, three brown, everted 
rim fragments from pots with gray fracture surfaces and obliquely cut edges also occurred. Two were tempered 
with gravel, while one had mica and sand temper. Of the wall fragments from decorated vessels, two brown 
sherds with a gray fracture surface and sand temper were ornamented with horizontal bundles of lines and 
a narrow spiral line respectively. The remainder of the pottery fragments had the same color although they 
were tempered with gravel. Two of them were decorated with bundles of wavy lines and three others with 
horizontal bundles of lines. They were also ornamented with both a broad and a narrow spiral line. Among 
the undecorated vessel wall fragments there were four brown specimens with gray fracture surfaces and sand 
temper. Of the sherds tempered with gravel, three were an even gray color while the others were brown with 
gray fracture surfaces.192

The most characteristic finds from the Árpád Period recovered from the layer between 60 to 90 cm included 
brown kettle rim fragments that thickened outward and had gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper, as well as 
an everted rim fragment with an upwardly pulled edge from a pot with a similar material and color. One o f the 
light brown, sand-tempered vessel wall fragments with a gray fracture surface that was found was ornamented 
with a horizontal bundle of lines. Two others were decorated with broad, sparsely placed spiral lines, while 
another was undecorated. Two small wall fragments from vessels were obliquely incised. The color of one of 
these two pieces was an even gray, while the other had the usual brown color with a gray fracture surface and 
a gravel temper. Eight similar, undecorated vessel wall fragments were also recovered, while four evenly fired 
gray sherds also belong to this group. These latter fragments may all be part of the same vessel.193 194

A brownish gray, slightly everted, straight rim fragment from a hand-formed kettle that was tempered 
with ground pottery and still had remains of its inner suspension handle (Plate 5/2),194 as well as a light brown 
wall fragment from a hand-formed vessel with a gray fracture surface and a ground pottery temper that was 
decorated with bundles of lines195 from S q u are 10/39 at depths between 30 to 60 cm can be securely assigned 
to the Late Avar Period. As far as the Árpád Period is concerned, a brown rim fragment that thickened outward 
from a hand-thrown kettle with a gray fracture surface and a gravel temper, and two undecorated vessel wall 
fragments made from an identical raw material were found here. Two sherds with spiral line patterns were 
also found. One of them was brown with a gray fracture surface and a gravel temper and had a broad, densely 
placed design. The other piece of pottery decorated in this manner was sand-tempered and had a very sparsely 
placed spiral design. The ceramic material also included two sand-tempered base fragments. Two evenly gray, 
undecorated vessel wall fragments with gravel temper also belong to this collection of sherds.196 A small 
section of the ground surface described in neighboring Square 10/40 was recognized along the southern wall of 
the square under discussion here. This spot predominantly contained animal bones with a few sherds as well, 
including a small thin, gray wall fragment from a hand-thrown vessel ornamented with a bundle of wavy lines, 
a brown shoulder fragment from a hand-formed vessel with a gray fracture surface and ground pottery temper 
decorated with combed, oblique impressions (Plate 4/5) and two brownish gray sherds from hand-formed 
vessels with ground pottery temper, as well as an everted rim with an obliquely cut edge and a wall fragment 
from a vessel with bundles of horizontal and wavy line decorations.197 All these specimens could be assigned 
to the Avar Period. A later phase of the Árpád Period is possibly represented by a brown everted rim fragment 
from a pot with a thickening edge and gray fracture surface. This sherd is mica and sand tempered. Other pieces

191 Inv. No.: 90.4.239., 242.-246. Estimated mouth diameter = 41 cm (based on the kettle rim fragment).
192 Inv. No.: 90.4.247.-249. Pieces of daub, grindstone fragments and iron slag Inv. No.: 90.4.250.-252.
193 Inv. No.: 90.4.256.-261.
194 Inv. No.: 90.4.414.
195 Inv. No.: 90.4.419.
196 Inv. No.: 90.4.415.^18.
197 Inv. No.: 90.4.401., 405.^107.
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include a small wall fragment from a vessel made from the same material with a sparsely placed spiral line 
on it (possibly belonging to the aforementioned pot), as well as the bottom portion of a gray pot with a gravel 
temper.198 The material of the latter is particularly reminiscent of 14th century ceramics, in addition to the fact 
that the vessels from which these sherds came were thrown on a fast wheel.

In Square 9/39 depths between 0 to 30 cm contained the following sherds: in addition to fragments of 
hand-thrown and hand-formed Sarmatian Period vessels there were three small pieces of pottery from the 
Árpád Period. These were brown wall fragments from vessels with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper. 
Two were decorated with horizontal bundles of lines. A brown rim fragment from a baking bell, along with a 
similarly brown wall fragment from an Avar Period vessel with a gray fracture surface and a mica and ground 
pottery temper that was decorated with a horizontal bundle of lines199 were found between the depths of 30- 
60 cm. The Árpád Period was represented by three wall fragments from vessels that were fired an even gray. 
One of these was made from a sandy raw material with a broad and shallow spiral line decoration.200

Late Avar Period sherds from the plow zone of Square 8 /39  include an everted rim fragment from a 
hand-thrown pot that was articulated with ribs on the outside, and a small wall fragment from a vessel that 
was tempered with ground pottery and had a pattem of bundles of horizontal and wavy lines. Another four 
sherds originating from hand-thrown wares with fine gravel, mica and sand temper, and a brown sherd with 
a gray fracture surface are reminiscent of ceramics from the Árpád Period. All were decorated with bundles 
of wavy lines or horizontal lines. The sherds from hand-formed vessels included a rim fragment of a baking 
bell as well as three straight rim fragments which, in all probability, were from lids. There was only one wall 
fragment ornamented with bundles of wavy lines. The undecorated wall fragments are of an unusually large 
size. All have a grayish brown color and a ground pottery temper.201 Three kettle fragments occurred among 
the pottery finds from the Árpád Period. They were brown, with gray fracture surfaces and gravel tempers. Two 
of them had flat rims with outwardly pulled edges, while the third rim fragment broadened in both directions. 
An everted rim fragment from a pot was articulated with ribs on its outer surface, while a horizontal bundle of 
lines runs below a row of oblique incisions on the shoulder of a painted gray pot. Three brown, sand-tempered 
specimens were found. One was thrown on a fast wheel and had an obliquely cut edge. Another sherd from 
the shoulder of a pot had oblique incisions on it, while there was also a base fragment that belonged to this 
material.202

Among the sherds recovered from the square’s extension, the Avar Period is represented by a gray and 
brown wall fragment from an evenly fired vessel with fine gravel temper and decorated with bundles of wavy 
and horizontal lines.203 Finds from the Árpád Period include a brick red vessel wall fragment with a gray 
fracture surface and a gravel temper decorated with a deep spiral line, a evenly fired gray rim fragment that 
thickened outwards from a kettle (Plate 13/3), an undecorated vessel wall fragment with an even gray color 
and sand temper, as well as four others from vessel walls and one base fragment which are brown with gray 
fracture surfaces and gravel temper.204 The rest o f the finds dated to the Árpád Period include a wall fragment 
from a brown pot with a gray fracture surface and a gravel temper which was decorated with a horizontal line 
as well as a few fragments of daub.205

Between the depths of 30 to 60 cm, the Migration Period was represented by two brown, faceted rim 
fragments from hand-thrown pots with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper as well as an undecorated

198 Inv. No.: 90.4.402.-404.
199 Inv. No.: 90.4.381.-385.
200 Inv. No.: 90.4.386.-389.
201 Inv. No.: 90.4.323.-328.
202 Inv. No.: 90.4.329.-333. Some stones also belong to this group: Inv. No.: 90.4.334.
203 Inv. No.: 90.4.356.
204 Inv. No.: 90.4.357.-360. Estimated mouth diameter = 28 cm (No. 357).
205 Inv. No.: 90.4.347.-348. Additional pieces o f daub and stones: Inv. No.: 90.4.361.-362.
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vessel wall fragment. In addition, five gray, everted rim fragments from hand-formed pots with ground pottery 
temper and several undecorated vessel wall fragments also came to light here. Sherds attributable to the Avar 
Period include a black wall fragment from a hand-thrown vessel with a ground pottery and gravel temper that 
was decorated with a bundle of wavy lines, as well as a sand-tempered brown vessel wall fragment with a gray 
fracture surface that was decorated with bundles of horizontal and wavy lines.206 Only three brown and gray 
undecorated vessel wall fragments, two of them with gravel temper and another with sand temper, could be 
identified as belonging to the Árpád Period.207

Sherds from hand-thrown gray Sarmatian Period vessels were also found in the plow zone of S q u are 7 /3 3 .  

A flat rim fragment of a brown kettle that thickened in both directions turned up among the finds attributed to 
the Árpád Period. This piece of pottery had a gray fracture surface and a sand temper. Due to its unusual temper, 
this sherd may be considered a unique specimen. Only one sand-tempered brown specimen was found among 
the wall fragments of vessels, with the remainder having been made with gravel temper. Three other sherds 
were fired an even gray color. One was decorated with a horizontal bundle of lines. Among the commonly 
occurring brown fragments with a gray fracture surface, three sherds were decorated with broad spiral lines.208 
Sarmatian Period sherds were evenly distributed at depths between 30 to 60 cm {Figure 18). A small rim 
fragment from a hand-formed baking bell, a small brown wall fragment from a vessel with a gray fracture 
surface, rough grained gravel and mica temper and ornamented with a horizontal bundle of lines, a brown wall 
fragment from a hand-thrown vessel with a gray fracture surface, a ground pottery temper and a spiral line 
decoration, as well as a base fragment made from the same material were dated to the Avar Period. The three 
sherds that could be safely assigned to the Árpád Period were brown with gray fracture surfaces. Two of these 
had gravel temper while the third was tempered with sand. Two of these sherds had a spiral line ornament on 
their surfaces.209 Only gray fragments of hand-thrown Sarmatian Period vessels were encountered in the layer 
between 60 to 90 cm.

In addition to three hand-thrown Sarmatian Period sherds, a gray sherd from a hand-formed vessel with a 
ground pottery temper was identified within the baulk between Squares 7 /33  and 6 /33 . It may, however, come 
from just about any phase of the Migration Period. Finds unambiguously datable to the Avar Period include a 
small everted rim fragment faceted on the top that originates from a pot fired to an even gray color and which 
was tempered with gravel. The top of this rim was ornamented with a bundle of wavy lines. Another Avar 
Period sherd is a brown shoulder fragment from a hand-thrown pot with a gray fracture surface and a ground 
pottery temper on which oblique incisions and horizontal bundles of lines may be seen (Plate 4/4). This same 
period is represented by an undecorated wall fragment from a vessel fired to an even yellow color and decorated 
with a horizontal bundle of lines, as well as another sherd with a brown outer surface, a gray inner surface and 
gravel temper. Both these sherds originate from hand-thrown vessels. Ceramics attributed to the Árpád Period 
include a brick red, spiral line decorated wall fragment tempered with mica and sand, another sherd made from 
the same material but having a brown color with a gray fracture surface, on which the spiral line decoration 
is sparsely placed and broader, and the shoulder fragment of a sand-tempered pot that was gray on its exterior 
and brown on its interior surface with a single spiral line design. The Late Árpád Period is possibly represented 
by a brown, everted rim fragment from a pot thrown on a fast wheel with a gray fracture surface and a gravel 
temper. This rim fragment has a thickening and obliquely cut edge.210

Among the finds discovered in the plow zone of Squ are 6/33 dated to the Árpád Period: a brown fragment 
of a lid thrown on a fast wheel with a gray fracture surface and a gravel temper, a wall fragment from a vessel

206 Inv. No.: 90.4.342.-345.
207 Inv. No.: 90.4.346.
208 Inv. No.: 90.4.719.-720.
209 Inv. No.: 90.4.721.-723.
210 Inv. No.: 90.4.710.-711.
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with a broad spiral line and a few undecorated wall fragments, as well as a single base fragment fired an even 
gray. There were also two wall fragments from vessels with a broad spiral line decoration. Both were brown 
with gray fracture surfaces. One of these sherds was tempered with pure sand, while the other was tempered 
with sandy mica so that its surface has a slightly coarse feel.211

The majority of finds that came to light from depths between 30 to 60 cm originated from hand-thrown 
gray Sarmatian Period vessels. Some of these sherds were rather large in size.212 A brown wall fragment with 
a gray fracture surface and sand temper that was ornamented with vertical lines running above a horizontal 
bundle of lines possibly came from the Avar Period. On the other hand, based on its characteristic raw material, 
a brown wall fragment with a gray fracture surface and gravel temper that had a very fine bundle of wavy lines 
decorating it was assigned to the Árpád Period. Additional sherds dated to this period include an undecorated 
brown fragment with a gray fracture surface and gravel temper as well as two sherds fired an even gray with a 
similar gravel temper. One of these latter fragments was decorated with a horizontal bundle of lines while the 
other had a spiral line design on it.213 On the other hand, only a gray sherd from a hand-thrown vessel from the 
Sarmatian Period and a single, arched wall fragment from a kettle dated to the Árpád Period were available for 
study within the layer located at depths between 60 to 90 cm.214

Gray sherds from hand-thrown Sarmatian Period vessels were found in the plow zone of Square 6/32. 

In addition to these, a rim fragment from a hand-formed, Late Avar Period baking bell,215 two brown kettle 
rim fragments (one of them thickening outward, the other in both directions) with gray fracture surfaces and 
gravel temper, as well as a brown, articulated rim fragment with a gray fracture surface and sandy mica temper, 
reminiscent of the rim of a concave stove tile thrown on a fast wheel came to light.

There was another even gray sherd with gravel temper decorated with a narrow horizontal bundle of lines, 
as well as two brown wall fragments with gray fracture surfaces and sandy mica temper, one of them decorated 
with a broad spiral line and the other with a narrow, horizontal bundle of lines. Of the brown, undecorated vessel 
wall fragments with a gray fracture surface, a piece that was sooty on the outer surface had a characteristic sand 
temper, while the other was a wall fragment from a kettle. There was also a yellowish brown sherd with a gravel 
and mica temper and a gray fracture surface that could be classified with the so-called white pottery.216 217 It was 
this part of the site where a rhombus-shaped arrowhead also came to light (Plate 19/5).2n

Only relatively few, sporadic finds came to light from the layer between the depths of 30 to 60 cm. In 
addition to gray and brick-colored Sarmatian Period sherds, only a small brown rim fragment with a gray 
fracture surface and sand temper was found that originated in all probability from a vessel with cylindrical 
neck. This fragment is notched around the edge and is decorated with a single wavy line on its exterior (Plate 
10/2). These, as well as a brown rim fragment that thickened outward with a gray fracture surface and a gravel 
temper, a small pot of similar color but sand temper, and a small wall fragment from a vessel decorated with a 
wavy line belonged to the Árpád Period.218

The group of artifacts from House 4, excavated in Square 7/29, contained sherds from the Sarmatian 
Period.219 However, the light brown sherd with a gravel and ground pottery temper and a surface burnt through

211 Inv. No.: 90.4.439.-441.
212 Inv. No.: 90.4.455.-460.
213 Inv. No.: 90.4.449.-452.
214 Inv. No.: 90.4.461.
215 Inv. No.: 90.4.421.
216 Inv. No.: 90.4.422.-424.
217 Inv. No.: 90.4.1828.
218 Inv. No.: 90.4.434.-435. The estimated mouth diameter of the vessel with a cylindrical neck = 9 cm .
219 According to the excavation diary, sherds exclusively from the Sarmatian Period include Inv. No.: 

90.4.569.-572. A small wall fragment from a hand-thrown vessel with mica temper can also be dated to 
the Sarmatian Period . Inv. No.: 90.4.574.
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during firing that was found in the mixed ashy layer above this deposit may have belonged to any phase of 
the Migration Period.220 Nine Late Avar Period brown and gray wall fragments from vessels with a ground 
pottery temper, as well as wall fragments from three different baking bells (Plate 6/1-3) were found in a 
similar position.221 The only find from the Árpád Period, a brown, arched wall fragment from a kettle with 
mica and gravel temper and a gray fracture surface, is another indication of subsequent disturbances in the 
stratigraphy.222

In the upper layer of Pit 24, excavated in Squ are 11/14 brown sherds from hand-formed vessels with black 
fracture surfaces and ground pottery, mica or gravel temper did not originate from the Sarmatian Period. First 
of all, the straight rim fragment from a large vessel with a cylindrical neck must be mentioned, as well as a 
small sherd from a small baking pan (Plate 8/3-4). Additional finds include three everted rim fragments from 
pots, one of which has an edge decorated with finger impressions, and several wall fragments from vessels, 
some of which had possibly belonged to the aforementioned rims.223 These sherds perhaps represent the Avar 
Period, and certainly originate from the pit’s uppermost layer.

2.2. Avar Period settlement phenomena

Three o f the features excavated at this settlement belonged to the Avar Period: Pits 2, 4 and 23. 
O f these, the first two were self-contained features with a clearly defined outline. They contained, 
however, only a negligible amount of material. The third Avar Period pit, on the other hand, contained 
a rich group of artifacts, although its outline was so vague that the function of this feature could not 
be reliably identified. The northern wall of this latter feature was destroyed by an oven from  the 
Árpád Period, while its southern half gradually merged into the ashy earth that surrounded Pit 22, 
dated to the Sarmatian Period. Thus, only limited conclusions can be drawn concerning the Avar 
Period settlement. Two of the three features lay close to each other (Area I), while the third was found 
considerably further off at a distance o f approximately 70 m (Figure 13). However, Avar Period finds 
also came to light from the top layer of Pit 24 while numerous sherds were scattered over the surface 
o f Area IV (see below). Fewer such finds were also found in Area V, and stray finds from A rea II 
should be taken into consideration as well. If  all this evidence is combined, it seems reasonable to 
assume that the Avar Period settlement also lay over the central portion o f the site, similar to those 
from the two other periods (Figures 51-53). Moreover, it also extended in an eastern direction, into 
the area where material from the Árpád Period has been identified as well (Figures 1 and 4).

2.2.1. Features

The finds from the three features undoubtedly dated to the Avar Period were as follows:

Pit 2 (Square 13/44, Figure 29). This pit, which was only partially excavated (140 by 100 cm, with a depth 
of 115 cm) contained no more than four tiny worn sherds, as well as two daub fragments and two pieces o f slag. 
Of the sherds, a hand-thrown, gray wall fragment was from a vessel that originated from the Sarmatian Period. 
One of the other three brown wall fragments from a vessel with a ground pottery temper was covered with

220 Inv. No.: 90.4.573.
221 Inv. No.: 90.4.576.-577. Estimated mouth diameters = 30, 33, and 38 cm respectively.
222 Inv. No.: 90.4.574. The Sarmatian Period origins of this house are also reconfirmed by the recovery of 

several matching vessel wall fragments from Pit 22 in the vicinity. Avar Period sherds came from the large, 
ashy spot observed in the middle of the square, which was possibly related to the nearby Pit 23.

223 Inv. No.: 90.4.948. Estimated mouth diameter = 14 cm .
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a clay slip in which a horizontal bundle of lines was engraved. Based on this find, the pit was hypothetically 
dated to the Avar Period.

P it  4  (Square 15/43, Figure 30). This feature measured 160 by 70 cm, with a depth of 25 cm. Only the half 
of the pit, which extended into Square 15/43, was excavated. Two of the three sherds found within it probably 
come from the same vessel. These dark gray ceramic fragments have a ground pottery temper and appear black 
on the fracture surface. They seem to belong to a large, hand-formed vessel. The rim is straight and slightly 
“swollen” with an incised design on the top. Deep, densely placed, oblique grooves cover the vessel’s entire 
exterior surface (Plate 4/1, 7).224 The material and decoration of this vessel are very reminiscent of stamped 
ware from the Late Avar Period. The third sherd, a brown, undecorated wall fragment, also originates from a 
hand-formed, thin-walled vessel with a ground pottery temper.225

P it 23 (Square 7/30, Figure 27). In the finds associated with this pit, the following sherds were attributable 
to the Avar Period:

The hand-thrown pottery fragments included two rim fragments from pots which were fired an even gray 
and were made with a ground pottery temper. One of these rim fragments thickened in a downward direction 
and had a rounded edge.226 The other rim fragment was simply rounded.227 Additional finds included a rim 
fragment from a brown pot with a ground pottery and gravel temper and a horizontally cut edge, and a light 
brown everted rim fragment from a hand-thrown pot with a vertically cut edge, a gray fracture surface and 
a gravel temper. This latter specimen may also have originated from the Árpád Period.228 There were wall 
fragments from vessels whose exterior surfaces were brown, while their fracture surfaces and interiors were

224 Inv. No.: 90.4.66.-67. No. 66 is a rim fragment glued together from three sherds. Estimated mouth diameter 
= 23 cm.

225 Inv. No.: 90.4.68.
226 Inv. No.: 90.4.689. Estimated mouth diameter = 18 cm. See on Plate 16/1.
227 Inv. No.: 90.4.693.
228 Inv. No.: 90.4.683.
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Figure 51: Summary plan of 
features from the Sarmatian Period.

Figure 52: Summary plan of 
features from the Avar Period.

Figure 53: Summary plan of 
features from the Árpád Period.
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dark gray and they had a mica and large grained gravel temper. Three of these sherds were decorated with very 
delicate, thin, horizontal bundles of lines. Two of these fragments, however, come from the same vessel.229

Hand-formed ware is represented by freshly broken sherds of considerable size from large vessels. These 
include an everted rim and shoulder fragment from a brown pot which is gray on the exterior and has a ground 
pottery temper (Plate 2/1),230 an everted rim fragment of a pot which is brown with gray spots on the exterior 
surface and has a ground pottery and large grained gravel temper (Plate 3/1),231 a small everted rim fragment 
from a brown pot with a ground pottery temper,232 an everted rim section of a largish, brown pot with gray 
spots, a gray fracture surface and a ground pottery temper (Plate 2/2),233 a straight rim fragment from a huge 
brown vessel, with gray spots on its surface and a gray fracture surface with ground pottery temper (Plate 
3/2) ,234 an everted rim fragment from a brown pot with a gray fracture surface and a ground pottery temper,235 236 
a base fragment of a brown hand-formed pot with a gray fracture surface, a base fragment from a gray, evenly 
fired pot with a ground pottery temper (Plate 2/3, 4),23b and 12 large pieces of gray and brown undecorated wall 
fragments from vessels tempered with ground pottery. Some of these sherds, in all probability also originate 
from the previously described pots.237

2.2.2. Find materials:

Within the material brought to light during the course of excavations, 276 finds could be undoubtedly 
assigned to the Avar Period. This comprised 4.6 % of the all the artifacts inventoried (5980 pieces). 
During the evaluation o f Avar Period finds, sherds identified as originating from the Migration Period 
(258 pieces) were not taken into consideration, although some of them probably belong to the Avar 
Period. All o f the aforementioned 276 finds were sherds, with the exception of the two truncated 
biconical spindle whorls that were decorated with wavy lines and came to light in Square 10/40.238 
Unfortunately, 199 of these finds (72.1 %) are stray finds, that is, they were not recovered from 
the context o f self-contained features but occurred in the top layers o f the site. Another 44 pieces 
(15.9 %) were found in later features, dated to Árpád Period, and only 33 sherds (11.9 %) were 
recovered from pits which contained no finds from subsequent periods and could thus be reliably 
identified as Avar Period features.

Regrettably, the most beautiful sherds representing the Avar Period did not come to light from 
verified features but were stray finds either from the plow zone or from the depths between 30 to 60 
cm. The majority of these artifacts were not even found in the proximity o f features unambiguously 
dated to the Avar Period. There is a great likelihood that sherds recovered from Squares 13/43, 13/44, 
14/44, 15/44, 16/43 and 16/44 (Area I) can be linked to Pits 2 and 4. Finds from Square 7/29 (Area 
II), on the other hand, must be associated with Pit 23.

The rich Avar Period assemblage recovered from Square 10/40 (Area IV) on the other hand, 
may either originate from an unidentified feature in the proximity of House 3 (in which noteworthy 
numbers o f Avar Period sherds also occurred) that has been destroyed, or have formed part o f  the

229 Inv. No.: 90.4.695.
230 Inv. No.: 90.4.684. Estimated mouth diameter = 15 cm .
231 Inv. No.: 90.4.685. Estimated mouth diameter = 19 cm .
232 Inv. No.: 90.4.686.
233 Inv. No.: 90.4.687. Estimated mouth diameter = 18.5 cm .
234 Inv. No.: 90.4.688. Estimated mouth diameter = 38 cm .
235 Inv. No.: 90.4.690.
236 Inv. No.: 90.4.691.-692. Estimated base diameters = 16 and 12 cm.
237 Inv. No.: 90.4.694.
238 Inv. No.: 90.4.230. Height = 2.2 cm; Inv. No.: 90.4.246. Diameters = 3.2 cm and 2.2 cm.
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refuse that was deposited amongst the litter that had built up on the ground surface around the well 
in Square 9/40. In any case, it is remarkable that the richest and most spectacular group of artifacts 
came to light within the borders of this excavation area. Similarly, Avar Period sherds recovered from 
Squares 11/27 and 11/28 (Area III), as well as from Squares 6/32 and 6/33 (Area V), were stray finds 
from unidentified features.

The materials from self-contained features are exclusively sherds, whose most importuned 
characteristics, together with those o f the stray Avar Period finds, can be summarized as follows.

Only a single, small wall fragment from a thin-walled hand-thrown vessel that was decorated 
with a bundle of wavy lines represents Avar Period gray ware.239 This specimen, recovered from the 
ground surface o f Square 10/39 may thus be considered a stray find; the immediate surroundings o f 
the well excavated here contained quantities o f  sherds from all major occupation periods of this site, 
spanning from the Sarmatian Period to the Late Árpád Period.

Hand-thrown pottery remains were found only in Pit 23. The characteristic type of sherds in 
this feature was rim  fragments from pots. Two such specimens had rounded edges, while two others 
were striated. Avar Period sherds also occurred in some of the features dated to the Árpád Period. 
The majority o f these finds were recovered from House 3. They included a small rim fragment with 
an obliquely cut edge that had a bundle o f wavy lines decorating its interior, two matching wall 
fragments from a largish pot with horizontal and bundled wavy lines and other sherds (for details, 
see the description o f  the finds from House 3). The assemblage of stray Avar Period finds contained 
only two recognizable pot sherds (fragments o f  everted rims) in Square 16/43.

The predominant material used for temper was ground pottery. Less frequently large grained 
gravel was also identified. Sherds with mica and sand as well as gravel and sand temper were also 
found. As is shown by the gray or brown color o f their external surfaces, the majority of vessels were 
fired in a reducing atmosphere. The fracture surfaces of the sherds appear black or gray. Only two 
evenly fired, gray pottery fragments were found.

Commonly occurring forms of decoration include the following examples. Bundles of thin, very 
fine lines decorated one of the sherds recovered from Pit 23. A vessel wall fragment decorated with 
an incised bundle o f  wavy double lines was found in Square 16/44. Decorations composed of bundles 
o f simple or wavy lines and their various combinations were found on stray sherds recovered from 
Squares 13/43, 14/44, 16/43, 8/39, 8/40, 9/39, 10/39, 10/40, 6/33, 7/29, 7/30, 8/30, 8/31 and 11/27. 
Combed, imprinted patterns were found on sherds from Squares 10/39, 7/29, 7/30 and 11/28. Among 
the decorative motifs, there are solitary occurrences o f a bundle o f wavy lines running between two 
ribs (Square 11/28), oblique incisions with a horizontal bundle of lines (Square 7/33), a punctuated 
row design (Square 11/27) and a spiral line (Square 7/30). Single wavy line patterns occurred in three 
cases (Squares 11/28, 7/30 and 8/30).240 The two biconical spindle whorls were also decorated with 
bundles of wavy lines.

Aside from the pots, only rim fragments from two hand-thrown bowls could be identified. Both 
o f them were reddish brown, with a large grained gravel temper. These sherds were richly decorated
(Plate 4/2, 3).

More than ha lf o f  these sherds (56.8 %) came from hand-formed vessels. While a broad spectrum 
o f types was represented within this group o f  artifacts, the number of decorated sherds was relatively 
small. In terms o f  temper and methods o f firing, these sherds differ from fragments of the hand- 
thrown pottery only in the complete absence o f  sand temper and the use of an even firing technique.

239 Inv. No.: 90.4.405.
240 The presence of these two latter modes of decoration is perhaps also related to the proximity of a feature

from the Árpád Period (Fireplace 3).
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Handle fragments from hand-formed kettles (17 pieces) were found in Squares 13/43, 14/44, 
10/40 (six specimens in this square alone!), 8/40 (3 pieces), 9/40 (3 pieces), 10/39, 7/29 and 11/28.

The straight and everted rim fragments from pots (pit 23, Squares 8/40, 9/40, 10/40 and 10/39) 
were not articulated. One o f them was imprinted with fingerprints.

A notable decoration was found on a specimen from Pit 4. In this case, the top of the rim was 
incised. The pot’s entire outer surface was covered with dense oblique grooves (Plate 4/1, 7). If not 
this decoration itself, at least the material and method o f ornamentation are reminiscent o f Late Avar 
Period stamped ware with a grid design. An oblique, comb imprinted pattem can also be seen on 
another decorated shoulder fragment from a pot (Plate 4/5).

Fragments of baking bells (20) came to light as stray finds from the upper layers o f Squares 
15/44, 16/43, 16/44 8/39, 8/40, 9/39, 9/40, 10/40, 6/32, 7/33 and 11/28. There were six measurable 
fragments that could be used in reconstruction. These sherds were ranked by size as follows:

Diameter External height Internal height Wall thickness Source Inventory number
12 3.9 3 1 Square 10/40, 30-60 90.4.245.
28 - - 1.4 Square 16/43, 30-60 90.4.22.
30 - - 1.5 Flouse 4 90.4.577.
30 - - 2 House 4 90.4.577.
33 - - 1.5 House 4 90.4.577.
38 - - 2 House 4 90.4.577.

Among the hand-formed ceramics, only two wall fragments from vessels decorated with bundles 
o f wavy lines were found in Squares 10/39 and 7/29 respectively.

The significant contribution of baking bells (12.7 %) and sherds from hand-formed kettles 
(10.8 %), as well as the sherd reminiscent o f stamped ware that came to light from Pit 4 and the wall 
fragments with an oblique, comb-imprinted design from the Late Avar Period permit a tentative dating 
to the 8th- 9 ,h century.241 The section of the Late Avar Period cemetery excavated at the nearby site o f  
END0157 (located approximately 100 m from the site under discussion here) has been confidently 
dated to the 8th century by the excavator.242 On the basis o f  spatial proximity, therefore, it may be 
hypothesized that the cemetery and the section of the settlement excavated here were from the same 
time and belonged to the same population. Although this assumption is not necessarily correct, it 
seems to be supported by the observation that all other Avar Period settlements discovered during 
the course o f field walks within the framework of the Archaeological Topography project lay at 
considerably greater distances from the cemetery than END0170.243

241 Attention was first directed to Late Avar Period hand-thrown kettles and stamped ware by Béla Miklós 
Szőke: Szőke (1980) 184-187. Abb. 6/16-18, 8/1-14. In relation to hand-formed kettles see also: Takács 
(1986) 30., 88-92., 108-111. The decorations on sherds of stamped ware known from the Eperjes settlement 
seem closer to the Endrőd specimens. According to Csanád Bálint, this mode of decoration was also used 
during the 8,h century. Bálint (1991) 45-47. Table 13/2-3, Table 20/9. The 8lh-9 th dating of baking bells was 
also first proposed by Béla Miklós Szőke: Szőke (1980) 187-188. Abb. For details on kettles and baking 
bells see: Bálint (1991) 55-61. For the dating of hand-formed kettles see also: Vida (1991) 390-392.

242 Excavations by István Erdélyi RégFüz 41 (1988) No. 102. p.51. RégFüz 44 (1992) No. 78. p. 47. The site 
number is erroneous. See also: Erdélyi (1992) 378.

243 Avar Period settlement features were found some 500 m south of the site of E0170 at E0039 and E0108 as 
well as at E0006 located at a distance of 1 km in a westerly direction. See also: Site description in MRT 8, 
as well as Figure 2.
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2.3. Settlement from the Árpád Period

Fourteen of the features recovered during the course o f excavations belonged to the Árpád Period. 
These comprise 37.8 %  o f  all archaeological structures (29 pits + 4 houses + 3 fireplaces + 1 grave 
= 37) found at this site. Two of these 14 features were semi-subterranean dwellings (Houses 1 and 
3), three were fireplaces (Fireplaces 1, 2 and 3) and nine were pits (Pits 1, 6, 7, 8, 12, 17, 18, 19 
and 21). With the exception of Area VI, these features occurred in all parts of the site. Meanwhile, 
they exclusively represented the settlement in the eastern half of the excavated area, where two of 
the houses occurred as well. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the settlement during the Árpád 
Period was located m ore toward the east, on the top and eastern slope of the small rise, than its 
Sarmatian Period predecessor. Nevertheless, the settlement from the Árpád Period also encompassed 
the central section o f the former Sarmatian Period habitation area (Figures 51-53).

O f the two houses excavated, House 1 was preserved in a relatively good condition so that its shape 
and type could be reconstructed. It was thus identified as a structure having an approximately square 
ground plan with rounded comers. It was covered by a roof structure with a main roof beam, held 
by two support posts, oriented east-west.244 The outline of House 3 is less clearly defined, although 
both its size and shape are most similar to that o f the aforementioned dwelling. Unfortunately, due 
to extensive destruction and a considerable mixing o f sherds from the Sarmatian Period and the Avar 
Period, nothing else can be said of the structure and typology of this building.245

Significantly m ore substantial information is provided by the three fireplaces, each of them 
representing a different type. In all probability, Fireplace 1 was composed o f an open cooking 
plate that lay on the surface. It had a rounded triangular ground plan. The plastering of this feature 
contained no finds. Although its surviving shape is reminiscent o f traditional ovens, on the basis o f 
its stratigraphic position one may presume that it was a surface feature. Fireplace 2 had a regular 
shape and was dug into the ground. It stood in the open with its mouth oriented towards the south. 
Fireplace 3 again represents an older type. W hile the shape of its baking surface and the preserved 
section of the dome are suggest a traditional oven shape, this feature had no ash pit associated with it. 
On the other hand, a 12 cm high shelf constructed using yellow clay was built in front of its opening. 
A similar, shelf-like structure is known from  House 2 at the nearby site of Szarvas -  Rózsás.246

A special aspect o f  the nine pits associated with the Árpád Period is that none o f them are similar 
to each other. To the extent that their function may be hypothesized from their shape and fill, each must 
have served a different purpose.247 Only three o f them were storage pits with pear or beehive-shapes. 
One of the three storage pits with straight walls was certainly used for burning. Another may have had 
a similar function, at least for some time. It is only the third (Pit 17) which looks like a real storage pit. 
In comparison, it is worth mentioning that all three storage pits excavated at the nearby site of Szarvas —

244 It is uncertain, whether the tub-shaped depression observed in the middle of this house could be interpreted 
as a central post hole. See also: Takács (1993a) 205.

245 It must be noted, however, that the shape of House 3 (and only of that house) is very similar to one of 
the “yurt” types published by Pletneva from the Saltovo-Majak culture: Pletneva (1967) 53. Fig. 11., 7. 
Another such feature in the Lower Danube region was described by Kozlovskij et at. (1996) 149-150. 
Figure 4/1.

246 Kovalovszki ( 1960) 36.
247 In his work on grain storage pits, Nándor Ikvai wrote that the shape and degree of burning of these features 

depends both on the homogeneity and chemical composition of the soil. This possibility, however, seems 
to be in contradiction with the typological variability of pits that was observed at this site. Ikvai (1966) 
361-364. A monograph devoted to this topic did not contribute new data to Ikvai’s objective observations: 
Füzes (1984) 108-119.
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Rózsás had a pear shape.248 The mouths of these features were usually irregular with diameters ranging 
between 70 to 200 cm. Their dimensions, including depth, however, displayed no marked differences 
that could be related either to function or to other sets of pits from the Avar Period.

One can only guess, whether the well recovered in Square 9/40 played a role in the life of 
settlements that preceded the Árpád Period at this site. In a peculiar way, this feature was not dug 
into the deepest point of the site, but instead almost at the top o f the rise. The hypothesis that it 
may have been used as a well throughout all three archaeological periods o f this settlement can be 
accepted only if  one assumes that the material o f the earlier wood lining (that should have come from 
the Sarmatian Period) was removed only during the Árpád Period, since otherwise the entire well 
would have collapsed much sooner. It is a fact, however, that down to a depth o f 360 cm not even the 
slightest traces o f  such a wood lining could be identified. On the other hand, sherds from the Árpád 
Period came to light even at this considerable depth. The stratigraphy of the fill within this well 
shows that it undoubtedly lost its original function due to wall collapse, and that subsequently a fire 
was, at least once, set within it. Finally, it served as a refuse pit. The traces o f burning lay only 7 cm 
above the present level of ground water. Meanwhile, conspicuously large concentrations o f sherds 
representing all three periods, were found in the neighborhood o f the well. In fact, a few fragments 
o f vessels thrown on a fast wheel, dated to even later than the Árpád Period, may indicate that this 
well belonged to the very latest occupation of this site.

Table 16: The measurement summary of pits from the Avar Period and the Árpád Period (data in cm):

Feature number Greatest dimensions Depth
modem surface

from
excavation surface

Pit 1 60 25
Pit 2 140x 100 115
Pit 4 160 x 70 85 25
Pit 6 180x 140 190 60
Pit 7
Pit 8 150x 190 190

Pit 12 110 x 110 90 30
Pit 17 200 255 160
Pit 18 110x86 124 80
Pit 19 100x 120 100 40
Pit 21 90 150 90
Pit 23 25

A characteristic feature of the END0170 site is that there were no traces o f settlement ditches.
In comparison with other Árpád Period sites in the vicinity it becomes evident that the settlement 

under discussion here may be considered medium size, that is, larger than a seasonal habitation but 
smaller that a village. The nearest inhabited area, possibly a village-like settlement, lay to the south, 
at the site o f END0108. A true village, that certainly had a church, was located some 1 km to the west, 
at the site of END0006. It is also important that a 10th— 11th century cemetery for common people lay 
approximately 500 m southeast of the site under discussion here (Figure 52).

248 Kovalovszki (1960) 37. Figure 4.
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2.3.1. Features

In this subchapter, artifacts from features which can be dated with great certainty to the Árpád Period 
will be discussed. The detailed description o f the features as well as their plans are presented in 
Chapter 1.6.

H ou se 1. The dimensions of this semi-subterranean dwelling were 360 by 290 cm and its depth averaged 
60 cm. It was slanted towards the northeast side, which was the side opposite the fireplace. The house had 
neither a visible floor nor small post holes. The two forked support posts that had supported the horizontal main 
roof beam, were dug into the ground 40 cm below the floor surface. The oven, found in the southwest comer, 
was poorly fired with an oblong ground plan. The baking plate was 50 cm long and 30 cm wide. It lay below 
the floor surface.

In the finds from this feature, two gray unarticulated rim fragments from a hand-thrown, thick-walled 
vessel with ground pottery temper, and a group of ten gray hand-formed wall fragments with ground pottery 
temper were recovered. One of these sherds was decorated with a horizontal bundle of lines.249

Five kettle rim fragments were identified among the sherds dated to the Árpád Period. Two were brown 
with a gray fracture surface and rims that thickened outwards. One of the sherds has a peaked area around 
the suspension hole. Two other fragments were reddish brown with a gray fracture line and thickened in an 
outward direction (Plate 11/1-3).250 The fifth sherd was gray on the outer surface, with a light brown inner 
surface and a gray fracture surface. The top of this rim was flat and horizontally everted.251 252 253 254

Among the rim fragments from pots, the shoulder section of a stout, brown pot with a gray fracture surface, 
a fine mica and sand temper and an everted, rounded edge should be mentioned first (Plate 14/7).252 A shoulder 
fragment from a brick red, fine sand-tempered pot with a gray fracture surface has a rounded rim with an 
everted edge. A row of oblique incisions decorates the shoulder with a horizontal bundle of lines running 
below it (Plate 14/1).253 Two brown rim fragments from a fine mica and sand-tempered pot have gray fracture 
surfaces and obliquely cut edges (one of them is shown in Plate 14/2).254 Two brown pot sherds, with sooty 
outer surfaces have gray fracture surfaces. Their rims were everted with a rounded edge (one of them is shown 
in Plate 14/4).255 There are reddish brown pot fragments that are sooty on their exterior and have gray fracture 
surfaces, as well as horizontally everted rims with rounded edges.256 There is also another rim fragment of a 
similar color and material with an obliquely cut edge (Plate 14/5).257 Other ceramic fragments include two 
evenly-fired, gray, horizontally everted rim fragments with rounded edges,258 and the rim fragment from a light 
brown pot with a funnel-shaped neck, a sooty exterior and a gray fracture surface. The edge of this latter rim 
narrowed259 similar to that of another reddish brown rim fragment, characterized by a gray fracture surface.260 
Finally, a brown sherd from a pot with a funnel-shaped neck and a gray fracture surface also came to light here.

249 Inv. No.: 90.4.92.-94.
250 Inv. No.: 90.4.96.-97. Estimated mouth diameters: 33 and 24 cm.
251 Inv. No.: 90.4.106. Outer diameter: 41 cm, rim width: 1.8 cm.
252 Inv. No.: 90.4.100. Estimated mouth diameter: 16 cm.
253 Inv. No.: 90.4.101. Estimated mouth diameter: 8.5 cm.
254 Inv. No.: 90.4.102. Estimated mouth diameters: 15 and 16 cm.
255 Inv. No.: 90.4.103. Estimated mouth diameters: 15 and 20 cm.
256 Inv. No.: 90.4.103. Mouth diameter = 17 cm.
257 Inv. No.: 90.4.102. Mouth diameter = 25 cm.
258 Inv. No.: 90.4.102. Mouth diameter = 12 or 19 cm.
259 Inv. No.: 90.4.104. Mouth diameter = 9 cm.
260 Inv. No.: 90.4.103. Mouth diameter = 9 cm.
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Its outer surface was sooty as was its interior. This sherd has an everted rim and obliquely cut edge that thickens 
in both directions.261

Two other rim fragments are worth mentioning separately. Their color was brick red. They have gray 
fracture surfaces and were made from a material with a fine gravel temper. The edges of their everted rims were 
cut and narrowing respectively, and articulated with a horizontal rib on the outside surface (Plate 17/1-2).262

Aside from the pot fragments, only the rim of a lid was found in the material from this house. It was dark 
gray with fine gravel and sand temper and a horizontally cut rim (Plate 17/3).263

A light brown, thin rim fragment from a pot with a gray fracture surface and a slightly everted, narrowing 
edge, was also found among the sherds made with a sand temper. It was decorated with a spiral line.264 In 
addition, an arched wall fragment from a finely silted brown kettle that was sooty on its exterior and had a 
bluish gray fracture surface is decorated with a single wavy line above a deeply engraved spiral line.265 Among 
the wall fragments from vessels, there were four sherds that were gray, reddish brown or brown. The fracture 
surface of all four was bluish gray, and each were decorated with a broad shallow spiral line. A fifth sherd 
was gray on both the outer and inner surfaces as well as on its fracture surface. This smaller fragment was 
decorated either with a deeply engraved spiral line composed of thinner lines or a bundle of lines.266 The color 
and material of another sherd were similar, with a decoration of either a deeply engraved spiral line composed 
of broad lines or a bundle of lines.267 Another shallow, barely impressed spiral line decoration was found on 
a reddish brown sherd with a mica temper and bluish gray fracture surface.268 There were also two specimens 
that were gray on the outer surface and brown on the interior as well as gray in the fracture surface. One of these 
fragments was decorated with a deeply and densely engraved spiral line.269 Yet another sherd was gray on the 
outer surface, brown on the interior and gray on the fracture surface. It was decorated with a row of obliquely 
incised patterns.270

There is an exceptional find of a brick red, fine sand-tempered shoulder fragment from a pot decorated 
with oblique incisions (Plate 18/7),271 while the rest of the wall fragments from vessels only had spiral line 
decorations. These sherds occurred in the usual variety of colors (brown or reddish brown with a gray fracture 
surface, fired evenly gray or reddish brown, etc).272 Among the undecorated wall fragments, a shoulder from a 
pot is worth mentioning. This brown sherd contained more and larger grains of gravel than usual.273 The inside 
of another small fragment with an arched profile line was decorated with ribs.274 Aside from this specimen, 
only a single sherd was tempered exclusively with sand,275 the rest of the ceramics were tempered with either 
ground gravel or quartzite sand. Their colors range between black and reddish brown with a uniformly gray 
fracture surface. The only exception to this is a wall fragment from a kettle (glued together from two pieces), 
whose fracture surface had an absolutely identical color as the vessel’s outer surface, reddish brown.276 Base

261 Inv. No.: 90.4.102. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
262 Inv. No.: 90.4.105.
263 Inv. No.: 90.4.108. Estimated mouth diameter: 19 cm.
264 Inv. No.: 90.4.110. Mouth diameter = 29 cm.
265 Inv. No.: 90.4.111.
266 Inv. No.: 90.4.110.
267 Inv. No.: 90.4.140.
268 Inv. No.: 90.4.112.
269 Inv. No.: 90.4.116.
270 Inv. No.: 90.4.109.
271 Inv. No.: 90.4.109.
272 Inv. No.: 90.4.110. Altogether 16 pieces.
273 Inv. No.: 90.4.107.
274 Inv. No.: 90.4.114.
275 Inv. No.: 90.4.107.
276 Inv. No.: 90.4.112.
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fragments included a grayish brown pot fragment with a gray fracture surface, which contained neither gravel 
nor sand but was tempered with chaff. This vessel was wheel-thrown with horizontally incised lines running 
above the bottom’s edge. The color of another sherd was similar, but it was fired hard with a mica temper. It is 
possible that this fragment originates from stamped ware. Two additional base fragments probably came from 
large pots which were gray both on the outer and inner surfaces and were made with a large grained gravel 
temper.277

A special feature within this house is a small, oblong oven niche measuring 40 by 50 cm, 
whose heating surface is located below the floor surface. When the shape (oblong), size (greatest 
length<80 cm), degree o f  burning (very slightly burnt) and position within the house (built or 
scooped out with a heating plate below the floor) o f this feature are all considered, only very few 
exact analogies may be found among the 10th— 11th century semi-subterranean dwellings in Hungary 
or even in the broader region of the Carpathian Basin. The few examples include a similar feature 
reported from Bajc, Slovakia (Bajcs), and the unpublished parallels from the sites o f Örménykút, 
Ménfőcsanak and perhaps Hunya.278 This type o f a fireplace probably served exclusively heating 
purposes, and would have been difficult to use for cooking or grilling. It is also essentially unknown in 
Hungarian archaeological literature.279 The situation is different, however, when the aforementioned 
characteristics are studied separately from each other. In this case, it becomes clear that rectangular, 
most usually oblong forms with rounded corners occur rather commonly both among built and 
hollowed out ovens. As far as the size o f the specimen under discussion here is concerned, several 
reliable data are also available concerning fireplaces whose diameters are smaller than the 80 cm 
chosen here as a size criterion. An oven o f sim ilar shape but larger size, for example, was found in 
House 1 at Szarvas -  Rózsás, which m easured 50 by 60 cm and had an ovoid plan with an angular 
back section. This barely burnt fireplace was found at the floor surface. The oven found in House 2 
at the same site had the same ground plan but measured 65 by 70 cm.280 At the settlement o f Tiszalök 
-  Rázom, an oven built into a semi-subterranean dwelling (House V) is similar both in terms of 
size and shape. The plans o f three other ovens from houses (III, IV, VI) recovered at the same site 
are, on the other hand, round although their greatest diameter hardly reaches 80 cm.281 In terms of 
dimensions, the horseshoe-shaped oven built inside a house in Répcevis with a diameter o f 68-69 cm 
and an estimated height o f  at least 50 cm is comparable. On the other hand, the wall o f that feature

277 Inv. No.: 90.4.113.
278 Tocik( 1964) 66-67.; RégFüz36(1982)No. 157/1. Altogether ten houses were excavated in the two working 

areas at the site of ÖRM0054. Only one of them had a traditional oven in the comer. Two others contained 
small, poorly burnt through oven niches similar to those found at END0170. A third house had nothing but 
an open fireplace in it. The rest of the houses had no heating features at all. The ovens at Ménfőcsanak have 
been described by M. Takács: Takács (1995) 21. Miklós Béla Szőke observed a “fireplace” in a house type 
at the settlement of Hunya, which had partially extended into the wall of the semi-subterranean dwelling 
and was of a rectangular shape: MRT 8, 287.

279 In his a summary on the research history of heating features found in semi-subterranean dwellings, M. 
Takács distinguished between the following types: clay oven, stone oven, stone fireplace, fire pit. He 
did not discuss, however, the sizes, shapes and positions within the house of these types. Takács (1993c) 
18-21.

280 Kovalovszki (1960) 36.
281 Méri (1952) Figure 2. On the basis of this drawing the following measurements could be reconstructed, 

greatest width: 55 cm, length: 83 cm. The height could not be estimated. The mouth of this oven was 
only 20 cm wide! Undoubtedly, this latter measurement is only around 30 cm in the case of hollowed out 
ovens.
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was burnt through to a depth of 20-25 cm.282 O f the ovens found in the houses excavated at Doboz, 
all that has survived o f them is a general remark, according to which they were “unusually sm all” 
and “poorly fired”.283 In House 4 at the site o f Sarud -  Báb a constructed clay oven was found which 
measured 70 by 60 cm. The dimensions o f its heating surface were 50 by 40 cm. The mouth o f  this 
oven was 30 cm across. The wall fragment of a pot found in the same house was decorated w ith a 
row o f vertically impressed, combed designs. Similarly, the oven found in House 5 was constructed 
and had a rectangular ground plan. Its greatest measurements were 64 by 84 cm with a 50 cm wide 
heating surface. Sherds recovered from this settlement included flat-topped kettles, a broad rim from 
a pot with a single wavy line decoration and characteristic profile, as well as a wall fragment from 
a vessel ornamented with a cogwheel design. On the basis of these stylistic features, the excavator, 
János Győző Szabó dated the five houses recovered at this site to the 12th-1 3 th centuries.284 The 
oven o f House 8 at the settlement of Bashalom measured 50 by 65 cm and was an ovoid shape. 
Its plastered base lay 5-6 cm below the floor surface. The oven in House 11 represents a transition 
between the constructed and hollowed out types. Its base measured 70 by 75 cm and lay on the 
level o f the floor surface.285 Another clay oven was found at the site o f Lébény -  Bille-domb, and 
its baking surface had an oblong shape.286 In terms of shape and/or size, several ovens built o f  stone 
are also worth mentioning. Ovens built o f  clay and stone with oblong ground plans are known from 
Szigetszentmiklós and from Soroksár, as well as from other places.287 Although the dimensions o f  the 
clay embedded stone ovens found in six houses at the settlement of Veresegyház -  Ivacs did not appear 
in the original publication, a subsequent remark by the excavator revealed that their ground plans 
were no larger than 40 by 60 cm.288 While the exact measurements o f the small, horseshoe-shaped 
stone oven found in House 6 at the site o f M orééi (Malomfalva), Romania are unknown, they were 
described as “small”.289 A 9th-10 th century house that came to light during the course of settlement 
excavations at Bajc -  Vlkanovo (Bajcs), Slovakia may be considered the most exact parallel to the 
house excavated at END0170. In the northeast comer o f that house, an ovoid fireplace m easuring 
54 by 80 cm, was found within the rectangular ground plan of the house. That fireplace was situated 
below the floor surface. At the same site, a round fireplace with a diameter o f 60 cm was recovered 
from House 10. Its position within the house was similar to that of the aforementioned fireplace.290 
At the site o f Kapitulska Street in Bratislava (Pozsony), Slovakia a half-timbered house dated to the 
13th century was excavated which also had an oven in it.291 The (clay) oven found in House 4 at the 
site of Opusztaszer had a 70 by 50 cm chamber. The dimensions of the horseshoe-shaped oven built 
of stone that was found in House 5 at the same site may be considered small although the dimensions 
can be judged only on the basis of a sketch o f the ground plan, measuring no more than 30 by 50

282 Nováki (1956) 51.
283 Kovalovszki (1975) 209. The heating plate of the oven built in the first excavated house measured 46 by 

40 cm. It was burnt through in a 2-3 cm thick layer. Its arched ceiling was burnt to 1-2 cm. Kovalovszki 
(1964) 133.

284 Szabó (1975) 26, 32-34.
285 Kovalovszki (1980) 29-35, 40.
286 Takács (1993c) 22.
287 The type of stone oven built into clay described as the “Szigetszentmiklós type” may be mentioned here 

chiefly due to its rectangular shape. Melis (1983) 51.
288 Mesterházy  (1991) 69. c. f. Mesterházy (1983a).
289 Horedt (1984) Figures 13,2.
290 Tocik (1964) 66-68.
291 Baxa (1982) 47-49.
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cm.292 Similar examples may be observed in the case of the “small fire structure with a burnt red 
bottom ’’ recovered in the 3rd District o f Budapest at the site of Csemete Street 1-3,293 and that o f the 
three “ovens built from  clay of very small size” also found in the 3rd District of Budapest at the site 
o f  Bécsi Street 69-71 whose exact dimensions are not known either.294 An ovoid-shaped oven that 
was burnt red and cam e to light in a house at Sládkovicovo (Diószeg), Slovakia was dated to the 
11th—12th century (this house also contained a sherd from a vessel with a ribbed neck) and measured 
80 by 100 cm.295 The clay  oven built into the northern comer of a house at the site o f Beregsurány had 
a ground plan of 3.6 by 1.8 m and may be considered another special find.296 Discussing the degree 
o f  burning in the ovens, or in other words the duration of their use, Miklós Takács mentioned that a 
common feature o f 10th—11th century houses at the site of Ménfőcsanak -  Szeles was “poorly made” 
heating devices.297

On the basis o f a few  unpublished data, János Győző Szabó hypothesized that the “pit dwellings 
with tiny clay ovens” were used during the Late Avar Period.298 In any case, the great variety of 
heating structures found at the settlement o f  Eperjes seem to support his statement, since their only 
common trait is that they were uniformly small. In the comer o f House 1, a 60 by 60 cm ovoid 
fireplace was dug below  the floor’s surface. In House 2, a fireplace o f similar shape, found at floor 
level, measured 35 by 40 cm. In House 4, Csanád Bálint299 described a small 50 by 50 cm oven niche, 
27 cm in height, and burnt through to a thickness o f 1 cm, that had been hollowed out of the house’s 
wall.

According to Iván M. Balassa, stone and clay ovens are both equally likely to include forms with 
oblong ground plans. He writes of a “Period o f rectangular ovens” that is supposed to have been 
the 11th—12th centuries and, as examples, he cites the sites of Csongrád -  Felgyő, Samd -  Báb and 
“earlier” buildings from  Bashalom, which had “quite rectangular ovens”.300 Balassa sees analogies 
to such ovens in M oldavia, in the form o f constructed clay ovens with rectangular ground plans that 
started appearing betw een the Bug and Dnieper rivers during the 10th- 11th centuries.301

Fireplaces of sim ilar sizes may be considered a rarity outside the Carpathian Basin. Although 
House 6 at Ritopek (southeast of Belgrade, Serbia) has a rather uncertain dating, the chamber o f its

292 Vályi (1986) 224-225, Figure 5.
293 Rescue excavations by Judit Gádor: RégFüz 44 (1992) No. 106/2.
294 Rescue excavations by Dorottya B. Nyékhelyi and Erzsébet Márity: RégFüz 46 (1994) No. 92/2.
295 Tocík (\992) 210—212.
296 Németh (1986) 125.
297 Takács (1995) 21.
298 Referring to houses excavated at Csongrád—Bokros and Doboz: Szabó (1975) 55. In the first case, no 

heating feature was found. In the second case, personal communications by J. Kovalovszki could not be 
further refined on the basis of the publication discussing the site of Doboz: Kovalovszki (1975) 209.

299 Bálint (1991) 20-21. This was considered an individual type by the author, who cites only a single parallel 
find: Arch. Sof. II (1969) 3, 53. Fig. 5a.

300 Balassa (1985) 64.
301 Massively built, large ovens with rectangular ground plans do indeed represent a common form, widely 

distributed in the forested steppe between the Don and Dniepr rivers. Actually, they may be considered the 
dominant type until the 10th century. Ovens with round ground plans started taking over only in the 11th 
century. Rappaport (1975) 144-152, Fig. 51. With the exception of this single, formal similarity, however, 
these features cannot be considered analogous with the aforementioned heating features from Hungary. 
Semi-subterranean dwellings assigned to the “Balkan-Danubian culture” in the territory of Moldavia often 
have rectangular or ovoid-shape fireplaces dug into their walls. Their dimensions, however, are unknown. 
The only known fact is that they had been thickly plastered and burnt: Hynku (1975) 95-97. These, in all 
probability, are identical to the ovens built from stone and clay, for example in Kalfa, whose ground plans 
measured 40 by 65, or 90 by 100 cm, with plastered walls 40 cm thick. Cebotarenko (1973) 47-61.
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stone oven measured 30 by 50 cm and may have had a height o f 25 cm .302 In ten houses dated to 
the 6th to 7th centuries at the site o f Ciurel located west of Bucharest, Romania, small fireplaces were 
found as well. They measured 60 by 40 cm and were dug into a block of earth in the middle o f  the 
house that had been left intact during the construction of these semi-subterranean dwellings. These 
features were considerably burnt through.303 Ovoid fireplaces approximately 60 cm wide and with 
an average length of 100 cm, surrounded by stones and characterized by bottoms that were burnt 
through were found in the houses at the 9th— 10th century settlements excavated in the Bucov, Romania 
area, although smaller versions o f this feature type were encountered as well.304 House 10 was dated 
to the 9th century at the site o f Bogata, Romania in the Lower Danube Region. The ground plan of 
the fireplace found within this house was ovoid in shape, measuring 45-50 cm and had a height of 
30-35 cm. It was equipped with a smoke channel and had a bottom which was burnt in spots.305 A 
similarly built oven was found in a 10th century house at the site of Ileana-Podari (50 km southeast 
o f Bucharest). The ground plan o f this oven was angular and elongated with a width of 50 cm. The 
height of this feature was also around 50 cm.306 An oven measuring 60 by 60 cm without a dome and 
dug below the floor surface was found in House 3 at the site o f Staraia Usisca in the Dniester River 
region. This house, aligned with the system of shallow ditches that is often interpreted as a m arker of 
boundaries between lots, was dated to the 12th to 13th century.307 A tiny ovoid oven formed part o f a 
niche of (unfortunately) unknown size and poorly defined outline that was surrounded by stones was 
found within Feature 1 at the settlement excavated near Hotnice in Bulgaria.308

H o u se  3 had an almost completely rectangular shape. Its greatest dimensions were 320 by 290 
cm. Its sides, on the other hand, were irregular and the comers were rounded in a broad arc. On the 
basis of the floor level that was found at an absolute depth o f 80 cm, it must have been dug at least 
30-40 cm below the original ground surface. The blocks of daub found in the gray, ashy fill may 
either originate from the destruction of an oven (by tillage) or are the remains of an open fireplace. 
Aside from a large ovoid hole that measured 90 by 60 cm and was 30 cm deep, no post holes were 
found within this feature.

The pottery finds from this feature include hand-thrown, gray rim and wall fragments, sherds from the 
walls of hand-thrown, undecorated vessels with mica and gravel temper as well as the wall remains of hand- 
formed ceramics with a ground pottery temper that came from the Sarmatian Period.309 The Avar Period was 
represented by a tiny rim fragment from a brown wheel-thrown vessel with a gray fracture surface, gravel 
temper and an obliquely cut edge whose inner surface was decorated with a bundle of wavy lines, two matching 
sherds from a hand-thrown, brown pot with gray fracture surfaces that was decorated with bundles of horizontal 
and wavy lines (Plate 4/8-9), three undecorated wall fragments from a similarly hand-thrown, gravel tempered 
vessel fired an even gray, two everted rim fragments from a hand-formed vessel tempered with ground pottery, 
and the fragment of a sausage-shaped handle made from the same material.310

302 Milosevic (1997) 30. The reason for this uncertainty is that no scale was provided for these drawings.
303 Dolinescu-Ferche (1979) 188-196. Unfortunately, the measurements of these ovens have not appeared in 

print. Therefore they had to be estimated on the basis of the small-scale drawing: 208. p.
304 Cornea (1978) 19-26. The measurements of fireplaces could be reconstructed only on the basis of site plans 

in this case as well.
305 Kozlovskij et al. (1996) 146-147, Figure 3 ,1, III.
306 Zirra (1959) 501-508.
307 Kucera - Gorjasnij (1988) 64, 69.
308 Aleksiev (1977) 56-58, Figure 5. Thanks are due to Csanád Bálint for this piece of information.
309 Inv. No.: 90.4.363—366. Altogether 33 pieces.
310 Inv. No.: 90.4.367.-371.
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Among the finds from the Árpád Period, first the small shoulder fragment from a vessel fired an even gray, 
covered with green glaze on the exterior and decorated with vertical notches running around the outer surface 
(Plate 18/2)3n should be considered. Additional finds include partially matching sherds from a vessel with a 
ribbed neck, gray on the exterior and brown on the interior, with gravel temper (Plate 10/3).311 312 The rim of this 
vessel was cut in an oblique direction, pointing inward and the inside of its neck is not vertical but broadening. 
The outer surface is divided by two ribs, the shoulder is decorated with a row of punctuated designs, while 
four narrow and deep grooves form a spiral line around the belly. The greatest diameter of this vessel is 21 cm, 
located exactly in the mid-line of its height. Its base is flat and straight. Its fracture surface is different from 
other ceramics manufactured during the Árpád Period, in as much as its color is identical with that of the gray 
outer surface, while the inner surface preserved the original brown color to a depth of about 1 mm. This shows 
that the vessel had been extensively exposed to high temperatures. Its exterior is sooty. Other sherds include 
a brown kettle rim fragment that thickens outward and has a gray fracture surface and gravel temper,313 as 
well as an everted rim fragment from a pot of a similar color but that had a sand temper and an obliquely cut 
edge, as well as a rim fragment from a pot fired an even gray that had a gravel temper and a rounded edge and 
was articulated with a rib on the outer surface. A brown sherd, probably a rim fragment from a lid that had a 
gravel and sand temper and a gray fracture surface314 is also worth mentioning here. The wall fragments from 
vessels also include two brown sherds with a gray fracture surface and gravel temper that were decorated with a 
narrow and deep bundle of lines and a spiral line respectively, as well as a brown fragment that had a very sooty 
exterior, a gray fracture surface and sand temper and was decorated with oblique incisions and a broad, deep, 
spiral line. An additional set of five vessel wall fragments are comparable to sherds from Szarvas -  Rózsás,315 
especially in terms of their sand temper, and to a lesser extent on the basis of the broad, shallow incisions of 
the spiral line decoration (Plate 18/4).

Fireplace 1 was a tub-shaped, plastered heating surface that was baked hard. The eastern third of 
this feature was preserved in a section measuring 110 by 60 cm. To the extent that the heating surface 
can be reconstructed, it had a ground plan m ost reminiscent o f a triangle with rounded comers with 
the longest side facing to the northwest. Correspondingly, the greatest dimensions of this feature 
must have been 160 by 110 cm. The heating surface was discovered at a depth of only 33 cm, thus its 
good state of preservation should be considered unusually lucky. On the basis o f its high position in 
the stratigraphy and the lack of an ash pit, the possibility should be mied out that these represent the 
remains o f a common, open-air oven. Since the plastering contained no sherds, its date was based on 
the pottery fragments recovered in the vicinity o f this feature as well as on its stratigraphic position.

Fireplace 2 was an ordinary, open-air baking oven whose mouth was oriented to the south. The 
ground plan had an almost perfectly round shape with the diameter of the baking plate measuring 
100 cm. The inner height o f this oven may be estimated at 40 cm. The top o f the dome was found 
60 cm below the present-day surface. The ash-pit was ovoid and elongated toward the south. The 
bottom of this pit was situated 20 cm below the oven’s baking surface. The eastern and southern sides 
of this pit are stepped, while the western side slopes. Its measurements were 240 by 290 cm in the 
upper section, while the bottom measured 130 by 210 cm. The western edge o f Fireplace 1 extended

311 Inv. No.: 90.4.378.
312 Inv. No.: 90.4.379. Mouth diameter = 13 cm, Base diameter = 14 cm, Height = 22.2 cm.
313 Inv. No.: 90.4.372.
314 Inv. No.: 90.4.374.
315 Inv. No.: 90.4.358, 373, 375.-376. This assemblage also contained a palm-sized fragment from a grinding 

stone: Inv. No.: 90.4.377. A few, additional small sherds found after screening did not modify the number 
and proportions of the aforementioned types: Inv. No.: 90.4.1824.-1827.
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somewhat into this pit. The oven had two layers of plastering, but it was only the lower layer which 
contained three sherds.

The majority of finds originate from the pit of this oven: three rim and wall fragments from gray hand- 
formed Migration Period vessels with ground pottery temper,316 a heavily worn gray horizontally everted rim 
fragment from a hand-thrown vessel dated to the Sarmatian Period,317 a reddish gray rim fragment of a lid from 
the Árpád Period, an everted rim fragment fired an even gray from a pot with fine gravel temper318 and many 
vessel wall fragments. Four of these are brick red with a gray fracture surface but there is also a piece fired 
an even gray with sand and mica-sand temper. Its densely placed spiral line decoration is shallow and broad 
(3.5 mm). Narrow (1 mm), but deeply incised spiral lines can be seen on three brown sherds with gray fracture 
surfaces which have a mica-sand temper and sooty exteriors. Another five reddish brown wall fragments with 
gray fracture surfaces, and somewhat sooty on their outer surfaces were decorated with the usual sparsely 
placed, on average 2-3 mm broad, incised spiral line characteristic of ceramics from the Árpád Period. Only 
two of these sherds contained a few fine crystals of quartzite, the rest are tempered with fine sand. The majority 
of undecorated wall fragments319 (10 pieces) are brown with gray fracture surfaces, and only four pieces were 
found to have been fired an even gray. As far as temper is concerned, there was an equal proportion (7 each) of 
ceramics made with small gravel and quartzite sand, as was traditional during the Árpád Period, and smooth 
sherds tempered with fine sand. Four base fragments should also be mentioned here. One was a light brown 
fragment from a thin-walled pot with a bluish gray fracture surface and sandy mica temper, while three others 
had the same color but were tempered with fine grained gravel.320

Only three sherds were found in the plastering of this oven. One of these, a wall fragment from a vessel 
that was brown on its exterior and black on its interior and had a ground pottery temper, could be dated to the 
Migration Period.321 A rim fragment from a thin-walled brown pot that was sooty on its outer surface, had a 
gray fracture surface and a sand and quartzite temper was from the Árpád Period and belonged to part of a 
shoulder decorated with a sparsely placed spiral line. The edge of this pot’s rim is everted and narrowing (Plate 
14/3). The same narrow and deep spiral line design may also be seen on another small wall fragment from a 
vessel that was similar in color and material.322

Two small sherds from the Árpád Period were found in the layer of earth that directly covered the oven’s 
plastering. Both were brown with gray fracture surfaces and sand temper. One of them was decorated with a 
spiral line.323 This sub-assemblage also contained fragments of daub and slag as well as pieces of stone that 
were recovered from the oven’s pit.324

The plastered baking plate of Fireplace 3 measured 110 by 80 cm. It was found at a depth o f 
74 cm and thus, no part o f its dome was preserved. The oven’s mouth was oriented to the southeast. 
A 30 cm wide, 110 cm long, plastered layer o f yellow clay was found in front o f it. This hard surface 
rose 12 cm above the baking plate and extended 30 cm beyond it in an eastern direction. No finds

316 Inv. No.: 90.4.150.
317 Inv. No.: 90.4.151.
318 Inv. No.: 90.4.152.
319 Inv. No.: 90.4.154. 15 pieces, one of them dated to the Sarmatian Period.
320 Inv. No.: 90.4.155.
321 Inv. No.: 90.4.156.
322 Inv. No.: 90.4.157. Three pieces of this pot were recovered. Two of them could be matched as is shown in 

the photograph. A small wall fragment probably also belongs to the same vessel. Estimated mouth diameter 
= 17 cm.

323 Inv. No.: 90.4.158.
324 Inv. No.: 90.4.159-161.
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that were datable were found in this feature and even the plastering contained nothing but Sarmatian 
Period sherds.325

Pit 1 was an open, amorphous feature that served as a refuse or working pit (or more precisely, 
depression) based on its outline. It contained numerous animal bones and ceramic finds.

In the finds recovered from this pit, a significant number of sherds predated the Árpád Period and 
included three worn gray wall fragments from hand-thrown vessels that belong to the Sarmatian Period, eight 
undecorated wall fragments from hand-formed vessels with ground pottery and gravel temper, three decorated 
wall fragments from vessels made of similar materials that were ornamented with a combed, horizontal bundle 
of lines or a bundle of wavy lines. Some of these sherds probably date to the Avar Period, while the remainder 
may represent any phase of the Migration Period.326

Two kettle rims were found among the sherds from the Árpád Period. Both are brown with gray fracture 
surfaces and gravel temper. These rims are flat with edges that thicken outward. The larger piece (Plate 12/2) 
broadens into a peaked shape around the suspension hole.327 The two pot rims are brown with gray fracture 
surfaces. One of these is sand-tempered and the other gravel-tempered. The first is very worn, broken into 
several tiny pieces and with a cut edge on its everted rim. The edge of the everted rim in the other case, 
thickens slightly, although this is more pronounced on the rim’s lower surface where the edge “hangs”.328 
Without exception, the vessel wall fragments are brown with gray fracture surfaces. Two were gravel tempered 
and five had a mica-gravel temper, three of which are decorated with broadly spaced spiral lines. The four 
sand-tempered wall fragments are undecorated. The base fragments originate from four vessels. They also 
represent various shades of brown with gray fracture surfaces. Three of them were tempered with sand, one 
with gravel.329 This assemblage also includes a few fragments of daub and pieces of slag, as well as significant 
numbers of stones.330

Pit 6 was a beehive-shaped storage pit with a plastered but poorly burnt bottom.
The finds here were dominated by a majority of sherds from the Sarmatian Period including a gray, inward

leaning rim fragment from a hand-thrown bowl, a straight base fragment, undecorated wall fragments331 and 
grayish brown sherds from hand-thrown vessels with ground pottery and mica as well as gravel temper.332 One 
of the three sherds from the Árpád Period is a light brown pot rim fragment that is articulated by a rib with a 
pointed profile on its exterior and having an even red on its fracture surface, while the other two are grayish 
brown, undecorated wall fragments with an even bluish gray fracture surface and mica-gravel temper.333

Pit 7 is a small excavated feature o f uncertain identity that contained no artifacts.
Pit 8 was a straight walled refuse pit with two layers of fill and residue from burning.
Three pot rim fragments from the Árpád Period came to light among the finds. One is a brown, thin-walled, 

horizontally everted specimen with a rounded edge (Plate 14/6) while the two smaller pieces had lid grooves on

325 Inv. No.: 90.4.776.-779.
326 Inv. No.: 90.4.188.-190.
327 Inv. No.: 90.4.191. Outer mouth diameter = 30 cm.
328 Inv. No.: 90.4.192. Mouth diameters = 23 and 21 cm.
329 Inv. No.: 90.4.193.-194.
330 Inv. No.: 90.4.195.-197.
331 Inv. No.: 90.4.76.
332 Inv. No.: 90.4.77.
333 Inv. No.: 90.4.78—79. The numerical dominance of sherds dated to the Sarmatian Period does not discredit 

the dating value of finds from the Árpád Period.
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them. The first is fired through evenly, while the fracture surfaces of both are bluish gray even at the center.334 A 
portion of a stamped design may be seen on a grayish brown base fragment (Plate 19/7).335 The wall fragments 
include a light brown evenly-fired pot sherd that was tempered with fine sand and mica. Its outer surface was 
decorated with a spiral line. Five reddish brown evenly-fired sherds with gray spots and granular sand temper 
originate from a large vessel, perhaps a kettle. It was decorated with a deep, narrow spiral line and diagonally 
painted bands of red. The original color of this latter pattern was probably red, although in its present form it 
is a dark brown (Plate 7S/J).336 Another nine wall fragments with either a similar design or an undecorated 
surfaces also belong to this group.337 Large blocks of daub also occurred in great numbers in this sub-group,338 
as well as stones,339 pieces of daub burned to cinders,340 and even iron slag.341

Pit 12 was a small, possibly sacrificial pit. As has been pointed out by László Bartosiewicz in 
his essay on this topic in this book, the well preserved condition o f the two animal skulls found in 
this pit may reflect the feature’s cubic function, however, in the absence of parallels a more precise 
reconstruction is not yet possible. The use of horse skulls in ritual magic is well-known in the Árpád 
Period as is also shown by a recent find from Kajárpéc -  Pokolfadomb where in one of the sm aller 
pits Miklós Takács found a horse skull whose forehead had been perforated with square-shaped 
holes, in association with a coin from the 12lh-13th century.342 343

Pit 17 was a straight-walled storage pit whose material has been lost.
Pit 18 was a beehive-shaped fire pit with what are now known to be baking bells in it.
It was only after the restoration process that these sherds turned out to have originated from two baking 

bells, one of which could be fairly well reconstructed (Plate 9/2)?n  This specimen has a slight ovoid shape 
with no visible signs that the coil technique was part of its manufacture. On the other hand, the traces of a flat 
tool, used in smoothing the inner surface could be recognized. The color of the bell was light brown, becoming 
increasingly lighter towards the handle. The robust handle is made from nearly unfired, yellow clay. The rim ’s 
edge is rounded at places, and cut horizontally in other parts. The inner arches meet in a horizontal plane. 
Irregular impressions caused by straw, twigs or sticks rather than chaff can be seen on the surface.

Although parts of the other baking bell could be conserved, it could not be reconstructed due to the crumbly 
quality of its raw material (Plate 9/1). This baking bell is also robust and clumsy with a handle that was so 
poorly fired that it is still yellow. It is probably for this reason that it crumbled away. No chaff was detected 
in the temper and even the ground pottery had been crushed more thoroughly than is usual with Avar Period 
specimens. Although the clay was smoothed on the outer surface, various twig (straw?) imprints can be seen 
all over it in places where the smoothed surface did not crack and peel.344

This sub-group contained only a single dark gray kettle rim with gravel temper that thickened in both 
directions. On the basis of its curve, the largest sherd found here must also have belonged to a kettle. Only two 
brown, undecorated vessel wall fragments were recovered. They had gray fracture surfaces and sand temper. 
Of the vessel wall fragments with gravel temper, only three could be described as being fired an even gray. The

334 Inv. No.: 90.4.33. Estimated mouth diameter 22 cm.
335 Inv. No.: 90.4.34.
336 Three of the five fragments were matching. The aforementioned piece is shown in the photograph.
337 Inv. No.: 90.4.35.
338 Inv. No.: 90.4.37.
339 Inv. No.: 90.4.36.
340 Inv. No.: 90.4.39,41.
341 Inv. No.: 90.4.38.
342 Takács (1993) 205-6, 222.
343 Inv. No.: 90.4.1846. Horizontal dimensions = 445 x 475 mm, External height = 200 mm, Internal height = 

80 mm, Wall thickness at the rim = 35—40 mm, Handle thickness = 88 mm.
344 Inv. No.: 90.4.755.-757. Thickness = 23-31 mm, Estimated rim diameter = 49 cm.
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remaining 19 pieces were brown with gray fracture surfaces. Spiral line decoration could be observed only on 
a tiny fragment.345

Pit 19 was a fire pit with straight walls.
Several of the sherds found here came from gray, hand-thrown vessels. A small wall fragment from a 

hand-thrown vessel with gravel and mica temper, a small fragment of a lid made from a similar material and a 
fragment from a hand-formed pot were mixed with sherds from the Sarmatian Period.346

One rather large vessel fragment seems to have come from the Avar Period rather than the Árpád Period. 
On its exterior it is gray, while its interior is brown. It seems to be a shoulder fragment from a pot with 
a gray fracture surface and large grained gravel or perhaps ground pottery temper (Plate 18/5) and had an 
incised double wavy line decoration running between horizontal bundles as well as combed impressions placed 
diagonally.347 The age of this sherd is difficult to estimate since its style is different from known types from 
either of the two periods, although its decoration seems to be more indicative of Avar Period origins. Three 
brown kettle rim fragments that thickened outward and had gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper, as well 
as two undecorated wall fragments from vessels o f a similar color but tempered with sand or mica and sand348 
could be assigned to the Árpád Period with great certainty.

Pit 21 was a beehive-shaped storage pit with no plastering.
Its meager finds consisted of two brown shoulder fragments from pots with gray fracture surfaces, sand 

and mica temper and a decoration of oblique incisions. One of them had an everted rim with an abruptly cut 
oblique edge reminiscent o f Avar Period ceramics. An undecorated wall fragment and a base fragment made 
from similar materials also occur in this sub-group.349

Well. The upper opening of this ovoid feature had dimensions of approximately 260 and 220 
cm. An ashy layer m ixed with daub which displayed distinct signs o f burning was encountered at a 
depth of 183 cm. The wall of the well was straight, broadening slightly only at a depth o f 200 cm. 
The ground water appeared at an absolute depth o f 310 cm measured from the present-day surface. 
Sherds from both from the Sarmatian Period and the Árpád Period were found even under the water. 
The total depth must thus have been at least 360 cm below the present-day surface.

There was a total of 29 Sarmatian Period sherds found in the upper eight layers of the well. Some of these 
were gray, originating from hand-thrown vessels, while some came from hand-formed vessels made with 
ground pottery temper.350 351 Only two heavily worn light brown wall fragments from a hand-thrown vessel with 
gray fracture surfaces and sand and mica temper could be dated to the Avar Period. They were decorated with 
combed bundles of horizontal as well as wavy lines (one of them is shown in Plate 18/6).351A flat brown kettle 
rim with a gray fracture surface and gravel temper that broadened in both directions belonged to the Árpád 
Period. The area of the suspension hole was lobed on this specimen.352 The six pot rim fragments are each 
different from one another. Two are reddish brown with gray fracture surfaces and gravel temper. The edges

345 Inv. No.: 90.4.750.-754. During the course of screening, a few additional, small pieces of pottery, clay and 
stone were recovered: Inv. No.: 90.4.1822.—1823.

346 Inv. No.: 90.4.488, 493.-495.
347 Inv. No.: 90.4.489. On the basis of their materials, these were several matching, undecorated vessel wall 

fragment, inventoried under No. 90.4.492.
348 Inv. No.: 90.4.490.-492.
349 Inv. No.: 90.4.505.-506. Finds from this pit dated to the Sarmatian Period include Inv. No.: 90.4.507.-511.
350 Inv. No.: 90.4.291.-293.
351 Inv. No.: 90.4.294.
352 Inv. No.: 90.4.295.
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of their everted rims narrow and pull upward. The other four sherds are brown and spotted, with gray fracture 
surfaces and a sand and mica temper. The edge of one of the rims is rounded. The edges of the everted rims 
are cut on the other three specimens and they originate from pots thrown on a fast wheel.353 Only a single light 
brown vessel wall fragment was found. It had a gray fracture surface, was tempered with fine sand and mica 
and was decorated with a sparsely placed broad, shallow spiral line.354 In addition to the tiny, evenly-fired 
gray wall fragment with a gravel temper and decorated with a horizontal bundle of lines, three brown wall 
fragments were also found. These had gray fracture surfaces, gravel temper and a decoration of sparsely placed 
broad, shallow spiral lines. Another wall fragment made from a similar material and decorated with oblique 
incisions355 also came to light here. In addition to the 20 brown undecorated wall fragments, with gray fracture 
surfaces and gravel temper only two evenly fired gray sherds and another with sand temper were recovered. A 
portion of a round, stamped design could be seen on a reddish brown base fragment with a gray fracture surface 
and gravel temper (Plate 19/6).356

In addition to four fragments from a hand-formed vessel with ground pottery temper, and two gray 
Sarmatian Period sherds from a hand-thrown vessel, a completely preserved conical weight for a net was found 
at a depth of 163 cm. This weight is an artifact type characteristic of the Körös culture.357 Only two sherds 
could be identified as dating from the Árpád Period. One is a brown kettle rim fragment that thickens outward, 
has a gray fracture surface, a gravel temper, and whose exterior surface is very sooty. The other is a brown wall 
fragment from a vessel with a gray fracture surface, sand temper and decorated with a densely placed, narrow 
spiral line pattem.358

A wall fragment from a gray hand-thrown vessel and three wall fragments from a hand-formed vessel with 
ground pottery temper were found between the depths of 165 to 185 cm. All of these date to the Sarmatian 
Period. Sherds from the Árpád Period included three pieces of a brown kettle with a gray fracture surface and 
gravel temper. The kettle’s flat rim thickened outward, and two of these fragments match each other. The rim 
broadens into a lobe around the suspension hole (Plate 12/3). Aside from these, only three small vessel wall 
fragments came to light here whose material is identical to that of the kettle.359 The exterior surfaces of all these 
sherds are very sooty.

Four sherds from a hand-formed vessel found between 284 to 290 cm and tempered with ground pottery 
were dated to the Sarmatian Period. Three brown sherds with gray fracture surfaces, gravel temper and sparsely 
placed, broad, shallow spiral line designs found here belonged to the Árpád Period.360

2.3.2. Evaluation of the finds from the Árpád Period

The number o f finds brought to light during the course of excavations and inventoried in the museum 
was 5,980 pieces. O f these, 1,179 finds (19.7%) belonged to the Árpád Period.361 Sherds composed
87.2 % (1,029 pieces) o f finds from the Árpád Period. Most o f the remaining artifacts were stone, 
daub and slag. The number o f other types of utilitarian objects is negligible. They include two spindle

353 Inv. No.: 90.4.296.
354 Inv. No.: 90.4.297.
355 Inv. No.: 90.4.298.-300.
356 Inv. No.: 90.4.301.-303. These finds also include pieces of daub and stones. Inv. No.: 90.4.304.-305.
357 Inv. No.: 90.4.306.-309.
358 Inv. No.: 90.4.310.-311. In addition, a gray fragment from a grinding stone was also recovered here. Inv. 

No.: 90.4.312.
359 Inv. No.: 90.4.313.-316. For the kettle (315), estimated mouth diameter = 40 cm.
360 Inv. No.: 90.4.317.-318.
361 Only a minimal portion of the assemblage, that is, very tiny, non-identifiable sherds were discarded.
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whorls carved from pot sherds (Plate 19/1-2), a deltoid-shaped arrowhead (Plate 19/5) ,362 a nail,363 
a knife (Plate 19/9),364 a fragment from a fishing hook (Plate 19/1 Op65 and a piece which is probably 
from a bucket’s handle (Plate 19/11-12).366 Two bone skate fragments, a bone point and a smaller 
bone implement are discussed in a separate essay by Alice Choyke in this book.

No sherds could be linked (since they were not present, lost, or there were no finds representing 
the Árpád Period) to four features (Fireplace 1, Fireplace 3, Pit 12 and Pit 17).

For the chronological classification o f ceramics, it is o f the utmost importance to recover as 
many sherds as possible from reliable contexts, preferably representing chronological boundaries 
that can be narrowly defined. In the case o f pottery from the Árpád Period, this means chronological 
classification characteristics (gravel or sand temper), raw materials (typical sherds), rim profile 
and forms of decoration. During the recording o f the material from END0170, however, it seemed 
sensible to further sub-divide the sherds by the composition of materials used for temper. Sherds with 
ground pottery tem per have been classified w ith finds o f the Avar Period.

The majority o f  ceramics belonging to the Árpád Period at this site were hand-thrown. Fland- 
formed sherds dated to the Árpád Period were only in the case o f baking bells. There were a total of 
21 sherds originating from vessels thrown on a fast wheel, most o f these being stray finds from the 
uppermost strata. The factor of wheel-throwing, therefore, was not considered a separate criterion in 
the analysis of this material.

On the basis o f  the aforementioned categories, the distribution of sherds from the Árpád Period 
found in the various features at this site was as follows:

Table 17: Sherd distributions in features dated to the Árpád Period.

Features Features with sherds Total sherds Typical Rim Decorated sherds
14 10 452 282 57 79

71% 62% 12% 17%

The distribution o f sherds by feature was as follows:

Feature A
Total

B
typical

A/B
%

c
rim

B/C
%

D
decorated

B/D
%

House 1 99 81 81.8 22 27.1 30 37.0
House 3 58 17 19.3 4 23.5 10 58.8
Fireplace 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fireplace 2 58 53 91.3 4 7.5 16 30.1
Fireplace 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Well 98 52 53.0 13 25.0 11 21.1
Pit 1 39 25 64.1 3 12.0 3 12.0
Pit 6 8 3 37.5 1 33.3 0 0
Pit 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pit 8 22 14 63.6 4 28.5 6 42.8
Pit 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pit 18 28 28 100 1 3.5 1 3.5
Pit 19 7 5 71.4 3 60 0 0
Pit 21 7 4 57.1 0 0 2 50

362 Inv. No.: 90.4.1828.
363 Inv. No.: 90.4.1838.
364 Inv. No.: 90.4.1840.
365 Inv. No.: 90.4.1838.
366 Inv. No.: 90.4.1841.-1845.
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On the basis of this table it is evident that sherds from periods other than the Árpád Period 
occurred least commonly amongst the find materials from House 1, Fireplace 2 and Pit 18, that is, 
these features were least affected by post-depositional influences. When individual percentages are 
pooled, 20% of the typical sherds (that is, safely dated to the Árpád Period on the basis o f temper) 
were rim fragments and 28% were made up by decorated specimens. With the exception o f three 
features, individual sub-groups are characterized by values above these averages. Meanwhile the very 
high ratios obtained for Pits 19 and 21 cannot be considered representative due to the small number 
o f finds. The presence of numerous decorated sherds in House 3 cannot be purely coincidental as will 
be discussed below.

During the detailed evaluation of ceramics, the most precise and uniform documentation possible 
was attempted, which meant grouping by specific criteria. First, traditional find descriptions were 
prepared, which inevitably contained subjective elements as well. These were, however, minimized 
by the preparation of a description protocol prior to the actual documentation work. This was 
followed by the recording of numerical data on verified finds (groups from self-contained features). 
Finally, the same work was carried out on non-verified finds (originating from the upper strata). 
The following characteristics were taken into consideration first during the description, then in the 
tabulated evaluation o f data:367

1. The types o f  ceramics.
The composition o f the finds recovered from ENDO 170 did not provide an opportunity to distinguish 
between “cooking” and “table” vessels, since the latter were represented by only a few small 
fragments that could be recognized. Therefore, two major groups o f cooking vessels, those o f kettles 
and pots, were distinguished. Other categories included identifiable rim fragments from vessels with 
ribbed necks (2 pieces), lids (6 pieces) and bowls (2 pieces), as well as the remainder o f the wall 
fragments, which could not be unambiguously linked with any of these groups. The majority of 
these latter sherds therefore included pieces that may well originate from the aforementioned two 
main groups, and so their analysis must be limited to delineating general trends. Accordingly, the 
most important numerical information for these pieces is presented in tables and diagrams, but their 
narrative evaluation was not included in this study.

Table 18: The typological distribution of pottery by features.

Feature Total Kettle Pot Other368
House 1 81 6 15 79
House 3 17 1 2 181
Fireplace 2 53 0 2 37
Pit 1 26 2 1 23
Pit 6 3 0 1 2
Pit 8 17 1 3 13
Pit 18 31 1 0 30
Pit 19 12 3 0 9
Pit 21 7 0 0 7
Well 52 3 6 53

367 See also Wendel (1980) Figure 8.
368 Other types, such as baking bells, vessels with ribbed necks, lids and wall fragments were included in this 

category.
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On the basis o f this table, it becomes clear that, with the exception of two features yielding only 
a very few finds (Pit 1 and Pit 19), pot sherds formed the majority in every feature. Their numbers 
are almost twice as high as those o f kettle fragments. This is also shown by pooled data from the 
excavation as a whole, including stray finds: 65 pieces from kettles, 130 pieces o f pot rims.

2. Sherd materials (Plate tempera).
The traditional (i. e. commonly occurring) tempering substance used during the Árpád Period in this 
section of the Great Hungarian Plain is usually understood to have been small or finely ground gravel, 
which makes the pottery coarse to the touch. Naturally, sand temper is also known in the Körös 
region. The proportion of a ware usually identified as “non-tempered clay” (in fact made with very 
fine sand, free o f any gravel from quartzite grains), also described as ceramics with a “greasy feel”, 
was quite high. It is also noteworthy that mica (or quartzite, the two terms were used alternatively 
here), generally used in gravel temper, is rarely combined with sand. Therefore, two groups were 
distinguished for the purposes of raw material studies: those o f sand and gravel tempered sherds.

3. Firing quality.
This trait can be best evaluated on the basis o f the color of pottery. Distinctions were made between 
the colors observed on the vessels’ exterior and interior surfaces respectively, as well as on the sherds’ 
fracture surfaces. The latter was usually gray and differed from the shades observed on the vessels’ 
surface, which is indicative of firing in a reducing atmosphere. This is also one o f the characteristic 
features of ceramics originating from the Árpád Period east o f the Tisza River. The majority o f sherds 
dated to the Árpád Period at this site were brown on both their exterior and interior surfaces, and 
had gray fracture surfaces. Naturally, the color brown has a great variety o f shades. These, however, 
were not considered, since such classifications can be distorted by numerous subjective elements. 
Similarly, firing resulting in spotted, mottled surfaces was not mentioned separately, since it could 
not have been securely identified on small sherds, which made up the bulk o f this material. The color 
characteristic in which the exterior surface is gray but the vessel’s interior, as well as its fracture 
surface are brown is rare, and is mostly typical o f ceramics from the Avar Period. In these cases, 
the color usually changes around the mid-line o f the sherd’s cross-section, although sometimes the 
discoloration reaches within only a few millimeters relative to the interior surface. In addition, sherds 
that were fired through evenly were also found significantly less frequently. Among the sherds from 
the Árpád Period, evenly fired pieces appear to represent later periods, since fragments o f vessels 
thrown on a fast wheel all fall within this category.

According to these guidelines, the finds recognized in the material under discussion here were 
classified within the following main groups: gray, brown, reddish brown or brick red colored on their 
exterior surfaces with a gray fracture; and ceramics fired an even brown or gray on both their exterior 
and interior surfaces.

4. Decoration.
The following decorative motifs could be observed in the finds from END0170:

4.1. Wavy lines
4.2. Bundles o f wavy lines
4.3. Bundles of lines
4.4. Spiral lines. In the majority o f cases, this most commonly occurring element cannot be 

more precisely defined. Nevertheless, two markedly different varieties could be recognized 
on certain fragments:
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4.4.1. A pattern composed o f narrow (1-2 mm) lines, incised in the clay surface more 
deeply than usual (e. g. Plate 18/3).

4.4.2. A pattern composed o f broad (3-5 mm), shallow lines incised in the clay surface 
less deeply than usual (e. g. Plate 18/4).369

Horizontal lines observed in the decoration of wall fragments were usually considered sections 
of spirals. It is possible that some of these did not actually run on the vessel’s surface in a spiral 
direction, but this can no longer be recognized on most sherds.

4.5. Incisions, more frequently described as rows o f oblique nail impressions (Plate 10/3, 14/1, 
18/7). This type o f decorative m otif may be considered common on ceramics from the 
Árpád Period. Impressions were not always made with nails but were frequently made 
with pointed tools or little sticks pressed into the surface o f the clay.

Combinations of various decorative elements (e. g. spiral lines and wavy lines, spiral lines and 
incisions) occurred so infrequently that they were mentioned only in individual find descriptions.

5. Rim types.
Studying this aspect o f typology posed one of the more complex tasks. Namely, in this case, a 
great deal o f uniformity may be observed in certain respects (such as the rim’s position), while 
other details display innumerable variety. In the case of kettles, the shape o f the rim’s cross-section 
and the form of the suspension handle appeared to be two important aspects of typology, while 
among the pots the rim ’s position (everted, horizontally everted, funnel-shaped) was considered a 
separate variable. There were no inward-leaning or straight, vertical rims found. The rim ’s profile 
line (thickening or narrowing), and the shape of its edge (rounded, cut, pulled upward or hanging) 
and occasional decoration or articulation (ribbed, the presence of lid grooves) were noted separately, 
although combinations o f these elements (e. g. cut but thickening, rounded and narrowing) may 
cause distortions in the data.

In the following chapters, first data on the gravel tempered group o f ceramics will be discussed, 
then characteristics of the pottery with sand temper will be analyzed.

2.3.2.1. Gravel-tempered ceramics

2.3.2.1.1. Kettles
Unfortunately, no vessels that could be restored were represented in this category, therefore it was 
necessary to resort to the analysis of fragments. Rim fragments from 64 different pottery kettles 
were discovered at this settlement and comprise 6% of all the ceramic finds. Only 16 (25%) o f  
these originate from reliably documented features, the rest are stray finds. These numbers naturally 
also include wall fragments, o f which only sherds with a characteristic curve (10 pieces) could be 
identified. Their association with rim fragments, however, could only be very rarely ascertained.

Kettles form the most homogeneous group within this material. This means that they display 
only a small degree of variability in tenns o f firing, clay quality and the form o f suspension handles/ 
holes. More precisely, the dominance of a certain mode o f tempering, firing technique and shape 
can be observed. As may be seen in the table below, gravel temper, brown outer surfaces with gray 
fracture surfaces (firing in a non-reducing atmosphere) and rims that thicken outwards clearly define

369 Naturally, in this case, information is available only on the type of tool used. For similar pieces see also: 
Vályi (1986) Figure 7/1, Figure 10/1.; Jankovich (1994) Figure 3/5-6, Figure 5/5.; Kovalovszki (1995) 
Figure 22/11.
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th is type (Plate 11/1, 12/1, 13/1-3)?10 The characteristic tempering material for kettles is a finely 
ground gravel. Sherds with a different, sand temper occurred only in two cases, in House 1 and in 
the plow zone of Square 7/33 respectively. These sherds will be discussed separately. Although only 
a few  parallels exist from  the immediate neighborhood of the site, it can be clearly seen on the basis 
o f  the catalogue com piled by Miklós Takács that the forms of these rims and those of the suspension 
holes are not unique to the Körös region and that, on the basis o f rim forms the kettle’s shape cannot 
be reconstructed. It seem s certain, however, as is also supported by analogues, that this type of kettle 
occurred most commonly east of the Tisza River.

A characteristic form  of kettle rim is worth mentioning here. This was peculiar but not at all rare 
at the site under discussion here and was considered to be of value for dating by Miklós Takács in 
his work. For the sake o f  simplicity, this rim form was here called “flat”. This means that, instead o f 
the usual rectangular or rounded profile, a horizontal rim, whose thickness was equal to that o f the 
kettle’s wall, was form ed which pointed outward more than usual (Plate 11/1, 13/1-2). Miklós Takács 
placed this type o f kettle within two time horizons, depending on whether the kettle’s rim thickened 
only outward (Type c) or in both directions (Type d). He dated the first group to the 10th— 11th century 
and the second to the 13th-14th century.370 371 O f the 20 (31.2%) flat kettle rim fragments found at the site 
o f  EN DO 170, 18 belong to Type c, while only two of them can be classified within Type d.

Two basic forms were distinguished on the basis o f the rim’s shape in the area of the suspension 
hole. The terms pointed or peaked were used in cases when the rim’s edge thickened around the 
suspension hole and formed a sharp angle (Plate 11/3, 13/4) ,372 373 while the term “lobed” means that 
the broadening rim  has a rounded or arched shape (Plate 12/3).il} These two types are represented by 
largely equal numbers o f finds in the EN D 0170 material.

It is logical that there were only a few decorated specimens within the relatively small set o f 
kettle fragments. Two such sherds are decorated with horizontal bundles of lines, while spiral lines 
occur on yet two others.374 The painted kettle fragment recovered from Pit 8 is a unique find.

Only 10 rim fragments were sufficiently well preserved for the purposes of more-or-less precisely 
estimating their diameters. The mouth diameters of these specimens were distributed as follows:

18 cm (Pit 28, Inv. No.: 90.4.1207)
24 cm (House 1, Inv. No.: 90.4.97)
28 cm (Square 8/39, Inv. No.: 90.4.357)
30 cm (House 1, Inv. No.: 90.4.99., Pit 1, Inv. No.: 90.4.191)
32 cm (Square 16/44, 30-60 cm, Inv. No.: 90.4.9)
33 cm (House 1, Inv. No.: 90.4.96)
40 cm (Well, Inv. No.: 90.4.315)

370 Takács (1986) Plate 89/1-2.
371 Of the previously published complete vessels of this type, one is known, e. g. Kardoskút -  Hatablak: 

Takács (1986) Plate 58/1.; Takács (1993b) 456-457, 477^178.
372 For example, Szentes-Tőke, Örménykút 54, Kardoskút -  Hatablak; Takács (1986) Plates 46/1; 48/1, 58/1, 

73/1,74/1.
373 For example, Kardoskút -  Hatablak, Battonya, Örménykút 54, Square 23, Szarvas 132. Takács (1986) 

Plate 45/2, Plate 57/2, Plate 60/2, Plate 65/2.; Plate 51/1.; Plate 53/1.; Plate 55/2.; Plate 61/2.
374 Unfortunately, in the absence of numerical information, these data cannot be quantitatively compared to 

modes of decoration published in the literature: Takács (1986) 79-80.
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2. Settlement details from the Avar Period and the Árpád Period

Table 19: The distribution of kettle rim fragments by tempering material, firing, decoration, 
rim profile and suspension hole types.

All kettles, n= 64 From f 
n=16

eatures
%

Stray
n=48

finds
%

Material:
With gravel temper 16 100 47 97.9

Firing
Brown exterior, gray interior 11 68.7 44 91.6
Reddish brown exterior, gray interior 2 12.5 3 6.2
Gray exterior, brown interior, gray fracture 1 6.2 0 0
Reddish brown, evenly fired 1 6.2 0 0
Gray, evenly fired 1 6.2 1 2.0

Decoration
Wavy lines 0 0 0 0
Bundles of wavy lines 0 0 0 0
Horizontal bundles of lines 0 0 2 4.1
Spiral lines 0 0 1 2

narrow 1 6.2 0 0
broad 0 0 0 0

Incisions
Rim profile

Thickening outward 10 62.5 26 54.1
Thickening in both directions 2 12.5 6 12.5
Flat rim 4 25 16 33.3

Suspension hole
Peaked 2 12.5 1 2.0
Lobed 3 18.7 1 2.0

2.3.2.1.2. Pots
No complete pots were recovered during the course o f the excavations, and only one specimen could 
be properly restored (Plate 15/7). Although this latter piece was a stray find, in all probability, it 
originates from Pit 1. It is undecorated and has a compressed, spherical shape with an everted rim 
and a narrowing edge.375 Unfortunately, neither the shape nor the other characteristics of this vessel 
permit any conclusions as regards the remainder of pot types used at this settlement. In the absence o f 
data series, only recognizable sherds representing this type will be discussed here. The total number 
of such pieces was 108, which comprises 38.2% of all ceramics from the Árpád Period. A total o f  26 
pot sherds (24.1 %) were inventoried from reliably defined contexts, while the number o f stray finds 
was 82 (75.9 %). Most rim fragments came to light from House 1 (11), followed by the well (6). One 
rim fragment originates from House 3 and six from Fireplace 2. The remains of three or fewer pots 
were recovered from Pit 1, Pit 6 and Pit 8, while the rest of the features contained no identifiable pot 
fragments.

Adhering to the criteria set for the study of materials and firing in the case of kettles, it may 
be observed that differences, or the dispersion of data, are greater among pots. Although gravel- 
tempered fragments form the majority o f  this group, mica and sand-tempered sherds also contribute 
a fair percentage to this group. The color of these pot sherds is usually brown and they have gray 
fracture surfaces. The next most commonly occurring type is gray on the exterior and brown on

375 Inv. No.: 90.4.178. From square 13/43, at the depth of 60 cm.
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the interior surface with a gray fracture surface. Discoloration on the exterior, however, may also 
be attributed to extensive use. The number o f  reddish brown sherds with gray fracture surfaces is 
smallest, and a few specimens of sherds fired an even gray are also found.

Relatively few pot sherds were decorated. Single wavy lines occur on five pieces, horizontal 
bundles of lines were found on three sherds, a narrow spiral line design was found in five cases, while 
incisions were noted twice. Only one piece displayed a combination decoration of a single spiral line 
with oblique incisions.

In the case o f two stray sherds (Square 8/40 and Square 10/40), it may be assumed that a broad 
shallow, densely placed line design covered the vessels’ entire surface (Plate 18/4).

Table 20: The distribution of rim fragments by material, firing, decoration and rim profile.

All pots, n=108 pieces376
From features Stray finds
n % n %

Material:
With gravel temper 

Firing
26 100 100 71.9

Brown exterior, gray interior 13 50.0 72 87.8
Reddish brown exterior, gray interior 5 19.2 0 0
Gray exterior, brown interior, gray fracture 0 0 3 3.6
Reddish brown, evenly fired 2 7.6 2 2.4
Gray, evenly fired 4 15.3 4 4.8
Brown, evenly fired 1 3.8 0 0
Brown with red fracture 1 3.8 1 1.2

Decoration
Wavy lines 0 0 5 6.1
Horizontal bundles of lines 1 3.8 2 2.4
Narrow spiral lines 1 3.8 4 4.8
Incisions 1 3.8 1 1.2

Rim profile
Everted 20 76.9 57 69.5
Even horizontal 4 15.3 3 3.6
Funnel-like 2 7.6 0 0

Edge profile
Rounded 11 42.3 17 20.7
Cut 9 34.6 31 37.8
Pulled upward 2 7.6 12 14.6
Hanging 0 0 3 3.6
Thickening 1 3.8 6 7.3
Narrowing 6 23.08 8 9.7

Other characteristics
Lid groove 2 7.6 11 13.4
Articulated by ribs 4 15.3 4 4.8

In terms of rim formation, everted rim s may be considered the almost exclusive type. Only seven 
horizontally extended (Plate 14/4, 6, 16/2) and two funnel-shaped rims occurred in the material.

376 This table contains only pot rims (a total of 108 pieces, 26 of them from features, 82 stray finds). Wall and 
base fragments were not included in this list.
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The majority of rims are unarticulated (Plates 14/1, 3-4, 6-7, 15/5-7, 16/1-2, 4), with obliquely or 
vertically cut edges, although a similar proportion o f rounded edges was also noted. Only a relatively 
few upwardly pulled (Plate 14/2), hanging (Plate 14/5), thickening (Plate 16/1) and narrowing (Plate 
15/1, 3) specimens have been recorded. Sherds with lid grooves (Plate 15/4, 16/3) or articulated by 
ribs occur more rarely. There was only one everted rim fragment which was faceted on its inside 
surface (Plate 15/2). There are no significant differences between the finds originating from self- 
contained features and stray finds. These data are presented in the following table.

The mouth and belly diameters o f  four sherds were available for studying the measurements o f  
these pots (not counting the specimen that could be restored), while in 12 cases only the diam eter 
of the mouth could be estimated using geometries. The resulting size distributions are shown in 
Table 21. Most mouth diameters cluster around the 16 cm value, while belly diameters always exceed 
those o f the mouth.

Table 21: The dimensions of pots.

Mouth: Belly: Height: M to B377: Provenance: Inventory number:
9.5 10.2 8.5 4.1 Square 13/43, 30-60 90.4.178.

12 13.0 - 6.0 Square 16/44, 30-40 90.4.10.
16 17.6 - 5.4 House 1 90.4.100.
17 18.8 - 6.4 Fireplace 2 90.4.157
19 23.6 - 10.0 Square 7/30, 0-30 90.4.603.
8.5 - - - House 1 90.4.101.
9 - - - Square 15/43,0-30 90.4.47.

12 - - - Square 7/29, 30-60 90.4.558.
13 - - - Square 16/43, 30-60 90.4.25.
15 - - - House 1 90.4.103.
16 - - - House 1 90.4.102.
16 - - - Square 7/29, 30-60 90.4.558.
17 - - - Square 15/43, 0-30 90.4.47.
22 - - - Pit 8 90.4.
23 - - - Square 15/43, 0-30 90.4.47.
24 - - - Square 16/44, 30-60 90.4.10.

2.3.2.1.3. Other vessels
One of the vessels that could be restored that was brought to light during the course of our excavations 
was a pot with a ribbed neck that was found in House 3. A precise parallel to this specimen has been 
published by Katalin Vályi from the settlement of Szer.378 Aside from this vessel, only two small 
sherds came from vessels with cylindrical necks in the group under discussion here, one from Square 
14/43 between the depths o f 0 to 30 cm and one from Square 6/32 between the depths o f 30 to 60 
cm. Both o f these fragments were so small that it could not be determined whether they belonged 
to vessels with cylindrical or ribbed necks. The estimated mouth diameters o f these pieces were 9, 
13 and 14 cm. In comparison with the rest of the ceramic types identified at this settlement, all three 
fragments were richly decorated. One o f  them had incisions on the rim and a wavy line running 
around the shoulder. Spiral lines and a row o f punctuated designs adorned the second sherd. The third 
piece was ornamented with a wavy line as well as horizontal lines (Plate 10).

377 The height measured between greatest belly diameter and the vessel’s rim.
378 Vályi (1996) 48, Table 1/10. Unfortunately, no measurements are known.
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Altogether only four bowl rims (Plate 17/4-5), and two lid fragments were found which originate 
from House 1 (Plate 17/3),379 and Fireplace 2 respectively.379 380 Among the bowl remains, the rim 
fragment with an inwardly leaning, double ribbed edge may be considered unique. The remainder of 
the bowls had straight rims.

The baking bells brought to light from Pit 18 (Plate 9/1-2) must be discussed separately. Their 
rough execution and robust shape (wall thickness = 3.5 to 4 cm, interior height = only 8 cm!, rim 
diameter 44 to 49 cm), as well as the poorly fired quality of their handles or lack of them altogether 
makes them markedly different from baking bells that have been published so far and which had been 
accepted as dating to the Avar Period. To date, baking bells from reliable contexts representing the 
Árpád Period have only been published by Júlia Kovalovszki in 1960 from settlement excavations 
that had been carried out at the nearby site o f  Szarvas -  Rózsás,381 and another settlement at Doboz.382 
Excavations at Hunya383 and Eperjes384, as well as a number o f other data,385 however, seem to 
increasingly confinn a later date, the Late Avar Period, i.e. the 9th century. Most recently, additional 
data point to the possible use of these artifacts during the Árpád Period. The very small baking bell 
found at Szer, for example, came to light from  a house dated to the first half of the 12th century.386 
Excavations at the site o f Örménykút (ÖRM 0054) also yielded a baking bell, which was used to 
cover a hand-thrown kettle from the Árpád Period.387 A similar situation was observed here. Aside 
from stratigraphic data, the aforementioned stylistic features also support the hypothesis that a sharp 
distinction should be made between baking bells originating from the Late Avar Period and the 
Árpád Period.388 On the basis of this assum ption, the large number o f sherds from baking bells that 
were collected as stray finds during the course of excavations were unifonnly dated to the Late 
Avar Period, i.e. the 9th century. The pieces found in Pit 18, however, displayed markedly different 
technological features and were therefore dated to the Árpád Period.

Only a few stam ped base fragments are available from this settlement. With one exception (found 
in the well), they all were discovered in A rea I. Only three originate from reliably dated features:

379 Inv. No.: 90.4.108. Estimated mouth diameter = 19 cm.
380 Inv. No.: 90.4.152.
381 Kovalovszki (1960) 37, Plate XII. Although Gyula Mészáros mentioned a baking bell from Szekszárd, 

neither photographs, nor drawings of that artifact have been published. Mészáros (1967) 93. The specimens 
kept in the Szekszárd museum under Inv. No.: 60.519.1-2 originate from vessels with straight, narrowing 
edges and chaff temper. The accompanying finds belonged to the Árpád Period. Special thanks are due to 
Attila Gaál, director of the county museum, who provided access to these objects.

382 Kovalovszki (1975) 209, Figure 5.
383 Szőke (1980) 187-188.
384 Bálinti 1991) 58-61.
385 Garant (1981) 139, Figure 3/2; Mesterházv (1983a) 121-123.; Cseh (1993) 85-87, Figure 4/4, Figure 

5/9, 11-12.; Cs. Sós -  Salamon (1995) Plate XII. The real age of the baking bells published (erroneously) 
from the excavations of the Bihar Castle could not be ascertained in the absence of precise stratigraphic 
observations: Dumitra$cu (1994) Plate CXXVII/2-5.

386 Vályi (1986) 234, Figure 8/ 4a-b (labeled House 5), Figure 10/4a-b.
387 RégFüz 36 (1983) No. 157/1.
388 Completely identical fragments of baking bells were recovered from features dated to the Árpád Period at 

the neighboring site of END0157 (excavations by István Erdélyi: RégFüz 41 (1988) No. 102), as well as 
the nearby sites o f END0161 (TSM 91.2.222) and END0182. (91.1.29). On the basis of its mass and shape, 
the small baking bell recovered from Szer (Diameter = 10 cm, Height = 8.5 cm, Interior height = 2.6 cm) 
may be considered similar to the specimens from Endrőd. Miklós Takács mentions two additional baking 
bell fragments from the Árpád Period recovered from a settlement in the Kisalföld region (Little Hungarian 
Plain). Takács (1996) 170. On the basis of the drawing shown in Figure 14, this specimen is different from 
the Endrőd finds in terms of important formal characteristics.
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Pit 8,389 House l 390 and the well.391 The three stray finds representing this type were found in Square 
13/43, at a depth o f 60 cm.392 The stamp itself cannot be reconstructed on any o f these sherds.

Only one parallel is known for the glazed vessel wall fragment that was found in House 3 (Plate 
18/2). The neck o f a bottle made from exactly the same material is known from the nearby site o f 
Szarvas -  Rózsás.393 On the other hand, the row of ornaments composed o f vertically placed notches 
is not a known type o f decoration from Hungarian artifacts. As far as we know, with this specimen 
the number o f such glazed finds has increased to 4 in the area east o f the Tisza River. This type o f 
sherd is known of from the Bihar hill-fort,394 and another tiny fragment o f this kind o f gray material 
with green glaze on both the exterior and interior surfaces was found by Katalin Vályi in House 3 at 
Opusztaszer, dating to the second half o f the 12th century.395

Fragments from vessels thrown on a fast wheel that came to light in Square 8/39 and Square 
10/40396, may be dated to the end of the Árpád Period or the Late Middle Ages. Pieces of white 
ceramics spread around Square 13/44397 and Square 11/14398 also represented these later periods. 
Both of them were found in the uppermost layer of the plow zone.

The overwhelming majority o f so-called “other ceramics” (a total o f 735 sherds) were composed 
o f wall and base fragments. In these cases the vessel’s type cannot be identified, and most o f them, 
in fact, may have belonged to some of the aforementioned rim fragments, although they cannot 
be matched with any o f them. Although statistical evaluation of this material is not possible, the 
information content of these sherds should not be underestimated. It is for this reason that although 
their numerical evaluation was carried out in a similar manner, the results are not detailed here and 
only comparative diagrams are published. These figures clearly show that the typological features 
available for study on these sherds support the tendencies outlined within vessel types in terms o f 
temper, firing quality and decorative elements alike.

Categories of firing quality may be considered identical in all three groups. The brown color 
with gray fracture surface, indicative of the most frequently recognized type o f firing in a reducing 
atmosphere, may be best described as reddish brown.399 This same firing technique is shown by 
varieties whose exterior and interior surfaces are better fired, but where the fracture surfaces are 
still gray. The number o f sherds, however, is negligible for all three groups. On the other hand, the 
percentile proportion o f evenly and thoroughly fired fragments is outstanding.

The distribution of decorative elements displays the greatest variability. Understandably, these 
occur most commonly on pots and wall fragments, while they are less frequently found on kettles. In 
this latter case, the small sample size evidently distorts the picture. Single wavy lines and incisions

389 Inv. No.: 90.4.34.
390 Inv. No.: 90.4.113.
391 Inv. No.: 90.4.302. A similar specimen is known from Grave 577 at the Halimba cemetery: Török (1962) 

87.
392 Inv. No.: 90.4.184.
393 Jankovich (1994) 410, Figure 4/5, Figure 7/4.
394 Dumitra$cu (1994)209.
395 Vályi (1986) 235, Figure 8/3, Figure 10/3. Although the author cites analogies from Mayak and Sarkéi, 

she takes no position on the exact dating of the specimen from Szer. However, there is no logic that would 
contradict the occurrence of a small, 10th century sherd in a 12th century house.

396 Inv. No.: 90.4.329.-333, 402.-404.
397 Inv. No.: 90.4.203.
398 Inv. No.: 90.4.919.
399 MUNSELL 5YR 5/4
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Figure 54: The distribution of firing quality by major vessel types.
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Figure 55: The distribution of decorative motifs by major vessel types.

(nail impressions) are most often found on pots, while various types o f spiral lines occurred in greatest 
numbers on vessel wall fragments.

2.3.2.2. Ceramics with sandy temper

In the finds from ENDO 170 dated to the Árpád Period, the unusually great contribution of sherds with 
no apparent temper or tempered with extremely fine sand, free o f major crystals of quartzite, seems 
to be a characteristic phenomenon. These sherds have a “greasy touch” and they were fired bright red 
or orange, but the proportion of bluish gray color on their fracture surfaces is also unusually high.400

400 No numerical evaluation of this group of artifacts was found in the Hungarian literature. Previously, Nándor 
Parádi considered vessels made from such materials as a characteristic type of ceramics originating from 
the Avar Period: Parádi (1954) 19.
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This characteristic yellow and red color401 could not be identified on the remainder o f the sherds 
from the Árpád Period. The aforementioned absence of mica can usually be more easily perceived by 
touch than by visual appraisal. In cases when sherds with mica temper still occur, they are different 
from the commonly occurring ceramics from the Árpád Period encountered east of the Tisza River, 
since they contain no gravel. Their surface and feel therefore is absolutely smooth, although it may 
still be somewhat coarser than that of sherds containing no mica.

During the analysis o f the END0170 settlement material, an attempt was made to separate out 
pieces of ceramics that met the previously described criteria. Ceramics made from this type of 
material made up 10.2% of the sherds dated to the Árpád Period. When the group of finds selected in 
this manner is compared to the group of “traditional” or “gravel tempered” ceramics from the Árpád 
Period in terms o f pottery-typology, decorative motifs and other characteristics (such as rim profile 
and associated artifacts), the resulting percentile distributions suggest major differences.
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Figure 56: The distribution of temper by major vessel types.
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Figure 57: The distribution of firing quality by the type of temper.

401 MUNSELL 5YR 5/6, 5/8.
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Pots overwhelmingly dominate in these types o f  groups. Only two kettles were identified, one is a 
wall fragment decorated with wavy and spiral lines from House 1, while the other, characterized by a 
rim that thickens in both directions and a horizontal line decoration, came to light in the plow zone of 
Square 7/33.402 Both sherds are brown with gray fracture surfaces. Thus, the proportion of specimens 
tempered with sandy materials is 3.8% among kettles, while it reaches 16.9% in the group of pots.
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Figure 58: The distribution of decorative motifs by the type of temper.

In terms of the quality of firing, the representation of brown sherds with a gray fracture surface 
is prominent in both groups. On the other hand, the higher contribution of the aforementioned brick 
red ceramics to the group defined by sand tem per deserves attention.

Vessels made with sand temper were, in general, richly decorated. Almost all decorative elements 
occur with greater frequency among them than in the material tempered with gravel. The higher 
percentages o f sherds with wavy lines, bundles of lines and incisions, characteristic of the early 
phase of the Árpád Period are especially worthy of note, although undoubtedly, bundles o f wavy 
lines occur on these ceramics less often. The characteristic spiral line design that is common in both 
groups is markedly different from the version usually known from the Árpád Period. In this material, 
the lines are broader (3-5 mm) and more densely placed. They are incised so that they almost cover 
the vessel’s entire surface.403 Another characteristic type of decoration is a narrow (1-1.5 mm) line, 
which was not incised using a twig or other type of blunt implement, but instead with a sharp tool. 
This line design usually appears in bundles, or in other words it does not run all over the vessel’s 
surface but is produced by only two or three turns of the potter’s wheel. On the other hand, this motif 
cannot be considered a superior quality bundle design, since its lines were produced using a single- 
bladed or pointed tool. This type of decoration occurred on the vessel with a ribbed neck that was 
discovered in House 3 (Plate 10/3). However, this pattern should not be mistaken for the ornament 
composed of similar horizontal, but densely placed parallel lines. The small size of the sherds from 
END0170, unfortunately, does not always permit the distinction to be made between spiral (more

402 Inv. No.: 90.4.111. and 720.
403 Kovalovszki (1960) Plate X/7-9, in the case of a kettle: Plate XI/7.; Júlia Kovalovszki published sherds 

with similar decoration from Feldebrő: Kovalovszki (1995) 249, Figure 20/9; Figure 22/11. These would be 
dated to the end of the 12th century by a copper coin issued by King Béla the Third. In my opinion, the rest 
of the ceramics must be earlier. This may be indicated by the “S” shaped hair ring also found at this site.
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likely) and closed lines, whose ends meet around the vessel.404 Decoration with bundles o f lines was 
also often encountered in the material.405

Among the types of pot rims, unarticulated, everted forms are almost completely dominant 
(Plates 14/1, 3-4, 6-7, 15/ 5, 7, 16/1-2, 4),406 although, a special feature of this assemblage is that 
some otherwise rare forms (e.g. red burnishing,407 vessels with ribbed necks and glazed ceramics408) 
also occur relatively frequently.

Nine of the 14 features dated to the Árpád Period contained a total o f 58 sherds tempered with 
sand:

Table 22: The proportion of sand-tempered ceramics in features:

Feature n Percent of all finds
House 1 7 8.6
House 3 8 47.0
Fireplace 2 22 41.5
Well 7 13.46
Pit 1 7 26.9
Pit 8 1 5.8
Pit 18 2 6.45
Pit 19 2 16.6
Pit 21 4 57.1

It may be clearly seen in this table that the percentage o f sherds with sand temper exceeded 
50% only in one o f the features (which also contributed the second smallest number of finds to the 
group), although only two o f the features yielded fewer of these fragments than the average for the 
entire material. The rest of the group is composed o f gravel-tempered ceramics, above all, traditional 
kettles or the usual pot rims with characteristic profiles decorated with sparsely placed spiral lines.409 
Thus, it is not possible to state which type of feature (e. g. house or oven) would have exclusively 
yielded this kind o f ceramic material. The 35 stray finds of sand-tempered ceramics came to light in 
several squares, from practically all the excavation areas.

The finds recovered from the nearby site of Szarvas -  Rózsás,410 published by Júlia Kovalovszki, 
are very similar in terms of decorative elements and the variability o f forms. The characteristics of 
the Rózsás sherds have already been cited in the publication o f a 1976 test excavation.411 During 
field surveys carried out in the context of the Archaeological Topography project, several groups 
o f ceramics were gathered whose composition was similar to that o f the Rózsás material. The high 
degree of dispersion and mixing with other types of ceramics that is characteristic of this group, 
however, does not allow the creation o f an internal chronology based on these finds. The fact that

404 For example a piece of 90.4.884.
405 Kovalovszki (1960) Plate XI/3.
406 Kovalovszki (1960) Plate X/3, 5, 8. Pots from Halimba represent this form: Török (1962) Abb. 7. passim, 

as well as a number of finds in the Muzsla material: Hanuliaketal. (1993) 79, Figure 18/1-4; 6-10; 15—17, 
26-28 and types 33 as well as the pieces shown in Plate 42/1, Plate 52/6, Plate 53/6-7, Plate 56/1-2, Plate 
71/13, Plate 72/3, Plate 75/3, Plate 94/5, Plate 117/6-7, 137/1, 5, 140/8.

407 Kovalovszki (1960) 3 7, Plate XI/5.
408 Jankovich (1994) Figure 4/5, Figure 5/6.
409 Kovalovszki (1960) Plate XI, Plate X/6-10.
410 Kovalovszki (1960) Figure 1/10, 36-40.
411 Jankovich (1994) 410.
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Kovalovszki dated the beginnings o f settlement at Rózsás to the 10th century,412 can therefore only be 
applied to ENDO 170 in a general way. It may not hold true for individual features.

2.3.2.3. Other finds:

O f the metal finds, the rhombic, or more precisely deltoid-shaped arrowhead with a long cutting 
edge is a type that occurs frequently in cemeteries of common people from the Period o f the 
Hungarian Conquest.413 Parallels to the straight backed knife with a handle peg are also known from 
the cemeteries o f Hungarian common people, such as: Halimba, Grave 897,414 Majs, Grave 46,415 
Cakajovce (Csekej), Slovakia, Graves 214, 225, 228, 460 and 570.416 The fragment of a fishing hook 
is another common find at settlements from the 9th— 11th century,417 while the bucket handle (as well 
as buckets themselves) are also known from the cemeteries o f common people.418

Bone skates are typical finds at rural settlements from the Árpád Period. They have, however, no 
dating value.419

2.4. Chronology

Although the trenches in the test excavations were independent of each other, some stratigraphic 
observations can be utilized in the establishment o f an internal chronology for the settlement dated 
to the Árpád Period. This possibility is especially promising for Area I, which certainly contained 
the latest fireplace (Fireplace 1). It may be hypothesized that the former ground surface observed 
in Square 14/43 and perhaps Pit 1 belonged to this period as well. Fireplace 2 is earlier than these 
features. It is also certain that House 1 predated Pit 6.

Stratigraphic observations may be complemented with data concerning matching sherds. During 
the course of restoration, matching pottery fragments that came to light in different squares, layers 
and features were carefully documented. The majority of these matching pieces, naturally, illustrate 
movement within the artificial excavation strata, however some data provided opportunities for 
additional interpretation. On the basis o f such finds, one can say that House 1 and Pit 8 were from the 
same time, as is actually illustrated by two cases o f matching sherds. A more precise relative dating 
for Fireplace 2 is made possible by the observation that it predates Fireplace 1. Consequently, Pit 
1, Fireplace 1 and Pit 6 belong to the uppermost (latest) chronological level in Area I. The second 
(earlier) level included House 1, Pit 8 and Fireplace 2.

412 Kovalovszki (1960) 40.
413 Halimba, Grave 860: Török (1962), Plate XII.; Majs, Grave 602: Kiss (1983) 361.; in the cemetery of Maié 

Kosihy I: Hanuliak (1994) 34—35. Tímár, Graves 1, 20 and 26. László Kovács dated the deltoid-shaped 
arrowheads with short cutting edges from Tímár to the 10th century. Kovács (1988) 143-144, 8, Figure 
10/149.

414 Török (1962) Plate XII.
415 Kiss (1983) 324.
416 Rejholcová (1995) Plate XL/11, Plate XLIII/1, Plate XLI/3, Plate LXX11I/13, Plate LXXXVII/7.
417 fiefan et al. (1967) 56.
418 Szob -  Kiserdő Grave 64: Bakay (1978) 34; Szob -  Vendelin: MRT 9, 320; Tiszaeszlár -  Bashalom: 

Kovalovszki (1980) 49, Plate 36/10.
419 Some bone skates from settlement excavations in the area: Kardoskút: Men (1964) 27.; Doboz: Kovalovszki 

(1975) fig. 10.; Gyoma: MRT 8, 85/14—15, Exact parallels are known from depot finds in the Kisköre area: 
Korek (\976) 103-104, 107.
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In the remainder o f the working areas no stratigraphic observations could be used to relate features 
to each other and matching sherds were absent as well. Further dating, therefore, had to be based on 
the find material, or more precisely the groups o f ceramics.

Unfortunately, the pottery material from the settlement o f E0170 does not lend itself to relative 
chronological classifications, since trenches from the excavation represent only non-contiguous 
sections of the site. The number o f sherds from reliable features is smaller than that of the stray finds 
and associated finds of precise dating value are completely absent.

It is not necessary to go into detail here concerning the difficulties involved in precisely dating 
ceramics from the Árpád Period.420 The following types of pottery may be taken into consideration when 
the relative chronology of this settlement is studied, vessels with a ribbed necks, green glazed sherds, 
rim fragments from bowls, sporadically occurring vessel wall fragments decorated with horizontal 
lines, kettle rim types and various settlement features such as the heating structure in House 1.

The vessel with a ribbed neck found in House 3 can be dated most precisely. There is no reason 
to assume that it was made anytime after the 11th century. The single glazed sherd was also found 
in the same feature.421 A special trait of this latter sherd in comparison with earlier glazed pottery 
is that a bit of decoration may still be seen on it. Parallels to this m otif have been found within the 
distribution area o f the so-called Balkan-Danubian culture.422 The joint occurrence of a vessel with a 
ribbed neck and glazed pottery allows the assumption that House 3 was one of the settlement’s oldest 
features during the Árpád Period. This hypothesis is also confirmed by two stray finds recovered in 
the proximity o f this house which were densely covered with line decorations that may have covered 
the entire surfaces o f the original vessels, or at least a major portion o f them. This decorative element, 
relatively rare in collections of ceramics from the Árpád Period in Hungary, has not yet attracted 
the attention of researchers. It was Károly Mesterházy who, on the basis of a stray find from Etyek, 
first linked this m otif with the realm of 9th century Bulgarian finds.423 Subsequently, on the basis o f 
another specimen from Budapest-Nyék, he dated this mode of decoration to the 10th— 11th century.424

Nevertheless, examples of this decorative element, which was increasingly replaced by designs 
composed of bundled lines, have been known about for a long time. This motif sporadically occurred 
even in Late Avar Period cemeteries such as Pilismarót -  Basaharc,425 Szob,426 Gyód -  Máriahegy427 
and Kisasszonyfa -  téglagyár.428 At the settlement near Gergelyiugomya this pattern is known from  
House 4.429 Sherds with similar decoration have been mentioned within the material acquired by 
surface collection near the site o f Hunya -  Csárdavölgy.430 This m otif also occurred in 10th— 11th 
century Hungarian cemeteries such as Bihar (Grave 3)431 and Szob.432 Vessels from Graves 24 and 
64 at the Karos II cemetery have been found to display the same motif, the shoulders and upper two

420 A detailed, analytical summary on research history: Takács (1986) 106-108. See also Takács (1993b) 
450.

421 Jankovich (1994) 409-410. In my opinion, the Bihar specimens were dated between very broad 
chronological boundaries by the excavator: 11th to 13th centuries. Dumitra§cu (1994) 209.

422 §tefan et al. (1967) Figure 145/12; Diaconu -  Vilceanu (1972) Figure 27/3, 5.
423 Mesterházy (1977) 157-169.
424 Mesterházy (1983b) 154, Figure 17/10, Figure 20/4.
425 Fettich (1965) 25, 36. p, Plate VI/4, Figure 53.
426 Garam et al. (1975) 183, Figure 16.
427 Kiss (1977) 38-39. p, Plate IV, Plate LXXXVIII/2, Plate VI, Plate LXXXVIII/7.
428 Kiss (1977) 64, Plate LXII/B, Plate XCI/6.
429 Erdélyi -  Simonova (1985) Plate III/l 0.
430 MRT 8, 285.
431 Hampel (1907) Plate 5.
432 So/foy(1978)30, 48.
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thirds of those pots were decorated with densely placed horizontal lines.433 Shoulder fragments with 
a similar design are also known from the site o f  Zalavár -  várkápolna.434 A relevant find came to light 
from Grave 18 o f the cemetery at Szolnok -  Alcsi. This linear design, covering the upper two thirds 
o f the vessel, was found below the stamped com b design running around the shoulder of the pot.435 A 
broad spiral design, running around the vessel below a bundle of wavy lines and covering the vessel’s 
entire surface was also found on a pot with an unarticulated rim profile line at the site of Esztergom 
-  Szentgyörgymező.436 A pot with this type o f  design was found in the hill-fort of Borsod in the 
company of a rim fragment from a vessel with rib-decorated neck.437 The wall of a spherical vessel 
with a burnished surface, found at the site o f  Pusztaszer, was also decorated in the same way.438

This design occurs in great numbers in the ceramic finds from 8th- 11th century settlements in 
neighboring countries.439 Specimens such as this came to light during the course o f excavations at the 
sites of Cluj-Mänä§tur (Kolozsmonostor), Romania440 and Alba Iulia (Gyulafehérvár), Romania441, 
at the earthworks o f Arad, Romania,442 as well as at the settlements o f More§ti (Malomfalva), 
Romania,443 Ciugud (Csiiged), Romania,444 and in the inner area of Belgrade.445 Numerous sherds 
with this decorative pattern were also brought to light by excavations carried out at the site of Biharea 
(Biharvár), Romania and in its surroundings. These finds were dated to the 7th- ! 3 th centuries by the 
excavator.446 Settlement excavations at Bína (Bény), Slovakia, as well as at the earthworks of the 
Zemplin (Zemplén), Slovakia hill-fort revealed sherds where the m otif under discussion here was 
combined with other decorative elements.447 Horizontal line decorations running around the entire 
surface were relatively frequent in the 9th- l  2th century cemetery of Cakajovce (Csekej), Slovakia. 
However, only one or at most two-thirds o f  each vessel was covered with this type of design in that 
cemetery.448 A similar design was described coming from several features at the settlement of Muzla

433 Révész (1996) Plate 35/7, Plate 105/1.
434 Cs. Sós (1954) 271, Figure 3/1.
435 Madaras (1996) 69, Plate XIV.
436 Lázár (1989) Figure 4.
437 Wolf (1992) 408, Figure 12/1.
438 Vályi (1996) 44-45, Plate 1/7. from Well 92/7. The diameter of the vessel’s belly is approximately 10-11 

cm. The author did not agree with parallels to the glazed jugs found in the area of Zalavár. She considered 
this specimen a piece of 9th century Bulgarian pottery.

439 In the majority of these cases, however, the broad time interval as well as the chronological uncertainties 
of multi-layer settlements often make the 10th-11th century dating of these specimens difficult to prove.

440 Iambor-Matei (1983) Plate II/7-8.
441 Berciu (1957) 350, Plate II/8-10.
442 Barbu -  Zdroba (1977) 2-3, 19-20.; Barbu -  Zdroba (1979) 192, II/7, 12,; Pädureanu (1979) 153, Plate 

XVIII/4.
443 Horedt (1984) Abb. 4: 1, 18, 20.; Abb. 7: 10, Abb. 8: 17.
444 Materiale I (1953) 813, Fig. 14: 7, 9.
445 Bikic (1994) Plate 12/3, Plate 5, Plate 15/3, Plates 10, 12.
446 Dumitra§cu (1994) 7th-9th century: Plate XXXII/3. Plate XXXI1I/1.; 9th- l  1th centuries: Plate XI/1-2, Plate 

CXV/8, Plate CXV1/4, 12, Plate CXVII/3, Plate XXXV1II/1-3.; l l th-13th: Plate XXI/1, 2, 6. Plate XXII/1. 
Plate XXIII/3, Plate XXIV/1, 6-7, Plate XLI/9, Plate CXXIII/4, 7, Plate CXXIV/5-6, Plate CXXVI/3-4.

447 Habovstiak (1966) Figure 18/3, Figure 20/11.; Benadik (1964) 154, Figure 2/7.; 156, Figure 4/7.
448 Rejholcová (1995) Plate XXVI/3, Plate XXX/17, Plate XL/7, Plate XLIIl/4a, Plate LII/5, Plate LV/7, 

Plate LIX/5, Plate LXVII/10a, Plate LXXX/2, Plate LXXX1II/4, Plate LXXXIV/5, Plate LXXXIV/6, Plate 
LXXXVII/5, Plate LXXXVIII/5, Plate XCI/7, Plate XC/7, Plate XCVI/2, Plate XCVI/5, Plate CI/1, Plate 
CII1/2, Plate CVI/10, Plate CX/10. On the basis of drawings a total of 23 vessels fell within this category, 
in other words 19.4 % of the ceramics recovered from graves. They also include the two-handled, Saltovo 
type vessel found in Grave 505. (Plate LXXIX/15).
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(Muzsla), Slovakia, although the dating o f these specimens is uncertain.449 It was also observed in 
ceramics that were found as parts of grave goods largely dated to the same period.450 According to 
Milica Jankovic, this method o f decoration dates to the 11th century in the Voivodina and Serbia as 
well.451

In the 8th-1 0 th century ceramics of southeastern Europe, on the other hand, densely placed lines 
that decorate the entire surface o f the vessel (pots, or more rarely storage vessels or bowls), or at least 
its upper three quarters, became an almost dominant motif. Above this design (on the vessel’s neck or 
around its shoulder), a row o f additional designs was usually found. These may appear in the form of 
oblique incisions, a single wavy line or as a bundle of way lines.452 This is also a characteristic form 
o f  decoration in the Saltovo culture and was sometimes combined with additional motifs as well.453

On the basis o f these parallels one may justifiably presume that this style of decoration spread to 
the Carpathian Basin during the 8th- 11th centuries, although to a far lesser extent than in the steppes 
o f Eastern Europe or in the Balkans. Regardless of the difficulties in dating within this three century 
time interval, it may be stated that such pottery cannot be later than the 11th century.

O f the two other features found in Area IV, Pit 17 and the well, the first could not be evaluated 
from a chronological point of view due to the absence of finds. Although the well had a self-contained 
assemblage, it contained no sherds of particular value for dating. On the surface around the well, on 
the other hand, the mixture o f ceramics representing all periods known from the site were present 
in proportions that indicated massive disturbance and mixing. This may be a sign that the well was 
used in the latest phase of occupation at this settlement. On the basis o f all these details, the remains 
o f House 3 may be dated to the 10th (or at the latest 11th) century. The well, however, must have been 
used during the first half of the 13th century.

In the Carpathian Basin, the only exact parallel to the bowl with a ribbed rim comes from 
Belgrade.454 Bowls in this period usually had a straight rim and a regular, truncated conical shape. 
Some o f them had slightly curved walls and a base disc.455

Shouldered rim fragments from bowls with obliquely cut edges that leaned inward from the 
area o f Biharea can be used as parallels to this specimen only in terms o f a few individual elements. 
One o f these sherds is decorated with a bundle o f wavy lines, while the wall of another is covered
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449 Hanuliak et al. (1993) Plate 52/9, Plate 62/3, 12, Plate 63/1, Plate 71/13, Plate 76/12, Plate 92/6, Plate 
140/8. For the criticism of this dating see Takács (1995) 9-10.

450 Vlkolinská (1996) Plate III/2, 3, 7, Plate VIIl/Group IV5.
451 Minie (1980) 46.; Jankovic (1981) 66, Fig. 30.
452 Florescu et al. (1958) Plate VI, Plate V II/1,3, Plate IX/ 6-7, Plate XII/3, Plate X V /1, Plate XVIII/ 9, Plate 

XIX/8 Stefan et al. (1967) Figure 77/4, Figure 105/1, 5.; Diaconu -  Vilceanu (1972) 71-73, Figure 22/7, 
Figure 23/9, Figure 24/1-2, Figure 27/4, 10-11, Wendel (1980) Plate 2, Popovic -  Ivanicevic (1988) Plate 
3/11, Fiedler (1992) 149-150, Figure 33-34.

453 Bálint{ 1990) 12-15,26,34,50,66,68,174,186-187,221,302.-Pletneva-Krasil’nikov(\990) 133-135.; 
Flerov (1984) 195.

454 Bikic (1994) 45, Plate 16/7. In the absence of proper stratigraphic evidence, however, the 12th century 
dating is questionable, and the parallels below point more toward the earlier, 9th to 11th century.

455 Török (1962) Figure 7/32, Figure 9/85, Figure 14/345, Figure 15/395, Figure 16/521, Figure 17/577. Some 
of these may be simply damaged pots (cut in half). Kovalovszki (1980) 44, F igure 25/6.; Bajalovic -  Hadzi- 
Pesic (1981) 50-51, Figure XI/4-6.; Vlkolinská (1996) Plate II/ 2-3, 9, Plate VI/ 6. In connection with 
bowls found in the Kisalföld region (Little Flungarian Plain), Miklós Takács has compiled recently a study 
on 10th to 11th century bowl types: Takács (1996) 178-181. Also in the areas of the Balkan-Danubian, and 
Saltovo cultures, respectively: §tefan et al. (1967) Figure 84/7-8,11, Figure 86, Figure 92/8, Figure 105/6, 
Figure 111/1, 3, 6-8, Figure 118; Cebotarenko (1990) 71, Plate 10/7.
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by a parallel line design.456 The same types o f sherds have also been found at the 9th-10th century 
settlement of Bogata in the Lower Danube region457 as well as from Serbia.458

Bowls that had cut, inward leaning rims and base discs identified in the so-called Balkan- 
Danubian culture are considered imitations o f  antique forms. This bowl type originates from the 
territory of the Byzantine Empire459 and may only be considered a distant parallel. Closer analogies 
are known, however, from one of the important sites of this same culture. Richly decorated bowls 
with ribbed rims were found at the site o f Päcuiul lui Soare, which are most reminiscent o f the 
specimen recovered at END0170.460 The only parallel to this piece that may indeed be considered 
legitimate came from the aforementioned settlement of Bogata.461 Altogether, the origins of this 
imported ware seem to have been somewhere in the periphery of the Byzantine Empire. It cannot be 
dated later than the 11th century.

The rim fragment type termed “c” by M iklós Takács and dated to the 10th-11th century,462 is 
second in terms of frequency in the finds from END0170. It is especially remarkable that all sherds 
found among the stray finds from Area III are from this category. On the basis of this evidence it 
seems reasonable to presume that the only feature representing the Árpád Period in this Area (Pit 12) 
also dates to the 10th— 11th century.

The dimensions and structure of the small fire niche in House 1 displays similarities to ovens 
recovered from a 9th- l  0th century house at the site o f ÖRM0054 and from a house dated to the 10th-  
11th century at the site of Ménfőcsanak.463 The early character of this fireplace is also reconfirmed 
by a shoulder fragment o f a pot decorated with a horizontal bundle of lines and oblique incisions, as 
well as unarticulated pot rim fragments (Plate 14/1, 4, 7) that came to light here. The aforementioned 
are undoubtedly evidence o f the stratigraphic differences between features in Area I, but are not 
necessarily proof that the two groups o f artifacts were separated from each other by a century or even 
longer. Fill was deposited in the humble and short-lived semi-subterranean dwellings and pits very 
rapidly. It is possible that it was the former inhabitants who returned to the same site which had been 
abandoned just a few years earlier. Finds recovered from the former ground surface and Pit 1, at least, 
do not negate this possibility.

In summary, it may be said that the features found in Areas I, III and IV came into existence 
during the early phase of the Árpád Period, that is, the 10th— 11th century. In the absence o f finds that 
have reliable value for dating, it is not possible to more precisely date the features in Areas II and V,

456 Dumitraqcu (1994) Plate XXI/ 8, Plate XXII/ 4. A bowl found in Grave 41 in the cemetery for commoners at 
Szob-Kiserdő with a wavy line on the shoulder, a bundle of lines running below it, a strong profile base and a 
stamp on it may also belong to this type: Bakay (1978) 28. Similar specimens from the Lower Danube region: 
Diaconu -  Vilceami (1972) 13-18 and Serbia: Bajalovic - Hadzi-Pesic (1981) 50-51, Figure XI/ 2.

457 Kozlovskij et al. (1996) 157-158, Figure 6/2-3.
458 Popovic -  Ivanicevic (1988) Plate 17/11, Plate 29/22-23, although these specimens were dated later, to the 

12th to 13th centuries by the excavators.
459 Florescu et al. (1958) 170, Figure 96-97. §tefan et al. (1967) 136, Figure 77/3, Figure 99/1-5, Figure 

111/4-5. Diaconu -  Vilceami (1972) 28. Figures 1-11, Figure 29/1-12; Zeravica (1974) Plate VIII-XVI1I. 
Donceva-Petkova (1990) 87, Figure 2/V. This bowl type is distributed in the Carpathian Basin as well, and 
it may be found as far away as Bohemia. Profantová (1996) Figure 3/1. The specimen found at Mediae, 
Romania (Medgyes) in Transylvania, however, may be dated to the second half of the 12th century: Horedt 
(1984) 48-49, Abb. 28.

460 Diaconu -  Vilceanu (1972) 28/12, 14—15.
461 Kozlovskij et al. (1996) Figure 6/5-6.
462 Takács (1993b) 459, 478, Takács (1996) 167-171.
463 Takács (1993c) 21. Feature 32.
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which were located between the aforementioned areas. Ceramics found in and around these features 
neither reconfirm nor discredit a tentative dating to the 10th— 11th century.

Individual finds that may date to the Late Árpád Period or even later, to the 14th century (a 
concave stove tile and white ware), as well as sherds from vessels thrown on a fast wheel occurred as 
stray finds at this site. However, they always came to light in the plow zone. No feature datable to this 
later period was identified during the course o f excavations. Thus, one can only speculate whether 
the well was used during the Late Árpád Period, since its surroundings were covered by litter. This 
would provide an explanation for the complete destruction o f House 3, as well as the phenomenon 
that sherds from all periods (including those from the Late Árpád Period) occurred in unusually high 
numbers here.

On the basis o f these phenomena, a more intensive occupation during the early Árpád Period 
(10th— 1 l lh century), and a less markedly pronounced late (13th— 14th) occupation could be identified at 
the site of END0170. It cannot be established whether features that could not be assigned to either 
o f these two periods, formed a de facto third, transitional period, or actually belonged to one o f  the 
two periods. On the basis of the thin settlement layers and given the paucity of stratigraphic data, the 
possibility that the site was continuously inhabited between the 10th to 14th centuries may be safely 
ruled out.

Increasing occurrence of import wares with a Byzantine character that originated from the Lower 
Danube region seem to lend weight to previous observations made by Károly Mesterházy to the 
effect that the majority of such finds in Hungary tends to be discovered in the Tisza region.464

464 Mesterházy (1993)453.
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Plate 1: Hydrological conditions at and around the site on Section 29 of the 1822 map
made by Mátyás Huszár.
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Plate 2: Avar Period sherds from hand-formed vessels from Pit 23. 
1: 90.4.684. 2: 90.4.687. 3: 90.4.692. 4: 90.4.691.
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Plate 3: Avar Period sherds from hand-formed vessels from Pit 23. 1: 90.4.685. 2: 90.4.688.
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Plate 4: Decorated sherds from the Avar Period. 7: Pit 4, Inv. No.: 90.4.66. 2: Square 10/40, Inv. No.: 
90.4.225. 3: Square 13/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.177. 4: Square 7/33, Inv. No.: 90.4.711.5: Square 10/39, Inv. No.: 

90.4.401. 6: Square 16/44, Inv. No.: 90.4.8. 7: Pit 4, Inv. No.: 90.4.67. 8-9: House 3, Inv. No.: 90.4.368.
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Plate 5: Hand-formed kettles from the Avar Period. 7: Square 10/40, Inv. No.: 90.4.231.2: Square 10/39, 
Inv. No.: 90.4.414. 3: Square 8/40, Inv. No.: 90.4.885. 4-5 : Square 10/40, Inv. No.: 90.4.231. 6: Square 8/40, 

Inv. No.: 90.4.901. 7: Square 10/40, Inv. No.: 90.4.231. 8: Square 13/44, Inv. No.: 90.4.200.
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Plate 6: Baking bells from the Avar Period found in the layer above House 4. 1-3: 90.4.577.
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Plate 7: B aking  bells fro m  th e  A var Period. 1: Square 10/40, Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .245 . 2: Square 16/44,
Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .7 . 3: S quare 16/43, Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .22.
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Plate 8: S p in d le  w horl and ce ram ics f ro m  th e  A var Period. 1: S quare  10/40, Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .246 .
2: S quare  10/40, Inv. N o .: 9 0 .4 .2 3 0 . 3-4 : P it 24, Inv. N o .: 90.4 .948.
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Plate 9: Baking bells from the Árpád Period found in Pit 18. 1: 90.4.755. 2: 90.4.1846.
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Plate 10: Vessels with ribbed (cylindrical) necks. 1: Square 14/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.123. 2: Square 6/32, 
Inv. No.: 90.4.434. 3: House 3, Inv. No.: 90.4.379.
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Plate 11: Kettles from the Árpád Period found in House 1. 1: 90.4.99. 2: 90.4.97. 3: 90.4.96.

5 cm
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Plate 12: K e ttles  fro m  the Á rpád P e rio d . 1: P it 28, Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .1207 . 2: P it 1, Inv. N o .: 90 .4 .191 .
3: w e ll ,  Inv. N o .: 90 .4 .315.
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Plate 13: K ettles from  the Á rp ád  Period. /:  Square 16/44, Inv. No.: 90 .4 .10 . 2: Square 15/44,
Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .89 . 3: Square 8 /39 , Inv. No.: 90 .4 .357 . 4: Square 16/44, Inv. N o.: 90.4.9.
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Plate 14: Pots from features from the Árpád Period. 1: House 1, Inv. No.: 90.4.101.2: House 1, 
Inv. No.: 90.4.102. 3: Fireplace 2, Inv. No.: 90.4.157. 4: House 1, Inv. No.: 90.4.103. 5: House 1, 

Inv. No.: 90.4.102. 6: Pit 8, Inv. No.: 90.4.33. 7: House 1, Inv. No.: 90.4.100.
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Plate 15: Pots from the Árpád Period. /: Square 15/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.47. 2: Square 16/44, Inv. No.: 90.4.10. 
3: Square 15/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.47. 4: Square 16/44, Inv. No.: 90.4.10. 5: Square 15/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.47.

6: Square 16/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.25. 7: Square 13/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.178.

5 cm
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Plate 16: Pots from  th e  Á rp ád  Period. / :  P it 2 3 , Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .689 . 2 - i .  Square 7 /29, Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .558 .
4: Square 7 /3 0 , Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .603 .
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0
...... J.

5 cm
J

Plate 17: V essels from  the Á rpád  P eriod . 1-2: H ouse 1, Inv. N o.: 90 .4 .105 . 3: H o u se  1, Inv. N o.: 9 0 .4 .1 0 8 .
4: Square 9/40, Inv. N o .: 90.4 .280. 5: S quare 7/30, Inv. N o .: 90 .4 .615 .
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Plate 18: Decorated sherds from the Avar Period (?) and the Árpád Period.
1: Square 15/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.50. 2: House 3, Inv. No.: 90.4.378. 3: Pit 8, Inv. No.: 90.4.35.

4: House 3, 90.4.358. 5: Pit 19, Inv. No.: 90.4.489. 6: well, Inv. No.: 90.4.294. 7: House 1, Inv. No.: 90.4.109.
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Plate 19: Finds from the Árpád Period. 1: Square 15/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.46. 2: Square 7/29, Inv. No.: 90.4.553. 
3-4: Square 13/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.184. 5: Square 6/32, Inv. No.: 90.4.1828. 6: well, Inv. No.: 90.4.302.

7: Pit 8, Inv. No.: 90.4.34. 8: Square 13/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.184. 9: Square 12/27, Inv. No.: 90.4.1840.
10: Square 11/26, Inv. No.: 90.4.1838. 11: Square 15/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.1844.

12: Square 16/43, Inv. No.: 90.4.1845.
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3. SETTLEMENT DETAILS FROM THE SARMATIAN PERIOD

Andrea H. Vaday

The site of ENDO 170 was located during the work o f the Békés County Archaeological Topographic 
Survey.1 Dénes Jankovich B. carried out planned excavations at this site within the framework o f 
the Microregion Research Project on the Great Hungarian Plain. In addition to the period he h im self 
investigated, part o f a Sarmatian Period settlement also came to light here.2 Methods tested here 
include the comparison of prospecting and the study o f settlement traces on the surface with what 
was later found in the excavated area, providing new information for the purpose of both prelim inary 
survey work and the excavations themselves.3 During the course o f field work, excavations were 
carried out at several locations identified by the Békés County Archaeological Topographic Survey. 
Several o f these areas turned out to have Sannatian Period settlement and cemetery remains.4 The 
largest Sarmatian Period settlement excavated in this manner within the context of the Archaeological 
Topographic Survey was that of GyO0133, which was recovered within the framework o f rescue 
operations between 1987 and 1988. This contiguous excavation area revealed a site that could also 
be evaluated from the viewpoint o f settlement structure, and which is the first large Sarmatian Period 
settlement ever excavated in the Carpathian Basin.5 It is this fact that makes it an important point 
of reference from the viewpoint of Sarmatian Period studies in the region under discussion here. 
Sarmatian Period research planned within the triangle defined by the present-day settlements o f 
Szarvas, Gyomaendrőd and Örménykút targeted the Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period, w hich 
also lead to the partial excavation o f the ÖRM0052 site.6 This latter settlement is a late successor 
to the GyO0133 settlement, also displaying features o f an “industrial” character. In many respects, 
its material can also be linked with finds from the site o f Tiszaföldvár - téglagyár, another large 
settlement of a partially industrial character, and the adjacent cemetery that remained in use over a 
long period during the Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period. This Late Sarmatian Period settlement 
and cemetery also belong to this groups o f sites.7 No traces o f similar craft activity were brought to 
light at the site of END0170, and this site also contributes little to the reconstruction o f Sarmatian 
Period settlement structure. The artifacts recovered here, however, are important in part as they 
provide a parallel to the verified materials from the aforementioned, recently recovered settlements, 
as well as being an assemblage that complements the materials recovered from those sites.

Features from the Sarmatian Period and relevant field observations have been described in detail 
by Dénes Jankovich B. in this publication. In order to avoid redundancies, this chapter focuses on the 
evaluation o f Sarmatian Period archaeological finds.

The publication of large excavations requires new methods of evaluation. The number of artifacts 
even from a relatively small set of features, such as those o f the site under discussion here, is simply

1 Dénes Jankovich B., János Makkay and Miklós B. Szőke.
2 I would like to thank him here for having provided access to the Sarmatian Period finds from the site, as 

well as the pertinent field documentation, for the purposes of this analysis.
3 See the essays by Dénes Jankovich B. concerning additional details on this settlement.
4 Such as sections of sites excavated by my colleagues István Erdélyi, István Gaál, Bruno Genito, Erzsébet 

Jerem, Zsuzsa Kiss, as well as by myself.
5 Vaday et al. (1996).
6 See the separate essay also in this publication.
7 Its analysis is planned in cooperation with Ferenc Horváth.
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too great to follow the traditional methods o f  presenting these finds.8 Since, however, archaeological 
materials are of prim ary importance, their complete publication should be attempted. Due to the 
limitations of space, however, this aim can be met only by making compromises. More concretely, 
the description of the material in this study is organized by features, while its visual presentation 
in Plates has been arranged by functional-typological criteria. Thus, the material from a feature 
or area can be reviewed on the basis o f the attached indices of features and artifacts. Although the 
sub-assemblage o f a feature can only be reviewed piece by piece on the basis of these indices, the 
series of finds compiled in this manner directly illustrates the typological analysis o f this material. 
This method was followed in the publication o f  GyO0133, since the presentation o f that material 
was considered a m ajor priority. During the course o f processing and analysis, a distinction was 
made between sherds and vessels. All fragm ents that could be classified by function and form 
were considered vessels, while pieces with reduced information content from these points of view 
were listed as sherds. These latter were fragm ents of pottery where only the technology and color 
could be identified w ith no reliable, unambiguous information available concerning their function 
or typological status. During the evaluation o f  GyO0133, these specimens were classified within 
the “partially identified” category. The selective inclusion of their quantities in statistical analyses, 
however, was indicative of the masses o f pottery that, for objective reasons, could not be included 
in the analyses o f function and form.9 The sam e method was used in the evaluation o f the Sarmatian 
Period finds from the site of END0170. Since, as is well known, 99% of the finds preserved at this 
type of settlement is composed of ceramics, this class of artifacts also determines the chief method 
o f evaluation. At the beginning of the ground-breaking work by Mihály Párducz in the collection and 
processing of m aterials, this class of finds w as somewhat neglected.10 Ceramics as a class of finds 
that potentially contains information on ethnicity only started appearing in his publications somewhat 
later.11 It was this group of artifacts that he used to identify Dacian and Celtic elements in the Early 
Sarmatian Period. Subsequently terra sigillata  also started occurring in his descriptions, although 
he never fully exploited the dating value and trade interpretations inherent in the analysis of this 
type of fine pottery. Settlements excavated in the area of Szeged and Hódmezővásárhely during the 
1930’s and 1940’s w ere never included in h is grandiose, three volume summary publication but were 
only represented by dots on site distribution m aps.12 Their detailed evaluation appeared in the form 
o f separate articles, also written by M ihály Párducz.13 In those essays, the typological classification 
o f materials could no longer be avoided. The methods of publishing ceramic materials at that time, 
however, were still rather unsophisticated. In fact, he only used a carefully selected, restricted part 
o f the materials for the purposes of illustration.14 In his subsequent work, Mihály Párducz began to

8 Complete publication is an indispensable condition for additional analyses. The practice that was followed 
previously of publishing nothing but a precious few, subjectively selected finds is simply not sufficient. 
Naturally, the complete documentation of large assemblages increases the length of the essays tremendously. 
Selection, however, results in a considerable and uncontrollable loss of information.

9 The documentation of even these sherds is important in order to appraise the information value of find 
assemblages recovered from various sites. See Vaday (1992) Vaday et alia (1996) GyO0133.

10 Párducz (1931) only mentions that ceramics were also found. The function, type and technology of these 
pieces were not discussed.

11 Párducz (1941); Párducz (1944); Párducz (1950).
12 Párducz (1950) passim.
13 For example on the sites of Makó — Vöröskereszt, Földeák, Hódmezővásárhely -  Solt Pálé I and II, 

Hódmezővásárhely — Kopáncs etc.
14 The finds from the sites Hódmezővásárhely -  Solt Pálé I and II were re-documented in cooperation with 

Eszter Istvánovits and Valéria Kulcsár. Selection during the first process of inventorying was an a priori 
source of information loss. Naturally, no records are available concerning this cull. Selection, however, is
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place an increasing emphasis on the study o f pottery. Ceramics therefore assumed a prominent role 
in his analysis of the Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period phase.* 15

A situation has therefore emerged in which Sarmatian Period ceramics, which comprise most of 
the finds and represent data concerning ethnicity, origins as well as chronology, are neglected even 
today. This status quo makes an absolutely complete publication of find assemblages even more 
necessary.

3.1. Description of features and materials

During the course of analysis, first the material from Sarmatian Period features as well as Sarmatian 
Period finds recovered from features dated to the Árpád Period are described. This is followed by 
materials from the squares and stray finds.

H o u se  2 16 was found in the eastern section of Square 8/30, where the surface had been covered 
with a 15 cm thick, contiguous layer of daub rubble, possibly indicating the presence of the ruins o f a 
house. The pieces of daub formed a single layer which showed no visible internal patterning. Sherds, 
traces of burnt wood and pockets of loose soil were found amongst the daub fragments, followed 
by black lumpy earth below. The area adjacent to this section covered by daub was also excavated 
on three sides, in the form o f extensions into other squares.17 On the basis o f  these investigations, 
the house appears to have been 740 cm long and 250-300 cm wide. Its SE comer, which fell within 
Square 7/31, remained unexcavated.

H o u s e  3 18 was found in Square 8/39. The outline of this house, dated to the Árpád Period, 
was first observed at a depth o f 35 cm. The floor lay at an absolute depth o f  80 cm. It was easily 
distinguishable from the black lumpy layer o f subhumus since it formed a fine-grained layer a few 
millimeters thick in which several heavily worn sherds, all from the Sarmatian Period were found. 
The mixed find material from the rest of this feature suggested that the construction of this semi
subterranean dwelling had destroyed a Sarmatian Period house or pit. Pottery fragments dating to 
the Árpád Period came to light predominantly in the upper strata (0-60 cm) and the southeast third 
o f this feature. The quantity o f the material from the earlier, Sarmatian Period feature indicates that 
it must have been a refuse pit.

Finds:
851. Light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. There is a rib running around the shoulder of this vessel. 
The surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern above this rib and on the vessel’s belly. A smoothed wavy line 
decoration runs below the rib. The beginning and the end of the wavy line decoration are both present on this 
sherd. (Plate 5/8).

evident from the fact that practically only rim and bottom fragments were entered into the inventory. Wall 
fragments occur rarely and even those are, without exception, decorated specimens. In addition it seems 
that Mihály Párducz published only approximately 10% of the settlement materials.

15 In this work, however, he was dealing with grave goods and only occasionally considered a few, intact 
vessels from settlement assemblages. See Párducz (1959).

16 Square 8/30; Square 8/31. Inv. No.: 94.4.776-779. This material was brought to the Sámuel Tessedik 
Múzeum (TSM) in Szarvas. Only the series number of their inventory numbers is provided in the rest of 
this essay. This same set of numbers was used in the description of materials although these sub-numbers 
were sometimes duplicated due to the hierarchical system of inventory numbers.

17 Squares 8/31 and 7/30, as well as 2.5 m wide bands extending into Squares 9/30-31.
18 Square 8/39, Pit A and Square 8/39 respectively, marked as Pit A. Inv. no.: 350-353, 363, 849-883.
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852. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is covered by a dense 
parallel smoothed pattern. Two grooves run around the vessel at the angle of the neck’s profile line. A smoothed 
wavy line decorates the surface below. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. {Plate 3/4).
853. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a matte surface. The shoulder is decorated with a smoothed 
wavy line. The top of the everted rim has densely placed smoothed bands. Above and below this pattern, a 
horizontal smoothed pattern decorates the surface. A rib runs around the neck at the angle of its profile line. 
Mouth diameter = 15 cm. {Plate 3/6).
854. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The top of the horizontally everted rim is smoothed. 
A smoothed wavy line decorates the vessel below the rim. Further down, two parallel, horizontal grooves run 
around the vessel. The surface is smoothed below this pattern. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. {Plate 3/1).
855. Fragment of a light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. Two grooves run around the shoulder. 
A smoothed wavy line decorates the surface below the grooves. Further below the vessel is smoothed in 
horizontally running bands. {Plate 4/6).
856. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The top surface of the arched rim is smoothed. The neck is 
decorated with sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. A smoothed wavy line runs around the vessel below 
this pattem. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 3/11).
857. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted, thin, narrow rim. Two horizontal, 
parallel grooves decorate the vessel’s neck. A smoothed wavy line decorates the area between the two grooves. 
The surface below the lower groove has a horizontal smoothed pattern of sparsely placed bands. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 3/5).
858. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. A groove runs around the neck. The exterior surface has a 
horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 26.6 cm. {Plate 1/7).
859. Fragment of a finely tempered gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. {Plate 13/15).
860. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a matte surface. A wavy line decorates the vessel’s shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 9/12).
861. Fragment of a light gray jug thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is straight and upright and continues into the 
similarly straight, vertical neck which joins the shoulder in a step-like manner. The handle has a round cross- 
section and originates on the neck below the rim. The top of the rim has a pattern of discontinuous vertical 
smoothed bands. Bands of dense vertical smoothed patterns run around the neck. The shoulder has densely 
smoothed patterns of oblique bands oriented in the same direction. Bands oriented in the opposite direction 
were placed above this pattem. Mouth diameter = 12.2 cm. (Plate 29/4).
430. Rim fragment of a finely tempered gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. 
{Plate 29/12).
862. Fragment of a medium gray jug thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim is decorated with densely 
smoothed patterns. A sparsely placed vertical smoothed pattern covers the jug’s neck. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. 
{Plate 29/13).
863. Neck fragment of a light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior of the vessel is burnished 
black and has a dense smoothed pattem. The surface is divided by two horizontal ribs. A row of parallel lines 
that have a dense smoothed pattern and are slanted to the left decorate the surface above the upper rib. Another 
row of parallel lines that have a dense smoothed pattem and are slanted to the right occur below this rib. Further 
below the second rib, yet another row of parallel lines that have a dense smoothed pattern and are slanted to the 
left may be seen above the burnished portion of the vessel’s surface. {Plate 4/1).
864. Fragment of an ash-gray jug thrown on a fast wheel. A vertical sparsely placed smoothed pattem decorates 
the shoulder. {Plate 29/15).
865. Fragment of a light gray broad bodied jug thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel’s wall has a horizontal 
smoothed pattern above the base, which has a base disc. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 32/16).
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867. Brick-red colored bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The bowl’s exterior and interior surfaces are painted red. 
Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 17/17).
867. Brick-red colored bow l with a rim that leans inward, thrown on a fast wheel. A groove runs below the rim. 
The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have a smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. 
{Plate 25/4).
867. Fragment of a brick-red colored bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the 
top of the rim have a dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 26/3).
870. A b ow l thrown on a fast wheel that was brick-colored on both its exterior and interior surfaces. Mouth 
diameter = 19 cm. {Plate 17/19).
870. Brick-red colored bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The bowl’s exterior and interior surfaces are painted red. 
The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have a dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 
22 cm. {Plate 20/3).
871. Brick-red colored bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The bowl’s exterior surface has smoothed bands. It is 
perforated along the fracture line. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. {Plate 24/13).
872. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown storage vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. The interior surface has 
a single smoothed band as does the exterior. A pattern of horizontal smoothing also occurs around the angle of 
the neck’s profile line. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 6/1).
872. Brownish brick-red colored wheel-thrown g lo b u la r  vessel. Two grooves run around the vessel’s neck. 
The top of the rim as well as the vessel’s exterior surface has a smoothed pattem of broad, sparsely placed 
bands. Mouth diameter = 12.2 cm. {Plate 9/18).
873. Base fragment of a brick-red colored g lob u lar  vessel with a smoothed pattem thrown on a fast wheel. 
Base diameter = 8 cm. {Plate 12/9).
875. Fragment of a brick-red colored ju g  thrown on a fast wheel that was covered by an egg-shell colored slip 
and has been burnished and smoothed. The entire surface has a horizontal smoothed and burnished pattern. The 
neck is decorated with a pattem of smoothed vertical bands. {Plate 31/5).
879. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown storage  vessel. Two thin horizontal smoothed bands run below the rim. 
The shoulder is decorated with two broad parallel smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. {Plate 6/2).
880. Fragment of a brick-red colored ju g  with a narrow mouth thrown on a fast wheel. The handle has a round 
cross-section and joins the broad belly at a wide angle. Mouth diameter = 8.2 cm. {Plate 32/14).
881. Fragment of a pale yellow ju g  thrown on a fast wheel with a smoothed pattem. The jug is covered with 
an eggshell-colored slip on its smoothed surfaces. The hand le starts at the rim and is slightly elevated above 
it. The rim is smoothed in a horizontal pattem. The neck is decorated with vertical smoothed bands on one side 
with horizontal smoothed bands on the other. The top of the rim also has a smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter 
= 18 cm. {Plate 33/10).

House 419 A large Sarmatian house was found in Square 7/29, west of Pit 22. Similar to Pit 22, 
this feature was dug into the sub-soil from the gray, ashy former ground surface. Several artifacts 
were recovered from the upper stratum (Layer 2). Meanwhile, fewer finds came to light from the 
40 cm thick mixed yellowish gray loose fill that covered the house’s floor surface (Layer 3). Only 
the northern third o f this house fell within the square’s area, therefore it could not be completely 
excavated. Its exact dimensions could not therefore be measured. The estimated width of this house 
is 280 cm. The comers were slightly rounded (almost angular) and the walls were straight and nearly 
vertical. The post hole for the northern support pole was found. Seen from above, this hole had a 
triangular outline. It narrowed downwards in a step-like manner. It was dug to a depth (measured from 
the house’s floor level) of no more than 12 cm. In light of this shallow depth, the hole’s dimensions

19 Pit 7/29- B marked as House 7/29. Inv. No.: 569-572.
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are quite large, measuring 20 by 30 cm. The house’s depth can be precisely measured relative to 
the aforementioned former ground surface, which was 70 cm. This depth is greater than is usual for 
semi-subterranean houses known from the Árpád Period, since the house’s floor level lay exactly 1 m 
below the modem surface. Although the floor itself was very thin, it could be clearly observed. Only 
a very poor assemblage o f artifacts was recovered from the floor of the house. No traces of a fireplace 
could be identified. It was either not part o f the house or was located in its unexcavated section.

Finds:
569. Brick-red colored hand-made pot with black spots. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 35/2).
569. Base fragment of a brick-red colored hand-made pot with black spots. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 
35/9).
570. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown storage vessel. Two grooves decorate the rim while the neck has a pattem 
of irregularly placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 19.2 cm. (Plate 7/7).

F ir e p la c e  3 was excavated in the southwestern comer of Square 8/30. Although on the basis of 
its shape and the sherds found in its immediate proximity it was dated to the Árpád Period, a few 
indistinctive sherds were also discovered in its plastering.

P it  2 20 was found along the eastern wall o f Square 13/44. Although this feature was small 
(measuring only 140 by 100 cm, with a depth of 115 cm), only a small section of this pit was 
excavated. This pit may be hypothetically assigned to the Roman Period on the basis of the few 
Sarmatian sherds that were found in it.

P it  3 21 The pit o f Oven 2 dated to the Árpád Period intersected with another beehive-shaped pit 
which contained a pitch black fill. It is this feature that was labeled Pit 3. The measurements o f this 
pit are as follows: upper diameter = 120 cm, bottom diameter: 190 cm, depth measured from the 
surface = 180 cm. The depth measured from the pit’s mouth would only have been 70-80 cm, but 
this value was measured from the lower level o f the pit’s narrow neck since the upper portion of this 
feature was destroyed by the oven dated to the Árpád Period. The bottom o f this pit was covered by 
a few mm thick layer of black soot. However, no signs of plastering or burning could be detected on 
the pit’s wall. The age of this feature was indicated only by the few Sarmatian sherds found in it.

In S q u a r e  1 5 /4 3 . the number of finds dated to the Árpád Period increased at a depth of 0 to 30 cm. 
Between 30-60 cm, Sarmatian22 sherds and pottery fragments dated to the Árpád Period could be 
observed in distinct clusters. The soil discolorations of the features that corresponded to these groups 
of ceramic finds were recognized at a depth o f  60 cm. P it  4  (measuring 160 by 70 cm and 25 cm 
deep) was found along the western wall. On the basis of its finds, this feature was identified as a 
Sarmatian pit.23

P it  5 24 was first observed in the northwestern comer of Square 15/43. In the case of the 
aforementioned Pit 4 and of Pit 5, only the sections of the features which fell within the area of the 
excavation square were excavated. The dimensions of Pit 5 were 140 by 190 cm. Its greatest depth

20 Square 13/44, Pit A, Inv. No.: 214—215. According to the documentation, this piece may also originate 
from the Modem Age, since a modem trench was discovered in the nearby area.

21 Square 14/44, Pit A, Inv. No.:162-166.
22 Among the inventoried sherds, the forms marked for Square 15/43, Spit 1 have no distinctive characteristics. 

Inv. No.: 42-45.
23 Square 15/43, Pit A. As opposed to the dating recorded in the documentation, nothing confirmed the 

Sarmatian origins of this feature during the inventory process. Therefore, according to Dénes Jankovich
B., the dating of this pit is questionable.

24 Square 15/43, Pit B had only scanty finds that contained no forms that could have been analyzed. Inv. No.: 
70-73.
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measured from the surface was 180 cm. The relationship between this feature and Pits 7 and 8 to the 
north, dated to the Árpád Period, is unclear since these latter features obliterated the outline o f  Pit 5. 
The upper third of the fill in this feature was light gray. This was a sooty layer containing numerous 
sherds (Layer 1). The lower portion of the fill comprised dark brown, hard soil.

Although P it  625 26 was dated to the Árpád Period, its fill contained a few indistinctive Sarmatian 
sherds as well. The same holds true for P it  8 .26 This latter feature interfered with the section o f Pit 5 
(Sarmatian Period) which extended within this same square. Although a concentration o f finds had 
been observed in the northwestern corner of this square, no feature was found below.

Although artifact distribution plans did not indicate the presence o f finds in Square 16/44, P it  

927 could be identified in the northwestern comer in spite o f the absence of artifacts. The dimensions 
o f this feature were 170 and 60 cm based on the incomplete section that fell within the area o f  the 
square. It may be hypothesized that it had a regular round outline. The pit was 160 cm deep. As far 
as this cross-section of the feature indicates, it was reminiscent o f an irregular, beehive-shaped pit. 
It narrows down to a depth o f 100 cm, but then suddenly becomes broader. However, the broader 
portion is barely 50 cm deep. A subhumus cover of considerable thickness may be identified in this 
section of the pit. Most of the fill was present in the form o f a dense, yellowish brown layer that 
contained tiny pebbles. A thin yellow layer with pebbles was found below that, which covered the 
pitch black deposit that had accumulated at the pit’s bottom. Aside from a fragment o f a grinding 
stone, no other finds came to light from this feature. The excavator, Dénes B. Jankovich identified 
this feature as a Sarmatian pit on the basis of its shape and fill (alternating layers of black and yellow 
silt).

P it  1 0 28 was first noticed by the western wall of Square 11/26. It is a round, beehive-shaped 
Sarmatian feature filled with yellowish gray earth. It measured 180 by 200 cm in the upper portion, 
while the bottom dimensions were 160 by 170 cm. This feature was 160 cm deep measured from 
the modem surface. However, the pit was noticed only below the depth o f 100 cm. The neck o f this 
feature narrows downward in a funnel-like manner. The neck’s broad, lower part is 60 cm high. 
Remains o f a baking bell and sherds dated to the Árpád Period were found on top of the fill between 
the depths of 60-90 cm. No signs o f disturbance could be recognized in this feature which would 
have separated pottery from the Árpád Period from the lower deposit in this pit that was full o f sherds 
from the Sarmatian Period.

Finds:
1066. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown storage vessel. The top of the rim and the exterior are decorated with 
two pairs of smoothed lines. Another smoothed band runs around the interior surface the rim. The neck has a 
dense horizontal smoothed pattem around the angle of its profile line. Mouth diameter = 18.4 cm. {Plate 6/6). 
1071. Brick-red colored, hand-made pot. Base diameter = 13.8 cm. {Plate 37/14).

P it  l l 29 was small and square in its upper portion, measuring 70 by 70 cm. Lower down, 
however, it turned into a pear-shaped Sarmatian pit with a gray, ashy fill. The lower, broad (140 by 
approximately 160 cm) portion o f this feature was intersected by Pit 10. The depth of Pit 11 from 
the present surface was 210 cm, and 140 cm from the height at which it was first detected. The neck

25 Square 15/43, Pit C, Árpád Period. Sarmatian sherds: Inv. No.: 75-77. In the case of Árpád Period features, 
only the inventory numbers of Sarmatian finds are cited in this paper.

26 Square 16/43, Pit B, Árpád Period, Inv. No.: 29-32.
27 Square 16/44, Pit A.
28 Square 11/26, Pit A, Inv. No.: 1066-1072, 1820.
29 Square 11/26, Pit B, Inv. No.: 1074-1086, 1821.
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section of this pit has a conical shape and the lower broad part is unusually deep, 100 cm. Only a 
few finds came to light from this feature, all o f  them representing the Sarmatian Period. Alternating 
yellow and dark brown, porous layers were found in the pit’s lower portion. A few mm thick layer 
of soot was also identified at the bottom of the pit. The walls were slightly reddish a few centimeters 
above the feature’s bottom, which suggests fires were built in this feature.

Finds:
1074. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown p ot with black burnt spots. The temper is slightly sandy. Mouth 
diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 42/4).
1077. Base fragment of a medium gray g lo b u la r  v e s se l  thrown on a fast wheel. A  rib runs around the base right 
above the base disc. Base diameter = 7.4 cm. (Plate 12/18).
1078. Medium gray wheel-thrown g lo b u la r  v esse l. The top of the rim and the interior surface have a 1 cm 
broad smoothed band. The exterior surface also has a dense pattem of horizontal smoothed bands. A groove 
runs around the neck at the angle of its profile line. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 11/26).
1079. Gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim have 
smoothed bands. It is perforated along the sherd’s fracture line. Mouth diameter = 20.6 cm. (Plate 17/4).
1080. Medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel with a groove running below the rim. The exterior of the rim 
is decorated with a faint smoothed pattern. The interior surface and the top of the rim have more densely placed 
smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 25/3).
1081. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces are decorated with 
sparsely placed smoothed bands. The profile line of the shoulder is stepped. Above this stepped section, a 
smoothed wavy line decorates the vessel. A groove runs around the lower portion of the bowl. (Plate 18/10). 
1086. Fragment of a knob from a gray wheel-thrown b arre l-sh ap ed  vessel. Diameter = 6.4 cm. (Plate 34/4).

Pit 1330 was a large feature that occupied Square 12/27 in every direction and even extended into 
neighboring squares. The greatest measurements of its excavated sections (which are far from being 
the total dimensions of this feature) were 630 by 650 cm. This pit contained many of finds. The fill 
was formed by an evenly mixed yellowish brown, loose deposit of earth that sporadically contained 
ashy light gray spots. Large quantities o f daub and pottery finds occurred here, however no signs of 
stratification could be observed. At a depth o f  30 to 60 cm, the borders o f this feature were marked by 
black lumpy earth, while the outline at greater depths was marked by the yellow subsoil.31 At a depth 
of 320 cm the pit became inundated by ground water before its bottom was reached. This feature 
gradually narrowed downwards. A number o f  smaller pits and niches were dug into its sides whose 
functions could not be identified during the course o f excavations.

Finds:
1266. Fragment of a very thin-walled brick-red hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Base diameter = 
12.4 cm. (Plate 43/14).
1267. Brick-red colored hand-thrown p ot with granular temper. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 40/7).
1267. Brick-red colored hand-thrown p ot with granular temper, fired black in spots. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. 
(Plate 40/12).
1277. Brick-red colored bow l. The exterior and the top of the rim have a horizontal smoothed pattem. Mouth 
diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 27/3).

30 Square 12/27, Pit, Square 12/26, Pit C, Square 11/27, Pit B. Inv. No.: 1266-1301., 1531-1541., 1589-1659., 
1667-1775., 1788-1812.

31 Dénes Jankovich B. notes: “Unfortunately, there was not enough time for full recovery. Therefore, and also 
for the sake of security, excavations were limited only to the southeast quarter.”
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1279. B ow l burnt to a brick-red color by secondary firing. It was thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and 
interior surfaces and the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 18/3).
1280. Wall fragment of a brick-red colored conical b ow l thrown on a fast wheel, with a groove running around 
it. (Plate 15/8).
1280. Dark gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is slightly thickened and leans inward. The top and 
interior surface have a dense smoothed pattern. More sparsely placed horizontal smoothed bands decorate the 
vessel’s exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 21/4).
1280. Brick-red colored, b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The interior surface and the top of the rim are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (Plate 24/9).
1281. Dark gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 25/10).
1282. Brick-red colored b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 
22 cm. (Plate 17/20).
1290. Black wheel-thrown storage  vessel with a cut base. The vessel’s black exterior surface has a deep, dense 
horizontal smoothed pattern. Base diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 7/16).
1292. Dark gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 7/12).
1299. Dark gray hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 39/16).
1301. Brown hand-made lid  with black spots. Diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 34/15).
1539. Base fragment of a light gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is black, while the 
interior surface is smoothed. The exterior is decorated with broad oblique smoothed bands that run upwards. 
Base diameter = 7.8 cm. (Plate 19/6).
1540. Rim fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown g lob u lar  vessel. The top of the rim has a horizontal smoothed 
pattem around its entire circumference. A smoothed band decorates the exterior below the rim. Further below, 
another broad, vertical smoothed band appears. The vessel’s surface is heavily eroded. Mouth diameter = 
12 cm. (Plate 11/11).
1591. Light gray barbarian imitation of a Drag 33 terra sigillata b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. A groove runs 
around the bowl’s wall and the exterior surface has a horizontal smoothed pattem. The base is solid with two 
concentric grooves on it. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 19/13).
1595. Wall fragment of a light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is ribbed, both the 
exterior and interior surfaces have horizontal smoothed patterns. (Plate 20/8).
1598. Base fragment of a gray g lo b u la r  vesse l thrown on a fast wheel with a small base ring. Base diameter = 
10 cm. (Plate 12/5).
1598. Fragment of a burnished light gray wheel-thrown b arre l-sh ap ed  vessel with no signs of a smoothed 
pattern. (Plate 34/5).
1601. Light gray wheel-thrown g lob u lar  vessel. The top of the rim has a pattem of smoothed bands. Mouth 
diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 8/5).
1603. Fragment of a light gray two-handled ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The surface is matte below the handle. 
With the exception of this area, the outside of the neck is covered by a vertical smoothed pattern. (Plate 
29/18).
1605. Fragment of a medium gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The neck runs steeply below the “swollen” rim. 
The top of the rim and the interior surface have a narrow horizontally smoothed band. A densely placed vertical 
smoothed pattern decorates the neck of this jug. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 29/7).
1605. Fragment of a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. A vertical smoothed pattern decorates the neck 
below the “swollen” rim. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 29/10).
1609. Fragment of a light gray v esse l w ith  an u pper hand le thrown on a fast wheel. It has a smoothed pattem, 
as does the ribbed handle . Mouth diameter = c.a. 18.6 cm. (Plate 33/4).
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1609. Handle fragment o f a medium gray jug thrown on a fast wheel. The handle is broad with a rib and an 
ovoid cross-section. (Plate 33/13).
1610. Base fragment of a medium gray globular vessel with a base disc, thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel's 
wall is decorated with sparsely placed bands that have a smoothed pattem running horizontally. Base diameter 
= 8.4 cm. (Plate 12/13).
1611. Base fragment of a gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel has a base disc and a very 
thick wall. Base diameter = 8.8 cm. (Plate 12/28).
1612. Medium gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The bowl’s exterior and interior surfaces have a smoothed 
pattem. Its upper portion is decorated with a smoothed oblique net design. A rib runs around the shoulder with 
irregular smoothed bands below it. (Plate 24/1).
1613. Yellowish gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces have a horizontal 
smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. (Plate 17/16).
1613. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl with a small everted rim. Two parallel grooves mn around the 
bowl’s wall. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 22/8).
1613. Perforated fragment of a matte yellowish gray bowl with a slightly sandy temper, thrown on a fast wheel. 
A deep and broad groove runs below the rim. Mouth diameter = 20.6 cm. (Plate 24/4).
1614. Medium gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim 
are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 11.8 cm. (Plate 14/9).
1614. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have 
sparsely placed bands with a smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. {Plate 16/9).
1614. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim have 
sparsely placed bands with a smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 24.8 cm. {Plate 16/15).
1614. Matte light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Its rim thickens slightly and leans inward. The interior 
surface is smoothed in sparsely placed bands. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 21/2).
1614. Medium gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Its rim thickens and leans inward. The bowl’s interior surface 
has sparsely placed bands with a smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. {Plate 21/10).
1614. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface has a sparse smoothed pattem and the 
interior surface and top of the rim have a dense horizontal smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter = 23,4 cm. {Plate 
23/3).
1614. Perforated fragment of a gray bowl with a slightly sandy temper, thrown on a fast wheel. The shoulder is 
decorated with two deep horizontal grooves. A deep smoothed wavy line runs around the vessel between these 
grooves. This wavy line is occasionally disrupted and segmented. The interior surface has a pattem of sparsely 
placed smoothed bands. {Plate 24/3).
1614. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. A narrow incision runs below the rim of this bowl. Mouth diameter 
= 24 cm. {Plate 24/11).
1614. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
decorated with smoothed bands. A groove runs around the vessel’s shoulder. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. {Plate 
27/5).
1615. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. A horizontal groove runs around the vessel’s shoulder. The exterior 
surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. The smoothed bands are narrower and denser in the bowl’s upper 
portion. They become broader but more sparsely placed in the lower regions. The inside of the rim has a broad 
densely smoothed pattern. Further below, bundles of sparsely placed vertical smoothed patterns run around the 
vessel. They are interrupted by a broad, oblique smoothed band. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. {Plate 24/6).
1618. Biconical gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces have a horizontal 
smoothed pattem. {Plate 14/7).
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1619. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The bowl’s exterior surface is fired brownish red. The rim leans 
inward with a slightly faceted profile. The exterior and interior surfaces have a horizontal pattern of smoothed 
bands. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 15/3).
1619. Blackish gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have 
a dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 28.4 cm. (Plate 19/3).
1621. Dark gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the bowl’s rim 
are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 17/1).
1621. Dark gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim 
are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 19/1).
1623. B o w l thrown on a fast wheel with dark gray slip and a slightly lighter gray interior surface. The exterior 
and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are smoothed. The bowl’s rim is worn. Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. 
(Plate 17/13).
1623. Medium gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
smoothed. A groove runs around the shoulder below the rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 20/12).
1623. Gray b ow l that was thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that leans inward . The top of the rim has a dense 
smoothed pattem, as does the vessel’s interior surface. However, this latter pattern is made up of bands. The 
exterior surface is decorated with more sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 
21/14).
1623. Light gray b ow l that was thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that leans inward. The exterior and interior 
surfaces and the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 25/1).
1623. Matte medium gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 25/2).
1623. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim as well as its exterior and interior surfaces are 
smoothed in bands. It is perforated along the fracture line. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 27/11).
1636. Fragment of a yellow hand-made p ot that has a black interior surface. A deeply incised wavy line 
decorates the shoulder of this pot. (Plate 37/5).
1637. Handle of a hand-made, blackish-brown lid . Handle diameter = 5 cm. (Plate 34/8).
1640. Yellow hand-thrown p ot with sandy temper. The outside of the rim is decorated with two parallel 
horizontally incised lines. Mouth diameter = 29.6 cm. (Plate 41/3).
1643. Fragment of a small yellow hand-made b o w l with an everted rim and arched wall. Mouth diameter = 
8 cm. (Plate 28/7).
1644. Brownish-gray hand-thrown pot with sandy temper. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 39/17).
1644. Fragment of a hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The slightly everted rim is cut. Mouth 
diameter = 23.4 cm. (Plate 42/3).
1645. Fragment of a hand-thrown brownish-red p ot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. 
(Plate 38/12).
1645. Hand-thrown grayish-brown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. (Plate 38/16). 
1645. Hand-thrown dark brown p ot with black spots and a granular mica temper. The everted rim thickens and 
is cut obliquely. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 39/12).
1645. Black hand-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 31.8 cm. (Plate 41/7).
1648. Black hand-thrown p ot with a sandy granular mica temper. The everted rim is cut. Mouth diameter = 
25.4 cm. (Plate 38/9).
1648. Hand-thrown blackish p o t with a sandy granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 38/11).
1649. Fragment of a yellowish brown hand-made bow l. The wall juts out in a semi-circular shape and is 
perforated. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. (Plate 28/6).
1650. Fragment of a small hand-made p ot with black spots. Mouth diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 36/15).
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1657. Yellowish hand-thrown pot with a gravel and granular mica temper. The shoulder is decorated with 
impressed lenticular patterns. (Plate 38/8).
1669. Base fragment of a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The bottom surface of the base is 
arched. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 12/20).
1672. Fragment of a dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the thickened rim and the interior 
surface have a pattern of 8 mm broad horizontal smoothed bands. The neck is covered by dense vertical 
smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter = 13.8 cm. (Plate 11/14).
1672. Fragment of a medium gray and slightly yellowish jug thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the “swollen” 
rim and the exterior surface are decorated with a horizontal smoothed pattern. The profile line of the neck is 
stepped below the rim. Its upper portion is decorated with sparsely placed vertical smoothed bands. Mouth 
diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 29/2).
1672. Fragment of a .gray jug thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces of the “swollen” 
rim have dense horizontally smoothed individual bands. The neck is decorated with sparsely placed vertical 
smoothed bands. This smoothed pattem does not reach the rim. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 29/5).
1676. Belly fragment of a medium gray jug burnt to a brick-color by secondary firing that was thrown on a fast 
wheel. The lower portion of the belly has a pattem of sparsely placed horizontal smoothed bands. Two horizontal 
incised lines run around the jug’s upper section. The zone between them is decorated with an obliquely placed 
smoothed pattern arranged in groups of four. (Plate 31/10).
1677. Fragment of a thin-walled light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. A small groove runs around the 
shoulder below the vessel’s rim. The body is round below this groove. Horizontal smoothed bands decorate the 
lower section of the vessel’s belly. Mouth diameter = 7.4 cm. (Plate 11/8).
1678. Light gray storage vessel with an everted rim and a surface smoothed in broad horizontal bands. The 
vessel’s shape broadens below the rim. The top of the rim has a pattern of three broad smoothed bands. The 
wall is very thick below the rim. A groove runs around the neck at the angle of its profile line. Mouth diameter 
= 30 cm. (Plate 2/13).
1680. Yeliow hand-made pot with brown spots. The rim is segmented with a finger-impressed lacy design. 
Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 36/4).
1694. Yellowish brown hand-made pot with a straight everted rim. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 36/3).
1698. Base fragment o f a yellow hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 
44/12).
1704. Fragment of a medium gray wheel-thrown cup. Although the handle has broken off, it started on the rim 
and rose to a point slightly below the plane of the rim. The top of the rim and the interior surface have a 6 mm 
broad smoothed band. A vertical smoothed design runs below the rim. Mouth diameter = 3.5 cm. (Plate 11/2). 
1704. Fragment of a light gray cup thrown on a fast wheel. The broken handle started on the rim. The neck 
is decorated with sparsely placed vertical smoothed bands which do not extend up to the cup’s rim. Mouth 
diameter = 6.6 cm. (Plate 29/3).
1708. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the rim are smoothed 
while a groove and rib run below the rim. Mouth diameter = 25.8 cm. (Plate 24/8).
1710. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is “swollen”, and its exterior and interior are decorated 
with smoothed bands. Mouth diameter =14  cm. (Plate 14/10).
1710. Medium gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
decorated with sparsely placed bundles of smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 14/13).
1710. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 24.4 cm. (Plate 17/10).
1710. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The bowl’s surface is eroded. Its inner surface has a horizontal 
smoothed pattern Mouth diameter = 10.6 cm. (Plate 18/2).
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1710. Light gray smooth bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The rim leans slightly inward and thickens. The top of 
the rim is densely decorated with smoothed designs. The exterior and interior surfaces have sparsely placed 
bundles of horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter =19 cm. {Plate 21/5).
1710. Light gray wheel-thrown b o w l that has a rim that thickens and is cut horizontally. Mouth diameter =
29.8 cm. {Plate 28/18).
1711. Light gray b o w l with a medium gray slip, thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as 
well as the top of the rim have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. {Plate 17/15).
1711. Dark gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is heavily eroded. Two parallel grooves 
run below the rim. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter =
22.2 cm. {Plate 20/7).
1711. Dark gray wheel-thrown bow l. Its wall is decorated with two grooves below the rim. The exterior and 
interior surfaces are smoothed in horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 22/6).
1713. Medium gray wheel-thrown g lo b u la r  vessel. The top of the rim and the interior surface are smoothed 
in 12 mm broad horizontal bands. The exterior of the rim is decorated with a more sparsely placed horizontal 
smoothed pattern. The neck is covered with a densely placed vertical smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter =
12.8 cm. {Plate 11/16).
1713. Fragment of a wheel-thrown g lo b u la r  vessel made from light gray clay. The exterior and interior surfaces, 
however, were covered with a black slip. The original color can thus be observed only on the fracture surface. 
The top of the rim, its exterior and the vessel’s exterior surface are decorated with a dense horizontal smoothed 
pattern. Mouth diameter = 10.2 cm. {Plate 11/21).
1713. Fragment of a dark gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The rim’s exterior and interior are decorated with a 
sparsely placed horizontal smoothed pattem. A similar smoothed pattem that is vertical covers the neck of the 
jug. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. {Plate 29/8).
1717. Light gray wheel-thrown g lo b u la r  vessel burnt to a brick-red color by secondary firing. The rim’s 
interior is smoothed, and its exterior surface was treated in a similar manner. A horizontal groove runs around 
the vessel’s straight neck. Mouth diameter = 15.2 cm. {Plate 9/16).
1719. Rim fragment of a medium gray, slightly bluish, smoothed ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The jug’s rim 
is ringed, below which it broadens slightly. Further down it narrows into a stepped profile. Mouth diameter = 
23 cm. {Plate 31/12).
1720. Base fragment of a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The base of the jug thins in the middle with a 
slight depression. Base diameter = 9.2 cm. {Plate 32/6).
1720. Base fragment of a gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The surface is covered by a black slip. A dense 
vertical smoothed pattern appears above the bottom ring. Base diameter = 10 cm. {Plate 32/15).
1721. Wall fragment with the stub of a handle from a light gray jug  thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior 
and interior surfaces are smoothed and covered with a dark gray slip. {Plate 33/12).
1722. Flandle fragment of a burnished medium gray ju g  covered with black slip and thrown on a fast wheel, 
cPlate 33/14).
1722. Handle fragment of a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The broad handle with an ovoid cross-section 
started on the rim and elevated slightly above its plane. (Plate 33/15).
1723. Handle fragment with a round cross-section from a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. (Plate 32/2).
1723. Handle fragment with a round cross-section from a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. {Plate 32/3).
1723. Handle fragment with a round cross-section from a burnished light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. 
{Plate 32/9).
1724. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage v esse l with an everted rim. The exterior surface and the 
edge of the rim have a lightly smoothed horizontal pattern. Mouth diameter = 25.8 cm. {Plate 1/1).
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1724. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with lightly smoothed bands on the vessel’s surface. Mouth 
diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 8/10).
1724. Matte yellow wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. The neck is decorated with two 
parallel grooves. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 8/16).
1724. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The exterior surface is decorated with broad sparsely placed 
smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter =18 cm. (Plate 10/8).
1725. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim and the interior surface are smoothed in a 
single band. The exterior surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. Two grooves run around the vessel’s neck. 
Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 10/1).
1725. Fragment of a matte light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a slightly sandy temper. Mouth diameter 
= 22, 2 cm. (Plate 1/12).
1726. Base fragment from a medium gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The brick-red colored 
fracture surface is indicative of firing in a moderately reducing environment. The vessel’s exterior surface is 
decorated with a horizontal smoothed pattern. Base diameter =11.8 cm. (Plate 12/8).
1727. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a burnished surface. The fracture surface is lighter than 
either the exterior or interior surfaces of the vessel. Above the burnishing, the upper part of the rim has a dense 
smoothed pattern. The interior surface of the rim also has a narrow horizontal smoothed band. The vessel’s 
shape broadens directly below the rim. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 2/4).
1727. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. Parallel horizontal grooves run around the 
shoulder of the vessel. The exterior and interior surfaces of the rim are decorated with a horizontal smoothed 
pattem. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 8/8).
1727. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of its “swollen” rim is smoothed. The vessel’s surface 
is worn. A sparsely placed smoothed pattern covers the vessel’s exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. 
(Plate 9/11).
1727. Poorly fired light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The fracture surface is dark gray. The vessel’s 
exterior surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 9/19).
1727. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The rim’s interior surface has a single smoothed band. The 
exterior surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 10/5).
1727. Rim fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a worn surface. Mouth diameter = 
14 cm. (Plate 10/7).
1727. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim and its interior surface have a broad 
horizontal smoothed band. A groove runs around the shoulder. The vessel’s exterior surface is covered by 
smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 10/16).
1727. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a worn surface. The top of the rim is smoothed and the neck is 
decorated with a smoothed wavy line above the groove that runs around the vessel. Mouth diameter = 15.4 cm. 
(Plate 10/18).
1727. Blackish gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The neck is steep and straight and the rim is smoothed. A 
3 cm broad horizontal smoothed band runs around the interior surface the vessel’s rim. The vessel’s exterior 
surface is also decorated with sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 
11/17).
1727. Fragment of a medium gray thin-walled and finely tempered globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The 
top of the rim and interior surface have a densely smoothed narrow horizontal band. A smoothed arcade design 
placed above a smoothed band decorates the vessel’s shoulder. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 13/2).
1727. Fragment of a light gray finely tempered globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The shoulder’s surface 
is decorated with an irregular “scribbled” smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter =16 cm. (Plate 13/7).
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1729. Wall fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The vessel’s body has smoothed horizontal 
bands. {Plate 11/10).
1730. Fragment of a light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The shoulder is stepped with a smoothed 
wavy line decoration above it. The surface below the shoulder has a horizontal smoothed pattem. {Plate 4/7).
1731. Fragment of a light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The shoulder is decorated with a wavy 
line that slants slightly left and runs between two grooves. {Plate 4/5).
1732. Fragment of a light gray jug thrown on a fast wheel. The body of this vessel is biconical and compressed, 
with a straight, erect neck. The neck is decorated with a horizontal smoothed pattern, while an oblique smoothed 
net design decorates the shoulder region. {Plate 31/4).
1733. Neck fragment from a light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel’s surface is decorated 
by a smoothed wavy line between smoothed horizontal lines. {Plate 4/3).
1735. Shoulder fragment from a medium gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. Two grooves decorate the 
surface with smoothed wavy lines in-between. The surface below is ornamented by sparsely placed horizontal 
smoothed bands {Plate 4/11).
1739. Gray hand-thrown storage vessel, with an everted rim. A worn, horizontal smoothed design runs below 
the rim. Further below, smoothed wavy lines decorate an area marked by smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 
16 cm. {Plate 3/2).
1739. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The broadly everted horizontal top of the rim is decorated with 
dense smoothed bands. The angle of the neck’s profile line is decorated with a smoothed horizontal band with 
a smoothed wavy line design running below it. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 3/10).
1739. Light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The surface below the horizontally everted rim is 
ornamented with a smoothed wavy line with a groove running below it. Mouth diameter = 21.4 cm. {Plate 
5/9).
1739. Light gray hand-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. The angle of the neck’s profile 
line is decorated with a smoothed wavy line. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. {Plate 10/11).
1739. Fragment of a light gray finely tempered globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. A groove runs around 
the neck. Above the groove a sparse horizontal band design decorates the surface. A similar surface treatment 
may be observed on the vessel’s shoulder and belly which is decorated with smoothed wavy lines running 
between parallel smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. {Plate 13/4).
1740. Fragment of a medium gray, finely tempered globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is sharply 
everted and the body bulges out directly below the short neck. The surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. 
Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 13/6).
1741. Medium gray hand-thrown small storage vessel. The rim is horizontally everted, with a neck that broadens 
outward and a horizontal rib running around it. The exterior surface of the vessel has a dense smoothed pattern. 
Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 2/3).
1741. Fragment of a large dark gray hand-thrown globular vessel. This vessel is decorated with a rib running 
around the shoulder and a smoothed wavy line below it. The burnished surface is worn. Mouth diameter = 
22 cm. (Plate 10/10).
1742. Hand-thrown storage vessel fired black in spots. The rim’s exterior surface and the top of the rim are 
covered with dense horizontal smoothed pattern. There is a smoothed wavy line decorating the angle of the 
neck’s profile line. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 3/9).
1742. Neck fragment from a light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. A smoothed wavy line decorates 
the angle of the neck’s profile line with bands of a horizontal smoothed pattem below it. (Plate 4/9).
1742. Light gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the everted rim has three smoothed bands. 
The exterior surface has a horizontal smoothed pattem while a groove runs along the angle of the neck’s profile 
line, with a smoothed zigzag line decoration below it. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 5/2).
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1742. Light gray storage v e sse l thrown on a fast wheel. The stepped neck has a horizontal smoothed pattern, 
and a similar pattern decorates the small, everted rim. A rib runs along the angle of the neck’s profile line, with 
a row of patches filled with opposing, obliquely smoothed patterns. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 5/10).
1742. Medium gray hand-thrown glob u lar v esse l. The top of the rim and the shoulder are smoothed while 
a smoothed wavy line decorates the shoulder above its smoothed section. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 
10/ 12) .

1743. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel with a matte surface. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 2/9).
1743. Light gray hand-thrown g lob u lar  vessel. The rim is horizontally everted and broad parallel horizontal 
smoothed bands run around the neck. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 8/7).
1744. Base fragment from a light gray hand-thrown storage  vesse l. Its wall is decorated with horizontal 
smoothed bands. Base diameter = 15.8 cm. (Plate 7/11).
1744. Base fragment from a light gray vesse l thrown on a fast wheel. (Probably originating from a vessel 
with upper handles or a globular shape). Two concentric grooves decorate the base surface. Base diameter = 
15.4 cm. (Plate 33/8).
1745. Base fragment from a gray g lob u lar v e sse l thrown on a fast wheel with a slight gravel temper. Base 
diameter = 9.4 cm. (Plate 12/27).
1757. Base fragment from a large brownish yellow hand-made p ot. Base diameter = 18.6 cm. (Plate 35/12).
1757. Blackish brown hand-made pot. Base diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 35/15).
1758. Base fragment from a blackish brown hand-made pot. Base diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 35/16).
1759. Hand-made yellow p o t with an everted rim and black spots from firing. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 
36/8).
1759. Hand-thrown p ot, fired yellow with a gravel temper. The everted rim is cut. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 39/2).
1762. Rim fragment from a hand-thrown grayish-brown pot with a granular mica temper. The rim is cut 
obliquely and vertically punctuated sections of combed patterns decorate the neck. Mouth diameter = 23.2 cm. 
(Plate 38/7).
1765. Gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel and lightly smoothed on the rim’s exterior and interior surfaces. Mouth 
diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 16/1).
1766. Neck fragment from a light gray finely tempered ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is 
burnished and has a dark gray slip. The neck fragment is decorated with crisscrossing lines with a dense vertical 
smoothed pattern below. (Plate 13/11).
1768. Grooved, b a n d -lik e  h an d le  from a light gray smoothed ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. (Plate 32/4).
1768. Handle fragment with a round cross-section from a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel and with a 
smoothed surface. (Plate 32/5).
1788. Neck fragment from a medium gray s to r a g e  v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. The surface is worn with 
traces of light crisscrossing smoothed bands. (Plate 4/4).
1790. Light gray, hand-thrown storage v esse l with an everted rim, below which it bulges outwards. It is 
coarsely tempered and the exterior surface is covered with horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 
22 cm. (Plate 2/14).
1792. Fragment of a small hand-thrown medium gray storage vessel. The top of the everted rim and its exterior 
surface are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 1/6).
1793. Medium gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces have smoothed bands. 
Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 16/10).
1793. Dark gray hand-thrown bow l. The rim is “swollen” and the shoulder runs into the hemispherical body 
in an oblique direction. The shoulder and the body are separated by a stepped profile line. The exterior surface 
and interior have smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 22/11).
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1795. Light gray hand-thrown barrel-shaped vessel. It has sparsely placed smoothed lines in the direction of 
the wheel-throwing. (Plate 34/3).
1795. Light gray hand-thrown globular vessel that has smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
{Plate 9/20).
1801. Base fragment from a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. Base diameter = 11 cm. {Plate
12/ 11).

1801. Base fragment from a medium gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. An attempt was made to 
drill through the base from the inside in an oblique direction. The wall, however, could not be perforated. Base 
diameter = 7.6 cm. (Plate 12/15).
1802. Medium gray smoothed globular vessel. The smoothed pattern covers the exterior surface as well as the 
neck’s interior surface and the top of the rim. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. {Plate 9/6).
1803. Light gray hand-thrown globular vessel. The exterior surface is smoothed, and the neck’s profile line is 
segmented by a groove. Mouth diameter = 13.6 cm. (Plate 10/17).
1803. Light gray hand-thrown globular vessel with a matte surface. The neck’s profile line is segmented by 
two grooves. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 10/19).
1808. Light gray storage vessel with a somewhat sandy temper and matte surface. The rim is everted in an arch 
and the vessel bulges out right below the rim. The top of the everted rim is covered with a dense horizontal 
smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 40 cm. {Plate 2/1).
1809. Rim and shoulder fragment from a slender gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the 
“swollen” rim is covered with a dense smoothed pattern. The rim’s exterior surface also has a dense smoothed 
pattem. Horizontal smoothed bands cover the surface below the shoulder. A thin smoothed wavy line runs 
between the rim and the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. {Plate 4/2).
1810. Gray hand-thrown globular vessel with signs of secondary firing. The exterior surface is decorated with 
sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 10/4).
1302. Large black biconical spindle whorl. (Plate 45/7).
1633. Gray slightly angular spindle whorl of irregular shape. (Plate 45/8.).
1634. Light gray spindle whorl with an asymmetrical biconical shape. {Plate 45/10).

P it  1432 was found in the southwestern comer of Square 11/27. Some of this feature fell within 
Square 11/26. Most of the pit, however, fell to the south o f these squares so it could not be entirely 
excavated. The length of the pit was approximately 290 cm and the width o f the excavated section 
was 130 cm but its depth reached only 30 cm. The flat bottom of this pit showed vague signs of 
trampling. In the western end of this feature, a small round pit filled with a light gray completely ashy 
deposit was dug down 30 cm into the yellow subsoil.

Finds:
1305. Fragment of a brick-red colored finely tempered globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The top and 
the interior surface of the rim have a narrow smoothed band, while smoothed bands also decorate the exterior 
surface. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 13/10).
1313. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel, the interior surface and the top of the rim have a dense smoothed 
pattem and a groove runs below the rim {Plate 19/4).
1313. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel with a horizontal smoothed pattem both on the exterior and 
interior surfaces. A groove runs below the rim. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 20/11).
1314. Brick-red colored bowl thrown on a fast wheel. It is smoothed both on the exterior and interior surfaces 
and on top of the rim. Mouth diameter = 21.2 cm. (Plate 16/2).

32 S quare  11/27, P it C , Inv. N o.: 1305-1331 .
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1315. Medium gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim 
have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 23.6 cm. (Plate 17/14).
1315. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. A groove runs below the rim. Both the exterior and interior 
surfaces and the top of the rim have smoothed bands. The smoothed pattern is more sparsely placed on the 
latter. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 25/15).
1316. Base fragment from a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel with a base disc. Base diameter 
= 9 cm. (Plate 12/22).
1318. Brick-red colored hand-thrown globular vessel, the top of the rim has smoothed bands. Mouth diameter
= 13 cm. (Plate 9/2).
1319. Wall fragment from a brick-red colored hand-thrown globular vessel. A small groove runs around the 
shoulder. The sherd’s surface is worn. (Plate 11/6).
1320. Gray hand-thrown globular vessel with a yellow fracture surface and signs of having been fired in a 
reducing atmosphere. The rim’s interior surface has a single smoothed band, while the entire exterior surface 
is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 13.2 cm. (Plate 9/10).
1320. Light gray hand-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 10/3).
1321. Light gray hand-thrown globular vessel with a matte surface. (Plate 8/4).
1323. Fragment of a yellowish gray hand-thrown globular vessel with a steep straight neck. The exterior 
surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 5.2 cm. (Plate 11/1).
1324. Gray pedestalled bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The interior of the pedestal was cut out with a knife. Base 
diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 19/10).
1328. Fragment of a yellow hand-made pot with an everted and cut rim. A deeply incised zigzag pattern 
decorates the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 36/14).
1328. Neck fragment from a brownish yellow hand-made steep-walled pot with a black fracture surface. This 
part of the vessel was decorated with two incised lines. {Plate 37/2).
1329. Yellowish hand-made pot with a ground pottery temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 36/12).

The outline o f  a pit-like discoloration was discovered near Pit 14. Although the material in it 
could be identified as being Sarmatian, no feature was found below this archaeologically relevant 
layer.33

Pit 1534 Came to light in Square 12/26 between the depths o f 30 to 60 cm. All finds originated 
exclusively from the Sarmatian Period and were predominantly concentrated in the square’s eastern 
comer. Across from this area, small discolorations from two round pits were found along the western 
wall of this square following the horizontal sectioning of the excavation surface. One of them (Pit 
15) fell within the square. It is a beehive-shaped storage pit from the Sarmatian Period measuring 
110 by 120 cm above and 180 by 200 cm at the bottom. The bottom was covered with the commonly 
occurring layer o f  soot. The depth o f this feature was 180 cm from the present-day surface. It had a 
funnel-like neck. The bulging, lower section was 90 cm deep.

A small part o f  Pit 15 intersected with another Sarmatian Period feature (Pit 16), which was 
significantly sm aller and shallower and barely extended into the square.

Finds (Pit 15).
1489. Gray hand-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim and its interior surface have sparsely placed 
smoothed bands. A dense horizontal smoothed pattem covers the neck’s exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 
20 cm. {Plate 9/14).

3 3

3 4
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1491. Light gray hand-thrown lid . The interior and exterior surfaces have a dense smoothed pattern. Diameter 
= 33 cm. (Plate 34/13).
1496. Brick-red colored hand-thrown p o t with a steep wall and narrow neck. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 
39/18).
1497. Brick-red colored hand-made m u g  with black spots and an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 
28/1).
1502. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel with a “swollen” rim and a groove running below it. Both the 
exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 25/9).
1505. Gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. A horizontal groove runs below the rim. The top and the interior 
surface of the rim have smoothed bands. Smoothed bands also cover the exterior surface while a row of notched 
designs runs around the base. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. Base diameter = 3.3 cm. M = 7.6 cm. {Plate 24/7).
1506. Dark gray slightly biconical b o w l thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that thickens. The exterior and 
interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. {Plate 14/8).

P it  1 6 35 was so shallow in the excavation area that it disappeared during the horizontal sectioning 
that accompanied the excavation o f Pit 15. Therefore, it could not be documented in the section.

A basically even distribution o f Sarmatian Period sherds was observed in Square 7/33, between 
the depths of 30 to 60 cm. The discoloration from a small, round ash pit from the Árpád Period also 
occurred along the square’s northeastern wall at a depth of 45 cm. In addition to sherds representing 
the Árpád Period, this feature also contained pottery from the Sarmatian Period.

Finds:
746. Black bow l thrown on a fast wheel, with a groove running below the rim. The exterior and interior 
surfaces as well as the top of the rim have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. {Plate 26/1).
746. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim are 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. {Plate 27/8).

P it  1 9 36 also dates to the Árpád Period.37 The depth o f this pit extended to 100 cm below the 
present-day surface. The fill below this feature turned into a dense light yellow mixed earth. This 
latter layer, however, contained nothing but worn sherds from the Sarmatian Period. The Sarmatian 
section of this pit was 140 cm deep. It was a beehive-shaped pit that measured 150 cm in breadth 
across its lower part. The bottom o f the pit lay 200 cm below the present-day surface. The fire pit 
dated to the Árpád Period was presumably dug into the soft, mixed fill in the upper section o f the 
Sarmatian Period storage pit.

Finds:
496. Fragment of a dark gray beer s te in -sh a p ed  v esse l with straight walls, thrown on a fast wheel. Base 
diameter = 10.4 cm. {Plate 33/3).
501. Gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that thickens slightly and leans inward . The exterior surface 
is decorated with sparsely placed smoothed bands. {Plate 21/7).
502. Large black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. A groove is cut for the lid into the everted rim. 
Mouth diameter = 40 cm. {Plate 39/8).
1831. Fragment of an obsidian scraper. {Plate 45/1).
1830. Polyhedral camelian bead. (Plate 45/4).

35 Square 12/26, Pit B. This feature contained no sherds. It was identified as Sarmatian on the basis of its 
stratigraphic position.

36 Square 6/33, Pit A, Inv. No.: 493-502.
37 See detailed descriptions by Dénes Jankovich B.
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P it 2 0 38 only contained material from the Sarmatian Period. It measured 140 by 155 cm above, 
while the dimensions o f its bottom were 200 by 210 cm. It was 170 cm deep but extended 230 cm 
below the present-day surface. The lower, bulging section was 110 cm deep. The fill was composed 
o f light gray ashy earth with lumps of daub at a depth of 140 cm. The bottom o f this loose, ashy 
deposit was reached at the point where the beehive-shaped storage pit was the broadest. This layer 
was followed by the usual, alternating hard yellow and black strata that contained hardly any sherds. 
The majority o f finds originated from the upper, ashy layer. This feature was in part intersected by Pit 
21 which dated to the Árpád Period.

Finds:
513. Gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The top of the everted rim and the interior surface of the vessel’s rim 
have a single horizontal band with a dense smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 1/4).
513. Gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The top of the “swollen” rim and its interior surface have a single 
smoothed band. The entire exterior surface is also smoothed in irregular horizontal bands which have either a 
dense or sparse pattem. A smoothed wavy line decorates the surface below the rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
(Plate 3/12).
513. Gray storage  v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. The everted rim is horizontal its top surface is smoothed. A 
smoothed horizontal band runs around the angle of the neck’s profile line, below which a smoothed wavy line 
decorates the surface. Another smoothed band and groove were placed further down. This is followed by yet 
another smoothed wavy line. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 5/3).
513. Gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The rim and the exterior surface are smoothed in a dense horizontal 
pattem. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 6/7).
516. Black spotted hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 36 cm. (Plate 40/14).
517. Base fragment from a hand-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 
44/2).
517. Base fragment from a steep and thin-walled, hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter 
= 12 cm. (Plate 44/3).
519. Fragment of a large gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The stub of the handle is attached to the lower portion 
of the belly where it is divided into a tripartite, “bird’s foot” shape. (Plate 31/1).
521. Base fragment from a dark gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel with a base disc. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 
32/7).
526. Fragment of a yellowish gray finely tempered g lob u lar  vesse l thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim 
and its interior surface have single smoothed bands. Below the rim, a smoothed horizontal band runs around 
the neck. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 13/9).
528. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. It narrows in the direction of the rim, which leans inward. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 15/1).
528. Dark gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is broad and straight. Both the exterior and interior 
surfaces and the top of the rim have a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. (Plate 
20/ 1).

528. Dark gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface and the top of the rim have a dense smoothed 
pattern. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. (Plate 20/2).
528. Dark gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The rim thickens and leans inward. Its exterior and interior 
surfaces have dense smoothed patterns. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 21/8).
522. Angular, belted biconical sp in d le w h o r l decorated with rows of impressed triangles. (Plate 45/6).

38 Square 6 /3 3 , P it B , Inv. N o.: 5 1 2 -5 2 8 .
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

P it  2 1 39 belonged to the Árpád Period, but its fill also contained sherds from the Sarmatian 
Period.

Finds:
507. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. A smoothed band runs below the rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
(Plate 25/11).
508. Brick-red colored hand-thrown storage vessel. The robust rim is everted horizontally and cut at the edge. 
Its top and interior surface have a broad smoothed band while a similar smoothed design runs around the neck. 
Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 6/3).

P it  2 2 40 was located directly south o f Pit 23. It is a double pit dated to the Sarmatian Period, with 
a round eastern section which broadens at the bottom. This part is adjoined by an oblong feature 
to the west which slopes in a steps. Its greatest dimensions were 250 by 420 cm, with a depth of 
220 cm.

In the cross-section it is clearly visible that this pit began at a depth o f 40 cm below the present-day 
surface, at the almost intact, 10-12 cm thick, light gray ashy surface that was very rich in finds. The 
top o f this former ground surface was trampled hard. Almost the entire fill o f this pit was composed 
o f a similarly ashy, sooty earth which contained numerous sherds. This deposit was only interrupted 
in places by a mix o f  yellow earth or a contiguous black sooty stratum (Layer 5). The rest o f the earth 
around this feature, into which it was dug, is the black and lumpy subhumus which gradually turned 
into the yellow subsoil and contained no sherds.

Finds:
561. Gray hand-thrown storage vessel with a cut base. Its surface has a dense horizontal smoothed pattem. 
Base diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 7/14).
561. Dark gray bowl with a matte surface thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim is smoothed and there is 
a broad groove running below the rim. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. (Plate 26/5).
562. Gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed and there is a groove running around the 
shoulder. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 6/5).
565. Fragment of a gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel and decorated with a groove running around the lower 
section of its compressed globular body. Its surface has a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. A pattern of “V”- 
shaped parallel oblique smoothed areas similar to fluting decorates the sherd’s surface. (Plate 15/10).
566. Brown hand-thrown p o t with black spots that has a granular temper and an everted rim. Mouth diameter 
= 19 cm. (Plate 39/7).
567. Base fragment from a thin-walled brown hand-thrown p ot with black spots. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 
44/4).
632. Blackish gray hand-thrown globular vessel. The neck is decorated with a rib. The exterior and interior 
surfaces of the rim have dense smoothed patterns. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 10/6).
633. Base fragment from a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior vessel surface has a 
dense smoothed pattem that seems almost burnished. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 12/25).
634. Base fragment from a brick-red colored globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. A base disc and the vessel 
walls are thick for its size although the base thins considerably toward the center. Base diameter = 8.6 cm. 
(Plate 12/21).
635. Base fragment from a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel walls thin towards its 
base. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 12/6).

39 Square 6/33 Pit C, Inv. No.: 507-511.
40 Square 7/29, Pit A, 7/30 Pit A, Inv. No.: 561-568., 632-709.
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636. Base fragment from a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel with a slightly sandy temper. The 
middle of the fracture surface at the thickest point of the wall is poorly fired and black. The walls are very thick. 
The vessel has a base disc. Base diameter = 8.4 cm. (Plate 12/14).
637. Base fragment from a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 
12/19).
638. Base fragment from a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. A small groove runs between the 
vessel’s body and the base disc. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 12/16).
639. Base fragment from a light gray jug thrown on a fast wheel with a base disc and a groove running above 
it. A deep concentric groove runs around the base. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 32/10).
640. Base fragment from a light gray jug thrown on a fast wheel with a broad base disc. Base diameter = 13 cm. 
(Plate 32/13).
641. Fragment of a gray vessel with an upper handle thrown on a fast wheel. The rim’s exterior surface has 
a single smoothed band, and the surface is also smoothed in a horizontal pattern. Mouth diameter = 17.2 cm. 
(Plate 33/1).
642. Gray hemispherical bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces have a dense 
smoothed pattem. Four grooves run below the rim, with four additional deep grooves below the vessel’s belly. 
It was perforated near the fracture line. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 26/14).
643. Dark gray hand-thrown bowl. The belly was separated from the outwardly leaning neck by a stepped 
profile line. The upper section has a vertical smoothed pattem, while a horizontal smoothed pattem runs around 
the belly. (Plate 22/14).
644. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface has densely placed lightly smoothed bands, 
while the interior surface is decorated with sparsely placed but more pronounced bands. Mouth diameter = 
26 cm. (Plate 27/12).
645. Spherical dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that leans inward. The rim has a lid groove, 
and the shoulder is also decorated with a groove. The exterior surface has a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. 
The interior surface also has more sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 
15/4).
646. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior as well as the interior surfaces are smoothed as is the top 
of the rim. It is perforated at the fracture line. Mouth diameter = 29 cm. (Plate 18/9).
647. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is decorated with densely smoothed horizontal 
bands, while the interior surface has sparsely placed bands on it. Below the rim, the exterior surface is also 
ornamented with a narrow smoothed pattern. A broad heavily smoothed band can be seen on the exterior 
surface. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 27/7).
648. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have 
a dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 20/14).
650. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have 
smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. (Plate 17/21).
652. Fragment of a thin-walled yellowish gray semi-spherical bowl thrown on a fast wheel with a faceted 
profile line. Mouth diameter = 29 cm. (Plate 15/2).
653. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that thickens and leans inward. The exterior and interior 
surfaces have a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 21/11).
654. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 27/1).
655. Brick-red colored bowl thrown on a fast wheel with a spherical body and “swollen” rim that has a groove 
running below it. Another groove runs around the shoulder. It has a lightly smoothed horizontal pattem. Mouth 
diameter = 24.8 cm. (Plate 15/5).
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656. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface and the rim have a dense smoothed pattern. A 
horizontal incision may be seen on the wall while a smoothed wavy line decoration runs around the bowl. The 
beginning and the end of the smoothed pattern may be seen on this sherd as well as a section of the wavy double 
line. (Its direction shows that the wheel was turning from the right to the left, Plate 18/8).
657. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim and the exterior surface have a dense smoothed 
pattern. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (Plate 27/10).
657. Neck fragment from a black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Horizontal lines incised with 
a narrow five-toothed comb decorate the surface. A wavy line runs below them. The belly is decorated with 
similar incisions. (Plate 38/6).
658. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel with two smoothed bands running below the rim. Mouth diameter 
= 24 cm. (Plate 25/6).
660. Small brick-red colored bowl thrown on a fast wheel with evidence of secondary firing. A groove runs 
below the rim. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 26/2).
661. Brownish hand-thrown bowl with black spots. The rim is “swollen” and there is a horizontal groove on 
the wall. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 22/10).
662. Light gray spherical bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is everted and “swollen”. A groove runs around 
the shoulder. The top of the rim and the exterior as well as the interior surfaces all have a dense smoothed 
pattern. A groove runs around the shoulder. The area between the shoulder and the rim is decorated with a wavy 
line. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. (Plate 15/6).
663. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces have a dense smoothed pattern. 
Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 19/11).
665. Base fragment from a light gray bowl with a base disc thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and 
interior surfaces have a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. A rib runs around the bowl’s lower portion. Base 
diameter = 13 cm. (Plate 19/10).
667. Gray hand-thrown undecorated storage vessel. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 7/2).
668. Fragment of a small hand-thrown light gray storage vessel. The top and interior surface of the rim have 
single smoothed bands. The vessel’s exterior surface also has a dense horizontal smoothed pattem. Mouth 
diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 1/3).
672. Gray hand-thrown burnished barrel-shaped vessel with the exterior surface smoothed black in the 
direction of the wheel-throwing. (Plate 34/1).
676. Brick-red colored hand-thrown lid. The lid’s edge is smoothed while the interior surface also has smoothed 
bands. Two smoothed grooves run around the edge. Diameter = 28.8 cm. (Plate 34/11).
677. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is slightly ’’swollen” and leans inward. The wall is 
decorated with horizontal incisions with deep oblique, double spike-shaped smoothed sections. Mouth diameter 
= 22 cm. (Plate 23/6).
678. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored jug thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim and exterior surface 
are decorated with a dense smoothed pattem. The rim’s inner surface also has a 4 cm wide horizontal smoothed 
band. The area below the rim is smoothed as well, with an irregular arcade pattem decorating the surface. 
Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 30/1).
681. Burnished bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces are painted dark red and 
smoothed, as is the rim of the bowl. The wall is decorated with a triple bundle of paired parallel grooves. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 26/10).
681. Brick-red colored small bowl with two grooves running below the rim. Both the exterior as well as the 
interior surfaces are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 28/13).
697. Base fragment from a brownish brick-red colored hand-thrown pot. Base diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 
44/10).
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700. Fragment of a large hand-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 
43/13).
701. Base fragment from a hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. It has thick walls and the central 
portion of the base also thickens. Base diameter = 1 6  cm. {Plate 44/5).
703. Fragment of a large brownish black hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 
34 cm. (Plate 42/9).
704. Rim fragment from a hand-thrown brown p o t  with a granular mica temper. The rim is everted and cut. 
Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 38/15).
708. Fragment of a hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. The long, steep neck ends in an everted rim. 
Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 42/7).
709. Hand-made brick-red colored lid. Diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 34/9).

Pit 2441 was found by the southern wall o f  the square. The mouth dimensions of the section that 
fell within the square measured 120 by 170 cm, and the dimensions o f the pit’s bottom were similar. 
With the exception of a single step, the north face of this feature was vertical, while the northeast - 
southwest section indicated that this must have been a beehive-shape pit. The diameter of the funnel
like neck was 130 cm and, based on its shape, it seemed fully preserved. The absolute depth o f this 
feature was 195 cm, while it was 135 cm from  the excavation surface. The lower, bulging section 
is 85 cm deep. A deposit o f  porous, ashy fill was found above the pit’s mouth followed by a yellow 
layer and ashy earth below this. This latter stratum contained a quantity o f Sarmatian Period sherds 
(Layer 3). The bottom o f this feature was m arked by a black sooty layer with blocks of daub laying 
in it. Forty cm above the pit’s bottom there was a deposit of alternating, 6 -8  cm thick, dense yellow 
and black layers that contained only a few sherds.

Finds:
939. Light gray storage v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is horizontally everted and two grooves mn 
around the shoulder. A smoothed wavy line between these decorates the vessel. Mouth diameter = 15.8 cm. 
{Plate 5/1).
942. Fragment of a light gray burnished and smoothed vesse l w ith  an u p p er h a n d le  thrown on a fast wheel. 
A groove runs around the shoulder. The handle has a low rib and is ornamented with horizontally smoothed 
bands. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 33/7).
943. Fragment of a gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  v esse l. A groove runs around the neck. The top of the rim as 
well as its interior surface have single smoothed bands. The vessel’s exterior surface is also decorated with a 
horizontal smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter =13 cm. {Plate 10/9).
946. Matte medium gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel and fired in a reducing atmosphere. Mouth diameter = 
18 cm. {Plate 14/5).

Pit 2542 was located along the northeastern wall of Square 11/14. Its mouth dimensions measured 
185 by 160 cm, while the broad, bulging lower portion measured 240 by 180 cm. A small 40 cm 
niche was cut into the northern section, 20 cm above the pit’s bottom. The neck was 10 cm long, 
while the inner part o f the niche was 30 cm across. The absolute depth o f the pit was 160 cm below 
the present-day surface. Relative to the original ground surface, identified at a depth o f 50 cm, the 
p it’s original depth was 110 cm. The lower, bulging section was 70 cm deep. Below the neck, the 
p it’s entire fill was composed of light gray ashy earth which contained quantities of sherds (Layer 4). 
The rest of the strata (Layers 5 and 6) showed signs of continuous burning. The fill also contained

4 1
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fragments of daub. A large yellow block of clay lay on top of Layer 6. There was a layer o f  white 
gravel below the dense black layer above the pit’s neck (Layer 2).

Finds:
950. Fragment of a light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Its compressed, spherical form becomes thicker in 
the direction of the shoulder. Three horizontal grooves mn around the vessel’s lower section. The vessel has a 
horizontal smoothed pattem above the grooves, in the upper section of the belly. A row of obliquely smoothed 
patterns occurs further on above this. These latter intersect with each other producing a “V”-shaped design. 
(Plate 15/9).
950. Fragment of a gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. Two grooves run around its steep conical neck. The top 
and the interior surface of the rim have a narrow horizontal smoothed band. The vessel’s entire exterior surface 
has smoothed vertical bands. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 30/7).
952. Gray hand-thrown burnished g lo b u la r  vessel fragment with an eroded surface. There is a rib running 
around the shoulder, above which smoothed crisscrossing wavy lines decorate the surface. Mouth diameter = 
16 cm. (Plate 9/21).
956. Brick-red colored hand-thrown p ot with a gravel temper. The rim is upright and cut horizontally. Mouth 
diameter = 29.8 cm. (Plate 41/1).
964. Gray hand-thrown g lob u lar  vessel. The surface has a horizontal smoothed pattem and two parallel grooves 
run along the angle of the neck’s profile line. Further below, a band of wavy lines running horizontally decorate 
the vessel’s surface above another groove. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 8/11).
964. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Its interior surface has a horizontally smoothed pattern. This 
smoothed pattern is slightly “scribbled”. The exterior surface is burnished but worn. The profile line is 
segmented in a step-like manner. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 14/1).
965. Gray b o w l made from a globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter =16 cm. (Plate 27/6).
977. Base fragment from a light gray g lo b u la r  vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel’s base was perforated 
prior to firing. Base diameter = 9 cm. Diameter of the hole = 2.4 cm. (Plate 12/3).
978. Matte gray hand-thrown g lob u lar  v esse l with a sandy temper. The top of the rim and exterior surface 
below the rim are smoothed in a vague band that runs horizontally. Mouth diameter = 12.8 cm. (Plate 11/19).
978. Base fragment from a light gray g lo b u la r  vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel’s exterior surface has 
a horizontal smoothed pattern. Base diameter = 9.2 cm. (Plate 12/23).
979. Wheel-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper. The interior surface is sprinkled with small gravel. The 
exterior surface is smoothed with a slip made from more finely silted clay. The rim is faceted and the neck is 
decorated with an incised horizontal band produced with a five-tooth comb. Above this pattem may be seen, a 
row of comb-punctuated oblique motifs. Mouth diameter =17 cm. (Plate 38/1).
979. Neck fragment from a blackish hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper and horizontal combed 
decoration. (Plate 38/2).
980. Fragment of a blackish brown hand-thrown p ot with mica temper. The rim is multi-faceted. Mouth 
diameter = 21,8 cm. (Plate 42/13).
981. Fragment of a hand-thrown p ot with a gravel and sand temper. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 43/7).
983. Fragment of a black hand-thrown p o t with a gravel, mica and sand temper. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 
43/6).
984. Fragment of a hand-thrown p ot with a gravel temper. The interior surface of the bottom is densely covered 
by gravel. Base diameter =11.6 cm. (Plate 43/1).
984. Fragment of a brownish-red hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 
43/5).
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984. Base fragment from a black hand-thrown p o t  with a granular mica temper. Base diameter =12 cm. (Plate 
44/6).
985. Fragment of a very thin-walled hand-thrown p o t  with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 43/12).
1848. Brown hand-made p o t  with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. Base diameter = 9 cm. M = 13 cm. 
(Plate 37/1).
1849. Hand-thrown brownish black pot with a granular mica temper. The everted rim is faceted and the shoulder 
is sharply angled. Mouth diameter = 20 cm, Base diameter = 10 cm, Height = 28 cm. (Plate 38/17).
1851. Fragment of a gray two-handled jug thrown on a fast wheel. The neck is straight-walled and leans 
slightly inward. The rim is ringed around with a rib, but is slightly swollen at the base with a “pillow” like 
thickening. The neck and the shoulder are separated by a groove. There is a groove running around the belly. 
The body is compressed and it has a base disc. The handles are angled. They start on a rib that runs around 
the neck and are attached at the mid-line of the belly. Sparsely placed vertical bundles of 3 smoothed lines are 
placed between two ribs, decorating the neck. Below this pattem, the neck is decorated with sparsely placed 
vertical lines that are not bundled. Another smoothed design runs around the shoulder. The rows of patterns are 
different on the two sides of the vessel. One of the sides is decorated with bundles of 3 smoothed lines, while 
on the other side the bundles of 3 smoothed lines cross each other. The outer surfaces of the handles also have 
a vertical smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 30/8).
954. Brownish spotted sp in d le  w horl made from the base of a vessel. (Plate 45/9).

Pit 2643 falls partially in this square where it measures 120 by 140 cm above and has a bottom 
diameter of 160 cm. This feature did not extend into the neighboring square. The bottom only 
broadens slightly on its northeastern side, while this tendency is stronger in the northwestern half. 
The pit’s wall is vertical on this side. The absolute depth of this feature was 180 cm, while its depth 
was 120 cm measured from the excavated surface. The lower, broad portion is 90 cm deep. In the 
region of the mouth, this pit was filled with dense, hard black and yellow earth. Below the neck, this 
fill turns into alternating strata of loose gray ashy layers (Layers 3 and 6) and dense black as well as 
yellow deposits (Layers 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8).

Finds:44
995. Fragment of a matte light gray jug with a sandy temper, thrown on a fast wheel. The handle is flat and 
broad with an oblong cross-section. It starts on the rim, first horizontally, then turns down at a right angle. On 
the basis of analogous specimens, this fragment may be considered part of a two-handled jug. Mouth diameter 
= 16 cm. (Plate 33/9).
996. Matte light gray undecorated bow l thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 23/4).

Pit 2745 was first noticed in the northern comer of Square 11/15 in the form of a light gray 
discoloration mixed with yellow earth and ash. Its mouth dimensions measured approximately 200 
by 220 cm. The dimensions of the lower, bulging portion were almost the same. The section of this pit 
below the baulk was not excavated. On the other hand, it did not extend into the neighboring square 
beyond the baulk. In the neck region, this pit narrowed to 150 cm. Its absolute depth was 270 cm 
below the present-day surface, while it m easured 210 cm below the excavation surface. The lower 
portion was 150 cm deep. The entire shape o f  this deep pit can be easily evaluated in the cross-section 
drawing. Since this feature had not been disturbed since it was originally filled, no find material came 
to light from it. The cross-section drawing, on the other hand, reveals that this feature was repeatedly

43 Square 11/14, PitC
44 Inv. No.: 994-998.
45 Square 11/15, Pit A Inv. No.: 1012-1017., 1020-1026.
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used as a fire pit. Black sooty deposits a few centimeters thick could be observed on the bottom  of 
the pit (Layer 15), 30 cm above this (Layer 13) as well as in a layer another 40 cm higher (Layer 9). 
Between and above these sooty strata, dense yellow (Layers 3, 6, 10, 12 and 14), black (Layers 5, 7, 
11) and burnt red (Layer 8) layers alternated, mixed with ash and daub to varying degrees. Even the 
loose uppermost, light gray ashy deposit (Layer 4) suggested the presence o f fire.

Finds:
1012. Medium gray globular vessel burnt black through secondary firing. The top of the everted rim is 
smoothed and a smoothed wavy line runs along the angle of the neck’s profile line. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. 
{Plate 10/13).
1012. Fragment of a medium gray finely tempered globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The sherd’s surface 
is slightly worn. The rim has a horizontal smoothed pattem and a smoothed wavy line decorates the surface of 
the neck. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 13/1).
1014. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The narrow top of the everted rim is smoothed. There is a 
shallow groove running around the shoulder. The vessel’s exterior surface is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 
24 cm. {Plate 2/7).
1017. Brick-red colored hand-made lid with black spots. Diameter = 31 cm. {Plate 34/14).
1021. Fragment of a storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel’s interior surface is light gray, while the 
exterior surface is black. The base is cut. A dense, burnish-like smoothed pattern occurs on the exterior surface. 
The wall is unusually thin, reaching a thickness of only 4 mm. Base diameter = 12 cm. {Plate 7/15).
1023. Fragment of a light gray hand-thrown globular vessel. The top of the everted rim has smoothed bands. 
Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 8/2).

Pit 2846 first appeared in Square 12/14, between the depths of 30 to 60 cm, marked both by finds 
and soil discoloration (a light gray angular stain). This feature lay by the northwestern wall o f  the 
square. The excavated section of this pit measured 220 by 240 cm near the surface. It is a broad, 
Sarmatian Period pit which narrowed downward in steps. Its upper two thirds (Layer 3) was filled 
with a dense gray ashy deposit that contained numerous sherds. Below this fill, dense brown earth 
was found with yellow lumps of clay that contained only a few finds.

Finds:
1179. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The top of the rim and the exterior surface have smoothed 
horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. {Plate 2/5).
1179. Shoulder fragment from a medium gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. A smoothed zigzag 
line runs around the vessel. The surface below this pattem has sparsely placed broad smoothed bands. {Plate 
4/10).
1180. Fragment of a light gray jug thrown on a fast wheel. The top and interior of the rim are smoothed in a 
broad horizontal band. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 29/17).
1181. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel that bulges out below its everted rim. There are sparsely placed 
horizontal bands smoothed on the outer surface. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. {Plate 2/6).
1186. Fragment of a light gray hand-thrown bowl. The rim thickens and the walls are conical. Mouth diameter 
= 14 cm. {Plate 28/9).
1187. Shoulder fragment from a medium gray hand-thrown bottle. Below the rib that runs around the neck the 
wall is decorated with a horizontal smoothed pattem. The neck is not always easy to identify since it is often 
obliterated by a secondary vertical smoothed pattern. {Plate 11/3).

46 Square 12/14, Pit A Inv. No.: 1179-1206.
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1189. Gray hand-thrown bowl with a smoothed exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 22.2 cm. (Plate 28/17).
1190. Light gray hand-thrown bowl with a broad, deep horizontal groove on one side. The exterior and interior 
surfaces both have sparsely placed narrow smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Pit 12.14?? ; Plate 
22/ 1) .

1191. Light gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
smoothed. A groove runs below the rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 18/4).
1192. Light gray hand-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim that leans inward. The exterior surface has a dense 
smoothed pattem. The interior surface and the top of the rim have sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth 
diameter = 12.7 cm. (Plate 28/20).
1193. Medium gray hand-thrown bowl. The exterior and interior surfaces both have horizontal smoothed 
patterns. The rim is slightly “swollen” and the belly is separated from the neck by a stepped profile line. Mouth 
diameter = 16.6 cm. (Pit 12.14). (Plate 22/13).
1196. Light gray hand-thrown globular vessel. The exterior surface has a horizontal smoothed pattem. Mouth 
diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 7/1).
1197. Brick-red colored hand-thrown jug with a slightly sandy temper. The surface is matte and worn. The neck 
is curved and the belly has an angular profile line. The handle started above the arched neck. The belly is angled 
and curves below. The handle originates above the break in the profile line of the belly but it is broken. The 
fragmentation line of the handle and the rim are smoothed so that later the globular jug was used secondarily 
as a simple vessel Mouth diameter =12 cm. {Plate 11/5).
1200. Yellow hand-made lid. Diameter = 14 cm. {Plate 34/12).
1202. Hand-thrown pot with a steep neck and granular, sandy temper. Mouth diameter = 21.8 cm. {Plate 
39/13).
1202. Yellowish gray hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 39/15).
1203. Fragment of a black hand-formed pot with yellow spots. Base diameter = 11 cm. {Plate 37/8).
1203. Base fragment from a hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 12.6 cm. {Plate 
44/11).

Pit 2947 first appeared in the northern com er o f Square 12/15 between the depths of 30 to 60 cm in 
the form of a rectangular ashy spot with numerous Sarmatian Period sherds deposited above it. This 
almost square shallow pit measured 200 by 220 cm. In Pit 29 the fill was limited to the peripheral 
5 cm of the feature and the deposit could be clearly distinguished from the subsoil. Moving toward 
the northwestern wall o f the square, this feature took the form of a pit measuring 130 by 180 cm, 
with a post hole, 20 cm in diameter, in the southern comer. The uppermost layer of the fill (Layer 3) 
was dense and ashy in this area. The lowermost yellowish gray ashy fill that was mixed with gravel 
(Layer 5) was intersected by a smaller pit measuring 80 by 140 cm. The fill in this latter feature, 
however, was composed of dense, brownish-gray earth with gravel that contained no ash (Layer 4). 
Hardly any sherds came to light from this pit.

Finds:
1431. Brown hand-thrown globular vessel. The top and the interior surface of the rim have sparsely placed 
horizontal smoothed bands. The exterior surface is decorated with two broad smoothed horizontal bands at the 
angle ofthe neck’s profile line. Mouth diameter = 13.6 cm. {Plate 10/15).
1434. Rim fragment from a large brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The rim is everted and 
faceted. Mouth diameter = 34 cm. {Plate 38/18).

47 Square 12/15, Pit A, Inv. No.: 1428-1440.
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1435. Fragment of a blackish brown hand-made em b er cover. The vessel’s wall was perforated from the 
direction of the exterior surface. Diameter = 31 cm. (Plate 28/4).
1435. Base fragment from a small grayish-brown hand-thrown pot. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 44 /1 ).

1839. Spiral fragment from a bipartite b ron ze  fibu la  brooch . (Plate 45/2).
A well dated to the Árpád Period was discovered in Square 9/40. In addition to sherds from the 

Árpád Period, badly worn Sarmatian Period vessel fragments also came to light from the fill o f  this 
feature.

In S quare  11/27, between the depths o f 0 to 30 cm, quantities of evenly distributed sherds were 
discovered including pottery fragments from the Árpád Period. These did not, however, form distinct 
clusters. A fibula was even recovered in the vicinity o f the square’s eastern edge. The lumpy soil 
was already encountered in the square’s southern half at this depth. A layer a few millimeters thick 
consisting o f grains o f daub and gravel was encountered on top of this black deposit. The m ajority 
o f sherds also lay within this thin layer. It was this layer that was identified by the excavator as 
the Sarmatian Period ground surface. Another ground surface observed in Square 10/14 looked the 
same.48

3.2. Stray finds

During the course of excavations some finds were marked as belonging to Square 11/26. C. (Pit 12). 
This pit was, however, a feature from the Árpád Period. Today it is no longer possible to tell, which 
feature this erroneously labeled Sarmatian Period material actually came from.49

Finds:
1095. Base fragment from a yellowish hand-made pot with brown spots. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 
37/4).
1095. Yellow hand-made p o t with an everted cut rim, coarse temper and larger lumps of clay. Mouth diameter 
= 16 cm. (Plate 42/1).
1096. Brown hand-made p o t with coarse temper. Base diameter = 13 cm. (Plate 37/12).
1096. Fragment of a grayish-brown hand-thrown p ot. Base diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 43/4).
1098. Fragment of a brownish yellow hand-thrown p ot with a slightly sandy temper. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. 
(Plate 42/6).
1098. Fragment of a hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 43/10).
1102. Rim fragment from a large yellowish hand-made p ot with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 28.8 cm. 
(Plate 36/10).
1103. Everted rim fragment from a brownish yellow pot with a ground pottery temper. Mouth diameter = 
24.6 cm. (Plate 36/13).
1104. Neck fragment from a brownish-red hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. There was a grooved 
decoration made with a five-toothed comb running horizontally below the rim and an incised ornament below 
this on the neck and at the angle of the shoulder. (Plate 38/5).
1107. Fragment of a hand-made p ot with a yellowish outer surface and a row of finger impressions on the 
shoulder. (Plate 37/7).
1109. Base fragment from a light gray g lob u lar  v esse l thrown on a fast wheel and slightly tempered with sand. 
The surface is smoothed in bands with a matte surface below. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 12/10).

48 Inv. No.: 224., 226.
49 Since they form a single unit, they are presented as such. The sherds in question are: Inv. No.: 1093-1121., 

1124-1131., 1141-1163.
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1110. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel with incisions and ribbing below the rim. Both the exterior and 
interior surfaces and the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 25/13).
1 111. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim has smoothed bands and the surface is burnished. 
Mouth diameter = 19.2 cm. {Plate 17/9).
1113. Fragment of a blackish brown hand-thrown globular vessel. The exterior and interior surfaces of the rim 
are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 28/10).
1115. Fragment of a light gray hand-thrown bowl tempered slightly with sand and with a groove running below 
the rim. Mouth diameter = 15.8 cm. {Plate 28/11).
1116. Fragment of a light gray hand-thrown bowl. The rim thickens and leans inward. Smoothed bands are 
placed densely on the exterior surface and sparsely on the interior surface. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 28/19).
1117. Dark gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. {Plate 17/11).
1123. Fragment of a gray jug with black slip that has been smoothed and burnished and was thrown on a fast 
wheel. The upright neck is divided from the shoulder by a rib. {Plate 31/9).
1124. Storage vessel that was thrown on a fast wheel. It is burnished black on the exterior while on the interior 
and fracture surface it is light gray. It has a rib at the angle of the neck. The surface is burnished in a horizontal 
line above the rib. Under this there is a matte black band decorated by three burnished triangles. There is a 
2.6 cm wide band with a smoothed oblique net design. {Plate 5/11).
1127. Wall fragment from a matte gray hand-thrown storage vessel with a slightly sandy temper. {Plate 
1/16).
1128. Fragment from a steep necked light gray hand-thrown globular vessel. The neck line is slightly curved. 
The surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. {Plate 11/18).
1128. Fragment of a light gray jug with a burnished surface, thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. 
{Plate 29/9).
1131. Wheel-thrown barrel-shaped vessel which turned yellow during secondary firing. The closing section is 
smoothed, in the direction the wheel was spinning. Diameter =12,2 cm. {Plate 34/6).
1143. Base fragment from a black burnished globular vessel with a base disc, thrown on a fast wheel. Base 
diameter = 10 cm. {Plate 12/1).
1143. Light gray hand-thrown heavily worn bowl. A smoothed wavy line runs around the arched rim that was 
pulled upwards. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. {Plate 28/21).
1144. Medium gray hand-thrown storage vessel. Two grooves run around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 
30 cm. {Plate 6/8).
1145. Light gray storage vessel with an everted rim, thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim and a narrow 
band on the interior surface are decorated with a parallel smoothed pattern. A smoothed wavy line decoration 
runs below the rim with two horizontal grooves below it. Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. {Plate 3/3).
1146. Light gray storage vessel with a darker gray slip on the exterior surface. The top of the rim and the 
exterior surface have a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 6/4).
1147. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim and a dense combed decorative pattern 
running around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. {Plate 2/10).
1148. Fragment of a hand-thrown gray storage vessel with a thin arched everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. {Plate 1/13).
1149. Light gray hand-thrown globular vessel. This has thick walls with a smoothed pattern on the edge of the 
rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 8/15).
1150. Fragment of a largish hand-thrown medium gray storage vessel. It broadens directly below the rim. A 
dense smoothed pattern decorates the horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. {Plate 1/5).
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1150. Yellow hand-thrown globular vessel covered with yellowish white engobe prior to firing. The neck is 
steep with a slightly everted rim. The belly is angled with distinctive belt-like divisions around its center line. 
The wheel-thrown base is slightly arched below. The top of the rim and the interior surface of the steep wall 
are smoothed. There is a horizontal smoothed pattern within the rim. The exterior surface of the vessel is also 
covered with a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter =11.4 cm, Base diameter = 6.6 cm, Height =
12.2 cm. (Plate 11/9).
1151. Hand-thrown light gray storage vessel. The top of the slightly convex everted rim is smoothed. Below 
the neck the globular body is also smoothed. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 1/11).
1152. Wheel-thrown yellowish red storage vessel with a horizontally smoothed surface. There is a smoothed 
pattern on the barely everted “swollen” rim. There is an incised decoration at the angle of the neck’s profile line. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 1/2).

3.2.1. Additional stray finds from the settlement

0. 50 Flat gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim 
have a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 19/2).
0. Gray hand-thrown bowl with a slanting upper section and a slightly “swollen” rim that leans inward. The 
shoulder is segmented by a stepped profile line. The exterior and interior surfaces of the neck have sparsely 
placed smoothed horizontal bands while the lower section has a dense smoothed pattern that is also horizontal. 
Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 22/12).
0. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim have a 
dense horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. (Plate 23/2).
0. Fragment of a medium gray two-handled jug with a smoothed surface, thrown on a fast wheel. The neck of 
the jug is conical with straight sides. Double parallel horizontal grooves run below the rim and around the neck. 
A handle originates between two rows of grooves. The vertical surface has a sparse smoothed pattern in the 
area between the grooves. The handles have round cross-sections. Mouth diameter =16 cm. (Plate 30/6).
0. Fragment of a hand-thrown pot with mica temper that was fired gray. Base diameter = 12.2 cm. (Plate 
43/8).
?. Small gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the horizontal rim is smoothed. There are 
sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands on the neck. Under these, a rib and then a smoothed wavy line may 
be seen on the surface. There are a few sparsely placed smoothed areas on the remainder of the surface. Mouth 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 5/6).
?. Light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is horizontal and there is a rib on the shoulder. 
The neck and belly have a horizontal smoothed pattem. There is a smoothed wavy line design under this rib. 
Mouth diameter =15 cm. (Plate 5/7).
?. Gray biconical spindle whorl, the surface of which is decorated with darker triangles. (Plate 45/3).

3.2.2. Materials from the grid squares

Some of the sherds recovered from squares could not be linked to features. The distribution o f these 
stray finds is discussed below by square numbers:

Only a few, indistinctive Sarmatian Period sherds were found in the plow zone of S q u a r e  6 / 3 2 51. 

The same holds true for the depths between 30 to 60 cm.52

50 Non-identifiable/non-inventoried specimen. “Inv. No.”: 0.
51 Inv. No.: 425^126.
52 Inv. No.: 427^133.
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Finds:
429. Fragment of a gray hand-thrown b a rre l-sh a p ed  vessel. A rib runs around the top of the rim that thickens. 
The top of the rim and the vessel’s exterior surface are covered with a horizontal, densely placed smoothed 
pattern reminiscent of burnish. A rib was placed at the angle of the neck’s profile line with two closely place 
grooves below it. A smoothed wavy line decorates the surface between the rib and the grooves. Mouth diameter 
= 10.8 cm. (Plate 7/4).
430. Fragment of a grayish-brown ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 29/12).
433. Brick-red colored hand-thrown b o w l with a light yellow slip, thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 
10.7 cm. (Plate 24/10).

The upper layer o f  Square 6/33 contained only a few sherds from the Sarmatian Period.53 
442. Fland-thrown s to r a g e  vessel fired a greenish brown color. There are dense horizontal smoothed patterns 
on the horizontally everted rim. The exterior surface is similarly treated. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 
1/ 10).

445. Fragment of a gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  v e s se l. There are faint traces of grooving on the interior surface 
of the rim. The exterior surface has a dense horizontal smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 
11/ 20).

In this square, the quantity of finds increased down to the depth o f 60 cm.54 
456. Gray, biconical b o w l thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that leans inward. Mouth diameter = 12.6 cm. 
(Plate 20/13).
456. Gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the “swollen” rim has a dense smoothed pattem. Both 
the interior and exterior surfaces have a horizontal smoothed pattern in the same manner. Mouth diameter =
23.2 cm. (Plate 23/1).
458. Gray hand-thrown g lob u lar  vessel. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 9/5).
458. Gray hand-thrown g lob u lar  vessel. Mouth diameter =14 cm. (Plate 10/14).
463. Fragment of a brick-red colored hand-thrown p o t with a granular temper. Base diameter = 1 1  cm. (Plate 
43/18).
464. Fragment of a thick-walled brick-red colored hand-thrown p ot with a granular temper. Base diameter = 
16 cm. (Plate 43/16).
465. Base fragment from a brick-red colored hand-thrown pot, with a granular temper. Base diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 44/7).
466. Brown hand-made p o t with black spots and a granular temper. Base diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 35/11).
467. Brown hand-made p o t with black spots and a granular temper. Base diameter = 14.6 cm. (Plate 35/6).
468. Brown hand-made p o t with black spots and a granular temper. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (Plate 40/11).
469. Brown hand-made p o t with black spots and a granular temper. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 40/5).
470. Brick-red colored hand-thrown p o t with black spots and a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 
7.5 cm. (Plate 40/3).
471. Fragment of a brown p ot with black spots from the firing and with a cut and everted rim. It has a granular 
temper. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 42/5).
472. Black hand-thrown p ot with brick-red colored spots from firing and a granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 27.8 cm. (Plate 41/12).
473. Fragment of a brick-red colored hand-thrown p o t with black spots from firing and a granular temper. The 
slightly everted rim is cut horizontally. Mouth diameter = 26.4 cm. (Plate 42/8).
474. Brick-red colored hand-thrown p ot with black spots, an arched everted rim and a granular mica temper. 
Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 39/5).

53 Inv. No.: 442-448.
54 Inv. No.: 455-460., 462-487.
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475. Brick-red colored hand-made p o t with black spots and a granular temper. Base diameter = 19 cm. {P late  
35/14).
476. Brick-red colored pot with black spots and a granular temper. Base diameter = 20 cm. {Plate  35/17).
477. Fragment of a brick-red colored pot with black spots and a granular temper. Base diameter = 12 cm. {P late  
37/9).
478. Brick-red colored hand-made p ot with black spots from firing and with a granular temper. Base diameter 
= 17 cm. {Plate 35/4).
479. Base fragment from a small brown hand-thrown p o t with black spots that broadens sharply and has a 
granular temper. Base diameter = 8.4 cm. {Plate 44/8).
480. Base fragment from a brown hand-thrown p ot with black spots and a granular temper. The vessel broadens 
like a pedestal towards the bottom. Base diameter =13 cm. {Plate 44/16).
481. Base fragment from a brick-red colored hand-thrown pot. The vessel broadens towards the base. Base 
diameter =11.8 cm. {Plate  44/13).
482. Fragment of a brown thick-walled hand-thrown p ot with black spots from firing and a granular temper. 
Base diameter = 15.2 cm. {Plate 43/15).
483. Brown hand-made p ot with black spots and a granular temper. B ase d ia m eter  = 12 cm. {Plate  35/8).
484. Black hand-thrown p ot with brown spots and a granular temper. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. {Plate  39/9).
485. Hand-thrown blackish-brown p ot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 21.2 cm. {P la te  
38/13).
486. Fragment of a black hand-thrown p ot with brown spots and a granular temper. Mouth diameter = 34 cm. 
{Plate 41/15).
487. Hand-thrown, brick-red colored p ot with black spots, an everted and cut rim and a granular mica temper. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 38/10).

In Square 7/29, there were very few finds from the upper level o f the square.55 
549. Yellowish gray hand-thrown g lob u lar  vessel. There is a dense horizontal smoothed pattem on the interior 
surface the rim. The neck is decorated with a smoothed wavy line. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. {Plate  9/13).
549. Dark gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim 
are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. {Plate 27/2).
549. Fragment of a yellowish gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim and exterior surface have a 
horizontally smoothed pattem while there is a vertical smoothed pattern on the neck. It is possible to see from 
the stub of the handle that it rose above the plane of the rim. Mouth diameter =16 cm. {Plate 29/16).
549. Fragment of a gray ju g  with yellow spots thrown on a fast wheel. The neck is separated from the shoulder 
by a groove and rib. A groove runs around the belly at the point it joins the neck. The surface has a horizontally 
smoothed pattern below the lower groove. The zone between the two grooves is filled with deep vertical 
smoothed pattern similar to fluting. Considering the size of this vessel, its walls are thick. The body has a 
compressed shape. {Plate 31/2).
550. Gray hand-thrown barbarian am phora . There is a horizontal smoothed pattern on the neck fragment with 
a rib under it running around the shoulder, and underneath this deep horizontal grooves follow one after the 
other. {Plate 7/3).

The quantity of the material diminished in the next sp it.56 
548. Brick-red colored, globular spindle whorl. {Plate 45/5).

In Square 7/30 finds were recovered from the cleaning of the square’s walls.57

55 Inv. No.: 531-542.
56 Inv. No.: 547-552.
57 Inv. No.: 579-584.
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579. Fragment of a brick-red colored coarsely tempered pot with black spots and a rimmed base. Base diameter 
= 19 cm. (Plate  37/13).
580. Brick-red colored hand-made pot with black spots. Base diameter = 17 cm. {Plate  37/11).
581. Brown hand-thrown p o t  with black spots and a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24.4 cm. (Plate 

40/13).
583. Medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the 
rim have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate  17/8).

Compared to the previous square there was a greater quantity o f finds in the upper levels of 
S q u a r e  7/30.58
585. Fragment of a dark gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The flattened globular lower section had a broad 
groove running around the line of the belly. The interior and exterior surfaces of the bowl are covered with a 
dense horizontal smoothed pattern. (Plate 15/11).
586. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is covered with a dense horizontal smoothed 
pattem. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (Plate 26/4).
586. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. There is a groove under the rim and another running around the 
shoulder. Mouth diameter = 31 cm. (Plate 26/15).
588. Fragment of a light gray globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel. There is a groove together with a rib 
running around the neck and a horizontally smoothed zigzag design above it and around the lower section of 
the body. There are four rows of deeply smoothed zigzag designs running around the shoulder. (P late  31/6).
589. Fragment of a gray ju g  with a compressed body thrown on a fast wheel. A pair of grooves and another 
single groove decorate the upper portion of the belly. The surface above the double groove has a vertical 
smoothed pattem. Below the double grooves the vessel is decorated with a segmented vertical smoothed 
pattem that alternates with oblique bands. The rest of the vessel has a horizontal smoothed pattern below the 
lower, single groove. (P la te  31/3).
590. Base fragment from a brick-red colored j u g  thrown on a fast wheel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 

32/12).
595. Fragment of a blackish brown hand-made e m b e r  cover . Diameter = 9.6 cm. (Plate  28/5).

Deeper down in the square there were fewer finds.59
626. Fragment of a black hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper, decorated with a dense row of obliquely 
punctuated, ovoid patterns on the shoulder. (P la te  40/6).
627. Base fragment from a brick-red colored hand-made p o t with black spots. Base diameter = 13 cm. (Plate 

35/13).
627. Fragment of a brick-red colored p ot with black spots, granular silting and an everted rim. Mouth diameter 
= 12 cm. (Plate 36/6).

Only a few indistinctive Sarmatian Period sherds were found in the upper 30 cm of S q u a r e  

7/33.60 This also characterizes the next 30 cm layer.61 On the other hand, more distinctive sherds were 
found between 60 and 90 cm .62
736. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have 
a dense smoothed pattem. There are grooves under the rim and running around the side. The vessel was 
perforated next to the fracture surface. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 26/11).

58 Inv. No.: 585-610.
59 Inv. No.: 611-627.
60 Inv. No.: 714-718.
61 Inv. No.: 724-732.
62 Inv. No.: 733-744.
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736. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well as the rim have a 
dense smoothed pattem. The side is perforated next to the break. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 26/12).
739. Fragment of a black hand-thrown g lob u lar vessel. The neck rises steeply and the rim is “swollen”. There 
are two grooves running around the angle of the neck’s profile line and the shoulder. The top of the rim and the 
vessel’s exterior surface have a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 9 cm. {Plate 11/4).
739. Fragment of a black hand-thrown g lob u lar vessel. The rim is “swollen”. Under it, the neck slants out 
slightly into the shoulder. A smoothed double wavy line runs between two grooves on the shoulder. The interior 
and exterior surfaces of the vessel are covered with a dense smoothed pattem imitating burnishing. Mouth 
diameter = 7 cm. {Plate 11/12).
739. Fragment of a dark gray hand-thrown g lob u lar vessel. The straight neck leans outward. There is a broad 
smoothed wavy line between two deep grooves on the neck and shoulder as well as a dense smoothed pattern 
on the neck that is similar to burnishing. {Plate 11/15).
739. Fragment of a light gray hand-thrown g lob u lar  vessel. The neck below the rim has a dense smoothed 
pattern. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. {Plate  11/25).
741. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. It is segmented by an incision that runs around the vessel below 
the rim. Both the exterior and interior surfaces are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 25/5).

Only fragments were found in Square 7/43. 63
Compared to the previous square, more finds were discovered in Square 8/30. 64 

769. Medium gray, hand-thrown sto ra g e  vessel. The horizontal rim is faceted. The top of the rim and the 
interior surface have single smoothed bands. Two grooves run around the neck and the vessel’s surface was 
smoothed above them. Mouth diameter = 13 cm. {Plate 6/12).

The amount o f finds increased in the next 30 cm. 65
783. Brick-red colored hand-thrown p o t  with black spots and a granular mica temper. The shoulder has a 
slightly stepped profile. Below this region, it is decorated with a punctuated oblique rectangular design. Mouth 
diameter = 26 cm. {Plate 40/4).
784. Brown hand-thrown pot with gray spots and a granular temper. The slightly everted rim is cut horizontally. 
Mouth diameter = 30 cm. {Plate 39/10).
784. Gray hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. {Plate 41/2).
784. Brick-red colored hand-thrown p o t  with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 34 cm. {Plate 41/5). 
784. Fland-thrown dark gray pot with black spots from firing and a granular mica temper. There is a triangular 
ornament on the depressed shoulder. Mouth diameter = 26.4 cm. {Plate 41/6).
787. Rim and neck fragment from a dark gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. There is a groove under the rim 
while the steep straight neck is divided by several thin horizontal grooves. The top of the rim is covered with a 
dense horizontal smoothed pattem as are the exterior part of the rim, the belly and the ribbed neck. There is a 
smoothed zigzag design between the rim and the ribs while under the ribs mns a broad vertical smoothed band. 
Mouth diameter = 21 cm. {Plate 30/3).
789. Fragment of a brick-red colored ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The rim is “swollen” and the neck is stepped. 
The jug has a horizontal smoothed pattem under the rim and under this there are parallel vertical smoothed 
areas. The broken h an d le  originates under the rim and next to this there is a repaired scribbled smoothed 
pattem. Mouth diameter = 13 cm. {Plate  29/1).
789. Fragment of a brick-red colored ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. There is a thin horizontal smoothed band on 
top and on the interior surface of the rim, while there is a dense horizontal smoothed pattern on the exterior 
surface of the neck. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. {Plate 29/6).

63 Inv. No.: 1000.
64 Inv. No.: 760-771.
65 Inv. No.: 780-784., 787-807.
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791. Brick-red colored b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. There are dense smoothed patterns on both the exterior 
and interior surfaces as well as the rim and there is a groove running below the rim. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 24/12).
792. Brick-red colored b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The rim thickens and leans inward. The top of the rim 
as well as the exterior and interior surfaces have a dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 
21/13).
796. Brick-red colored hand-thrown g lo b u la r  v e s se l. There is a rib running around the angle of the neck’s 
profile line. The material has a granular temper. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 10/21).
799. Fragment of a small light gray finely tempered g lo b u la r  vessel with a base disc that was thrown on a fast 
wheel. Base diameter = 6 cm. {Plate 13/13).
802. Fragment of a hand-thrown gray storage v e s se l. The rim is horizontally everted and there are the beginnings 
of a rib on the neck. The top of the rim and the area under the rib have a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. 
Relative to the size of the vessel its walls are quite thick. Mouth diameter =18 cm. {Plate 1/17).
802. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel. There is a convex arch below the everted rim between two triple 
bands created by deep smoothed patterns. A smoothed wavy line design runs horizontally below the lower 
bundle of bands. Mouth diameter = 18.4 cm. {Plate 3/7).
802. Gray s to ra g e  v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the broad horizontal rim has a dense smoothed 
pattern. Under the rim and around the neck, a smoothed wavy line decorates the surface between two horizontal 
smoothed bands. Under this decoration there is a groove running around the vessel. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
{Plate 5/4).
802. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The broad everted rim is thick while the top of the rim broadens 
smoothly. There is a 4 cm. broad band on the interior surface the rim which is also smoothed. The exterior 
surface of the rim has a horizontal smoothed band. A smoothed wavy line that leans to the left decorates the 
surface of the neck. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. {Plate 6/13).

A n average amount of stray finds were discovered in the upper level o f S q u a r e  8 /3 1 .66 

812. Grayish-brown hand-thrown large p o t with a granular mica temper. The shape of the neck is stepped under 
the everted faceted rim. Mouth diameter = 34 cm. {Plate 39/4).
814. Thick-walled secondarily fired brick-red colored g lob u lar  vessel with a horizontal smoothed pattem on 
its exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 8/18).
819. Fragment of a hand-thrown medium gray s to r a g e  vessel with a matte surface. The everted, horizontal rim 
is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 23, 8 cm. {Plate 1/14).
820. Fragment of a hand-thrown gray b ow l with a slightly sandy temper and a matte surface. Mouth diameter 
= 14.6 cm. {Plate 28/16).
826. Fragment of a hand-thrown light gray s to r a g e  vessel. A rib runs around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 
22 cm .{Plate 1/15).

The number o f finds increased 30 cm below :67
827. Very large medium gray hand-thrown s to r a g e  vessel. There is a rib on the steep neck. The top of the rim 
and the interior surface have single smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 49.8 cm. {Plate 6/9).
828. Light gray hand-thrown storage v esse l with a broad horizontal rim. The rim leans inward and the exterior 
surface of the line of the neck has been slightly pulled out as well. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 30 cm. {Plate 6/11).
829. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have a 
horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. {Plate 14/15).

66 Inv. No.: 812-820.
67 Inv. No.: 823-848.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

829. Medium gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim 
have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 22, 8 cm. (Plate  17/3).
829. Matte light gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (P late  21/15).
830. Black b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is burnished, while the interior surface has a deep 
dense smoothed pattern. The sides are ribbed and grooved. (P late  20/9).
831. Medium gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim 
have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (P late  17/7).
833. Fragment of a brownish brick-red colored hand-made em b er cover. (P late  28/3).
836. Light gray storage v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. Two ribs running next to each other may be seen on the 
shoulder and under this runs a smoothed oblique net design in a 2.7 cm broad band. (Plate  5/12).
839. Base fragment from a medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces 
have a horizontal smoothed pattem. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate  19/5).
840. Medium gray hand-thrown g lob u lar vessel. There is a dense smoothed pattern on the horizontally everted 
rim. The exterior surface is burnished. Under the faint shoulder rib there is a smoothed wavy line design 
between two parallel smoothed lines. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. (Plate  8/17).
843. Brownish hand-made p o t with black spots. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (P late  35/3).
844. Grayish finely tempered hand-thrown p ot. The extremely large broad everted rim is faceted. Mouth 
diameter = 27.8 cm. (Plate 39/3).
832. Fragment of a w h et stone. (Plate  45/11).

An average amount o f indistinctive pottery fragments were found at a depth between 30-60 cm 
in square 8 /3 9 .  Among these was a tiny sliver o f the rim of a terra sigillata vessel.68 

There were only a couple o f indistinctive sherds in the upper level o f S q u a r e  8 /4 0 .69 

Further down only one vessel fragment came to light.70 Deeper down, between the depths o f 30 
to 60 cm the amount of finds increased.71 72
896. Rim and handle fragment from a medium gray two-handled ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel’s 
surface is smoothed. The rim is ringed and the neck is “swollen” below the rim. The handles originate on the 
jug’s rim. The upper curve of the handles is sharply faceted. Mouth diameter = 18.6 cm. (Plate  30/5).
906. Light gray sp o u ted  ju g  thrown on a fast wheel with a smoothed surface. (P late  33/6).

There were some indistinctive worn finds in the upper level of S q u a r e  9 /3 9 .72 The number o f 
sherds was more significant in the next 30 cm level.73
390. Fragment of a gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The profile line of the compressed body is angled at 
the vessel’s broadest part. The handle was attached to the belly at this point. The vessel’s entire surface was 
horizontally burnished. (Plate 31/8).
392. Fland-thrown gray storage vessel. The horizontally everted rim is decorated with a dense smoothed 
pattem. The neck’s profile line is segmented by a groove and ribbing. The exterior surface is smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 20 cm. (P late  1/8).
392. Gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The rim is narrow and upright. A slanted design of smoothed wavy 
lines mns around this vessel between two ribs at the angle of the neck’s profile line. The vessel’s entire exterior 
surface is burnished. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (P late  7/6).
392. Fragment of a light gray hand-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 12.4 cm. (P late  7/13).

68 Inv. No.: 319-324., 335-341.
69 Inv. No.: 890-894.
70 Inv. No.: 896.
71 Inv. No.: 902-908.
72 Inv. No.: 381., 383-385.
73 Inv. No.: 390-398.
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393. Matte gray undecorated b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 13 cm. (Plate  16/11).
393. Gray undecorated b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 28.4 cm. {Plate 16/13).
393. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 12.4 cm. {Plate 18/7).
393. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The rim’s interior surface is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. {Plate 

18/11).
393. Base fragment from a gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. Base diameter = 8 cm. {Plate 19/7).
393. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. A narrow rib runs around the base. Base diameter =11.2 cm. (P late  

19/8).
393. Fragment of a matte gray hand-thrown b o w l with a groove running below the rim. Mouth diameter = 
23 cm. (Column 9, Row 39; Plate  22/5).
393. Matte gray undecorated b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. {Plate 23/5).
393. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is lightly smoothed. Mouth diameter = 25.8 cm. 
{Plate  26/6).
393. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the rim are smoothed. An 
incised ornament of oblique ovoid patterns decorates the vessel’s surface below the rim. Mouth diameter = 
26cm. (Plate 26/7).
393. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Four sparsely placed grooves run below the rim. Mouth diameter = 
26 cm. {Plate 26/8).
393. Gray hemispherical b o w l thrown on a fast wheel with two grooves running below the rim. Mouth diameter 
= 18.2 cm. (Plate 26/9).
393. Gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. Two grooves run below the rim. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. {Plate 

26/13).
394. Fragment of a brownish hand-thrown p o t  with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 13, 8 cm. {Plate 

43/3).
394. Fragment of a thin-walled hand-thrown p o t  with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 14 cm. (Plate  

43/17).
395. Fragment of a gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  v esse l. It broadens directly below the everted rim. The top as 
well as the interior and exterior surfaces of the rim have a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter 
= 12 cm. {Plate 8/1).
395. Fragment of a gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  v esse l. The rim is horizontally everted and a rib runs around the 
vessel’s shoulder. The exterior surface is decorated with a dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. 
(P late  11/23).

All that came to light from Square 9/40 between the depths o f 30 to 60 cm was an assemblage of 
indistinctive stray finds.74 The same type o f  material characterized Square 10/39.75

In the uppermost 30 cm layer o f Square 10/40 only a small amount of indistinctive material was 
found. Further below, between the depths o f 30 to 60 cm, as well as between 60 and 80 cm, similar 
sherds were found with no detectable relation to any feature.76

Only a negligible number of finds came to light from the upper strata of Square 11/14.77 Further 
below, the quantity o f  finds increased between the depths of 30 to 60 cm.78
921. Shoulder fragment from a large light gray finely tempered g lo b u la r  vesse l thrown on a fast wheel. Broad 
horizontal grooves run on the vessel’s shoulder and neck and the surface is smoothed. (Plate  13/12).

74 Inv. No.: 272-275.
75 Inv. No.: 408-413., 420.
76 Inv. No.: 218-222., 240-241., 253-255.
77 Inv. No.: 909-918.
78 Inv. No.: 920-933.
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922. Light gray hand-thrown g lob u lar vessel. There is a double lid groove on this sherd, while the top and the 
interior surface of the rim are smoothed, as is the vessel’s exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 
8/19).
923. Black hand-thrown s to ra g e  vessel. The top of the rim has sparsely placed smoothed bands, while a dense 
horizontal smoothed pattern decorates the vessel’s exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 2/11). 
927. Neck fragment from a black hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. The steep straight neck is 
decorated with horizontal wavy lines made with a five-tooth comb. (Plate 38/4).
930. Black hand-thrown pot. The neck was decorated using a five-tooth comb. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 
40/9).
931. Brown hand-thrown p o t with burnt black spots. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 40/8).
933. Small brick-red colored hand-made p o t with black spots. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 35/7).

In the plow zone o f S q u a r e  1 1 /1 5  only a few indistinctive fragments o f ceramics were found.79 
Thirty centimeters below this uppermost layer, the quantity of material increased.80 
1006. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim and smoothed bands. Mouth diameter =
20.2 cm. (Plate 2/8).
1008. Fragment of a medium gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel’s surface is worn. The two handles 
that originate below the shoulder are attached to the belly’s upper section. They have a round cross-section. 
(Plate 33/11).
1009. Brick-red colored b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the interior and exterior surfaces of the bowl are 
painted red. The interior and exterior surfaces as well as the top of the rim are smoothed. There is a row of 
grooves deeply and heavily smoothed into the wall’s surface. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. (Plate 20/10).

S q u a r e  1 1 /2 6  contained an average amount of finds.81 
1030. Medium gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The rim is covered with traces of a worn smoothed pattem 
and a groove mns around the neck. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 1/9).
1034. Light gray hand-thrown b arrel-shap ed  v esse l smoothed in bands in the direction the wheel turned. 
(Plate 34/2).
1035. Neck fragment from a light gray b ottle thrown on a fast wheel. There is a rib running around the neck. 
The area above the rib is decorated with a dense parallel vertical smoothed pattem. The surface below is 
ornamented with a broad sparse vertical smoothed pattern. (Plate 33/5).
1036. Medium gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of 
the rim are smoothed. Below the rim, two ribs run around the vessel. The surface has vertical smoothed bands 
below the lower rib. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 20/6).
1039. Base fragment from a light gray g lob u lar  vesse l thrown on a fast wheel with a double base disc. Base 
diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 12/26).
1041. Gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces have a horizontal smoothed pattern. 
The rim thickens and leans slightly inward Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 21/12).

S q u a r e  1 1 /2 6  contained an average quantity of finds in the lower layer as well.82 
1048. Base fragment from a brick-red colored hand-made m ug with black spots. Base diameter = 5 cm. (Plate 
28/2).
1053. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel with a groove running below the rim. Both the exterior and 
interior surfaces and the top of the rim have a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 31 cm. 
(Plate 25/12).

79 Inv. No.: 1003-1004.
80 Inv. No.: 1005-1010.
81 Inv. No.: 1027-1043.
82 Inv. No.: 1047-1065.
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1054. Fragment of a yellowish gray g lo b u la r  v e sse l with sandy temper and thrown on a fast wheel. The rim 
thickens and is everted. The neck is decorated with a rib and below this a groove. The edge and the top of the 
rim are decorated with a smoothed band. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 13/8).
1055. Brick-red colored hand-thrown g lo b u la r  vesse l. An 8 mm broad horizontal smoothed band runs on the 
rim’s interior surface, and the exterior surface is also decorated with a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 11/22).
1056. Wall fragment from a small yellowish gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  vesse l. The exterior surface has a 
dense horizontal smoothed pattem. (Plate 11/7).
1058. Neck fragment from a reddish brown hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. The stepped shoulder 
is decorated with obliquely impressed almond-shaped patterns. Above this motif a lenticular design runs around 
the vessel’s neck. (Plate 38/3).
1059. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim 
have a dense horizontal smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (.Plate 27/4).

A  more typical assemblage of artifacts came to light from the plow zone of S q u a r e  1 1 /2 6 .83

1133. Base fragment from a matte light gray g lo b u la r  v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. Two horizontally running 
grooves decorate the vessel’s wall. Base diameter = 9.4 cm. (Plate 12/12).
1134. Base fragment from a matte light gray g lo b u la r  v esse l thrown on a fast wheel with a somewhat sandy 
temper. The base is perforated in an oblique direction. Base diameter = 9.6 cm. (Plate 12/4).
1135. Base fragment from a light gray g lo b u la r  vesse l thrown on a fast wheel with a slightly sandy temper. The 
surface is matte. Base diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 12/7).
1136. Brick-red colored hand-thrown g lo b u la r  vesse l. The rim’s exterior surface has a lightly smoothed pattern. 
Mouth diameter =11.8 cm. (Plate 9/1).
1137. Light gray hand-thrown storage v esse l that was smoothed and burnished. The top of the rim and its 
interior surface are ornamented with two smoothed bands. A rib runs at the angle of the neck’s profile line 
below which a smoothed wavy line decorates the surface. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 3/13).
1137. Medium gray hand-thrown worn g lo b u la r  vesse l. The interior surface of the everted rim has smoothed 
bands. A rib and groove design runs around this vessel at the angle of the neck’s profile line. Below the groove 
a smoothed wavy line decorates the surface. Further below, as well as above the groove, sparsely placed 
horizontal smoothed bands decorate the surface. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 9/11).
1138. Rim fragment from a matte light gray hand-thrown storage vesse l. Below the everted rim the surface has 
a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. (Plate 7/5).
1138. Worn, matte yellowish gray g lo b u la r  vesse l. Mouth diameter = 23.4 cm. (Plate 9/9).
1138. Fragment of a light gray finely tempered g lo b u la r  vesse l thrown on a fast wheel. The rim’s inner surface 
is decorated with a broad horizontal smoothed band. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 13/3).
1139. Medium gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  vesse l. The interior and exterior surfaces of the rim have a horizontal 
smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. {Plate 9/3).
1139. Dark gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  vesse l. The rim’s interior and exterior surfaces are decorated with 
horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 9/7).
1139. Matte gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  vesse l. The rim’s exterior surface has a horizontal smoothed pattem. 
Mouth diameter = 14 cm. {Plate 10/2).
1139. Black g lo b u la r  v e sse l with a smoothed surface. The top of the rim and the vessel’s interior surface each 
have a horizontal smoothed band. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 10/20).

A  sherd deposit o f  considerable abundance was found in the upper section o f S q u a r e  1 1 /2 7 . 84

83 Inv. No.: 1133-1139.
84 Inv. No.: 1214-1236.
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1214. Fragment of a light gray smoothed b ottle  thrown on a fast wheel. The neck is decorated with horizontal 
smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 4.8 cm. (P la te  33/2).
1215. Fragment of a gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The rim has a light horizontal smoothed pattern. A densely 
placed vertical smoothed pattern runs around the bottle’s neck. Mouth diameter =14 cm. (Plate  29/11).
1222. Gray finely tempered b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. A thin incised line runs below the rim. The exterior 
surface has a lightly smoothed pattern while the interior surface has a dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter 
= 20.2 cm. (P late  14/4).
1222. Matte medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel with a slightly sandy temper. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. 
(Plate 17/12).
1222. Medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The rim leans inward and thickens slightly. The top of the 
rim is smoothed, while the rim’s interior surface is decorated with only a narrow smoothed band. The exterior 
surface has bundles of smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate IMS').

1222. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface has a dense oblique burnished pattern. The 
interior surface is segmented by bands. Mouth diameter = 23.4 cm. (Plate 23/9).
1223. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces have smoothed bands. 
The bowl had a lid groove. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate  20/5).
1224. Gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim are 
smoothed. A narrow groove runs below the rim. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate  18/5).
1225. Brick-red colored b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The interior and exterior surfaces are painted red. The 
interior surface and the top of the rim are smoothed. The rim has a lid-groove on it. Mouth diameter =12 cm. 
(Plate 20/4).
1225. Fragment of a worn, brick-red colored hand-thrown bow l. The exterior and interior surfaces of this 
vessel are painted red. The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. (Plate  28/15).
1227. Very large yellowish brown hand-made pot. Base diameter = 39.6 cm. (P late  35/18).
1230. Base fragment from a brown hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 44/9).
1233. Light gray hand-thrown poorly fired s to ra g e  vessel. The top of the horizontally everted rim has a dense 
smoothed pattern. The shape broadens directly below the rim. Mouth diameter =30 cm. (Plate  2/2).
1233. Fragment of a medium gray storage v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. There is a stepped rib running around 
the shoulder above which the neck has a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. A smoothed line decorates the rib. 
Another smoothed line occurs approximately 3 cm below. There are two bands of smoothed wavy lines running 
around the vessel within a zone bordered by horizontal smoothed bands. (Plate 4/8).

In Spit 1 within Square 11/27 the quantity o f archaeological materials did not decline.85
1237. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel that was burnished on the outer surface. Two narrow, parallel 
grooves run below the rim. This sherd was perforated next to the fracture line. The interior surface has sparsely 
placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (P late  24/5).
1238. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. It has smoothed bands on its exterior and interior surfaces and 
the top of the rim. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (P late  17/2).
1239. Matte light gray biconical b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 8 cm. (P late  14/6).
1244. Light gray hand-thrown storage vessel with a worn surface and a horizontally everted rim. Mouth 
diameter = 26 cm. (Plate  6/10).

85 Inv. No.: 1237-1252.
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In Square 11/28 only a few, indistinctive, sherds were found.86 Thirty centimeters below, the 
quantity of sherds again increased.87
1358. Light gray hand-thrown glob u lar vesse l. The rim’s interior surface has a narrow smoothed band and the 
full breadth of the top of the rim is also smoothed. The exterior surface is decorated with smoothed horizontal 
bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate  8/9).
1359. Medium gray hand-thrown g lob u lar v esse l. A groove runs around the vessel’s shoulder. The top of the 
rim and the vessel’s exterior surface are decorated with a dense horizontal smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter 
= 18 cm. (Plate 9/8).
1365. Brown hand-thrown p ot. Its everted rim is cut steeply and obliquely. Mouth diameter =11.5 cm. (Plate  

39/1).
1369. Rim and handle fragment from a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The rim leans inward and 
thickens, and the conical neck is thin-walled. In comparison with the neck, the handle is very thick. It has a 
round cross-section and small elements that elevate above the plane of the rim. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. (Plate  

32/11).
1370. Matte gray hand-thrown glob u lar vesse l. There is a rib running around the neck and traces of a smoothed 
pattem occur on the surface. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate  8/13).
1371. Light gray hand-thrown g lob u lar vesse l. The neck mns steeply down directly below the everted rim. The 
surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (P la te  8/12).
1376. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. It is decorated with smoothed bands on both the exterior and 
interior surfaces of the rim. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate  14/14).
1378. Gray bowl thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that leans inward and thickens. The exterior surface and the 
top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. (Plate  21/3).
1380. Fragment of a medium gray storage  v e s se l thrown on a fast wheel. The vessel’s exterior surface has a 
dense horizontal smoothed pattern. Base diameter = 11 cm. (Plate  7/10).
1381. Base fragment from a light gray g lo b u la r  v e s se l thrown on a fast wheel. The base of the vessel has a base 
ring with a separate rib running around it. Base diameter = 8 cm. (P late  12/2).
1386. Fragment of a light gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  vessel. The rim is barely everted. Vague traces of a worn 
horizontal smoothed pattern can be seen on the sherd’s surface. Mouth diameter = 9.2 cm. (Plate 11/13).
1389. Fragment of a medium gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The conical neck is narrow. The very thick 
handle has a round cross-section. The handle has smoothed longitudinal bands. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (P late  

32/17).
1393. Base fragment from a light gray hand-thrown storage vessel. The inner surface of the base is very thin 
at the center. Base diameter =17 cm. (P late  7/9).
1393. Matte yellowish gray glob u lar v esse l with a rib running around the angle of the neck’s profile line. 
Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 8/6).
1394. Medium gray hand-thrown g lo b u la r  v esse l. The top of the rim has dense horizontal smoothed bands. 
On the wall’s exterior surface there are sparsely placed horizontal smoothed bands of covering the fragment. 
Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 8/14).
1394. Smoothed black g lob u lar  vessel. A single smoothed band decorates the rim’s interior surface. The top 
of the rim and the vessel’s exterior surface are all covered in a smoothed pattem. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. 
(P late  9/4).

86 Inv. No.: 1336-1355.
87 Inv. No.: 1356-1398., 1403-1404.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

The top layer o f Square 12/14 contained a fair number of typologically distinctive finds.88 Further 
below, between the depths of 30 to 60 cm, an even richer deposit o f ceramics was encountered.89
1164. Black hand-made p ot with coarse temper. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate  35/5).
1165. Fragment of a light gray hand-thrown g lob u lar vesse l. The top of the rim has a horizontal smoothed 
pattem. A 12 mm broad smoothed band decorates the rim’s interior surface. A horizontal smoothed band runs 
on the rim’s exterior surface. Below this design, the vessel’s neck has a dense vertical smoothed pattem. Mouth 
diameter =  15 cm. (Plate  11/24).
1165. Fragment of a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel. The rim’s exterior and interior surfaces have 
a horizontal smoothed pattern and the jug’s entire surface is burnished. Mouth diameter = 14.4 cm. {P late  
29/14).
1166. Neck fragment from a light gray ju g  with a burnished exterior surface. The top of the rim is decorated 
with a smoothed pattern and a groove runs around the neck. Mouth diameter = 14.4 cm. {Plate 28/8).
1168. Base fragment from a medium gray glob u lar v esse l with a base disc thrown on a fast wheel. Base 
diameter = 9.2 cm. {Plate 12/17).
1169. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim has a horizontal smoothed pattern and the 
interior surface has a vertical smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 27.2 cm. {Plate 16/12).
1169. Fragment of a large gray b ow l with a “swollen” rim thrown on a fast wheel. The sherd is characterized 
by a worn surface. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. {Plate 28/14).
1170. Yellow hand-thrown storage vessel. The rim is everted in an arch and the top of the rim is covered with 
densely placed smoothed bands. A smoothed wavy line decoration runs below the rim. Mouth diameter = 
24 cm. {Plate 3/8).
1170. Brick-red colored hand-thrown b o w l with a worn horizontal smoothed pattern on the exterior surface. 
Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. {Plate 28/12).
1174. Fragment of a finely tempered g lo b u la r  vessel thrown on a fast wheel. Its brick-red color results from 
secondary firing. The exterior surface has sparsely placed horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
{Plate 13/5).
1175. Base fragment from a hand-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper. The base is cut. Base diameter = 
20 cm. {Plate  44/17).
1176. Hand-thrown pot with an everted rim and gravel temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 39/11).
1177. Base fragment from a p ot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 17.2 cm. {Plate 44/15).

In Square 12/15 finds came to light from a depth o f 30 cm.90
1414. Light gray hand-thrown b arre l-sh ap ed  vessel. Diameter = 12 cm. {Plate 34/7).
1419. Gray storage vesse l thrown on a fast wheel. A horizontal smoothed band runs around the top of the 
“swollen” rim. A groove runs around the vessel at the angle of the neck’s profile line. A smoothed horizontal 
band decorates the surface below this pattern. This is followed by a damaged ornament of smoothed wavy 
lines. Finally, another smoothed horizontal line occurs below that pattem. Mouth diameter = 25.6 cm. {P late  
5/5).
1421. Base fragment from a grayish-brown hand-thrown p ot. The vessel is thin-walled and the material is even 
thinner at the base. Base diameter =14 cm. {Plate 44/14).
1422. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown p o t with an everted and faceted rim. Mouth diameter = 25.8 cm. 
{Plate 42/11).
1423. Fragment of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with red spots. Base diameter = 10 cm. {Plate 43/2).

88 Inv. No.: 1164—1174.
89 Inv. No.: 1175-1178.
90 Inv. No.: 1406-1425.
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In the plow zone o f S quare  12/26 only a few Sarmatian Period sherds were found.91 Between the 
depths o f 30 to 60 cm, however, a quantum leap occurred in the quantity o f finds.92
1443. Light gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim 
have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. {Plate 17/6).
1444. Black bowl thrown on a fast wheel with a dark gray fracture surface. The top of the rim and exterior 
surface are decorated with horizontal smoothed bands and the interior surface has sparsely placed smoothed 
vertical bands. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. {Plate 16/5).
1447. Gray hand-thrown s to r a g e  vessel with an arched, everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The 
vessel’s exterior surface is smoothed. A smoothed wavy line decoration runs around the angle of the neck’s 
profile line on the smoothed surface. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. {Plate 2/12).
1456. Rim fragment from a black coarsely tempered p o t with a steep neck. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 
36/5).
1458. Fragment of a grayish-brown hand-thrown p o t. Base diameter = 14 cm. {Plate 43/9).
1460. Base fragment from a dark gray hand-thrown storage  vessel. The exterior surface is decorated with a 
densely placed horizontal smoothed pattem. Base diameter = 12 cm. {Plate 7/8).
1464. Light gray hand-thrown glob u lar vesse l. A horizontal smoothed pattem runs below the rim which is 
followed by a smoothed wavy line design further down. Mouth diameter =18 cm. {Plate 9/15).
1466. Fragment of a medium gray hand-thrown, g lo b u la r  vessel. The rim is horizontally everted. The top of the 
rim and the neck’s exterior surface are decorated with a densely placed smoothed pattern running horizontally. 
Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 8/3).
1467. Fragment of a medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The shoulder is decorated with smoothed 
horizontal bands. Below this pattem, the bowl’s exterior surface is ornamented with a deep vertical smoothed 
pattern similar to fluting. The bowl’s interior surface has a horizontal smoothed pattern. (Plate 15/7).
1470. Brick red b ow l with an egg-shell colored engobe slip, thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and 
interior surfaces and the top of the rim have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 17/18).
1470. Sherd from a burnished bow l thrown on a fast wheel that was burnt to a brick-red color through secondary 
firing. It was drilled along the fracture line. Mouth diameter = 23.2 cm. (Plate 18/6).
1472. Base fragment from a light gray g lo b u la r  v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. Relative to the vessel’s wall 
thickness, the base disc is even thicker. Base diameter = 9 cm. {Plate 12/24).

Plenty of material came to light from the plow zone of Square 12/27.93
1546. Brown hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 41/4).
1547. Fragment of a medium gray finely tempered g lob u lar  v esse l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface 
is covered with a black slip. The vessel has a horizontal smoothed pattern. (Plate 13/14).
1547. Fragment of a burnished light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel and covered with a medium gray slip. 
The steeply standing rim is lightly grooved. Three horizontal ribs run around the jug’s neck and a similar rib 
decorates the broadest portion of the bulging body of this jug. The lower portion is decorated with a densely 
placed parallel narrow smoothed pattem. The surface between the ribs is decorated with a densely placed, 
oblique, smoothed net design. Only the stubs of the two handles survive. The surface below the handles is 
matte. Mouth diameter = 16.6 cm. {Plate 31/11).
1547. Handle fragment from a light gray ju g  thrown on a fast wheel segmented by a rib. {Plate 32/1).
1548. Fragment of a light gray two-handled j u g  thrown on a fast wheel. The handles have a round cross-section 
and are only slightly elevated above the rim’s plane. The rim’s interior surface is decorated with a narrow 
smoothed band. Mouth diameter = 13 cm. (Plate 30/4).

91 Inv. No.: 1443-1446.
92 Inv. No.: 1447-1483.
93 Inv. No.: 1511-1529., 1542-1585.
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1550. Fragment of a light gray two-handled jug thrown on a fast wheel. The handle has an irregular ovoid 
cross-section. The vessel’s entire surface, including the handles, is burnished. Mouth diameter = 14.4 cm. 
{Plate  30/2).
1552. Gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior as well as the interior surface and the top of the rim have 
a dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate  16/14).
1552. Dark gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have a 
dense smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 23/8).
1553. Medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and the interior surfaces, as well as the top 
of the rim have smoothed bands. It has been drilled along the fracture surface. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. {Plate  
18/1).
1553. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim and the exterior as well as the interior surface 
have a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 20, 6 cm. {Plate 23/7).
1553. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the 
rim have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. {Plate  25/7).
1554. Dark gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces are decorated with sparse 
smoothed bands, and there are sparsely placed smoothed bands on the top of the rim. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. 
{Plate  16/4).
1554. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel with a groove running below the rim. Both the exterior and 
interior surfaces as well as the top of the rim have sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. 
{Plate  25/16).
1555. Medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the rim are 
decorated with sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (P la te  16/7).
1555. Dark gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have 
smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 17/5).
1555. Light gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that leans inward and thickens. The top of the rim as 
well as its exterior and interior surfaces are decorated with sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter 
= 15 cm. {Plate 21/1).
1555. Dark gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well as the top of the 
rim have a dense horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (P late  21/9).
1555. Light gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are 
decorated with sparsely placed broad smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (Plate  23/10).
1557. Biconical b o w l with a thick rim, thrown on a fast wheel. It is broken and perforated along the fracture 
line. Both the exterior and interior surfaces are decorated with horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 
24 cm. (Plate 14/3).
1558. Dark gray hand-thrown biconical b ow l with a rim that leans inward. A horizontal groove runs on the 
exterior surface in the vessel’s upper portion, near the fracture line. The exterior as well as interior surfaces 
have lightly smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 22/9).
1558. Light gray jug thrown on a fast wheel. The handle fragment is decorated with sparsely placed vertical 
smoothed bands and has a round cross-section. {Plate 32/8).
1559. Dark gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior as well as the interior surfaces and the top of the 
rim have sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. {Plate 14/12).
1560. Fragment of a dark gray hand-thrown b ow l with a straight narrowing wall and a groove running below 
the rim. The exterior surface below the rim has sparsely placed vertical smoothed bands. The bowl’s interior 
surface is also decorated with sparsely placed vertical smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. {Plate  
22/4).
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1561. Gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel with a “swollen” rim. Both the exterior and interior surfaces as well 
as the top of the rim have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. {Plate 14/11).
1561. Gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces have sparsely placed smoothed 
horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (P la te  16/3).
1561. Light gray hand-thrown biconical b ow l with a horizontal groove running below the rim. The bowl was 
broken into numerous pieces. This sherd was perforated at a few points along the fracture lines. The exterior 
surface is matte and the interior surface has smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 

22/3).
1561. Light gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel with a broad groove running below the rim. Both the exterior and 
interior surfaces and the top of the rim have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate  25/8).
1561. B o w l thrown on a fast wheel with a rim that leans inward. A groove runs below the rim. Both on the 
exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. {Plate 25/14). 
1561. Dark gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim have 
sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. {Plate  25/17).
1561. Medium gray b ow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim 
have sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. {Plate 27/9).
1562. Light gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. Both on the exterior and interior surfaces and the top of the rim 
have a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 16/6).
1563. Brownish red bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The base is round and the neck broadens outward. The rim 
thickens slightly and leans inward. The bowl was broken and perforated several times along the sherd’s fracture 
lines. The exterior surface and the top of the rim have smoothed horizontal bands. The smoothed bands are 
more sparsely placed on the bowl’s interior surface. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. {Plate 14/2).
1564. Gray hand-thrown biconical bow l. There is a groove running below the rim. The exterior and interior 
surfaces have a horizontal smoothed pattern. It is broken and perforated along the fracture line. Mouth diameter 
= 25 cm. {Plate 22/1).
1564. Gray hand-thrown biconical bow l. Both the exterior and interior surfaces of the rim have a horizontal 
smoothed pattem. There is a groove running below the rim. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. {Plate 22/2).
1565. Gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The exterior surface is burnished. The interior surface has sparsely 
placed smoothed bands, while two smoothed bands decorate the rim. The exterior surface is decorated with an 
obliquely smoothed net design below the “swollen” rim. Mouth diameter = 34 cm. {Plate 24/2).
1566. Medium gray b o w l thrown on a fast wheel. Base diameter = 8.8 cm. {Plate  19/9).
1569. Hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. The rim is everted and faceted. It is brownish red and the 
neck’s profile line is stepped below the rim. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. {Plate 39/6).
1569. Black hand-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper and a cut and grooved rim. Mouth diameter =
21.2 cm. {Plate 40/2).
1569. Hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper Mouth diameter = 28.2 cm. {Plate 41/8).
1569. Hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. A groove had been cut into the rim that accommodated 
the lid. Mouth diameter =21.8 cm. {Plate 41/11).
1569. Hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. A groove had been cut into the rim that accommodated 
the lid. Mouth diameter = 21.4 cm. {Plate 41/13).
1569. Hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 25.6 cm. (Plate 41/14).
1570. Dark brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. {Plate 38/14).
1570. Hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 29.8 cm. {Plate 41/10).
1570. Fragment of a hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 31.4 cm. {Plate 42/10).
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1571. Fragment of a small hand-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper. In comparison with other pots made 
using similar manufacturing techniques, the wall of this pot is thick and steep. Base diameter = 9.4 cm. {P la te  
43/11).
1571. Base fragment from a hand-thrown p o t with steep thick walls and a granular mica temper. Base diameter 
= 19 cm. {Plate 44/18).
1574. Brownish red hand-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper. The rim is small and oblique. This pot 
broadens directly below the rim at the angle of the neck’s profile line. Mouth diameter = 21.6 cm. {P la te  
40/1).
1575. Narrow-mouthed spherical hand-made brownish b ottle . The exterior and interior surfaces as well as the 
rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 6.2 cm. {Plate 36/2).
1576. Neck fragment from a hand-thrown p o t with a granular mica temper. A rib decorated with deep oblique 
incisions runs below the rim. The shoulder is decorated with an impressed lenticular design. {Plate 39/14).
1577. Brown hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper and black spots from firing. This pot has a thick 
wall and its rim was faceted. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. {Plate  41/9).
1578. Yellow hand-thrown p ot with black spots. Mouth diameter = 16.6 cm. {Plate  40/10).
1581. Small hand-made brown p ot with black spots and a spherical body. Base diameter = 7 cm. {Plate 35/1).
1582. Yellow hand-made p o t with black spots. Base diameter = 12.6 cm. {Plate  35/10).
1582. Yellowish brown hand-made p ot. Finger impressions were preserved on the vessel’s interior surface. 
Base diameter = 12 cm. {Plate  37/6).
1582. Fragment of a yellowish brown hand-made pot. Base diameter = 12 cm. {Plate  37/10).
1583. Brown spotted hand-made pot with a steep neck and rim and a coarse temper. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. 
{Plate 36/1).
1583. Fragment of a brown hand-made p o t with black spots. The temper is coarse with lumps of clay in it. 
The vessel’s shoulder profile line breaks at an angle below the arched neck. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. {P la te  
36/7).
1583. Fragment of a brown hand-made p o t with black spots and a ground pottery temper. Mouth diameter = 
16 cm. {Plate 3619).

1583. Brownish hand-made p o t with a ground pottery temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. {Plate 36/11).
1583. Fragment of a large brown hand-formed p ot with black spots and a cut rim. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. 
{Plate 36/16).
1583. Fragment of a blackish brown hand-made p ot with tiny gravel temper. Mouth diameter =19.8 cm. {P la te  
42/2).
1584. Fragment from the solid pedestal of a yellow hand-made p ed esta iled  b ow l with black spots. {P la te  
37/3).
1585. Yellow hand-made lid  with brown spots. Diameter = 12 cm. {Plate 34/10).
1587. Fragment of a hand-thrown p ot with a granular mica temper. The everted rim is cut with a shallow 
groove running around the rim surface. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. {Plate 42/12).

Only a few, indistinctive sherds were found in Square 13/43.94 The situation was the same with 
Square 13/44.95 Finds from Square 14/43 were likewise indistinctive.96 Even Square 14/44 resulted

94

95

96

Inv. No.: 167-168., 175-176.
Inv. No.: 199., 204-208.
Inv. No.: 102,129-130.
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in nothing more than tw o sherds,97 and Square 15/44 had similarly scanty finds.98 Square 16/43, 
Square 16/44 and Square 16/45 also contained nothing but sporadic, indistinctive material. 99

There was a sherd that could not be linked to either a feature or a square:
1831. Rim fragment from a dark gray bow l thrown on a fast wheel. The interior surface and the top of the rim 
are decorated with horizontal smoothed bands. The bowl’s exterior surface has a vertical smoothed pattem. 
Mouth diameter = 12 cm. {Plate 16/8).100

3.3. The statistical evaluation of END0170

Traditional statistical evaluations of settlem ent materials have usually meant nothing but a numerical 
summary and percentile presentation of the finds. Grouping criteria sometimes included the color or 
manufacture technology o f the sherds, and in other cases function was considered. Numerical data 
were always recorded in inventoried assemblages. In publications of materials from older large- 
scale settlement excavations, the method followed was the description and presentation of selected 
specimens. Only a fraction even of this selected material was shown in illustrations. During the 
re-documentation o f  these older materials it became clear that very often the arbitrary selection 
performed in this m anner involved at m ost 5-10%  of the finds. In any case, publications were 
based on a minimal population that had undergone subjective selection to begin with.101 It was only 
this truncated sub-sample that could be taken into consideration during the course o f subsequent 
analyses.

To date, the publication of settlements and their materials dated to the Sarmatian Period has 
been in a rather prim itive state. This is, to  some extent, understandable since evaluating masses of 
materials from extensive settlements involves such a quantity of both text and pictorial information 
that their publication poses serious difficulties.

The lack of settlement research and related  publications, on the other hand, is a source of substantial 
distortions in the interpretation of Sarm atian Period finds. The three volume comprehensive work 
written by Mihály Párducz on the Sarmatian Period relied on the analysis of artifacts from cemeteries 
and graves.102 Presentations of settlement materials occurred only sporadically in these volumes 
and many of these were well-preserved stray finds. Although in the third volume the author also 
provided a list o f settlements and the relevant literature, in reality these settlements played no role 
in his interpretations, not even on the level o f  analogies. This attitude inevitably resulted in a shift in 
research that in turn caused distortions in both dating and interpretation.

This bias becomes evident when one considers that 99% of the material from settlements is 
composed of pottery, while only 1% is m ade up by the remaining artifact classes. In the case of 
cemeteries the opposite of this phenomenon may be observed, ceramics fonn only a minor part 
o f grave assemblages. In addition, pottery brought to light in cemeteries represents only a limited 
segment of the broad range of forms and functions that characterized the pottery production in a 
given period. This unambiguously shows that these publications have consistently disregarded the 
majority of the finds.

97 Inv. No.: 139-140.
98 Inv. No.: 81-82.
99 Inv. No.: 6., 15-16., 19.
100 This has an erroneous inventory number.
101 This is a population in the statistical sense.
102 Párducz (1941); Párducz (1944); Párducz (1950).
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During the course o f surveys carried out in the framework of the Archaeological Topographic 
Survey Project it became clear that the distribution of ceramics acquired by surface collection can 
help in appraising the archaeological conditions in a region. The dating value o f materials collected 
during field walks, however, lies on weak foundations. When Roman sherds, especially fragments 
of terra sigillata were recovered, an “imperial” dating was automatically applied to the collected 
assemblages. In cases when no terra sigillata was found, dating was based on the negative evidence 
of these artifacts. This in turn meant that a find characterized by terra sigillata in the region east of 
the Tisza River was dated to the one and a half century interval between the beginning of the 2nd 
and the middle of the 3rd centuries A.D., while the remainder of the settlements were dated to the 
period between the middle o f the 3rd century and the Hunnic Period. The other basis o f chronological 
identification was the color of ceramics. The dating of finds was based on the presumption that 
sherds from the early period were brick-red colored, while gray colors were characteristics o f  the 
later phase.103

The site o f GyOO 133 was excavated as part o f rescue operations which took place in the summers 
of 1987 and 1988, within the framework o f the Microregion Research Project in the Great Hungarian
Plain. A rather extensive section of a settlement was brought to light at this site. The entire material

2
from 371 Sarmatian Period features over an area o f 14 700 rrf was studied, disregarding nothing. 
It is worth briefly summarizing the methods that were used to analyze the material from this site. 
A considerable number o f terra sigillata fragments came to light at the site of GyOO 133. Thus, 
adhering to the traditional method, it seems reasonable to apply the dating o f these terra sigillata 
fragments for the entire assemblage from this settlement. However, even if  remains o f terra sigillata 
had been found in great absolute numbers, they made up only 1 % of the finds. This, on the other hand, 
directed attention to the absurdity of dating 99% of the material on the basis of the remaining 1%. 
Meanwhile, changes in settlement structure and the superposition of various settlement phenomena 
unambiguously indicated that the complete set of Sarmatian Period features recovered during these 
excavations represented more than a uniform, single period o f occupation. This settlement, however, 
is quite early so that there was no settlement material of a similarly early date available to serve as a 
parallel to it. Fragments from terra sigillata were found in the fills of features scattered all over the 
settlement’s entire area, displaying no particular concentrations.104 Dating thus could not be based on 
negative evidence. According to this emerging picture, terra sigillata finds dated occupation at this 
site within a time span o f approximately 100 years. Settlement phenomena, as well as characteristics 
of the remaining material on the other hand indicated two periods of occupation within this interval. 
At that point, terra sigillata had been studied as a class of find material with dating value within the 
context of this settlement. The underlying assumption behind this work was that the accuracy of terra 
sigillata based dating was random. If an individual specimen is characteristic, that is, can be linked 
to a workshop or even a master, its “imperial” dating can be quite precise, thereby providing optimal 
information for the purposes o f evaluation. Less characteristic fragments o f terra sigillata, on the 
other hand, can be identified at best to their workshop of origin. In these cases, dating is valid within 
broader limits, that is, less precise. Nevertheless, the study of their information content was deemed 
desirable. The following method was chosen, the chronological interval defined by terra sigillata 
finds was perceived as a range in which the series of terra sigillata fragments represented sections of 
varying length.105 The segment of this range in which individual dates were most concentrated was 
identified. The research hypothesis was that this overlap corresponded to the section (time interval)

103 This viewpoint was revised and corrected on the basis of materials from GyO0133. Vaday et al. (1996).
104 See Vaday et al. (1996) GyOO 133, the distribution map of terra sigillata  finds.
105 Vaday (1992); Gabler -  Vaday (1992).
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that, with a slight shift, indicated the time when these pieces were brought to Barbaricum. The section 
defined on the basis o f  the samples could be divided into a negative and a positive segment. The 
extent of this reflected the degree o f uncertainty in predictions. The terra sigillata material studied 
in this manner could be divided into two phases. The first o f these is characterized by the occurrence 
o f  early Rheinzabern type finds, while late Rheinzabern as well as Westerndorf and Pfaffenhofen 
ware occurred simultaneously in the later phase. The terra sigillata material was sub-divided in this 
way and then compared to the relative dating o f Sarmatian sherds based on a different (independent) 
method, as well as to phases identified on the basis o f settlement structure and other habitation 
phenomena. This identification was further tested against the results o f archaeozoological analyses. 
Through this it becam e quite obvious that the 100 year long interval o f the GyO0133 settlement 
available for study could be reliably treated as two distinct phases. The earlier of these predated 
the Marcomannic Wars, while the other represented an approximately 60 year long time interval 
between the end o f  the 2nd and the middle o f  the 3rd century. In addition, a few peripheral features 
from a neighboring Late Sarmatian Period settlement also fell within the excavated area, thereby 
representing the latest phase of occupation at this site. These introductory analyses, however, have 
also shown that it is critical to study in great detail the ceramics that form the majority of the find 
assemblage. Thus, the entire pottery material was evaluated, disregarding nothing, from the aspect o f 
their function, quantities, origins, technology and form. Since as was mentioned before, no parallel 
early materials were available for the purposes of analogy, these statistical observations could not 
be compared to those made at other settlements. In reality, the GyO0133 assemblage could even be 
used in testing the dating values o f gray and brick-red colored ceramics which had been widely used 
in previous chronological studies. When the distributions of gray and brick-red colored sherds were 
compared between the newly established chronological phases, the irrelevance of color in this regard 
could be unambiguously demonstrated.106

Returning to the representative value o f assemblages acquired by surface collection, the following 
may be stated in characterizing the population of sherds at a given site: excavations at the site of 
GyO0133 revealed three phases o f a settlement from the Sarmatian Period as well as a grave from 
the edge of a Sarmatian Period cemetery, so it encompassed four phases. Pieces of terra sigillata 
found during field walks only provided a broad and inaccurate dating, and also failed to shed any 
light on the internal phases of the settlement. Actually, these finds did not represent the settlement’s 
latest phase at all, since no terra sigillata occurred from this phase. This unambiguously showed that 
a more refined and objective evaluation o f settlement assemblages must be carried out in order to fine 
tune chronological identification based on materials gathered during field walks even within a small, 
regional unit. Therefore, it should not be necessary to further argue for the necessity of carrying 
out multi-faceted analyses of materials chosen in a non-subjective manner. Although this selection 
cannot always be perfectly random, it should always be controllable. This must be kept in mind even 
in cases where the excavated area does not contain within it the favorable combination o f surface 
phenomena, settlement structures and chronological information that was available at the GyO0133 
settlement, which happens to be the case for the site of END0170. In relation to the settlement’s 
original extent, only a small portion o f the area could be excavated with non-contiguous squares and 
test trenches. This means that substantial information can be expected only from the analysis o f the 
artifact material.

Therefore, the method of evaluation applied at the site o f GyO0133 also provided the basis for 
the analysis o f finds from END0170, where materials that were not subjectively selected were also

106 See the distribution of ceramics by color in the case of GyO0133. No significant chronological difference
was found for color in that material.
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studied. Data characterizing information loss in the assemblage under discussion here were carefully 
documented as well.

One such factor107 is when only the dating (e. g. “Roman”, “Migration Period”) or the manufacturing 
techniques for a sherd can be identified, but information on function and form are lacking. That is to 
say, even using analogies, no elements of its shape can be used for reconstruction.108

Figure 1 shows the percentile proportions between inventoried finds and culled materials.109 
Even the information potential of the material separated by manufacturing techniques is variable. 
Figure 2 shows the manufacturing techniques o f the ceramic finds.

Figure 1. Figure 2.

In this case, sherds with diagnostic value only from a technical point o f view were sub-divided 
into two groups. The first o f these included small, splinter-like fragments o f non-inventoried cull, 
while the other contained major, inventoried fragments that also reflect poorly preserved, functionally/ 
morphologically less identifiable materials.110

The distribution by manufacturing techniques within the complete assemblage from END0170 
is shown in Figure 3.

On the basis o f this graph, 73.3% of the fragments come from vessels thrown on a fast wheel, 
while the contribution of fragments from hand-thrown ceramics is 14.7%. Only 12% of the finds 
were hand-formed.

Figure 4 shows the number o f sherds that have met the basic criteria for typological analysis, 
divided by manufacturing technique.

The distribution of finds by possible function is presented in Figure 5.

107 See Vaday — Fejes  (1993) concerning information value and archaeological contents.
108 The following materials, identifiable only by manufacturing techniques were culled in this manner: 64 

gray wall fragm en ts  from vessels thrown on a fast wheel, 12 brick-red colored w all fragm en ts  from vessels 
thrown on a fast wheel, 11 w all fragm ents  from brown hand-thrown vessels with black spots and mica 
temper, 36 w all fragm ents  from brown hand-formed vessels with black spots.

109 The material culled in this manner was, however, included in the remaining analyses of manufacturing 
techniques.

110 See the previous footnote with regard to the quantity of materials. Additional sherds of reduced information 
value included: 40 gray w all fragm ents  from vessels thrown on a fast wheel, 25 brick-red colored w all 
fragm ents  from vessels thrown on a fast wheel, 10 w all fragm ents  with granular mica temper and 29 w all 
fragm ents  from brown hand-formed vessels with black spots. This division was made necessary in order 
to estimate the quantities of unrecorded cull during the interpretation of selected previously inventoried 
settlement materials.
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□ fast wheeled 

■ hand-thrown 

O hand made

available for tipological 
analysis

non available

F igure  3. Figure 4.

F igure 5.

The percentages o f the sherds were dominated both in terms o f absolute and relative proportions 
by storage vessels (30.8%), bowls (24.6%), pots (17.1%) and globular vessels (16.2%).

The next most common vessel type is jugs (6.9 %,), while lids represent 1.3%, and barrel-shaped 
vessels 1 % of the material. Cups, bottles and ember covers are 0.4 % of finds. The next categories 
are vessels with an upper handle (0.3 %) and pedestailed bowls (0.2 %). The least common types are 
barbarian amphoras, unidentified vessels, spouted jugs and beer stein-shaped vessesl (0.1%).

This means that during the classification by function and form, one should also reckon with a 
bias caused by differences in manufacturing technique and shape that may distort the assemblage’s 
quantitative characteristics. This situation is especially typical o f pottery, whose fragments can be 
assigned with equal probability to several types. Therefore, overlaps can occur between storage 
vessels and some o f  the larger globular vessels and vessels with upper handles, both o f which are 
characteristic o f  the later phases of the Sarmatian Period. The same holds true for wall fragments of 
barrel-shaped vessels. To a lesser extent, fragments from hand-thrown vessels, such as kettles and 
pots, may also be mistaken for each other. A t the site of END0170, probability calculations from data 
o f the aforementioned types of materials have not been carried out since significant results could be 
expected only from  comparisons between several similarly large sites.

The situation is different in the case o f  fragments from hand-thrown vessels and hand-formed 
household ceramics and pots. Among the sherds that lend themselves to functional identification, 
65.9% originate from  hand-thrown vessels, while 34.1% represent hand-formed ceramics. Hand- 
thrown pieces o f  household pottery first start appearing during the Late Sarmatian Period. At the
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site of GyO0133, this phenomenon was clearly illustrated in distribution charts where this type/ 
manufacturing technique also appeared in the late phase o f that settlement. At the site of END0170, 
the ratio of hand-thrown ceramics increased approximately twofold relative to the remains o f hand- 
formed vessels that dominated during the earlier phase. As a result of more advanced techniques of 
tempering and firing, the preservation indices of this ware are markedly better than those o f hand- 
formed ceramics. It is for this reason that even in its fragmented form, it is significantly more suitable 
for metric and typological analyses than vessels produced using less sophisticated manufacturing 
techniques.

From the group of pots, 71.2% of the specimens available for metric analyses came from hand- 
thrown pots, while sherds from hand-formed pots contributed only 28.9% to this group. For the 
purposes of these evaluations, well preserved diagnostically valuable sections o f vessels are required, 
whose characteristic shapes and measurements can be analyzed in comparison to each other. In 
the complete assemblage from END0170, sherds from the vessels’ upper section dominate. Base 
fragments make up a smaller quantity that corresponds only to three quarters o f that group. The 
reverse of this proportion can be observed when fragments from hand-formed and hand-thrown 
ceramics are compared to each other. In the case of pots, metric interpretations vary when the material 
is broken down by manufacturing techniques. Mouth diameter data is dispersed in different ways in 
the two groups representing different forms of manufacturing, in addition to an obvious size overlap. 
In the case o f base diameters, with one exception, the patterns that emerge are identical.

In the case of pots made with either of these two manufacturing techniques in the assemblage of 
END0170, most of the base diameters fall within the 10-14 cm interval, with peaks at the values o f 
17 cm and 19-20 cm respectively. On the one hand, the cause o f these metric anomalies should be 
sought in differences between manufacturing techniques. It is easier to form broad mouths when a 
potter’s wheel is used. The other source of increasing mouth diameters could be economic change that 
accompanied shifts in the political situation and power structure in general, as has been mentioned 
previously.111

Unfortunately, in the absence o f a sufficient number of cases, the rest o f the pottery material is 
not fit for similar kinds of analyses. The same holds true for the group of hand-formed lids. In spite o f 
this, the distribution of diameters mirrors the same trend that was observed for pots. That is, a smaller 
and a greater size range may be distinguished in the material. It must be noted, however, that the 
diameter of hand-formed lids is greater than that of the potentially associated, covered hand-formed 
pots. In the group of hand-thrown pots, on the other hand, lid diameters are sometimes smaller than 
those of pots with lid grooves around their mouths.112

Fragments from bowls thrown on a fast wheel formed the second largest group in the find material 
from the settlement of END0170 (Figure 5). The distribution o f diameters is rather uniform within the 
range between the smallest (8 cm) and greatest (34 cm) values. Most of the bowls are characterized 
by a mouth diameter around 26 cm in this assemblage. The distribution of the mouth diameters o f 
storage vessels falls within the 12-32.5 cm size range. Several peaks can also be observed. In a single 
case, one of the mouth diameters does not fit within this size range (50 cm!). This outlier may be of 
“foreign” origins, brought to the settlement by trade. In the case o f fragments from storage vessels, 
however, only 23% of the sherds could be evaluated from this point of view.

111 Vaday (1988-89). Size increase in pottery is apparent during the late Sarmatian Period, in the pre-Hunnic 
and Hunnic Phases.

112 On the basis of discoloration caused by fire and soot it can be seen that these specimens were 3^1 cm larger 
than the pots which they once covered.
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Only a relatively few specimens o f globular vessels came to light at this settlement, so their 
numbers only reach about the bare minimum for quantitative evaluation. In the case o f these relatively 
rare vessels, however, 59.9% of the sherds could be metrically analyzed.

Metric characteristics of the ceramic assemblage may also be associated with peoples or groups 
o f peoples. The ways o f life pursued also represent a decisive factor and, in some cases, diachronic 
size changes can also be observed. In addition to these possibilities, regional metric differences 
within certain vessel types may also occur in the case of the same group of people during the same 
time period. Naturally, to some extent manufacturing techniques also influence metric characteristics. 
It is for this reason that, as has been discussed, the metric evaluation o f settlement materials is also 
important.

Finally, the distribution of materials should be discussed in terms of their origins. Chiefly as a 
consequence of the chronological position o f this settlement, one should really not reckon with the 
presence of imported foreign wares at this site. Imported wares make up only 0.1%. Roman exported 
ware usually occurs with a relative frequency o f about 0.1% at Sarmatian Period settlements located 
within the heartland o f Barbaricum.113 In areas located in the proximity o f the Roman limes, on 
the other hand, the percentile proportion o f these imported ceramics is higher as a result o f short- 
distance trading in the border zone.114 Both the GyO0133 and Újhartyán settlements available for 
comparison here, however, represent an earlier phase of the Sarmatian Period, more precisely from 
a time when trading between the Roman Empire and Barbaricum prospered. By the middle of the 4th 
century A.D., however, it was limited to short distance and opportunistic trading in border regions. 
Although the peoples fleeing the Huns eventually contributed to an increase in the population, which 
had previously declined in both Transdanubia (western Hungary) and the Great Hungarian Plain 
(east of the Danube river), political instability still made peaceful trading hazardous. Economic life, 
therefore, seems to have been increasingly geared toward subsistence, rather than production for 
market. It is for this reason that the wares previously tenned “import” should rather be treated as 
“foreign elements” whose exact origins are sometimes difficult to unambiguously identify.

3.4. Evaluation

3.4.1. Settlement phenomena

Due to the layout o f the excavation areas, no continuous settlement phenomena could be evaluated 
at this site. Conclusions therefore are drawn from the observations made during the recovery of 
individual features. One such observation is that the bottom of Pit 3 was covered with a layer of 
soot, offering evidence that a fire had been made in this storage pit after it was dug. Pit 9 contained 
nothing but a grinding stone. In the absence o f other finds, one may hypothesize that this feature was 
abandoned immediately after it was dug or was being used for some sort of storage at the time when 
the settlement ceased to exist. Should this latter version have been the case, the situation at END0170 
may have been similar to that observed, among other places, at the settlements of TiszafÖldvár -

113 For example GyOO 133.
114 For example Újhartyán: 1.8%. See Vaday -  Szekeres (2001) Figure 26.
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téglagyár,115 Kiskundorozsma,116 Lenauheim,117 Bag - Újtelep,118 Subotica (Szabadka) - M ácskovics 
téglagyár119 and Vrsac (Versec)-Crvenka.120 These settlements, dated to the Late Sarmatian/Hunnic 
Period, were destroyed by fierce attacks, and many features were recovered in which vessels lay in 
their original positions, indicating how they were actually used.

3.4.2. Characteristics of the archaeological material

The composition o f ceramic assemblages in finds from settlements representing the pre-Hunnic and 
Hunnic phases o f the Late Sarmatian Period is equally characteristic from the viewpoints o f function, 
form and manufacturing technique. On the one hand, forms determined by function occur that 
combine the pot making tradition of earlier phases with characteristics from their own times, while 
on the other, special wares start occurring, typical only o f the aforementioned later phase. These 
forms are usually eastern in origin. In addition to eastern types, these latter ceramic assemblages also 
include locally made pieces, produced using traditional Sarmatian manufacturing techniques. N ew ly 
occurring forms, however, provide information on a variety of chronological and historical data. It 
may very well have been the case that ethnic groups o f eastern origin, who first fled the Huns and 
then possibly joined them on their drive into the Carpathian Basin, also imported a few vessels that 
were contemporaneous with their migrations or post-dated it by at most a few decades. However, 
most of the pottery manufactured to imitate eastern styles but using local production techniques are 
definitely older than the time of these waves of immigration, since it probably took some time before 
local pottery workshops changed the range of products and designs they manufactured.

3.4.2.1. Storage vessels:

The functional distribution of ceramics from the site o f END0170 reflects the agricultural character o f  
the settlement. This is shown by the very great numbers of storage vessels found in this assemblage 
{Figure 5). Two main types of storage vessels are recognized during the Sarmatian Period in 
Barbaricum. One vessel type has a narrower mouth and a slender neck, while the other is broad 
mouthed and the vessel itself also broadens directly below the rim. This latter type is more frequently 
represented in the material under discussion here. The rim, in general is horizontally everted {Plates 
1/1, 11, 13 and Plates 2/1, 2, 4, 6, 10 etc.). In some cases, the top of the rim has smoothed horizontal 
bands. Decorated specimens are rare. One vessel is ornamented with a smoothed wavy line running 
below its rim {Plate 3/12). On the basis of their measurements, broad mouthed vessels that bulge out 
strongly below the rim, forming a distinct group in this assemblage {Plate 5/1, 3 and Plate 6/8) can 
also be considered storage vessels. The shoulder below the rim on many of them is decorated w ith 
one or more bands o f smoothed wavy lines. This type o f ornamental design is also known among the 
group o f globular vessels.

A size increase may also be observed within certain types in materials from Late Sarmatian Period 
sites. Globular vessels often reach the dimensions o f so-called small storage vessels. Differences are

115 In addition to a burnt layer, the destruction of this settlement was also illustrated by the evidence of bodies 
of former inhabitants who had suffered a violent death.

116 Vörös (1988).
117 Se/'a« (1973).
118 Vaday (1985).
119 Párducz (1950); Vaday (1985).
120 Simovljevic (1957) 57-66; Vaday (1985) 29, Figure 8.
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not manifested in form and decoration, but rather in size and hypothesized function (Plate 8/11 and 
Plate 9/21).

Another type o f broad mouthed storage vessel is characterized by a broad, everted rim with a 
concave neck profile below it (Plates 1/3, 6, 7, 8 and Plate 2/12). The horizontal smoothed wavy line 
ornament running around the neck is also seen in this type (Plate 3/5).

The sherd from a storage vessel shown in Plate 1/2 represents a transitional variety. The form 
of its rim unambiguously follows a globular vessel design, while its size falls within the category of 
storage vessels.

The fragment presented in Plate 4/4 com es from a storage vessel with a slender and steep neck 
and with a dense net design on the neck. This is the only specimen of this type in the material under 
discussion here, and is in general a rarely occurring form on the Great Hungarian Plain. The situation 
is the same in the case o f the storage vessel shown in Plate 4/1, whose neck is decorated with two 
parallel, appliqué ribs and an oblique dense smoothed pattem between them.

The vessel shown in Plate 5/6 represents the group of so-called small storage vessels. This size 
and form is commonly found at settlements from the Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period.121 In 
general, it occurs in forms smaller and stouter than usual for storage vessels. The sherd in Plate 
5/10 also originates from a storage vessel-sized piece of pottery, characterized by a pronounced rib 
running around the shoulder. Its rim formation, however, is not characteristic of storage vessels.

A characteristic mode o f decoration occurs among the vessels dating to the pre-Hunnic/Hunnic 
Periods. This is the high-polish burnishing o f  the vessel’s surface. The fields thus decorated are 
framed by deeper, clearly defined lines. An example o f this decorative pattem is visible on the sherd 
from a storage vessel in Plates 5/11 and 12. In addition to the aforementioned framed triangular 
pattern, a dense oblique net design runs around the vessel’s shoulder.

Among storage vessels, smoothed areas m ay often be observed in the upper sections of the rim. 
Less frequently, a smoothed band may also be seen running around on the rim’s inner surface.

3.4.2.2. Globular vessels:

This type o f vessel often occurs as a grave good. In comparison with other sherds, however, they occur 
in relatively small numbers at settlements. This may be explained by the possibility that they were 
tableware, as opposed to other types o f pottery which may have had more of an economic function. 
Although smooth, undecorated specimens occur most commonly in the material from END0170 (e. 
g. Plate 7/1), an ornamented fragment was also recovered (e. g. Plate 1/6). A great variety of rim 
forms was also observed (Plates 8-11, 13).

Some forms are reminiscent of earlier, Roman precursors (Plate 11/8), although they are not at 
all common.

During the Late Sarmatian Period, a size increase also occurred in globular vessels. These 
specimens represent a transitional form betw een small storage vessels and globular vessels. Frequently 
they cannot be easily distinguished from each other in terms o f function. In the majority of cases, 
transitional specimens are decorated with m otifs similar to those seen on storage vessels. (Plate 8/11, 
Plates 9/11,21 and Plate 13/4). The presence o f  multiple ribbed lid grooves is another morphological 
feature of storage vessels that has also been identified on fragments o f globular vessels in the material 
from ENDO 170 (Plate 8/19). Smoothed w avy patterns occur on great numbers o f traditionally shaped

121 For example TiszafÖldvár -  téglagyár, ÖRM0052.
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globular vessels in the late material (Plates 10/12, 13, 18 and Plate 13/2). Groove and rib decoration 
also occur on an increasing number o f sherds in comparison with those from earlier centuries.

In this type, single smoothed bands similar to those on jugs may occur on the top and inside o f 
the rim, as well as on the vessels’ outer surface. Some o f these globular vessels are also decorated 
with vertical smoothed bands below the rim, another pattern reminiscent of jugs (Plates 11/11, 14 
and 16).

Arched neck lines without a “swollen” edge shape occur rarely on globular vessels. The few 
exceptions again include specimens from the late phase (Plate 11/1). The sherd in Plate 11/3 is 
characterized by a rib running around the neck with a vertical smoothed pattern below it.122

The belt-shaped formation on the vessel’s belly is a characteristic m otif in the Late Sarmatian 
Period. Although less frequently found, it also occurs on jugs,123 but is more common in globular 
vessels. This form was already classified with Sarmatian materials from the Hunnic Period by András 
Alföldi.124 Since that time, the number o f these finds has further increased, thereby reconfirming the 
dating value of this type.125 A typical, otherwise undecorated, specimen found in the assemblage 
from END0170 is shown in Plate 11/9.

Two of the globular vessels recovered from the settlement of END0170 were decorated with 
deeply incised parallel wavy lines (Plates 11/12 and 15). Although as far as we know this m otif 
occurs rather rarely in Sarmatian materials, it is also a characteristic o f the late phase.126

Finally, the base shapes found in the group of globular vessels are worthy of a brief discussion 
(Plates 12/1-28). Simply cut bases were not found in this material. A relatively great number o f base 
fragments with base discs were identified. Some of these have an arched base surface, reminiscent 
of base rings. As opposed to real base rings, however, this segment is not attached to the vessel as a 
separate applied element, but is formed during the course o f wheel-throwing. The base ring solution 
can be seen on specimens in Plates 12/1-2. This type o f base developed from the imitation of terra  
sigiltata vessels and, understandably, occurs in greater numbers in assemblages dating to the 2nd to 
3rd centuries A.D. In the case of the sherd presented in Plate 12/3, the base fragment was perforated 
with a hole whose diameter is quite large relative to that o f the base. The function of this vessel could 
not be identified. The base is sometimes also perforated prior to firing in the cases of large vessels 
whose handles were placed higher up, as well as with bowls.

The broad-bellied compressed globular vessel with a narrow neck (Plates 7/3 and 13/12) is a 
rarely occurring form. Both o f the specimens presented here have unusual shapes, and moreover, the 
densely placed grooves on the sherd seen in Plate 7/3 should also be considered a foreign ornamental 
element. It may also be found in Late Sarmatian Period material on the so-called barbarian imitations 
o f amphorae.127 A vertical smoothed design occurs between two grooves that run horizontally on the 
shoulder o f the vessel whose fragment is shown in Plate 13/12. A comparable ceramic design m ay 
also be observed on another bowl of a similarly unusual shape from END0170 (Plate 15/9). Neither 
of these examples was previously recognized either as settlement ceramics or in the form of stray 
finds. Their manufacturing techniques, however, fit within the usual Sarmatian traditions. Therefore,

122 To date, the only parallel to this is known from the settlement of Tiszaföldvár — téglagyár.
123 Vaday (1994) Tab III. 16.
124 Alföldi ( 1942)XXVIII.9.
125 Vaday (1985) Figure 7 has these specimens.
126 See also within the context of decorations.
127 To date, similar pieces have been encountered in materials from Tiszaföldvár -  téglagyár and Gorzsa — 

Cukor-tanya.
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these bowls should not be thought of as foreign pieces. They may instead be indicative of a nearby 
workshop that supplied pottery to a region o f  only a limited extent.

3.4.2.3. Barrel-shaped vessels:

The neck fragment o f  a barrel-shaped vessel presented in Plate 7/4 is worth mentioning from the 
viewpoint of both rim form and ornamentation. Barrel-shaped vessels start occurring in finds from as 
early as the 2nd century A .D .128 The function o f  these vessels, however, seems to be different from that 
o f the well known Roman barrel-shaped vessels. The Sarmatian specimens were most probably used 
in preparing and transporting dairy products.129 The function of these vessels in transport is shown by 
the fact that they occur consistently near the limes as a consequence o f trading in the border region,130 
while they seldom occurred as far away as the interior of the province. This may be indicative of the 
perishable nature o f their contents. The not particularly great variety o f ornamentation used on this 
type of vessel was usually restricted to a few longitudinal smoothed bands, which sometimes also run 
in a horizontal direction that corresponds to the direction of wheel throwing. Alongside protruding 
ribs, smoothed wavy lines running in a narrow band also decorate an END0170 specimen. In the 
material known to date, this small wavy design appeared in the late phase. The remainder of the sherds 
from barrel-shaped vessels (Plates 34/1-3 and 5-7) without exception have a collared suspension 
rim on the vessel’s edge or a smaller knob-like end feature (Plate 34/4). An unusual solution can be 
seen on the sherd in Plate  34/1. The vessel’s wall does not narrow toward the wall’s closing segment, 
but broadens. In the case of two specimens, the vessel’s wall is cut straight (Plates 34/6-7), while on 
another specimen it is rounded (Plate 34/5). Both types o f wall ends are known from barrel-shaped 
vessels, while an asymmetric combination o f  both solutions even occurs on some specimens. The 
barrel-shaped vessel from which the sherd shown in Plate 34/6 originates also represents an unusual 
form with its appliqué ribs. As part o f the discussion on the origins o f this type, during a review of 
barrel-shaped vessels from the central Tisza region 1 raised the possibility that the aforementioned 
stylistic elements may be related to an archetype from wooden barrels.131 An imitation of the hoops 
o f  a wooden barrel can be clearly recognized on the specimen under discussion here. A characteristic 
late example of this type is known from the site o f Szőreg -  Iván-téglagyár.132

3.4.2.4. Bowls:

Great numbers of bowl fragments occur among the ceramic finds at settlements and they also display 
the greatest variability. This vessel form  occurred as early as the late phase of the Early Sarmatian 
Period in the Carpathian Basin, and its archetypes include both Celtic and Roman pottery. The great 
number of such sherds in settlement m aterials may be explained by the fact that bowls were used 
in a multitude of ways. They were often elements o f tableware, and it was not unusual for them to 
function as storage vessels or even lids as well. As a result of the fundamental nature of this material 
(recovered from a settlement), and similar to all other vessel types, bowls were chiefly represented 
by fragments. In the case of sherds, one o f  the chief problems is that a similar rim or base fragment 
may belong to different sub-types. However, not even these pieces should be overlooked during

128 For example, it survived throughout all three phases at GyOOl 33.
129 Vaday (1988-89) 158-160.
130 For example a similar vessel from Intercisa.
131 See footnote 134.
132 Ács (1992) Plate IV/.3.
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the analysis, since the frequency o f forms may be indicative o f workshops or may even contain 
chronological information.

3.4.2.5. Wheel-thrown bowls:

I. Biconical bowls:

1.1. Biconical bowls with a stepped wall profile:
Three fragments could be classified within this group (Plates 14/1-2). They are characterized by the 
slightly everted shape of their upper portions, while the lower section is short and narrows abruptly. 
In both cases, the rim thickens slightly and leans inward. Another bowl has a less characteristic 
profile line, although it can still be tentatively classified within this sub-type (Plate 14/3). It is only 
the slightly arched wall profile that indicates that the sherds shown in Plates 14/13-15 once also 
belonged to this type of bowl, since similar rim forms also occur in other types represented in the 
material recovered from the END0170 site.

1.2. Biconical bowls with a straight oblique wall profile:
This form is also relatively rare in the material (.Plates 14/4—5). The few surviving sherds indirectly 
indicate an angular profile line, since the relation between the mouth diameter and the vessel’s upper 
section would not have permitted a hemispherical lower portion that is structurally feasible. Both 
specimens had a cut rim that did not thicken.

1.3. Biconical bowls with a straight oblique wall profile and a “swollen ” rim:
Bowl fragments with rims that leaned slightly inward and thickened (Plates 14/11-12), as well 
as sherds from bowls with rims that were slightly everted and thickened (Plates 14/8-10) may be 
classified within this category. Although the fragments shown in Plates 16/3 and 6 originate from 
bowls which are larger than the aforementioned specimens, they may still be discussed here. The rest 
o f  the relevant sherds (Plates 16/1-2, 4-5 and 7-14) only represent the upper sections o f bowls. The 
angles of the w all’s profile line and the form of their rims, however, justifies their tentative inclusion 
within this group.

1.4. Biconical bowls with three dimensional wall forms:
This variety o f bowls is characterized by a great variety of wall forms. The wavy profile line o f  the 
sherds in Plates 18/7-9 and 11 does not occur commonly in materials from the Great Hungarian 
Plain. The groove running below the rim (Plate 18/9) may reflect a stylistic connection with another 
type of bowl. On the wall fragment shown in Plate 18/10, ribs and grooves are separated by arched 
segments of the profile line, which further subdivided the bowl’s surface.

1.5. Biconical bowls with rims that are horizontal, everted and lean inward:
On some of the bowls the broad, horizontal rim extends beyond the vessel’s wall in both directions 
(Plate 16/15). There is a group within this variant, in which the vessel’s upper portion is relatively 
short (Plates 20/1-2).

I. 6. Biconical bowls with a groove cut fo r  the lid:
A lth o u g h  lid  g r o o v e s  a re  m o s t c h a r a c te r is t i c  o f  s to r a g e  a n d  g lo b u la r  v e s s e ls ,  th e y  a ls o  o c c u r  o n

b o w ls  in  r a re  c a s e s  (Plate 2 0 /5 ) .
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In the case o f variants 1.1—3 the usual decoration occurs in the form of horizontal, smoothed bands, 
which often cover both the interior and exterior surfaces of the bowl. In the case of the specimens 
from END0170, the smoothed pattern on the rim ’s top is absent. There were two fragments from 
the material where the bowl’s interior surface was decorated with a characteristic vertical smoothed 
pattem (Plate 16/5 and 12). The occurrence o f  sherds with horizontal everted and inwardly leaning 
rims is unusual (Plate 16/15). In the case o f variant 1.4, a smoothed wavy line decoration may appear 
either on the top or at the mid-line of the bow l’s exterior surface.

II.l. Bowls with grooves below the rim and with oblique and biconicalprofile lines:
The specimens in Plates 18/1 and 3-6 may be classified within this variant. The decoration is simple 
in this case as well. This range of decoration is usually no more than smoothed horizontal bands 
on the interior and exterior surfaces o f the bowl. Relatively large specimens also occurred in this 
assemblage (Plates 22/1-7). The usual decoration of horizontal smoothed bands covers the interior 
and exterior surfaces of these bowls as well. On the other hand, the sparsely placed vertical smoothed 
bands seen on the interior and exterior surfaces o f the bowl fragment in Plate 22/4 may be considered 
uncommon.

II. 2. Bowls with grooves below the rim and a steep wall:
The sherd shown in Plate 18/2 that comes from a small bowl with a horizontal smoothed pattern on 
its interior surface is a representative o f this variant that is typical of the Late Sarmatian Period. It 
occurs in especially great numbers in the southern part o f the Great Hungarian Plain east of the Tisza 
River.133 The remains of a smoothed figurative dragon design may be seen on some of these sherds, 
while specimens decorated with patterns composed of obliquely smoothed triangles and deltoids also 
occur in the Maros River region. At the settlements of Bag and Tiszaföldvár - téglagyár, two small 
undecorated sherds were also found whose black burnished surfaces are reminiscent of a characteristic 
group of Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period ceramics displaying influences from the Chernakhov 
culture pottery style.134 At the site of Tiszaföldvár, this bowl was found in the destruction layer that 
was most characterized by the presence o f spouted jugs.135

II. 3. Bowls with steep walls with grooves and  ribs:
Multiple ribs and grooves occur on bowls with vertical or steep walls. These are usually unknown in 
Early and Middle Sarmatian Period materials (Plate 20/6-10).

III. 1. Conical bowls with rims that lean inward:
Wall profiles narrowing toward the base with “swollen” rims that lean inward may be considered 
a special feature of this bowl sub-type (Plates 23/5-10). In addition to the undecorated specimens 
encountered in the END0170 assemblage, sherds whose interior and exterior surfaces have sparsely 
placed smoothed bands were also found. Deep smoothed sections o f wheat-head patterns decorate 
the surface of a shoulder fragment (23/6).

133 Vaday (1980-8la).
134 Vaday (19857 Figure 1/2, Figure 5/1-2.
135 Vaday (1994)111.40.
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IV. Bowls whose shape is a segment o f  a sphere:
To date, this type has been found only in Late Sarmatian Period materials.136 Two known variants of 
this type exist.

IV. 1. Low sphereical bowls:
The base of bowls classified within this group are commonly cut and ornamented with concentric 
grooves on the edge. The walls o f these bowls are composed o f horizontally running planes. Most are 
yellow, and only a few gray specimens have occurred in the material known to date. In the END0170 
material, the sherd presented in Plate 15/2 may be classified within this group. Its shape is open and 
lacks a rim edge that leans inward.

IV. 2. Spherical bowls with cut rims that lean inward:
This sub-type is distinguished from the previously described form in having a rim that leans inward. 
The surface is also made up o f horizontal planes {Plate 15/3).

IV. 3. Compressed spherical bowls with rims that lean inward and thicken:
Sherds falling within this category in the END0170 find assemblage are summarized in Plates 15/1 
and 4-6. A groove running around the shoulder is another characteristic feature o f this type.

Although the sherds presented in Plates 15/7, 9 and 10-11 also belong to Type IV, they cannot 
be more precisely identified due to their great degree of fragmentation. They represent rare and 
uncommon bowls both in terms o f shape and decoration. In the case of the specimen shown in Plate 
15/9, the ornaments run around the bowl’s lower segment. Before the discovery of this find, this 
type of decoration had been unknown from the time preceding the Hunnic Period. Another unusual 
ornament is the small deep smoothed pattern similar to fluting {Plate 15/10).

V. Hemispherical bowls with cut bases:
Only a single sherd could be classified within this type {Plate 19/6) in the find assemblage from 
END0170. The interior surface o f this bowl had smoothed horizontal bands. The exterior surface is 
decorated with a multiple zigzag pattern composed of bundles o f parallel lines. This unique specimen 
has no parallels in the materials from the Great Hungarian Plain.

VI. Bowls with attached handles:
On the basis o f previously known settlement materials, the chronological affiliation of these bowls 
was considered to have been the Late Sarmatian Period.137 Newly recovered excavation materials, 
however, have since made it obvious that these specimens formed parts o f assemblages as early 
as the 2nd century A .D.138 It may therefore be hypothesized that this type of bowl remained in use 
throughout the entire Sarmatian Period. More accurately datable specimens occur in Late Sarmatian 
Period assemblages, for example in the Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period material from Sarkad.139 
The identification o f these sherds in settlement materials is made difficult by the fact that it is only 
the handle fragments from them which display characteristics that have any diagnostic information

136 Several such finds came to light within the area of TiszafÖldvár -  téglagyár. Similar specimens were found 
in grave assemblages, for example at Székkutas. Thanks are due to Katalin Nagy, the excavator, for this 
information.

137 Vaday (1988-89) 152.
138 Several varieties are known from the settlement of GyO0133.
139 Vaday -  Medgyesi (1993) Fig 5.8.
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useful for the purposes o f typological classification. It may be assumed, therefore, that they are 
present in settlement assemblages in significantly greater numbers that is actually observable in the 
form of handle fragments. There were two bowl fragments in the END0170 material that, on the 
basis of their shape and proportions, could be recognized as sherds from bowls with attached handles 
(Plates 24/1-2). In the case of the specimen presented in Plate 24/1, part o f the surface where the 
handle was attached was preserved on the sherd. The upper sections of both vessels under discussion 
here were covered with a smoothed net design. It is worth recalling that this type is known from sites 
representing the Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period, such as Sarkad.140

VII. Collared bowls:
This type may be considered a typical Late Sarmatian Period vessel. A horizontally formed collar 
runs below its rim that leans slightly inward {Plate 28/21). This collar is decorated with a wavy 
line design. An undecorated specimen is shown in Plate 20/13. A parallel find occurred in the Late 
Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period material from Sarkad 141

VIII. Pedestalled, so-called fru it bowls:
This type is represented by a gray fragment from a pedestalled vessel thrown on a fast wheel, often 
referred to as a “fruit bowl” {Plate 12/10). A special feature o f the specimen under discussion here 
is that the pedestal itself was wheel-thrown, and its solid interior was cut out with a pointed knife to 
make it hollow after it was thrown. The same technique was identified on specimens originating from 
the artifact assemblages at Hódmezővásárhely - Solt-Palé and in general, within the southern area 
of the Great Hungarian Plain. North of the Körös River system, on the other hand, both components 
of pedestalled fruit bowls are wheel-thrown as two separate hollow vessels. In the next step of 
manufacturing, the wheel thrown pedestal is stuck onto the actual bowl. Sherds representing both of 
these kinds of manufacturing techniques have been found south of the Körös River system, in the 
northern areas of present-day Csongrád as well as in Békés Counties.

3.4.2.6. Hand-formed bowls:

Hand-formed bowls occur relatively rarely in materials from the Sarmatian Period. They may be 
classified with proper bowls on the basis o f their shape, however, similar to pots they could also 
be used in cooking due to their temper and modes o f firing. In the END0170 assemblage, the sherd 
presented in Plate 28/6 from a hand-formed vessel with a rim that is pulled slightly upward and 
perforated belongs here. This form of a handle suggests the possibility that the vessel could have 
been hung above a fire similar to a kettle. Earlier investigations have shown142 that they are related 
to kettles and vessels with a granular mica temper which have similar chronological affiliations. A 
hand-thrown version of this type with granular mica temper was also recovered from the settlement 
at Tiszafoldvár.

3.4.2.7. Plates:

Flat Plates should be considered unusual in Sarmatian Period pottery assemblages. In terms o f form, 
they are related to flat bowls. They are completely unknown in the inventories of artifacts from

140 Vaday -  Medgyesi (1993) Fig 5.8.
141 Vaday -  Medgyesi (1993) Fig.6.1.
142 Vaday (1980-81) 38, and footnote 8.
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early settlements such as GyO0133 and Újlengyel. Consequently, they have been classified as a 
characteristic vessel type of Late Sarmatian Period pottery. Their occurrence may be either reflect 
a change in eating habits or the fact that they could also function as lids. Wheel-thrown specimens, 
previously unknown in Sarmatian Period materials, also occur among lids in later phases.143 In 
terms o f shape, in a strict sense these plates are very flat bowls with abruptly narrowing walls. The 
specimens shown in Plates 19/1-4 fall within this type.

3.4.2.8. Jugs

I. Pear-shaped jugs:
This is the most commonly occurring type of jug in the Great Hungarian Plain. In accordance with 
their name, they have a pear shape with one, or less commonly two, handles. They were manufactured 
following Roman archetypes, and first start appearing at the beginning o f the 2nd century as the 
product o f Sarmatian pottery workshops. The most commonly found form o f decoration consists o f 
a vertical smoothed pattern that runs from below the rim down to the ju g ’s belly (Plates 29/3—18). 
This smoothed pattem is disrupted in the area of the handle (e. g. Plate 29/18). The handle usually 
begins at the rim (Plate 29/3) and rarely rises above the plane of the rim {Plate 29/16). Specimens 
from the Backa (Bácska) region and the western part of the Banat (Bánság) are characterized by 
this elevated handle form, thereby making them more similar to their Roman forerunners. The two- 
handled specimens shown in Plates 30/2 and 4 represent a rather general form. A small, protruding 
part o f the handle fragment in 30/4 is reminiscent o f a protome design. This form of handle was 
predominantly documented in materials recovered from the southeastern area of the Great Hungarian 
Plain in Hungary.144 A good example o f an analogus specimen was found in the material from Sarkad 
-  Körös-hát.145 The dating of this stylistic solution is reconfirmed by a number o f other elements in 
that assemblage.

II. l. Narrow-mouthed jugs with arched collars:
The formation of the rim is especially characteristic of this type, whose specimens are comm on 
in materials from the Late Sarmatian Period. The neck is narrow with its collared section slightly 
broadening toward the rim. The handle begins on the neck below the rim. In the material from 
END0170, two sherds come from jugs with slightly “swollen” rims {Plates 29/1-2). Analogous 
forms include a spouted jug from Tiszaföldvár, and a similarly spouted, unfinished specimen from 
the cemetery o f Szolnok -  Szanda.146

II.2. Collared broad-mouthed jugs:
This is a sub-type characterized by a great variety o f rim forms. In the END0170 material the sherds 
shown in Plate 30/3 and Plate 31/12 originate from this type of pottery which may also be looked 
upon as a transitional form toward sub-type III.2 characterized by a funnel-like neck divided by 
a rib. In this case, the collar is relatively short with a very variable profile line. In addition to the 
smoothed pattem and burnishing applied as surface decoration, smoothed decorative patterns are 
also associated with this type, which is a characteristic vessel type of the Late Sarmatian Period. The 
vessel fragment in Plate 30/5 may be considered a variant of this type, with its two handles beginning

143 For example Plate 34 in the material from END0170.
144 Vaday (1988-89) 329, Abb. 37.1-2.
145 Vaday — Medgyesi (1993) Fig. 120.18, Fig. 12.3.
146 Vaday (1994) Tab.II.2 a-b; Párducz (1959) Abb.4.40.
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at the collar. The faceted handle may be also regarded a common feature of Late Sarmatian Period 
pottery in the Great Hungarian Plain.147

II. 3. Jugs with a straight collar:
The vessel shown in Plate  29/4 is a rare form. The two handles connect the steep neck with the 
shoulder. The smoothed rim is upright and straight with a smoothed design. While this rim form is 
unusual in the Carpathian Basin, it was quite widely spread in more eastern regions under Greek 
influence, even in earlier times. This type displays some of the preferred motifs used by Carpian and 
Dacian potters. The occurrence of this stylistic element during the Late Sarmatian Period again may 
be attributed to an eastern influence. The m outh o f this jug is in general narrow. The straight collar 
is also found with another variant of this type. In that case, a rib runs around the steep neck where 
the handle originates. A n example of this form is the jug from Soltvadkert,148 whose flat, band-like 
handle was another popular motif in the Daco-Carpian region.

III. Funnel-necked jugs:
Funnel-necked jugs also first occur during the Late Sarmatian Period. In general, they have two 
handles, and the handles begin on the funnel-shaped neck and attach to the upper portion of the 
shoulder. The fragments shown in Plates 30/6—7 may be classified within this group. Half of these 
vessels do not thicken in the direction o f the rim. Decorations characteristic of these include bundles 
o f  grooves. This m otif is also well known on bowls dated to the Late Sarmatian Period. The most 
common form of decoration on the necks o f  these jugs is vertical smoothed patterns. In the case of 
the vessel whose fragm ent is presented in P late  30/6, the handle is attached to the ju g ’s body at the 
lower perimeter o f the neck.

I V  Two-handled ju g s  with a straight ribbed neck:
This type is represented by the fragment shown in Plate 30/8 and is typical for assemblages dated 
to the Late Sarmatian Period. This type occurs in many varieties. Jugs within this same type differ 
in terms of the shapes o f  their bodies. Broad, somewhat globular forms are also known,149 while the 
END0170 specimen is characterized by a compressed biconical body. The handle begins on the rib 
that runs around the vessel’s neck and its shape is angular. This form was also found in the material 
o f  the Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period phase from the settlement o f Tiszaföldvár,150 but is also 
characteristic of later times in areas located further east.

V. Pear-shaped jugs with a narrow mouth:
The two sherds presented in Plates 32/11 and 17 clearly represent this type. Another variant, presented 
in Plate 32/14 is characterized by a strongly bulging body. This latter form is a rather unusual variety 
in finds from the Great Hungarian Plain.

VI. Spouted jugs:
The type of jugs from  the Hunnic Period is best represented by spouted specimens. At the site of 
END0170, it is represented by a handle and shoulder fragment from a smoothed light gray spouted 
ju g  thrown on a fast wheel (Plate 33/6). On the basis of grave assemblages, this type of jug has

147 Vaday (1994) Tab 111.41.
148 Párducz (1950) CXXVIII.l a-b.
149 For example: Subotica (Szabadka) Mácskovics-téglagyár: Párducz (1950) CXVIII.9.
150 Vaday{ 1993) Tab. HI. 14, 16,41; Párducz (1950) CVI.25, CXXVI.24 a-b; Párducz (1959) 37.
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parallels with pottery from the Hunnic Period. Mihály Párducz, who was the first to evaluate this 
type in Hungary,151 had already emphasized that this type originally emerged in the east, w here it 
became common centuries before it actually arrived in the territory of present-day Hungary during 
the Hunnic Period. His work has been mentioned in several analyses published since. Most recently, 
a summary such as this has been published in relation to the evaluation o f Late Sarmatian Period 
grave goods.152 With regard to this jug type, it may again be ascertained that its main distribution 
area chiefly corresponds to the Great Hungarian Plain. Spouted jugs became widely distributed in the 
Caucasus region following the turn of the 1st century A.D. Early specimens are known from Dagestan 
in the northern Caucasus.153 In the first stage o f their broader distribution they covered the northern 
Caucasus region during the 1st century A.D. Subsequently, jugs of this type started appearing in the 
Kuban region. The Crimea can be considered a secondary distribution area,154 and it was probably 
the Iranian and Germanic peoples fleeing the Huns who brought this type o f pottery to the Carpathian 
Basin. The most recent summary discussing the Hunnic Period,155 presents the distribution area 
of spouted jugs in the Great Hungarian Plain,156 (that is the territory surrounded by the Sarmatian 
fortification system) as almost empty from the viewpoint o f this very characteristic type.157 This 
point, however, is completely unacceptable both from a historical and an archaeological point o f  
view. It is simply unimaginable, that such a vast area would have been left unaffected or served as 
an uninhabited military buffer zone, especially right in the center of what is known as the H unnic 
occupation area. In the case o f spouted jugs from the Carpathian Basin, only in a few cases could it 
be hypothesized that specimens were found which had been directly imported from the east.158 The 
overwhelming majority o f these jugs were found in association with Late Sarmatian Period finds. 
Moreover, the manufacturing techniques used in producing these vessels (temper, firing, surface 
treatment and forms of decoration) also unambiguously reflect the manufacturing traditions o f  the 
Sarmatian potters.

VII. Jug with a “bird s fo o t ” handle design:
This handle was found on a sherd from a large gray jug thrown on a fast wheel, attached to  the 
lower section of the vessel’s belly. Its distinctive feature was its tripartite division, reminiscent o f  a 
bird’s foot (Plate 31/1). This type of handle design is not native to the Carpathian Basin. Even the 
position o f this handle is unusual, since the lower section o f the handle is attached low down on the 
jug ’s wall, near the vessel’s base. This shape o f handle, however, is known from find assemblages in 
the Caucasus and subsequently in the Crimean region, on vessels such as spouted jugs.159 Elements

151 Párducz (1959) 359-361.
152 Vaday (1994), along with the earlier literature on spouted jugs.
153 Davidov{ 1974) 181, XI.5,7.
154 Bóna (1993) 155. According to the author, these vessels spread into the Carpathian Basin following 

antecedents in the Crimean Peninsula. Finds from the Carpathian Basin shown in Figure 68 of his work, 
however are inaccurate illustrations, superficial re-drawings of finds that had been published correctly 
previously. István Bóna does not discuss antecedents in the area of the Caucasus, which significantly 
predate the finds from the Crimea, even though this had been common knowledge in the literature for a 
long time.

155 Bóna (1993).
156 Vaday (1994) Tab X.
157 Bóna (1993) Figure 69. Here even well-investigated areas of the Great Hungarian Plain are empty in 

comparison with Transdanubia, the Vienna Basin and areas northeast of the Sarmatian fortification system 
in terms of Hunnic and “nomadic” finds.

158 Regöly, Streda nad Bodrogom (Bodrogszerdahely) and presumably Kardoskút. See Vaday (1994).
159 Abramova (1979) Figure 4/6, 16, 17.
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of the manufacturing technique used in the case o f the jug under discussion here, however, again 
correspond to those o f  local Sarmatian pottery.

VIII. Short-necked jugs:
This type is represented by only a single sherd (Plate  31/11) among the finds from ENDO170. Although 
this vessel is not one o f  the well known local types, its surface treatment and decoration are again 
characteristic of Sarmatian techniques. An archetype for this type may be found in Roman pottery 
traditions which are quite well represented at urban settlements in the Pontic region, Dobrudja and 
the Balkans.

IX. Straight walled ju g s  (so-called beer stein-shaped vessels):
Straight walled jugs have been found both in cemeteries and settlements.160 In the ceramic assemblage 
from the site of ENDO 170, there is only a single dark gray fragment from a jug thrown on a fast wheel 
{Plate 33/3) that belongs to this type.

X. Vessels with upper handles (also known as ju g s  with braces):
This is a very characteristic vessel type o f  Sarmatian Period assemblages and is known from as 
far back as the earliest phase, even including Roman territories within the limes region.161 Jugs 
belonging to this type found at Sarmatian settlements from the Hunnic Period are usually decorated 
and burnished, and are larger than varieties representing the same type from earlier phases o f the 
Sarmatian Period. This is also a kind o f  vessel that frequently displays characteristics associated with 
individual workshops. Characteristic diagnostic features include the form of the rim and the angle 
o f the jug’s wall in the case of the specim ens recovered at the settlement of Hódmezővásárhely -  
Solt-Palé. In the case o f the ENDO 170 specim ens {Plates 33/1,4 and 7), the unusually small arch of 
the handle may be considered an additional trait related to the workshop. The base fragment shown 
in Plate 33/8 was included in this type on the basis of negative evidence. The inner surface o f this 
fragment excluded classification as any o f the bowl types.162 On the other hand, this particular feature 
commonly occurred on sherds from jugs w ith upper handles at the site of Tiszaföldvár. Another sherd 
with a burnished surface in the ENDO 170 m aterial may also be assigned to this type {Plate 33/7).

Actually, in term s o f shape, these jugs are close to globular vessels. On the basis of function, 
however, it seems better to place them with jugs.

Jug fragments lacking precise sub-typological affiliations:
Many sherds in the ENDO 170 assemblage originate from jugs that are not possible to precisely identify 
by sub-type. Nevertheless, the decorations and the manufacturing techniques o f these fragments are 
important in characterizing pottery production during the period under discussion here.

These specimens include belly fragm ents from compressed jugs with an almost lenticular shape 
{Plate 31/2-3) that have various neck and handle forms. These vessels are characteristic of Late 
Sarmatian Period pottery manufacturing. O ther typical types from the Late Sarmatian Period include 
compressed jugs, where the belly has an angled profile line {Plates 31/4, 6 and 8). The surface of 
these sherds was firmly and evenly burnished, while the several rows of smoothed zigzag patterns

160 Vaday (1988—89) 144-145.
161 For a summary see Vaday (1988-89) 157—158.
162 The occurrence of double or multiple grooves on bases is also known on bowls from the Hunnic Period, 

for example in the case of bowls with steep walls decorated with dragons.
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and net designs may be associated with the Hunnic Period. The surface o f these jugs was sometimes 
sub-divided by the addition of grooves (Plate 31/10).

One o f the jug fragments with a steep neck is segmented by a rib on the neck’s profile line and 
decorated with a smoothed design (Plate 31/9), while a simpler specimen is shown in Plate 31/5. 
These sherds represent a transition toward the sub-type o f globular vessels. Although this type is not 
particularly common in assemblages from the Great Hungarian Plain, it occurs sporadically even 
in early settlements. One of its typical Hunnic Period variants is the burnished and smoothed jug  
fragment shown in Plate 31/7, which was segmented by bundles o f grooves.163

3.4.2.9. Lids:

Hand-formed lids generally started appearing in assemblages from the Carpathian Basin beginning 
in the 2nd century A.D. These specimens usually have simple forms with solid knob handles that have 
no particular dating value. More precise dating can only be attempted with knobs compressed from  
three or four directions. General examples of hand-formed lids from END0170 are summarized in 
Plates 34/8-10, 12 and 14—15.

Hand-thrown lids occur more rarely in the finds. In the assemblage under discussion here, their 
proportions start increasing only during the later phase. They include two rather flat, large specimens 
with smoothed surfaces (Plates 34/11 and 13).

3.4.2.10. Bottles:

Bottles are a form of vessel that is typical of earlier phases both in the east and in the Carpathian Basin. 
Eastern varieties include high quality hand-formed bottles. It is eastern imports that are known in the 
Early Sarmatian Period o f the Carpathian Basin, however they soon disappear from the finds. They 
reappear only during the Late Sarmatian Period. Their revival may in fact be connected to the arrival 
of new eastern population groups. As opposed to hand-formed specimens from the Early Sarmatian 
Period, wheel-thrown bottles dominate in this late material. In addition to a hand-formed bottle 
fragment found at END0170 (Plate 36/2), remains o f a medium gray wheel-thrown specimen (Plate 
11/3), as well as two light gray sherds from bottles that were also wheel-thrown (Plates 33/2 and 5) 
were identified. In the case of the hand-formed bottle, the inside surface o f the rim is characterized 
by a horizontal smoothed pattem. This motif, however, occurs only rarely on hand-formed ceramics 
in the Carpathian Basin.

3.4.2.11. Ember covers:

Fragments shown in Plates 28/3-5 may be classified within this type which is unknown in Early 
Sarmatian Period materials. On the other hand, several specimens o f this type are known from  
settlements dated to the Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period (Tiszaföldvár -  téglagyár, ÖRM 0052, 
Gorzsa -  Cukor-tanya). Hand-formed and wheel-thrown varieties o f ember covers are both found. 
Sherds with coarse grained or granular mica temper may both be found, even in ceramic assemblages 
from the same settlement.

163 A similar sherd is known from Tiszaföldvár -  téglagyár.
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3.4.2.12. Pots:

Pots form a vessel type that was in general use. Both their small and large varieties are equally 
wide spread in the G reat Hungarian Plain. During the early phases they were exclusively hand- 
formed. Hand-thrown specimens start occurring only somewhat later,164 in addition to the simple, 
hand-formed variety. During the Late Sarm atian Period a type made using special manufacturing 
techniques appears and is characteristic o f  that phase. These are the so-called hand-thrown ceramics 
made with granular m ica temper. Metric characteristics o f the END0170 material have already been 
discussed,165 so that information will not be repeated here. The size variability of hand-formed pots, 
however, is far greater than that of their hand-thrown counterparts.166 Due to the random character of 
their measurements, their classification becom es much more difficult than for wheel-thrown vessels. 
The criteria used during the typological sub-division of pots include the proportions of various 
dimensions to each other, as well as their distances from and angles to the vessel’s longer axis.167 
This means that form al typologies do not take absolute measurements into consideration, which in 
turn means that in the case of this particular type no distinction was made between vessels in terms 
o f their various volumes. In the end, this leads to a preference for formal typology at the expense of 
functional interpretations.

I. Hand-formed pots w ith everted rims, arched  necks and a bulging upper third:
This is the most com m only occurring form and is independent o f chronological affiliations. Its varieties 
are expressed in differences between the degree to which they broaden and their rim forms.

Examples of the first variant are represented by sherds in Plates 36/7, 12 and 16 (and perhaps 
Plate 36/14). In these cases, the diameter o f  the part o f the pot that bulges is broader than its mouth. 
Another specimen worth mentioning here is shown in Plate 36/6. This pot fragment is different from 
the previously m entioned specimens, since its neck profile is concave instead of being convex.

The edges of the rim s of large pots identified in the END0170 material were cut obliquely, while 
a small and shallow groove runs around the cut surface. This edge shape occurs commonly with 
hand-thrown pots, but is very rare among hand-formed specimens. It can be observed in general in 
Sarmatian Period ceram ics from the late phase.

The mouth o f the second version, on the other hand, is broader than the bulging section of the 
shoulder (Plates 36/10 and 13). This form usually occurs among hand-thrown pots as well.

II. Biconical pots:
This type is represented by the sherd shown in Plate 37/1. The profile line is angled at the mid-point 
o f the belly. The rim slants straight outward.

III. Hand-formed po ts with steep rims:
The vessel fragment presented in Plate 36/4 may be classified within this type. It is characterized 
by a short and steep rim  with finger im pressions decorating the upper section of the rim. This fonn 
is additionally defined by the fact that the p o t’s walls bulge slightly in the upper quarter, below the

164 Vaday et al. (1996) GyO0133.
165 See the quantitative analyses.
166 The reason for this phenomenon can be seen chiefly in the manufacturing techniques, and the fact that 

these specimens cannot be linked with workshops.
167 Vaday (1988-89) series in Abb. 53.
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short neck. This form is unknown in grave assemblages but occurs first in Late Sarmatian Period 
settlement materials.

The sherd shown in Plate 36/1 represents a variety in which the wall just barely broadens in the 
direction o f the shoulder.

IV. Pots with steep necks and everted rims:
The fragment of a medium-size pot presented in Plates 36/5 and 8 belongs to this group. This type 
of pot is not present in assemblages published from the central Tisza River region.168 One o f its 
characteristics is the oblique rim profile.

Pot fragments lacking precise sub-typological affiliations:
Among the typologically non-identifiable, heavily fragmented sherds the remains of decorated hand- 
formed vessels must be mentioned (Plates 37/2, 5 and 7). Sarmatian motifs on hand-formed vessels 
have traditionally included finger impressed or incised rim decorations as well as incised wavy lines 
running around the pot’s shoulder. In addition to these, the sporadically occurring finger impressed 
rib appliqué design, also interpreted as part o f a Dacian and Celtic stylistic heritage, have been 
usually mentioned in relation to the decorative motifs (occasionally) used on hand-formed Sarmatian 
ceramics. The general picture concerning stylistic variability in the decoration of Sarmatian Period 
hand-formed pots has been enriched by ceramic assemblages from the central Tisza River region.169 170 
During the analysis of early find materials from the GyOO 133 settlement, a great number of previously 
unknown decorative patterns were discovered that complemented the previously compiled series 
of motifs. In the case o f the materials from END0170, the sherd shown in Plate 21H  deserves to 
be mentioned within this context. This vessel was decorated with an impressed lenticular design. 
This decorative pattern is known both in the central Tisza region and the find assemblage from 
GyO0133.,7° It appears that this type occurred sporadically in the central and southern sections o f  the 
Great Hungarian Plain. Recently, however, additional examples have been reported from a Sarmatian 
Period settlement located north of the Sarmatian fortification system.171

The shapes of bases show no major variability in the case of hand-formed pots. In addition to the 
simply cut base (e. g. Plates 35/2-3, 9-13 and 15-18), there is another common form, the typically 
primitive base disc design (e. g. Plates 37/1 ,4 , 6, 8 and 11-13).

3.4.2.13. Hand-thrown pots
Hand-thrown pots form a characteristic group within Late Sarmatian Period pottery.172 In most cases, 
their material was tempered with mica, quartzite grains or sometimes with fine-grained gravel. Due 
to this tempering, the raw material became stiff and dense, as can also be seen in the resulting shapes. 
In general, it was large pots that were made using these manufacturing techniques, although some 
medium size vessels also occur. These pots were fire resistant and could be used in cooking over an 
open fire. So it is not a coincidence that kettles, ember covers and also pots were made using this 
technique.

168 See footnote 171.
169 Vaday (1988-89) Abb.54.
170 See footnote 173.
171 At the Sarmatian Period settlement of Kompolt -  Kistéri-tanya (rescue excavations related to the 

construction of the M3 motorway, directed by the author, 1994)
172 Vaday ( 1980-8lb).
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1.1. Pots with everted and  arched rims:
The specimen whose sherd is shown in Plate 39/5 may be classified within this type. It was a vessel 
with a tall and slender neck. Its special feature is that the everted rim leans slightly inward, in the 
direction of the neck. Specimens presented in Plates 39/9, I I and Plate 42/5 display more usual 
proportions. The sherds shown in Plates 40/11 and 13 are reminiscent of hand-formed specimens. 
Their walls, however, are significantly thinner.

1.2. Pots with everted rims and obliquely cut edges:
This type occurs in tw o varieties. One is characterized by a rim whose edge is cut, as well as by the 
fact that the rim is everted beyond its plane. (Plates 39/1, 7 and Plates 42/11, 12). In the second case, 
the rim ’s cut edge falls within the plane o f  the rim (Plates 42/1-5 and 9-12).

1.3. Pots with everted rims and horizontally cut edges:
Pots whose rims are cut horizontally within the plane of the rims may be classified within this category. 
A special feature o f  the profile line is that the rim ’s interior surface leans inward. In the assemblage 
recovered from ENDO 170, two versions o f this type were observed. In one of the cases, the rim’s cut 
edge is relatively broad while the exterior side has an angular cross-section (.Plates 41/1-4, 7-8, 11 
and 13-14). On the o ther hand, some o f the pots in this group also have a lid groove running around 
the edge (Plates 41 /3—4)

1.4. Pots with everted rims and faceted edges:
Usually sherds from relatively large pots were assigned to this group. Their everted rims were 
decorated with multiple facets (Plates 38/12, 17 and Plate 42/13)

1.5. Pots with everted rims, funnel-like mouths and cut edges:
The inner side of the rim, which is usually cut, is pulled slightly inward (Plates 41/7, 8 and 10).

II. 1. Pots with steep necks and horizontally cut rims:
The special feature o f  this type is its steep, almost cylindrical section of neck (Plates 39/10 and 
42/8).

II. 2. Pots with slightly everted rims:
The pot fragments presented in Plate 40/7, 9, 10, 12. are most reminiscent of the shapes o f hand- 
formed vessels.

III. Pots with inwardly leaning rims:
Plate  40/14 shows the single specimen from END0170 where this rim formation could be observed. 
The top of the rim is cut horizontally.

IV  Pots with short rims:
The two specimens assigned to this type are shown in Plates 40/1-2. In both specimens, the body 
bulges broadly below the short rim. Beyond this similarity however, the method of wheel throwing 
and the resulting form  o f  the wall are different.

V. Slender pots with slightly everted rims:
This type is represented by the sherd shown in Plate 39/18.
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Among hand-thrown pots, cut bases occur quite commonly (Plate 43 and Plate 44), while the 
presence of base discs is relatively rare (Plate 44/13).

The decorative elements most commonly occurring on hand-thrown pots include straight or 
wavy combed lines, as well as obliquely punctuated comb-designs. The combination of a combed 
pattern running horizontally and an oblique punctuated comb design are characteristic of pots made 
with a granular mica temper.173 Two pot varieties from END0170 are shown in Plates 38/1 and 5. 
This pattem is equally likely to occur on the neck (Plate 38/1) or cover the neck and shoulder (Plate 
38/5). Punctuated comb designs also decorate the sherd in Plate 38/7. An example of a combed 
wavy line can be seen on the pot fragment presented in Plates 38/4 and 6. Punctuated designs are 
also characteristic o f pots tempered with granular mica (Plate 38/8). This may be combined with an 
incised applied rib ornament, as on a pot to which no parallels have yet been found (Plate 39/14). 
Punctuated and incised designs both occur on a fragment of a vessel with a steep neck (Plate 38/3).

3.4.2.14. Surface treatment

In the pottery material from the Sarmatian Period, the greatest variety of surface treatment is found 
on wheel-thrown ceramics. Only a light clay slip could be identified from time to time on the surfaces 
o f sherds of hand-thrown and hand-formed ceramics from various periods. Smoothed patterns, on 
the other hand, are a commonly used form of surface treatment. In the later phases, ceramics also 
sometimes had burnished surfaces.

Smoothed patterns:
This technique usually involves smoothing the vessel’s surface in the direction o f wheel-throwing. 
This can be performed either simply by hand or using some sort o f a simple tool. It can be generally 
found on Sarmatian Period vessels, with no closer affiliation to any particular phase or region.

Slip:
Slip was sometimes applied on the surfaces o f Sarmatian hand-thrown vessels and on those thrown 
on a fast wheel. Slip is made from the same material as that of the vessel, thereby differing from both 
painting and metal glazes.174

On gray fragments of ceramics thrown on a fast wheel, a slip that is slightly darker than the 
clay o f the vessel itself is often found on sherds from the late phases. This thin layer is made from 
a slightly more compact and more finely silted, rich clay than that of the vessel. Frequently, this 
thin layer of clay cracks on the vessel’s surface. In these cases it becomes directly visible that it had 
been coated onto the vessel after it had dried, but prior to firing. In other cases, the slip is spread on 
the surface of vessels that have already been fired, which are then briefly fired again following this 
surface treatment.

At the site o f END0170, pottery made from a light gray raw material was covered with a dark 
gray slip on both the exterior and interior surfaces, as was the case for the jug shown in Plate 33/12. 
A light gray bowl fragment whose surfaces were treated with a medium gray slip is presented in

173 Hand-thrown pots with granular mica temper and a straight neck, decorated with a straight combed design 
and a punctuated row of patterns running below it generally occur in assemblages recovered from the 
settlements of the late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period. See for example, Vaday( 1980-8 lb), Vaday (1988- 
89); Ács (1992) IV.t.5.

174 This must be emphasized, because erroneous terminology often occurs in the works of Mihály Párducz, as 
well as the subsequent literature inspired by his publications.
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Plate 17/15, while the medium gray raw material of a vessel {Plate 33/14) and a jug {Plate 32/15) 
were covered with a black slip. A light gray raw material is combined with a black slip on the sherd 
of another jug presented in Plate 31/7.

This surface treatment with a black slip is usually combined with burnishing and smoothed 
patterns.

A type of light yellow or eggshell-colored slip applied on the surface o f ceramics made from a 
brick-red colored raw material becomes increasingly common during the Late Sarmatian Period. 
This type of slip can be seen on the fragment o f  a bowl shown in Plate 17/18. It is made from kaolin, 
a fine white clay o f a somewhat poor quality. This type of light slip is characteristic of sherds from 
later phases.175

Painted ware in Sarmatian materials spread under the influence of Roman trade. In particular it 
was used on pottery aimed at imitating painted Roman vessels and terra sigil/ata. The raw material of 
the paint is visibly different from the substance used on the surface o f Roman pottery.176 It is usually 
a darker red than that o f Roman ceramics, and barbarian potters also often smoothed the vessels’ 
surface on top of the painting. Painting may be most often found on bowls, although sometimes it 
also occurs on globular vessels. At the settlement of END0170, however, painting was observed 
exclusively on sherds from bowls {Plates 17/17, 19, Plates 20/3, 10, Plate 26/10 and Plate 28/15)

3.4.2.15. Decoration

Smoothed decoration:
Smoothing as an ornamental technique is generally characteristic of Sarmatian pottery manufacture 
in the Carpathian Basin. It makes its first appearance in the material from settlements o f the 2nd 
century A.D. From that time onwards, it became a constant component o f pottery manufacturing 
techniques until the Late Sarmatian Period, including the Hunnic Period.

Smoothed designs are usually composed o f geometric decorative elements with figurative 
ornaments occurring only rarely. In the Carpathian Basin, this figurative type o f decoration is known 
only from the Hunnic Period.177

Wavy line designs: This is the most commonly occurring type o f surface decoration. In the 
END0170 assemblage it frequently occurred on storage vessels {Plates 3/1-13, Plates 4/2-11, Plates 
5/1-9 and Plate 6/13) and globular vessels {Plate 9/15, Plates 10/11-13, 18and Plate 13/4). It was 
less frequently observed on the walls {Plate 15/6, Plates 18/8, 10 and Plate 24/3) as well as the rims 
of bowls {Plate 28/21). In the material under discussion here, wavy line decoration is less typical of 
jugs, although one such sherd was also encountered {Plate 30/3).

Smoothed fine wavy line decoration was not found on sherds from storage vessels recovered at 
the settlement of END0170. It does occur though on a fragment o f a barrel-shaped vessel (Plate 7/6), 
a sherd from a globular vessel (Plate 8/17) and on a neck fragment from a jug (Plate 30/3). This 
is a relatively rare form of decoration that is frequently combined with a highly burnished surface, 
characteristic of ceramics from the Hunnic Period.

Net design:
There is a form of net design which appears in the Late Sarmatian Period that should in fact be 

considered a form o f surface treatment. This net pattern is composed o f very densely placed shallow

175 Vaday (1994) Tab III.38..
176 Unfortunately, no material analyses have yet been carried out on painted Sarmatian Period ceramics.
177 Vaday (1980-8la).
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smoothed lines. It covered the parts o f vessels that were most frequently decorated anyway. A t the 
site o f END0170, this type of design was observed on two atypical storage vessel fragments (Plates 
4/1 and 4). The more traditionally occurring form of net design is composed o f more sparsely placed, 
but also more deeply smoothed lines. This pattem can also be seen on sherds o f storage vessels in the 
material recovered from END0170 {Plates 5/11-12).

Arcade design:
This pattem is one o f the more rarely used forms of decoration. Smoothed, upside-down arcade 
ornamentation was found on a sherd from a globular vessel {Plate 9/11). Until now, arcade designs 
had only been observed on ceramics from the pre-Hunnic/Hunnic Periods. This type of specimen has 
been found for example at the sites o f Szőreg -  Iván-téglagyár,178 Jánosszállás,179 and Tiszaföldvár 
-  téglagyár on a black spouted jug and a gray two-handled jug. Another example of this design was 
found on a vessel from Hódmezővásárhely -  Kökény-domb.180

Smoothed vertical bands:
Among the pottery fragments recovered from the settlement of END0170, vertically smoothed bands 
most frequently ornament the necks o f globular vessels {Plates 11/2, 3, 14 and 16). This same form 
of decoration also occurs on jugs. It usually begins below the rim and runs down to the shoulder line 
{Plates 29/3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 and 15). In the case o f jugs, the design was smoothed on the surface 
following the attachment of the handle, as is shown by the disruption o f the pattern on the section 
covered by the handle {Plates 29/16, 18 and Plate 32/8). In the case o f slender-necked jugs with 
a belt design, vertical smoothed patterns may be seen in a broad band below the rim {Plates 29/1 
and 2). A densely placed vertical smoothed pattern extending over the rim ’s entire surface could be 
seen on only one o f the vessel fragments from this settlement {Plate 29/4). Sometimes the vertically 
smoothed design runs along the entire surface of jugs, all the way down to the base line {Plate 
32/15).

A combined form of design placed in discrete fields, of which vertical smoothing is a characteristic 
component, is typical of the Late Sarmatian Period. However, this was encountered very rarely in 
the END0170 settlement assemblage. On jugs, it was observed in combination with zigzag lines and 
three dimensional ornamentation that occurred in the form of ribs and grooves on the vessel’s profile 
line {Plate 30/3). These patches are also combined with grooves on the surface of sherds such as 
those shown in Plates 30/ 6-7. In the case of the two-handled jug fragment presented in Plate 30/8, 
vertical smoothed bands decorated even the handle’s outer surface.

Vertical smoothed bands or bundles of bands also decorate the interior surfaces of bowl fragm ents 
in the assemblage o f artifacts from the settlement of END0170 {Plates 16/5, 12, Plate 22/4 and Plate  
24/6). This form o f decoration was also applied on the exterior surface o f bowls {Plate 15/7 and 
Plates 22/4, 14).

Incised decoration:
In the material under discussion here, incised decoration was identified frequently on sherds from 
hand-formed and hand-thrown pottery, but it occurred rarely on fragments from vessels thrown 
on a fast wheel.181 Among the ornamental techniques, an incised pattem produced by double or

178 Párducz (1950) Plate CVI/23.
179 Kőhegyi (1971).
180 Párducz (1950) Plate CXXII/37.
181 The separation of various vessel segments by grooves should not be considered a form of decoration.
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triple combs is of particular interest. This type o f incised wavy line runs in multiple tightly placed 
parallel lines on the finely tempered surface o f  fragments from vessels thrown on a fast wheel. It is 
most commonly used to decorate the horizontally everted rims o f storage vessels.182 Although less 
frequently, it may also be seen on the surface o f  sherds coming from globular vessels (Plate 11/15). 
This fonn of decoration, however, becomes common only significantly later, on black and gray ware 
from the Avar Period during the A.D. 7th century.

Asymmetric decoration on either side o f  the vessel:
In the assemblage o f pottery fragments recovered from END0170, asymmetric decoration, which 
differs on the two sides o f  the vessel, was observed on a two-handled jug (Plate 30/8). One side of 
this vessel’s shoulder is decorated with a row o f  oblique bundles o f parallel smoothed lines, while on 
the opposite side these bundles intersect.

A differing decoration on the two sides o f  a vessel, especially on the surfaces of small cups, 
has been sporadically recorded in the ceramic material of Sarmatian Barbaricum in the Carpathian 
Basin as early as the 2nd century A.D.183 It starts reappearing during the Late Sarmatian Period/ 
Hunnic Period. Even if  asymmetric decoration never became widely distributed, it always appeared 
on characteristic, distinctive pieces of pottery. This group of artifacts includes, for example, a flask 
from the settlement excavated at Tiszafüred -  Nagykenderföldek, which has no known parallels. In 
this case, not only was the decoration asymmetric, but so was the vessel’s entire shape.184 A peculiar 
two-handled jug is known from Bánhegyes.185 In this case, the two sides of the belly o f a typical 
Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period jug are decorated with different patterns which, however, were 
produced using the same decorative techniques. Another example belonging to the type o f spouted 
jugs from Late Sarmatian Period/Hunnic Period was brought to light during the course of excavations 
at the settlement of T iszaföldvár- téglagyár. The smoothed decoration on the two sides of this vessel 
also differed from one another.186 Another example of asymmetric design was recorded at another 
site near Endrőd, from Grave 40 of the Kocsor-hegy cemetery. It was noted on a small vessel of 
eastern origin.187 Finally, an additional occurrence of asymmetric design is worth mentioning. This 
was observed on a two-handled bucket, a type o f  pottery previously unknown on the Great Hungarian 
Plain.188

- k ' k ' k

Finally, the question o f imitation is worth briefly discussing. Sarmatian pottery in the fonn found 
in the Carpathian Basin emerged as a combination of Dacian, Celtic and Roman stylistic elements. 
In this sense, Sarmatian ceramics from Barbaricum can be regarded as derivative. On the other 
hand, distinctions must be made between pieces of pottery where the origins of their shapes can 
be recognized in the fonn o f stylistic influence, and ceramics that were consciously made copies 
of other vessels. Through time, imitations often deviate from the original type that inspired their 
manufacture in the first place, it is for this reason, for example, that the form of the bowl shown in

182 For example, in the materials from the settlements of Tiszaföldvár -  téglagyár, ÖRM0052 and Gorzsa -  
Cukor-tanya.

183 Vaday (1988-89) Kat 294, Figure 100/ la-b  from the site of Szanda.
184 Vaday (1996).
185 Párducz (1950) Plate CXXVI/24.a-b; Párducz (1959) Abb. 3/36.
186 Rescue excavations by A. H. Vaday between 1976—1986. Vaday ( 1994) Plate 11/1 a-b-c.
187 Juhász (1978) Plate III/a-c, Figures 13-14. This specimen will be discussed in detail below.
188 Csurog (Curuga) Párducz (1937) 226-227, Plate 17/1.
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Plate 19/13 is merely reminiscent o f a Drag 33 type terra sigillata cup. Organized large scale trade 
between the declining Roman provinces and Barbaricum had been abandoned by the Late Sarmatian 
Period. Thus, it cannot be hypothesized that this was a direct imitation o f a contemporary Rom an 
vessel, but rather it reflects the survival of a previously emulated popular form. Imitation during the 
Late Sarmatian Period predominantly refers to the copying of stylistic elements on vessels im ported 
from the east. As a result, spouted jugs, fluting and torquate body designs, as well as the bird’s foot 
m otif on the handle o f a jug from END0170 were adopted by Sarmatian craftspeople. The same holds 
true for a number o f forms and decorative elements that occur commonly within the stylistic sphere 
o f Chemakhov culture pottery. During the analysis o f this emulation, it is important that the adoption 
o f these forms usually involves re-evaluation as well. In other words, this pottery is usually m ade 
using local raw materials and tempering techniques, while retaining the original stylistic features 
with varying degrees o f accuracy. This also means that Sarmatian potters after a certain period o f 
time started manufacturing these new ceramic types to cater to new tastes following the arrival o f 
newcomers from the east.189

Among the characteristics o f this site, it was clear that in the absence o f large contiguous excavation 
surfaces, stratigraphic phenomena could provide only limited information on the settlement type. On 
the other hand, the large excavated area and great number as well as the nature of features recovered 
at the site of GyO0133 contributed sufficient amounts o f reliable data concerning the function and 
character of that settlement. These observations were further substantiated by the archaeological 
material as well as data on the qualitative and quantitative distributions o f finds. During the course o f 
analyses it became clear that during the early phase o f the settlement, its population pursued anim al 
husbandry and agricultural production. Manufacturing had not reached “industrial” proportions. 
Evidence for this was only available in the form of domestic activities at the site.190 Archaeozoological 
data shed light on this same phenomenon from a different angle. When features and areas were 
analyzed in terms o f the quantity of animal remains, diachronic changes in the composition o f  the 
archaeozoological material paralleled the hypothesized overall change in production between the 
early and late phases o f occupation. On the basis o f the integrated analysis of archaeological and 
faunal data, a shift in the settlement’s character could be outlined. The earlier agricultural profile had, 
in part, been replaced by industrial activity and the secondary smelting o f metals became an im portant 
source of livelihood at the GyO0133 site.191 Detailed investigations such as this could not be carried 
out at the END0170 settlement, since field work had been carried out in the form of test trenches. It 
was only the qualitative and quantitative evaluation o f the archaeological material that could be used 
in drawing conclusions concerning the excavated sections of this settlement. The composition and 
distribution of the assemblage of finds is unambiguously agricultural in character.192

189 Unfortunately, to date there has not been a sufficiently great number of finds available that would be o f help 
in estimating the time required by this historical process. Should it be possible to clarify this question by 
any other method, the results would offer an opportunity for fine-tuning the chronology of phases within 
the late Sarmatian Period.

190 This is indicated by partially manufactured bone implements at the site. This activity can be documented in 
the entire material representing the life of the settlement, regardless of chronological phasing, or changes 
in the way of life. It is in fact a localized activity, which played no role in trade. The situation must have 
been similar with wood working, weaving and spinning and the production of domestic pottery.

191 For details, see Vaday et al. (1996) GyO0133, with special regard to archaeozoological finds.
192 See the functional distribution of pottery.
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In light of the small number of features, the material brought to light at the partially excavated 
settlement of END0170 is relatively rich.193 The abundance of the ceramic material seems to be 
characteristic of Late Sarmatian Period settlements. However, while at the settlements o f Tiszaföldvár 
and ÖRM0052 destruction layers could be studied, no traces of such an abrupt end could be observed 
at END0170. This site is a new addition to a series o f settlements where the quantity, typological 
abundance and frequency distribution o f the pottery material seem to reconfirm the hypothesis 
that following the arrival o f the Huns, the Sarmatian population survived and provided a kind of 
background economy for the Hunnic Empire. Although, as mentioned before, no destruction layers 
were encountered during the course of the excavations at the END0170 settlement, no material came 
to light that would have originated following the Hunnic Period.194 On the basis of the aforementioned 
settlement excavations it could also be ascertained that Gepids destroyed but never occupied the 
settlements inhabited during the Late Sarm atian Period/Hunnic Period.195

193 This same phenomenon was observed at Sarmatian Period settlements excavated at ÖRM0052 and 
Tiszaföldvár -  téglagyár for example.

194 A similar situation was observed at the Sarmatian Period settlements of ÖRM0052 and Tiszaföldvár -  
téglagyár.

195 This tendency may be seen in the areas of present-day Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok, Békés as well as Csongrád 
counties. When Sarmatian and Gépid finds occur at the same site, they are usually separated by a major 
time interval, that is, the newcomers occupied former Sarmatian settlements that had been abandoned for 
some time.
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PLATES





3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 1: 1: Pit 13. 2: S q u a re  11 /26 . 3 P it 22. 4: Pit 20 . 5: S q u a re  11/26. 6: P it 13. 7: H o u se  3. 8: S q u a re  9 /3 9 .
9: S q u a re  11/26. 10: S q u a re  6 /3 3 . 11: S q u a re  11/26. 12: s tra y  find . 13: S q u a re  11 /26 . 14-15: S q u a re  8 /3 1 .

16: S q u a re  11/26. 17: S q u a re  8 /3 0 .
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Plate 2: 1: P it 13. 2: Square 11/27. 3-4: P it 13. 5-6: P it 28. 7: P it 27. 8: Square 11/15. 9: P it 13.
10: Square 11/26. 11: S q u a re  11/14. 12: Square 12/26.



3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 3: 1: H ouse 3. 2: P it 13. 3: S quare  11/26. 4-6 : H o u se  3. 7: Square 8 /30 . 8: Square 12/14.
9-10: P it 13. 11: H ouse  3. 12: P it 20. 13: Square 11/26.
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Plate 4: 1: H ouse 3 . 2-5: P it 13. 6: H ouse  3. 7: P it 1 3 .5 : Square 11/27. 9: P it 13. 10: P it 28. 11: Pit 13.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 5: 1: P it 24. 2: P it 13. 3: P it 20. 4: S quare  8/30. 5: Square 12/15. 6-7: s tray  find. 8: H ouse  3.
9-10: P it 13. 11: S quare  11/26. 12: S q u are  8/31.
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Plate 6: 1-2: H ouse  3. 3: P it 21. 4: S quare  11/26. 5: P it 22. 6: P it 10. 7: P it 20. 8: Square 11/26.
9: S quare  8/31. 10: S quare 11/27. 11: Square 8/31. 12-13: S quare  8/30.



3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 7: 1: P it 28. 2: P it 22. 3: Square 7/29. 4: Square 6/32. 5: S quare  11/26. 6: S quare  9/39. 7: H o u se  4 .
8: S quare  12/26. 9-10: Square 11/28. 11-12: Pit 13. 13: S quare  9/39. 14: P it 22. 15: P it 27. 16: P it 13.
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Plate 8: 1: Square 9 /3 9 . 2: Pit 27. 3: S q u a re  12 /26 . 4: P it 14. 5: P it 13. 6: Square 11/28. 7-8: P it 13.
9: Square 11/28. 10: P it  13. 11: Pit 2 5 .12-14: S q u a re  11/28. 15: S quare  11/26. 16: P it 13. 17-18: Square

8 /3 1 . 19: S quare  11/14.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 9: 1: Square 11/28. 2: P it 14. 3-4: S quare  11/28. 5: S quare  6/33. 6: P it 13. 7-9: Square 11/28.
10: P it 14. 11: Square 11/26. 12: H ouse 3. 13: S quare  7/29. 14: P it 15. 15: S quare  12/26. 16-17: P it 13.

18: H ouse 3. 19-20: P it 13. 21: P it 25.
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Plate 10: 1: Pit 13. 2: Square 11/26. 3-4 : Pit 14. 5: Pit 13. 6: Pit 22. 7-8: Pit 13. 9: Pit 24. 10-12: Pit 13. 
13: Pit 27. 14: Square 6/33. 15: Pit 29. 16-19: Pit 13. 20: Square 11/26. 21: Square 8/30.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 11: 1: Pit 14. 2: Pit 13. 3: Pit 28. 4: Square 7/33. 5: Pit 28. 6: Pit 14. 7: Square 11/26. 8: Pit 13.
9: Square 11/26. 10-11: Pit 13. 12: Square 7/33. 13: Square 11/28. 14: Pit 13. 15: Square 7/33. 

16-17: Pit 13. 18: Square 11/26. 19: Pit 25. 20: Square 6/32. 21: Pit 13. 22: Square 11/26. 23: Square 9/39.
24: Square 12/14. 25: Square 7/33. 26: Pit 11.
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Plate 12: 1: Square 11/26. 2: Square 11/28. 3: Pit 25. 4: Square 11/26. 5: Pit 13. 6: Pit 22. 7: Square 11/26. 
8: Pit 13. 9: House 3. 10: Square 11/26. 11: Pit 13. 12: Square 11/26. 13: Pit 13. 14: Pit 22 .15: Pit 13.

16: Pit 22. 17: Square 12/14. 18: Pit 11. 19: Pit 22. 20: Pit 13. 21: Pit 22. 22: Pit 14. 23: Pit 25.
24: Square 12/26. 25: Pit 22. 26: Square 11/26. 27-28: Pit 13.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 13: 1: Pit 27. 2: Pit 13. 3: Square 11/26. 4: Pit 13. 5: Square 12/14. 6-7: Pit 13. 8: Square 11/26. 
9: Pit 20. 10: Pit 14. 11: Pit 13. 12: Square 11/14. 13: Square 8/30. 14: 12/27. 15: House 3.
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Plate 14: 1: P it 25. 2-3: Square 12/27. 4: Square 11/27. 5: P it 24. 6: Square 11/27. 7: P it 13. 5: P it 15. 9-10: P it 13. 11-12: S quare 12/27.
13: P it 13. 14: Square 11/28. 15: Square 8/31. 25
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Plate 15: 1: Pit 20. 2: Pit 22. 3: Pit 13. 4-6: Pit 22. 7: Square 12/26. 8: Pit 13. 9: Pit 25 .10: Pit 22. 11: Square 7/30.
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Plate 16: 1: P it 15. 2: P it 14. 3-4: Square 12/27. 5: Square 12/26. 6-7: S quare 12/27. 8: stray  find. 9-10: P it 15. 11: Square 9/39. 12: Square 12/14. 13: S quare 3/39.
14: Square 12/27. 15: P it 15. 25
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Plate 17:1: P it 13. 2: Square 11/27. 3: Square 8/31. 4: P it 1 1 .5: Square 12/27. 6: Square 12/26. 7: Square 8/31. 8: Square 7/30. 9: Square 1 1 /2 6 .10: P it 13.
11: Square 11/26. 12: Square 11/27. 13: P it 13. 14: P it 14. 15-16: P it 13. 17: H ouse 3. 18: Square 12/26. 19: H ouse  3. 20: P it 13. 21: P it 22.
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Plate 18: 1: Square 12/27. 2-3: P it 13. 4: P it 28. 5: Square 11/27. 6: Square 12/26. 7: Square 12/26. 8-9: P it 22. 10: P it 11. 11: Square 12/26. 25
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Plate 19: P. P it 13. 2: stray find. 3: P it 13. 4: P it 14. 5: Square 8/31. 6: P it 13. 7-8: Square 9/39. 9: Square 12/27. 7 0 - /7 :  P it 22. 72: P it 14. 13: P it 13.
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Plate 20:1-2: Pit 20. 3: House 3. 4—5: Square 11/27. 6: Square 11/26. 7-8: Pit 13. 9: Square 8/31. 
10: Square 11/15.11: Pit 14. 12: Pit 13. 13: Square 6/33. 14: Pit 22.
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Plate 21: 1: S quare 12/27. 2: P it 13. 3: Square 11/28. 4-5: P it 13. 6: Square 11/27. 7: Pit 19. 8: P it 20. 9: Square 12/27. 10: P it 13. 11: P it 22. 12: Square 11/26.
13: Square 8/30. 14: P it 13. 15: Square 8/31.
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Plate 22: 1-4: Square 12/27. 5: Square 9/39. 6: P it 13. 7: P it 28. 8: P it 13. 9: Square 12/27. 10: P it 22. 11: P it 13. 12: stray  find. 13: P it 28. 14: P it 22. 26
0
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Plate 23: 1: Square 6/33. 2: stray  find. 3: P it 13. 4: P it 26. 5: Square 9 /39. 6: P it 22. 7-8: Square 12/27. 9: Square 11/27. 10: Square 12/27
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Plate 24: 1: P it 13. 2: Square 12/27. 3-4: P it 13. 5: S quare 11/27. 6: P it 13. 7: P it 15. 8-9 : P it 13. 10: Square 6/32. 11: P it 13. 12: Square 8/30. 13: H ouse  3. 26
2



3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 25: 1-2: Pit 13. 3: Pit 11. 4: House 3. 5: Square 7/33. 6: Pit 22. 7-8: Square 12/27. 9: Pit 15. 10: Pit 13. 
11: Pit 21. 12—13: Square 11/26. 14: Square 12/27. 15: Pit 14. 16-17: Square 12/27.
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Plate 26: 1: Pit 18. 2: Pit 22. 3: House 3. 4: Square 7/30. 5: Pit 22. 6-9: Square 9/39. 10: Pit 22. 11: Square 7/33. 12: Square 7/36.
13: Square 9/39. 14: Pit 22. 15: Square 7/30. 26
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 27: 1: Pit 22. 2: Square 7/29. 3: Pit 13. 4: Square 11/126. 5: Pit 13. 6: Pit 25. 7: Pit 22. 8: Pit 18. 
9: Square 12/27. 10: Pit 22. 11: Pit 13. 12: Pit 22.
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Plate 28:1-2: Square 11/26. 3: Square 8/31. 4: Pit 29. 5: Square 7/30. 6-7: Pit 13. 8: Square 12/14. 
9:. 10-11: Square 11/26. 12: Square 12/14. 13: Pit 22. 14: Square 12/14. 15: Square 11/27.

16: Square 8/31.17: Pit 28. 18: Pit 13. 19: Square 11/26. 20: Pit 28. 21: Square 11/26.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 29: 1: Square 8/30. 2-3: Pit 13. 4: House 3. 5: Pit 13. 6: Square 8/30. 7-8: Pit 13. 9: Square 11/26. 
10: Pit 13. 11: Square 11/27. 12-13: House 3. 14: Square 12/14. 15: House 3. 16: Square 7/29.

17: Pit 28. 18: Pit 13.
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Plate 30: 1: Pit 22. 2: Square 12/27. 3: Square 8/30. 4: Square 12/27. 5: Square 8/40.
6: stray find. 7-8: Pit 25.



3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 31: 1: Pit 20. 2: Square 7/39. 3: Square 7/30. 4: Pit 13. 5: House 3. 6: Square 7/30. 7: Square 11/26. 
8: Square 9/39. 9: Square 11/26. 10: Pit 13. 11: Square 12/27. 12: Pit 13.
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Plate 32: 1: Square 12/27. 2-6: Pit 13. 7: Pit 20. 8: Square 12/27. 9: Pit 13. 10: Pit 22. 11: Square 11/28. 
12: Square 7/30. 13: Pit 22 .14: House 3. 15: Pit 13. 16: House 3. 17: Square 11/28.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 33: 1: Pit 22. 2: Square 11/27. 3: Pit 19. 4: Pit 13. 5: Square 11/26. 6: Square 8/40. 7: Pit 24. 
8: Pit 13. 9: Pit 26. 10: House 3. 11: Square 11/15. 12-15: Pit 13.
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Plate 34: 1: Pit 22. 2: Square 11/26. 3: Pit 13. 4: Pit 11. 5: Pit 13. 6: Square 11/26. 7: Square 12/15. 
8: Pit 13. 9: Pit 22. 10: Square 12/27. 11: Pit 22. 12: Pit 28. 13: Pit 15. 14: Pit 27. 15: Pit 13.



3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 55: 1: Square 12/27. 2: House 4. 3: Square 8/31. 4: Square 6/33. 5: Square 12/14. 6: Square 6/33. 
7: Square 11/14. 8: Square 6/33. 9: House 4. 10: Square 12/27. 11: Square 6/33. 12: Pit 13.

13: Square 7/30. 14: Square 6/33. 15-16: Pit 13. 17: Square 6/33. 18: Square 11/27.
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Plate 36: 1-2: S q u are  12/27. 3-4 : P it 13. 5: S quare  12/26. 6: S quare  7/30. 7: S q u are  12/27. 8: P it 13.
9: Square 12/27. 10: Square 11/26. 11: S quare  12/27. 12: P it 14. 13: Square 11/26. 14: Pit 14.

15: P it 13. 16: S quare  12/27.



3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 37: 1: P it 25. 2: P it 14. 3: S quare  12/27. 4: S quare  11/26. 5: Pit 13. 6: S quare  12/27. 7: S q u are  11/26.
8: P it 28. 9: S quare  6/33. 10: Square 12/27. 11: Square 7/29. 12: Square 11/26. 13: Square 7/29. 14: P it 10.
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Plate 38: 1-2: P it 2 5 . 3: Square 11/26. 4: S q u a re  11/14. 5: Square 11/26. 6: P it 22. 7-9: P it 13.
10: S q u a re  6/33. 1-12: P it 13. 13: Square 6/33. 14: S q u a re  12/27. 15: P it 22 . 16: P it 13. 17: P it 25. 18: Pit 29.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 39: P. Square 11/28. 2: P it 13. 3-4: Square 8/31. 5: Square 6/33. 6: S q u are  12/27. 7: P it 22.8: P it 19.
9: Square 6 /33. 10: S quare  8/30. 11: S quare  1 2 /1 4 .12: P it 13. 13: P it 28. 14: S quare 12/27. 15: P it 28 .

16-17: P it 13. 18: P it 15.
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Plate 40:1-2: S quare  12 /27 . 3: Square 6 /33 . 4: S quare  8 /30. 5: S quare  6 /3 3 . 6: Square 7 /30 . 7: P it 13.
8-9: Square 11/14. 10: Square 12/27. 11: S q u are  6 /33 . 12: P it 13. 13: Square 7 /3 0 .14: P it 20.



3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 41: 1: P it 25. 2: S quare  8/30. 3: P it 13. 4: Square 12/27. 5: Square 8/30. 6: Square 8 /30. 7: P it 13.
8-11: S q u are  12/27. 12: S quare  6/33. 13-14: Square 12/27. 15: Square 6/33.
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Plate 42:1: Square 11/26. 2: Square 12/27. 3: Pit 13. 4: Pit 11.5: Square 6/33. 6: Square 11/26. 7: Pit 22. 
8: Square 6/33. 9: Pit 22.10: Square 12/27. 11: Square 12/15. 12: Square 12/27. 13: Pit 25.
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3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 43: P. P it 25. 2: Square 12/15. 3: S q u are  9/39. 4: S quare  11/26. 5 -7 : P it 25 . 8: stray  find.
9: S quare 12/26. 10: S quare  11/26. 11: Square 12/27. 12: P it 25. 13: P it 22. 14: P it 13. 15-16: S quare  6 /33 .

17: S quare  9 /39 . 18: S quare  6 /33.
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Plate 44: 1: Pit 29. 2-3: Pit 20. 4-5: Pit 22. 6: Pit 25. 7-8: Square 6/33. 9: Square 11/27. 10: Pit 22. 
11: Pit 28. 12: Pit 13. 13: Square 6/33. 14: Square 12/15. 15: Square 12/14.16: Square 6/33.

17: Square 12/14. 18: Square 12/27.



3. Settlement details from the Sarmatian Period

Plate 45: 1: Pit 19. 2: Square 12/15. 3: stray. 4: Pit 19. 5: Square 7/29. 6: Pit 20. 
7-8: Pit 13. 9: Pit 25. 10: Pit 13. 11: Square 8/31.
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4. SARMATIAN AND EARLY MEDIEVAL ANIMAL EXPLOITATION
AT THE SITE OF ENDRŐD 170

László Bartosiewicz, Alice M. Choyke

4.1. Sarmatian animal exploitation at the site of END0170

L ászló  B artosiew icz

4.1.1. Introduction

Of the settlement remains contemporary with the early Roman occupation o f the province o f Pannónia 
(Transdanubia, Western Hungary), stray Sarmatian pits occur commonly in the Great Hungarian Plain 
in Eastern Hungary. An increasing number o f  major Sarmatian settlements are also being revealed 
in this area, called Barbaricum during the Roman Period.1 This is particularly true for the period 
between the second half o f the 2nd and the first half of the 3rd centuries A.D. The END0170 site is 
representative of the southeastern division (left bank of the Körös River) o f Sarmatian settlements 
within the borders of modern day Hungary.

A major faunal assemblage of 664 identifiable bones from the nearby site of Biharkeresztes 
was studied by Sándor Bökönyi. In 1987-1988 when sand mining uncovered a large complex o f 
archaeological features on the outskirts o f Gyomaendrőd, parallel investigations in the area were 
carried out at the settlement o f GYO0133 in Békés County within the framework of the Microregion 
Research Project of the Archaeological Institute o f the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences.2 The site 
is located at the other end o f this small m odem  town, created by a merger between the villages o f 
Gyoma and Endrőd (hence the site identification of END0170). The settlement under discussion 
here was discovered and excavated by Dénes Jankovich within the framework of the Békés County 
Microregion Research Project of the Archaeological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
in 1987, 1989 and 1990.3

4.1.2. Materials

4.1.2.1. Circumstances o f  recovery

The site under discussion here extends along a 300 m long, elongated SW W -NEE ridge along the 
south bank o f an ancient riverbed. An elaborate system of 10 m wide squares was laid out in the area 
which formed a virtual network of test trenches. The site was investigated using the full array o f

1 Bökönyi (1976; 1985), Vörös (in Vaday -  Vörös 1977; 1979-1980); Vörös (1993); Bartosiewicz (1996; 
1999a).

2 Conclusions in this paper are often discussed within the context of the large settlement of GYO0133 
(Bartosiewicz 1996) excavated under the direction of Andrea H. Vaday and Magdolna Vicze.

3 Cooperation and support by the director of the excavation, Dénes Jankovich, is gratefully acknowledged 
here.
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classical field survey methods.4 Nearly 66% o f  the houses and pits (25 features) thus recovered were 
identified as Sarmatian deposits. The rest represented the Avar and early Árpád Periods.

4.1.2.2. Preservation and recovery

During the taphonomic characterization o f  the bone material the following agents had to be 
considered:

1. Selection and slaughter of an animal followed by primary as well as secondary butchering5 
are the first steps in the post mortem  exposure of animal bones. In relation to these human 
activities, cut marks and the dispersal o f  bones from the same carcass are worth considering.

2. Following the consumption o f the meat or other modes o f utilization (butchering, skinning, 
cooking, bone working etc.) animal bone may be deposited in several stages. There were 
relatively few weathered bones in the Sarmatian faunal assemblage recovered from the 
END0170 site. This is suggestive o f the practice that most animal remains were interred with 
great intensity, without major previous dispersal that would have left them exposed to the 
destructive effects of oscillating temperatures, crioturbation and direct sunshine.

3. Meat and bone consumption by both humans and other animals may reduce the number o f 
recovered bones. This possibility is underscored by the great number of dog skeletons found at 
this site and bones that display marks o f  intensive gnawing by carnivores and rodents alike.

4. Most of the materials were gathered by simple hand-collection. Partial water-sieving was 
carried out in connection with the analysis o f archaeobotanical remains from the site.

4.1.2.2. Faunal composition

The Sannatian animal remains from this site, which was contemporaneous with the Roman occupation 
o f Western Hungary, is almost exclusively characterized by the remains of domesticates. The same 
holds true for bone assemblages from both the earlier and later periods of the large GYO0133 and 
Hajdúnánás -  Fürjhalom-dülö settlements. M ost o f the domestic animals whose bones were recovered 
probably served as sources of animal protein and fat. Their exploitation for secondary products 
may only be assumed in the case o f certain species. As shown by their sporadically occurring bone 
remains, dog and cat m eat were most probably not eaten. On the other hand, it seems most likely that 
horse meat was consumed with a certain amount of regularity by the Sarmatian population o f this 
settlement.

The fauna list presented in Table 1 summarizes the representation of the various species on the 
basis of the number o f  identifiable bone specimens (NISP), with the exception o f articulated bones 
and skulls listed as separate items.

4 The detailed list of techniques applied at this site is discussed along with the early medieval faunal analysis 
of the site (Bartosiewicz, this volume).

5 Schiffer {1976) 78.
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Table T. The faunal composition of taxa found in Sarmatian features at the site.

Vernacular name Latin name NISP
Cattle (Bos taunts L. 1758) 388
Sheep (Ovis aries L. 1758) 78
Goat (Capra hircus L. 1758) 6
Caprine (Caprinae) 239
Pig (Sus domesticus Erxl. 1777) 73
Horse (Equus caballus L. 1758) 97
Dog (Canis familiáris L. 1758) 6
Cat (Felis domestica L. 1758) 1
Goose (Anser sp.) 1
Roe deer (Capreolus capreolus L. 1758) 2
Brown hare (Lepus europaeus Pall. 1778) 1
Riverine shell (Unio sp.) 10
Large ungulate non-identifiable 72
Small ungulate non-identifiable 15

4.1.3. Methods

4.1.3.1. The quantification o f  animal bones

The method for determining the number o f  identifiable specimens6 used in this essay is the most 
widely used faunal parameter available for the characterization o f faunal assemblages from 
archaeological excavations. Identification was carried out by individually studying and describing 
each bone specimen. Due to the good preservation of the bones, a remarkably high proportion o f  the 
Endrőd material could be assigned to species. The only exception to this was differentiating betw een 
the two small ruminants belonging to the Caprinae subfamily, sheep and goats, whose bones are very 
similar in many parts o f their skeletons.7

Distinctions between domesticated animals and their wild ancestors (namely in the case o f cattle, 
pigs, dogs and cats) did not pose a particular problem since the presence o f bones from hunted 
animals were uncommon in the material, making the risk o f erroneous identifications of wild species 
negligible.

The calculation of the minimum (MNI) or estimated numbers of individuals (ENI)8 would have 
been a mere formality at this site. Considering that the overwhelming majority o f bones came to light 
from self-contained sub-assemblages (predominantly pits), the calculation o f the minimum num bers 
of individuals would have multiplied the number of animals actually slaughtered since disarticulated 
skeletal parts of the same individual recovered from various features would have inevitably been 
used in the reconstruction o f  individuals several times. Aggregation effects would additionally distort 
the questionable results o f calculations aimed at the estimation of the livestock slaughtered during a 
roughly defined time period.9

6 Grayson (1984) 49-51.
7 Boessneck et al. (1964).
8 Chaplin (1971); Bökönyi (1970).
9 This time interval would hardly exceed a century in the present case; Grayson (1984) 49-51.
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4.1.3.2. Qualitative traits

Species identification was the first step in the qualitative sub-division of the material. Although 
individual bone specim ens were assigned to age groups when possible on the basis of tooth wear and 
epiphyseal fusion,10 these methods of ageing only become really meaningful during the evaluation o f 
more-or-less complete skeletons. While fetal and newborn animals can be relatively easily identified 
using the general appearance of their skeletal elements, the subadult/adult/mature sub-divisions tend 
to be more problematic since they largely depend on the differential ossification of epiphyseal plates 
in long bones.11 Basic morphological types were defined within species, using both morphological 
traits and metric data at the site.

4.1.3.3. Metric evaluation

The good preservation o f  animal bones from  the Sarmatian component of this settlement provided 
a good opportunity for gathering relatively numerous bone measurements, although the broad age 
range posed problems in the evaluation o f  these data. The biometric study of data presented here was 
lim ited to the basic analysis of bone measurements in this report.

The bone measurements listed in the tables o f the Appendix were taken using the standards 
summarized by von den Driesch.12 These measurements were used in estimating general size in the 
material.

4.1.4. Results

4.1.4.1. Faunal descriptions

The bones of dom esticated animals unquestionably dominated in the Sarmatian faunal assemblage 
brought to light at the site of END0170. Both the Sarmatian and early medieval components o f this 
settlement point to their importance at the occupation site (Figure 1).

4 .1 .4 .1 .1. Cattle (Bos taurus L. 1758)
Cattle bones comprise the most frequently occurring animal remains (43% of NISP) of the Sarmatian 
material recovered from  this site. As has been pointed out many times, however, the higher degree o f 
fragmentation of larger bones may play a significant role in this predominance.13 An approximately 
47%  NISP value is characteristic of each o f  the three chronological sub-sets o f the large faunal 
assemblage at GYO0133.

Most of the cattle bones originate from relatively small individuals. The few hom core fragments 
recovered at this site are similarly suggestive o f a gracile brachyceros type cattle with hom cores as 
small as that of a sheep (Plate 1). The overwhelming predominance o f these animals in the Sannatian 
material may be explained by its origins in the early Roman Period, when highly bred, large Roman 
animals from Italian imports had not yet reached the Sarmatians in the Barbaricum.14 Consequently,

10 Cornwall (1964); Silver (1969); Schmid (1972).
11 Silberberg -  Silberberg (1971) 446.
12 von den Driesch (1976).
13 Binford -  Bertram (1977).
14 Bökönyi (1984).
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Figure 1: Pie chart showing the percentual distribution of identifiable animal remains (NISP) 
in the Sarmatian material from END0170.

the relatively homogeneous population from which the slaughtered individuals must have originated 
should either be considered to be o f local origin or o f a stock of less upgraded eastern “imports” .

This fundamental trend is expressed in concrete tenns by withers height values calculated using 
various complete long bones from the large Sarmatian settlement of GYO0133.15

L o n g  b on e W ithers h eigh t range (m m ) N u m b er o f  bones
humerus 120.0-124.3 2
radius 123.6-124.7 13
metacarpus 121.0-122.5 32
tibia 110.5-113.0 8
metatarsus 115.6-122.2 99

(No complete femora were available for the purposes of these calculations)

The greatest degree o f sexual dimorphism may be expected in long bones of the stylopodium 
(humerus and femur) and autopodium (metapodia). Due to the ontogeny of sexual hormone 
secretion, the lengths o f the zygopodium bones (radius and tibia) display the least emphasized sexual 
dimorphism, thus providing the most reliable estimates for withers height.16

It may be hypothesized, however, that improving trade links between the two banks of the Danube 
resulted in greater variability in cattle stocks during subsequent times. This assumption, however, 
should be tested using a major body o f Sarmatian data from later periods located closer to the Danube 
River in central Hungary.

4.1.4.1.2. Horse (Equus caballus L. 1758)
The impressive contribution of horse bones to both the Sarmatian (11% of NISP) and early medieval 
components of the END0170 faunal assemblage is one of its most interesting features. Although

15 Bartosiewicz (1996).
16 Bartosiewicz (1984).
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the horses whose bone remains were found at this site seem to be reasonably uniform in terms 
o f morphological type, their bones usually represent old, or at least mature individuals. This is in 
accordance with the m ost widely known use o f  horses as working animals in transportation, warfare 
or, less typically, tillage. These activities w ould set the value o f horses too high for slaughtering 
at a young age due to the great individual price and long reproductive cycle of large ungulates.17 
Aside from this evidence o f  age, the occurrence o f proximal exostoses on three horse phalanges also 
points to the joint effects o f longevity and dynamic strain in the distal extremity segments o f these 
animals.

Although many different parts o f the horse skeleton are represented in the Sarmatian Period 
assemblage from END0170, the most com m only found bones are those o f the autopodium.

A s far as the stature o f  the single individual represented by a metatarsus is concerned, the 137.5 
cm withers height estimated from this com plete bone is taller than most of the individual values 
obtained for the Sarmatian horses at GYO0133. In fact, this value corresponds to the mean value 
o f Sarmatian horses identified by Bökönyi at sites located in the nearby Biharkeresztes area18 and 
the higher range of normal size distribution in Migration Period horses. Horses from both Group A 
and Group B features at GYO0133, on the other hand, represent the lower size range o f Sarmatian 
horses.

4.1.4.1.3. Sheep (Ovis aries L. 1758) and goat (Capra hircus L. 1785)
W hile the number of bone fragments from these two species (including pieces identifiable only to the 
level o f the Caprinae subfamily) is almost the same as those of cattle (9+1+26% of NISP). Precise 
identification is often difficult since most bones from these two domestic mminant species cannot be 
clearly distinguished from  one-another. This is particularly true in the case of immature individuals 
that are more often slaughtered than would be the case with cattle. This is because the individual 
values of sheep and goat are lower, partly because of their significantly shorter lambing/kidding 
interval.19 Diagnostic skeletal elements include cranial sections and a limited number o f long bone 
epiphyseal features as well as the overall shape o f the metapodia.

O f  the altogether 323 bones assigned to the Caprinae subfamily, 78 undoubtedly originated from 
sheep, while only six w ere positively attributable to goats. The approximately 10% of goat bones in 
the identifiable sample corresponds to the statistically significant one tenth proportion observed in 
the large Sanuatian faunal assemblage from  GYO0133.20

This overwhelming dominance of sheep remains over those o f goat is characteristic o f domestic 
faunal assemblages in the Carpathian Basin.21 As far as the size and type of sheep is concerned, 
several of the recovered horn cores were sm all, almost rudimentary. The only exception is the horn 
core o f an extremely large ram which is m ore robust than the horn core fragment o f a cow from 
this site (Plate l, m iddle). Withers heights estimated from metapodia are also relatively small.22 A 
single sheep metacarpus from this settlem ent yielded a withers height of 63.5 cm, while the same 
measurement estimated from a complete metatarsus was 60.4 cm. These values correspond to those 
obtained in the Sarmatian assemblages from the settlement o f GYO0133:23

17 Dahl -  Hjort
18 Bökönyi {1995)
19 Dahl-Hjort (1977).
20 Bartosiewicz (1996).
21 Bartosiewicz (1999b).
22 Teichert (1975).
23 Bartosiewicz (1996).
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L ong b on e M ean  w ithers h eigh t (m m ) N u m b er  o f  bones
radius 60.0 1
metacarpus 59.1 9
femur 68.9 1
tibia 62.1 1
metatarsus 61.0 8

Due to their small numbers, goat remains do not lend themselves to easy interpretation. It seems 
certain, however, that they represented a source of different secondary products within Sarmatian 
mixed herd farming. The single complete metacarpus yielded a withers height estimate of 75 cm.24

4.1.4.1.4. Domestic pig (Sus domesticus Erxl. 1777)
Similar to the large Sarmatian settlement o f the GYO0133 site, remains o f pig are not extremely 
characteristic in the Sarmatian period at END0170 (8% of NISP, 7-10% at GYO0133). Complete 
long bones are available only from newborn individuals. The withers height estimated using the 
astragalus of a mature pig resulted in a 73 cm value. This is significantly taller than the 66.6—68 cm 
estimate obtained from nine bones found at the Sarmatian settlement of GYO0133.

4.1.4.1.5. Dog (Canis familiáris L. 1758)
The evidence o f two almost complete dog mandible remains at this site originates from relatively 
large, mature individuals. In the absence o f complete skeletons, however, the six bones available 
for study do not permit detailed typological analyses. Mandibular lengths measured between the 
aboral alveolar edges o f the canine and the third (rudimentary) molar tooth were 88.6 and 75.9 mm 
respectively in the case o f the END0170 specimens under discussion here. The mean value o f the 
same mandibular measurement for 44 individuals in the GYO0133 faunal assemblage was 79.6 ± 5.6 
mm. The advantage of this measurement is that it can be taken even in the absence of canine teeth that 
are often lost along with most oral portions of the mandibles. The mean length o f the lower camassial 
(P4) tooth for those dogs was only 22.2 ± 1.6 mm, somewhat shorter than the values obtained for 
the END0170 Sarmatian specimens (22.9 and 23.1 mm respectively). These sizes correspond to the 
results of withers height estimates based on long bones25 obtained at the site o f GYO0133:26

L ong bone W ith ers  h eigh t (m m ) N u m b er  o f  bones
humerus 57.7 ±6.6 27
radius 55.7 ±8.9 16
ulna 49.3 ± 8.3 3
femur 37.6 ± 1.2 2
tibia 51.0 ± 7.7 23

These results, as well as the Sarmatian dog mandibles from END0170, roughly correspond to the 
group “d” of medium size Roman dogs described by Bökönyi.27

4.1.4.1.6. Cat (Felis domestica L. 1758)
Although cats were represented by a single mandibula at the site of END0170, the relatively large 
number of cat remains recovered from the Sarmatian features o f GYO0133 show that domestic cats

24 Schramm 11965).
25 Koudelka (1887).
26 Bartosiewicz (1996).
27 Bökönyi (1984).
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must have been rather common in this area by the Early Migration Period. The mandibula fragment 
found at the site of END0170 originates from a medium size, mature individual (Plate 1, bottom).

4.1.4.1.7. Goose (Anser sp.)
The Anser genus is represented by a left iliosacrum fragment in this material. In the absence of 
measurable dimensions, however, it is impossible to even guess whether this individual was wild or 
domestic. At the site o f Hajdúnánás-Fürjhalom-dűlö E. Gál identified the remains o f individuals that 
were rather large even in comparison with m odem  domestic geese.28

4.1.4.1.8. Roe deer (Capreolus ccipreolus L. 1758)
The occurrence o f a roe deer mandibula and metatarsus in the Sarmatian features may be considered 
similarly sporadic. These remains suggest, however, that the environment must have contained 
parkland elements that are the typical habitats for this species. Environmental interpretations on 
the other hand, must be made very cautiously even in the case o f wild animals. Recently, the rapid 
adaptation of roe deer to open grassland habitats has been observed; populations have been selected 
for smaller stature, lighter color and larger herd sizes in the open fields created by late 20th century 
large scale land cultivation in Hungary.29 Although cereals were grown by the inhabitants o f the 
Sarmatian settlement, it is more likely that the bones o f the original, parkland variety were recovered 
at this early site.

4.1.4.1.9. Brown hare {Lepus europaeus Pall. 1776)
A single hare tibia was identified in the Sarmatian faunal assemblage from this site. Even in the absence 
o f full-time subsistence hunting, these animals must have been easy prey in the site’s proximity.

4.1.4.2. Exploitation fo r  meat

Most of the animal bones recovered from the Sarmatian site o f END0170 are typical food refuse, 
although the remains o f pets and worked pieces of bone were found as well. The analysis o f meat 
consumption may be best carried out using data on the four most important domestic animals, cattle, 
sheep/goat, pig and horse. The percentual distribution o f ageable bones from these animal species is 
shown in Figure 2. Small ungulates, sheep, goats and pigs, were slaughtered in greater proportions 
at young ages than was the case with cattle and especially horses. The smaller individual value and 
higher reproduction rate of Caprinae and pigs made the systematic culling of excess young animals 
more feasible than would have been the case with large and slowly reproducing working animals and 
possibly dairy cows. The consistent killing o f  young pigs for pork and the rare slaughtering o f young 
horses represent the two typical extremes o f age distributions characteristic of the radically different 
modes of exploitation for small stock and large animals.

The bones recovered from this site represent different body parts of the numerous animals whose 
meat contributed to the animal protein supplies for the Sarmatian inhabitants o f this settlement. A 
summary of bone distribution by animal species is shown in Table 2. Meat exploitation strategies 
may be better understood when bones are assigned to meat quality categories on the basis o f their 
anatomical positions. In Figure 3 the relative dominance of bones representing medium quality meat 
(ribs, zygopodium remains etc.) can be seen in the most typical group of small ungulates raised 
for meat, sheep, goats and pigs. In the case o f cattle, a major contribution o f high quality cuts is

28 Bacher (1967) 76-78.
29 Bencze (1979).
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c a tt le  s h e e p /g o a t p ig  h o rse

Figure 2: The age distribution of the most important domestic animal species (NISP) 
in the Sarmatian material from END0170.
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Figure 3: The distribution of bones by Uerpmann’s meat value categories among the most important 
domestic animal species (NISP) in the Sarmatian material from END0170.
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apparent as well, while poor quality meat (often represented by “dry limb bones” i.e. autopodia) are 
most characteristic o f the remains of horses. These patterns may be considered typical and support 
the evidence of age distributions which show that Caprinae and pigs are most consistently utilized 
for meat in spite of the overwhelming quantitative dominance o f beef in the diet. Horses apparently 
represented too high a value as beasts o f burden to be slaughtered for meat exclusively, but were 
evidently eaten as well.

Table 2: The anatomical distribution of skeletal elements recovered from the site.
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porc. com. 7 6 4
neurocranium 3 2 1 3 1 1
frontale 1 1 1
nasale 1 2
maxilla 11 7 10 2
mandibula 35 7 1 44 19 3 2 1 1
tooth 1 1 2 3 9
atlas 3 2
epistropheus 5
cervical vert. 9 1 1
thoracic vert. 5 1 1
lumbar vert. 1 5
rib 31 27 6 8 2
scapula 31 1 14 4 4 1
humerus 49 5 21 5 5
radius 28 2 3 18 4 3
ulna 2 2 3
carpalia 5
metacarpus 19 19 2 2 3 9
phalanx prox. 5 8
phalanx media 1 1
phalanx dist. 4 1 1
pelvis 11 3 2 1
acetabulum 15 6 2
femur 22 12 1 5
patella 1 2
tibia 48 11 69 11 1 1
calcaneus 9 1
astragalus 8 1 3
metatarsus 17 23 2 2 9

Butchering m arks observed on the bones show that carcasses were dismembered intensively 
using relatively high quality metal tools. Typical cut marks caused by sharp knives occur on many 
bones, such as the sheep or goat tibia diaphysis shown in Plate 2 (top row). Large ungulate carcasses 
were hacked to pieces using axes or cleavers. Typical butchering marks left by these types of heavy 
tools may be observed on a cattle atlas presented in Plate 2 (bottom). Intensisvely chopped up body 
parts are also typical o f bone material from the contemporaneous Roman urban center of Aquincum,
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the capital of Roman Pannónia, where this phenomenon is related to the advancement of professional 
butchering as well as the requirements of Roman cookery. Although it is not possible to demonstrate 
influences in either direction, these similarities do reflect the general technological level o f carcass 
processing during this period. The use of sharp and heavy tools, rather than consistently applied 
subtle anatomical knowledge seems to have dominated this style of butchering.

4.1.5. Conclusions

The Sarmatian faunal assemblage under discussion here should be considered typical food refuse from 
a pastoral community. The substantial contribution of remains from horses and species belonging to 
the Caprinae subfamily seems to be a confirmation of this heritage. On the other hand, the presence 
o f cat bones does not fit this pastoral stereotype. Pigs may spread among newly settled nomadic 
pastoralists within a short time at the onset of a more sedentary way of life. This is due to the short 
reproduction cycle and high birth rate of even unimproved early forms of domestic pig in comparison 
with ruminants that are usually uniparous.

Among the remains o f large ungulates, the bones of cattle and horses dominate in this Sarmatian 
faunal assemblage. While cattle remains at the site should not be considered a curiosity either in 
terms of quantity or in terms o f size and morphological characteristics, the frequent occurrence of 
horse remains is o f particular interest. In addition to being a valuable animal used in transport, the 
horse was probably an important source of meat as well.

O f the two species in the Caprinae subfamily, the identifiable remains of sheep dominated to such 
an extent that this proportion could also be projected onto the entire collection o f Caprinae bones, 
even those that were not precisely assignable to species. As far as the representation of pig remains is 
concerned, this species was the least important among the main domesticated animals raised for their 
meat during Sarmatian times. The pattem in the exploitation o f meat sources mirrors well known 
tendencies both in terms of the age distribution and anatomical composition o f the material.

The cat, represented by only one mandible in this material, is one o f the most interesting 
domesticated animals encountered at the site. The origin of this species in the faunal assemblage needs 
further clarification. Two Sarmatian cat skulls available for detailed morphometric analysis from 
GYO0133 showed a great similarity to the European wild cat, which may have at least contributed 
to the gene pool o f these individuals.

Animal bones from several smaller Sarmatian sites were published by Bökönyi and Vörös.30 Their 
general composition falls very much in line with the material discussed here. Both authors observed 
an overwhelming dominance o f domestic mammals, with cattle bone being most characteristic o f the 
bone assemblages, as well as a more or less equal representation of Caprinae and pig remains. As 
may be expected on the basis o f environmental differences, Vörös31 observed that both pigs and wild 
animals played a more important role in the diet at Sarmatian sites located in the hilly northern and 
northeastern sections o f the Barbaricum.

While chronological sub-divisions were possible at the site of GYO0133 on the basis o f sherd 
distributions, no essential diachronic differences could be detected at that large site. The percentual 
proportions of horse, pig and Caprinae, three groups of animals that have value,for dating, are shown 
in Figure 4. NISP values exceeded 500 at each o f the sites included in the comparison. In addition 
to the aforementioned higher relative contribution of pigs to the material, the varying percentages 
o f  horse bone are also o f particular interest in this comparison. The four sites characterized by

30 Bökönyi (1976); Vaday -  Vörös (1977; 1979-1980).
31 Vörös (1993).
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Figure 4: Comparisons between the percentual contributions (NISP) of the main domesticated animals in 
Sarmatian faunal assemblages (NISP>500) at various sites and the material from END0170.

horse bones exceeding 20% of the three studied groups in terms of NISP (GYO0133, END0170, 
Tiszaföldvár- Téglagyár and Biharkeresztes) are located to a greater or lesser extent along the Körös 
River frontier in the Southeastern section o f the Great Hungarian Plain. As opposed to pigs, however, 
both the rearing and occasional slaughtering o f  horses depend on the economic status o f any rural 
community as much as on its natural environment. The horse may also be considered an important 
cultural indicator in pastoral societies, and is regarded as a diagnostic steppe element in the Migration 
Period and early medieval domestic fauna in Hungary. It still remains one o f the most mysterious 
elements for faunal interpretation, due to its apparently high utilitarian value as a beast o f burden 
and the variety o f ritual functions that may have been assigned to it. In light o f these often complex 
forms of exploitation, slaughtering horses for meat was probably less important than in the case of 
other livestock.

sheep/goat pig horse
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Appendix tables: Bone measurements as per von den Driesch

Bone Age GL BP PD SB SD BD DD
Cattle:
mandibula mat. 122.1 82.7 36.2 14.2
mandibula mat. 37.2 15.1
scapula mat. 58.6 52.1 73.1
scapula mat. 47.2 62.2
humerus ad. 60 31.9 36.1 67.1 64.9
radius mat. 77.8 41.5
radius mat. 78.1 54.1
radius mat. 252.7 71.2 37.2 36.9 21.8 64 39
radius mat. 65 40.1
radius ad. 58.1 35.5
metacarpus mat. 56.9 32.2
metacarpus mat. 49.2 29.9
metacarpus mat. 58.1 30
metacarpus mat. 58.1 37
metacarpus sad. 54.9 29.1
metacarpus mat. 47.8 31.2
femur mat. 81.3 100
tibia mat. 35.9 36.5 57 40.2
tibia mat. 66.2 49.9
tibia mat. 82.6 73.5
tibia mat. 61.9 47.1
tibia mat. 57 41.9
tibia mat. 61.2 65.2
tibia mat. 49.8 35.5
tibia mat. 51.6 37.2
astragalus mat. 66.9 61.8 43 38
astragalus mat. 57.3 53.5 35.3 31.9
astragalus mat. 64.5 58.5 43 34.9
astragalus mat. 61.1 57.8 34.2 33.8
calcaneus mat. 123.2 42.5 49.8
metatarsus juv. 36.6 32.2
metatarsus sad. 30 31.5 21.4 20.1
metatarsus mat. 27.8 25.6 51.1 27.5
metatarsus mat. 45.2 46.1 26.1 27.2
proc. com mat. 45.9 45.1
proc. com mat. 38.5 32.8
proc. com mat. 86.9 38.1 31.9
proc. com mat. 43 35.5
proc. com mat. 48.2 40.5
proc. com mat. 48.2 42.1
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Bone Age GL BP PD SB SD BD DD
Horse:
metacarpus mat. 48.8 25.8
metacarpus mat. 50.2 30.7
phalanx prox. mat. 75.8 45.5 33.1 31.3 17.9 40.2 23.1
phalanx prox. mat. 52.7 35.1
phalanx prox. sad. 77.2 52.1 35.9 31.1 19 40.5 23.8
phalanx prox. mat. 80 52.9 38.2 32.9 18.2 43.1 24
phalanx prox. mat. 52.1 37.1
phalanx med. mat. 44.1 49.5 30 42.9 22.5 47.1 24.5
femur mat. 87.5 101.1
tibia mat. 66.7 41.9
tibia mat. 68.2 41.5
tibia mat. 68.9 63.5
tibia mat. 68.5 34.2
tibia mat. 69.1 43.2
astragalus mat. 58.1 56 34.8
astragalus mat. 53.1 51.9 30
astragalus mat. 58.1 45.8 32.9
metatarsus mat. 50.2 40.3
metatarsus mat. 48.2 42.5
metatarsus mat. 265.2 48.2 28.5 31.5 24.6 47.9 23.5
metatarsus mat. 47.2 38.1
metatarsus mat. 48.2 36

Bone Age GL BP PD SB SD BD DD
Sheep:
mandibula mat. 46.9 22.8 9
mandibula mat. 23.8 9.2
mandibula mat. 23.9 8.9
mandibula mat. 49.1 25.9 9.8
mandibula mat. 48.5 25.1 9.1
mandibula mat. 49.2 24.9 8.9
mandibula mat. 69.2 49.8 24.9 9
lower 3rd molar mat. 23.2 8.4
scapula mat. 22.9 20.3 31
humerus mat. 32.5 28.1
humerus mat. 18.5 15.2 31.5 26
humerus mat. 30.2 27.1
radius mat. 31 15.8
metacarpus mat. 24.9 17
metacarpus ad. 25.1 18 13.4 8.9
metacarpus ad. 22.9 17.1 13.4 9.1
metacarpus sad. 20.8 16.6 10.2 7.8 20.2 13.2
metacarpus mat. 130.9 23.2 17.5 12.5 9.1 24.1 16.1
metacarpus mat. 24 17.2
tibia mat. 25.5 20.1
tibia mat. 14.9 11.5 25.5 20.1
tibia mat. 16.1 12.6 27.1 19
tibia mat. 28.6 22.7
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Bone Age GL BP PD SB SD BD DD
Sheep:
tibia mat. 14.2 12 25.2 19.6
tibia mat. 14.9 12.2 26.9 20.5
tibia mat. 35.4 39.6
tibia mat. 29.9 22.9
tibia mat. 26.8 20
tibia mat. 25.5 21
tibia mat. 27.8 21.6
metatarsus mat. 134.1 19.9 20.5 11.1 10 23.4 15.3
metatarsus juv. 16.5 16 8.3 8 19 11.1
metatarsus juv. 15.1 15 7.6 7.1 16.3 11.5
metatarsus mat. 21.9 21.3
Goat:
radius mat. 30.2 22.9
radius mat. 33.1 17.1
metacarpus mat. 131.1 23.2 17.2 15.1 10.8 23.9 16.9
metacarpus mat. 26.9 19.1 16.1 11.8

Bone Age GL BP PD SB SD BD DD
Pig:
mandibula mat. 64.2 30.2 15.2
mandibula mat. 96.9 63.8 32.5 15.9
mandibula mat. 108.9 70.1 35.1 15.5
humerus neo. 33.9
radius sad. 25.6 16 16.5 10
radius neo. 25.2
radius ad. 25 16.5 16 10
ulna neo. 33.1
femur neo. 33.1
tibia neo. 39
tibia mat. 29.2 23.9
astragalus mat. 40.8 36.5 23 20.9
Dog:
mandibula mat. 80.6 22.9 9
mandibula mat. 75.9 23.1 9.1
Cat:
mandibula mat. 20
Brown hare:
tibia mat. 18 10.3
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Plate 1: Small horn core of a brachyceros type female cattle (top); 
Massive hom core of a large ram (middle);

Cat mandibula fragment (bottom).
Photo: Antal Fekete.
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Plate 2: Caprine tibia diaphysis with cut marks (top);
Cattle atlas showing signs of heavy hacking with a sharp metal tool (bottom). Photo: Antal Fekete.
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4.2. Sarmatian worked animal bones from END0170

A lice M. C hoyke

4.2.1. Introduction

While the number of intentionally modified animal bones from this site may be considered small 
relative to the faunal material of over 600 specimens, it is a reasonably large assemblage from a 
period when the considerable pool of raw materials represented by refuse bone was not exploited as 
intensively as would have been typical during prehistoric tim es.1 In addition, although the number o f 
general tool types is limited, the amount of energy and care that went into producing them represents 
two opposite extremes of the manufacturing continuum.

4.2.2. Material and method

4.2.2.1. Chronological position

The worked animal bone material brought to light from the Sarmatian features at END0170 dates 
to the second half of the 5th century A.D. and is thus from the same time as the Period C bone 
artifacts from the nearby site o f GYO0133. At this time most bone manufacturing was limited to the 
opportunistic use of garbage for non-specific purposes. Horse metapodium runners, which provided 
the majority of the worked bone finds from GYO0133, may be regarded as one of the few types o f 
standardized “Class I” tools within the bone manufacturing continuum characteristic of this period.2

4.2.2.2. Identification

The bones selected for manufacture at this site were identified by species and skeletal element. 
Subsequently, manufacturing techniques and possible function were identified on the basis o f  use 
wear observed under 15x magnification. All worked pieces o f bone were studied microscopically to 
study use and wear patterns on the bone’s surface.

Even fragmented specimens were weighed and the main dimensions were also recorded. The 
principles o f standardizing measurements are based on the bones’ anatomical position and thus 
fall in line with those published by von der Driesch.3 (For example breadths stand for mediolateral 
dimensions while thickness refers to dorsoventral measurements). However, slightly different terms 
and abbreviations were used to avoid confusion. In contrast to natural measurements gathered for 
biometric analyses, since the measurements taken on worked pieces incorporate loss due to the 
manufacturing process. In the case of points, tip length and the distance between the tools’ thickest 
part (measured by greatest breadth) and its extreme tip were also measured. The breadth (greatest 
diameter) of working tips was measured consistently 5 mm from the extreme tip. Tools were oriented 
according to the natural anatomical position o f the particular bone part in the body of the animal.

1 Complex typologies could be developed for the diverse bone artifact inventories of both the Neolithic and 
the Bronze Ages c.f. Schibler (1981); Choyke (1983a).

2 Systematic distinctions between more versus less carefully executed bone artifacts were made by several 
authors: Choyke (1983a); Clason (1991). The term “ad hoc” was applied for haphazardly made chisels by 
Schibler (1981) 76. See also Chapter 4.2.3.4. “Manufacturing continuum” in this study.

3 von den Driesch (1976).
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4.2.2.3. Osteological composition

The majority of the 14 tools identified at the Sarmatian settlement o f ENDO 170 were made from the 
bones o f cattle, the species whose remains dominate the refuse bone sample as well. The distribution 
o f animal species and skeletal elements used in manufacturing was as follows:

Cattle Horse Sheep/goat Pig Large ungulate
humerus 1
ulna - - - 1 -

metacarpus 1 1 - - -

femur 1 - - - -

tibia 4 - 1 - -

metacarsus 1 1 - - 1
long bone - - - - 1
Total 8 2 1 1 2

4.2.3. Results and discussion

The tools found at the END0170 site were all made from the tubular long bones o f domestic animals. 
Aside from a tendency to use tibia diaphyses for the massive tubular bone points, it is clear that, with 
the exception of the runners, the choice o f raw  material was opportunistic. That is, the bones used to 
make the massive points and the awl were remains from meals after the bones had been broken to 
extract marrow. The points were based on spiral fractures which occurred when the bone diaphyses 
were fractured accidentally into useful forms. Some of the bones even display signs of gnawing 
showing that they actually were only selected for purposes of manufacturing some time after they 
had been thrown away. The casualness o f the raw material selection is the first clue that these tools 
were meant to be used and discarded as needed, and that they probably had a brief useful life.

4.2.3.1. Individual tool descriptions

The tool types found at this site include both planned as well as casual, expediently manufactured 
and used artifacts. The planned specimens include a polished handle based on a long bone diaphysis, 
skate fragments, and debitage from handle manufacturing. The opportunistically manufactured and 
used specimens include massive points4 a possible beamer fragment, an awl fragment and an ad hoc 
chisel.

4.2.3.1.1. Skate rem ains
-  Skate (?) fragment. Large ungulate long bone diaphysis fragment, 42 g. There is a small 

section o f  a facet running parallel to the long axis of this bone splinter, which suggests that 
this specimen may have been part o f  a bone skate. Length 6.1 mm.

-  Skate blank. Horse left metatarsus, 203.6 g. Chop marks running down the long axis of the 
dorsal diaphysis of this bone indicate where the facet o f the skate was to have been initiated. 
The dorsal surfaces of both the proximal and the distalepiphyses have been cut away crudely 
to reduce friction with the ice. It was probably during the course o f manufacture that the 
diaphysis o f  the metacarpus broke around its mid-section. The spiral fractures suggest that

4
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the skate blank had been struck hard against a hard surface. Length: 262.0 mm; Greatest 
breadth: 47.4 mm; Greatest depth: 29.8 mm; Greatest breadth of initial facet: 15.7 mm.

These skates were produced from metapodial bones of horses. The dorsal surface is roughly 
flattened to allow the user to balance and the facet appears to be produced from contact with the ice. 
The epiphyseal ends of the skates are cut away to minimize friction. The skates were not drilled for 
the purposes o f fastening. Many of these skates from the Sarmatian period, and up to the recent past 
in Hungary5 were probably used much like a skateboard sometimes with a long pole employed to 
push the skater along.

4.2.3.1.2. Massive tubular points
-  Massive tubular point without epiphysis (Plate 1). Cattle left tibia diaphysis, 129.9 g. 

This massive point, based on a piece of refuse bone, was most probably used as a digging 
implement, either hand held or possibly hafted onto a long stick. The arrows in Plate 1 indicate 
the location o f polish which may be the result of hafting. Marks of grinding to shape may be 
seen on the facets forming the tip. This working tip was based on a spiral fracture produced 
when the diaphysis of this hefty bone was broken, probably in order to get at the marrow. The 
extreme tip has been battered flat and the wear covering it is consistent with soil polish. While 
other long bones from food refuse may be used to produce such tools, the tibia from a large 
ungulate species appears to have been the bone o f choice for the manufacture o f this type. 
Length: 191.3 mm; Greatest breadth: 41.6 mm; Tip length: 54.0 mm; Tip breadth measured 
5 mm above extreme tip: 4.8 mm; Length between extreme tip and Greatest breadth: 133.7 
mm.

-  Massive tubular point without epiphysis (Plate 2, two views on top). Cattle right tibia 
diaphysis, 71.4 g. This massive point was probably hafted onto a longer stick, although no 
clear hafting marks have been preserved on the tool’s slightly eroded surface. The point 
was based on a spiral fracture resulting from a chopping blow across the dorsal surface 
near the epiphysis. The tip and sides of the point itself are extremely battered with flake 
scars running up from the tip which would be consistent with digging in hard soil. Length: 
11.9 mm; Greatest breadth: 42.4 mm; Tip length: 44.9 mm; Length between extreme tip to 
greatest breadth: 79.2 mm.

-  Massive tubular point without epiphysis {Plate 2, two views bottom left). Cattle left 
metacarpus diaphysis, 58.6 g. The point o f this tool is based on a proximally located spiral 
fracture possibly resulting from a mistaken blow when the long bone was being manufactured 
into a skate, as shown by the remains of chop marks running perpendicular to the long axis 
of the diaphysis on the dorsal surface. The distal epiphysis has been chopped off with the 
blow’s impact line still preserved above the break. The polish covering this slightly burned 
find probably resulted from handling, indicating that this specimen was neither hafted nor 
used in rough work. Indeed, the milder wear and higher polish from use at the extreme tip 
also points in that direction. Polish from use obscures the marks o f manufacturing at the tip 
although the shape o f the faceting suggests that the tip was probably formed by grinding on 
an abrasive surface. Length: 120.0 mm; Greatest breadth: 30.1 mm; Tip length: 31.4 mm; 
Tip breadth measured 5 mm above extreme tip: 6.3 mm; Length from extreme tip to greatest 
breadth: 104.5 mm.

5 J. Makkay has described to me this use of such single skates used during his childhood in the nearby town
of Vésztő.
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-  Massive tubular point without epiphysis (Plate 2, two views bottom right). Small cattle right 
tibia diaphysis, 71.2 g. The point o f this specimen is also based on a spiral fracture, possibly 
resulting from marrow extraction. The butt end is likewise broken roughly. The edges o f the 
spiral fracture were ground to form the point. Large flakes broken parallel to the long axis 
from the tip suggest the tool was used in heavy duty activities such as digging in soil. The 
entire surface o f the bone is slightly polished. For these purposes the tool may have been 
halted onto a longer stick although no traces of halting marks remain on the surface of the 
bone. Length: 117.2 mm; Greatest breadth: 34.0 mm; Tip length: 26.8 mm; Length between 
extreme tip and greatest breadth: 109.6 mm.

-  Massive tubular point without epiphysis. Small cattle left humerus diaphysis, 43.4 g. This 
point is also based on a spiral fracture on a piece o f refuse bone. The bone was picked up 
opportunistically. The rough edges o f  the tip were chopped then ground into a point. There 
are no marks o f haflting on the slightly eroded surface of the tool, although this specimen is 
a bit short to have been comfortably held in the hand. The lack of use wear on the tip and 
handling wear on the surface of the tool suggest that this artifact was newly manufactured 
before being discarded or lost. Length: 92.9 mm; Greatest breadth: 40.4 mm; Tip length: 39.3 
mm; Tip breadth 5 mm from extreme tip: 6.7 mm; Length between extreme tip and greatest 
breadth: 80.5 mm.

-  Massive tubular point without epiphysis. Small cattle right tibia diaphysis fragment, 25.8 g. 
This point is based on a spiral fracture o f a refuse bone, probably the result o f  marrow 
extraction. The expedient character o f the selection of this skeletal part is underlined by the 
fact that the distal epiphysis had been gnawed away by dogs after the bone was discarded 
following a meal. Manufacturing m arks are not visible on this tool’s heavily battered tip. 
There is no sign o f hafting either, although the degree o f damage to the tip suggests the tool 
must have been attached to a longer stick and used in heavy duty digging work. Length: 
72.0 mm; Greatest breadth: 33.7 mm; Tip length: 23.2 mm; Tip breadth 5 mm above extreme 
tip: 6.4 mm; Length between extreme tip and greatest breadth: 54.5 mm.

-  Massive tubular point without epiphysis. Small cattle right metatarsus diaphysis, 58.7 g. 
This tool was manufactured from an expediently selected piece of refuse bone. The point 
was produced by chopping the proximal dorsal surface to the desired shape. Other marks 
of manufacture such as grinding have been obscured by polish from use. The cutting off of 
the distal epiphysis (cut marks are visible around the distal circumference of the diaphysis) 
and the gouging out of a hole strongly suggests the tool was hafted onto a longer stick and 
possibly used for digging. On the other hand, the wear from use at the tip is confined to a 
high polish without battering, which means that this tool was not used in rough, heavy-duty 
activities. Length: 107.8 mm; Greatest breadth: 34.8 mm; Tip length: 24.3 mm ; Breadth 
of tip 5 mm above extreme tip: 9.0 mm; Length between extreme tip and greatest breadth: 
967 mm.

These massive points were manufactured from the diaphyses o f cattle long bones, especially 
tibia. The points were based on spiral fractures probably made when the bone was broken during 
marrow extraction. The rough edges of the point were evened out using a metal blade, producing 
chopping marks. One o f the massive points had its tip further refined by abrading. The tips are 
battered with damage running parallel to the long axis o f the diaphysis, suggesting they were used in 
a thrusting manner against a hard substance. One o f the more carefully worked massive points does
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not display such damage and the wear polish from use found on it is more typical of leather working 
implements.

4.2.3.1.3. Miscellaneous types
-  Beamer fragment (Plate 3, top), horse metacarpus proximal end, 17.6 g. All use striations are 

perpendicular to the bone’s long axis. In spite of the superficial resemblance to a skate, the 
fact that the worn facet extends to the bone’s edge on the medial side and rough use striations 
run across it show that this tool was pulled across some material such as a stretched skin. 
Sandy dirt found accidentally or even placed deliberately on the skin’s surface could easily 
explain this kind of wear. Since the surface of this tool is somewhat eroded it is possible that 
this artifact had originally been indeed a skate which was reused as a beamer after it broke.

-  Handle/needle holder debitage (Plate 3, center row left), sheep or goat right tibia proximal 
end, 18.1 g. The diaphysis of this bone was scored above the mid-section. The cut was so deep 
that the diaphysis snapped almost cleanly across its diameter. Only rough but thin residual 
ridges around the marrow cavity show that this object represents refuse and was never itself 
used as a handle. There are lines o f two trial scores along the lateral side of the break. Length:
75.3 mm; Greatest breadth: 5.6 mm; Smallest breadth: 14.7 mm.

-  Handle fragment (Plate 3, center right). Large ungulate long bone diaphysis segment, 11.4 g. 
This fragment o f a finely worked tubular object stands out from the rest of the assemblage 
o f worked bone in terms of the vastly greater amount of care and effort that went into its 
manufacture. The value placed on the extra manufacturing effort is also expressed by the fact 
that after the object was broken, attempts were begun to rework the fragment, as seen by the 
traces of polish on the broken edges o f the bone’s interior, medullary surface. A section o f the 
mid-shaft was cut out and the facet o f the break scraped absolutely flat, probably using a metal 
blade. Marks left from this part o f the manufacturing process are retained on only one end, 
and are obscured by polish from use on the other end. This more intensively used end also 
has a decorative score running around it (upper end in Plate /), which appears to have been 
formed by abrasion with sand in concert with a cord (S. Olsen, personal communication). 
The outer surface o f this handle was polished, probably using the method of rubbing with 
wet leather in combination with fine silt also described by Olsen.6 Length: 64.0 mm; Greatest 
breadth: 19.1 mm.

-  Awl/point (Plate 3, lower row left) domestic pig left ulna diaphysis, 9.7 g. This was extensively 
used with use and/or handling polish wear even on the rough surface o f the location where 
the proximal plantar epiphysis was cut off. Aside from polish there are no wear clues as to 
how this tool functioned. It is broken transversally across the diaphysis and above the tip. 
Greatest breadth: 14.4 mm; Smallest breadth: 9.7 mm.

-  A d hoc chisel fragment (Plate 3, lower row right). Cattle femur diaphysis, 31.6 g. This refuse 
bone fragment was picked up and one end was used expediently as a scraper. The edge shows 
nicking and some polish. This polish is limited to the area of the working edge showing that 
the tool was used for a very limited time before having been discarded. Length: 13.9 mm; 
Greatest breadth: 41.0 mm; Length o f edge: 39.0 mm; Thickness o f edge: 7.8 mm.

6 Olsen (1984) 142-145.
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4.23.2. Typological evaluation

The dominant bone tool type at this site is the group o f massive tubular points which are somewhat 
reminiscent of the Anglo-Scandinavian massive cattle proximal metatarsus points found at York, 
Northampton and Dorestad.7 These tools have relatively short, broad tips with blunt points and 
are heavily used in m ost cases. Only one such specimen was found among the bone artifacts from 
GYO0133 and was described as a “curious find...m ade in a cattle femur diaphysis...not reminiscent 
o f any of the major prehistoric types...”8 The presence of runners, i.e. skates without attachment 
holes implies that Sarmatian skaters may possibly have employed skating poles to propel themselves 
over frozen marshlands or rivers on the Great Hungarian Plain in the winter.9 However, it must not 
be forgotten that similar tool morphologies can be typical of bone artifacts that are utilized in quite 
different ways or even have multiple functions. These same crude massive points could have been 
used as the bits of digging sticks in warmer seasons. As mentioned above, one o f these massive 
points exhibits polish m ore typical of wear produced by leather working.

Other than these massive points, there are skates/runners mentioned in conjunction with the 
massive points and a beam er fragment, made chiefly from the most developed third metapodia o f 
horse. A clear patterning in the mode o f manufacturing is apparent as well. Steps in the production of 
these artifacts were systematically observed.10 Ice striations are also evident on the surface of these 
tools.11 The beamer/scraper may have been reworked from a broken skate. The facet differs from that 
o f skates in that it extends fully to the edge o f  the diaphysis and is covered with striations running 
perpendicular to the long axis. Damage to the edge is also consistent with the tool having been 
dragged across the w orked material in a direction perpendicular to the long axis of the tool.

Aside from these tw o main types, only a few, basically perforator- or chisel-like implements were 
recovered. The sheep tibia diaphysis fragment may be an indication of the manufacture of a needle 
holder-like implement. These are usually simple, long bone diaphysis tubes made from caprine leg 
bones or sometimes leg bones of large wading birds.12 However, such bones have a long history o f 
having been used as handles for a variety o f points and blades.

4.2.33. The choice o f  raw  materials

The selection of raw materials for massive tubular points seems relatively consistent. Bone, antler 
and wood were probably the materials o f choice in land cultivation and hide working. The massive 
points discussed in this study are generally lenticular in cross section at the robust tip, which would 
be ideal for use in a variety of heavy duty activities.

Long bones were probably consciously selected for making decorative, handle-like artifacts. 
As is shown by the type name, the massive ad hoc chisel, as well as the pig ulna point represent the 
opportunistic use o f odd pieces of bone. At the same time, it is noteworthy that pig did not belong to 
the most important domestic animals exploited by Sarmatians, a pastoral people of eastern origin.

7 MacGregor (1987); 1982; Clason (1978).
8 Choyke (1996).
9 MacGregor (1985), 174; Herman (1902).
10 Choyke (1996).
11 Becker (1990).
12 For example, from the cemeteries at Pilismarót: Garam et al. (1975) 245., or from Homokmégy Kiss 

(1977) 12-13. and Budakalász -  Duna-part: Choyke (1995).
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4.2.3.4. Manufacturing continuum

At any given site some tools may be produced roughly and quickly with little thought given to raw 
material selection while others may be carefully planned and executed with considerable tim e going 
into their production. Here and elsewhere13 this difference has been described as the manufacturing 
continuum and marks an attempt to deal with and understand the variability inherent in manufacturing 
any product. It is suggested that rough simple tools (Class II tools) are somehow more expendable 
either because the activities they are used in damage them easily or because these activities are less 
regularly carried out and are perhaps o f more peripheral importance. Conversely, “Class I” tools at 
the other end o f the scale are somehow more valued or used in more seminal activities as reflected in 
the extra time and effort expended in their manufacture.

The manufacturing continuum at the Roman Period site o f END0170 extends from Class II tools 
through planned, Class I tools. However, it is clear that bone working was never a very important 
activity at this Sarmatian settlement. The points all represent the group o f haphazardly made Class 
II artifacts, while the skates and the handles may justly be considered Class I tools due to their more 
carefully selected raw materials and more-or-less standardized production techniques.

Massive tubular points, o f special interest here, were consistently made from easily available 
cattle long bone diaphyses. Spiral fractures probably resulted from marrow extraction, although 
two of the tools display chop marks suggesting that the diaphyses were deliberately thinned during 
manufacturing. These crudely made tools were probably used in a variety o f heavy duty tasks in 
which they were easily damaged. The simplicity o f their manufacture meant that they could be easily 
replaced. In the same way, the ad hoc chisel was probably a bone selected and used without any 
modification for a single task and then discarded again.

Skates are consistently made o f horse metapodia and display very similar manufacturing processes. 
This suggests that skating must have been an important way of getting to places during the w inter on 
the Great Hungarian Plain, perhaps across the more open marshland areas during the winter.

The beautifully polished, Class I type fragmented handle/needle holder fragment was probably 
meant to be displayed and thus had a symbolic significance beyond mere function.

4.2.4. Conclusions

The raw material/tool type composition of the worked bone assemblage from the Sarmatian site o f 
END0170 clearly illustrates the hypothesis that in technologically more complex cultures bone and 
antler tools are only used in a limited number o f activities.14

The bone tools under discussion here offer us a glimpse into modes o f winter transport as well 
as possible tilling practices around Sarmatian villages. Except for the massive tubular points and 
skates, animal bone cannot be said to be of importance as a raw material despite its evident easy 
availability.

14
Choyke (1983b.)
Choyke (1995).
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Plate 1: Typical massive tubular point made from a cattle tibia diaphysis.
Additional graphics illustrate wear on its tip (straight lines) and hafting marks (arrows) respectively.
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Plate 2: Dorsal and plantar views of a broad massive tubular point made from a cattle humerus diaphysis 
(top), a somewhat finer tubular point made from a cattle metacarpus diaphysis (bottom left) 

and a massive tubular point made from a cattle tibia diaphysis (bottom right).
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Plate 3: Proximal fragment of a beamer made from a horse metacarpus (top); sheep tibia proximal end, 
possible debitage of needle holder manufacturing (center, left); remains of a finely worked, polished bone 

tube (center, right); dull perforator made from a pig ulna diaphysis (bottom, left); 
massive ad hoc chisel made from a cattle femur diaphysis fragment (bottom, right).

The working tip/edge of the two latter artifacts are marked.
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4.3. Early Medieval animal exploitation at the site o f END0170

László Bartos iew icz

4.3.1. Introduction

Detecting settlement remains o f early medieval peoples in Hungary is often hampered by major 
technical difficulties. Cultures arriving in the Carpathian Basin from the east between the 7th to 10th 
centuries (including that o f the ancient Hungarians themselves) seem to have been rather mobile 
and material evidence o f their daily life in most cases is typically scarce. The pastoral way o f  life 
and even its actual transition to increasing sedentism required no monumental architecture, and the 
periods o f occupation o f the known settlements were evidently short.

4.3.2. Materials

4.3.2.1. Recovery

The site under discussion here extends over an approximately 300 long, elongated SWW-NEE ridge 
running along the south bank of an ancient riverbed. Sophisticated multidisciplinary methods used 
in detecting the complex stratigraphy of prehistoric tell settlements were usually not applied at these, 
often single layer early medieval habitation areas in Hungary before the 1980s.1 The site under 
discussion here, however, was investigated using a full array of recovery techniques representing 
varying intensities of preliminary research. According to the sequence outlined in the itemized list 
by Choyke,2 the methods applied may be summarized as follows.

Environmental and background studies provided general information (Items a-b) that was 
gathered for several years before excavations started. END0170 is located in Békés County, a section 
of Hungary whose archaeological sites have been fully surveyed and published within the framework 
of the nationwide field survey project officially referred to as an “Archaeological Topography”.3 This 
regional work laid the grounds for goal-oriented field surveys and aerial photography, focusing on 
the outskirts of Endrőd (Items c and f) during the subsequent Microregion Project.

Following intensive field walks, surface collection and geophysical surveys,4 (Items d and h), an 
elaborate system of 10 m wide squares was laid out in the area which formed a virtual grid o f test 
trenches. The main axis o f this grid was oriented NE-SW.

Major excavations (Item e) followed in 1987, 1989 and 1990. While almost two thirds o f the 
features thus recovered were identified as Sarmatian deposits (analyzed in the previous essay), the 
rest were made up by Avar and more predominantly 10th-1 2 th century houses and pits from the early 
part o f the Árpád Period. Soil samples were also gathered for the purposes o f paleopedological 
analyses.

From the viewpoint o f this study, it is o f paramount importance that biological materials were 
also uncovered for carrying out both archaeobotanical and archaeozoological analyses (Item i). Finer 
recovery techniques such as flotation and water-sieving were first used in the study of settlement

1 Bartosiewicz (1993) 124.
2 Choyke (1981)89.
3 MRT8. 121.
4 Pattantyús (1988) 6.
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deposits representing this period at the contemporaneous site of Örménykút 54.5 Flotation was applied 
at the site of END0170 as well, in order to recover macrobotanical and microfaunal remains.

In medieval dating, reliance on historical sources and ceramic style distributions is more popular 
than trying to obtain relatively broad temporal ranges using radiocarbon dates (Item j). Small rural 
settlements, much like the site under discussion here, are unlikely to occur in early historical records 
and usually only provide limited numbers o f finds o f typochronological dating value. On the other 
hand, due to the rapid spread of the aforementioned mobile early medieval populations into the 
Carpathian Basin, accurate dating would be indispensable in appraising the dynamism of historical 
events. Measurements at the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences’ Debrecen Institute of Nuclear Research 
has provided the following dates for five medieval samples:

Sample No. Feature Id. 14C PBD % BP cal AD

deb-2244 VI/33 Pit C -19.93 770 ± 40 1233-1272

deb-2245 XV/44 House -20.34 770 ± 40 1233-1272

deb-2205 IX/40 246 cm -21.92 770 ±40 1233-1275

deb-2243 XIV/44 Oven -20.04 820 ± 40 1177-1194

1206-1257

deb-2240 IX/40 250 cm -25.86 950 ± 40 1022-1052

1080-1122

1136-1158

The unusually rich inventory of multidisciplinary data from END0170 that has resulted provides 
an ideal context for archaeozoological analyses.

4.3.2.2. Faunal composition

The early medieval faunal assemblage from this settlement is characterized by the overwhelming 
dominance of rem ains representing domestic animal husbandry, as is typical for most bone 
assemblages a from this time period in the region.6

Most animals w hose bones discovered at the site probably served as a source o f animal protein 
and fat. Bone manufacturing was limited to a few, simple artifact types. Utilization for secondary 
products may only be assumed in the case o f certain species. As is shown by its sporadic remains, 
dog meat was probably not consumed. On the other hand, it seems quite evident that horse meat was 
eaten.

The list of fauna presented in Table 1 shows the representation of animal species by the number 
o f identifiable bone specimens (NISP). Articulated bones and skulls are listed as single items. The 
percentual distribution of NISP values is shown in Figure 1.

5 Bartosiewicz (1988a).
6 Bartosiewicz {1993) 127, Figure 1.
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Table 1: The composition of the early medieval faunal assemblage from END0170 
in terms of the number of identifiable specimens (NISP).

Vernacular name Latin name NISP
Cattle (Bos taurus L. 1758) 286
Sheep (Ovis aries L. 1758) 25
Caprine (Caprinae) 163
Pig (Sus domesticus Erxl. 1777) 59
Horse (Equus caballus L. 1758) 85
Dog (Canis familiáris L. 1758) 5
Domestic hen (Gallus domesticus L. 1758) 3
Goose (A ns er sp.) 4
Roe deer (Capreolus capreolus L. 1758) 1
Pike (Esox Indus L. 1778) 1
Large ungulate non-identifiable 55
Small ungulate non-identifiable 7

s h e e p / g o a t

26% y  NISP = 732
s h e e p

4%

Figure 1: Pie chart showing the percentual distribution of identifiable animal remains (NISP) 
in the early medieval material from END0170.

4.3.2.3. Comparative data

Similar to the aforementioned site o f Örménykút 54, the early medieval component of the settlement 
under discussion here ranges between the 8th—11th centuries A.D. This time interval theoretically 
includes the tail end o f the Avar Period (8,h-9 th centuries) and the early, 10th- l  1th c. phase o f the Árpád 
Period. Unfortunately however, neither stratigraphic observations nor evidence from the artifacts were 
sufficiently consistent to permit accurate typochronological dating. As is shown by both radiocarbon 
dating and the stylistic analysis o f ceramic finds, the Árpád Period seems better represented than the 
preceding Avar Period among the early medieval finds brought to light at this site. Macrofaunal data
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were also used to test this hypothesis in light o f animal bone assemblages known from a number o f 
contemporaneous early medieval settlements. The sites used in these comparisons were as follows: 

Avar Period settlements included those from Dunaújváros -  Alsófoki-patak, Kunmadaras -  
Újvárosi temető, Tatabánya -  Alsógalla and Szekszárd -  Bogyiszlói út.7 Data on additional sites 
were taken from works by Sándor Bökönyi8 and Csanád Bálint.9

The Árpád Period is represented by the sites o f Dunaújváros -  Öreghegy and Sióagárd -  
TSz-major,10 as well as previously published sites such as the bone material from Vác -  vár11 and 
additional assemblages evaluated by Cyril Am bros12, Sándor Bökönyi13 and János M atolcsi.14 
Unpublished data from the site of Ménfőcsanak — Szeles-telep were also included in comparative 
analyses. Finally, as was mentioned previously, faunal data from the chronologically comparable 
nearby settlement o f Örménykút 54 were also used in this cross-comparison.

4.3.3. Methods

4.3.3.1. The quantification o f  animal bones

The number of identifiable specimens (NISP)15 used in the analysis o f animal bones from the 
site discussed in this essay is the most consistently applied parameter directly available for the 
characterization o f archaeozoological assemblages. Each bone specimen from END0170 was 
individually studied and entered into a database. Although the material was relatively fragmented, 
due to the reasonably good preservation o f the animal bones a great portion o f the early medieval 
animal remains from END0170 could be identified by species. Estimating the minimum number 
of individuals (M NI),16 however, would simply have been a futile internal exercise in the case of 
this site, because the overwhelming majority o f bones were recovered from self-contained features 
(predominantly pits). Because of this, estimating the minimum numbers of individuals would have 
multiplied the number o f animals slaughtered, as the parts of the dismembered skeleton representing 
the same animal but recovered from different features would inevitably have yielded redundant 
information.17

4.3.3.2. Qualitative traits

The identification o f animal species was the first step in the qualitative evaluation of the faunal 
assemblage. Individual bone specimens were assigned to age groups as much as possible using the 
evidence of tooth eruption and wear as well as the epiphyseal fusion o f long bones.18 While rarely 
recovered fetal and newborn animals can be relatively easily assigned to their respective age groups

7 Bartosiewicz (1993) 126.
8 Bökönyi (1974) 340-342.
9 Bálint (1991).
10 Bartosiewicz (1993) 126.
11 Bartosiewicz (1995).
12 Ambros (1955), 415.
13 Bökönyi (1974) 358.
14 Matolcsi (1975) 70; (1982) 327.
15 Grayson (1984) 49-51.
16 Chaplin (1971).
17 Grayson (1984) 51.
18 Cornwall 11964).
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using the overall size and texture o f their remains, the subadult/adult/mature subdivision is more 
ambiguous, since these definitions largely rely on the differential ossification of epiphyseal plates in 
various bones.19

4.3.3.3. Metric evaluation

The rather high degree o f fragmentation o f animal bones from the early medieval component of 
this faunal assemblage offered only limited opportunities for taking a sufficiently large number of 
measurements. The biometric analysis o f data presented here was thus limited to the brief narrative 
evaluation of bone dimensions.

Bone measurements listed in Tables 1 and 2 of the Appendix were gathered using the standard 
procedures published by Angela von den Driesch.20

4.3.4. Results

4.3.4.1. Faunal descriptions

Similar to the Roman Period Sarmatian bone material from this site, the remains o f domesticated 
animals unquestionably dominate in the early medieval faunal assemblage. As mentioned 
previously,21 both the Sarmatian and early medieval components of this settlement clearly illustrate 
the overwhelming significance of animal husbandry in the procurement o f animal protein during both 
of these periods of occupation.

4.3.4.1.1. Cattle (Bos taurus L. 1758)
The bones o f cattle are the most commonly occurring animal remains (46% of NISP) in the early 
medieval material recovered from the settlement at END0170. These cattle bones originate from 
relatively small individuals. The few horn core fragments recovered from deposits at this site are 
similarly suggestive of a gracile, brachyceros type (Plate 1). The overwhelming dominance of 
this type o f animal in the early medieval faunal assemblage is typical for the entire region. Large, 
improved forms of cattle created by conscious animal breeding in the Roman Empire seem to have 
disappeared by this time, and one must also reckon with the massive influx o f new animal stocks 
that arrived during the subsequent four to six centuries of migration from the eastern steppe regions 
o f Eurasia. Although size in itself should not be regarded as a sign of productivity in animal rearing, 
the decrease o f withers height is remarkable in all domestic animal species during this period. The 
96.8-98.2 cm withers height estimate22 obtained for the single complete metacarpus o f a cow in this 
material is thus very typical o f the early Middle Ages in Hungary.

A special feature of the cow skull from this period shown in Plate 7 is a peculiar form o f wear 
in the form of a high polish on the tips of the horn cores (The right horn core was found broken 
off within the same feature). This modification o f the horn cores, which were bent slightly forward 
above the frontal plane, occurs in the form o f two lentil-size polished surfaces that parallel the plane 
of the animal’s forehead. In addition, a hole was created in the base o f the skull by transversal 
hacking across the pars basilaris of the basisphenoid bone (Plate 2). This cut would not have been

19 Silver (1969); Schmid (1972).
20 von den Driesch (1976).
21 Bartosiewicz, this publication.
22 Calkin (1960).
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functionally necessary during the dismemberment o f the head, and thus cannot be regarded as a 
simple butchering mark. The question remains, however, whether this modification is to any extent 
related to the peculiar w ear observed on the tips o f the hom cores (Plate 3, top). Obviously, this latter 
modification may only have developed following the removal o f the horn’s sheaths, but this is the 
only concrete information which can be established. The cow neurocranium fragment was deposited 
lying on its forehead in the shallow Pit No. 12 and was accompanied only by the fragmented (but 
otherwise intact) skull o f  a subadult pig. This could be suggestive o f a ritual context rather than a 
simple garbage deposit, but no background information is available to permit further interpretation. 
Hypothetically, the artificial opening in the base of the neurocranium may indicate that the cow’s 
skull was attached to som e sort of an implement. The custom o f displaying animal skulls, especially 
horse skulls, is known from the 10th—12th century Árpád Period villages in Hungary.23 Ethnographic 
sources disclose that skulls of horses were hung in stables to keep diseases out.24 Animal skulls were 
also displayed in vineyards and apiaries against witchcraft and epidemics.25 Ethnographic parallels 
are also known from the eastern regions o f the Caspian Sea. Apotropaic animal skulls even served as 
a protection against hum an disease and evil spirits.26 Not even ritual interpretation could, however, 
shed light on the origins o f the wear described on the cow’s hom cores. The even planes and fine 
polish of the eroded surfaces may suggest that the skull stood on its hom cores as “legs” (in the 
position it was found at the bottom of the pit). In the absence o f the viscerocranium, however, the 
third point of support (possibly in the nasal region) could not be studied. Using the hom cores as 
some sort of “hangers” on a skull displayed in an approximately physiological position would not 
explain why both hom  cores are worn in about the same plane. The question also remains whether 
the wear occurred earlier than the basal opening was cut or vice versa.

4.3.4.1.2. Horse (Equus caballus L. 1758)
The unusually high contribution (13% ofNISP) of horse bones in the early medieval component o f the 
ENDO 170 faunal assemblage is one o f its most important characteristics. The horse remains that were 
found at this site seem to be reasonably uniform in terms o f size and type, and they represent mature 
individuals. Following the adoption o f Christianity, the consumption of horse flesh was presumably 
banned in Hungary, although this dietary restriction was not keenly observed by rural populations. 
END0170 is yet another example o f horses having been routinely eaten in early medieval Hungary. 
Since the analysis o f  this material, this trend has also been confirmed at several contemporaneous 
sites, especially in the Great Hungarian Plain. Considering that the ban originated from the 8th century, 
almost three hundred years before the Christian kingdom of Hungary was established, it is possible 
that it was less relevant in this setting, even though it became a topos in Hungarian historiography.

4.3.4.1.3 Sheep (Ovis aries L. 1758)
While the number o f  bone fragments from sheep, and also possibly including goats (comprising 
pieces both recognized as the remains of sheep as well as those identifiable only to the level o f the 
Caprinae subfamily), is less than two thirds the number of cattle bones (26 + 4 % ofNISP), precise 
identification is often difficult.

Of the altogether 188 bones assigned to the Caprinae subfamily 25 undoubtedly originated from 
sheep, while no positively identifiable bones o f goat were found.

23 Men(1964) 111.
24 Pacalat, 1909) 112; Téglás {\9\3) 101.
25 Garay (1911) 227; Vajkai (1939) 132.
26 Bokányi {1978)94.
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The dominance of sheep within the Caprinae subfamily observed in this material is typical for 
faunal assemblages from all historical periods in Hungary. As far as the size and type o f sheep 
is concerned, several o f the small, almost rudimentary horn core fragments were of the Palustris 
type. While bone measurements may, in general, be considered small, no complete long bones were 
available for the estimation o f withers height using either o f  the two classical methods.27

4.3.4.1.4. Domestic pig (Sus domesticus Erxl. 1777)
The 59 pig bones from the early medieval features o f this site make up less than ten percent o f 
the number o f identifiable bone specimens. Remains o f pig were similarly uncharacteristic for the 
Roman Period Sarmatian faunal assemblage from END0170 (8% of NISP). Complete long bones 
were not preserved with the exception o f a single tibia from a newborn piglet. Even though the 
greatest diaphyseal length o f this bone falls within the range of modem fetuses,28 the individual 
under discussion here must have been beyond the fetal stage at the time of death, as is shown by the 
state o f initial epiphyseal fusion.29 In light o f the generally small size of mature pig bones from this 
site, it may be concluded that the piglet itself belonged to the same early medieval form characterized 
by apparently unimpressive bodily dimensions.

4.3.4.1.5. Dog (Canis familiáris L. 1758)

The sporadic remains of dog recovered from this site included maxillary fragments, two atlases and 
a rib, respectively. They belonged to smallish or medium-sized individuals, however, none o f the 
bones were measurable.

4.3.4.1.6. Domestic hen (Gallus domesticus L. 1758)
Poultry rearing in medieval Hungary was dominated by the domestic hen. Although the relation 
between the presence of this species and the increasingly sedentary way of life led by early Hungarians 
has not yet been clarified, bones of primitive hens, such as the specimens identified at END0170, 
regularly occur at sites from the Árpád Period.

4.3.4.1.7. Goose (Anser sp.)
Geese are also frequently represented in early medieval assemblages, although sometimes it is not 
possible to tell these bones originate from a domestic or a wild goose. O f the four goose bones 
identified in this early medieval material, at least the radius fragment falls within the size range o f 
domestic geese.30 Domestic geese were certainly raised in Hungary as early as the 11th— 12th centuries. 
Selection for white color was regulated by the 13th century.

4.3.4.1.8. Roe deer (Capreolus capreolus L. 1758)
The occurrence o f a roe deer metacarpus fragment in one o f the early medieval features may be 
considered to be simply a sporadic find. On the other hand, it shows that the environment at that time 
contained parkland elements, which are typical o f this animal’s habitat preference.

27 Haak (1965); Teichert( 1975).
28 Prímmel (1987).
29 Gjesdal (1972) 16.
30 Bacher (1967).
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4.3.4.1.9. Pike (Esox lucius L. 1758)
Only a left cleithrum fragment of a medium size, 450-550 mm long31 pike was found in the hand- 
collected material from the early medieval settlement at END0170. The aforementioned water- 
sieving experiment at the contemporaneous site o f Örménykút 54 showed that bone remains whose 
dimensions are smaller than 19 mm are missed with great probability if the material is collected only 
by hand. Fortunately, the flotation and water-sieving o f samples used in recovering macrobotanical 
remains also yielded several bones of small Cyprinids o f which tench ( Tinea tinea L. 1758) and chub 
{Leuciscus cephalus L. 1758) could be identified by species. Small Cyprinids are important prey 
items for pike, a carnivorous species living in relatively clear waters. The presence o f  pike is therefore 
indicative of major bodies of water32 in the site’s environment (rather than exclusively marshland). 
In addition to recovery techniques, the differential survival of various fish bones m ay also become a 
source of taphonomic bias. Both pike and members o f the carp family (Cyprinidae) are spiny-finned 
fishes with strong bones which often preserve well in archaeological deposits.33 Even if bones from 
other species had been recovered, it seems that fishing was practiced only opportunistically and as 
such did not play an essential role in providing animal protein to the village’s inhabitants.

4.3.4.1.10. River mussel (Unio sp.)
Six pieces of river mussel shell found at this site may result from natural water activity rather than 
the consumption o f these animals. No signs o f intentional breakage or use could be detected on these 
few specimens.

4.3.4.2. Meat consumption

The evidence o f the exploitation o f domestic animals for meat identified at this site can be better 
understood in light o f age profiles and the anatomical distribution o f bones.

4.3.4.2.1. Age distributions
Livestock species raised predominantly for meat are represented by the remains o f relatively young 
animals in faunal assemblages. The age o f individuals may be estimated on the basis of tooth eruption 
and wear,34 as well as the epiphyseal fusion o f long bone epiphyses.35 When the four most important 
groups of domestic ungulates are studied from this point of view, the number o f bone specimens that 
can be aged is as follows:

Cattle Caprinae Pig Horse
Neonatal 9 2 8 0
Juvenile 2 7 12 2
Subadult 15 6 9 2
Adult 11 8 5 3
Mature 95 32 7 40
Elderly 1 0 0 1

31 Bartosiewicz (1990) 26.
32 Curry-Lindahl (1985) 235-261.
33 Wheeler -  Jones (1989) 63.
34 Bartosiewicz (1989) 318; Silver (1969) 287.
35 Schmid (1972); Silberberg -  Silberberg (1971) 431.
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The percentual distribution of these data, presented in Figure 2, clearly illustrates the meaningful 
differences between the proportions of younger age classes in each o f the groups studied. Young pigs, 
raised solely for meat/fat, were slaughtered in the greatest relative numbers. Almost three quarters of 
the bones originating from this species that could be aged represent neonatal, juvenile and subadult 
individuals. The next, somewhat similar group o f domestic animals is that o f Caprinae, including 
sheep and goat. The significantly smaller percentage of bones from young individuals, however, is 
indicative o f a lower reproduction rate as well as the possible utilization o f these animals’ milk and 
wool. This would have made lambs and kids more valuable in relative terms than piglets. Cattle, an 
alternative provider of milk and a possible source of draft power, were slaughtered even more rarely 
as young calves, while the age distribution of horse bones is dominated by an overwhelming majority 
o f mature animals. In the case o f this species, the consumption of its meat, which had been forbidden, 
must have been limited to special circumstances such as ritual occasions or famine. Undoubtedly, 
however, horse bones are too numerous in this material to assume that they represent only primary 
butchering or skinning of the animals.

■ ■ S e n ile  

I IMature

Adult

I ISiihadiilt

I lJuvenile 

■  Neonate

catt le  s h e e p /g o a t  pig h o rse

Figure 2: The age distribution of the most important domestic animal species (NISP) 
in the early medieval material from END0170.

4.3.4.2.2. Anatomical composition
Various parts of the body are characterized by different proportions of meat, fat and bone. The 
frequency of bones is shown by anatomical categories in Table 2. Although how certain cuts are 
valued may not be proportional to their actual nutritive value, in stochastic terms bones mirror the
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qualitative composition of the diet. The anatomical make up of faunal assemblages from archaeological 
sites is therefore widely used in the characterization o f the economic role played by various animal 
species.36 Vertebrae, the bones o f the shoulder or pelvic girdles and proximal stylopodium segments 
usually represent areas that provide high quality meat. Ribs and pieces of the distal stylopodium, as 
well as zygopodia provide only medium quality m eat due to the greater relative contributions o f bone 
and fat to these cuts. In addition to the head, autopodia which are also known as dry limb segments, 
are dominated by osseous parts and provide only low quality meat.

Table 2: The distribution of identifiable skeletal elements among the most important animal species within 
the early medieval faunal assemblage from END0170.

Cattle Sheep Caprine Pig Horse Dog Hen Goose Roe deer
horn core 3 2
neurocranium 15 4 1
frontale 8 4 1
nasale 3
maxilla 8 6 5 4 1
mandibula 27 2 14 10 1
tooth 3 1 3 5 1
atlas 1 1 2
epistropheus 1
cervical vert. 11 1 3 3
thoracic vert. 10 2
lumbar vert. 8 2 1
sacral vert. 1 1
rib 44 22 8 14 1
clavicula 1
scapula 15 1 10 1 7
humerus 16 2 13 8 6 1
radius 9 2 15 3 5 2
ulna 2 2 1 5
carpalia 4 1
metacarpus 7 6 4 1 1
phalanx prox. 5 4 6
phalanx media 1 3
phalanx dist. 4 1 1
pelvis 9 2 3
acetabulum 10 1 2 1
femur 7 1 7 1 4 1
patella 1
tibia 28 3 48 4 7 2
fibula 2
calcaneus 7
astragalus 5 1
metatarsus 16 4 6 3

Figure 3 shows the percentual representation of bones from the three major meat quality cat
egories from the four major animal species utilized for meat at the early medieval site o f END0170.

36 Uerpmann (1972) 15.
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Medium quality meat bearing parts (40-60% of NISP) dominate in all four studied groups. A parallel 
trend seen in the case of Caprinae and pigs falls in line with the relative similarity between the 
age distributions o f these small ungulates. On the other hand, cattle and horse (valuable animals 
slaughtered usually only after they had reached maturity) show a different distribution pattern with 
high percentages o f low meat quality bones, especially in the case o f horse. The presence o f  bones 
from this latter group o f skeletal elements (especially phalanges and distal metapodia) is often related 
to skinning and hide processing at archaeological sites, and may therefore dominate the anatomical 
list in the case o f animals not primarily reared for their meat. It must be pointed out, however, that 
even horse bones representing medium and high quality meat occur in relatively high percentages in 
this material, which is an indication o f their quite systematic exploitation for meat.

horse cattle sheep/goat P'9

Figure 3: The distribution of bones (NISP) by meat quality among the most important domestic animal 
species in the early medieval material from END0170.

The dominance o f medium quality meat bearing parts in this material may be explained by secondary 
meat distribution at this site. As was seen at the nearby and culturally similar contemporaneous site o f 
Örménykút 54, primary butchering was localized within a rather well defined area at the settlement’s 
edge,37 while households, represented by a variety o f garbage pits over the site’s entire area, were 
supplied with cuts for secondary butchering. Unfortunately, no such specialized butchering site fell 
within the network o f squares excavated at END0170. Despite this, at least some rudimentary form 
of secondary meat distribution must have existed in the rural community under discussion here. In 
addition to the anatomical composition of the sample, this hypothesis is supported by a “standard” 
size cattle rib cutlet (Plate 3. bottom) found in the END0170 material. Hundreds of such rib segments 
(most of them approximately 100 mm long, weighing 10 g each) regularly occur at late medieval 
urban sites in the city o f Vác, where commercial beef distribution was in the hands o f specialized 
butchers.38 Naturally, it is also possible that this size and shape of ribs is functionally determined by 
the size o f pots used for cooking.39

37 Bartosiewicz {1988b).
38 Bartosiewicz (1991b) 130.
39 Coy (1975); Bartosiewicz (1984) 115.
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4.3.43. Pathological deformations

The early medieval material from END0170 contained only three bones with obvious pathological 
anomalies. Two of these are proximal phalanges from mature horses. The third bone is a middle 
phalanx fragment which belonged to a more heavily deformed proximal phalanx. The association 
between these two bones indicates that the horse’s foot was interred in an articular state, possibly 
following skinning. The more deformed proximal phalanx (Plate 4 left column) shows signs of a 
healed fracture with concomitant excess bone growth. Remains o f a possible longitudinal crack may 
be seen on the proximal articular surface (Plate 4, top/left), while both the dorsal and ventral surfaces 
of this bone are covered by unusually heavy exostoses. It seems likely that persistent loads following 
the trauma disturbed the normal healing and bone formation process.

A less extreme anomaly, the spongious deformation o f the bone’s surface was discovered in 
the case of another proximal phalanx {Plate 4 , right column). The bone’s entire proximal half was 
affected by this pathological process and periostitis in the articular area (S. Bökönyi, personal 
communication).

Inferences concerning working animals are usually made using the evidence of various exostoses40 
and other deformations on the bones of the extremities. Undoubtedly, anomalies in the bones of 
large ungulates dominate in many of these inventories.41 These disorders, however, may also be 
caused by improper foot development and weakening of the joints, which is known to cause ostitis 
rarefaciens, perostitis ossificans and ultimately arthropathia chronica deformans.42 Many cases are 
simply referred to as arthritis or arthrosis alternatively. These may be considered the most commonly 
described pathological phenomena in faunal assemblages from archaeological excavations.43

A certain confusion, however, is apparent in the nomenclature.44 The general term “arthritis” 
is often used inconsistently in the archaeozoological literature,45 mostly because it cannot be 
distinguished from chronic arthrosis in subfossil materials.46 The first form of inflammation results 
from infections and is caused by microbes such as staphylococci, gonococci etc.47 While trauma 
(which of course may eventually lead to infections) was found to be the most common source of 
lameness in modem cattle populations (63%), infection alone was only responsible for 9% of 9130 
cases o f foot disorders recorded in Britain during 1977.48 Arthrosis, on the other hand, is commonly 
defined as a chronic condition brought about by old age and chronic overstress. The progress of 
arthritis, however, may be very aggressive affecting even younger animals.

The more pronounced deformation on the horse phalanx from END0170 is obviously the result 
of trauma and slow, improper healing. The other specimen must have been affected by a primary 
articular condition caused possibly by infection. This latter case may represent a more rapid process. 
The final appearance o f  these bones, as well as their representation in archaeozoological assemblages, 
however, is influenced by a number of factors which are all related to the use of horses.

40 Higham et al. (1981)357.
41 Wäsle (1976) 83; Feddersen -  Heinrich (1977/1978) 167; Johansson (1982) 59.
42 Dürr (1961) 32.
43 Hesse -  Wapnish (1985) 83.
44 Olsson (1971) 335.
45 Baker (1978) 110.
46 Wijngaarden-Bakker -  Krauwer (1979) 37.
47 Zivanovic (1982) 144; Farrow (1985).
48 Russel -  Shaw (1978) 7.
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4.3.4.3.1. Effects o f age
Phalanges are among the earliest fusing bones of the skeleton. Consequently, their external dimensions 
are unreliable in predicting the animals’ sex and size.49 For the same reason, however, these bones 
reflect inherited body size at a relatively early age, even in poorly nourished individuals.50 With 
the advancement o f age, declining bone vascularization51 may be exacerbated by both deprivation 
o f exercise or overworking, as well as the inherited deficiency o f blood supply in domesticated 
animals.52 To date, modem veterinary therapies, and in particular culling at an early age, prevent 
the full development of drastic deformations in bones typically encountered in the finds from 
archaeological excavations.53

4.3.4.3.2. Effects o f sex
Although the sex o f the individuals could not be identified on the basis o f the two horse phalanges, sex 
is usually related to both the anim als’ use and the development o f arthropathies. Sexual dimorphism 
in the skeletal markers of occupational stress in humans is influenced by the usually more strenuous 
physical labor carried out by men.54 In Germany, an analysis of 803 cases o f arthritic hyperexostoses 
in the feet of horses, including 44 stallions (5.5 %), 261 mares and 498 castrates was performed.55 
The composition o f this modem sample, however, may be biased, stallions made up only 5.7 % 
of the 87,349 head registered breeding stock in the Federal Republic o f Germany in 1986.56 Their 
proportion to mares was 14.4 % in this nationwide sample. Most remarkably, however, almost two 
thirds o f the pathological disorders occurred in castrates used in racing. According to the veterinary 
literature, females o f any age are also less predisposed to arthropathies than males.57

4.3.4.3.3. Effects o f deposition and recovery
Complete horse phalanges are commonly found, a phenomenon which gives them a high informative 
value.58 Selective archaeological recovery, however, may distort the appraisal o f the extent to which 
horses were used for riding versus draft purposes. The aforementioned warning against eating horse 
meat was observed to varying degrees after the onset o f Christianity in many European countries.59 
Mean animal prices from medieval England60 also suggest that the relatively small difference between 
the price of oxen and cart horses (the latter cost on average 80 % of the price paid for oxen) is probably 
due to the fact that the otherwise “prestigious” horses had no actual value as sources of meat. Bones 
representing beasts o f burden, therefore, were not necessarily incorporated in kitchen refuse unless 
their meat was consumed.61 Inevitable bone loss must be reckoned with if the animals died in the 
fields or on the road and their possible skinning or primary butchering took place off-site.

49 Vaughan {1968) 536.
50 Bartosiewicz (1985) 258.
51 Hammond {1962).
52 Sokoloff( \963)  97.
53 Angress -  Reed (1962).
54 Harcourt (1971) 271; Kennedy (1989) 137; Lai-Lovell (1992) 23.
55 Fleig -  Hertsch (1992) 66, Table 2.
56 Sambraus (1989) 159, Table 13.
57 Vaughan (1968) 536; c.f. Ddmmrich et al. (1977) 84.
58 Morales (1988) 458.
59 Matolcsi (1982) 125, Langdon (1986) 261.
60 Murphy -  Galloway (1992) 97, Langdon (1996) 200.
61 Wing (1989) 78.
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4.3.5. Conclusions

4.3.5.1 Exploitation o f  animals fo r  meat

Cattle were undoubtedly the most important source of meat at the early medieval site of END0170. 
Even considering the typically heavy fragmentation of bones from large ungulates,62 a single cow 
may provide ten times as much meat as a sheep.63 Cattle, domestic animals of great individual value, 
may be considered an indicator of relative wealth wherever they are kept.64 This must also have been 
true in the case of early medieval Hungary, as attested to in the few surviving documents.

Members of the Caprinae subfamily discussed here include sheep and possibly goat. Bones from 
these animals are often not distinguishable from  each other, and as such are commonly represented 
together in faunal lists. In Hungary, the bones o f  sheep usually dominate within this group. Dahl and 
Hjort65 point out that sheep and goats function as “small change” in many pastoral societies, their 
flexible populations that reproduce easily can complement the meat production from larger animals 
and therefore serve as economic buffers in tim es of hardship. M odem analogies also show that in 
developing countries the sheep / pig dichotomy is extremely characteristic of two basic types of 
animal husbandry which are dependent on both environmental and cultural factors.

The individual meat output of pigs is comparable to that o f sheep and goats. The reproduction 
and slaughter rates of pigs, however, are even higher.66 Pig rearing is commonly associated with a 
relatively sedentary form o f life, although ethnographic examples o f long distance pig herding are 
also known.67

The horse was undoubtedly one of the most important domestic animals in pastoral cultures. 
The significance of this species cannot be questioned for the pastoral economies that reached Europe 
during the Migration Period and early Middle Ages. Horses kept for purposes other than meat (which 
is usually the case) may not be represented in settlement materials though, horses may be lost in 
action, killed off site etc., which may lead to the underestimation o f their role on the basis of their 
percentual contributions to faunal lists. At the site under discussion here, however, horse seems 
to have been an equally important source o f  both labor and meat. On the other hand, it is unlikely 
that these large uniparous animals of slow growth and resulting great individual value68 regularly 
provided meat for the everyday diet. The relatively high contribution o f horse remains to the faunal 
assemblage under discussion here is o f special interest since the consumption of horse meat was 
regarded as a sinful pagan ritual in Hungary by the 11th century.69

A general evaluative framework for the relationships between these species of domesticated 
animals may be provided by the simple strategic model developed for prehistoric animal husbandry.70 
During the early Middle Ages the complementary roles played by Caprines and pigs respectively 
may be regarded as a concrete example for that model (Figure 4). Mixed strategies of animal 
rearing, characteristic o f  the early medieval period in the Carpathian Basin, may be defined between 
environmental extremes outlined in the aforementioned prehistoric model. The mechanism of one

62 Binford -  Bertram (1977)
63 Matolcsi (1982) 282.
64 Dahl Hjort ( 1976) 42.
65 Dahl-Hjort (1976)54.
66 Bartosiewicz (1984) 200.
67 Bartosiewicz (1986) 42.
68 Dahl-Hjort {1976).
69 Matolcsi (1982) 252.
70 Bartosiewicz -  Choyke (1985) 187.
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domestic species gradually replacing another may become particularly apparent under the pressures 
o f environmental (both natural and cultural) change. The arrival o f pastoral peoples to the Carpathian 
Basin and their gradual adaptation to sedentary ways of life may be looked upon as a typical example 
o f this process. In the natural environment of END0170 on the Great Hungarian Plain, sheep herding 
could be more easily sustained.

P h y s io lo g ic a l  
c a p a c i ty  o f  
d o m e s t i c a t e s

C u l tu ra l ly
d e t e r m i n e d

e x p e c t a t i o n s

ID EAL E N V IR O N M E N T  
(full o v e r l a p )

Figure 4: The animal exploitation model showing the 
relationship between physiological and cultural factors that 
determine preference for certain domesticated animals in 
different environments. N stands for net production output.

A D E Q U A T E  E N V IR O N M E N T  
( d e c r e a s i n g  o v e r la p )

(o v e r la p  fa l ls  b e lo w  critical e x te n t )

Early medieval finds from END0170 may be better appreciated in comparison with other sites. 
The 8th to 12th century time span represented by the animal remains under discussion here includes 
the tail end o f the Avar Period and most of the Árpád Period. In light o f the previously described 
model, horses, sheep/goats (Caprinae) and pigs may be considered indicative species that characterize 
animal husbandry. Percentual proportions between these three groups were compared to similar 
values from other Avar Period and Árpád Period sites in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. In addition to 
ENDO170, relevant data from Örménykút 54, a site o f a similarly uncertain chronological affiliation, 
were also included in both of these graphs. Aside from the noise caused by differential recovery and 
unequal sample sizes, the broad range o f variability apparent in both figures is also influenced by 
geographical and sociocultural factors. The sites o f ENDO 170 and Örménykút 54, however, fall within 
the group of sites characterized by a high contribution of sheep and goats in both comparisons. O f 
the Avar Period sites (Figure 5), Hunya -  Csárdavölgy, representing the same region, and Szekszárd 
-  Bogyiszlói út in Transdanubia are similar in terms o f the three species studied. Among the Árpád 
Period sites (Figure 6), Csongrád -  Felgyő and Tiszaeszlár -  Bashalom in the Great Hungarian Plain 
are characterized by similar percentages. In western Hungary, the proportion o f the three species in 
the small faunal assemblage from the site of Csatár -  Tsz Istálló (NISP = 82) is also similar. This 
similarity, however, may be coincidental due to sampling bias. These results suggest that the natural
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environment of the Great Hungarian Plain probably favored sheep herding regardless of the finer 
chronological classifications o f these sites. This hypothesis is further supported by the observation 
that the chronologically separate Sarmatian component of END0170 is characterized by almost 
identical proportions between horses, Caprinae and pigs.

m  f in

Tatabánya-A lsógalla  

Kunmadaras—Újvárosi temető 

E perjes—Csikós tábla

Dunaújváros—Alsófoki-patak 

S zekszárd—Bogyiszlói út 

H unya—Csárdavölgy 

Örménykút 54

Endrőd 170 

B okros-Fehérkereszt

0 20 40 60 80 100

P e rce n t o f N IS P

Figure 5: The comparison of percentual contributions (by NISP) between indicative animal species in 
Avar Period assemblages as well as in the materials from END0170 and Örménykút 54

4.3.5.2. Cattle skull with horn cores

The broad chronological and geographical distribution o f displaying animal skulls forms part of 
an obviously pre-Christian tradition. Its variants, however, may be studied only within local 
archaeological contexts. Special attention should be paid to the osteological manifestations of this 
custom, since the study o f  other skulls exhibiting marks indicating that they were displayed ritually 
will be required to facilitate more precise, regional interpretations.

The special wear occurring on both horn cores of this cow skull seems unknown in the literature 
and is also very difficult to interpret in practical terms. It could not even be determined if it was to 
any extent related to the hypothesized ritual function of this find.

4.3.5.3. Arthropathies on horse phalanges

The fundamental difficulty in archaeozoology is that the characteristics of a dynamic system can 
only be inferred with difficulty from its static consequences.71 In the case of bone deformations, 
this means that even in extreme, pathological cases, the association between the symptoms and the

p ig  s h e e p /g o a t ho rse

71 Cribb (1984) 164.
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Figure 6: The comparison of percentual contributions (by NISP) between indicative animal species in 
assemblages from the Árpád Period as well as in the materials from END0170 and Örménykút 54.

causes o f the condition remains largely intangible.72 Siegel73 published a list of 18 selected British 
sites where pathological deformations had been recorded, only to note that the non-random character 
o f her dataset did not permit far reaching conclusions. This, in connection with the effect of differing 
assemblage sizes, contradiction in diagnoses and the lack o f information on actual causes further 
exacerbate the problem.

pig s h e e p /g o a t ho rse

72 Horwitz (1989) 178.
73 Siegel (1976) 359.
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APPENDIX

Table 1: The measurements of bones from large ungulates found in the early medieval faunal assemblage from 
END0170. Abbreviations: GL= greatest length, BP= proximal breadth, PD= proximal depth, SB= smallest 
diaphysis breadth, SD= smallest diaphysis depth, BD= distal breadth, DD= distal depth. In the case of the 
mandibula, BD and DD correspond to the length and breadth of the lower 3rd molar tooth. BP stands for the 
medial length in the case of astragali. All measurements are given in mm.

Bone Age GL BP PD SB SD BD DD
Cattle:
mandibula mat. 37.5 15.9
scapula mat. 45.1 62.3
radius mat. 67.1 40.8
metacarpus mat. 161.8 45.5 28.1 19 25.1
femur neo. 16.8 16.6
tibia mat. 85.8 75.9
tibia mat. 52.8 42.8
tibia neo. 49 35 31 21.1
tibia mat. 54 43.8
tibia mat. 63.7 50.1
tibia ad. 48.5 40
tibia mat. 59.6 46.1
tibia mat. 52.9 40.8
astragalus neo. 42.2 39 27.5 23.2
astragalus mat. 63.1 56.9 41.2 35.8
astragalus mat. 64.2 59.9 41.6 35.1
astragalus mat. 66.2 62.5 43 36.1
astragalus mat. 59.1 53.6 36.1 31.9
metatarsus sad. 46.2 41 27.1 25.9 53 35.1
metatarsus neo. 15 13
metatarsus sad. 50.3 27.9
proc. comualis mat. 40.7 34.9
proc. comualis mat. 82.8 38.1 33.1
proc. comualis mat. 121.2 48.8 37
Horse:
scapula mat. 56.9 42.8 84.8
scapula mat. 46.1 86.8
humerus ad. 91.6 98.8
humerus mat. 76.8 76.2
radius mat. 38.2 25 67.1 40
phalanx prox. mat. 91.1 55.2 38.2 35.6 21.5 46 26.1
phalanx prox. mat. 84.1 55.2 39.1 36.2 19.8 44.2 26.1
phalanx prox. mat. 78.2 51 32 32.9 19 41.4 23
phalanx prox. mat. 80.1 51.6 33.9 35.1 19.5 52.8 23.8
phalanx prox. mat. 86.9 53.8 38 34.1 18.6 43.5 25.1
phalanx med. mat. 47.1 54 32.1 46.1 25.8 50.1 27.8
phalanx med. mat. 43.3 50.2 30.2 44.3 22 48.1 25.5
phalanx dist. mat. 45 47.8 28.2 73.1 5
tibia mat. 67.2 43.7
metatarsus mat. 50.2 43
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Table 2: The measurements of bones from small ungulates found in the early medieval faunal assemblage 
from END0170. For abbreviations see Appendix, Table 1.

Bone Age GL BP PD SB SD BD DD
Sheep:
mandibula mat. 23 8.4
mandibula mat. 48.9 22.8 8.5
mandibula mat. 23 9.4
scapula mat. 25.1 25.9 39.1
humerus mat. 18.1 18 35.9 29.2
humerus mat. 34.2 28.5
radius mat. 33.3 17.1
metacarpus mat. 23.8 18.2 13.1 10.8
metacarpus mat. 29.7 25.5
femur mat. 37.9 47.8
tibia mat. 28 20
tibia mat. 15.3 12.2 26.2 20.4
tibia mat. 31 23.1
astragalus mat. 29.2 28.1 19.1 16.8
metatarsus mat. 21.8 21 11.5 10.2
metatarsus mat. 21.2 21 12.5 10.9
proc. comualis mat. 76.8 41.9 31.5
Pig:
humerus ad. 14.9 20.1 34 32.9
radius ad. 25.9 18
tibia neo. 36.9
femur mat. 16.5 11.1
tibia mat. 5.8 4.9 10.4 10.8
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Plate 1: Frontal aspect of the cow neurocranium with worn horn core tips. 
Wear indicated on the remaining horn core. Photo: Antal Fekete.
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Plate 2: Basal aspect of the cow neurocranium with worn horn core tips showing the opening cut into the
skull’s base. Photo: Antal Fekete.
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Plate 3: Enlarged picture of the cow horn core tip with high polish (top); 
Cattle rib cut to “standard cutlet” size (bottom). Photo: Antal Fekete.
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Plate 4: Proximal, dorsal and plantar aspects of two pathologically deformed proximal phalanges from 
horses. Massive exostoses resulting from the improper healing of a fracture (left column);

Signs of periostitis in the bone’s proximal half (right column). Photo: Antal Fekete.
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4.4. Early medieval worked animal bones from END0170

Alice M. Choyke
4.4.1. In troduction

Bone artifacts from the early medieval Árpád Period are not very common. While bone had, in 
general, lost its significance as an important raw material for tool making by this early historic period, 
even these small samples can shed light on the nature of some craft activities using bone implements 
at small, somewhat isolated settlements, such as the 8th—11th century rural site of END0170 under 
discussion in this brief study.

4.4.2. A rtifact descrip tions

Three of the four bone tools found at an early medieval feature of this settlement represent well- 
defined types. These specimens are as follows:

-  Skate fragment (Plate top). Proximal half o f the left metacarpus from a horse, 97.6 g. A 
facet extending along the long axis of this bone on its dorsal side is covered by criss-crossing 
scratches left by grit from the ice surface and were produced as the skate was pushed along. 
There is no sign o f polish from use on the palmar surface, but the entire surface o f  the 
specimen is slightly eroded. The skate has been broken off towards the distal end of the bone. 
No string holes or other forms of attachments were observed at the reining end of the bone. 
Greatest breadth: 448.5 mm; Greatest breadth o f the facet: 20.2 mm.

-  Skate fragment. Left metacarpus distal fragment from a horse, 60.6 g. There is a facet on 
its dorsal surface running parallel to the long axis o f this bone. This flat surface is covered 
with the faint remains of criss-crossing scratches typically found on bone skates. The dorsal 
surface o f the distal epiphysis has been cut away further reducing friction with the ice. There 
appears to be some polish on the plantar surface where the foot rested. The skate broke below 
the mid-section of the diaphysis. No string holes or other forms o f attachment were observed. 
Greatest breadth: 50.0 mm; Greatest breadth o f the facet: 22.7 mm.

-  Small tubular perforator (Plate 1, bottom left). Left tibia diaphysis fragment from a sheep 
or goat, 28.8 g. This crude point was made on an opportunistically selected skeletal part 
obtained from cooking debris. The expedient nature o f the selection o f this bone part is 
further illustrated by the fact that the distal end o f the bone had been gnawed off by one or 
more dogs, probably after it had been discarded following a meal. The point of the perforator 
is based on a spiral fracture produced when the diaphysis was broken, possibly in order to get 
at the marrow inside. The edges of the fracture were then crudely shaped with a metal blade, 
but the marks o f any further, finer manufacturing have been obscured by polish from use at 
the tip. This kind o f a tool could have been used in making leather goods when holes needed 
to be widened to help push thongs through. The relatively high handling polish over this tool 
suggests that it was hand held. The burning marks on the surface are commensurate with the 
find location in an oven rather than heat treatment during manufacturing. Length: 129.5 mm; 
Greatest breadth: 20.7 mm; Tip length: 16.0 mm; Tip breadth 5 mm below extreme tip: 
6.7 mm; Length between tip and greatest breadth: 126.8 mm.

-  Suspended tool (Plate 1, lower right). Cattle metacarpus proximal fragment, 29.3 g. The 
bone this tool was made from was split and then quartered lengthwise. The rough inner edges
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were smoothed to a certain extent by chopping with a metal blade. Polish from prolonged 
use has completely obscured any marks from more refined smoothing techniques. The 
remaining fragment corresponds to what must have been the butt-end of a hand held tool. 
A hole was drilled from the inner, medullary surface o f the bone just below the epiphyis, 
probably using some kind of bow drill. The tool was likely dropped by accident causing it to 
break transversally across the mid-section. Given the absence o f the working end (the edge 
o f the tip), the function o f this artifact cannot even be guessed at. Greatest breadth: 28.0 mm; 
Greatest depth: 13.6 mm; Diameter o f hole: 6.0 mm.

4.4.3. D iscussion

In contrast to prehistoric times, by the time o f the Roman Period1 and the Middle Ages2 in Hungary 
animal bone had lost most o f  its significance as a universal raw material. Aside from a few very 
specialized craftspeople who manufactured bone beads, dice, knife handles, etc., bone tool 
manufacture became less and less of a household activity. Most bone use was instead reduced to 
occasional and opportunistic functions.

The two modified horse bones were probably worked into skates. Only fragments o f these broken 
artifacts were found. No traces of drilling or other form o f fastening may be seen on these broken 
specimens.

Bone has long been recognized as an ideal substance to enable people to travel over ice. The 
following description appears in Fitz Steven’s “Description o f London”, written at the end o f the 12th 
century:3

“When the great Fenne or Moore (which watereth the walls o f the citie on the north side) is
frozen, many young men play on the yce......some tye bones to their feet and under their heeles, and
shoving themselves with a little picked staffe do slide as swiftlie as a birde flyeth in the aire or an 
arrow out of a cross-bow”.

Bone skates and runners made from the long bones o f cattle and horses have occurred regularly 
since Roman times in Hungary4 and are also well documented in the ethnographic literature. The broad 
temporal and geographical distribution o f this artifact type is shown by the fact that a “Lüscherz- 
type” horse bone sled runner5 was found in 14th century Leiden.6 Most of these artifacts are made 
from the metapodial bones o f horses, although horse radii and long bones from cattle as well as red 
deer were also often used as raw materials for both skates and larger runners.7

To date, drilled Medieval skates in Hungary are known only from Esztergom. A skate similar 
to the two pieces from END0170 has also been examined by the author from an Árpád Period pit 
during an excavation near the military amphitheater of Aquincum in the Óbuda section o f Budapest. 
Other undrilled, early medieval bone skates from the Árpád Period were found at the rural sites of 
Doboz -  Hajdúirtás, Tiszaeszlár -  Bashalom, Tiszalök -  Rázom, Túrkeve -  Móric and Kardoskút 
as well as other places. Similar to END0170, these early medieval sites are all located on the left 
bank of the Tisza River in the southeastern section of the Great Hungarian Plain. Skates from the

1 Bíró ( m i ) .
2 Choyke n.d.
3 Halstead -  Middleton (1972) 61.
4 Choyke (1989)626.
5 Herman (1909).
6 Van Wijngaarden-Bakker (1980) 46. Afb. 2.
7 Kassai -  Takács (1985) 853., Pálóczi Horváth (1989) 114., Becker (1990) 22., Abb. 2-3.
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aforementioned sites are very similar to their 3rd-4 th century Sarmatian forerunners found at the 
nearby site o f GYO0133 in the Great Hungarian Plain, which were not perforated at all.8 Only 7 of 
44 bone skates recovered from the 10th-1 1 th century layers o f York were drilled in a dorsopalmar 
direction.9

Unfortunately, no contemporary image o f how these bone skates were fastened is known. A 
reconstruction using analogy from Hungarian ethnographic sources is based on a type10 which has 
not yet been discovered at the medieval sites in Hungary. With appropriate balancing, however, 
skates without any sort of fastening could be kept under the foot by the sheer pressure exerted by the 
skater’s feet on the bone’s rough palmar/plantar surface.11

Ethnographic analogy is also o f great help in reconstructing the way bone skates were made. The 
mode of manufacture in modem times (mostly hacking to shape), as described by a child with skates 
in Gyergyóújfalu, was recorded at the beginning of the 20th century.12 That interview clearly shows 
that making even relatively elaborate skates was not a particularly complicated project and that even 
children could do it.

The crude perforator found in an oven at the medieval levels seems to have been used briefly, in 
an expedient manner. Thus, little energy was expended on its manufacture. In the absence o f more 
data from this site or others from the same time period, it is impossible to say whether this type of 
tool was used regularly in early medieval homes. Caprinae tibiae were a relatively common raw 
material in prehistoric tool making and were often used in making similar points that correspond 
to Type 1/3 (“Röhrenspitze”) in Schibler’s Typology.13 Similar Caprine tibia points are known from 
Roman Period Pannónia as w ell.14

Lacking the working end o f the perforated tool, it is impossible to say exactly what it could have 
been used for. The suspension hole together with the surface polish suggests this was a personal 
implement. It is tempting to imagine that this tool was part o f a leather-working tool kit o f  an early 
medieval craftsperson.

4.4.4. Conclusions

Although this is a very small assemblage, comparisons with other contemporary sites allow the 
conclusion that skates were known at this settlement. It is possible that they were relatively important 
during the winter in getting around on the vast, icy surfaces o f the alluvial plain, where all the 
previously mentioned sites were located.

Residents o f small settlements such as this may also have needed to use tools opportunistically in 
certain kinds o f semi-specialized activities aimed at producing their own goods. Net weaving, basket 
making and hide processing are typical crafts in which small bone points have been regularly used.

8 Choyke (1996) Gyoma 133.
9 Radley (1971) 55.
10 Herman (1902) Figures 2-3.
11 Ortutay (1977) 638.
12 Kovács (1908) 19.
13 Schibier (1981) 24.
14 Bíró (1987) 46., Choyke (1989) 623.
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Plate 1: Proximal end of a broken skate made from a horse metacarpus (top);
Dorsal and plantar aspects of the dull, tubular perforator made from a sheep tibia (bottom, left); 

Cortical and medullary aspects of the fragmented “suspended” tool made 
from a cattle metapodium (bottom, right). Photo: Antal Fekete.
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5. THE ARCHAEOBOTANICAL STUDY OF PLANT REMAINS 
FROM THE SARMATIAN PERIOD AND THE ÁRPÁD PERIOD 

RECOVERED AT THE SITE OF END0170

Ferenc Gyulai

5.1. Introduction

Botanical finds from the Carpathian Basin and neighboring countries show that during the Migration 
Period, Roman agriculture was replaced by a more modest form of crop cultivation. Although all 
cultigens from previous periods keep on occurring at the sites, they are found in smaller quantities, 
and in addition the sizes o f their seeds and grains are smaller. Millet, a characteristic cereal of mobile, 
nomadic peoples became one of the most important crops.1 The study o f weed associations based on 
archaeobotanical finds is also indicative o f a decline.2

Romans pursued a high level o f crop cultivation in Pannónia, as is shown by rich assemblages 
of archaeobotanical finds.3 During the Roman Period, an entire series o f new cultivated plant species 
were introduced to the Carpathian Basin.4 During Roman rule in Pannónia, the pollens of numerous 
fruit species (walnut, grapevine) started occurring regularly.5 During the Migration period, on the 
other hand, a decline o f  non-arboreal pollen (NAP) may be observed in Transdanubia, while the 
contribution of oak (Quercus) slightly increases. These phenomena are indicative o f decreasing crop 
cultivation and a decline o f human settlement. A recovery o f cereal and fruit (walnut, grapevine) pollen 
as well as other types o f  non-arboreal pollen may be observed only after 800 A.D. and onwards.

The Great Hungarian Plain is significantly poorer in botanical finds. It may be concluded therefore 
that the agriculture o f the peoples living here must have been different from Roman plant cultivation 
to a considerable extent.

The archaeobotanical finds brought to light during the course o f excavations at the site o f 
END0170 directed by Dénes B. Jankovich in 1987-1990 originates from two different major 
periods. These include the Sarmatian Period (4th-5 th century A.D.) and the Periods o f the Hungarian 
Conquest and of the Árpád Dynasty (10th-1 2 th century A.D.). Eight archaeobotanical samples were 
taken from three Sarmatian features, while another set o f 28 macrobotanical samples were collected 
from five features dated to the Árpád Period. These samples originate from houses and pits of various 
functions. The significance o f this material is enhanced by the fact that very few archaeobotanical 
finds are known from the Period of the Hungarian Conquest and immediately subsequent times.6

5.1.1. P lan t rem ains f r o m  Roman P eriod  Barb aricum

Unfortunately, contemporary literature on the Sarmatian Period offers little information concerning 
the questions about the way o f life pursued by the Sarmatians. Ptolemaeus mentions their towns at

' Wasylikowa et at. (1991).
2 Willerding (1986).
3 Hartyányi — Nováki (1974); Hartyányi -  Nováki -  Patay (1967/68).
4 Gyulai (1988).
5 Zólyomi (1980); Zólyomi — Précsényi (1985).
6 Hartyányi (1983).
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the middle of the 2nd century.7 According to Plinius Secundus,8 Sarmatians consumed a meal made 
from the mixture of millet and horse blood.

Animal bone assemblages from settlements of the Sarmatian Period are indicative o f well- 
developed animal husbandry.9 Remains o f agricultural equipment (for example the sickle fragment 
from Ózd), on the other hand, are very rare.10 On the basis of seed finds associated with Sarmatians 
(Hódmezővásárhely - Solt Pálé and Szalkszentmárton - Dögtemető), in addition to millet they also 
cultivated wheat. While the cultivation o f non-hulled, common wheat (Triticum aestivum) was 
practiced in Pannónia, Sarmatians grew hulled emmer (T. turgidum subsp. dicoccum). Plant remains 
recovered from settlements dated to the late Imperial Period in the Northern Hill Region (Garadna, 
Szilvásvárad - Sportpálya, Szirmabesenyő - Sajóparti homokbánya) also indicate that in that area no 
change had taken place since prehistoric times. It is interesting that barley was found exclusively at 
the site o f  Szirmabesenyő - Sajóparti homokbánya, where rye remains were also found. Non-hulled 
millet grain came to light at the sites o f Földeák, Garadna, and Hódmezővásárhely. A textile imprint 
found at Isaszeg is indicative of the possibility that linen was also cultivated. Of special value are 
macrobotanical finds characteristic of weed associations (palaeo-biocoenosys) and o f the natural 
vegetation (Arka, Garadna, Szilvásvárad, Szirmabesenyő, Zalkod).

5.1.2. P lant cultivation east o f  the Tisza R iver before th e  H ungarian  C onquest

Relatively little is known of the plant cultivation by Migration Period peoples in the Carpathian 
Basin. The Huns, who settled this area during the middle o f the 5th century, are widely assumed 
to have been a nomadic, war-like group o f people. From the contemporary descriptions by rhetor 
Priscos, we know that their principal food was composed o f millet, and that their drinks were made 
from barley.11 Chinese chroniclers such as Yen S-ku and Chan-su gave accounts o f the economy 
o f Asiatic Huns.12 These historical sources, as well as settlement excavations have revealed that 
in the areas occupied by Huns they not only kept large domesticated animals (especially horses, 
cattle and sheep) but also cultivated the land. During the course o f excavations at the earthworks of 
Ivolga (3rd- l st century B.C.) a plow, a spade rim, a sickle-shaped iron knife and grain storage pits 
were found.13 In addition to the Chinese-type plow, spade rim, and sickle-shaped iron knife, several 
cereals were identified (Panicum miliaceum, Hordeum vulgare, Triticum aestivum subsp. vulgare, T. 
aestivum  subsp. compactum) as well as grape seeds ( Vitis viniferd). As is well known, rhetor Priscos 
mentioned the barley fields cultivated by Huns in the Great Hungarian Plain, and also noted that they 
liked eating millet meal.

It may be hypothesized that, in addition to Chinese prisoners o f war who may have been brought 
here, certain groups o f  the Huns themselves also took part in land cultivation in the Carpathian Basin. 
The millet, barley and wheat grain recovered unquestionably prove that agriculture was practiced 
here at the time. Although hulled wheats (emmer and einkom) typical of other European finds are 
not known from this period, the occurrence o f more advanced common wheat and dwarf wheat may 
be considered rather surprising. Millet grains have been found in several Hunnic burials in Eurasia,

7 Párducz (1971).
8 Pliny, Nat. hist. 18 , 100.
9 Bökönyi (1968 ).
10 Párducz -  Korek (1958).
11 Harmatta (1 9 5 2 ).
12 Tas kin (1968).
13 Davidova ( 1968).
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such as I ’movaya Pad and Noin-Ula. These facts, as well as the tools recovered shed new light on 
the Hunnic way o f life.14 Nomadic Huns, similar to the Avars who occupied the Carpathian Basin 
subsequently, had arrived in the forested steppe area o f the Great Hungarian Plain with a certain 
knowledge of agriculture.

An iron sickle, the remains o f a small spade and unidentified textile imprints were found in one 
of the Gépid cemeteries at Kiszombor.15 Find materials associated with Gepids that settled east o f  the 
Tisza River are also indicative of a rather sedentary, agricultural way of life.16

Relatively little is known of the lifestyle of the Avars, whose occupation of the Carpathian Basin 
began in 568. In contrast to the large cemeteries, only a few settlements are known from this period. 
Millet is considered to have been the main type of cereal cultivated by the Avars, although this is 
not indisputable evidence of nomadism in and of itself. To our present knowledge, Avars pursued a 
sedentary way of life in which animal husbandry and land cultivation were equally practiced.17

The bones of domestic animals found in the remains of Avar grave goods (numerous bones o f 
domestic hens and some from pigs) are also indicative of more-or-less permanent settlements.18 
Finds brought to light at the site of Dunaújváros were also indicative o f a sedentary way o f life.19 
Unfortunately, the hypothetical role o f lowland cereal cultivation has not yet been reconfirmed by 
evidence from grain finds. Archaeological artifacts recovered from graves (especially iron sickles 
as well as sporadically occurring iron hoes and spades) on the other hand, leave no doubt that land 
cultivation was practiced.20 At the beginning, Avar land cultivators used a lighter version o f the ard, 
equipped with a stemmed blade, which had been known since Roman times. Subsequently, in the 
absence o f costly iron tools, wooden plows were probably used as well.21

Studying late Avar settlement in the Endrőd area, Béla M. Szőke found that Avar populations in 
the Körös River region lived in semi-subterranean dwellings and pursued a sedentary way of life.22 
Considering both pedological and botanical circumstances, he noted that Avar settlements o f the 
8 th—9 th century did not extend beyond the alluvial soils of the southern floodplains, in other words 
the northern edge of the Békés-Csanád loess plateau (loess steppe). All this shows that the formerly 
nomadic population adopted a sedentary lifestyle and practiced agriculture on fertile soil.23

There are only very few Migration Period archaeobotanical remains known from Eastern 
Hungary. In addition, some of the rare plant finds have been lost forever in the absence o f proper 
archaeobotanical treatment. Hazel nut shells were reported from an AD 3rd—4th Gépid grave at 
Kisvárda - Darusziget.24 Millet was an important bread cereal during the Avar Period as well, as is 
shown by carbonized grain remains from the cemetery o f Szirák.25 We feel that the seeds o f field

14 Berenová (1986).
15 Csal lány (1961).
16 Müller (1982).
17 Kollautz -  Miyakawa (1970).
'8 Bökönyi (1968); Matolcsi (1968).
19 Bóna (1971).
20 Fettich (1964); Korek (1943).
21 Müller (1982).
22 Szőke (1980).
23 Szőke (1980).
24 Hartyányi — Nováki -  Pat ay (1967/68).
25 Hampel {1897).
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bindweed (Convulvulus arvensis) found in Avar graves at the sites of Szőreg and Vác - Kavicsbánya 
were o f  cultic significance.26

Pollen research in the area of Lake Balaton27 has reconfirmed the aforementioned observations. 
In comparison with the Roman Period, the contributions o f pollen from cereals and Chenopodiaceae 
(indicative of human occupation) decreased. Noteworthy change could be detected only in samples 
following the 800s A.D., when the quantities o f  these plants again start to increase. Declining oak 
(Quercus) and increasing non-arboreal (NAP) pollen counts are indicative o f permanent settlements, 
increasing sedentism and the expansion o f the cultivation of arable land.

Botanical finds from neighboring countries also show that during the Migration Period, Roman 
agriculture was replaced by a more modest form of crop cultivation. Although all cultigens from 
previous periods keep on occurring at sites, they are found in smaller quantities, and in addition the 
sizes o f  their seeds and grains are smaller. Millet, a characteristic cereal o f mobile, nomadic peoples 
became one of the most important crops.

5.1.3. Plant cultivation by  the con qu erin g  H ungarians

In the case of the conquering Hungarians, it was believed for a long time, that they had been nomadic 
pastoralists, who had made land cultivation the duty o f their conquered peoples.28 However, the 
re-evaluation of contemporary Arabic and Byzantine sources as well as analyses o f Finno-Ugric, 
Turkic and Slavic loanwords in the Hungarian language have gradually modified this general view 
on the way of life lead by the conquering Hungarians.29 According to Zichy,30 Hungarians pursued 
animal husbandry o f large livestock, but were already familiar with crop cultivation in the area 
known as Levedia. They developed sedentary lifestyles, and it is possible that they were familiar with 
viniculture and fruit cultivation as well.

On the basis o f the archaeological data, László31 refuted the nomadic character of the conquering 
Hungarians. In the opinion of Mesterházy,32 following the Conquest Period, the majority o f Hungarians 
turned to sedentism, lived in villages and practiced both agriculture and animal husbandry. On the 
basis of plow finds33 and the remains o f  iron tillage equipment,34 Balassa and Müller have both 
concluded that the land cultivation skills o f the conquering Hungarians were no less developed than 
those of the peoples encountered in the Carpathian Basin. Erdélyi,35 on the other hand, considered 
the conquering Hungarians a semi-nomadic group of people, devoted to animal husbandry, but who 
were also familiar with agriculture and lived in permanent winter habitations.

26 Field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis) seeds might have been put into Avar graves for mortuary ritual 
purposes explored in Szőreg and Vác-Kavicsbánya (Hartyányi -  Nováki -  Patay op. cit.). In one grave at the 
Budakalász Avar graveyard, field bindweed seeds were found in great numbers -  stored. The appearance of 
field bindweed seeds in such large amounts indicates a yet unknown but necessarily special burial custom. 
Similar finds (c.f. bindweed seeds) are only found with the conquering Hungarians at the Káli graveyard. 
In another Avar graveyard in Gerjén-Várad, carbonised oak acoms were observed around the skulls in 
several graves.

27 Zólyomi (1971); (1980).
28 Sebestyén (1930)
29 Gyulai (1987).
30 Zichy (1939).
31 László (1944).
32 Mesterházy (1967).
33 Balassa (1973).
34 Müller (1982).
35 Erdélyi (1986).
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Bálint36 found numerous features in common between the steppes o f Eastern Europe and those 
o f the Great Hungarian Plain. He noted that most settlements from the Árpád Period are located 
in the forest-steppe environments of the Carpathian Basin. Referring to Glaser37 and Molnár38 he 
asserts that “the climate in Hungary corresponds to that o f the forest steppe in the Ukraine (the 
Voronhiez-Kuybishev-Novgorod line)”. Phytogeographical research, however, has shown that this 
holds true only for the Nyírség region in the northeastern section of the Great Hungarian Plain. The 
Körös river region, on the other hand, is more similar to the Pontic steppe zone. This question is 
further complicated by the fact that distinctions should be made between forest steppe and steppe 
vegetations that develop on sandy, loess and obdurate loam soils respectively.

Having studied the burials o f the conquering Hungarians, Bálint also arrived at another important 
conclusion. While graves o f the leading social strata and middle classes (the so-called “Hampel A” 
type of burial) were predominantly located in the sandy, steppe-like regions o f the Carpathian Basin, 
the graves of commoners (“Hampel B” type of burial) were concentrated in areas covered by loamy 
loess soils. Therefore he concluded that the leading and middle classes settled in the area between the 
Danube and Tisza rivers, the Nyírség and the Mezőföld regions as well as the Little Hungarian Plain 
because they were the most reminiscent of their previous habitation areas in the transitional zone 
between the steppe and forest steppe belts. This natural environment guaranteed the continuity o f 
their pastoral, even militaristic way of life. Common people, on the other hand, preferred loamy loess 
areas east of the Tisza and west of the Danube rivers and the forests of the floodplain. In addition to 
animal husbandry, land cultivation could also be successfully practiced in these natural habitats.39

The area between the Danube and Tisza rivers, as well as the Nyírség and Deliblat regions are 
the most extensive sandy regions in Hungary. Both botanical and historical research shows that these 
areas were only turned into “anthropogenic deserts” by the time of the late Middle Ages. Previously, 
they were covered by gallery forests, shrubland and sandy soil forests. Archaeological sites from the 
1st-1 0 th centuries A.D. also offer evidence that these areas could by no means have been desolated. 
In any case, sandy steppe areas have always been suited at least for the purposes of extensive animal 
husbandry.40 The majority o f southern Hungary, and especially of the Great Hungarian Plain, was 
either periodically or permanently covered by water, due to the varying water levels of the rivers. 
The marshland created in this way not only offered a refuge for new settlers, but was also extensively 
exploited by them. The cultivation o f arable land must have been known to the conquering Hungarians 
as well. According to Balassa,41 they used ards, but also adopted more advanced plows under Slavic 
cultural influence.42

As far as the conquering Hungarians themselves were concerned, their economy may be best 
characterized as “semi-nomadic”. This may equally include mobile pastoralism and a limited extent 
o f tillage and plant cultivation. Their lands were tilled using ards with stemmed iron blades, although 
more developed forms of furrow plows were known as well. Evidence from burials suggests that 
cereals were harvested using sickles. From the 10th century onwards a new tool for fodder production 
appeared, a short scythe that at that time had a broad blade 43 However, only very few archaeobotanical 
finds indicate the cultivation o f legumes and viniculture.

36 Bálint (1980).
37 Glaser ( 1937).
38 Molnár (1953).
39 Bálint (1980).
40 Szabadfalvy (1970).
41 Balassa (1973).
42 Müller (1982).
43 Müller (1982).
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5.1.4. P lant finds f r o m  the Period o f  th e  H ungarian  C onquest an d  the Á rp á d  Period

According to researchers involved in the investigation o f past Hungarian plant cultivation practices, 
the most important cereal remained millet throughout the Migration, Conquest and Árpád Periods. 
Consequently, millet meal, also known as kasha, must have been a common staple. Both historical and 
linguistic data confirm that it was this cultivated cereal species that most consistently accompanied 
the history of the Hungarians. Although millet had been known in the Carpathian Basin as early as 
the Neolithic Era, its consistent cultivation could be documented only following the Bronze Age. 
It is probable that Hungarians were already familiar with this bread cereal during the Finno-Ugric 
phase o f their history, as is also shown by the Finno-Ugric origins of the word in Hungarian. Even 
today, the modem Hungarian term for millet {köles) stands for “flour” of “meal” in the related Vogul 
language.

There are very few  seed remains directly relevant to the Period of the Hungarian Conquest. They 
include the grave finds o f a high ranking conqueror discovered in the Zemplén region. This burial 
assemblage contained grains of millet as well. Carbonized grain finds from a house at the 10th— 11th 
century settlement o f  Keszthely - Halászcsárda and from 11th century graves found next to the church 
o f Esztergom - Kovácsi are indicative o f non-specific varieties o f wheat. One o f the graves at the 11th 
century cemetery at Biharkeresztes-Ártánd-Nagyfarkasdomb yielded grain from common wheat.

During the early phase of the Árpád Period, millet maintained its leading role among cereals. This 
holds especially true for the Great Hungarian Plain. During the course of excavations at the 10th-1 3 th 
century village o f Kardoskút, cereal grains were found mixed within the charred straw below one of 
the ovens. In terms o f  the number o f identifiable finds, millet was of greatest importance, followed 
by wheat. Rye (Secale cereale) stood at the bottom of this list of cereals. Settlement excavations at 
the 11th—13th century village of Tiszaörvény brought to light quantities of millet hulls in the comer 
o f one of the houses. Contextual evidence is indicative of the possibility that these remains were 
part of a grain supply storage area. O f the typical weeds associated with the cultivation of millet, 
the seeds of redshank (Polygonum persicaria), fat hen {Chenopodium album), field pepperwort 
(Lepidium campestre), knotgrass (.Polygonum aviculare) and flower-of-an-hour (.Hibiscus trionum) 
were separated from  the hulls. This weed flora is indicative o f a spring sowing. It also shows that the 
arable land was located in the proximity o f ruderal areas of average production capacity. Harvesting 
was carried out at a low level above ground, possibly using a scythe.

Only sporadic finds of barley (Hordeum vulgare) are available from this period. During the 11th 
century renovation o f  the Early Christian cella trichora in Pécs, a plastering mixed with plant material 
was used as a substrate for wall paintings. This substance contained calcinated hull fragments of 
barley.

Comparing the earliest archaeobotanical finds from the period following the Hungarian Conquest, 
one may conclude that millet was o f fundamental importance in the Great Hungarian Plain, while 
common wheat and rye dominated in Transdanubia, i.e. the area of western Hungary. On the other 
hand, cereal finds recovered during the course o f excavations o f later, 12th—13th century settlements 
in the Great Hungarian Plain became increasingly similar to those known from Transdanubia, both in 
tenns of species composition and the ranking of the cereals cultivated. This may be interpreted as due 
to the modernization of sowing materials that brought about a qualitative change in crop cultivation. 
The production o f  common wheat and rye, cereals of great nutritive value, became widespread in the 
Carpathian Basin. Significant quantities o f carbonized common wheat and smaller amounts of rye 
were found in the cemetery at Cegléd - Madarászhalom dated to the early phase of the Árpád Period. 
However, no m illet came to light at this site. These grain deposits were carefully cleaned, the seeds of
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corncockle {Agrostemma githago) and pepperwort (Lepidium sp.) occurred only sporadically in the 
sample. Cereal hull remains were also recovered from the fragments of wattle and daub found in a 
pit dated to the Árpád Period at the site of Doboz - Hajdúirtás. Although these archaeobotanical finds 
were not identifiable to a species, the complementary evidence o f diasporae i.e. scattered remains 
from bedstraw (Galium sp.) and brome (Bromus sp.) suggest that these hull remains belonged to fall 
cereals.

Eleventh century archaeobotanical finds from the western and northern sections of the Carpathian 
Basin are characterized by cereal species with longer growing seasons and o f greater nutritive values. 
These cereals required a higher level of agricultural technology and continuous caretaking. The 
composition o f cereals species identified is similar to that of archaeobotanical assemblages known 
from western Europe at the same time. This is not an accident, since these samples were taken 
from sites at early administrative centers, bailiffs’ seats, castles and monasteries. The quantitative 
comparison between various cereals recovered at the bailiff’s castle in Sopron shows the predominance 
o f common wheat. It is followed by rye, while millet occurred only sporadically in the material. 
The following weeds could be identified at this site: corncockle {Agrostemma githago), field cow- 
wheat (Melampyrum arvense), knotgrass {Polygonum aviculare), redshank {Polygonum persicaria), 
field bindweed {Convolvulus arvensis), hemlock {Conium maculatum), annual woundwort {Stachys 
annua), charlock {Sinapis arvensis), spring wild oat {Avena fatua) and fat hen (Chenopodium sp.). 
On the basis of these plants one may conclude that fall (common wheat, rye) and spring (barley 
and millet) cereals were equally cultivated. Arable lands must have had average water supplies and 
their soil was rich in plant nutrients. Seeds of the aforementioned weeds also suggest that they were 
harvested at a low level above ground, possibly using a scythe.

Excavations at the bailiff’s castle in Hont brought to light a layer o f carbonized cereal grain. In 
addition to common wheat, the samples available for study contained small amounts of rye and a 
high level contamination by weeds. Especially high numbers o f corncockle seeds were recovered. 
Smaller but significant quantities of cleavers {Galium cf. aparinae) and rye brome {Bromus secalinus) 
remains were also identified. The rest o f the weeds recognized included redshank (?) and bristle-grass 
{Setaria sp.), these latter, however, occurred only sporadically.

By this time, the cultivation o f legumes with high plant protein content also became popular. 
This is clearly shown by the remains o f lentils {Lens culinaris) and lentil-vetch {Vicia sativa var. 
lentisperma), identified in the fragment of a bowl recovered during the course o f excavations at the 
9th— 11 th century settlement of Visegrád - Várkert dűlő. We also consider field pea {Pisum elatius) 
a weed that coexisted with the aforementioned legumes. Seeds hoarded for either consumption or 
sowing also contained significant quantities of weed remains, such as the seeds o f spring wild oat 
{Avena fatua), corncockle {Agrostemma githago), false cleavers {Galium spurium) and redshank 
{Polygonum persicaria). O f these weeds, wild spring oats were the most common source o f  
contamination. The high number o f seeds from hemp {Cannabis sativa) must have resulted from 
gathering and hoarding.

No ancient types o f hulled wheat, characteristic o f earlier archaeological periods, have been 
encountered at any of these sites. O f the wheat species, only naked common wheat {Triticum aestivum  
subsp. vulgare) and similarly non-hulled dwarf wheat {Triticum aestivum subsp. compactum) were 
cultivated. In contrast to hulled species o f wheat (einkom - Triticum monococcum subsp. monococcum, 
emmer - Triticum turgidum subsp. Dicoccum  and sporadic remains of spelt - Triticum aestivum 
subsp. spelta) that had been cultivated in the Carpathian Basin previously, naked wheats required a 
higher level o f agricultural technology. This shows that, at least to a limited extent, the conquering 
Hungarians must have known and consumed common wheat. If they imported any seeds with them,
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it must have been that o f naked wheat representing a higher level of development. No remains of 
oats (Avena sativa) were found in samples from the period that followed the Hungarian Conquest, 
although familiarity with this useful cereal cannot be ruled out. Even if oats were cultivated, however, 
its amount must have been insignificant. According to the evidence of contemporary documents, the 
importance of oats increased only after the 13th century.

Medieval yields o f the aforementioned cereals are unknown. Nevertheless, certain conclusions 
can be drawn considering the development o f medieval cultivation utilizing the plow and 16th century 
yields reconstructed on the basis of documentary evidence. Wheat produced yields three times greater 
than the number of seeds sown. The yields o f  barley and rye were two and fivefold respectively. 
Similar to wheat, oats also yielded only three times the number o f seeds sown. During the period 
under discussion here, m ean yields must have been even lower than the aforementioned quantities.

The gradual expansion o f  plant cultivation is also shown by palynological data. The contribution 
of cereals further increased in the Balaton region during the Period of the Hungarian Conquest, and 
this tendency is closely correlated with an increase in the number of settlements. This latter trend 
is also supported by an increase in the pollen o f ruderalia such as fat hen (Chenopodiaceae). The 
quantity o f cereal pollen increased by a factor o f  seven (!) between the 8th and 11th—12th centuries. In 
relation to this increase, the contribution o f non-arboreal pollen (NAP) also doubled. The quantity 
of walnut pollen also increases following the turn o f the millennium and thus it coincides with the 
well-documented establishment of vineyards. The gradual expansion of steppe vegetation is clearly 
illustrated by the fact that the amount o f wormwood (Artemisia sp.) pollen doubles in comparison to 
previous times.44 In Hungarian forests, walnut and sour cherry grow wild, without human interaction, 
as do apple, pear, plum and hazel nut. Prior to the 13th century, fruit production was largely limited 
to the gathering of these latter, spontaneously growing species. It was only later that orchards were 
established in the newly formed inner yards o f  peasant households. The sparse fruit remains from the 
Árpád Period include a carbonized peach stone (Primus persica) from a grave near the Romanesque 
church at Esztergom - Kovácsi and fragmentary shells from walnuts (Juglans regia) found inside one 
of the houses at the 10th— 11th century settlement of Keszthely - Halászcsárda. These finds indicate 
that, even if rarely, m ore uncommon fruits were also cultivated.

The Hungarian word for grapes {szőlő) is of Bulgarian origins. From the 11th century onwards, 
an increasing number o f  documents mention vineyards, viniculture and orchards. These vineyards 
and orchards belonged to either monasteries or early landed estates. Since most hills and slopes in the 
country were covered by woodlands, the first vineyards must have been predominantly established 
in deforested areas.

Seed finds are also known from graves dated to the Period of the Hungarian Conquest. Seeds 
o f field bindweed (Convulvulus arvensis) were found in one of the graves at the cemetery of Kál. 
Another grave excavated at the site o f Hajdúdorog - Kati dűlő yielded quantities o f caper spurge 
{Euphorbia lathyris) mixed with scattered seeds from fat hen and common Saint John’s wort 
{Hypericum perforatum). One cannot rule out the possibility that these seeds were placed in the 
grave beside the deceased or around the skull for ritual purposes. Since caper spurge is known to 
have been cultivated in gardens as a laxative and common Saint John’s wort is a frequently gathered 
relaxant and all purpose medicinal herb, it is possible that these archaeobotanical remains illustrate 
an intimate knowledge of the local flora by the Hungarian ancestors.

44 Zólyomi (1980).
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5.2. T h e  e n v ir o n m e n t  o f  th e  s ite

5.2.1. The botanical study of the site’s environment

In a botanical sense, the Körös River region covers the floodplains of the two branches o f the Berettyó 
and the three branches of the Körös rivers in combination with the areas called the Small and Great 
Sárrét (“Mudfields”). The surface is variable, including diluvial loess, alluvial meadow clay, peat 
(Sárrét) and numerous saline areas. Remains o f the ancient flora are best represented by oak and ash 
(Fraxinus sp.) gallery forests along the rivers. Loess plains, on the other hand, have disappeared in 
their original forms due to the cultivation o f arable lands. Their characteristic plant species, however, 
may still be found in hedges, along the sides o f railroad tracks etc.

The site’s environment is characterized by meadow and marshland soils.45 Pécsi, Somogyi 
and Jakucs46 described this area as a “continental forest steppe plain with regulated floodplains 
and flat, elevated floodplains with an anthropogenic steppe character”. Additional floodplain areas 
with a meadow chernozem cover occur in the area between the Körös and Maros rivers. The type 
o f  landscape south of the site was characterized as an extensive surface o f “chernozem previously 
formed in a forest steppe environment”.

It is worth looking up information about our site on the valuable map entitled “The Natural 
Vegetation Cover of Hungary”, compiled by Bálint Zólyomi.47 Endrőd falls within the Körös region, 
characterized by Fraxino pannonicae-Quercetum roboris associations o f floodplain gallery forests 
and marshland. North of the site, large areas o f soloniets and saline flora developed in the place o f 
the former floodplain vegetation. Toward the south, the loess plain vegetation o f the area between 
the Tisza, Körös and Maros rivers characterizes the landscape. It includes lowland brush vegetation 
with patches o f oak.

Prior to river regulation and drainage, extensive low lying areas in the Körös River region 
(between the branches of the Körös and Berettyó rivers, as well as the peat bogs and wet meadows 
o f the Small and Great Sárrét regions) were under water cover. They formed very variable habitats 
in which wetlands characterized by reed grass, reeds, marshland, tall sedge and swampy meadows 
alternated.48 However, today the former extents o f these vegetation types are marked only by dense 
and obdurate meadow soils and patches of peat formation. Even these are part o f cultivated land, 
similar to the areas o f former gallery forests and hayfields created through deforestation. Remains o f 
the gallery forests have only survived in the environs of Körösladány, Sarkad and Doboz. Elsewhere 
only patches o f hayfields and single trees remind us of the original landscape. Saline meadow soils, 
meadow soloniets and steppe meadow soloniets soils of the periodically flooded, higher areas 
are characterized by salt tolerant flora. Willow bushes as well as deteriorating gallery forests o f 
willow and poplar grew along the riverbanks. Only a few of the hardwood gallery forests in the high 
floodplains have survived (for example the Sarkad-Remete-Woods and Gyulavár Woods), although 
these forests formed the climactic49 associations o f floodplain vegetation. A transect prepared by

45 Stefanovits (1975).
46 Pécsi -  Somogyi -  Jakucs (1975).
47 Zólyomi (1981).
48 Pécsi (1969).
49 Climax, in an ecological sense, refers to the stage in the development of a plant community during which 

it remains stable under the prevailing environmental conditions.
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Simon50 shows the spatial distribution of floodplain associations in the Szanazug region located at 
the confluence of the Black and White Körös rivers. Moving from the open waters toward the high 
ground the following vegetation was recorded on the left bank: willow bushes, gallery forests of 
willow and poplar and finally elm-ash-oak gallery forests. The right bank, on the other hand, was 
covered by willow bushes and floodplain grassland and hayfields created by deforestation. Gallery 
forest associations characterized by hardwood (Fraxino pannonicae - Ulmetum) have rich foliage 
and undergrowth. Their underlying grass vegetation is also rich. The oak forest that adapted to 
saline soils (Galatello-Quercetum roboris) near Fás is characterized by continental and termophilous 
species. Clearings in saline forests soils develop into saline forest meadows (Peucedano-Galatelletum 
punctati). These areas then easily turn into saline grassland (Achilleo-F'estucetum pseudovinae) and 
saline wasteland characterized by wormwood (Artemisio-Festucetum pseudovinae). It is for this 
reason that the herbarium compiled by István Koren during the second half o f the last century is of 
special importance. This collection of dried plants, mounted on 6,500 sheets o f paper and classified 
systematically includes, for example, valuable species of clary (Salvia nutans) and bugle (Ajuga 
laxmannii) characteristic of the loess plains in the region of the town of Szarvas.51

Rich hygro- and mesophilous plant associations of the Körös River region consist of 
predominantly European flora elements. Aside from these species, weed associations characteristic of 
saline wasteland also include continental, Ponto-Mediterranean, Eastern-Mediterranean and Eastern 
Balcanic/Southwest Asian plant species.

The archaeological site under discussion here lay at the interface between the southern edge of the 
Körös River region and the northern border o f the Békés-Csanád loess plateau. The approximately 
5,000 km2 area o f the Békés-Csanád loess plateau located in the area enclosed by the Maros, Tisza 
and Körös rivers is a non-flooded loess area covered by alkaline meadow soils with some patches of 
saline soils. The area adjacent to this plateau (the northwestern wing of the alluvial deposit created by 
the Maros River) has a thick covering o f so-called infusion loess. The natural vegetation of loess soils 
is of a forest-steppe type which represents a transition between forest and steppe floras. High loess 
plateaus are covered by light brown meadow soils as well as their degraded, leached forms. Leaching 
may be attributed to former flood activity. At a time when water supplies were better than today, this 
area was forested. Today significant areas are covered by so-called soloniets soils that have high clay 
content and are saline. From a climatic point o f view, this area is an extreme section of the Great 
Hungarian Plain with a markedly continental climate. This is manifested in the extreme temperature 
differences between winter and summer months and the very low, 500 mm, annual precipitation, as 
well as how this small amount of precipitation is distributed.

The plain located between the Körös and Maros rivers is a low lying area characterized by high 
water levels. Two thirds of the original vegetation was formed by saline meadow vegetation. During 
the Bükk I climatic period the forest-steppe zone slowly turned into an anthropogenic grassland area. 
It was the natural vegetation of fertile loess plateaus that were burnt up and plowed. On the basis of 
theoretical considerations it may be hypothesized that gallery forests in the floodplains of the Körös 
River region were not in direct contact with the steppe meadows of loess plateaus. It is possible that 
a transitional zone o f loosely overgrown shrubby forest existed between them. Fragments of common 
oak forests on saline soils mixed with Tartarian maple (Peucedano-Quercetum roboris tibescente) 
can be found even today on the loess plateaus elevated above saline soloniets areas (for example in

50 Simon (1969).
51 Almádi (1962).
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the environs o f Újkígyós). This plant association is one of the earliest, representing the Boreal phase 
on slightly saline soils in the proximity of floodplains.52

Remains o f the steppe meadow on loess plateaus survived only in hedges between lots o f  arable 
land and in smaller grassland zones. The clarification of the species composition of former steppe 
meadows was greatly helped by coenological surveys. This research has shown that the loess plateaus 
were covered by steppe meadows of a continental, Pontic-Pannonian character. Since forest-steppe 
species occurred in these associations frequently, one may conclude that these loess steppe meadows 
were made more variable by patches o f bushes and smaller forests.

5.2.2. The natural landscape of the Great Hungarian Plain

The Great Hungarian Plain lies in the Pannonicum province of the Holarctic flora empire, located in 
the southeastern section of the Central European flora territory. The flora east of the Tisza River does 
not exactly correspond to the geographical unit known as the “Trans-Tiscia” region that includes 
the areas of the Tisza and Maros rivers as well as Transylvania. This definition covers only the 
anthropogenic landscape on the left bank of the Tisza River, characterized predominantly by obdurate, 
loamy soils.53 This area, the Tisza flora region,54 was called Crisicurn by Rapaics, who defined its 
western border as the Újszász-Szeged Divide.55 According to Soó56 the flora region stretching on the 
left bank of the Tisza River is bordered by the Nyírség flora region (Samicum ; that is the sandy areas 
o f Nyírség), and the Bükk and Mátra chapters of the Mátra flora region (Matricám) in the north. The 
western border is formed by the sandy areas of the Danube-Tisza interfluvial region (Praematricum). 
The southern edge is defined by the Titel (Titelicum) and Deliblat (Deliblaticum) sandy wastelands. 
Finally, the eastern border is provided by the Transylvanian flora region (Transsilvanicum).

This extensive area is uniform in terms of its natural geography. It includes the tributaries o f  the 
Tisza River (especially branches of the Körös River, hence the name Crisicurn) and the loess plateaus 
between them. Today, the overwhelming majority o f this area is being utilized as agricultural land. 
Nevertheless, on the basis of surface phenomena, pedological characteristics and natural vegetation 
cover (minor differences in the flora), it may be sub-divided into smaller units as follows: 1. the area 
between the Sajó and Zagyva rivers (Jászság and Mátraalja), 2. Hortobágy and Nagykunság (the 
Tisza floodplain area between Tokaj and Szolnok), 3. the Körös River region, 4. the Maros River 
region, 5. the Tisza River region (between Szolnok and Szeged).

The number o f floral and non-floral plant species with vascular systems in the Great Hungarian 
Plain is 1,245 (including indigenous, adventive and mixed species). When subspecies are added, this 
count increases to 1,285, while the exclusion of hybrids (80) leads to a decline to 1,165. Adventive 
species that are found only temporarily (60) and those found only along the border areas o f the territory 
under discussion here (38) have not been included in this inventory. The number o f miscellaneous 
species is 30.

52 Szújkómé-Lacza (1991).
53 Soó (1938).
54 Tuzson (1915).
55 Rapaics (1930).
56 Soó (1938).
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The distribution of floral elements (after Soó):57

Cosmopolitan and adventive 140 11.9%
European (Holarctic, Eurasian, Eurosiberian) 597 50.3 %
Central-European 62 5.9 %
Continental (Pontic, Sarmatian etc.) 132 11.3 %
Ponto-Mediterranean 100 8.5 %
Mediterranean 90 7.7 %
Atlantic 10 0.9 %
Illyrian (Western Balcanic) 8 0.7 %
Moesian (Eastern Balcanic) 13 1.1 %
Boreal 1 0.1 %
Pannonian (endemic) 22 1.9%
Alpine elements - -

Three climatic zones m eet in the Carpathian Basin. These include the Central European climate 
(with Alpine influences on the west), the continental climate in the northeast and the sub-Mediterranean 
climate in the south (dominating the majority o f  the Great Hungarian Plain). The zones o f vegetation 
clearly reflect the climatic effects relevant to this sub-division. In the northeast (the Nyírség region), the 
composition of the fundamentally forest-steppe vegetation in the Great Hungarian Plain corresponds 
to that o f the Ukrainian forest-steppe belt. The vegetation in the rest o f the Great Hungarian Plain 
shows similarities to the Pontic steppe belt. The vegetation in saline wastelands in the Great Hungarian 
Plain is related to plant associations of the semi-arid habitats in the Pontic region. Rapaics, however, 
disputed this view,58 and criticized earlier work by Kemer who, adopting Engler’s position elevated 
the Great Hungarian Plain to the rank o f the “ Pontic Flora Empire”.59 According to Rapaics, local 
soil formations in the Great Hungarian Plain (desolated wasteland, arable land, marshland) may be 
detected in the differences of soil climate. This, however, does not mean that the climate itself is 
Pontic, even if similarities can be detected due to the aforementioned geographical reasons. Having 
completed his studies, Rapaics concluded that the wasteland and dwarf forest vegetation in the 
Great Hungarian Plain are anthropogenic formations. He used iconographic and archival evidence to 
show the former presence o f woodland in the Great Hungarian Plain. According to data in historical 
documents, the majority o f forests existed in the Körös River region.60

The map showing climatic zones in the vegetation cover of Hungary was compiled on the basis 
of the so-called Gaussen-Walter climatic diagrams.61 Considering the distributions o f temperature 
and precipitation shown in this map, the forest-steppe vegetation east o f the Tisza River looks indeed 
more sub-Mediterranean than continental. This leads to similarities between this area and the Pontic 
region. The zones were further refined by the introduction of the so-called semi-aridity index by 
Borhidi.62 This index expresses the ratio between dry and humid periods on a scale between 1 and 5. 
By these criteria, the archaeological site under discussion here falls within the semi-humid/semi-arid 
zone of “forested wasteland”, while the broader area itself (stretching between the middle of the area

57 Soó (1938).
58 Rapaics (1918).
59 Kerner (1863).
60 Rapaics (1918).
61 Borhidi (1961); Pécsi (1989).
62 Borhidi (1961).
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between the Danube and Tisza rivers and the region defined by the Körös and Maros rivers) falls 
within the group of “dry forested wastelands with long and heavy summer droughts”.

In short, the Great Hungarian Plain lies in the forest steppe zone from the viewpoint o f flora 
zones and thus shows similarities to the steppe zone in Southern Russia.63 The Békés-Csanád loess 
plateau is an exception as a genuinely grassland area with some forest cover. The forest-steppe zone 
is characterized by a continental climate: the summer is dry and warm, the fall is short while the 
winter is cold. The annual precipitation does not reach 400 mm. The patches of steppe are rich in 
fescue species (Festuca sulcata, Festuca pseudovina, Festuca valesiaca), while the most commonly 
occurring sedge species is Carex humilis. Additional, commonly encountered species include those 
of the Allium-, Colchicum-, Paeonia-, Adonis genera. In addition to tall grass, patches o f oak forest 
also grow in the chernozem soils of the gallery forest steppe environment. Common oak (Quercus 
robur) is a typical arboreal species in these loci. In some places, oak forests are mixed with Tartarian 
maple (Acer tataricum), smooth-leafed elm (Ulmus minor) and sometimes small-leafed lime (Tilia 
cordata). Crab apple (Malus silvestris), wild pear (Pyrus pyraster) and hawthorn (Crataegus sp.) 
grow in the forests’ edge. Bird cherry (Padus avium) also occurs in humid areas. The undergrowth is 
characterized by lily of the valley (Convallaria majalis). Forests of common pine (Pinus silvestris) 
also live here. Characteristic arboreal species in the gallery forests stretching along riverbanks 
include common ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and common oak (Quercus robur), common alder (Alnus 
glutinosa) and white willow (Salix alba).

The Great Hungarian Plain includes areas with clay, loess and sandy soils, and has predominantly 
become an anthropogenic landscape transformed by agricultural activity. The former vegetation has 
only survived sporadically in hedges and slopes, sometimes in isolated patches. Thus, for example in 
Békés county, remains of the original loess steppe vegetation may be found that has characteristics of 
the steppes in Southern Russia and in the Transylvanian Basin. These include the Transylvanian adonis 
(Adonis transsilvanicus) and swinging clary (Salvia nutans). Similarly, once widely spread Tartarian 
maple/oak associations as well as plants of the forested-steppe can only be found sporadically. The 
forested-steppe in its original form survived only in the northern section o f the area east o f the Tisza 
River (Kerecsend, Ujszentmargita). Gallery forests grew along the rivers, while the areas between 
them were covered by sand dunes, as well as wasteland covered by loess or saline soil. In some 
places, the remains of the once extensive bogs with abundant species may still be found.

Prior to river regulation, drainage work and the extensive exploitation o f meadows, forests and 
forested steppe, the natural vegetation in the area east of the Tisza River was covered by various forms 
o f grassland (sand and loess vegetation, shrubland). Azonal gallery forests grew in the extensive 
floodplains, sometimes alternating with bogs. Saline soils were covered with extrazonal vegetation 
tolerant of high salt content.

Bálint Zólyomi64 carried out botanical surveys in the area of the Tiszafüred irrigation system. 
According to the results of his work, the original natural vegetation survived only in patches. Lower- 
lying areas that have been made flood free, as well as meadow soils with high clay content are now 
cultivated without exception. Only the vegetation of hedges and along railroad tracks bares some 
resemblance to the original vegetation cover. Surviving species of the ancient grassland include 
narrow-leafed meadow grass (Poa angustifolia), Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon), fattened 
meadow-grass (Poa compressa) and white head-flower (Cephalaria transylvanica).

The most characteristic plant species of former grasslands formed on loess plateaus was Tartarian 
sea-kale (Crambe tataria). Unfortunately, it became completely extinct in this region by the middle of

63 Hortobágyi -  Simon (1981).
64 Zólyomi (1945/46).
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the last century. Hairy feather-grass (Stipa capillata) and common meadow-rue (Thalictrum flavum) 
are the remnants of sandy grassland habitats.

Since the cultivation o f arable land has also extended to moderately saline soils, plant species 
o f  the former meadows and pastures have withdrawn to the more heavily saline areas. As a result o f 
river regulation and drainage, the area o f the former marshland vegetation has shrunk to a negligible 
size.

According to observations by Bulla,65 5 3 % of the vegetation in the Great Hungarian Plain is 
composed of Central European flora elements, while another 20% is contributed by eastern elements. 
On the basis of these features, the Great Hungarian Plain may be regarded as the westernmost 
occurrence of Eurasian loess steppes. In his opinion, the conquering Hungarians occupied this 
“parkland steppe” because they saw a guarantee for the continuity o f their previous, traditional 
lifestyle in it. He compiled an expressive list of features characteristic o f the Great Hungarian Plain 
at that time: “...steppe meadows on late Pleistocene loess plateaus, areas with post-glacial sand ridges 
partially covered by sand drifts and parkland forests, oxbows accompanied by marshy woodland, 
huge floodplains with capes, streams and flat areas and meandering floodwaters, swampy edge zones 
and the formation o f fragmentary slopes rich in precipitation as well as ground waters, often covered 
by forests...”

Zoltán66 (1980) emphasized that the ancient grassland in Tatársánc is the remains o f the original 
loess vegetation that covered the southern section o f the Great Hungarian Plain. Volga adonis (Adonis 
volgensis) may still be found in the proximity o f Csorvás. In the expressive description by Rezső 
Soó “the majority o f the Great Hungarian Plain was covered by huge forests: gallery forests on the 
riverbanks, marshland forests in the floodplain, forests and shrubland in the sandy areas. The Great 
Hungarian Plain was characterized by this wooded environment with humid soils in the process of 
slowly drying during the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age cultures (in the Atlantic and sub-Boreal 
Periods). Subsequently, it was replaced by artificially deforested land, rich in meadows and ancient 
pastures. Following Ottoman Turkish occupation in the 16th— 17th century, a predominantly wasteland 
landscape is encountered. Its deforested nature would be justified by neither the climate, nor soil 
conditions.”67

The areas east o f the Tisza River are markedly different from that between the Danube and Tisza 
rivers both in a geological sense and in terms o f climate. While a certain degree o f sub-Mediterranean 
influence may be observed in the sandy areas between the Danube and Tisza rivers, the climate o f the 
alluvial and loess surfaces east of the Tisza River is characteristically continental. In certain sections, 
annual precipitation does not reach 400 mm, which is the minimum humidity required for forest 
formation. The banks of both the Tisza and the branches o f the Körös River are accompanied by a 
relatively broad zone o f soft wood floodplain forests predominantly composed o f willow and poplar. 
The banks themselves are covered by low, spiny-fruited licorice (Glycyrrhiza echinata) bush.

Vegetation types characteristic of saline soils are among the most commonly distributed plant 
associations in areas o f the Great Hungarian Plain located east of the Tisza River. Following river 
regulation as well as the drainage o f floodplains and swamps, saline soils increasingly expanded. 
An accumulation o f sodium salts is characteristic o f saline soils representing the so-called soloniets 
type east of the Tisza River. This type of soil is strongly structured in clay contexts (it is horizontally 
stratified but also tends to crack in vertical columns when dry). Plant associations typical o f saline 
steppe environments cover the greatest area in the Hortobágy section of the Great Hungarian Plain.

65 Bulla (1940).
66 Zoltán (1980).
67 Soó (1931).
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5.2.3. The climatic history of the Great Hungarian Plain during the Migration Period

The climatic history o f the Great Hungarian Plain may be best studied using palynological evidence 
from the Migration Period. In relation to the Alpine Foreland, Firbas called the period that had started 
around 800-600 B.C. the “sub-Atlantic Bükk phase” .68 Zólyomi distinguished between two sub
phases within the sub-Atlantic phase.69 These include the so-called Bükk II phase and the M odem 
Age. The Bükk II phase, which lasted until approximately 1200 A.D., was characterized by a mild 
and relatively dry climate. During the Modem Age (after 1200 A. D.) beech forests shrunk, coniferous 
trees became more common and an anthropogenic steppe environment emerged. This sub-division 
was further refined by palynological research carried out by Járai-Komlódi.70 She could distinguish 
between two additional sub-phases within Bükk II: the first was characterized by rising temperatures, 
while cooling could be observed in a second, late sub-Boreal phase. She also counts a period o f 
sub-Atlantic climatic improvement at the beginning of the Modem Age, followed by a hypothesized 
general cooling between 370 to 106 B.C. She calls the time interval between 370 to 1220 A.D. the 
time of long warming.

At the beginning o f the sub-Atlantic phase, during what is called the Iron Age by archaeologists 
(Pollen zone 10, 800/600 - 100 B.C.), the continental character of the climate became somewhat 
stronger and the water table became lower. This means that the cool and humid but balanced climate 
of the sub-Boreal phase became drier and milder. As a consequence of decreasing precipitation, the 
area occupied by beech forests declined. This phase, therefore, brought about a montane character 
in the vegetation o f extensive, dried-up floodplains. Ancient oak forests o f the Great Hungarian 
Plain were gradually destroyed under the influence of tillage (that is, crop cultivation) and animal 
husbandry respectively. This decline of woodland was especially marked in the Tartarian maple and 
oak (Peucedcmo-Quercetum roboris tibescente) as well as oak and lily o f the valley associations 
('Convallario-Quercetum roboris). The contribution o f NAP (non-arboreal) pollen, especially 
originating from weeds, increased which is indicative of expanding cereal cultivation. The vegetation 
of areas under permanent water cover did not change. The areas of wasteland, on the other hand, 
increased. Due to the drier climate and the withdrawal of woodland areas, chernozem formation 
started in the Great Hungarian Plain.

During the so-called pollen zone X, that is the Modem Age (100 to 1950 A.D.), present-day 
zonal and extra-zonal plant associations as well as soil types developed on the Great Hungarian 
Plain. These included bogs, marshland areas, woodland and meadows alternating with forest-steppe, 
swamp, wet meadow, saline and meadow soils. Under human influence, the oak forest-steppe zone 
of the Great Hungarian Plain turned into an anthropogenic grassland i.e. an agricultural area. The 
previous vegetation survived only in relict areas. Decreasing precipitation is indicated by the natural 
withdrawal o f beech forests and the transformation o f previous forest soils into chernozem.

The water carrying capacity of rivers decreased. Meanwhile the formation o f alluvial deposits 
intensified. Consequently the courses of rivers changed, and their character changed to a metapotamon 
type. Therefore, instead o f cutting new riverbeds, meanders developed. The rivers only emerged out 
o f the depressions between the ancient Holocene terraces during floods, when they inundated primary 
terrace levels. They often destroyed even the edges of the Pleistocene terraces.71

68 Firbas (1949).
69 Zólyomi (1952).
70 Járai-Komlódi (1966).
71 Somogyi (1984).
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5.2.4. The natural landscape of the Great Hungarian Plain during the Late Migration 
Period and the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest

According to the results o f  historical climatology, based on the evaluation of interdisciplinary and 
historical sources, a small climatic optimum occurred during the Middle Ages.72 In the inner areas 
of Eurasia and along the Mediterranean coast this climatic change was manifested in the form of 
decreasing precipitation. A  chronic drought devastated the regions o f Eastern Europe and Inner Asia 
in particular during the 4th and 5th centuries A. D. Since lakes, rivers and pastures dried out, a westward 
m igration of pastoral peoples started. A new drought that occurred between the 7th to 8th centuries 
gave impetus to a second wave of migrations. A similarly serious drought hit the Mediterranean coast 
between the 4th to 9th centuries. The amount o f precipitation rose again only from the 10th century 
onwards. This climatic change was manifested predominantly in increasing temperatures. According 
to lsO measurements a gradual warming, with oscillations o f various sizes, began in the 7th century 
and lasted until the late 12th century. This natural development greatly favored the dissemination of 
agricultural plants.

The time interval between 350 and 700 A.D. (Dunkerk II Stage, Mya Stage) is called the post- 
Roman Period in Hungarian historical climatology.73 The climate turned dry and warm following 
the Roman Period (50 B.C. to 350 A.D.). The global sea levels increased by 1.2-2 m, while an 
approximately 0.5 m decrease occurred in the level of the Caspian Sea.

It has been hypothesized that the climate was continuously dry during the 5th to 8th centuries.74 It 
is possible that this clim atic change is connected with the occurrence o f semi-subterranean dwellings 
w ith interior fireplaces that were characteristic o f this period.75

Conclusions sim ilar to those drawn from historical climatology were also arrived at by the 14C 
calibrated, so-called “malacothermomether” method, developed for the climatological study o f the 
last 30,000 years in the Great Hungarian Plain,76 and the study o f malacofaunal developments in the 
central mountains o f  Hungary.77 Similar results were also obtained by another method, called the 
“vole thermometer” .78

Small rodent species such as the common vole (Microtus arvalis), field vole (Microtus agrestis), 
water voles (Arvicola sp.), forest vole (Myodes glareolus), root vole (Microtus oeconomus), narrow- 
skulled vole (Microtus gregalis) and arctic lemming (Dicrostonyx torquatua) are extremely sensitive 
to temperature change. Their geographical distribution is thus dependent on climate. On the basis 
o f  osteological finds from small rodents, mean July temperatures for the entire Holocene period in 
Hungary could be estimated. Thus, using this “vole thermometer”, actual July mean temperatures can 
be “read” from the vertebrate microfauna. On the basis o f such data, the approximately 15.5°C July 
mean temperature estimated for the Roman Period, started increasing during the Migration Period 
and became more than 1°C higher by the 8th century. Following a short period of stagnation, this 
temperature went up even higher (to 18.8°C) then declined substantially in subsequent periods. The 
peaks in mean July temperature coincide with the warm periods identified by using other scientific 
methods.

72 Ráczi 1993).
73 Kordos( 1982).
74 Schwarzbach (1950).
75 Bóna (1971).
76 Hertelendi -  Sümegi -  Szöör (1991).
77 Fííköh (1990).
78 Kordos (1978).
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Changes in the humidity o f environmental conditions are best shown by the frequency o f bone 
remains from various water voles (Arvicola sp.) also known as “Arvicola humidity”. The minimum 
humidity values in the region under discussion here fall between 500 to 1,000, indicating a relatively 
dry climate on the Great Hungarian Plain.

The warming climate was interrupted by a short period o f cooling between 700 and 800 A.D.79 
This was a time when the global sea level decreased by approximately 1 m, and temperatures in 
northern Europe fell.

It is also worth mentioning here that, according to a personal communication with the late M. 
Füzes, the southern border o f the parkland steppe area located in the central chernozem region, 
stretched further to the south. He explained the gradual translocation of this line to the north by 
deforestation and warming temperatures.

The hydrology of the Great Hungarian Plain during the sub-Atlantic period was also different 
from that of today.80 The banks o f the Tisza River and its tributaries were accompanied by extensive 
floodplain bogs and marshland. Adjacent to the bogs of the Szatmár-Bereg region are the Hortobágy 
and Nagykunság wetlands, the Sárrét areas, depressions inundated by various rivers (Bodrog, Tisza, 
Körös, Maros) as well as other bogs south o f the Maros River. This region could be crossed only 
using the unflooded areas. During the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest approximately 1/8 o f the 
Carpathian Basin (the area of historical Hungary) was either temporarily or permanently covered by 
water. This corresponds to one quarter of present-day Hungary.81 This area has been continuously 
inhabited since Neolithic times. Only the edges o f the areas free o f flooding were fit for the purposes 
o f habitation. The marshland flora and fauna offered a constant supply of nutrients for both people 
and animals. Following waves o f flooding, there was plenty o f grass and drinking water.

The anthropogenic transformation of the Great Hungarian Plain by newly settled populations 
should not be underestimated either.82 Deforestation, the expansion of tillage as well as animal 
trampling related to pasturing have lead to extensive soil erosion. The Tartarian maple and oak 
(Peucedano-Quercetum roboris tibescente) associations of loess plateaus, as well as oak and lily of 
the valley (Convallario-Quercetum roboris) associations of sandy grassland areas that had survived 
previous periods o f deforestation were further destroyed. In contrast to the Boreal phase, sand dune 
formation during the sub-Atlantic period was periodical and affected only relatively smaller areas 
at a time. The forest-steppe habitat gradually turned into an anthropogenic steppe. A large system of 
fortification ditches dug by the Sarmatians, the so-called “Csörsz Ditch” had a significant hydrological 
effect on the landscape that has lasted until today. The Tama and Gyöngyös streams partially flow 
in this depression. Various artificial formations that emerge from the flat natural area (mounds and 
kurgans) serve as special habitats for a variety of plant and animal species.

In Northern Europe, the time of the so-called Medieval Climate Optimum between 800-1200 
A.D. was the warmest period of the last two millennia. This is clearly shown by the stratigraphy o f 
marshes and bogs in Sweden. The level of the Caspian Sea again decreased by another half meter. 
According to Shnitnikov,83 the climate became increasingly humid after 1000 A.D., although this 
trend became characteristic only from the 13th century onwards.

79 Somogyi (1984).
80 Somogyi (1984).
81 Somogyi (1984).
82 Somogyi (1984).
83 Shnitnikov (1984).
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The weather became evidently cooler and rainier by around 1200 A.D. Cool and humid summers 
alternated with extremely cold winters in northwestern Europe. The level of the Caspian Sea increased 
by 2 m. This so-called Early Medieval Cool Period lasted until the 1450’s.

Palynological studies were also carried out in the proximity o f the END0170 site. In 1987, the site 
o f Gyoma 133 was excavated within the “Békés County Micro-region Project” o f the Archaeological 
Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. During the course of these excavations, pollen 
samples were gathered from a well and a house which contained Sarmatian layers as well in their 
stratigraphy.84 Pollen from numerous cereals and weeds, as well as other plants characteristic o f the 
ancient environment was recovered. Agricultural activity by the inhabitants o f this settlement was 
shown by the presence o f pollen from cereal species (barley, wheat), the weeds that had accompanied 
fall and spring cereals and ruderalia. The rich habitat in which this settlement was located is best 
characterized by the pollens indicative of open water, forest edges and pastures (steppe vegetation) 
in the immediate natural environment. The carpological analysis presented below reconfirmed these 
results obtained by pollen analysis methods.

5.3. Materials and Methods

5.3.1. The collection and analysis of archaeobotanical finds

According to Willerding,85 archaeobotanical materials may be classified into two groups, direct and 
indirect finds. Direct finds include organs or parts of organs from ancient plants, which may have 
undergone chemical (for example burning) or biochemical (for example peat formation) processes, 
but due to the favorable circumstances of their deposition, their external morphology or at least 
their tissues have remained sufficiently well preserved for the purpose of comparative studies. These 
analyses may include cytological-microchemical (for example on fibers) or cytological-physical (for 
example studies of fibers in polarized light) procedures for identification.

Most of the archaeobotanical finds may be considered direct. Many of them were deposited as 
the result of both conscious and inadvertent human activity (hoarding, settlement refuse, cleanup 
following fires, rituals and burials). Additional parts of plants may be deposited in deeper soil strata 
as a result of natural processes (wind, water, animal activity). O f the plant remains deposited in this 
manner, seeds and fruits are the most durable. They may be preserved due to a number o f edaphic, 
climatic and biotic factors. Their conservation may be caused by the peat formation process or, more 
rarely, by the presence o f heavy metal ions. They may also be encapsulated in plastering or preserved 
in extremely dry environments (e. g. burial chambers). Most o f them, however, occur in a carbonized 
form.86 Differences in preservation may thus be caused by structural differences between the plants’ 
material, edaphic and climatic factors as well as human activity. The age of the find influences 
preservation as well. Consequently, the preparation and analysis of archaeobotanical samples must 
be carried out in a variety o f ways, using different methods. The majority o f archaeobotanical finds 
recovered at the site o f END0170 were preserved by fire, while a smaller portion was preserved by a 
buildup of humic materials (humification, in other words peat formation or turfication).

During the analysis o f seed and fruit remains, morphological identification is o f crucial 
significance and enjoys a priority over any o f the previously mentioned methods regardless of the

84 Medzihradszky {1996).
85 Willerding (1970).
86 Sági -Füzes (1966).
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preservation of finds. Experience has shown that although handbooks87 and articles may be used 
during the identification procedure, the results must always be cross-examined using modern reference 
specimens, and sometimes even model experiments may become necessary. Morphological traits 
may change as a function of both time and the degree o f preservation. Some morphological traits not 
only change between regions but also through time within the same area.

The scientific nomenclature o f plants follows the Mansfeld I-IV lists88 uniformly accepted 
by archaeobotanists, while Hungarian equivalents were adopted from Soó and Kárpáti as well as 
Priszter.89 The English translation o f these names is based on works by Priszter90 as well as Williams 
and Hunyady.91

Seed and fruit remains found at the settlement o f END0170 belong to the group o f  direct 
archaeobotanical finds. During the course of excavation work in 1989 and 1990, 2 kg samples 
of soil were uniformly taken from each of the archaeological features. Samples that contained 
archaeobotanical macroscopic remains were processed by water sieving at the Sámuel Tessedik 
Museum in Szarvas.

In general, the remains of cultigens were found in a carbonized form at this site. The overwhelming 
majority o f non-carbonized, spontaneous elements o f vegetation were already in various stages o f 
turfication.

The sieved and cleansed archaeobotanical remains, seeds and fruits were identified on the basis 
of their morphological characteristics using a Zeiss stereo binocular microscope. The results, in every 
case, were confirmed by comparisons to modern and archaeobotanical reference materials.

5.3.2. The basis of ecological evaluations

Krasilov applied the term “taphocoenosys” to the archaeobotanical materials during the course o f 
excavations.92 This terminological solution, however, could not bridge the gap between the finds 
and the former vegetation it represents, or in other words the fact that not all species of the natural 
flora are represented in the finds. Even species characteristic o f entire associations may be missing. 
In addition, due to differential preservation, diasporae fragments that had been deposited in the soil 
survived to varying degrees.

Much more information can be obtained from features where archaeobotanical remains 
representing several plant species occur simultaneously (for example, when cereal remains are 
recovered together with archaeobotanical evidence o f the pertinent weed flora). Following the 
terminology by Merklin, this type of assemblage is called “palaeo-biocoenosys”.93 Distinctions can 
be made between autochthonous palaeo-biocoenoses, when assemblages are made up by species 
that grew locally, while the expression allochthonous palaeo-biocoenosys is used in cases when the 
excavated assemblage also contains archaeobotanical finds that originate from outside the excavated 
archaeological site.

Thanatocoenology is a sub-discipline devoted to the ecological analysis o f archaeobotanical 
finds recovered during the course of excavations.94 This type of research includes several possible

87 Biejerinck (1947); Schermann (1966); Schoch -  Pawlik -  Schweingruber (1988).
88 Mansfeld (1986).
89 Soó -  Kárpáti (1968); Priszter (1986).
90 Priszter (1986).
91 Williams -  Hunyadi (1987).
92 Krasilov (1975).
93 Merklin (1969).
94 Wilier ding (1983).
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combinations, since archaeobotanical remains recovered from numerous types of features (for 
example refuse layers and pits, faeces deposits and cesspools).

The ecological conditions represented by identifiable archaeobotanical remains recovered during 
the course of excavations are studied within the framework of thanatocoenology (thanatos=death, 
coenosis=association). This direction of research yields information on the former environment, 
helping to reconstruct the flora and plant associations. In other words, thanatocoenology is 
used in describing the botanical parameters o f  the site’s environment.95 The ruling principle of 
thanatocoenological analyses is the application o f the plants’ ecological indicator values.96

The T-value was developed in order to characterize the geographical (climazonal) distribution 
o f plant species. The W -value stands for the water supplies o f a given site. R-values are used in 
describing soil acidity, while N-values are indicative of nitrogen content. The light requirements 
(L), soil structure (S) as well as resistance to salination and soil disturbance are each described by 
respective values (Bt and Tt).

Biological spectra are analyzed on the basis o f the system developed by Raunkiaer on the basis 
o f  the plants’ growth form .97 The main criterion used in this description is the position o f wintering 
plant organs (seed, sprouts and buds) in relation to the soil level.

Anthropogenic categories expressing the exploitation of plants as published by Árendás98 are 
o f  great descriptive value. The essence o f this method is that individual plant species are classified 
into artificial categories on the basis o f their origins. A single species may occur in several categories 
simultaneously. These categories are designed to realistically reflect relationships between the 
vegetation and humans. When this information is compiled with the relative frequencies of individuals 
and species, the num bers of species and individuals calculated for individual samples may be 
extended to the interpretation of all samples. Additional information is provided by indices designed 
to  quantify the concentration of all archaeobotanical materials by mass and volume in a given stratum 
as well as the mean concentrations of each plant species calculated for mass and volume units.

The following such categories were studied during the course o f this evaluation:
-  cereals: species included in this group were cultivated as cereals, cereal substitutes or 

cultivated garden plants. Their grain was used for the purposes of sustenance.
-  weeds: based on the infonnation used to date, this group includes weeds from plowed and 

fallow lands and gardens, as well as ruderalia.
-  spontaneous vegetation elements: plant species classified within this category occur at 

random, and sometimes their presence can be difficult to explain. This group includes 
sporadic, carbonized or turficated archaeobotanical finds that originate from the settlement’s 
natural environment. Such archaeobotanical macro remains usually originate from cereal 
find assemblages or their immediate proximity. In addition to the random nature of their 
occurrences, their practical significance (for example medicinal plants, pleasure articles, 
tools and appliances) was also considered. This group o f archaeobotanical remains is o f 
special significance since it carries invaluable information concerning natural vegetation and 
climate.

Of the archaeobotanical finds originating from various archaeological periods, it is predominantly 
cereals and weeds that occur in quantities that permit far reaching conclusions under the prevailing

95 Willerding (1986).
96 Ellenberg (1950); (1974).
97 Raunkiaer (1934) in Ellenberg (1974).
98 Árendás (1982).
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soil conditions in Hungary. The known environmental requirements o f cereals as well as their modes 
o f cultivation are of assistance in reconstructing the agricultural skills o f various cultures.

Various plant species could be even more thoroughly analyzed on the basis of the following 
criteria:

-  growth fonn (biological spectrum),
-  distribution (areal type),
-  ecological indicator values (L, T, R, N values).

The classification of plant species by growth forms
1. MM, M, N = phanaerophyton
2. Ch = chamaephyton
3. H = hemikryptophyton
4. G, HH = kryptophyton (geophyton + hydato-helophyton)
5. TH = hemitherophyton
6. Th = therophyton
7. A = Hydrophyten 
li = liana
hp = semi-parasitic

(1. trees and bushes, 2. half-bushes, 3. semi-cryptophyte plants wintering near the soil under 
leaf cover, 4. cryptophyte plants wintering in the soil or mud, 5. biennial plants, 6. annual 
plants, 7. aquatic species)

On the basis o f their present distribution (area), migration routes and times as well as ancestral 
region, members o f the flora in a given territory may be classified within flora element areal types. 
The grouping of plant species by areal type can be done following the classification system developed 
by Sim on." During the ecological evaluation o f plants, on the other hand, the ecological indicator 
values developed for European plant species by Ellenberg99 100 are worth using:

L-values: The classification o f plant species by light requirements:
L 1: species living in deep shadow 
L 2: transitional value 
L 3: species preferring shadow 
L 4: transitional value 
L 5: species preferring half-shadow 
L 6: transitional value 
L 7: light tolerant species 
L 8: species preferring light 
L 9: species living in strong light

T-values: The classification of plant species by heat requirements:
T 1: species living in cold climates (only in high altitudes and polar regions)
T 2: transitional value (most o f the Alpine species fall within this group)
T 3: species preferring cool climates (especially alpine/subalpine and boreal species)
T 4: transitional value (montane species)

99 Simon (1992).
100 Ellenberg (1974).
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T 5: moderately heat preferring species (in lower and montane areas -  especially submontane/ 
temperate climate species)
T 6: transitional value
T 7: species with a preference for warm climates (Central Europe)
T 8: transitional value (predominantly sub-mediterranean species)
T 9: species living in extremely warm climates (Mediterranean)

R-value. The classification o f plant species by soil pH requirements:
R 1: species living in strongly acidic soils 
R 2: transitional value 
R 3: species preferring acidic soils 
R 4: transitional value
R  5: species living in moderately acidic soils
R 6: transitional value
R 7: species preferring near neutral soils
R 8: species preferring basic soils
R 9: lime indicators: species living in strongly basic soils
R 6: species indifferent to soil pH

N-value. The classification of plant species by soil nitrogen requirements:
N 1: Species living in very nitrogen poor soil 
N 2: transitional value 
N 3: Species preferring nitrogen poor soil 
N 4: transitional value
N 5: species requiring average nitrogen supplies 
N 6: transitional value 
N 7: Species preferring nitrogen rich soil 
N 8: Species living only in very nitrogen rich soil
N  9: Species tolerating extremely nitrogen rich, over fertilized soils (for example animal 
pens)

Ellenberg’s plant sociological and plant ecological system101 adapted to a program developed 
for the analysis of archaeobotanical find materials by Jacomet, Brombacher and Dick102 makes the 
classification and evaluation of subfossilized plant remains possible by a variety of characteristics.

The archaeobotanical software developed on the basis of the simple dBase 111+ data management 
program at the University of Basel makes the recording o f excavation parameters for each 
archaeobotanical find possible. It also contains the results of archaeobotanical identifications 
by sampling units. The rest of the processing is carried out automatically and species lists can be 
obtained in various combinations. The computer also checks all entered data and calculates the 
proportion between carbonized and non-carbonized finds. It also prepares species lists combined 
with the number o f individual finds and calculates the relative frequencies and consistency counts of 
those species. Thanks to the graphic representation of results, the proportion between carbonized and 
non-carbonized archaeobotanical macroscopic finds can be visually appraised.

101 Ellenberg 11974).
102 Jacomet -  Brombacher -  Dick (1989).
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This computer-enhanced form of data management and analysis also takes into consideration 
diachronic changes in the composition of plant associations. Thanks to the archaeobotanical software, 
plant remains from an excavation are inventoried and evaluated simultaneously (both mathematically 
and ecologically). The species list obtained from this evaluation is supplemented by the com puter on 
the basis of the body of reference data called an “ecobase”.

Should a sufficiently great number o f species be available for study, thanatocoenological analyses 
also become possible. As a result o f  this work, the ecobase can be continuously updated (it already 
contains T, W, R, N values and other special characteristics for over 850 plant species in Central 
Europe) as well as ecological grouping criteria for various habitats used by archaeobotanists.103

5.4, The presentation of results

The following results were obtained using the computerized data management system and evaluation 
program developed for the analysis o f archaeobotanical finds by Jacomet, Brombacher and D ick :104

5.4.1. Features from the Sarmatian Period

A significant proportion of seeds from the eight samples representing the Sarmatian Period (3 features) 
were carbonized. No phenomena indicative of contemporary contamination were detected in these 
materials. The majority of carbonized seeds and fruits were found in Pit 15 (Sample 1; summarized 
in Table 1). Non-carbonized diasporae were recovered only from the first three samples (Pits 15, 11, 
19). They occurred in small numbers even in these features, with the majority occurring in Sam ple 2 
(Pit 11). The assemblage retrieved from Pit 11 (Sample 2) is also richest in terms o f the num ber o f  
species represented by carbonized remains. On the other hand, non-carbonized archaeobotanical 
finds originating from the highest number of species were found in Pit 15 (Sample 1).

Table 1: The samples of the Sarmatian sites from END0170.
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1 12/26 15. X X X 2000 12 14 5 595 21
2 11/26 11. XXX XX X 2000 14 17 4 278 22
3 6/33 19. X X 2000 12 14 1 72 1
4 6/33 19. 2000 5 5 71
5 6/33 19. X X 2000 5 6 179
6 11/26 11. X X 2000 5 4 25
7 12/26 15. X X 2000 5 4 32
8 6/33 19. 2000 11 10 51

Although quantities differed, cereal grain was found in all of the pits. Barley and wheat occurred 
in every sample, but the most was recovered from Pit 19. Most of the millet grains were found in 
Sample 15. The most even distributions were observed in the case of cereal weeds and plant species 
representing the natural environment.

103 Jacomet — Brombacher -  Dick (1989).
104 Jacomet — Brombacher -  Dick (1989).
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Seven cultigens appear on the species list. Six-row barley, emmer and common wheat as well as 
millet were the crops o f greatest importance (Figures 1 and 2). The cultivation of rye and oats seems 
to have been insignificant. In all probability, several legumes were also grown. O f these, however, 
only peas could be identified.

Piece 

10000
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100

10

1
Sarmatian Taxon Árpád Period Taxon Sarmatian Remains Árpád Period

Remains

Figure 1: Antropogen Categorys of the Remains from END 170.
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Ü Sarmatian 

■  Árpád Period

barley wheat rye oat millet cereal total
fragment

Figure 2: Distribution o f the Cereal Types from END170.

Among wheats, predominantly hulled forms (emmer) were cultivated, although they were 
evidently familiar w ith  naked common w heat as well (Figure 3). Similar to rye, these could only 
have been grown as fall cereals, as is show n by the presence o f weeds characteristic o f fall cereals 
(11 species of Secalitea). Among the 18 w eed  species identified, seven were the remains of spring 
cereal weeds or those associated with gardening using hoes (Polygeno-Chenopodietalia). Indirectly, 
these species are also indicative of the cultivation of spring cereals and legumes.

When spring cereal weeds found at the Sarmatian settlement are compared to those of the Árpád 
Period, rough bristle-grass (Setaria verticillcita) and field pennycress (Thlaspi arvense) are found 
only in the Sarmatian material. As far as fall cereal weeds are concerned, blue woodruff (Asperula 
arvensis), annual woundwort (Stachys annua) and narrow-leafed vetch ( Vicia angustifolia) occur 
exclusively in sam ples from the Sarmatian Period.

The relatively large quantity o f carbonized seeds from common birdsfoot-trifoil (Lotus 
comiculatus) found in Pit 11, seems to represent a stored supply.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the Cereal Species from END170.

In addition to the remains of cultigens and their weed flora, twenty species characteristic o f 
the former vegetation cover were also identified (Table 2). Both o f these major groups may be 
sub-divided by various criteria, such as use by humans, weeds, ecological indicator value, relative 
frequency etc.

5.4.2. Features fr o m  the Á rpád  P eriod

Carpological materials from 28 samples representing the Árpád Period originated from 5 features. No 
signs of contemporary contamination were observed in these assemblages. Most o f the carbonized 
seeds were recovered from Pit 6 (Sample 21) and a well (Sample 6) (Table 3). Non-carbonized 
seeds were yet again found in relatively smaller numbers, particularly concentrated in Pit 4 (Sample 
22). The contribution of carbonized seeds was significantly higher than that o f non-carbonized 
archaeobotanical remains. The richest variety of species represented by both carbonized and non- 
carbonized finds was recovered from House 3 (Samples 4 and 14).

Among cereals, two- and six-row barley, common wheat, emmer, millet, rye and oats were 
cultivated. The distribution of seeds and fruits from cultigens is similar to the pattem characteristic 
o f the Sarmatian Period (Figure 1). O f the wheat species, the more highly developed common wheat 
was the main crop, and the cultivation o f emmer strongly declined {Figures 2 and 3). Barley still 
remained important, possibly as animal fodder. Remains of rye and oats were also found, although the 
cultivation of these two latter cereal species seems to have been insignificant. The legumes cultivated 
included lentils and peas, while hemp was utilized for fiber.

The inhabitants o f this settlement predominantly grew fall cereals during the Árpád Period. In 
comparison with the Sarmatian Period, the number of fall cereal weeds (15 species) occur in higher 
proportions than those associated with spring cereals (10 weed species). The total number of weed 
species is 25, which is indicative of an increasingly abundant weed flora in the arable land relative to 
the Sarmatian Period. Spring weed species that occurred both in the Sarmatian Period and the Árpád 
Period include cockspur (Echinochloa crus-galli), dark fumitory {Fumaria schleichen), redshank 
{Polygonum persicaria), green bristle-grass {Setaria viridis) and charlock {Sinapis arvensis). Fall 
cereal weeds in common between the two periods were as follows: spring wild oat {Avenafatud), black 
bindweed {Fallopia convolvulus), false cleavers {Galium spurium), field gromwell {Lithospermum 
arvense) and field cow-wheat {Melampyrum arvense).
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Table 2: The Sarmatian Plant remains of ENDO 170. site

L atin  name E n g lish  nam e R em ains
C onser
vation

11.
pit

15.
p it

19.
p it

Total
EU enberg’s va lu e L ife’s

form
D istribution

E cogroup L T K F R N S

Avena fatua L. spring wild-oat hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 2 2 9.2.19.3. 6 6 6 7 T eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Avena fatua L. spring wild-oat naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 3 6 9 9.2.19.3. 6 6 6 7 T eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Avena saliva L. common oat hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 6 6 9.1. T

Bromus 
arvensis L.

field brome hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 4 1 5 10 9.3./10.2. 6 4 4 8 4 T, H eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Bromus 
secalinus L.

rye brome hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 4 4 9.3. 6 3 T eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Carex spec. sedge bicarpellat glans charcoal 1 1 Diverse
Cerealia cereals grain fragment charcoal 97 24 89 210 9.1.
Chenopodium 
album agg.

white goosefoot/ 
fan-hen

seed charcoal 6 11 12 29 9.2./10.2. 4 7 T cosmopolitan

Echinochloa 
crus-galli (L.) 
P. B.

barnyard grass hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

non
charcoal

1 1 9.2. 6 7 5 5 8 T cosmopolitan

Eleocharis 
palustris agg.

common spike- 
rush

glans charcoal 1 1 2.2. 8 10 A cosmopolitan

Euphorbia 
cyparissias L.

cypress spurge seed non
charcoal

1 1 8.2. 8 4 3 3 H, G eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Fabaceae /  
Papilionaceae 
non cultiv.

papilionaceous 
plants non 
cultivated

seed charcoal 1 1 Diverse

Fall op i a 
convolvulus 
(L.) A. Lőve

black-bindweed nutlets
(carcerulus)

charcoal 3 6 2 11 9.3. 7 T .li eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Fumaria 
schleichen 
Soy.-Will.

small-flowered
furmitory

glans non
charcoal

4 2 1 7 9.2. 6 3 5 6 7 T eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Fumaria 
schleichen 
Soy.-Will.

small-flowered
furmitory

glans charcoal 3 3 9.2. 6 3 5 6 7 T eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Galium 
spurium L.

false cleavers achenes charcoal 1 1 9.3. 7 5 5 8 5 T .li circumpolar-
(mediterranean)

Galium verum
agg-

lady’s bedstraw achenes charcoal 1 1 8.3 ./7.3. 7 5 4 7 3 H eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Glaucium 
corniculatum 
(L.) Rudolph

red horned- 
poppy

seed non
charcoal

i 1 9.2./10.2. T eurasian-
(submediterranean)

Hordeum 
vulgare 
L. subsp. 
hexastichum

six-rowed barley hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 7 3 128 138 9.1.

Hordeum 
vulgare L.

barley hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata) 
fragment

4 4 9.1.

Indet. non identified seed/ffuit
fragment

charcoal 34 18 15 67 Diverse

Lithospermum 
arvense L.

field gromwell nutlets
(carcerulus)

non
charcoal

15 6 21 9.3. 5 5 7 5 T south-eurasian

Lotus
corniculatus
agg-

common
birdsfoot-trefoil

seed charcoal 140 537 2 679 8.2./8.3. 7 3 4 7 3 H south-eurasian-
(mediterranean)
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L atin  nam e English n am e R em ains
C on ser
vation

11.
pit

15.
pit

19.
p it

Total
E U enbcrg’s value L ife’s

form
D istr ib u tio n

Ecogroup L T K F R N S
Malva neglecta 
Wa/lr.

dwarf mallow seed charcoal 1 1 9.2./10.2. 7 6 7 5 9 T, H south-middle-
eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Malva 
silvestris L.

cammon mallow seed charcoal 1 1 2 10.3. 8 6 3 4 8 H european-
submediterranean

Medicago spec. medic seed charcoal 1 i 8.
Melampyrum 
arvense L.

field cowwheat seed charcoal 1 i 9.3. 7 6 5 3 8 3 Thp european-
submediterranean

Mel Hot us spec. melilot seed charcoal 5 5 Diverse
Panicum 
miliaceum L

common millet hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 1 1 9.1.

Panicum 
miliaceum L.

common millet naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 5 12 17 9.1.

Pistim sativum 
L.

pea seed charcoal 1 1 9.1.

Plantago 
lanceolata L.

ribwort-plantain seed charcoal 1 1 8.2. 6 3 H eurasian

Poaceae non 
cultiv.

grasses non 
cultivated

leaves (folium) 
fragment

charcoal 1 1 Diverse

Poaceae non 
cultiv.

grasses non 
cultivated

culm
(intemodium 
with nodus 
fragmentum)

charcoal 2 3 5 Diverse

Poaceae non 
cultiv.

grasses non 
cultivated

hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata) 
fragment

charcoal 5 5 Diverse

Polygonum 
avicu/are agg.

knotgrass nutlets
(carcerulus)

charcoal 3 7 2 12 10.2. 7 T cosmopolitan

Polygonum 
persicaria L.

redshank nutlets
(carcerulus)

charcoal 1 1 2 9.2. 6 5 3 3 7 T eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Ranunculus 
repens L.

creeping
buttercup

seed charcoal 1 1 2 10.2. 6 7 H eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Rumex acetosa 
L.

common sorrel glans charcoal 4 4 8.2. 8 5 2 H cosmopolitan

Rumex crispus 
L.

curled dock seed charcoal 1 1 2 10.1. 7 5 3 6 5 1 H cosmopolitan

Sambucus 
ebulus L.

danewort seed charcoal 1 1 7.1. 8 6 3 5 8 7 N submediterranean-
south-eurasian

Sambucus 
nigra L.

common elder seed charcoal 9 9 7.1. 7 5 3 5 9 N eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Sc hoe nop I ectus 
lacustris (L.) 
Palla

common bulrush glans charcoal 1 1 2.1. 8 5 3 11 7 5 A, G circumpolar

Schoenus 
nigricans L.

bog-rush glans non
charcoal

8 8 3. 9 7 3 9 9 2 H cosmopolitan

Scleranthus 
annuus L.

annual knawel seed charcoal 1 3 4 9.3./10.2. 6 5 4 2 4 T eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Secale cereale 
L.

rye naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 1 1 9.1.

Setaria spec. bristle-grass grain fragment charcoal 1 1 Diverse
Setaria
verticillata (L.) 
R. et Sch.

rough bristle- 
grass

hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 1 1 4 6 9.2. 7 8 4 4 8 T cosmopolitan

Setaria viridis 
(L.) P. B.

green bristle- 
grass

hulled grain 
(cum caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 2 2 9.2. 7 6 4 7 T eurasian
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L atin  nam e E nglish  name R em a in s
Conser
vation

11.
pit

15.
p it

19.
p it

Total
E U enberg’s va lu e L ife ’s

form
D istribution

E cogroup L T K F R N S
Sherardia 
cirvensis L.

field madder achenes charcoal 1 1 9.3. 6 6 3 5 8 5 T south-eurasian

Sinapis 
arvensis L.

charlock seed charcoal 1 1 2 9.2. 7 5 3 8 6 T cosmopolitan

Solanum 
nigrum L.

black nightshade seed non
charcoal

2 2 9.2./7.1. 7 6 3 5 7 8 T cosmopolitan

Solanum 
nigrum L.

black nightshade seed charcoal 1 1 9.2./7.1. 7 6 3 5 7 8 T cosmopolitan

Thlaspi 
arvense L.

field pennycress seed charcoal 1 1 9.2. 6 5 5 7 6 T eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Triticum 
aestivum L. 
subsp. vulgare 
(Vili) MacKey

cammon wheat naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 12 14 26 9.1.

Triticum
turgidum
L. subsp.
dicoccum
(Schrank)
Thell.

emmer spikelet 
forks (furca 
bicomis)

charcoal 1 1 2 9.1.

Triticum 
turgidum 
L. subsp. 
dicoccum 
(Scrank) Thell.

emmer naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 10 13 69 92 9.1.

Triticum spec. wheat naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 12 1 13 9.1.

Vicia
angustifolia L.

narrow-leaved
vetch/summer
vetch

seed charcoal 1 1 2 9.3. 5 5 3 T, li eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Viola tricolor
agg

wild pansy seed charcoal 3 3 9.3. 5 5 3 T eurasian

Vitis vinifera L. 
subsp. silveslris 
(Gmel.) Hegi

woodland 
European grape

seed charcoal 1 1 4.2. 6 8 4 6 8 6 P, N, 
li

ponto-
mediterranean

Legend:
Ecogroups (Ecological distribution after Jacomet et al. 1989, adapted to the Carpathian Basin by F. Gyulai)
1. = waterplants; 1.1. = submerse aquaceous plants; 1.2. = floating pondweeds; 1.3. = diverse aquaceous plants;
2. = eulitoral zone; 2.1. = reeds; 2.2. = high sedge; 2.3. = watershore pioneers; 3. = waterside plants; 3.1. = marshland 
plants; 3.2. = wet perennials; 2./3. = diverse waterside plants; 4. = wet forest; 4.1. = wet fragmented forest; 4.2. = fringing 
forests; 5. = fresh and light mixed forest; 6. = shady forest; 7. = forest clearing, forestside and xerophyl bushwood;
7.1. = cleared forest; 7.2. = moderate forestside; 7.3. = arid forestside; 8. = meadow; 8.1. = wet meadow;
8.2. = moderate meadow; 8.3. = arid meadow and rocky grass; 9. = ploughland; 9.1. = cultivated plants;
9.2. = root- or summercrop weeds; 9.3. = cereal- or wintercrop weeds; 10. = ruderal plants; 10.1. = humid ruderal plants;
10.2. = moderate ruderal plants; 10.3. = arid ruderal plants; Diverse = non-classifiable
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Table 3: The samples of Árpád-Period sites from END0170
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1 16/43 8. pit XXX X 2000 4 3 62
2 9/40 well XX X 2000
3 15/43 4. pit X X XX 2000 5 4 70
4 8/39 3. house X X 2000 14 12 41
5 15/43 6. pit XX 2000 5 4 223
6 9/40 well X X XX 2000 14 10 1 415 3
7 16/43 8. pit X X X 2000 7 5 28
8 9/40 well XXX 2000 2 2 5
9 8/39 3. house XXX 2000
10 8/39 3. house X XXX 2000 3 2 1 7 2
11 15/43 4. pit XX XX 2000 2 2 39
12 15/43 6. pit XXX X 2000
13 16/43 8. pit X XXX 2000 3 1 5
14 8/39 3. house X X 2000 20 8 12 164 37
15 9/40 well X X 2000 2 2 2
16 8/39 3. house X X 2000 7 6 48
17 8/39 3. house 2000 6 4 1 7 2
18 9/40 well X 2000 9 9 38
19 9/40 well X 2000 2 2 2
20 8/39 3. house 2000 3 3 1 11 1
21 15/43 6. pit XXX X X 2000 13 6 5 464 82
22 15/43 4. pit X X 2000 13 12 1 102 127
23 8/39 3. house 2000 2 2 4
24 8/39 3. house X 2000 3 4 10
25 8/39 3. house XX 2000 6 7 1 68 2
26 9/40 well 2000 3 2 1 10 1
27 9/40 well X X 2000 12 11 1 169 1
28 9/40 well XX X 2000 3 2 3

Spring cereal weeds recovered from samples dated to the Árpád Period included common 
orache (Atriplex patula), maple-leafed goosefoot (Chenopodinm hybridum), nettle-leafed goosefoot 
(Chenopodium murale), foxtail millet (Setaria italica) and common chickweed (Stellaria media). 
The following fall cereal weeds were identified in these finds: corncockle (Agrostemma githago), 
blue woodruff (Asperula arvensis), narrow-leafed vetch ( Vicia angustifolia) and smooth tare ( Vicia 
tetrasperma).

In addition to the aforementioned plants, 23 species were identified that were representative o f the 
immediate environment around the settlement dated to the Árpád Period (Table 4). When these plant 
species are classified by ecological criteria, the reconstruction of the local environment characteristic 
of the Árpád Period site may be attempted. Such an effort would be o f dubious merit on the basis o f 
archaeobotanical remains from cultivated cereals and their weeds, since it is not at all sure that the 
cultivated fields lay in the settlement’s immediate proximity (allochtonous palaeobiocoenosis).
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Table 4: The plant remains of ENDO 170. site from the Árpád Period.

L atin  name E n g lish  name R em ains
C on ser
vation

well
4.
pit

6.
p it

8.
p it

3.
house

Total
F. co- 

grou p
L T K F R N S L ife’s

form
D istribution

Agrostemma 
githago L.

kom-rade seed charcoal 1 1 9.3. 7 T eurasian

Asperula 
arvensis L.

blue woodmff achenes charcoal 2 2 9.3. 7 7 4 9 4 T eurasian

A triplex patula 
L.

spreading/
cammon
orache

seed charcoal 1 1 2 9.2. 6 5 5 7 7 T circumpolar-
(mediterranean)

Avena fatua L. spring wild- 
oat

naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 1 1 9.2.193. 6 6 6 7 T eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Avena saliva L. common oat hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 10 18 28 9.1. T

Bromus arvensis 
L.

field brome hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 2 1 4 2 1 10 9.3./10.2. 6 4 4 8 4 T, H eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Bromus 
secalinus L.

rye brome naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 1 2 1 1 5 9.3. 6 3 T eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Cannabis sativa 
L.

hemp glans charcoal 2 2 9.1.

Carex elata A ll./ 
gracilis Curt. 
(-Typ)

tussock/ 
slender tufted 
sedge

glans non
charcoal

1 1 2.2. 8 5 2 10 4 H, A eurasian/
eusibirian

Carex flava L. yellow sedge glans charcoal 1 1 3. 8 4 2 8 8 2 H amphiatlantic
Cereal ia cereals grain

fragment
charcoal 468 61 459 54 146 1188 9.1.

Chenopodium 
album agg.

white
goosefoot/
fan-hen

seed charcoal 4 13 11 57 85 9.2./10.2. 4 7 T cosmopolitan

Chenopodium 
hybridum L.

maple-leaved
goosefoot

seed charcoal 3 2 9 14 9.2.

Chenopodium 
murale L.

nettle-leaved
goosefoot

seed non
charcoal

1 1 9.2.

Echinochloa 
crus-galli (L.) 
P. B.

barnyard
grass

hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata)

non
charcoal

2 2 9.2. 6 7 5 5 8 T cosmopolitan

Euphorbia 
cyparissias L.

cypress
spurge

seed non
charcoal

4 4 8.2. 8 4 3 3 H, G eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Fallopia 
convolvulus (L.) 
A. Lőve

black-
bindweed

nutlets
(carcerulus)

charcoal 13 1 2 9 25 9.3. 7 T .li eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Fumaria 
schleichen Soy. - 
Will.

small-
flowered
furmitory

glans non
charcoal

127 74 15 216 9.2. 6 3 5 6 7 T eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Galium spurium  
L.

false cleavers achenes charcoal 14 9 23 9.3. 7 5 5 8 5 T .li circumpolar-
(mediterranean)

Glaucium 
corniculatum 
(L.) Rudolph

red horned-
poppy

seed charcoal 1 1 2 9.2./10.2. T eurasian- (sub 
mediterranean)

Hordeum 
vulgare L. 
subsp. distichum  
Zoh.

two-rowed
barley

hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 1 2 3 9.1.

Hordeum 
vulgare L. 
subsp. distichum  
Zoh. var. nudum

two-rowed 
naked barley

naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 1 2 5 8 9.1.
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5. Archaeobotanical remains from the site o f END0170

Latin nam e E nglish  nam e R em ain s
C onser
vation

w ell
4.
pit

6.
pit

8.
pit

3.
h ou se

Total
Eeo-

group
L T K F R N S L ife ’s

form
D istrib u tion

Hordeum 
vulgare 
L. subsp. 
hexastichum

six-rowed
barley

hulled
grain (cum
caryopse
corticata)

charcoal 84 26 88 4 54 256 9.1.

lndet. non identified seed/fruit 
fragment

charcoal 3 3 Diverse

Indet. non identified seed/fruit
fragment

charcoal 2 4 1 2 22 31 Diverse

Lamium 
purpureum L.

red dead- 
nettle

nutlets
(carcerulus)

non
charcoal

3 3 9.2./10.2. 7 3 5 7 T, H eurasian

Lens culinaris 
Medic.

common lentil seed charcoal 4 3 7 9.1.

Lithospermum 
arvense L.

field
gromwell

nutlets
(carcerulus)

non
charcoal

1 1 9.3. 5 5 7 5 T south-eurasian

Lotus
corniculatus
agg

common
birdsfoot-
trefoil

seed non
charcoal

1 19 1 21 8.2./8.3. 7 3 4 7 3 H south-eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Lotus
corniculatus
agg

common
birdsfoot-
trefoil

seed charcoal 1 2 3 8.2./8.3. 7 3 4 7 3 H south-eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Malva neglect a 
Wallr.

dwarf mallow seed charcoal 1 1 9.2./10.2. 7 6 7 5 9 T, H south-middle-
eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Malva silvestris 
L.

cammon
mallow

seed charcoal 1 2 3 10.3. 8 6 3 4 8 H european-
submediterranean

Melampyrum 
arvense L.

field
cowwheat

seed charcoal 1 1 9.3. 7 6 5 3 8 3 Thp european-
submediterranean

Panicum 
miliaceum L.

common
millet

naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 3 6 2 17 28 9.1.

Pisum sativum 
L.

pea seed charcoal 1 1 9.1.

P/antago 
lanceolata L.

ribwort-
plantain

seed charcoal 1 1 8.2. 6 3 H eurasian

Poaceae non 
cultiv.

grasses non 
cultivated

leaves
(folium)
fragment

charcoal 2 2 Diverse

Poaceae non 
cultiv.

grasses non 
cultivated

culm
(intemodium 
with nodus 
fragmenttun)

charcoal 1 2 1 1 5 Diverse

Poaceae non 
cultiv.

grasses non 
cultivated

hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata) 
fragment

charcoal 1 1 Diverse

Polygonum 
aviculare agg.

knotgrass nutlets
(carcerulus)

non
charcoal

3 3 10.2. 7 T cosmopolitan

Polygonum 
aviculare agg.

knotgrass nutlets
(carcerulus)

charcoal 2 1 1 6 10 10.2. 7 T cosmopolitan

Polygonum 
persicaria L.

redshank nutlets
(carcerulus)

charcoal 1 1 9.2. 6 5 3 3 7 T eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Polygonum
spec.

water-pepper nutlets
(carcerulus)

charcoal 1 1 Diverse

Prunus spinosa
agg

sloe/
blackthorn

drupa (stone) charcoal 1 1 7.2. 7 5 5 N european-
mediterranean-
eurasian

Rhamnus 
catharticus L.

common
buckthorn

seed charcoal 1 1 7.2. 7 5 5 4 8 N eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Rumex acetosa 
L.

common
sorrel

glans charcoal 3 4 1 8 8.2. 8 5 2 H cosmopolitan
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Latin nam e E n glish  name R em a in s
C onser
vation

well
4.

p it
6.
p it

8.
p it

3.
house

Total
Eco-

group
L T K F R N S L ife ’s

form
D istribution

Rum ex
obtusifolius L.

broad-leaved
dock

gians non
charcoal

1 1 10.2. 7 5 3 6 H european-
(middle-
european)

Rumex
obtusifolius L.

broad-leaved
dock

glans charcoal 2 2 10.2. 7 5 3 6 H european-
(middle-
european)

Schoenopl ectus 
lacustris (L.) 
Palla

common
bulrush

gians non
charcoal

2 2 2.1. 8 5 3 11 7 5 A, G circumpolar

Scleranthus 
annuus L.

annual knawel seed charcoal 1 1 9.3./10.2. 6 5 4 2 4 T eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Secale cereale 
L.

rye naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 10 5 15 9.1.

Setaria
lutescens
(Weigel)
Hubbard

yellow bristle- 
grass

hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata)

non
charcoal

1 1 9.2./10.2. 7 7 4 4 5 6 T eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Setaria italica 
(L.) P B.

foxtail millet hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 1 1 9.2.

Setaria viridis 
(L) P B.

green bristle- 
grass

hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata)

non
charcoal

5 5 9.2. 7 6 4 7 T eurasian

Setaria viridis 
(L) P B.

green bristle- 
grass

hulled 
grain (cum 
caryopse 
corticata)

charcoal 1 1 9.2. 7 6 4 7 T eurasian

Sherardia 
arvensis L.

field madder achenes charcoal 2 2 4 9.3. 6 6 3 5 8 5 T south-eurasian

Silene vulgaris 
(Mönch) Gare ke

bladder
campion

seed charcoal 1 1 8.2. 8 4 7 2 H,
(Ch)

eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Sinapis arvensis 
L.

charlock seed non
charcoal

1 1 9.2. 7 5 3 8 6 T cosmopolitan

Stachys annua 
L

annual
woundwort

nutlets
(carcerulus)

charcoal 1 1 9.3. 7 6 4 3 8 4 T mediterranean-
eurasian

Stellaria media
agg-

common
chickweed

seed non
charcoal

6 6 9.2. 6 4 7 8 T cosmopolitan

Stellaria media 
agg-

common
chickweed

seed charcoal 1 1 2 9.2. 6 4 7 8 T cosmopolitan

Trifolium 
arvense L.

hare’s-foot
clover

seed non
charcoal

20 20 9.3./8.3. 8 5 3 2 2 1 T eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Trifolium 
hybridum L.

alsike clover seed charcoal 1 1 8.1. 7 5 5 6 7 5 H middle-east-
european

Trifolium 
pratense (L.) 
Kelch

red clover seed non
charcoal

1 1 8.2. 7 3 H eurasian- 
(mediterranean)

Trifolium 
pratense (L.) 
Kelch

red clover seed charcoal 1 1 2 8.2. 7 3 H eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Trifolium spec. clover seed charcoal 1 1 8.
Triticum 
aestivum L. 
subsp. vulgare 
(Vili.) MacKey

cammon
wheat

naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 18 45 83 32 39 217 9.1.

Triticum 
turgidum L. 
subsp. dicoccum 
(Schrank) Thell.

emmer spikelet 
forks (furca 
bicomis)

charcoal 1 1 9.1.
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5. Archaeobotanical remains from the site o f END0170

L atin  nam e English n am e R em ains
C on ser
vation

well
4.
pit

6.
pit

8.
pit

3.
house

Total
Eco-

group
L T K F R N S L ife ’s

form
D istribution

Triticum 
turgidum L. 
subsp. dicoccum 
(Scrank) Thell.

emmer naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 13 22 3 38 9.1.

Triticum spec. wheat naked grain
(caryopsis
nuda)

charcoal 3 4 7 9.1.

Vicia
angustifoHa L.

narrow-leaved
vetch/summer
vetch

seed charcoal 1 2 3 9.3. 5 5 3 T, li eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Vicia
tetrasperma (L.) 
Schreb.

smooth tare seed charcoal 1 1 9.3. 6 5 5 5 3 4 T, li eurasian-
(mediterranean)

Viola arvensis 
agg-

field pansy seed charcoal 2 2 9.3./10.3. 5 5 3 T eurasian

Vitis vinifera L. 
subsp. silvestris 
(Gmel.) Hegi

woodland
European
grape

seed charcoal 1 1 4.2. 6 8 4 6 8 6 P, N, 
li

ponto-
mediterranean

Xanthium 
strumarium L.

rough
cocklebur

diachenium charcoal 2 i 3 9.2./10.2. 8 7 5 5 6 1 T cosmopolitan

Legend:
Ecogroups (Ecological distribution after Jacomet et al. 1989, adapted to the Carpathian Basin by F. Gyulai)
1. = waterplants; 1.1. = submerse aquaceous plants; 1.2. = floating pondweeds; 1.3. = diverse aquaceous plants;
2. = eulitoral zone; 2.1. = reeds; 2.2. = high sedge; 2.3. = watershore pioneers; 3. = waterside plants; 3.1. = marshland plants;
3.2. = wet perennials; 2./3. = diverse waterside plants; 4. = wet forest; 4.1. = wet fragmented forest; 4.2. = fringing forests; 
5. = fresh and light mixed forest; 6. = shady forest; 7. = forest clearing, forestside and xerophyl bushwood; 7.1. = cleared forest;
7.2. = moderate forestside; 7.3. = arid forestside; 8. = meadow; 8.1. = wet meadow; 8.2. = moderate meadow; 8.3. = arid 
meadow and rocky grass; 9. = ploughland; 9.1. = cultivated plants; 9.2. = root- or summercrop weeds; 9.3. = cereal- or 
wintercrop weeds; 10. = ruderal plants; 10.1. = humid ruderal plants; 10.2. = moderate ruderal plants; 10.3. = arid ruderal 
plants; Diverse = non-classifiable

5 .5 . E v a lu a t io n

5.5.1. Sarm atian Period

The high number o f carbonized plant species found from the Sarmatian Period indicates human 
activity. Remains of non-carbonized plants, on the other hand, come from the former natural 
environment. They may have found their ways into the samples in various ways, including being 
transported by wind or water, as well as by animal activity.

The presence o f cereal species is indicative o f a sedentary agricultural population. Their cultivated 
cereals included six-row barley, emmer, common wheat and millet. The cultivation of rye and oats 
were insignificant. The number o f individual barley finds is higher than those o f the various wheat 
species. Since barley and millet are considered the characteristic cereals of nomadic communities, 
their relatively high proportion in archaeobotanical samples may be regarded as evidence o f the 
continuity of nomadic food habits. In addition to field crops, garden produce was also cultivated, 
although the only species identified in the Sarmatian component o f this archaeobotanical assemblage 
were peas.

When seeds are classified numerically by ecological criteria, it becomes apparent that the majority 
o f these remains originate from average grassland associations. As its stands now, however, it is not 
possible to tell why the inhabitants o f this settlement hoarded the seeds of birdsfoot-trifoil. It is 
unlikely that pasture cultivation would have been practiced during this relatively early period.
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The distribution of the number of species is equal between fall and spring cereal weeds. This is 
indicative of a sedentary community, although one that practiced relatively low level agriculture. 
This means that the cultivation o f fall cereals such as common wheat and rye (species that represent 
more developed forms o f crop cultivation) was accompanied by that of similarly important spring 
cereals, especially barley and millet. Even among the wheat species, hulled emmer dominated for the 
most part, which required less developed agricultural techniques. The production o f naked common 
wheat that demanded high agricultural technology seems to have been insignificant at that time. 
The number of seeds representing weeds, on the other hand, is small. This may be explained by the 
cleaning o f hoarded grain, most probably by winnowing.

Some of the plant species originated from the former local biotopes while others are likely to 
have been imported from the settlement’s broader agricultural environment. The number of seeds 
from water plants and marsh vegetation is small. Gallery forests must have also grown in the site’s 
proximity. Arable land was also acquired by deforestation. The remains of ruderalia are indicative 
of human settlement. Grazing must have been predominantly practiced in nearby grassland areas of 
average capacity. The number of seeds from species preferring dry habitats is small.

Distributions by the number of species show that both the number of weeds and spontaneous 
vegetation elements are three times the number o f cultigens (Figure 4). Somewhat less than half 
of the identifiable plant remains originate from cultigens. The number of both species and seeds 
representing the natural environment are very high (Figure 5).

Having carried out the analysis of weeds and natural vegetation elements from the site of 
EN DO 170 by growth forms, a dominance o f therophyta was observed. A smaller proportion o f species 
wintering in the proximity o f soil levels (hemikriptophyton) were found. The proximity of water is 
indicated by the presence o f hydrophyta. Annual liana species were identified as well. The rest o f the 
archaeobotanical remains originate from annual semi-parasitic and low growing liana species, but 
were represented in very low proportions.

Distributions by light requirements also show that the environment was very variable. The 
number of species preferring shadow is low, instead plant remains representing various grades of 
light requirements dominate. The majority o f species indicate almost neutral or slightly alkaline 
soils. Nitrogen requirements of the species encountered vary between medium to high.
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plants W eeds
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□ Sarmatian Species 7 27 12 46

■ Árpád Period Species 11 35 14 60

□ Sarmatian Remains 511 145 708 1364

□ Árpád Period Remains 1799 467 50 2316
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■ Árpád Period Species

□ Sarmatian Remains

□ Árpád Period Remains

Figure 4: Distribution of the Plant Remains from END170.
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Figure 5: Ecological Distribution of the Species from END170.

On the basis of areal types, Eurasian (Mediterranean) species dominate in the material dated to 
the Sarmatian Period. Although the number of cosmopolitan species is relatively small, they still 
occur in considerable quantities. Species from Eurasia and Southern Eurasia occur in comparable 
quantities. The number o f species of circumpolar or sub-Mediterranean character is small.

5.5.2. Á rp á d  Period

Archaeobotanical remains recovered from features dated to the Árpád Period are indicative of target- 
oriented human activity: hoarding (for example in houses) and cleaning (pits).

In comparison with Sarmatian samples, archaeobotanical finds from the Árpád Period contained 
a higher number of species. The population was not specialized in growing any of the cereals, but 
produced a broad range o f crops that included six row barley, common wheat, emmer, millet, rye and 
oats. The legumes cultivated included lentils as well as peas, while hemp was used as a fiber plant.

Even if plant cultivation practices and food habits in the Árpád Period did not significantly change 
in comparison to those o f the Sarmatian Period, some development may definitely be seen. Among 
wheat species, the growing o f naked, unhulled common wheat, a species with higher requirements 
for agricultural technology gained importance. Although emmer survived as a characteristic 
representative of crop cultivation from earlier cultures o f the Great Hungarian Plain, its production 
became negligible. Barley, on the other hand, remained important, possibly as a grain used for animal 
fodder. The cultivation o f rye and oats still remained insignificant.

An increasing number o f cultivated species were identified in samples taken from features 
representing the Árpád Period (Figure 4). Two thirds o f the seeds and fruits originated from cultigens. 
This is typical of the archaeobotanical finds from sedentary populations. The range o f weed species 
also increased. This enrichment was especially spectacular in the case o f fall cereal weeds. All these 
phenomena show that during the Árpád Period, crop cultivation on arable land (especially that o f fall 
cereals) gained in significance in comparison with the Sarmatian Period.
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Segetal weed species live in the environments o f arable land, but some of them also occur in 
ruderal habitats. The basis of plant sociological evaluation using weed spectra is the following 
classification of weed species from arable land:

— Class: Secalinetea =  fall cereal weeds
-  Class: Chenopodietea and the genus Polygeno-Chenopodietalia within this = spring cereal 

and garden weeds.
It may be hypothesized that following threshing, the grain was cleaned by winnowing. Seeds of 

corncockle (Agrostemma githago) and spring wild oat (Avena fatua), however, are difficult to remove 
even in this way. This is also indicated by diasporae from these two weed species in cereal deposits.

Similar to Sarmatian times, the immediate environment of the settlement dated to the Árpád 
Period was very variable. This observation is supported by the distribution of identified plant species 
according to their habitat requirements. Open water surfaces, reeds and floodplain as well as gallery 
forests and grazing land m ust have been equally available (Figure 5). Ruderal species are indicative 
o f expanding human settlement activity. This picture becomes even more characteristic when species 
distributions by the num ber of seeds are compared to those of the Sarmatian Period. The greatest 
increase may be observed in the number o f  seeds from gramineae species characterized by average 
habitat requirements.

In terms of their growth forms, the w eeds and spontaneous vegetation elements found in the 
materials from the Árpád Period show a distribution very similar to that o f the Sarmatian Period. Plant 
species in this group tend to be annuals. The contribution of ruderal plant species is also significant. 
The rest of the species in this group are represented, but in insignificant numbers. It is also worth 
mentioning that in comparison with Sarmatian times, the number o f aquatic plant species decreased 
in the finds.

Ruderal weed associations may be found in any area exposed to anthropogenic influence (ditches, 
roadsides, slopes, fallow  land and surrounding buildings), where the soil is rich in nitrogen or has 
been purposely fertilized. In contrast to the Sarmatian Period, no ruderalia with a preference for 
humid habitats were found from the Árpád Period. This may result from the climate having become 
drier. Increase in the ruderal plant species resistant to trampling is indicative of a sedentary lifestyle,
i.e. the expansion o f settlements relative to that of the Sarmatian Period.

According to the distribution of flora elements by ecological indicator value and areal type, the 
climate of the Sarmatian Period had become somewhat drier and warmer by the time of the Árpád 
Period. The number o f  aquatic plant species probably decreased due to the increasing aridity of the 
climate, and the absence o f ruderalia characteristic of humid habitats may be explained by the same 
phenomenon.

The distribution o f  flora elements by their heat requirements and soil preferences show no 
essential change relative to the Sarmatian Period. The contribution o f photophilous species, on the 
other hand, somewhat increased. This m ay be explained by the expansion of the settlement area. The 
high number of ruderalia growing in nitrogen rich soils is related to the rearing o f large livestock.

The analysis o f  areal types also suggests that the site’s environment during the Árpád Period 
was very similar to that o f the Sarmatian Period. In this case Eurasian (Mediterranean) plant species 
dominate, followed by  Eurasian and cosmopolitan species. Moreover, a moderate sub-Mediterranean 
influence can also be recognized.
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5.6. Summary

Plant remains from the features of the ENDO 170 settlement dated to the Sarmatian Period (AD 4th- 5 th 
century) and the Árpád Period (10th— 12th century) are significant because previously only limited 
archaeobotanical information was available concerning the Migration Period, the Period o f the 
Hungarian Conquest and the subsequent early Middle Ages. By evaluating archaeobotanical finds, it 
is possible to accumulate knowledge relevant to the crop cultivation of these periods, verify written 
sources and create a broader context for the interpretation o f archaeological artifacts associated with 
agriculture. Comparing plant remains from the two periods to one another, it is also possible to 
follow changes in the climate and natural environment o f the site.

The material studied consisted of eight archaeobotanical samples taken from three Sarmatian 
features, while another set o f 28 macrobotanical samples were collected from five features dated 
to the Árpád Period. These samples originate from houses and pits that had various functions. The 
carbonized seeds and fruits are from the same time as the features from which they were collected. 
No contamination from modem times was detected.

Some of the seeds and fruits recovered from Sarmatian Period features represented the 
anthropogenic environment. Cereals and their weeds, on the other hand, are characteristic o f natural 
biotopes as well. The cereal species identified are indicative o f a sedentary agricultural population. 
Their crops grown on arable land included six row barley, emmer, common wheat and millet. The 
cultivation o f rye and oats were insignificant. The high numbers of finds from barley and millet is a 
possible result o f the continuity of their nomadic food habits. In addition to crops grown on arable 
land, peas were one of the cultivated legumes.

An equal distribution o f fall cereal and spring legume weeds was also observed. This again shows 
that sedentism was accompanied by a relatively less developed form of arable land cultivation in 
these cultures. In other words, the growing o f fall cereals that require more sophisticated forms o f 
agriculture (wheat and rye) was complemented by equally significant spring cereals (predominantly 
barley and millet) and legumes. Even among wheat, the relatively undeveloped and thus less sensitive 
form, hulled emmer, was cultivated. The growing of naked, common wheat, a species with higher 
technological requirements, seems to have been insignificant. Meanwhile, the number o f seeds 
originating from weeds is small, a phenomenon best explained by the cleaning o f grains, especially 
by winnowing.

Some o f the plant remains originate from local biotopes, while others most probably represent 
agricultural areas in the immediate environment of the settlement. The number o f seeds from water 
plants and marshland vegetation is small. Gallery forests also existed in the proximity o f this site, 
and some of the arable land was acquired by deforestation. Ruderal species are indicative o f human 
settlement activity. Animals must have been grazed at nearby pastures o f average carrying capacity.

In comparison with the Sarmatian Period, an increasing number o f cultivated species were 
identified in samples taken from features representing the Árpád Period. Two thirds of the seeds 
and fruits originated from cultigens. This is typical of the archaeobotanical finds from sedentary 
populations. They were not specialized in growing any o f the cereals, but produced a broad range 
o f crops that included six row barley, common wheat, emmer, millet, rye and oats. The legumes 
cultivated included lentils and peas, while hemp was an important fiber plant.

Even if plant cultivation practices and food habits in the Árpád Period did not significantly change 
in comparison to those of the Sarmatian Period, some development may definitely be seen. Among 
wheat species, the growing o f naked, unhulled common wheat, a species with higher requirements 
for agricultural technology gained importance. Emmer became insignificant, similar to the cultivation
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o f rye and oats. Barley, on the other hand, remained important, possibly as a grain used for animal 
fodder.

The inventory o f w eed species also increased. This enrichment was especially spectacular in the 
case o f fall cereals. These phenomena show that during the Árpád Period, crop cultivation on arable 
land (especially that o f  fall cereals) gained in significance in comparison with the Sarmatian Period.

According to the thanatocoenological analysis o f plant species originating from the natural 
environment of the settlement dated to the Árpád Period, its habitat was very rich and variable, 
similar to Sarmatian times. This observation is supported by the distribution of identified plant species 
according to their habitat requirements. Open water surfaces, reeds and floodplain forest must have 
been equally available in the site’s proximity. Animals must have been grazed at nearby pastures o f 
average carrying capacity. The high number o f species indicative o f nitrogen rich soils is related to 
the rearing of large animals.

According to the analysis of flora elements by ecological indicator value and areal type, the 
climate of the Sarmatian Period had become somewhat drier and warmer by the time of the Árpád 
Period. Radicoarbon dates and climatic/ecological observations thus reconfirm each other. The so- 
called sub-Atlantic climatological phase (that has lasted until today) began around 600 B.C. Within 
its recent period (from 100 A.D. onwards105), palynologists and ecologists speak o f a “Medieval 
Climate Optimum” between 800 and 1200 A.D.106 Ecological indicator values o f the plant species 
identified also suggest that both the territorial extent and animal rearing activity o f the settlement was 
greater during the Árpád Period than in Sarmatian times.

105 Járai-Komlódi (1982).
106 Rácz{ 1993).
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6. LATE SARMATIAN SETTLEMENT AT ORM0052

Andrea Vaday

6.1. Introduction

The location o f this site was discovered during the course o f intensive field surveys in Békés County.1 
Its excavation was made possible within the framework o f the Microregion Research Project in the 
Great Hungarian Plain.

Recently, the area has been used exclusively for agricultural cultivation, or in other words, 
farmsteads have been built only at a distance from the archaeological site. No traces o f subsequent 
construction activity could be detected on the surface. Consequently, it may be presumed that the site 
had not been disturbed. The significance of this site was apparent already during the course o f field 
walks. In addition to the aforementioned circumstances, the surface to be excavated was selected on 
the basis of a special consideration rooted in observations registered as part o f previous surveys. This 
region of the Great Hungarian Plain, located on the left bank o f the Tisza River was little known. 
It fell outside the activity area o f both the historically important Tiszazug Private Archaeological 
Association and the Szeged Institute (the predecessor of the municipal museum in that town). Not 
even the museums of Békés County itself (located in the cities o f Gyula, Békéscsaba, Szarvas and 
Orosháza) carried out investigations here. More recently, however, this region has been relatively 
well covered by the intensive Topographic Survey Project of Hungary (MRT). In addition, the great 
number of Sarmatian sites in the region also made it necessary that, finally, a Sarmatian settlement 
be thoroughly investigated.2

It was also noticed during the Microregion Research Project, that the number of Sarmatian 
settlements was far greater in the area east o f the Tisza River than had been thought on the basis 
o f previously available data. On the basis o f artifact inventories, a significant portion o f these 
archaeological sites may be dated to the Late Sarmatian and Hunnic Periods. This phenomenon 
has been widely discussed as part o f historical and archaeological investigations. Concretely, when 
István Béna was reviewing the publication that summarized results of the Microregion Research 
Project in Békés County, he thought that the numbers of Late Sarmatian and Hunnic settlements 
were overestimated. In his opinion, Sarmatians had already disappeared from the area by the time 
of the Hunnic Period.3 Nevertheless, previously he himself was o f the opinion that some o f the finds 
recovered from the surroundings o f Orosháza could be identified as Late Sarmatian artifacts from the 
Hunnic Period.4

In any case, it may be considered conspicuous that by the Hunnic Period the area under discussion 
here seems to have become more densely populated than in preceding times. It is also interesting that 
some of the Late Sarmatian settlements dated to the Hunnic Period were small, and surface collection

1 MRT 8, 352. See map in the foreword of this volume.
2 Traces of Sarmatian settlements and cemeteries were frequently found during the Microregion Research 

Project. Unfortunately, all excavations concerned targeted other periods, that is, Sarmatian materials came 
to light as a “by-product” of investigations which had not been planned to fine-tune either the functional 
characterization or the chronological phasing of Sarmatian features.

3 The official review was made available to me by Miklós Béla Szőke.
4 Bóna (1965).
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identified no Early Sarmatian finds at these sites. This is indicative of the fact that during the course 
of the Hunnic Period, Sarmatian farmsteads and new settlements o f various sizes were established.5

Within the framework o f the Microregion Research Project in the Great Hungarian Plain it became 
possible to investigate one o f these farmsteads, thereby rejecting or reconfirming its hypothetical 
dating on the basis of the excavated materials.6

6.2. The excavation

6.2.1. A ntecedents

6.2.1.1. Field walks

As was mentioned before, the detennination o f  the location and chronological position of this site 
was carried out during the course of intensive topographic surveys in Békés County. Results o f these 
field walks were gathered and published by Dénes Jankovich B., János Makkay and Miklós Béla 
Szőke, experts from the Archaeological Institute o f the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences. The site 
of ÖRM0052 was mentioned as “Veres tehén dombja” (Red Cow’s Mound) in their publication.7 
Observations from these initial field walks were reconfirmed by my own targeted surveys in 1985 and 
1986 that preceded excavation work. Documentation at that time was focused on a more concentrated 
area (Figure 1).

6.2.1.2. Soil boring

Soil borings at the site were carried out by András Varga at two occasions during 1986.8 This 
sounding work was made necessary by the possibility that surface finds merely represented the traces 
of an archaeological site that had already been destroyed, in which case excavations would not have 
provided the information expected.9 These borings were aimed at identifying the approximate extent 
of the settlement. Samples were taken at 298 points, distributed over an area o f 50,000 m2. Within 
this area, 15,000 m2were sub-divided into 10 by 10 m squares oriented by the cardinal geographical 
directions. The comer points o f this grid system were sounded. Core samples were taken at distances 
of 25 m in the remaining, more peripherally located area.10

5 Vaday (1988-1989), 209.
6 Intensive field walks indicated a settlement of moderate size, which made the excavation of a major portion 

of it possible.
7 MRT 8. Site 7/52, 352.
8 His report is available in the Archives of the Archaeological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of 

Sciences.
9 Subsequently, this unfortunate situation was observed in 1994 at the site of Kompolt-Kistér in Heves 

County during the course of rescue excavations that preceded the construction of the M3 Motorway. In 
that case, artifacts were concentrated in two bands along the edges of the area designated for excavation, 
while the central portion was empty. Therefore, it was suspected that two sites were represented in this 
area. Excavations showed, however, that originally, the features were evenly distributed and completely 
covered the area, but those located at a slightly higher altitude had been destroyed. Features below the area 
that was archaeological intact on the other hand remained undisturbed.

10 This arrangement was chosen in light of financial constraints.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÖRM0052

Figure 1: Map of the site. Legend: 1: excavation; 2: area of archeomagnetic measurements; 
3: territory of soil boring; 4: site border, determined by field walks.

6.2.1.3. Sounding method and stratigraphic marking system

Samples were taken with a spiral borer that measured 40 mm in diameter. The samples acquired 
in this manner allow the study of the stratigraphy with precision to centimeters. For the sake o f 
safety, all borings were driven 1 m into the undisturbed sediment of the site. Resulting samples were 
interpreted from two different points o f view. The soil matrix was evaluated by pedological criteria 
(soil composition and structure), while micro-traces o f cultural activity (ashes, charcoal or daub) 
were studied by the archaeologists. Soil borings revealed the existence o f 14 main strata at the site.

1. Cover layer, the uppermost, mixed layer disturbed by contemporary agricultural activity. The 
thickness o f this layer varied between 80 to 100 cm.11 When borings hit archaeological features in 
this mixed zone, cultural phenomena were denoted as separate items in the documentation prepared 
by András Varga.

2. Transitional layer: this stratum is characterized by a gradual and harmonious transition between 
the uppermost cover layer and the “sub-soil” located below. In addition to a decline in humus content, 
pedological characteristics o f  the sub-soil become dominant. The thickness o f this stratum was much 
more variable than that o f the aforementioned cover layer. On the basis of soil borings, it seems that 
the overwhelming majority o f  archaeological features had been dug into this layer.

3. M ixed layer with no or withfew cultural micro-traces: this layer is distinguished by its structure, 
since its density is different from those o f the natural strata identified in the area. Its color is difficult

11 Archaeological observations made in the section walls revealed a clearly distinguishable modem plow
zone.
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to unambiguously identify, since depending on the degree o f homogenization, spots o f mixed as well 
as basic colors occur here.

4. Deposit marbled w ith ash: this layer was created by clay accumulated on ashy layers o f various 
thickness. A characteristic marbled light gray pattern is clearly visible. The stratum, however, is 
distinguished by an overwhelming predominance o f clay.

5. Ash with clay: this stratum contains predominantly ash.
6. Gray clay with humus content: this stratum is formed by the covering layer that was buried by 

human activity. Its original structure was usually retained with a clearly recognizable homogeneous 
structure in the bore samples.

7. Ash with burnt lum ps o f  clay: this layer was relatively infrequently hit during the course of soil 
borings. It is poorly preserved and loose.

8. Mixed soil with evenly distributed micro-traces: this deposit is similar to layer 3, however it is 
characterized by homogeneously distributed remains of charcoal, daub and lumps o f ash.

9. Mixed soil with significant accumulations o f  ash: this layer is dominated by a homogeneous 
buildup of ash. It has an easily distinguished loose structure and is light gray in color.

10. Natural undisturbed sub-soil: in the area under investigation this matrix was yellow, obdurate 
and dense. Its transversal core sections ended each o f the studied samples.

11. Gray and yellow  mixed clay: this stratum is composed of the cover layer and undisturbed clay. 
It has not been thoroughly homogenized during the site’s history.

12. Yellow silt: this layer was only infrequently observed. It may be assumed that it had originally 
occurred below the undisturbed yellow clay.

13. Mixed soil w ith fragments o f  daub: this homogeneous layer contains evenly distributed 
fragments of daub.

14. Clay with charcoal: small pieces o f charcoal were often recorded in connection with other 
micro-traces. In some cases, however, layers were encountered which contained predominantly clay 
mixed with quantities o f  charcoal. These deposits were labeled “Layer 14” .

Section drawings 4 to 9 were constructed on the basis of the aforementioned types of layers. 
In sketches prepared for the purposes o f general overviews, however, only three gross strata were 
distinguished: cover layer, culture bearing layer (with signs of human activity) and undisturbed sub
soil.

Whenever archaeological features were detected during the course o f soil borings, the frequency 
o f sampling points w as increased in order to more precisely delineate the features discovered.

6.2.1.4. Determining the extent o f the settlement

Several methods were available for the determination o f the settlement’s borders. The topography 
o f the area justified the application o f evenly-dispersed boring points. As a working hypothesis 
we assumed that settlement phenomena, the features detectable by soil boring, would occur less 
frequently toward the site’s edges. In other words, the probability o f hitting traces o f pits or houses 
at the points in the grid system would decrease toward the periphery of the studied area. Changes 
in the proportions o f  the depths o f the three major types o f strata (cover layer, culture bearing 
layer and sub-soil), were expected to reflect the same trend. On the basis of these considerations, 
the stratigraphic overview delineated a border line beyond which the likelihood of encountering 
additional archaeological features was very slim.

4 0 8



6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÖRM0052

6.2.1.5. Archaeomagnetic measurements

Archaeomagnetic surveys of the area were organized by the Department o f Geophysics at Loránd 
Eötvös University o f Sciences in Budapest. This work was carried out in 1986, the second year of 
investigations under the direction o f Balázs Székely.

6.2.2. The site

The site is located just about 4 km northwest of the modem village o f Örménykút. A slightly eroded 
ridge stretches in the northeastern section of the area under discussion here.

An unusually rich Sarmatian settlement, dating to the Hunnic Period, is spread along the eastern 
slope of this ridge that has a length o f approximately 300 m. Undoubtedly the center of this settlement 
was the top o f the ridge, located at the middle o f its western end. A major depression was observed 
south o f this area which could be identified as a “Sarmatian pit” . A dirt road runs along the east side 
which is paralleled by a deep canal on its western side. Numerous sherds were also discovered in the 
backdirt that had been removed during the construction of this channel. Similarly, the “area between 
the dirt road and the center of this ridge was covered by pottery fragments as well”.12

Actually, the investigated area lay on the drained alluvial sediment of the former Maros River. 
The landscape, however, used to be different from that o f today. The site was surrounded to the south, 
east and west by a stream whose bed was cut into the aforementioned alluvial sediment. It could be 
approached on land only from the north, from an area measuring approximately 10-11 km. A large 
area covered by water lay some 20-22 km south of the investigated site.

Excavation started at the beginning o f summer. Since soil boring was carried out simultaneously,13 
no preliminary information was available concerning the intensity o f archaeological occupation in the 
area studied. Excavation squares were laid out in the assumed center of the archaeological settlement. 
Field walks preceded the layout of these squares. Surface finds of Sarmatian and Hunnic Period sherds 
occurred in great numbers during these surveys. Since the financial resources for excavation were 
limited, trench-shaped squares were dug. Although they were separated by baulks from each other, 
they were located in a way to provide a contiguous research area.14 The grid system of excavations 
followed the layout o f soil boring points. Pedologically distinguishable layers identified in bore 
samples only partially corresponded to archaeological phenomena. In other words, destruction layers 
of the settlement were represented by a number of stratigraphic types characterized by differing 
degrees o f homogeneity in the cores obtained by soil boring. These latter were distinguished from 
each other by archeological criteria only when particular information was expected to characterize 
individual archaeological features or floor levels.

Rich artifact material was already encountered in the first spit dug into the cover layer, which 
was heavily affected by modem-day tillage. The soil was heavily mixed with ash. The concentration 
of finds increased in the eastern third and western end o f Square I. Burnt rubble with daub mixed 
with glassy melted pieces o f silicate came to light at a depth of 45 to 50 cm in the western third o f

12 MRT 8. 352.
13 Soil borings were performed on two occasions, during the early summer and late fall. This latter round was 

made necessary to make the most precise identification of the settlement’s extent possible.
14 In this arrangement, newly opened squares matched previous ones, therefore saving work and related 

expenditure. Since excavations fell within an area used for agricultural cultivation, squares had to be filled 
over again at the end of the field season. In the absence of earth moving machinery, this work was carried 
out by people in the first year of excavation.
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the same square. Pieces o f  iron were often incorporated into these burnt lumps of clay. The number 
of ceramic sherds was also high in this layer o f rubble. Numerous lumps o f melted iron as well as 
rusty fragments were discovered at a depth o f 85 cm, near the base o f the ashy layer located at the 
western end of the square. This square was densely and evenly covered by features. Only Sarmatian 
settlement phenomena came to light here, no subsequent occupation disturbed the investigated area.

Similar phenomena were observed in S q u a r e  II, opened contiguously along the long axis of 
Square I. In both squares, a thick and ashy layer of apparently major destruction was observed 
immediately below the plow zone. Fragments o f smelted iron were encountered at depths of 25-30 
and 30-50 cm, and a large intact piece o f  iron was found as well. Although this square was also 
densely covered from an archaeological point o f view, the distribution o f features was less balanced 
than in Square I. It was some five times higher in the eastern end than in the rest o f the Square II. 
Moreover, graves from the later Period o f the Hungarian Conquest also disturbed the Sarmatian 
features identified in this square.

S q u a r e  III was opened as a longitudinal extension o f Square II. Its eastern end again revealed 
a thick layer of ashy rubble. However, traces o f burning and ashes were significantly sparser in the 
square’s western half. The degree of archaeological cover was also significantly lower than in the 
previously excavated squares. At a depth o f  40 cm darkish ash mixed with humus was encountered 
in the northeastern corner. Continuing excavations revealed that this phenomenon was caused by an 
amorphous pit dug when Grave 17 from the Period of the Hungarian Conquest had been looted. This 
disturbance may be dated to the 16th—17th centuries.

Removing the baulk between S q u a r e s  II and III  brought to light glass-like silicate slag.
S q u a re  IV  contained more ash in its northern half. While less ash was found in the southeastern 

corner, more fragments of daub occurred there. The archaeological cover here is lower than in 
previously excavated squares. This square contained features from both the Sarmatian and Hungarian 
Conquest Periods.

S q u a re  V  is in general less densely covered by archaeological features, although they occur 
approximately four times more frequently in the eastern and western quarters than in the rest of this 
area. A large grinding stone was found on the former ground surface in the eastern third of the square, 
while a piece o f smelted iron came to light at a depth o f 30 to 60 cm in its middle. This square also 
contained features from both the Sarmatian and Hungarian Conquest Periods.

S q u a re  V I revealed daub fragments in its eastern section at depths between 0 and 30 cm. The 
plastered base o f an oven was identified at a depth of 30 cm. In the western section, remains of daub 
were found at 90 cm. Fragments o f wall plastering from a house and from an oven were dispersed
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all over the area of this square at depths between 30 to 60 cm. Square VI was densely covered 
by features from both the Sarmatian and Hungarian Conquest Periods. Actually, it had the highest 
concentration of features for all the squares opened at the site.

The baulk between Squares VI and V III contained fragments of daub with imprints of twigs, and 
pieces o f plastering with melted silicate from the base o f an oven. Similar finds were recognized in 
the baulk between Squares VI and IX.

In Square  VII, the flat base plastering o f an oven was recognized in the western quarter already 
within the first spit. Somewhat further down silicate slag and fragments o f daub were found at around 
30 cm. Quantities of oven plastering and melted silicate occurred at depths between 30 and 60 cm in 
the western section of this square. Pieces o f river mussel shell came to light from here as well. The 
archaeological cover of this area is less balanced; numerous features were found in the west, while 
practically nothing occurred in the east. Moreover, only Sarmatian features were identified in this 
square.

Square V III also contained daub fragments and melted silicate in the western half o f the first 
spit. Remains of oven plastering occurred at 60 cm in the middle of the square. A high concentration 
of archaeological features is apparent in this area. In its eastern third, adjacent to the eastern wall o f 
Square III, a mixture of ash and humus occurred that was similar to the fill o f  the aforementioned late 
medieval disturbance in Grave 17. This material was observed over an amorphous surface measuring 
approximately 2-2.5 m in diameter. Features from the Period of the Hungarian Conquest occur in 
greater numbers here, while remains of Sarmatian occupation could be detected only near the eastern 
and western walls. A pile o f daub formed an area measuring 90 by 90 cm at a depth of 56 cm in the 
western third o f this square. A grinding stone was found at a depth of 56 cm, somewhat closer to the 
southern wall.

Square IX  was densely covered by archaeological features, as was also observed in the case of 
the neighboring Square VI. Nevertheless, the only one o f these phenomena dating to the Period of 
the Hungarian Conquest was a grave discovered near the square’s western wall. Fragments o f daub 
with imprints o f  twigs and smooth pieces o f plastering from the base of an oven were already found 
within the first spit. In the square’s western half at a depth o f 60 cm the fill was peppered with daub 
that was smashed into tiny lumps. This type o f rubble continued down to a depth o f 110 cm.

6.2.3. D escription  o f  fea tures

Feature 1 (Squares I-II), Pit
This feature was covered by a layer of rubble deposited between 60 and 70 cm. Numerous sherds 
and some calcinated animal bones were mixed with this burnt rubble. Following the removal o f this 
deposit, the outline of a house was recognized in the proximity o f the pit. Pit 1 and this house lay 
below the same layer of rubble, that is, they were dug into the surface from the same level.15 The 
coincidental appearance of these two settlement phenomena is indicative o f their existence at the 
same time. The upper diameter o f the pit measured 180 cm. The eastern wall o f its portion discovered 
in Square I was stepped. The uppermost side section was 120 cm deep. The next one reached down 
to 170 cm, while the base of the pit was located at a depth of 217 cm. A small lump o f iron was found 
in its fill.

6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÖRM0052

15 The ancient ground surface was discovered at a depth of 67 cm from the modem soil surface.
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F ea tu re  2 (Square I), P it
The proximity of this feature to the square’s eastern wall was first indicated by an accumulation o f 
sherds and animal bones. The ashy rubble here was thicker than in the case of Feature 1. The outline 
o f  Feature 2 was observed at a depth between 60 and 88 cm. A pit was identified below, most of 
which extended under the wall of Square I. Its diameter measured 180 cm at the level o f excavation. 
It reached down to a depth o f 110 cm.

Featu re  3 (Square II), House and Fireplace
During the course o f archaeological recovery, this ashy layer o f rubble appeared to have been 
homogeneous. However, the outlines o f a house and a fireplace were identified by subsequent 
excavations. During the Period of the Hungarian Conquest the grave o f a horseman was dug into the 
layer of rubble left by the house and the fireplace.

Feature 3A (Square II), Fireplace
First the well-fired surface of a fireplace (3A) was recognized in this square. The diameters o f its 
ovoid firing Plate measured 120 by 170 cm. It was discovered east o f the house’s wall. A lump of iron 
was discovered below the plastering o f the fireplace.

Feature 3/Feature 6 (Square II), House
Feature 6 occurred in the form of a small round area measuring 80 cm in diameter. It was almost as 
heavily burnt as the site o f a fireplace. A fragment from another fired surface (burnt floor?) measuring 
90 cm was found east o f this feature at a depth o f 42 cm. It was located either above or on the floor 
level of House 3 .16 Quantities o f melted silicate covered the feature. Many o f these pieces also 
incorporated amorphous pieces of iron burnt beyond recognition. Three pieces o f smelted iron were 
also found in the eastern section of the feature. A broken piece o f brick that had undergone secondary 
firing was found mixed with burnt clay and slag at a depth o f 120 cm. The plow zone measured 30- 
35 cm above this house. It was followed by a 50 to 60 cm thick ashy layer. The house was dug into 
the ancient ground level located at a depth o f 70-80 cm measured from the modem surface. A steep 
and straight wall was formed here which reached down to a depth of 210 cm. The base of the feature 
was horizontal and regular in shape. The upper section o f the house was disturbed by a grave dug 
during the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest, which penetrated the ashy layer to a depth o f 80 cm. 
A 100 cm deep horizontal step was formed in the eastern end o f the house. Three different layers 
of subsequently relaid floor plastering could be easily separated during the course of excavating the 
house’s cellar. The thick layer of ash, which covered both the house and its step equally, was deepest 
in the middle o f the feature. It reached a depth o f 120 cm and displayed an amorphous, pit-like 
outline on the excavation surface. A 60 cm high pile of daub was found on the ground surface outside 
the house’s western wall. Pieces o f this material as well as a number of sherds were also found in a 
secondary position dispersed above the skeleton, within the fill of the burial. Half of a large basalt 
grinding stone lay in the ashy layer under the grave 20 cm below the level o f the skeleton. The 
skeleton assumed a slightly arched position due to the sinking of the thick but loose ashy deposit.

The fill o f  the house was heavily burnt below the ashy layer and above the step. It contained 
large, dispersed lumps of daub, ceramic sherds and ashy burnt rubble mixed with charcoal. A 95 to 
110 cm wide and 70 cm thick layer of ash was identified along the eastern wall of the house as well.

16 Actually, this phenomenon belonged to House 3, however this relationship could not be recognized at the 
beginning of excavations due to the distorting effect of a thick burnt layer mixed with a heavy deposit of 
rubble.
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It contained considerable quantities of charcoal and piles of broken vessels in its lower portion. Large 
burnt pieces o f floor plastering with no twig imprints, as well as fragments o f wall plastering, came 
to light in a 75-80 cm broad and 120 cm thick deposit located at the house’s western wall. Both this 
concentration o f daub and the ashy fill mixed with charcoal discovered by the eastern wall o f the 
house show that remains of the house’s wall and roof structure were discovered that had collapsed 
in a catastrophic fire.

Sherds from a broken, barrel-shaped vessel were found mixed with melted silicate slag on the 
floor of this house.17 Another pile o f crushed ceramic vessels was found on the floor between the wall 
o f the house and the aforementioned barrel-shaped vessel.

Feature 4 (Square I), Pit
A very thick, ashy layer was detected in the middle of this square. Gray, wheel-thrown ceramics, 
fragments of a hand-formed kettle as well as cattle and pig bones came to light during the removal of 
this deposit. Pit 4 was recognized below this ashy spot, at a depth o f 8 cm. The upper diameter o f  this 
pit was 200 cm at the level of its discovery. It was 160 cm deep in the middle and the base diameter 
measured 110 cm. The pit had a steep wall, with a 40 cm wide, oblique section running around the 
base. Two rows o f post holes were arranged in a circular pattern at the base o f this pit, or in its base 
section. The diameter of posts was 10 cm. They were dug 10-30 cm deep. A few more post holes, 
arranged in no recognizable pattern, were found in the central portion of the pit. A lump of smelted 
iron was also found near this feature.

Feature  5 (Square I), Pit
This pit was found at a depth of 80-83 cm. Its diameter measured 130 cm. The level of its discovery 
was covered by a 20 cm thick layer o f ash, which also filled the pit down to its base, although that 
fill was also mixed with pieces o f daub and stones. In addition, the pit contained animal bones and 
fragments of iron. Observations made during the course of its excavation indicate that the pit was 
completely open when this part o f the settlement was destroyed by fire.

Featu re  6 (see the description o f  House 3)

Feature  7 (Square II), Dog Skeleton
A dog skeleton was found on the ground surface east o f Pit 15 at a distance o f 80-92 cm. No signs o f 
burial could be identified. Feature 8 (a grave from the Period of the Hungarian Conquest) lay in its 
immediate proximity, but no stratigraphic phenomena were directly indicative o f burial activities. It 
is unlikely, however, that the dog skeleton would have belonged to the grave furnishings of the burial 
from the Period of the Hungarian Conquest, since it occurred at a different level.

Feature  8 (Square II), Grave No. 2 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest 
The detailed description of burials will be provided later.18

Feature  9 (Square I), Well
This round well was first discovered at a depth of 80 cm. Its diameter measured 220 cm and it reached 
a depth o f 317 cm. Its shaft had a steep wall. The mouth o f the well was covered by a 70 cm thick 
layer o f  ash. The uppermost 14 cm o f fill in the well was mixed with clay and was o f correspondingly

17 It was labeled Feature 11 at the time of excavation.
18 See relevant chapter.
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a yellowish brown color. This layer was followed by a 20 cm thick brown deposit which had a small 
black spot in it. The next layer was black and formed a 30 cm thick clay-rich fill. The 17 cm thick 
layer found below was mixed, similarly to the following 30-40 cm deposit which was distinguished 
by a 6-8 cm thick layer of black clay in it. The rest o f the fill in this well, measuring 1 m deep, was 
formed by a black substance dominated by clay.

F e a tu r e  1 0  (Square I), P it

This was a pit with steps and a collapsed side. It was located in the northeastern comer of the square. 
Similar to the neighboring Pit 2, it was covered by a layer of rubble. The steps occurred at depths 
of 110, 156 and 187 cm. This pit contained fragments of daub as well as the remains of a child’s 
skeleton at a depth of 70 cm. The entire pit was filled with an ashy deposit.

F e a tu r e  11 (see the description o f  House 3)

F e a tu r e  1 2  (Square III), Grave No. 3 from the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest 

F e a tu r e  1 3  (Square III), P it

A small base section o f a destroyed Sarmatian pit was excavated below Grave 17, which was dated 
to the Period of the Hungarian Conquest. The surviving remains of its fill are overwhelmingly 
dominated by ash.

F e a t u r e  1 4  (Square III), Pot and the Skeleton o f  an Infant
Half o f  a pot made with granular mica temper was found here. It completely covered an infant’s 
skeleton. The mouth o f the dish opened to the north, while the head o f the dead child was oriented 
south. The skeleton lay at a depth of 55 cm.

F e a t u r e  15 (Square II), P it

This feature was first noticed at a depth o f 114 cm at the western wall of the square. It has a beehive 
shape and a mouth diam eter of 120 cm. The base diameter measured 150 cm. A very thick (90 cm) 
homogeneous ashy layer was identified above the pit as well as inside its upper section (150 cm). 
Below the ash, a 30-50 cm thick layer o f mixed fill was identified within the pit. A 2-3 cm thick layer 
o f plastering covered the inside of this beehive-shaped pit which was heavily burnt at the base.

F e a t u r e  16 (Square I), P it

This feature is a small round pit covered by the layer o f sherds identified above Feature 1. It was first 
noticed at a depth o f 83 cm below the m odem  surface. The diameter o f this pit measured 140 cm and 
its depth reached 158 cm.

F e a t u r e  17 (Square III), Grave No. 5 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest 

F e a t u r e  18 (Square III), P it

This relatively large pit was in part covered by the southern wall o f the square. It had an ovoid shape 
with its dimensions measuring 200 by 150 cm and a depth of 60 cm. The walls of this pit were arched. 
A mixed brown fill was deposited in it. It is not possible to tell whether this feature cut into House 36 
or simply lay very close to it. Quantities o f ash were deposited both to the southwest and northeast 
o f  this pit.
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Feature 19 (Square III), Pit
The major section o f this small pit, discovered in the northwestern comer of the square, fell below 
the wall of the square. It was first noticed at a depth o f 120 cm. The deposit could be followed 90 cm 
below that level.

Feature 20 (Square III). Pit
Only half of this round pit with a 200 cm diameter fell within the area o f the square. Its straight walls 
extended 60 cm below the original ground surface.

Feature 21 (Square I), Pit
This pit, located between Features 5 and 16, was partially covered by a deposit o f daub rubble on its 
southwestern side. The feature was discovered at a depth of 115 cm and was 210 cm deep. Its upper 
diameter measured 160 cm, while the base was as broad as 200 cm.

Feature 22 (Square V), Grave No 6 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest

Feature 23 (Square V), Grave No. 7 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest

Feature 24 (Square V), Grave No. 8 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest 
A lump o f smelted iron was found in a secondary position in this burial.

Feature 25 (Square IV), Grave No. 9 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest

Feature 26 (Squares IV  and V), Pit
A round pit was identified at the interface between these two squares at a depth o f 108 cm. It 
intersected with Pit 26/B and was 268 cm deep. This feature had a steep vertical wall and must have 
belonged to the cellar o f a house. Its depth was 160 cm (measured from the level of discovery). Its 
fill was covered by a 10-30 cm layer o f ash followed by a 20 cm deposit o f  daub rubble below. A 
thin yellow layer of clay covered the next stratum of mixed fill made up o f clay and rubble. A mixed 
black deposit containing sherds as well as daub was found at the base o f this feature. The fragments 
of daub were chiefly concentrated in the upper 8-10 cm of this mixed layer. The measurable diameter 
of this feature in the two squares was 160 cm.

Feature 26/A was observed as a discoloration in Square IV, in part intersected by Pit 26. During 
the course o f further excavations, this spot was recognized as a round pit at a depth o f 110 cm. The 
dimensions o f this pit measured 200 by 190 cm, while its depth was 260 cm.

Feature 27 (Square IV), Pit
This feature was a small round pit with a regular shape and steep walls. It was identified at a depth of 
100 cm and had a diameter measuring 120 cm. The depth o f this feature was 60 cm. Its fill was ashy 
soil mixed with small brownish grains of daub.

Feature 28 (Square IV), Pit?
The outline o f this feature was first noticed as a vague soil discoloration measuring 150 cm in diameter. 
Its depth was only 20-25 cm. It is actually possible that this “feature” is a natural depression filled 
with cultural debris. A large piece of daub that was smoothed on one side was found at a depth of 
90 cm here.
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Feature 29 (Square VI), Grave No. 10. from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest 

Feature 30 (Square V), Pit
This ovoid pit, whose greatest dimension was 160 cm, partially intersected with the eastern comer 
o f House 36. Not only was its fill ashy, but a massive deposit of ash also covered the ground surface 
east o f this pit.

Feature 31 (Square VI), Pit
This feature was noticed as a rectangular discoloration running east to west at depths o f 85-95 cm. 
Its western section was cut off by a round pit 180 cm in diameter and 120 cm in depth.

Feature 32 (Square VI), Layer o f  Rubble
A m ajor layer of mbble was discovered between the depths o f 50-100 cm. This mbble deposit was 
observed for a length o f 420 cm along the square’s northern wall and was 160 cm wide. The rest of 
it extended below the northern wall. Three concentrations o f daub and pot sherds were discovered at 
depths of 63, 60 and 40 cm. The mbble partially covered Feature 46.

Feature 33 (Square VII) Pit
This feature was a m ajor pit which was partially covered by the southern wall of the square. It was 
first observed at a depth o f 85 cm. The diameter of this round pit was 240 cm. It had a triple stepped 
sub-division deepening toward the west. The eastern third was 205 cm deep, followed by sections o f 
208 and 245 cm in depth, respectively.

Many fragments o f  daub and numerous pieces of broken firing plates from ovens came to light 
from this pit. Imprints left by pot sherds on the lower surfaces o f these firing Plate fragments are 
indicative of the use o f  broken vessels in the plastering of the ovens recovered here.

Feature 34 (Square VI), Post Hole
This feature is a 50 cm wide and 45 cm deep post hole. Its fill contained a smooth and sooty plastering 
fragment from the base of an oven.

Feature 35 (baulk between Squares V and VI), Fragments o f  Human Bone
During the removal o f  the baulk, fragments of human bone were discovered at this spot. They lay in 
the ash above House 36, however no distinct marks o f a burial were visible.

Feature 36 (Square VI), House
An amorphous spot (36/B) was observed in the layer above House 36, around the middle of this latter 
feature. It was first noticed at a depth o f 120 cm and could be followed to depths of 140 or 162 cm. 
It turned into a somewhat darker fill mixed with fragments of daub toward these deeper regions. The 
length of this spot was 200 cm and its width varied between 90 and 140 cm. In addition to pieces of 
daub, quantities o f  silicate slag were recovered from this spot as well. Only the amorphous shape of 
this spot (36/A) could be documented during the course of its excavation. The fill in the house was 
light brown in color and reached a depth of 20-22 cm. The length o f the house was 9 m, while the 
width measured 6 m. No post-holes were visible within this feature. It seems that this building had 
already been abandoned at the time o f  the settlement’s destruction. This hypothesis is also supported 
by the observation that the house was cut by both Pit 30 and the feature labeled 36/B, dug into the 
layer above the fill deposited in this house.
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Feature 37 (Square VI), Grave No. 12 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest 

Feature 38 (Squares VI-III), Pit
This round pit was partially covered by the western wall of the square. It was first noticed at a depth 
92 cm. The diameter o f the pit was 220 cm. It was 160 cm deep.

Feature 39 (Square VI), Grave No. 13 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest

Feature 40 (Squares VIII-VII), Oven and Ash Pit
At the depth of 94 cm a small oven and its ash pit were found. The diameter o f the oven was 70 cm. 
It was covered by a 8 cm thick dome. The fire Plate was thoroughly burnt. The diameter of the ash 
pit was 170 cm and this feature was 166 cm deep. The fill contained numerous sooty black fragments 
of the oven’s plastering as well as silicate slag. In addition, many pieces o f daub and floor plastering 
were found in the upper section of this pit.

Features 41 and 44 (Square VII), Pits
Half of this composite feature extended into the southern wall of the square, however even that 
part was excavated beyond the square. This feature consisted of several pit-like depressions. It 
was distinguished neither by any particular fill, nor by its color. However, it was conspicuously 
homogeneous. The kidney-shaped outline was detected at a depth of 85 cm. Its east-west axis was 
350 cm long, and its north-south axis measured 300 cm in the west, 250 cm in the middle and 280 cm 
in the east. A regular 275 cm deep pit with a diameter measuring 150 cm (Feature 41) was dug into 
the 240 cm deep level o f the feature.19 In the 250 cm deep eastern half of the pit another ovoid shape 
was dug down to 310 cm. (Feature 44) Its dimensions were 220 by 180 cm. The arched eastern wall 
was dug some 30 cm into the p it’s side wall. It is possible that the section o f this complex feature 
labeled 41 is actually a work pit that belonged to the oven discussed as Feature 40. This hypothesis is 
further supported by the observation that in addition to daub, smooth sooty lumps o f oven plastering 
were also identified in the fill. The section labeled Feature 44 could not be distinguished on the basis 
o f color at the time of excavation. Only the character of its fill turned out to have been different from 
that of Feature 41. It contained numerous fragments o f wall plastering both with and without twig 
imprints.

Feature 42 (Square VI), Pit
This feature was a round 200 cm wide pit which only partially fell within the excavation area 
covered by the square. It was noticed at the depths of 115 and 90 cm. The actual depth o f the pit was 
145 cm.

Feature 43 (Square IX), Pit
This feature extended partially under the northern wall of the square. The outline o f its ovoid shape 
first appeared at a depth of 60 cm. Its dimensions measured 190 by 120 cm, and its depth was 
180 cm.

Numerous pieces of 2-3 cm thick wall plastering were found in the fill o f this pit. No twig 
imprints could be seen on these fragments.

19 More precise distinction of the digging of sub-features was possible only in this case.
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Feature 44 (Square VII)
See the description of Feature 41.

Feature 45 (Square VIII), Grave No. 14 from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest 

Feature 46 (Square VI), Pit
This feature was a small pit found below the layer o f rubble marked as Feature 32. Its outline became 
clearly identifiable at a depth o f 120 cm. Its dimensions measured 120 by 110 cm, while its depth was 
153 cm. It contained only a few artifacts.

Feature 47 (Square IX), Pit
A n area of daub measuring 50 by 130 cm came to light in the northwestern section of this pit. The 
dimensions of this ovoid pit were 240 by 150 cm. It was 160 cm deep. The pit was intersected by 
Feature 51. Its chronological position relative to the neighboring Pit 48 could not be established, 
since the section crucial for this had been destroyed by Feature 51. The ceramic material o f this 
feature consisted o f only a few indistinct sherds.

Feature 48 (Square IX), Pit
This feature is a major pit with an ovoid shape whose dimensions are 260 by 200 cm and it has a 
depth of 159 cm. For its stratigraphic position see the description o f Feature 47. This pit contained 
practically no artifacts.

Feature 49 (Square VIII), Sherds and Grinding Stone
A pile of sherds from a hand-thrown vessel with mica temper was found here on the former ground 
surface at a depth o f 70 cm. The exact type o f this vessel could not be reconstructed. A grinding stone 
was discovered 350 cm west of this spot.

Feature 50 (Square VIII), Grave No. 15. from  the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest 

Feature 51 (Square IX), Well
This feature extended in part below the square’s southern wall. This round well had an almost perfectly 
regular shape and was observed at depths of 52 and 58 cm. Its dimensions measured 200 by 175 cm. 
The depth of this feature was 290 cm. In terms of soil discoloration, it could hardly be distinguished 
from the neighboring Features 47 and 48, into which it intersected. Below the base levels o f Features 
47 and 48 the fill o f  this feature was damp, dark brown and homogeneous. Its material was limited to 
pot sherds from vessels whose shape and function could not be identified.

Feature 52 (Square IX), Pit
This feature extended partially under the northern wall o f the square. Its dimensions measured 220 
by 170 cm and it was 294 cm deep. The first signs o f this pit occurred at a depth of 125 cm. Its fill 
contained numerous fragments o f daub, sherds from vessels whose shape and function could not be 
identified and splinters of animal bone.

Feature 53 (Square IX), Pit
This feature is an ovoid pit. An ovoid discoloration marked by rubble was found at a depth o f 53 cm. Its 
dimensions measured 200 by 80-90 cm. A similarly ovoid depression found below this phenomenon
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was oriented northwest to southeast. A shelf-like feature was found in the northwestern section at a 
depth o f 185 cm. The southeastern two thirds of this feature formed a large pit with dimensions o f 
160 by 140 cm, and which reached a depth of 215 cm. This pit contained no artifacts.

Feature 54 (Square IX), Grave No. 16 from the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest

Feature 55 (Square IX- VIII), Grave No 17 from the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest

Feature 56 (Square VIII), Grave No 18 from the Period o f  the Hungarian Conquest

6.2.4. The archaeological materiaP°

SQUARES I. and II.
Artifact found during the cleaning of the surface designated for excavation:
1. Rim fragment cut in an oblique direction from a grayish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 12.6 cm. 
(Plate 35/2).

SQUARE I.
Jugs
1. Fragment from a gray two-handled wheel-thrown jug. The handles originate at the neck, below the straight 
rim. Mouth diameter =12 cm. (Plate 1/6).
2. Handle with a round cross-section from a gray wheel-thrown jug. (Plate 1/11).
3. Red-painted handle with a round cross-section from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown jug. (Plate 1/13).
4. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with a handle extending above the rim. The handle is smoothed on 
top. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 2/12).
5. Smoothed handle fragment with a round cross-section from a gray wheel-thrown jug. (Plate 2/15).
6. Body fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug decorated with a groove below smoothed vertical bands. 
(Plate 3/1).
7. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with two handles. The stump of the handle has a round cross- 
section. A groove may be seen above the stump of the handle. A vertical smoothed band is followed by a 
horizontally smoothed band below the groove. A mark from drilling that was abandoned may be seen on the 
side below the break. (Plate 3/5).
8. Gray wheel-thrown jug. The stump of its handle has an ovoid cross-section. (Plate 3/7).
9. Brick-red colored band-like jug handle. (Plate 3/8).
10. Rim fragment from a burnished gray wheel-thrown jug with a groove running below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 4/5).
11. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with a groove. A vertical smoothed pattern may be seen above 
the groove. (Plate 4/9).
12. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with two grooves. An oblique smoothed pattern occurs below 
these grooves, while a smoothed wavy line can be seen above them. (Plate 4/13).
13. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with smoothed horizontal bands. (Plate 4/14).
14. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of a handle located below the vessel’s belly line.
(Plate 3/15).

20 The material brought to light during the course of excavations is first discussed by squares, then by features. 
Distinctions between ceramic types will be made within these items.
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Globular vessels
1. Wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed pattern below the rim. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. 
(Plate 6/1).
2. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with remains of red paint preserved in 
spots. Mouth diameter = 12.4 cm. (Plate 7/12).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a vertical smoothed pattem below the exterior 
of the rim. The top and interior of rim are smoothed as well. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 7/15).
4. Fragment of a horizontally everted rim from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 8/2).
5. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 
20 cm. (Plate 8/19).
6. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. A zigzag smoothed line decorates the exterior 
below the rim. The top and interior of rim are smoothed as well. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 9/12).
7. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 10/14).
8. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12.6 cm. 
(Plate 10/18).
9. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The rim is smoothed on top. Mouth diameter = 
20 cm. (Plate 10/21).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The rim is smoothed on top. Mouth diameter = 
9.2 cm. (Plate 11/2).
11. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 11/7).
12. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 11/19).
13. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. (Plate 12/9).
14. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. (Plate 12/10).
15. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running on the shoulder. Oblique 
bunches of bands in alternating positions decorate the section above the groove. (Plate 12/11).
16. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel decorated with a rib and a groove. (Plate 12/15).
17. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel decorated with a groove. (Plate 12/18).
18. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown biconical globular vessel with a smoothed surface. A groove runs 
on the shoulder of this vessel. (Plate 12/25).
19. Rim fragment from a wheel-thrown globular vessel exposed to secondary firing. A horizontal smoothed 
pattem decorates the exterior. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 13/8).
20. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running below its rim. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 13/12).
21. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with the shoulder’s profile line divided in a step-like 
manner. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 13/17).
22. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 14/5).
23. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 14/44).
24. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 15/25).
25. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.4 cm. (Plate 15/30).
26. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 15/38).
27. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6.4 cm. (Plate 15/41).
28. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel decorated with a base ring. Base diameter = 
6.4 cm. (Plate 16/3).
29. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with granular temper and decorated with base ring. Base diameter =
8.6 cm. (Plate 16/4.
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30. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 16/18).
31. Arched base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 16/21).
32. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. Base diameter = 10 cm. 
(Plate 16/23).
33. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.8 cm. (Plate 16/24).
34. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.4 cm. 
(Plate 16/31).
35. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 16/41).
36. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with smoothed vertical bands. (Plate 12/1).

Storage vessels
1. Horizontally everted rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. The top and interior of 
the rim are smoothed in a single horizontal band. Mouth diameter =19.8 cm. (Plate 17/1).
2. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 21.8 cm. (Plate 17/3).
3. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. The top and exterior of the rim are smoothed in 
a horizontal band. A smoothed wavy pattem runs below the neck line. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 17/5).
4. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. A groove runs on the shoulder. Mouth 
diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 17/11).
5. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. A smoothed wavy line runs around the 
neck. Mouth diameter = 19.6 cm. (Plate 17/17).
6. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 18/6).
7. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth and a smoothed wavy line on the neck. Mouth 
diameter = 25.8 cm. (Plate 18/7).
8. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth and a smoothed wavy line below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 25.8 cm. (Plate 18/9).
9. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim and horizontal smoothed pattern on its 
surface. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. (Plate 19/7).
10. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 24.6 cm. 
(Plate 19/13).
11. Unevenly fired gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 19 cm.
(Plate 20/2).
12. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Two grooves run around the shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 26.2 cm. (Plate 20/6).
13. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A groove runs around the shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 20/9).
14. Horizontally smoothed base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a base ring. Base 
diameter = 15.6 cm. (Plate 20/14).
15. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with concentric circles incised in the base. Base 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 20/16).
16. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 20/18).
17. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with vertically smoothed patterns. Base diameter 
= 12 cm. (Plate 20/19).
18. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim and 
the exterior of the vessel are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 21/1).
19. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 
22 cm. (Plate 21/6).
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20. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. The vessel’s surface is also smoothed and burnished. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 21/8).
21. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 
30 cm. (Plate 21/17).
22. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with areas of two and then three grooves running 
around the shoulder. The area between these is filled with a smoothed wavy pattern. (Plate 23/2).
23. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smooth wavy line running around the 
shoulder and two grooves below this. (Plate 23/6).
24. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib and a smoothed zigzag pattern 
running below this. (Plate 24/4).
25. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib. (Plate 24/9).
26. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove and a smoothed, somewhat 
distorted zigzag pattern running below this. (Plate 25/2).
27. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib and two grooves running around the 
shoulder. The area between them is filled with a smoothed wavy pattern. (Plate 25/3).
28. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves accompanied by smoothed 
wavy lines above and below them. The lower set of wavy lines starts as a horizontal smoothed pattern.
(Plate 25/5).
29. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove. The surface is smoothed in a 
vertical direction. (Plate 25/13).
30. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The shoulder is decorated with a 
smoothed wavy line below which the vessel’s surface is smoothed in a horizontal direction. (Plate 28/13).
31. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The neck area is decorated with a 
horizontal smoothed pattern. A groove runs around the shoulder with smoothed oblique wavy lines above and 
below it. The surface is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 29/4).
32. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove and a smoothed wavy 
pattern. (Plate 30/11).
33. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves, a smoothed wavy 
pattern and a horizontally smoothed surface. (Plate 30/13).
34. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally smoothed surface 
and a groove on the shoulder. (Plate 31/5).
35. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves. (Plate 31/6).
36. Wall fragment from a brownish gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove and a smoothed wavy line 
above this. (Plate 31/14).
37. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim and a rib below the rim. (Plate 21/12). 

Hand-thrown and hand form ed lids
1. Brownish red hand-thrown lid with granular mica temper. Diameter = 27.8 cm. (Plate 32/3).
2. Brownish gray hand-thrown lid. Diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 32/5).
3. Brownish gray hand-thrown lid with granular mica temper. Diameter = 34.6 cm. (Plate 32/8).
4. Brownish gray hand-thrown lid with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 32/9).
5. Gray hand-formed lid with granular temper. Mouth diameter = 16.8 cm. (Plate 32/6).

Kettles
1. Wall fragment from a yellowish brown hand-thrown kettle with a granular temper and decorated with an 
obliquely incised rib. (Plate 32/13).
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Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 33/2).
2. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 33/3).
3. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. 
(Plate 33/5).
4. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 26 cm.
(Plate 33/7).
5. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24.8 cm. 
(Plate 33/8).
6. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. 
(Plate 33/9).
7. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 26 cm.
(Plate 33/10).
8. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. 
(Plate 33/12).
9. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. 
(Plate 33/15).
10. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
(Plate 33/16).
11. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 33/18).
12. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 33/20).
13. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. A groove is cut into the 
rim to accommodate the lid. The outer edge of the rim is also divided, forming a step-like profile line. Mouth 
diameter = 39.8 cm. (Plate 34/4).
14. Cut rim fragment from a hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 34/7).
15. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
(Plate 34/8).
16. Plain rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 
31.4 cm. (Plate 34/16).
17. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored hand-thrown pot with a groove cut for the lid and decorated with 
oblique incisions. The interior of this sherd is black. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 34/19).
18. Rim fragment from a hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 29.8 cm. 
(Plate 34/20).
19. Rim fragment that is cut obliquely from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 35/1).
20. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a brownish red hand-thrown pot. The neck is decorated with an incised 
wavy line. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 35/9).
21. Rim fragment that is cut obliquely from a grayish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 35/23).
22. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 36/7).
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23. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 24.4 cm. (Plate 36/10).
24. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 36/11).
25. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular gravel and mica temper. 
An upside-down combed arcade design occurs below the rim. Another obliquely punctuated combed pattern is 
seen belowthe arcade design. Mouth diameter = 17.8 cm. (Plate 36/17).
26. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot that is cut obliquely. Mouth diameter = 30 cm.
(Plate 37/1).
27. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter 
= 30 cm. (Plate 37/5).
28. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter
= 18 cm. (Plate 37/8).
29. Florizontal everted rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 37/11).
30. Rim fragment with a lid groove from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 29 cm. (Plate 3 7/20).
31. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 29.8 cm.
(Plate 38/4).
32. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. 
(Plate 38/6).
33. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 27.8 cm. 
(Plate 38/10).
34. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. Mouth diameter = 
18.2 cm. (Plate 38/16).
35. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 38/17).
36. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter =31.8 cm. 
(Plate 38/20).
37. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. 
(Plate 38/21).
38. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 39/1).
39. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 39/2).
40. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 19.8 cm. (Plate 39/7).
41. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm.
(Plate 40/16).

Hand-thrown bowls
1. Rim fragment from a hand-thrown bowl. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 34/11).

SQUARE II.
Jugs
1. Band-shaped handle from a gray wheel-thrown jug. (Plate 1/8).
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2. Fragment from a gray two-handled wheel-thrown jug with a smoothed surface. The handles originate below 
the rim and are attached to the shoulder of the pear-shaped body. Their cross-section is round. The top of the 
jug’s rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 17.2 cm. (Plate 1/10).
3. Handle with a round cross-section from a gray wheel-thrown jug with a smoothed surface. (Plate 1/15).
4. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. The stump of the handle has a round cross-section. It is 
smoothed above the stump and the area below is decorated with a vertical smoothed pattem. (Plate 3/4).

Globular vessels
1. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with smoothed patterns. The top of the rim is also 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 9.4 cm. (Plate 7/9).
2. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with grooves below the neck. Mouth diameter = 
16 cm. (Plate 6/8).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The rim is decorated with a 
smoothed wavy line. Two narrow grooves run around the neck. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 6/18).
4. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 10.8 cm. (Plate 7/4).
5. Rim fragment from a light brownish wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 7/5).
6. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a granular surface. Mouth diameter = 8 cm. 
(Plate 7/7).
7. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 7/13).
8. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 8/3).
9. Fragment from a gray, wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 14.8 cm. (Plate 8/9).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and the interior of the rim are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 8/11).
11. Rim fragment from a brownish wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. The top and the 
interior of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 14.6 cm. (Plate 9/4).
12. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 9/8).
13. Rim fragment from a smoothed brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. 
(Plate 9/10).
14. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. An incised line may be seen on the exterior of the 
rim. Mouth diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 9/14).
15. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 9/18).
16. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smooth surface and a rib running below the 
rim. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 9/21).
17. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 9/25).
18. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter 
= 14.2 cm. (Plate 10/10).
19. Robust everted rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 10/17).
20. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and the interior of the rim are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 11/4).
2 1. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. The top and the interior 
of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 10.4 cm. (Plate 11/18).
22. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter 
= 12.4 cm. (Plate 11/24).
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23. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter 
= 16 cm. (Plate 11/26).
24. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 14.3 cm. (Plate 11/27).
25. Rim fragment from a light brownish wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and interior of the rim are 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 11/31).
26. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves on the neck. It is perforated 
by drilling near the break. The top and the interior of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. 
(Plate 13/4).
21. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and interior of the rim are smoothed in a single band. Mouth 
diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 13/7).
28. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The exterior as well as the top and the interior of the rim are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 13/10).
29. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 14/4).
30. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 14/17).
31. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. It is drilled near the break. Base diameter = 6 cm. 
(Plate 14/20).
32. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.6 cm. (Plate 14/27).
33. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.8 cm. (Plate 14/39).
34. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with signs of secondary firing. Base 
diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 15/18).
35. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. 
(Plate 15/29).
36. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with incised concentric circles. Base diameter = 
10.4 cm. (Plate 15/32).
37. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 15/35).
38. Smoothed base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.6 cm. 
(Plate 15/50).
39. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a cut base. Base diameter = 6.2 cm. 
(Plate 16/5).
40. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.4 cm. (Plate 16/11).
41. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 16/27).
42. Base fragment from a brick-red colored and smoothed wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 
4.2 cm. (Plate 16/29).
43. Base fragment from a brick-red colored and smoothed wheel-thrown globular vessel showing signs of 
secondary firing. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 16/36).
44. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.4 cm. (Plate 16/39).
45. Spindle-whorl made from the base of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.4 cm.
(Plate 13/22).

Storage vessels
1. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. The top of the rim is smoothed and smoothed 
bands decorate the vessel’s exterior. Mouth diameter = 26.6 cm. (Plate 17/10).
2. Gray wheel-thrown broad-mouthed storage vessel with a rib below the rim and a groove on the shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 18/1).
3. Gray wheel-thrown broad-mouthed storage vessel. Mouth diameter = 21.6 cm. (Plate 18/15).
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4. Gray wheel-thrown broad-mouthed storage vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior of the vessel 
is smoothed and burnished. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 18/17).
5. Gray wheel-thrown broad-mouthed storage vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed as well as the exterior of 
the vessel. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 18/18).
6. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim and a groove on the shoulder. It bulges out right below 
the rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 19/5).
7. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim and a groove on the shoulder. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. The exterior of the vessel is smoothed and burnished. Mouth diameter = 19.6 cm. (Plate 19/8).
8. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim, a groove on the shoulder and a broad wavy line 
incised above the groove. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 19/10).
9. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim and signs of secondary firing. Mouth diameter = 
20 cm. (Plate 20/8).
10. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim and a smoothed wavy line on the shoulder. Mouth 
diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 20/11).
11. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a disc and a groove on the base. Base diameter 
= 11 cm. (Plate 20/15).
12. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 20/22).
13. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 25.2 cm. (Plate 21/20).
14. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top and interior of the rim are 
smoothed in a single band. There are two grooves on the neck and a wavy smoothed line runs below them. 
The rest of the surface below the wavy line was smoothed in horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 22/3).
15. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. There is a wavy smoothed line 
running along the bulge below the robust rim. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 23/10).
16. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove running on the shoulder. A smoothed 
wavy line and another band run above the groove. (Plate 23/3).
17. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. (Plate 23/5).
18. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves running on the shoulder. A broad 
wavy line is incised between the grooves. (Plate 23/12).
19. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib running on the shoulder. Smoothed 
horizontal bands run both above and below this rib. (Plate 24/3).
20. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. (Plate 26/6).
21. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontal smoothed pattern on 
the shoulder and a vertical smoothed pattem on the rest of the vessel’s body. (Plate 27/11).
22. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove on the shoulder and a 
smoothed wavy line running above the groove. (Plate 28/10).
23. Shoulder and wall fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove on the 
shoulder and smoothed wavy lines running both above and below the groove. (Plate 29/3).
24. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib on the shoulder, a smoothed 
wavy line running below this and a horizontal smoothed pattem on the rest of the vessel’s wall. (Plate 29/12).
25. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed and burnished 
surface. A smoothed wavy line mns on the shoulder’s matte surface. (Plate 30/4).
26. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove on the shoulder and a 
high oblique smoothed wavy line above it. (Plate 30/9).
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27. Shoulder and wall fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove on the 
shoulder and a smoothed wavy line above this. (Plate 30/10).
28. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove on the shoulder and a 
smoothed wavy line above this. A horizontal smoothed pattem runs below the groove. (Plate 31/13).
29. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad groove on the shoulder 
accompanied by a rib. (Plate 24/12).
30. Rim fragment from a grey wheel-thrown storage vessel with a a smoothed wavy on the shoulder. Mouth 
diameter = 18.4 cm. (Plate 22/10).

Lids thrown on a fast wheel
1. Gray wheel-thrown and smoothed lid. Diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 32/2).

Bowls (Hand-thrown bowls)
1. Rim fragment from a gray hand-thrown bowl with the handle’s stump extending above the rim. Mouth 
diameter: 27.8 cm. (Plate 32/16).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 33/6).
2. Obliquely cut and segmented rim fragment from a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 34/22).
3. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a grayish hand-thrown pot with granular temper. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. 
(Plate 35/10.
4. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a reddish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. 
(Plate 35/16).
5. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a grayish hand-thrown pot with granular temper. Mouth diameter = 28.8 cm. 
(Plate 35/18).
6. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular temper. The shoulder is almost vertical. 
Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 37/6).
7. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 12.8 cm. (Plate 39/4).
8. Fragment from the everted rim of a reddish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 39/13).

Other finds
1. A spindle-whorl made from the wall of a gray wheel-thrown vessel was found at a depth of 40 cm. 
(Plate 75/2).

SQUARE III.
Jugs
1. Two-handled yellowish brown wheel-thrown jug. Its handles originate below the rim and it is divided by a 
central rib. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 1/1).
2. Two-handled gray wheel-thrown jug with handles originating from the rim. A smoothed pattern occurs on 
the top of the rim and along the handles. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 2/1).
3. Fragment from a gray two-handled wheel-thrown jug with a smoothed and burnished surface. The cross- 
section of the handles is round. Mouth diameter = 8.6 cm. (Plate 2/2).
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4. Fragment from a brick-red colored two-handled wheel-thrown jug with egg-shell-colored engobe on its 
smoothed and burnished surface. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 2/3).
5. Handle fragment from a light gray wheel-thrown jug. The handle has a round cross-section. Mouth diameter 
= 12 cm. (Plate 2/13).
6. Fragment from a two-handled gray wheel-thrown jug with handles extending above the rim in a protomé 
fashion. Mouth diameter = 12.2 cm. (Plate 2/14).
7. Handle and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. The handle has a round cross-section and is 
smoothed on its outer surface. (Plate 3/6).
8. Handle from a gray jug with a band-shaped handle that is smoothed on the outer surface. (Plate 3/13).
9. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with vertical bands smoothed on the exterior surface. 
(Plate 4/11).
10. Wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished yellowish brown wheel-thrown jug with a compressed body. 
Two grooves run on the shoulder with cannelure decoration below them. (Plate 5/2).
11. Handle fragment from a burnished gray wheel-thrown jug with a slightly angular cross-section.
(Plate 5/3).
12. Wall fragment from a light gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of a handle that has an ovoid cross- 
section. (Plate 5/4).
13. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. The lower portion is decorated with a smoothed pattern down to 
the jug’s base. (Plate 5/8).

Globular vessels
1. Dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed and burnished on the exterior. 
Narrow grooves run around the neck. Mouth diameter = 18.6 cm. (Plate 6/5).
2. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib running around the neck. 
Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 7/18).
3. Rim fragment from a burnished brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 7/19).
4. Rim fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 8/10).
5. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The area below the rim 
is smoothed in horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 14.4 cm. (Plate 8/13).
6. Fragment from the robust everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18 cm.
(Plate 8/17).
7. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed and 
a groove runs on the vessel’s shoulder. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 8/23).
8. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 9/1).
9. Rim fragment from a burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 9/6).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter 
= 14 cm. (Plate 9/7).
11. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 9/20).
12. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 120 cm. (Plate 9/22).
13. Rim fragment from a burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. A groove runs around the angle of the 
neck with a smoothed wavy line below it. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 9/26).
14. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 9/27).
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15. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. A smoothed band 
decorates the exterior of the vessel below the handle. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 9/28).
16. Rim fragment from a yellowish brown wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove for the lid. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 10/1).
17. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 10/3).
18. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Two grooves run around 
shoulder. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 10/5).
19. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 10/6).
20. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed and two grooves 
run around the neck. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 10/7).
21. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and the interior of the rim are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 10/8).
22. Rim fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. 
(Plate 10/15).
23. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12.4 cm. (Plate 11/21).
24. Rim fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and the interior of the rim are 
smoothed as well. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 11/23).
25. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The exterior is decorated with smoothed bands 
that run horizontally. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 11/30).
26. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20.6 cm. (Plate 11/32).
27. Wall fragment from a yellowish brown wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves. (Plate 12/14).
28. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves and vertical smoothed bands 
above these. (Plate 12/22).
29. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top and the 
interior of the rim are smoothed and horizontal smoothed bands run below the rim on the exterior of this vessel. 
Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 13/1).
30. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim and engobe. The 
surface of this vessel is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 13/3).
31. Spindle-whorl made from the base of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. 
(Plate 13/18).
32. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove cut for the lid. It is decorated with a smoothed 
pattem. Mouth diameter = 1 0  cm. (Plate 13/24).
33. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6.2 cm. 
(Plate 14/1).
34. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 14/9).
35. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with signs of secondary firing. Base diameter = 
6 cm. (Plate 14/14).
36. Smoothed base fragment from a brownish gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. 
(Plate 14/14).
37. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with concentric circles incised in its base. Base 
diameter = 10.4 cm. (Plate 14/26).
38. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with a spiral line on the base created 
by wheel-throwing. Base diameter = 4.2 cm. (Plate 15/1).
39. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 4 cm. (Plate 15/2).
40. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 15/5).
41. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 15/14).
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42. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 15/19).
43. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 15/37).
44. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 15/46).
45. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 16/1).
46. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with concentric circles grooved into the base in a 
step-like manner. Base diameter =10 cm. (Plate 16/7).
47. Smoothed base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 3.2 cm. 
(Plate 16/16).
48. Smoothed and burnished base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 3 cm. 
(Plate 16/20).
49. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5 cm. (Plate 16/28).
50. Base fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.4 cm. 
(Plate 16/32).
51. Smoothed and burnished base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. 
(Plate 16/44).
52. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib and a densely placed 
smoothed net design below this. (Plate 27/5).
53. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontal smoothed pattern. Mouth 
diameter = 8.4 cm. (Plate 7/2).
54. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with gravel temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
(Plate 10/4).
55. Rim fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. 
(Plate 11/11).
56. Base fragment from gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8,4 cm. (Plate 14/22).

Storage vessels
1. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel with a groove and a smoothed wavy pattern 
decorating the neck line. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 17/2).
2. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel with two bands of smoothed wavy lines. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 17/13).
3. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. The top and exterior of the rim are smoothed 
in bands. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 17/14).
4. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 18/5).
5. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth and a groove running on the neck. The surface is 
smoothed horizontally. Mouth diameter = 24.8 cm. (Plate 18/10).
6. Yellowish brown wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth and a smoothed surface. Mouth diameter 
= 18 cm. (Plate 18/11).
7. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth. A smoothed wavy pattem runs below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 18/19).
8. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top and interior of the rim are 
smoothed in a single band. Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 20/7).
9. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 20/10).
10. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a disk on the base. Base diameter = 16.2 cm. 
(Plate 20/13).
11. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with horizontally smoothed bands on the surface. 
Base diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 20/17).
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12. Base fragment from a matte gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter =11.6 cm. (Plate 20/21).
13. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 12.4 cm. (Plate 20/23).
14. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A groove runs on the 
shoulder and the top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 21/9).
15. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim and a smoothed surface. 
Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 21/16).
16. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A smoothed wavy line 
runs on the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. (Plate 22/6).
17. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove on the shoulder and a smoothed 
wavy line running above this. The lower portion is decorated with a horizontal smoothed pattern and another 
smoothed wavy line. (Plate 23/8).
18. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove on the shoulder and a horizontal 
smoothed pattem as well as a smoothed wavy line running below this. (Plate 23/9).
19. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves on the shoulder and a smoothed 
wavy line running below them. (Plate 23/10).
20. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed wavy line. Horizontal bands run 
below this. (Plate 23/11).
21. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib and a smoothed wavy line below 
this. (Plate 24/8).
22. Shoulder fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a profile line divided by step-like 
grooves. (Plate 24/14).
23. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed and burnished surface and a 
horizontal rib running on the shoulder. (Plate 25/1).
24. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed and burnished surface that 
is decorated with two grooves and crisscrossing wavy lines on the matte surface between these grooves. 
(Plate 25/10).
25. Wall fragment from a brownish gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a vertically smoothed surface and a 
smoothed wavy line on the shoulder. (Plate 26/5).
26. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown small storage vessel with two grooves. There are 
smoothed patterns above these. The patterns include vertical and oblique matte bands with broader oblique 
bands between them. The surface is smoothed horizontally below this motif. (Plate 27/9).
27. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown small storage vessel with a smoothed and burnished 
surface. A rib accompanied by a groove runs on the shoulder. (Plate 27/10).
28. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an incised wavy line. 
(Plate 28/1).
29. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with densely smoothed horizontal 
bands on the surface. Irregular crisscrossing smoothed wavy lines decorate the matte band around the vessel’s 
shoulder. (Plate 28/3).
30. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with smoothed horizontal bands on 
the neck and a rib accompanied by grooves below these. Further below the rib, crisscrossing smoothed lines 
decorate the burnished surface. (Plate 28/5).
31. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed irregular wavy line 
and horizontal bands below this. (Plate 28/7).
32. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The shoulder’s profile line is wavy. 
A smoothed wavy line decorates the burnished surface below the shoulder’s uneven surface. (Plate 28/8).
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33. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove on the shoulder and 
a smoothed wavy line running above this. The surface below the groove is smoothed in horizontal bands. 
(Plate 28/14).
34. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed wavy line and 
horizontal smoothed bands on the rest of the surface. (Plate 28/15).
35. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two narrow grooves and densely 
smoothed tall wavy lines above these. (Plate 29/5).
36. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two pairs of narrow grooves on 
its smoothed and burnished surface. (Plate 31/11).

Kettles
1. Handle fragment from a dark brown hand-thrown kettle with granular mica temper. (Plate 32/19).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm.
(Plate 33/4).
2. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 31.8 cm. 
(Plate 33/17).
3. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 31.8 cm.
(Plate 33/23).
4. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. 
(Plate 33/25).
5. Rim fragment from a grayish hand-thrown pot with gravel temper. An incised wavy line runs around the neck 
and the rim is divided by a groove. Mouth diameter = 17.6 cm. (Plate 34/2).
6. Cut rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 34/10).
7. Rim fragment from a gray hand-thrown pot with gravel and mica temper. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. 
(Plate 34/18).
8. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 15.8 cm. (Plate 35/7).
9. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 35/13).
10. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 24.4 cm. (Plate 35/17).
11. Fragment from the everted rim from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 20.6 cm. (Plate 36/6).
12. Fragment from the everted rim from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel 
temper. Mouth diameter = 28.2 cm. (Plate 36/8).
13. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. (Plate 37/9).
14. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 37/12).
15. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. Mouth diameter = 
24.2 cm. (Plate 37/13).
16. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. Mouth diameter 
= 20 cm. (Plate 37/14).
17. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 37/15).
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18. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. 
(Plate 37/18).
19. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 28.2 cm. 
(Plate 37/19).
20. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 21.8 cm. 
(Plate 37/21).
21. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22 cm.
(Plate 38/7).
22. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. 
Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 39/11).
23. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. A punctuated 
upside-down “V” pattern decorates the shoulder of this pot. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 39/12).
24. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 16 cm.
(Plate 40/10).
25. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper and a narrow 
groove running on the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 40/15).
26. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. Mouth diameter
= 15.2 cm. (Plate 40/18).
27. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter =18.2 cm. 
(Plate 40/20).

Pots (Hand-formed po ts)
1. Fragment from a small roughly made black pot with a ridge along the rim. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. 
(Plate 32/22).

Bowls (Hand-thrown bowls)
1. Rim fragment from a yellowish gray hand-thrown hemispherical bowl with the stump of a handle that had 
extended above the rim. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 32/14).
2. Brownish gray hand-thrown bowl with granular mica and gravel temper. The base is cut and the handles 
extend above the rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm, Base diameter = 16 cm, Height = 10 cm. (Plate 32/23).

Other finds
1. A bone perforator was found at a depth of 80-100 cm. Its butt-end is ground to an oblong shape. 
(Plate 75/9).

SQUARE IV.
Jugs
1. Light gray handle with a round cross-section from a wheel-thrown jug. (Plate 1/12).
2. Handle with a round cross-section from a gray wheel-thrown jug. (Plate 1/14).
3. Gray wheel-thrown jug. The handle has a round cross-section that originates on the rim. The neck is decorated 
with vertical smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 2/10).
4. Gray wheel-thrown jug with profom é-style protuberances originating on the rim. The handle extends above 
the rim. Mouth diameter = 15.4 cm. (Plate 2/17).
5. Gray wheel-thrown jug with a handle that has a round cross-section. (Plate 3/9).
6. Gray band-shaped handle of a jug. (Plate 3/12).
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Globular vessels
1. Fragment from the horizontally everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 6/15).
2. Fragment from the horizontally everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 6/16).
3. Fragment from a horizontally everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and interior of the 
rim are smoothed. A groove runs on the shoulder. Mouth diameter =18.4 cm. (Plate 6/20).
4. Fragment from a horizontally everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. A rib runs below the rim. It was drilled near the break. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 6/22).
5. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 7/11).
6. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter 
= 16 cm. (Plate 7/23).
7. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. Mouth 
diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 7/25).
8. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12.3 cm. (Plate 9/17).
9. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed body. The top of the rim is also 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 11/3).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed body. The top and the interior of 
the rim are also smoothed. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 11/5).
11. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and a band on the interior of the everted 
rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 13/9).
12. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 14/18).
13. Base fragment from a matte gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a brick-red fragmentation surface. 
Base diameter = 6.8 cm. (Plate 15/4).
14. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 15/8).
15. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. 
(Plate 15/16).
16. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with concentric circles incised into the base. Base 
diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 15/43).
17. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 15/51).
18. Base fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.4 cm. 
(Plate 16/38).
19. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Base diameter 
= 12 cm. (Plate 6/7).
20. Grayish red wheel-thrown globular vessel with smoothed vertical bands. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm.
(Plate 6/2).
21. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and the interior of the rim are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 20 cm. Square 4. (Plate 6/9).

Storage vessels
1. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. It broadens right below 
the rim. Mouth diameter = 20.6 cm. (Plate 22/4).
2. Fragment from a brownish red wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter 
= 28 cm. (Plate 22/13).
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3. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with smoothed bands running horizontally on 
the neck. The shoulder is divided by three grooves and has a smoothed wavy line below these. (Plate 24/1).
4. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves and smoothed wavy lines 
above and below these. (Plate 25/7).
5. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with stepped grooves on the shoulder’s 
profile line and a horizontally smoothed surface below these. (Plate 29/14).
6. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove that has an obliquely 
smoothed wavy line above it and a horizontally smoothed surface below it. (Plate 30/6).
7. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove that has a smoothed 
wavy line above it and horizontally smoothed bands below it. (Plate 30/12).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 33/14).
2. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 19.4 cm.
(Plate 38/3).
3. Rim fragment from a yellowish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm.
(Plate 40/21).

Pots (Hand-formed pots)
1. Rim fragment from a brownish black hand-formed pot with granular mica and gravel temper. Mouth diameter 
= 33.8 cm. (Plate 40/2).
2. Rim fragment from a blackish hand-formed pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 40/5).

SQUARES IV and VI
The artifacts listed here were recovered preceding the excavation of the squares, during the cleaning of the 
surface.

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Rim fragment from a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. 
(Plate 34/5).
2. Fragment of the everted rim from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. 
Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 36/2).

Other finds
1. Brick-red colored spindle-whorl. (Plate 76/4).

SQUARE V.
Jugs
1. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of a handle originating below the everted rim. Mouth 
diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 1/3).
2. Fragment from a gray two-handled wheel-thrown jug. The handle has a round cross-section. (Plate 1/9).
3. Fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown jug with a handle originating at the rim and extending slightly 
above it. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 2/6).
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4. Handle and wall fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown jug that was smoothed near where the handle is 
attached. The surface below this is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 3/11).
5. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with the attached section of a “bird’s foot” handle. 
(Plate 3/17).
6. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of a handle. (Plate 4/10).
7. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with a row of punctuated decorations. (Plate 4/12).
8. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of a handle. (Plate 4/15).

Globular vessels
1. Fragment from a horizontally everted rim from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 6/19).
2. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 7/24).
3. Rim fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. Mouth diameter = 
14.6 cm. (Plate 8/6).
4. Rim fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the horizontally everted rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 13/13).
5. Rim fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 8/8).
6. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 8/21).
7. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. The top of the rim is also 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 9/2).
8. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 9/3).
9. Rim fragment from a brownish yellow wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves running around the 
rim and the shoulder, respectively. A smoothed band runs below the latter groove. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm.
(Plate 9/13).
10. Rim fragment from a brownish gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18 cm.
(Plate 9/16).
11. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. Mouth 
diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 10/2).
12. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. 
(Plate 10/11).
13. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 10/12).
14. Rim fragment from a brown wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 10/13).
15. Rim fragment from a brownish gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20.8 cm. 
(Plate 10/16).
16. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
(Plate 10/20).
17. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 10/24).
18. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 10.4 cm. (Plate 11/12).
19. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 10.6 cm. 
(Plate 11/15).
20. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves on the shoulder. (Plate 12/2).
21. Wall fragment from a spotted grayish brown biconical globular vessel with a groove and horizontally 
smoothed bands running below the belly’s profile line. Vertically smoothed bands decorate the surface above 
the groove. (Plate 12/4).
22. Wall fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib. (Plate 12/7).
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23. Wall fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed wheel pattem. 
(Plate 12/17).
24. Fragment of the horizontally cut rim from a dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 
24 cm. (Plate 13/11).
25. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel smoothed in horizontal bands on its exterior. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. 
(Plate 13/15).
26. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with incised concentric circles on the base. Base 
diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 14/8).
27. Smoothed base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9 cm. 
(Plate 14/10).
28. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib running alongside the base. Base 
diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 14/28).
29. Base fragment from a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter =11.2 cm. (Plate 14/33).
30. Base fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.4 cm. (Plate 14/37).
31. Base fragment from a grayish yellow wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 11.6 cm.
(Plate 14/38).
32. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 14/42).
33. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with incised concentric circles on the base. Base 
diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 15/6).
34. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.4 cm. (Plate 15/9).
35. Base fragment from a reddish brown wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6.6 cm. 
(Plate 15/10).
36. Base fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 15/12).
37. Smoothed base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 12 cm. 
(Plate 15/13).
38. Base fragment from a brown wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.2 cm. (Plate 15/20).
39. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.4 cm. (Plate 15/23).
40. Fragment of a grayish brown wheel-thrown jug decorated with vertical smoothed bands running down to 
the base. (Plate 5/11).
41. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 15/34).
42. Base fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 11 cm. 
(Plate 15/44).
43. Base fragment from a smoothed red wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib running alongside the base 
with rings incised into it. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 15/45).
44. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface and a base ring. Base 
diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 16/8).
45. Base fragment from a gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Base diameter = 5 cm.
(Plate 16/10).
46. Smoothed base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 16/19).
47. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with an arched base. Base diameter 
= 8.6 cm. (Plate 16/15).
48. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.2 cm. (Plate 16/17).
49. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a disc on the base. Base diameter = 4 cm. 
(Plate 16/22).
50. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 16/26).
51. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 16/42).
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52. Spindle whorl made from the base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 
9.6 cm. (Plate 13/21).
53. Spindle whorl made from the base fragment of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base 
diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 13/23).
54. Base fragment of a brownish gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter =10 cm. (Plate 15/39). 

Hand-thrown globular vessels
1. Rim fragment from a brownish red hand-thrown globular vessel with a gravel temper. Mouth diameter = 
10.2 cm. (Plate 7/10).

Storage vessels
1. Brownish gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The vessel’s surface is smoothed 
in horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 19/18).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top and exterior of the rim are 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 20/12).
3. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. 
(Plate 21/5).
4. Fragment from a brownish red wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A rib runs on the 
shoulder and the top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 21/11).
5. Smoothed and burnished fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. 
Mouth diameter = 24.4 cm. (Plate 21/19).
6. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The rim is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 24.2 cm. (Plate 21/21).
7. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib on the shoulder and a smoothed net 
design below this. (Plate 24/2).
8. Shoulder fragment from a brownish yellow wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib on the shoulder and a tall 
smoothed wavy line running below this. (Plate 24/10).
9. Shoulder fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove producing a stepped profile 
line and an incised wavy line running below this. The surface is smoothed in sparsely placed horizontal bands. 
(Plate 24/13).
10. Shoulder fragment from a dark gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove that has a smoothed wavy 
line running below it. The surface is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 25/6).
11. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib on the shoulder and a smoothed net 
design below this. (Plate 25/8).
12. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a vertical smoothed pattern on 
the shoulder and a horizontal smoothed pattern below this. (Plate 27/14).
13. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with horizontal smoothed bands on 
the shoulder and a smoothed wavy line running below this. (Plate 28/12).
14. Shoulder and wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished brownish gray wheel-thrown storage vessel 
with a groove running around the shoulder. (Plate 31/7).
15. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves. (Plate 31/8).
16. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with densely smoothed wavy lines. 
The surface below this pattern is decorated with horizontally smoothed bands. (Plate 31/15).
17. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. The profile line of the neck is divided in a 
stepped fashion. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. (Plate 17/4).
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18. Rim fragment from a yellow storage vessel with gray spots that was thrown on fast wheel. Mouth diameter 
= 24.6 cm. (Plate 17/12).
19. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. It has two grooves running on 
the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. (Plate 17/16).
20. Smoothed and burnished rim fragment from a dark-gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel and with two 
ribs on the neck. Mouth diameter = 22.2 cm. (Plate 17/19).
21. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth. Two ribs run around the shoulder. Mouth diameter
= 20 cm. (Plate 18/8).
22. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth. The top of the rim is smoothed. A matte band 
decorated with a smoothed, wavy line runs between horizontally smoothed bands on the exterior surface. 
Mouth diameter = 13.6 cm. (Plate 18/14).
23. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth. Horizontally smoothed bands decorate the exterior 
surface Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 18/16).

Hand-thrown lids
1. Handle fragment from a dark gray hand-thrown lid with granular mica temper. Handle diameter = 6.6 cm.
(Plate 32/10).

Kettles
1. Rim fragment from a yellowish brown hand-thrown kettle with an obliquely incised rib running below the 
rim. Mouth diameter = 32.2 cm. (Plate 32/12).
2. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown kettle with gravel temper and an obliquely incised rib 
running below the rim. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 32/15).
3. Handle fragment from a brownish red hand-thrown kettle. (Plate 32/18).
4. Spotted fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 
39.8 cm. (Plate 33/21).
5. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 31.8 cm. 
(Plate 33/27).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Rim fragment from a dark gray hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 34/9).
2. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a spotted grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. 
Mouth diameter = 31 cm. (Plate 35/6).
3. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 35/11).
4. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 26.8 cm. 
(Plate 35/20).
5. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a grayish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 
26.2 cm. (Plate 35/21).
6. Obliquely cut rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 24.8 cm. (Plate 35/22).
7. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter =16 cm. (Plate 36/9).
8. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. 
(Plate 36/14).
9. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. 
(Plate 38/2).
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10. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. 
(Plate 38/19).
11. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 17.8 cm. (Plate 39/3).
12. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 23 cm. (Plate 39/9).
13. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 24.4 cm. (Plate 39/21).
14. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 10.2 cm.
(Plate 40/3).

Other finds
1. A fragment from the decorated side Plate of a bone comb with rusty discolorations around the holes was 
found in the western comer of the square at a depth of 40 cm. (Plate 75/6).
2. An iron nail bent into an “L” shape was found in the eastern half of the square at a depth of 40 cm. 
(Plate 77/3).

SQUARE VI.
Jugs
1. Fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray two-handled wheel-thrown jug. The handles originate 
at the neck and extend slightly above the rim with protruding profomé motifs. Mouth diameter = 9.6 cm. 
(Plate 1/5).
2. Fragment from a burnished gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of a handle that has a round cross-section. 
The lower portion of this vessel is horizontally smoothed. The section above the handle is matte and decorated 
with 3 or 4 smoothed arcade designs. (Plate 4/16).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of a handle that has a round cross-section. 
Vertical smoothed bands decorate the area below the rim as well as the handle. Mouth diameter = 10.4 cm. 
(Plate 2/8).
4. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with a smoothed net design. (Plate 4/7).

Jugs with upper handles
1. Smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown fragment. Two concentric grooves are incised in the base with 
a disc. Another pair of parallel grooves runs around the lower portion of the vessel’s body right above the base. 
These elements of the base’s morphology show that the sherd must have belonged to a jug with upper handles. 
Base diameter = 10.6 cm. (Plate 5/12).

Globular vessels
1. Rim and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Two ribs run on the shoulder and the belly, 
respectively. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 7/1).
2. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running on the exterior of the rim. 
Mouth diameter = 13.8 cm. (Plate 6/4,
3. Fragment from the everted rim of a dark gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The rim is smoothed on top in 
sparse bands. A horizontal band is smoothed around the neck with a smoothed wavy line running below this. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 6/13).
4. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The exterior is decorated with horizontal bands 
below the rim. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 7/21).
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5. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. The rim is smoothed on the top. 
Mouth diameter = 10.4 cm. (Plate 7/22).
6. Fragment from the everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. 
(Plate 8/7).
I. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 8/15).
8. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. Mouth diameter = 18.5 cm.
(Plate 8/16).
9. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed and burnished surface. Mouth 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 8/18).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 8/20).
II. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 9/5).
12. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed and burnished surface and engobe 
decoration. The rim is horizontally everted. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. (Plate 9/24).
13. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed and burnished surface. The top 
of the rim is also smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 10/9).
14. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12.4 cm. 
(Plate 11/1).
15. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed and burnished surface. Mouth 
diameter = 12.6 cm. (Plate 11/6).
16. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed and burnished surface and engobe 
decoration. Mouth diameter = 13.2 cm. (Plate 11/14).
17. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 11/16).
18. Rim fragment from a burnished brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12.4 cm. 
(Plate 11/25).
19. Wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. (Plate 12/3).
20. Wall fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. (Plate 12/5).
21. Wall fragment from a smoothed brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with a stepped separation 
in the profile line between the neck and the shoulder. (Plate 12/26).
22. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Sparsely placed smoothed 
horizontal bands run on the top and the exterior of the rim. A smoothed wavy line decorates the shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. (Plate 13/5).
23. Rim fragment from a brownish red wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 13/14).
24. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.2 cm. (Plate 14/2).
25. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 14/16).
26. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.4 cm. (Plate 14/21).
27. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 14/23).
28. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.4 cm. (Plate 14/43).
29. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5 cm. (Plate 15/7).
30. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 15/17).
31. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.2 cm. (Plate 15/21).
32. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter =10 cm. (Plate 15/24).
33. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 15/26).
34. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.4 cm. (Plate 15/28).
35. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 4.2 cm. (Plate 16/6).
36. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 16/34).
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37. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.6 cm. (Plate 16/37).
38. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 16/40).
39. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib. Matte and broader 
obliquely smoothed bands alternate below the rib. (Plate 27/8).
40. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 7.6 cm. (Plate 16/13).

Storage vessels
1. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. It was drilled next to the break line. Mouth 
diameter = 23.6 cm. (Plate 17/7).
2. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. The top and exterior of the rim are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 25.4 cm. (Plate 17/8).
3. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth. The top of the rim is smoothed in bands. The neck 
is decorated with a smoothed wavy line with a groove and a horizontal smoothed pattem below this. Mouth 
diameter = 20.4 cm. (Plate 18/3).
4. Horizontally everted rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed 
in sparsely placed bands. A wavy line is smoothed onto the horizontally smoothed and burnished surface of the 
neck. Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 19/6).
5. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top and interior of the rim are smoothed 
in single bands. The exterior is smoothed and burnished as well. Mouth diameter = 21.2 cm. (Plate 20/5).
6. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim and smoothed surface. A 
groove runs around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. (Plate 21/10).
7. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A rib runs below the rim. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 21/14).
8. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A groove runs around the 
shoulder. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 21/15).
9. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed and a groove runs around the shoulder. The exterior is decorated with smoothed horizontal and wavy 
lines. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 22/5).
10. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove and a horizontal smoothed 
pattern. Sparsely smoothed vertical bands are placed above this pattern. (Plate 25/4).
11. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with crisscrossing wavy lines running between 
a groove and rib. (Plate 25/9).
12. Shoulder fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown storage vessel with smoothed and burnished 
engobe decoration. Two grooves run around the shoulder with a fraction of a wavy line above. The beginning 
of this pattem is doubled. (Plate 25/16).
13. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed wavy line on its 
smoothed and burnished surface. (Plate 29/15).
14. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove and a smoothed wavy 
line running above this. (Plate 30/5).

Lids
1. Fragment from the handle of a gray wheel-thrown lid. Handle diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 32/7).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 33/11).
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2. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 33/22).
3. Rim fragment that is cut obliquely from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 35/5).
4. Rim fragment that is cut obliquely from a grayish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 30.4 cm. 
(Plate 35/8).
5. Rim fragment that is cut obliquely from a grayish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 30 cm.
(Plate 35/12).
6. Rim fragment that is cut obliquely from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 24.4 cm.
(Plate 35/15).
7. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with a groove around the rim that marks 
the place of the lid. Both a horizontal and a wavy combed pattern decorate the surface below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 36/1).
8. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 28.2 cm. 
(Plate 36/3).
9. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 24.2 cm. 
(Plate 36/13).
10. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 37/4).
11. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 37/7).
12. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with a steep wall. Mouth diameter = 21.6 cm.
(Plate 37/10).
13. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. Mouth diameter =
18 cm. (Plate 38/9).
14. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. 
(Plate 38/11).
15. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. The neck is long and steep and 
the shoulder is round. Mouth diameter = 20.6 cm. (Plate 38/14).
16. Rim fragment from a brownish red hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 29.8 cm. 
(Plate 38/15).
17. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 29.8 cm. (Plate 39/18).
18. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper and a 
vertical neck. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 39/22).
19. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 30.2 cm. 
(Plate 40/4).
20. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24.6 cm. 
(Plate 40/9).
21. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22 cm.
(Plate 40/12).
22. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. Mouth diameter =
24 cm. (Plate 38/8).

Other finds
1. An o b s i d i a n /zre? to « e was found in the western half of the square at a depth of 20 cm. (Plate 75/4).
2. The fragment of a gray fine-grained whet stone came to light at a depth of 90 cm. (Plate 76/3).
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3. A rectangular iron fitting was found in the southwestern comer of the square. On one side wood remains were 
preserved in the covering of rust. (Plate 77/1).
4. An iron ring with a lamellar head Plate and ring part came to light in the eastern half of the square at the level 
of the former ground surface. (Plate 75/3).
5. An iron tool used in wood working was found in the western half of the square at a depth of 30-60 cm. One 
end is spoon-like while the other is flat. (Plate 77/6).

SQUARE VII.
Jugs
1. Fragment from a smoothed gray two-handled wheel-thrown jug. The handles have a round cross-section and 
originate at the rim. Mouth diameter = 12.4 cm. (Plate 2/4).
2. Smoothed and burnished band-shaped handle from a gray jug. (Plate 3/10).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with a rib under the rim. The surface below this is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 4/4).
4. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with thin walls and a vertically smoothed surface. The base 
section is compressed. Mouth diameter = 9.6 cm. (Plate 5/13).

Globular vessels
1. Wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface and two grooves on the neck. Mouth diameter =
20.2 cm. (Plate 6/10).
2. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 6/14).
3. Fragment from a horizontally everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 16.6 cm. 
(Plate 6/17).
4. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12.3 cm. (Plate 7/14).
5. Rim fragment from a burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and interior of the rim are 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 12.5 cm. (Plate 7/17).
6. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running around the shoulder. Mouth 
diameter = 14.3 cm. (Plate 11/17).
7. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 14/15).
8. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with concentric incisions on the base. Base diameter 
= 9 cm. (Plate 14/30).
9. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.4 cm. (Plate 14/34).
10. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove on the side. Base diameter =
10.2 cm. (Plate 15/11).
11. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. 
(Plate 15/15).
12. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with concentric incisions on the base. Base 
diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 15/31).
13. Arched base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.2 cm. (Plate 16/14).
14. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 16/35).
15. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a row of smoothed triangles 
around the shoulder. The interior of these triangles is decorated with oblique smoothing. The surface below is 
smoothed in a horizontal direction. (Plate 27/2).
16. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 14/32).
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Storage vessels
1. Smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 18/4).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted smoothed rim. The exterior is also smoothed 
in horizontal bands. A groove runs around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 12.4 cm. (Plate 19/2).
3. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed and two 
grooves run around the shoulder. Its surface is covered by horizontally smoothed bands and decorated by three 
smoothed wavy lines. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 19/15).
4. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 20/1).
5. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. 
(Plate 21/2).
6. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 21/3).
7. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 21/4).
8. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A rib with a stepped profile 
line decorates the shoulder. The exterior is smoothed in horizontal bands with wavy lines smoothed between 
these. Mouth diameter = 22.2 cm. (Plate 21/13).
9. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Two grooves run 
around the neck. A smoothed wavy line runs within the matte surface between horizontal smoothed bands. 
Mouth diameter = 21.8 cm. (Plate 21/18).
10. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Two grooves run below 
the rim and two smoothed wavy lines decorate the rest of the sherd, which is smoothed in horizontal bands. It 
is broken and drilled next to the break line. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. (Plate 22/2).
11. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Two ribs run around the 
shoulder. Mouth diameter = 18.4 cm. (Plate 22/12).
12. Shoulder fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a burnished surface and a rib running around 
the shoulder. Densely zigzagging lines smoothed on a matte surface run between horizontal smoothed bands 
on the vessel. (Plate 24/15).
13. Shoulder fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove framed by smoothed wavy lines. 
This part of the surface is matte. (Plate 25/15).
14. Smoothed and burnished wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. (Plate 26/2).
15. Smoothed and burnished wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. It was drilled next to the 
break line. (Plate 26/3).
16. Smoothed and burnished wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. (Plate 26/4).
17. Smoothed and burnished wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel that is divided by a groove. 
(Plate 31/4).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. 
(Plate 33/1).
2. Rim fragment from a grayish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 31.8 cm. (Plate 34/6).
3. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with an obliquely cut rim. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. 
(Plate 35/3).
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4. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with an obliquely cut rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 35/19).
5. Rim fragment from a yellowish hand-thrown pot with an obliquely cut rim. Mouth diameter = 24.6 cm.
(Plate 35/24).
6. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with an everted rim. The rim is flat and a densely 
placed combed wavy line runs around the neck below the rim. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 36/15).
7. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 28.2 cm. (Plate 39/10).
8. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 39/16).
9. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 25.6 cm. 
(Plate 40/6).
10. Rim fragment from a brownish red hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm.
(Plate 40/8).
11. Rim fragment from a blackish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 40/11).
12. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 40/13).
13. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. 
(Plate 40/14).

Hand-formed pots
1. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 40/19).

Other finds
1. The fragment of a clay brick was found in the eastern comer of the square. The blow hole is surrounded by 
amorphous pieces of glassy silicate on its surface. (Plate 77/4).

SQUARE VIII.
Jugs
1. Two-handled gray wheel-thrown jug whose handles originate below the rim. Abroad rib runs below the rim, 
above the handle’s attachment point. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 1/2).
2. Fragment from a gray two-handled wheel-thrown jug whose handles have a slightly ovoid cross-section and 
originate from the pillow-like, “swollen” neck. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 1/4).
3. Two-handled gray wheel-thrown jug with longitudinally divided band-shaped handles originating from the 
rather pillow-like neck. (Plate 1/7).
4. Fragment from a brownish gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of a band-shaped handle originating on the 
rim. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 2/5).
5. Ffandle from a gray wheel-thrown jug. The cross-section is round and there is smoothing on the top of this 
handle. (Plate 2/16).
6. Flandle fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown jug. The stump is indicative of a band-shaped 
handle. (Plate 3/16).
7. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with a groove running below the rim. Smoothed, vertical bands 
decorate the area below the groove. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 4/1).
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8. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with steep walls and smoothed vertical bands decorating the 
exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 4/2).
9. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with two grooves running on the shoulder. It is smoothed in 
vertical bands. (Plate 4/6).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. Mouth diameter =15.8 cm. (Plate 4/8).
11. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with the stump of the handle. The surface below the handle is 
smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 5/6).
12. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug smoothed in vertical bands. Base diameter = 10 cm. 
(Plate 5/7).
13. Gray wheel-thrown jug. There is the stump of a handle with a round cross-section on its round belly. It is 
smoothed in vertical bands. (Plate 5/10).

Globular vessels
1. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running around the shoulder and a 
double arcade design smoothed below this. (Plate 3/2).
2. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves that have smoothed vertical 
bands between them. Horizontally smoothed patterns occur both above and below this motif. (Plate 3/3).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed band running on the top and 
interior the rim. The exterior surface is smoothed in vertical bands below the rim. Mouth diameter = 14 cm.
(Plate 6/3).
4. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running around the outer edge of the 
rim. The exterior surface of the neck is smoothed in vertical bands below the rim. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 6/6).
5. Fragment from the everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with horizontally smoothed bands on 
the exterior surface. Mouth diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 6/23.
6. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with engobe 
decoration. Mouth diameter = 8.6 cm. (Plate 7/3).
7. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Two ribs run around the neck and the shoulder, 
respectively. The rib on the neck is accompanied by a groove. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 7/8).
8. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and interior of the rim are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 12.3 cm. (Plate 7/20).
9. Fragment from the everted rim of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 8/12).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 9/9).
11. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a faint smoothed groove running around the 
angle of the neck. A wavy line is smoothed below this pattem. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter 
= 20.6 cm. (Plate 9/15).
12. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and interior of 
the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 9/19).
13. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown, globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 22.3 cm. (Plate 10/19).
14. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 16.3 cm. (Plate 10/22).
15. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 12.6 cm. (Plate 11/9).
16. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with two faint grooves running 
around the neck. Mouth diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 11/13).
17. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18.4 cm. (Plate 11/29).
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18. Wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. 
(Plate 12/12).
19. Wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib on the shoulder. 
(Plate 12/13).
20. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves. (Plate 12/16).
21. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a combed decoration. (Plate 12/19).
22. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves running around the shoulder. 
(Plate 12/20).
23. Wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running 
around the shoulder. (Plate 12/23).
24. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with concentric incisions on the base. Base 
diameter = 11.6 cm. (Plate 14/3).
25. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 14/7).
26. Base fragment from a yellow wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 14/13).
27. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 14/19).
28. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 14/24).
29. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with concentric incisions on the base. Base 
diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 14/25).
30. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.4 cm. (Plate 14/29).
31. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 14/41).
32. Base fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. 
(Plate 15/3).
33. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running on the outer edge of the 
base. Base diameter = 10.4 cm. (Plate 15/27).
34. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 15/33).
35. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 15/42).
36. Base fragment from a brownish gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. 
(Plate 15/47).
37. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 15/49).
38. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5 cm. (Plate 16/9).
39. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 4 cm. (Plate 16/30).
40. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter =10 cm. (Plate 16/43).
41. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with three rows of barbarian wheel 
designs on the shoulder. (Plate 27/1).
42. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a wheel design on the shoulder 
that also has a stepped profile line. (Plate 27/3).
43. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 14/36).
44. Spindle whorl made from the base of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5 cm. 
(Plate 13/19).
45. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior 
surface is decorated with horizontally smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 19/9).
46. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter 
= 20 cm. (Plate 19/11).

Storage vessels
1. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 20.8 cm. (Plate 17/6).
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2. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. The shoulder is divided by two grooves and 
the top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 17/9).
3. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on fast wheel. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 17/18).
4. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. A groove runs around the shoulder. Mouth 
diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 17/20).
5. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a broad mouth and two grooves running around the shoulder. A 
smoothed, wavy line decorates the area above the grooves. The surface is smoothed in vertical bands below the 
grooves. The top of the rim is smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 18/2).
6. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim and a groove on the neck. The surface of this vessel 
is smoothed in horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 19/1).
7. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. A rib runs around the shoulder. The top of the rim 
is smoothed and similar smoothed horizontal bands decorate the vessel’s surface. Mouth diameter = 22 cm.
(Plate 19/4).
8. Shoulder and wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two 
broad and deep grooves. (Plate 31/10).
9. Shoulder and wall fragment from a burnished gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves. 
(Plate 31/12).
10. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 26.2 cm. (Plate 19/12).
11. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. A groove runs 
around the shoulder. A smoothed wavy line between horizontal bands decorates the area above the groove. 
Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 19/14).
12. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. A groove runs around the shoulder with a smoothed 
wavy line above this. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 19/16).
13. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. A rib and a groove run around the shoulder. Mouth 
diameter = 24.2 cm. (Plate 19/17).
14. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. Two grooves run 
around the shoulder with a smoothed wavy line above these. Mouth diameter = 22.8 cm. (Plate 19/19).
15. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. A smoothed line and a smoothed wavy line run 
below the vessel’s rim. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 19/20).
16. Base fragment from a brownish gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 20/20).
17. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The profile line of the shoulder is 
stepped and is decorated with a smoothed wavy line. The rest of the surface is smoothed in horizontal bands. 
Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 21/7).
18. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The interior of the rim is smoothed 
in a single band. Two ribs run around the shoulder and one around the rim. The surface is horizontally smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 22/1).
19. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. A rib and a groove run below the 
rim. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 22/7).
20. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. A 
smoothed band runs on the exterior below the rim, with a wavy line smoothed below this. Mouth diameter = 
18.4 cm. (Plate 22/8).
21. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. Two ribs run below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 22/11).
22. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 22/14).
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23. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
The profile line is divided in a step-like manner below the rim and on the shoulder. Sparsely placed horizontal 
bands have been smoothed on the neck, with a smoothed wavy line below this. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. 
(Plate 22/15).
24. Fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. A 
rib runs around the neck with a smoothed wavy line below this. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 22/16).
25. Wall fragments from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The neck and shoulder 
are smoothed in horizontal bands. Smoothed wavy lines decorate the matte surface in between these. 
(Plate 23/1).
26. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib on the shoulder (Plate 24/6).
27. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib and a groove on the shoulder. A 
double crisscrossing wavy line was smoothed between the rib and the groove. The surface below the groove is 
smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 24/7).
28. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib on the shoulder, a smoothed wavy line 
below the rib and horizontally smoothed bands on the rest of the surface below this pattern. (Plate 24/11).
29. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove, and a smoothed wavy line 
above this. (Plate 25/12).
30. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves. (Plate 25/14).
31. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel that was drilled near the break line. (Plate 26/1).
32. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel smoothed in vertical bands and burnished.
(Plate 26/7).
33. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. (Plate 26/8).
34. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with horizontally smoothed bands 
running around the shoulder. (Plate 27/12).
35. Shoulder and wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with 
smoothed crisscrossing wavy lines. The surface is smoothed and burnished in horizontal bands above and 
below this pattern. (Plate 28/2).
36. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with smoothed crisscrossing wavy 
lines running between two grooves paralleled by ribs. (Plate 28/4).
37. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib running around the shoulder 
and a band decorated by a smoothed wavy line below this. The wavy line is followed by two grooves. The 
upper section of the surface is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 28/6).
38. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib and a wavy line smoothed 
around the shoulder. (Plate 28/9).
39. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves and a smoothed 
wavy line running below these. (Plate 28/11).
40. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel that has two grooves with wavy lines 
smoothed above and below them. (Plate 29/2).
41. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel that has an obliquely smoothed wavy 
line with horizontal smoothed bands below. (Plate 29/7).
42. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel that has a deeply smoothed groove 
with a smoothed wavy line running above it. (Plate 29/9).
43. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a wavy line smoothed between 
two grooves. The rest of the surface below is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 29/10).
44. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed wavy line. The rest 
of the surface below is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 29/11).
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45. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel that has two grooves running around 
the shoulder with tall wavy lines smoothed above them. (Plate 29/13).
46. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed wavy line. 
(Plate 30/1).
47. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a smoothed and burnished 
surface and a smoothed wavy line running around the shoulder. (Plate 30/8).
48. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves. The surface is 
smoothed and burnished. (Plate 31/2).
49. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel that has a groove with a smoothed 
wavy line running above it. (Plate 31/3).
50. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves. (Plate 31/9).

Lids (Hand-formed lids)
1. Fragment from the handle of a grayish brown hand-formed lid. Diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 32/11).

Kettles
1. Handle fragment from a hand-thrown kettle fired a brownish red. (Plate 32/21).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Brownish gray hand-thrown handled pot with the stump of the handle. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 32/17).
2. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 31.6 cm. 
(Plate 33/13).
3. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 33.8 cm. 
(Plate 33/19).
4. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 33/24).
5. Fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 27.4 cm.
(Plate 33/26).
6. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 36 cm. (Plate 34/1).
7. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 34/12).
8. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with the rim’s exterior having a triple stepped profile 
line. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 34/14).
9. Rim fragment from a grayish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 34/15).
10. Rim fragment that is cut in an oblique direction from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter =
21 cm. (Plate 35/4).
11. Rim fragment that is cut in an oblique direction from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with a groove made 
to accommodate the lid. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 35/14).
12. Fragment from the everted rim of a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with a horizontal combed decoration 
running around the neck and a row of combed upside-down arched designs below it. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. 
(Plate 36/4).
13. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 37/2).
14. Rim fragment that is cut in a straight direction from a brownish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 22 cm.
(Plate 37/3).
15. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 24.2 cm. (Plate 37/16).
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16. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter
= 14 cm. (Plate 38/1).
17. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20.6 cm. 
(Plate 38/5).
18. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 29.8 cm. 
(Plate 38/12).
19. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 23 cm.
(Plate 38/13).
20. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter =31.8 cm. 
(Plate 38/22).
21. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 39/5).
22. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 39/6).
23. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 32.6 cm. (Plate 39/14).
24. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 22.4 cm. (Plate 39/15).
25. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 27 cm. (Plate 39/17).
26. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 39/19).
27. Fragment from the everted rim of a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 22.2 cm. (Plate 39/20).
28. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Obliquely imprinted 
combed motifs decorate the vessel’s neck line. Mouth diameter = 16.6 cm. (Plate 40/1).
29. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 21.8 cm. 
(Plate 40/7).

Other finds
1. The fragment of a light aqua-green glass bottle was found in the eastern comer of the square at a depth 
between 30 and 60 cm. (Plate 75/7).
2. An iron wire with a round cross-section came to light in the eastern comer of the square. (Plate 75/12).

SQUARE IX.
Jugs
1. Rim and smoothed handle fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 2/7).
2. Black wheel-thrown jug that has a handle with a round cross-section and that elevated above the rim. The 
upper surface of the handle is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 2/11).
3. Gray handle fragment with a round cross-section from a jug. (Plate 2/18).
4. Wall and handle fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown jug. The band-shaped handle 
is smoothed. The shoulder’s profile line is segmented by a groove in a step-like manner. (Plate 3/14).
5. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. It is decorated with vertically smoothed bands. (Plate 4/3).
6. Handle fragment with an octagonal cross-section from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown jug. 
(Plate 5/1).
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Globular vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel that is smoothed and burnished with an engobe surface. Mouth diameter 
= 20.4 cm. (Plate 6/12).
2. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished brownish yellow wheel-thrown globular vessel with an engobe 
design. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 7/6).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior 
surface below the rim is decorated with vertically smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 7/16).
4. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 7/26).
5. Fragment of a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. 
(Plate 8/1).
6. Rim fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. A low rib runs below the rim. The top of 
the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 18.5 cm. (Plate 8/14).
7. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 8/22).
8. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the vessel’s rim 
is smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 10/23).
9. Rim fragment from a hand-thrown grayish brown pot with granular mica and gravel temper. Mouth diameter 
= 19 cm. (Plate 34/21).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Two grooves run around the shoulder. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 8/5).
11. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 11/10).
12. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an engobe surface. 
Mouth diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 11/20).
13. Wall fragment of a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. (Plate 12/6).
14. Wall fragment of a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. (Plate 12/24).
15. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The shoulder is decorated with a groove that has a 
smoothed wavy line running above it. (Plate 12/21).
16. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and the interior of the rim are smoothed in a single band. 
Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 13/6).
17. Burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The shoulder is decorated with two parallel grooves. Mouth 
diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 13/16).
18. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with concentric incisions on the base surface. Base 
diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 14/11).
19. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.4 cm. (Plate 14/12).
20. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 15/22).
21. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. A groove runs around the base’s outer edge. Base 
diameter = 12.2 cm. (Plate 15/36).
22. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 14.4 cm. (Plate 15/40).
23. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a base ring. Base diameter = 3.4 cm. 
(Plate 16/2).
24. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 16/33).
25. Base fragment of a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a base ring. Base 
diameter = 7.6 cm. (Plate 16/12
26. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 16/45).
27. Shoulder and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. This vessel was decorated with two 
grooves that had oblique smoothed lines between them. (Plate 27/4).
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28. Shoulder and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove running around the 
shoulder. Broad oblique crisscrossing lines are smoothed above this groove. A horizontal smoothed pattern 
decorates the surface below this. (Plate 27/6).

Storage vessels
1. Rim fragment from a gray storage vessel thrown on a fast wheel. The top of the rim is smoothed. The neck 
is decorated with a horizontal smoothed pattern with upside-down arcade patterns on it. A groove rims around 
the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 17/15).
2. Gray wheel-thrown broad-mouthed storage vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior surface is 
also smoothed and burnished. Mouth diameter = 26.2 cm. (Plate 18/12).
3. Gray wheel-thrown broad-mouthed storage vessel. A groove runs around the shoulder below the rim and has 
a smoothed wavy line above it. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 18/13).
4. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim and the vessel’s exterior are 
decorated with smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 20/3).
5. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim that is smoothed on its top. Mouth diameter = 28 cm.
(Plate 20/4).
6. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. A groove runs around the neck. Mouth 
diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 22/9).
7. Wall fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. (Plate 23/4).
8. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel decorated with a smoothed wavy line. (Plate 23/7).
9. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The shoulder is decorated with a rib paralleled 
by grooves and there is a smoothed wavy line running below this pattern. (Plate 24/5).
10. Shoulder fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel decorated with a groove. (Plate 25/11).
11. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The shoulder of this vessel is smoothed 
in horizontal bands. Vertically smoothed bands decorate the surface below this pattern. (Plate 27/13).
12. Shoulder and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The vessel was decorated with smoothed 
wavy lines running between several grooves. (Plate 29/1).
13. Shoulder and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel decorated with a groove that has a 
smoothed wavy line running below it. (Plate 29/6).
14. Shoulder and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel decorated with two ribs. A contracted 
tall wavy line was smoothed below the rib. (Plate 29/8).
15. Shoulder and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The shoulder is decorated with a contracted 
tall smoothed wavy line. The surface below this pattern is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 29/16).
16. Shoulder and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The neck is decorated with a horizontally 
smoothed pattern. An oblique smoothed wavy line and horizontally smoothed bands decorate the surface below. 
(Plate 30/3).
17. Shoulder and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The surface is smoothed and burnished. 
It is decorated with a groove that has a smoothed wavy line running above it. (Plate 30/7).
18. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove running on the shoulder. 
(Plate 31/1).

Lids (Hand-formed lids)
1. Brownish red hand-formed lid. Diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 32/4).
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Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Rim fragment from a hand-thrown brownish gray pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 30 cm.
(Plate 34/3).
2. Rim fragment from a hand-thrown brownish gray pot with granular mica temper. A groove runs along the 
outer edge of the rim. Mouth diameter = 14.4 cm. (Plate 34/13).
3. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. 
(Plate 36/5).
4. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. 
(Plate 36/12).
5. Rim fragment from a grayish brown hand-thrown pot with a faceted everted rim and mica and gravel temper. 
The shoulder is positioned in an almost vertical direction. Mouth diameter = 29.8 cm. (Plate 36/16).
6. Rim fragment from a yellowish brown hand-thrown pot with an everted rim and granular mica and small 
gravel temper. Mouth diameter = 40 cm. (Plate 36/18).
7. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 29.8 cm. 
(Plate 37/17).
8. Rim fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 34 cm. 
(Plate 37/22).
9. Rim fragment from a brownish yellow hand-thrown pot with granular mica and small gravel temper. Mouth 
diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 38/18).
10. Rim fragment from a yellowish brown hand made pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 6 cm.
(Plate 40/17).

Other finds
1. Fragment from a single-edged iron knife. Found between the depths of 44 and 60 cm. (Plate 77/5). 

SQUARES VI and IX
Material recovered during the plotting of the squares, in the first spit and during surface cleaning:

Jugs
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown jug that has a handle with a round cross-section originating from the rim. 
The rim is smoothed at the handle’s attachment point. Mouth diameter = 13 cm. (Plate 2/9).
2. Wall fragment from a yellowish brick-red colored wheel-thrown jug with the handle’s stump. (Plate 5/5).
3. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown jug. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 5/9).

Globular vessels
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 6/11
2. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. 
(Plate 8/4).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. (Plate 9/23).
4. Rim fragment from a smoothed gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 11/8).
5. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed and the profile line 
of the neck is separated from the shoulder by a stepped section. Mouth diameter = 16.4 cm. (Plate 11/22).
6. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 11/28).
7. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. (Plate 12/8).
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8. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed wavy line running around the shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 16.6 cm. (Plate 13/2).
9. Rim fragment from a smoothed and burnished gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and the interior 
of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 9/11).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter 
= 21.6 cm. (Plate 13/20).
11. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a smoothed surface. Base diameter = 9 cm.
(Plate 14/6).
12. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.2 cm. (Plate 14/31).
13. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 14/40).
14. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6.2 cm. (Plate 14/35).
15. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 15/48).
16. Smoothed base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with incised concentric circles. Base 
diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 16/25).
17. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. A groove runs around the shoulder 
and the vessel’s surface is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 27/1).
18. Fragment of a light brown wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim 
is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 6/21).

Storage vessels
1. Shoulder and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. A groove runs around the shoulder that 
has a smoothed wavy line below it. Further below the surface is smoothed in horizontal bands. (Plate 30/2).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. A groove 
runs around the neck that has horizontal smoothed bands above it. The vessel is decorated with a smoothed 
wavy line below this area. Mouth diameter = 19.4 cm. (Plate 19/3).
3. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. The shoulder is decorated with two grooves that have a smoothed wavy line between them. The 
surface is smoothed in horizontal bands below the ribs. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 22/17).

Kettles
1. Handle fragment from a yellowish brown hand-thrown kettle. (Plate 32/20).

Lids (Wheel-thrown lids)
1. Gray wheel-thrown lid. Diameter = 32.2 cm. (Plate 32/1).

Pots (Pots thrown on a fa st wheel)
1. Rim fragment from a gray pot thrown on a fast wheel with small gravel temper and a groove for accommodating 
the lid. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. (Plate 34/17).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment from a brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 34/23).
2. Rim fragment from a brownish gray hand-thrown pot with an everted rim and granular mica temper. Mouth 
diameter = 29.8 cm. (Plate 39/8).
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FEATURE 1.
Jugs
1. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. The handle is flat and has an oval shape. (Plate 42/11).
2. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown jug with a pillow-like slightly “swollen” neck. The rim and the “pillow” are 
decorated with smoothed horizontal bands. The area in between is smoothed in vertical bands. Mouth diameter 
= 11.6 cm. (Plate 42/14).

Globular vessels
1. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Two parallel grooves run around the shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 41/1).
2. Light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top and interior of the rim are smoothed in single parallel 
bands. The exterior of this piece of pottery is also covered by parallel segments of smoothed bands. Mouth 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 41/4).
3. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5.6 cm. (Plate 42/15).

Storage vessels
1. Rim fragment from a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top and the 
interior of the rim are each decorated with a single smoothed band. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 41/2).
2. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim 
is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 41/3).
3. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A groove runs around the shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 24.8 cm. (Plate 41/5).

Lids (Hand-formed lids)
1. Brown hand-formed lid. Diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 42/10).

Hand-thrown lids
1. Blackish hand-thrown lid with mica temper. Diameter =15 cm. (Plate 42/12).
2. Hand-thrown lid with granular mica temper. Diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 42/13).
3. Blackish brown lid with granular mica temper. Diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 42/16).

Kettles
1. Handle fragment from a kettle with granular mica temper. (Plate 41/8).
2. Black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 41/9).
3. Handle fragment from a kettle with granular mica temper and decorated with a segmented rib. 
(Plate 41/10).
4. Fragment from a kettle with granular mica temper and a segmented rib running around the shoulder. Mouth 
diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 41/12).
5. Fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown kettle with granular mica temper. The shoulder is decorated with 
a segmented rib. A row of impressed dots runs below the rib. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 41/15).

Pots (Pots thrown on a fast wheel)
1. Rim fragment from a black wheel-thrown pot with gravel temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 41/6).
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Hand-thrown pots
1. Black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. A groove on the rim of this vessel was designed to 
accommodate the lid. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 41/7).
2. Fragment of a black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 41/11).
3 Base fragment from a hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. The wall is decorated with incised lines. 
Base diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 41/14).

Hand-formed pot
1. Base fragment from a brown hand-formed thick-walled pot. Base diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 41/13).

Bowls (Bowls thrown on a fa st wheel)
1. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl. The interior is smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. 
(Plate 42/1).
2. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a slightly “swollen” rim that leans inward and an arched wall. The top 
of the rim and the interior are decorated with smoothed bands. On the bowl’s exterior only the area below the 
rim is smoothed with similar bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 42/2).
3. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl. The interior of the rim is smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 42/3).
4. Medium gray wheel-thrown bowl. The exterior is smoothed in sparsely placed horizontal bands. 
(Plate 42/4).
5. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl. The top and the interior of the rim are smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter
= 26 cm. (Plate 42/5).
6. Gray wheel-thrown bowl that turned a brick-red color through secondary firing. Both the interior and exterior 
are smoothed in sparsely placed horizontal bands. The top of the rim is smoothed as well. Mouth diameter = 
25 cm. (Plate 42/6).
7. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl. Both the exterior and interior are smoothed in sparsely placed bands. Mouth 
diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 42/7).
8. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl smoothed in a single band below the rim that leans inward. Mouth diameter
= 26 cm. (Plate 42/8).
9. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl. The exterior and the top of the rim are smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter
= 24 cm. (Plate 42/9).

F E A T U R E  2 .

Globular vessels
1. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 57/12).
2. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 57/13).
3. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. (Plate 57/14).
4. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 4.4 cm. (Plate 57/15).
5. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 57/16).
6. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 57/18).
7. Base fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 9.2 cm. 
(Plate 57/19).
8. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves running around the shoulder. Smoothed bands decorate 
both the exterior and interior of the vessel. Mouth diameter = 12.4 cm. (Plate 59/9).
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9. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. A groove runs around the neck’s angled profile line. Smoothed bands 
decorate the neck and the top of the rim. A smoothed wavy line runs below the groove. Mouth diameter =
15 cm. (Plate 59/10).
10. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Smoothed bands decorate the everted rim’s exterior and the neck’s 
profile line. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 59/11).
11. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. A smoothed band decorates the neck’s profile line. 
Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 59/12).
12. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim as well as its interior and 
exterior are decorated with smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 59/13).
13. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The neck’s profile line and the 
exterior are smoothed in sparsely placed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 59/14).
14. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a “swollen” rim. The exterior and the top of the rim 
are smoothed. A broad rib and a groove run below the rim. The section below the groove is decorated with a 
sparsely placed vertical smoothed pattern intersected by oblique parallel bundles of smoothed patterns. This 
pattern is followed by densely placed oblique bundles of another smoothed pattem. The elements of this latter 
design are slanted in the opposite direction in the middle sections of the vessel’s surface. Mouth diameter = 
20 cm. (Plate 59/15).
15. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The 
neck’s angle is divided by a rib running between two parallel grooves. Mouth diameter = 23.6 cm. 59/16).
16. Black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Florizontal incisions occur on the neck’s profile line. 
Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. (Plate 61/1).

Storage vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an obliquely everted rim. A groove runs around the vessel’s shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 57/2).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim and the exterior of the 
neck and shoulder are smoothed in horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (Plate 57/3).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. 
(Plate 57/4).
4. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
sparsely smoothed. Single smoothed bands run both below the rim and around the shoulder, respectively. 
Mouth diameter = 21.6 cm. (Plate 57/5).
5. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The rim’s interior and the surface below are smoothed 
horizontally. (Plate 5 7/6).
6. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. Horizontal smoothed bands run below the rim and 
around the shoulder. A smoothed wavy line was placed below this pattern. (Plate 57/7).
7. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. A groove runs below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 30.7 cm. (Plate 57/8).
8. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 11.6 cm. (Plate 57/9).
9. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 10.8 cm. (Plate 57/10).
10. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 12.6 cm. (Plate 57/11).
11. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The shoulder is decorated with a rib. 
There are sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands below the rib. Horizontal smoothed bands decorate the 
area below the vessel’s rim. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 57/1
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Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 16.6 cm. (Plate 61/2).
2. Brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper and an obliquely cut rim. Mouth diameter = 35 cm. 
(Plate 61/3).
3. Brown hand-thrown pot with an everted rim and granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 25.6 cm. 
(Plate 61/6).
4. Base fragment from a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Base diameter = 8 cm.
(Plate 61/7).
5. Base fragment from a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Base diameter = 8 cm.
(Plate 61/8).
6. Base fragment from a brownish black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Base diameter = 11 cm.
(Plate 61/9).
7. Base fragment from a brownish black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Base diameter = 11 cm. 
(Plate 61/10).
8. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. The shoulder is decorated with a crescent
shaped row of punctuated designs. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 62/1).
9. Wall fragment from a black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. The pot’s upper portion is decorated 
with a dense combed pattem. (Plate 62/2).
10. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper and a faceted rim. Mouth diameter = 
15.8 cm. (Plate 62/3).
11. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. A row of punctuated designs arranged in 
the shape of a radial slice of a circle decorates the vessel’s shoulder. Mouth diameter = 25.4 cm. (Plate 62/4).
12. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 62/5).
13. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. The area of the neck’s profile line is 
decorated with incisions. Mouth diameter = 25.4 cm. (Plate 62/6).
14. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. The shoulder is decorated with a row of 
punctuated patterns. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 62/7).
15. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper and a groove that accommodated the lid. 
Mouth diameter = 27 cm. (Plate 62/8).
16. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. The rim’s profile line is segmented in a 
step-like manner. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. (Plate 62/9).
17. Rim fragment from a black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper and an obliquely cut rim. Mouth 
diameter = 27.4 cm. (Plate 62/10).
18. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown conical bowl with granular mica temper and a cut rim. Mouth diameter
= 30 cm. (Plate 62/11).
19. Fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 62/12).

Hand-formed pots
1. Brown hand-formed pot. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 61/4).
2. Brown hand-formed pot with an incised wavy line design decorating the neck. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. 
(Plate 61/5).

Bowls (Bowls thrown on a fa st wheel)
1. Gray wheel-thrown bowl. The top and the interior of the rim and the exterior surface are decorated with 
sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 56/1).
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2. Gray wheel-thrown conical bowl. Both the exterior and the interior are smoothed in sparsely placed bands. 
Mouth diameter = 16.8 cm. (Plate 56/2).
3. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. Mouth diameter = 18.6 cm. (Plate 56/3).
4. Gray wheel-thrown conical bowl with a “swollen” rim that leans slightly inward. Mouth diameter = 23.2 cm. 
(Plate 56/4).
5. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown conical bowl with a “swollen” rim that leans slightly inward. The top 
as well as both the exterior and the interior of the rim are smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 20.2 cm. 
(Plate 56/5).
6. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. The top as well as both the exterior and the 
interior of the rim are smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 56/6).
7. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 56/7).
8. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and slightly “swollen” rim. The top as well as 
both the exterior and the interior of the rim are smoothed in sparsely placed bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm.
(Plate 56/8).
9. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and a rim that leans slightly inward. The top as well as both 
the exterior and the interior of the rim are smoothed in sparsely placed bands. Mouth diameter = 15.4 cm.
(Plate 56/9).
10. Gray wheel-thrown conical bowl smoothed in sparsely placed bands. Mouth diameter = 23.4 cm. 
(Plate 56/10).
11. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and rim that leans slightly inward. The top as well as both the 
exterior and the interior of the rim are smoothed in sparsely placed bundles of bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
(Plate 56/11).
12. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a slightly “swollen” rim. The top as well as both the exterior and the interior 
of the rim are smoothed in sparsely placed bundles of bands. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 56/12).
13. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown, bowl with a steep wall and a groove below the rim. Mouth diameter = 
14 cm. (Plate 56/13).
14. Gray wheel-thrown conical bowl that has wall with a stepped profile line. It is smoothed below the rim and 
around the bowl’s mid-line. Mouth diameter = 19.3 cm. (Plate 56/14).
15. Blackish wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and slightly “swollen” rim. The top as well as both the 
exterior and the interior of the rim are smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 56/15).
16. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans inward. The exterior of the rim is smoothed in sparsely 
placed bands. A single smoothed band decorates the interior below the rim. Further below, this pattern is 
followed by bands smoothed in a vertical direction. Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 56/16).
17. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leads inward. The shoulder’s profile line is segmented in a step
like manner. Mouth diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 56/17).
18. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a broad base disc. The bowl’s wall is decorated with 
grooves. Base diameter = 10.2 cm. (Plate 59/8).
19. Black wheel-thrown bowl. The top as well as both the exterior and the interior of the rim are smoothed in 
bands. Two horizontal grooves run below the rim. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 59/1).
20. Gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl with a rim that first leans inward and then is everted. The lower portion 
of the bowl’s interior is decorated with horizontally smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 59/2).
21. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim that leans inward. Horizontally smoothed bands decorate 
the rim’s interior and the area below the rim. Similarly, the lower portion of the vessel’s surface is smoothed 
horizontally between two bundles of patterns. The entire exterior surface is evenly smoothed horizontally. It is 
perforated along the fracture line. Mouth diameter = 21.8 cm. (Plate 59/3).
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22. Medium gray wheel-thrown bowl. The wall is almost vertical below the “swollen” rim. In the lower section 
the bulge of this bowl makes it similar to globular vessels. Mouth diameter = 24.7 cm. (Plate 59/4).
23. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base disc. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 59/5).
24. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with an everted rim. The top as well as both the exterior and the interior of the rim 
are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 59/6).
25. Cut base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The vessel’s exterior is smoothed in bands. Base 
diameter = 7.6 cm. (Plate 59/7).

Barrel-shaped vessels
1. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown barrel-shaped vessel with a suspension rib. (Plate 57/17).

F E A T U R E  3.

M ateria l foun d  by the firep lace:

Kettles
1. Rim fragment from a brownish black hand-thrown kettle with granular mica temper. The shoulder is decorated 
with a segmented rib. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 43/1).

Lids (Hand-formed lids)
1. Fragment of a brown hand-formed lid. Diameter =15 cm. (Plate 43/2).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment from a yellow hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter =16 cm. (Plate 43/6).

Hand-formed pots
1. Rim and wall fragment from a black hand-formed pot. Mouth diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 43/3).
2. Rim fragment from a black hand-formed pot. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 43/4).
3. Rim and wall fragment from a blackish brown hand-formed pot. Mouth diameter =12 cm. (Plate 43/5).
4. Rim fragment from a black hand-formed pot. Mouth diameter = 9  cm. (Plate 43/7).
5. Neck and shoulder fragment from a black hand-formed pot. (Plate 43/8).
6. Base fragment from a black hand-formed pot. Base diameter =16 cm. (Plate 43/10).
7. Base fragment from a brown hand-formed pot. Base diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 43/11).

Other finds
1. Implement made from carved red deer antler. (Plate 75/10).

M ateria l foun d  in the upper sec tio n  o f  the feature:

Jugs
1. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. Mouth diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 43/9).
2. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 45/15).

Globular vessels
1. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 43/12).
2. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 43/15).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter 
= 14 cm. (Plate 43/18).
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4. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two parallel ribs running below the neck. 
Another rib decorates the belly’s angled profile line. (Plate 43/19).
5. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 43/22).
6. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 43/23).
7. Rim and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Two grooves decorate vessel’s shoulder. 
The top of the rim is smoothed. Horizontally smoothed bands decorate the vessel’s shoulder and belly. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 45/5).
8. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 45/16).
9. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter =16 cm. (Plate 45/17).
10. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The interior of the rim is smoothed in bands. 
Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 45/19).

Storage vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The top and outside of the rim are smoothed in horizontal bands. Three 
ribs decorate the vessel’s neck and shoulder. Between the ribs and within the matte surface below the lowermost 
rib the vessel is decorated with oblique patterns smoothed in alternating directions. Mouth diameter = 23 cm.
(Plate 44/1).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Single ribs run around the rim and the 
shoulder, respectively. The top of the rim and the surface of the entire vessel are smoothed in horizontal bands. 
The only exception is the matte field located between the two ribs. Mouth diameter = 21 cm, Base diameter = 
10 cm, Height = 39 cm. (Plate 44/2).
3. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. A rib runs around the shoulder. The vessel’s neck and 
shoulder are decorated with horizontal bands, while the lower portion below the belly’s mid-line is smoothed 
vertically. (Plate 44/3).
4. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Ribs segmented by grooves decorate the 
vessel’s neck. The top of the rim, the ribs and the shoulder are smoothed in horizontal bands. A smoothed wavy 
line decorates the matte field located on the vessel’s shoulder. The surface is smoothed vertically below the 
belly’s mid-line. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. Base diameter = 9 cm, Height = 37 cm. (Plate 44/4).
5. Wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The sherd’s surface is divided by horizontal grooves. 
(Plate 44/5).
6. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 
18 cm. (Plate 45/1).
7. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim 
is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 45/2).
8. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed and the shoulder 
is decorated with a smoothed wavy line running between two smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm.
(Plate 45/3).
9. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim and a rib running 
below this. Further below a smoothed wavy line and a horizontally smoothed band decorate the vessel. Mouth 
diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 45/4).
10. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A groove on the rim of this 
vessel was designed to accommodate the lid. The top of the rim is smoothed and a smoothed wavy line runs 
below the rim between two horizontally smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 45/6).
11. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Two ribs run around the 
vessel’s shoulder. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 45/7).
12. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 45/9).
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Bowls (Wheel-thrown bowls)
1. Rim and wall fragment from a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 
10 cm. (Plate 43/13).
2. Rim fragment from a brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl that is painted red. A groove runs below the rim. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 43/14).
3. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown bowl that is smoothed in horizontal bands on the rim’s interior. 
Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 43/16).
4. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans inward. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. 
(Plate 43/17.
5. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The top and interior of the rim are decorated with horizontal 
smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 43/20).
6. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall decorated with a deep groove. (Plate 43/21).
7. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans inward. A deep groove runs below the rim. 
The shoulder’s profile line is separated from that of the belly in a step-like manner. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. 
(Plate 43/24).
8. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. Two shallow grooves decorate the vessel’s wall. 
The surface has smoothed horizontal bands above and below the grooves. The matte field between the grooves 
is covered by smoothed oblique patterns. (Plate 43/25).
9. Rim fragment from a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The interior of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 45/18).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Rim fragment from a yellow hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 45/8).
2. Rim fragment from a black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. 
(Plate 45/10).
3. Base fragment from a brownish black hand-thrown pot with granular mica temper. Base diameter =12 cm. 
(Plate 45/11).
4. Wall fragment from a black hand-thrown pot. (Plate 45/12).
5. Wall fragment from a brownish hand-thrown pot with a punctuated triangular design. (Plate 45/13).
6. Wall fragment from a blackish hand-thrown pot decorated with incised multiple wavy line ornaments. 
(Plate 45/14).

M ater ia l recovered  from  the ce lla r  p ortion  o f  the fea tu re  below  th e  gra v e  from  the P er iod  o f  the  

H u n garian  C onquest:

Jugs
1. Wall and base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug that has the stub of a vertically smoothed handle 
with a round cross-section. Above this stub the shoulder is decorated with a groove and an oblique smoothed 
pattern between horizontally smoothed bands. The surface is decorated with a horizontal smoothed pattern in 
the vessel’s lower portion. Base diameter =13 cm. (Plate 46/3).
2. Gray wheel-thrown jug that has two handles with round cross-sections. They are attached to the vessel’s rim 
and shoulder. A groove decorates the shoulder and another groove runs around the angle of the belly’s profile 
line. The area between and above the grooves is decorated with a densely placed vertical smoothed pattern. 
Another groove runs below the rim. The lower portion of the vessel’s body has smoothed horizontal bands. 
Mouth diameter = 16 cm. Base diameter = 12 cm. M = 25 cm. (Plate 46/5).
3. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel or jug. Base diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 46/6).
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4. Handle fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug with a round cross-section. The handle emerges above the 
rim in a small arch. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 47/20).
5. Fragment of a wheel-thrown Roman jug decorated with white and red painted bands. Mouth diameter = 
14 cm. (Plate 47/22).
6. Gray wheel-thrown jug that is burnished. The burnishing is disrupted below the handle. The neck is smoothed 
vertically, while horizontal smoothed bands decorate the jug’s belly. (Plate 47/26).
7. Base fragment from a gray wheel-thrown jug perforated after firing. Base diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 47/28).
8. Handle fragment with a round cross-section from a brick-red colored jug that was painted yellow. 
(Plate 51/11).
9. Fragment of a dark gray wheel-thrown jug. Horizontal grooves decorate the area below the rim. Further 
below the neck has smoothed vertical bands. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 52/6).
10. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown jug. The top and the exterior of the rim are smoothed in bands. The 
jug’s exterior is covered with vertical smoothed bands. The stub of the handle is located below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 52/9).
11. Light gray wheel-thrown jug. The exterior and interior of the rim are each decorated with a single horizontal 
band. The exterior surface below the rim is smoothed vertically. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 52/12).

Globular vessels
1. Rim and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves on the shoulder. A smoothed 
wavy line decoration runs between the grooves. The top of the rim is smoothed. The surface has smoothed 
horizontal bands above and below the grooves. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 46/1).
2. Rim and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib below the rim. Two parallel grooves 
run around the shoulder. The top of the rim is smoothed. A smoothed wavy line decoration runs between the 
grooves. (Plate 46/2).
3. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel, with two ribs on the shoulder and a smoothed wavy line running between 
them. The top of the rim is and the interior are smoothed. Sparsely smoothed bands also run above and below 
the ribs. Mouth diameter =18 cm. Base diameter = 9 cm. M = 19 cm. (Plate 46/4).
4. Base fragment of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 47/24).
5. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The base was perforated after firing. Base diameter 
= 8.8 cm. (Plate 47/25).
6. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 47/27).
7. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed and a grooved rib runs around the neck. Smoothed wavy lines decorate the area below. Mouth 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 51/12).
8. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a base disc. Base diameter = 9, 8 cm. (Plate 51/15).
9. Rim fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 52/4).
10. Rim fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim decorated with 
several grooves. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 52/7).
11. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim and a band within the vessel are smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 52/10).
12. Medium gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 12 cm.
(Plate 52/13).
13. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib running around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 12.6 cm. 
(Plate 52/14).
14. Base fragment of a medium gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 52/15).
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15. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. It is perforated near the fracture line. Mouth diameter 
= 16 cm. (Plate 52/16).
16. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 7.6 cm. (Plate 52/18).
17. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter =17, 
6 cm. (Plate 52/19).
18. Base fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a base disc. Base diameter = 8 cm. 
(Plate 52/21).
19. Rim fragment of a large light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with grooves for the lid and a smoothed 
pattern at the angle of the neck profile. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 52/22).

Storage vessels
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 47/21).

Lids thrown on a fa s t wheel
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown lid with an everted rim bending in an arch both inwards and outwards. 
Diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 47/23).

Pots (Hand-thrown pots)
1. Brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper and a ribbed rim. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. 
Base diameter = 13 cm. Height = 24 cm. (Plate 46/8).

Bowls thrown on a fa st wheel
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. Mouth diameter = 14 cm.
(Plate 47/1).
2. Fragment of a blackish gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. Horizontal smoothed 
bands run on the interior below the rim. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 47/2).
3. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and a grooved rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. Horizontal 
smoothed bands run on the interior below the rim. The exterior is decorated with an oblique smoothed pattern 
in various directions within triangular fields. Mouth diameter =18 cm. (Plate 47/3).
4. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a thick rim and a shoulder divided by three grooves in a step-like manner. 
Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 47/4).
5. Gray wheel-thrown bowl that has a rim that leans slightly inward with a groove running below it. Mouth 
diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 47/5).
6. Rim fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running below the rim. Mouth diameter =
20 cm. (Plate 47/6).
7. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The top of the rim is smoothed. Horizontal, smoothed bands run 
on the interior below the rim. Mouth diameter =19 cm. (Plate 47/7).
8. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans inward and a groove running below the rim. The 
top and the interior of the rim are smoothed. Horizontal smoothed bands also decorate the area below the rim. 
Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 47/8).
9. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with two grooves running below the rim. Horizontal smoothed 
bands run on the interior below the rim. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 47/9).
10. Rim fragment of a blackish gray wheel-thrown bowl. The top and the interior of the rim are smoothed. 
Horizontal smoothed bands run on the interior below the rim. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 47/10).
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11. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with two grooves running below the rim. It is decorated with 
horizontal smoothed bands below the rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 47/11).
12. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. The top and interior of the rim and a band 
below it are smoothed. The exterior is decorated with horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 47/12).
13. Fragment of a black wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. It has smoothed horizontal bands below the 
rim on both the interior and exterior surfaces. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 47/13).
14. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans inward. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 47/14).
15. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward and is perforated. The top of 
the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 47/15).
16. Gray wheel-thrown bowl. The top of the rim and a band on the interior are smoothed horizontally. Mouth 
diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 47/16).
17. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a thick rim. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 47/17).
18. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl that is painted red on both the exterior and interior. Mouth diameter
= 16 cm. (Plate 47/18).
19. Fragment of a wheel-thrown bowl that is painted red. The wall is decorated with a primitive stamped 
design. (Plate 47/19).

Ember covers
1. Brownish black hand-thrown ember cover with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. Base 
diameter = 7 cm. Height = 9.7 cm. (Plate 46/7).

M ateria l from  the eastern  s tep s  o f the cellar:

Hand-thrown lids
1. Brownish black hand-thrown lid with a granular mica temper. Diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 48/1).
2. Brownish black hand-thrown lid with a granular mica temper. Diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 48/2).
3. Yellow hand-thrown lid with a granular mica temper. Diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 48/3).
4. Fragment of a blackish brown hand-thrown lid. Diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 49/3).

Kettles
1. Ribbed handle fragment of a brownish black kettle with a granular mica temper. (Plate 49/1).
2. Handle fragment of a brownish black kettle with a granular mica temper. (Plate 49/2).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Fragment of a large yellow hand-thrown pot with a horizontally everted rim and a granular mica temper. 
Mouth diameter = 33 cm. (Plate 48/4).
2. Wall fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper and decorated with a 
combed wavy line. (Plate 48/5).
3. Rim and neck fragment of a brown pot with a granular mica temper. The arched rim is everted. Mouth 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 48/7).
4. Hand-thrown brownish black pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 48/8).
5. Brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 48/10).
6. Fragment of a hand-thrown brownish black pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. 
(Plate 48/12).
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7. Base fragment of a black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 1 0  cm. 
(Plate 48/13).
8. Fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. A heavy horizontal rib runs 
around the neck. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 48/14).
9. Fragment of a hand-thrown brownish black pot. A slight groove runs on the obliquely cut rim. Mouth 
diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 48/15).
10. Fragment of hand-thrown brownish black pot with a granular mica temper. The rim is horizontally everted 
and a rib runs around the neck. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 48/16).
11. Fragment of a pot with a cut rim and granular temper. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 48/17).
12. Base fragment of a hand-thrown pot. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 48/19).
13. Rim fragment with a “swollen” shape of a yellowish brown hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. 
(Plate 48/20).
14. Rim fragment of a black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The obliquely cut rim is decorated 
with a groove. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 48/21).
15. Base fragment of a hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 48/22).
16. Fragment of a hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. A combed wavy line decorates another combed 
design running horizontally below the rim. Yet another combed design runs horizontally on the shoulder that 
has a punctuated combed design below. The comb used in decoration had five teeth. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 49/5).
17. Fragment of a hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The neck is decorated with two incised 
grooves. Two parallel incised wavy lines decorate the pot’s shoulder. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 49/6).
18. Base fragment of a blackish brown hand-thrown pot with a steep wall. Base diameter = 13 cm.
(Plate 49/7).
19. Rim and wall fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The rim is cut obliquely 
and decorated with a shallow groove. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 49/8).
20. Brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. A wavy line decoration incised with a four- 
tooth comb decorates the angle of the neck. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 49/9).
21. Base fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with gravel temper. Base diameter = 13 cm. (Plate 49/10). 

Hand-formed pots
1. Rim and neck fragment of a yellow hand-formed pot with a steep wall. Mouth diameter = 22 cm.
(Plate 48/6).
2. Rim fragment of a brown hand-formed pot with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 48/9).
3. Fragment of a black hand-formed pot with a steep neck. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 48/11).
4. Fragment of a small yellow hand-formed pot with arched walls. Mouth diameter =14 cm. (Plate 48/18).

Pots thrown on a fa st wheel
1. Wall fragment of a black thin-walled pot thrown on a fast wheel. (Plate 49/4).

M ateria l foun d  in  the ru b b le at the eastern  side o f  the feature o u ts id e  the step:

Globular vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim and a rib on the neck. Both the top of the 
rim and the vessel’s exterior surface are smoothed horizontally. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 49/13).
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Storage vessels
1. Brick-red colored storage vessel with a smoothed surface. The top and exterior of the rim are decorated with 
smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 34 cm. (Plate 49/11).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The shoulder is decorated with two 
grooves that have smoothed wavy line decorations above and below. Mouth diameter =18 cm. (Plate 49/12).
3. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rim that is horizontally everted and bent inward. A narrow groove 
runs below the rim. The top of the rim has sparsely placed smoothed bands. The neck is also decorated with a 
horizontal smoothed pattern that has a smoothed wavy line decoration both above and below. Mouth diameter 
= 21 cm. (Plate 49/14).
4. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The shoulder has been drilled near the 
fracture line. The neck and belly have a stepped profile that is smoothed in a horizontal band. Mouth diameter
= 22 cm. (Plate 49/15).
5. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an arched everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed and two 
grooves run around the neck that have a narrow smoothed wavy line running below. Below this design, the 
vessel’s surface is decorated with smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 49/16).
6. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a short horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
Below the rim the neck is also smoothed in a single band. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 49/17).
7. Base fragment of a blackish gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a base disc. Base diameter = 11 cm. 
(Plate 51/17).
8. Light gray wheel-thrown small storage vessel with an everted rim. The vessel’s shoulder has smoothed 
bunches of bands. Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 52/17).
9. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The 
profile line of the neck is divided in a step-like manner with the remains of the smoothed wavy line decoration 
than ran below it. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 52/20).
10. Fragment of a medium gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the 
rim is smoothed. There is a groove running below the rim and a smoothed band decoration. Mouth diameter =
18 cm. (Plate 52/23).
11. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a base disc. Base diameter = 11 cm. 
(Plate 52/24).
12. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed 
in bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 52/25).
13. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves running around the shoulder. There is the impressed 
imitation of a rolled and punctuated decoration below these. (Plate 52/26).
14. Wall fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with two grooves running around the shoulder. 
(Plate 52/27).

Wheel thrown bowls
1. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running below the rim. The lower part of this bowl is decorated with 
a triple horizontal groove. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 50/4).
2. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim that bends slightly inward and grooves running on the shoulder 
and below the rim. Both the interior and the exterior of the surface are decorated with horizontal bands. Mouth 
diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 50/5).
3. Biconical gray wheel-thrown bowl that has sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands on the rim and the 
interior. Mouth diameter = 29 cm. (Plate 50/6).
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M ateria l fou n d  below  th e  a sh y  layer u n d er the grave d ated  to the P eriod  o f  the H ungarian  C on q u est:

Bowls thrown on a fast wheel
1. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a smoothed surface. The upper part narrows in an arched form. Mouth diameter 
= 15 cm. Base diameter = 6 cm. M = 6 cm. (Plate 50/1).
2. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a semi-spherical base. The shoulder is separated by a groove from the bowl’s 
belly. The interior is decorated with sparsely placed horizontal smoothed bands. On the exterior only the rim 
and the shoulder are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 50/3).
3. Gray wheel-thrown bowl. Mouth diameter = 15.2 cm. (Plate 50/2). 21
4. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl. It is biconical and has a segmented wall. (Plate 51/1).
5. Blackish gray wheel-thrown bowl. Mouth diameter = 17.6 cm. (Plate 51/2).
6. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim that bends slightly inward. A groove runs around the shoulder. 
Mouth diameter = 24.6 cm. (Plate 51/3).
7. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. Grooves run on the rim and above the belly. The top of the rim 
is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 17.8 cm. (Plate 51/4).
8. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. The interior of the rim and the bowl’s exterior 
are smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 51/5).
9. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. The top of the rim is densely smoothed. Both the exterior and the 
interior have sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 51/6).
10. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans strongly inward and a steep oblique wall. The top of the rim 
is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 51/7).
11. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans inward. The top of the rim is smoothed. Smoothed horizontal 
bands decorate the exterior and the area below the rim. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 51/8).
12. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a straight wall and a rim that leans inward. The top of the rim, a band on the 
interior and the entire exterior are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 51/10).
13. Base fragment of a dark gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base disc. Base diameter = 9.6 cm. (Plate 51/13).
14. Base fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base disc. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 51/14).
15. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The shoulder and the belly below the angled profile line are 
decorated with horizontal bands. (Plate 51/16).
16. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim painted red both on the interior and exterior. 
Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 52/1).
17. Light gray wheel-thrown conical bowl, with a shallow groove on the wall. The exterior and interior as well 
as the top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 52/2).
18. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. Both the exterior and interior as well as the top of the rim 
are smoothed in bands. Mouth diameter =13 cm. (Plate 52/3).
19. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim that leans inward. Both the exterior and 
interior are smoothed in bands. Smoothed patterns also appear on the top of the rim and below it. Mouth 
diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 52/5).
20. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. The exterior is smoothed in sparsely 
placed bands. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 52/8).
21. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl painted red both on the exterior and interior. Mouth diameter = 
16 cm. (Plate 52/11).
22. Brick-red colored smoothed wheel-thrown bowl painted red on the interior. Two grooves run below the rim. 
Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 51/9).

21 This bowl was broken into several pieces. One of the sherds came to light from the rubble in the neighboring 
Square II at a depth of 50 cm. A third fragment lay in the northwestern comer of Square IV. This also shows 
that the settlement features were contemporaneous.
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Other finds
1. Yellowish gray biconical spindle whorl with an irregular shape. (Plate 75/1).

F in d s recovered  d u r in g  th e  clean in g  o f  the ce lla r  floor:

Bowls
1. Hemispherical bowl divided by two grooves on the shoulder. The top of the rim is smoothed in bands. Mouth 
diameter = 24.6 cm. (Plate 50/7).

Barrel-shaped vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown barrel-shaped vessel that is smoothed in bands that are perpendicular to the vessel’s 
body. The diameter of the side disc is 10 cm. (Plate 50/9).

F E A T U R E  11 (within Feature 3)
Barrel-shaped vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown barrel-shaped vessel that is smoothed horizontally. Mouth diameter = 10 cm. The 
diameter of the side disc is 10 cm. (Plate 50/8). 22

F E A T U R E  4

Globular vessels
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a slightly everted horizontal rim. The top of the rim 
is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 53/2).
2. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 53/3).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Wall and rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The interior of the rim, as well as the interior and exterior 
surfaces of the area below the rim have smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter =11.4 cm. (Plate 53/1).

F E A T U R E  9

Globular vessels
1. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 5 cm. (Plate 53/5).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a cut rim. Mouth diameter = 21.6 cm.
(Plate 53/7).

Hand-formed pots
1. Base fragment of a brown hand-formed pot. Base diameter = 13 cm. (Plate 53/8).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. Mouth diameter = 17.6 cm. (Plate 53/4).
2. Rim and wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. It is smoothed in horizontal bands on the interior below the rim. The shoulder is separated from the 
bowl’s belly by a stepped profile line. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 53/6).

22 The fragments of this broken vessel lay in a pile at a depth of 120 cm. Other matching sherds were found 
in Square IV and in the square’s northwestern comer among the rubble at depths of 30-60 cm.
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F E A T U R E  10

Jugs
1. Burnished gray wheel-thrown band-shaped handle. (Plate 53/9).

Globular vessels
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a slightly everted “swollen” rim. The top of the rim 
is smoothed. It is decorated with wavy lines running between and below two smoothed bands. Mouth diameter 
= 15 cm. (Plate 53/11).
2. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. (Plate 53/12).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and a “swollen” rim. It is decorated with a horizontal 
smoothed band on the rim and below it. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. (Plate 53/10).

F E A T U R E  13

Jugs
1. Rim fragment of a burnished black wheel-thrown jug with the stub of the handle. A groove runs on the top 
of the rim and below it. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 53/13).

Globular vessels
1. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. A rib runs around the shoulder 
with a groove below this. A smoothed wavy line runs within the matte field between these two ornaments. 
The exterior of the rim and the area below it as well as the rib itself are decorated with a horizontal smoothed 
pattem. Mouth diameter =18 cm. (Plate 53/15).

Storage vessels
1. Smoothed medium gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
decorated with a punctuated design made with a comb. The neck is perforated by drilling. Mouth diameter =
22 cm. (Plate 53/17).
2. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. A 
groove runs below the rim. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 53/18).
3. Medium gray storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 53/19). 

Wheel-thrown vessels
1. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The interior is decorated with horizontal smoothed bands. The 
shoulder is separated from the bowl’s belly by a groove. (Plate 53/14).
2. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The interior is smoothed horizontally with smoothed vertical 
bands above this. (Plate 53/16).

F E A T U R E  14

Hand-thrown pots
1. Wall fragment of a hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The profile line of the rim is divided in a 
step-like manner. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 53/20).
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F E A T U R E  15

Jugs
1. Gray wheel-thrown jug that has the stub of a handle with a round cross-section. A groove runs around the 
shoulder above the handle’s base. It is smoothed in densely placed vertical bands above the groove. Two 
parallel smoothed wavy lines occur below this area. (Plate 54/1).
2. Gray wheel-thrown jug. It is smoothed in a single band on the interior. A weakly protruding rib may be 
detected on the neck. It is horizontally smoothed on the exterior in sparsely placed bands. Mouth diameter = 
10 cm. (Plate 54/2).
Globular vessels
1. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 7 cm. (Plate 54/13).
Storage vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed and has a 
groove running below. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 54/4).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The exterior and top of the rim are smoothed and a 
smoothed wavy line runs around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 54/6).
3. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed and there is a horizontal smoothed pattern below this. Further below a wavy line decorates this 
vessel. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 54/8).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The rim is everted and cut horizontally. Mouth diameter 
= 19.8 cm. (Plate 54/10).
2. Brownish red hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The rim is cut horizontally. Mouth diameter = 
23.8 cm. (Plate 54/11).
3. Brownish red hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The everted rim is cut horizontally. Mouth 
diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 54/14).
4. Brownish red hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The everted rim has a groove cut into it that 
accommodated the lid. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. (Plate 54/15).
5. Base fragment of a brownish red hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter =11.6 cm. 
(Plate 54/16).
6. Base fragment of a brownish red hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 11 cm. 
(Plate 54/17).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1 Brick-red colored wheel-thrown conical bowl that is painted red. Two grooves run around this bowl, one 
below the rim and the other on the wall. Mouth diameter = 11.6 cm. (Plate 54/3).
2. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. It is smoothed on the exterior, top and interior below the rim. 
Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 54/5).
3. Gray wheel-thrown conical bowl with a “swollen” rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior and 
interior surfaces have sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 54/7).
4. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with an arched wall and a “swollen” rim that leans slightly inward. A groove runs 
around the shoulder. The exterior above the groove and the interior are smoothed in horizontal bands. Mouth 
diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 54/9).
5. Base fragment o f a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a smoothed interior. Base diameter = 8.4 cm. 
(Plate 54/12).
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F E A T U R E  17

Globular vessels
1. Blackish gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top and the exterior of the 
rim have sparsely placed smoothed bands. The profile line of the shoulder is divided in a step-like manner. 
Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 54/19).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Medium gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim and a steep wall. The interior of the rim is smoothed. 
The exterior has sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 54/18).

F E A T U R E  18

Hand-formed pots
1. Brown hand-formed pot with a slightly everted rim. Mouth diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 55/1).
2. Brown hand-formed pot. Base diameter = 10.8 cm. (Plate 55/2).

F E A T U R E  19

Jugs
1. Smoothed black wheel-thrown jug with a groove running around the neck. The profile line of the shoulder 
ends in a faint angle above the jug’s belly. (Plate 55/5).

Globular vessels
1. Black globular vessel thrown on a fast wheel with a granular gravel temper. The everted rim is thick and a 
rib runs around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 55/3).

Storage vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The vessel broadens below the neck. 
The top of the rim is smoothed in bands. A sparsely placed smoothed pattern also occurs on the exterior of the 
vessel. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 55/4).

F E A T U R E  21

Jugs
1. Brick-red colored jug handle with a round cross-section. (Plate 55/6).

Storage vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontal smoothed pattern. The shoulder’s profile line is stepped. 
The shoulder is decorated with a smoothed wavy line below the angular profile line. (Plate 55/9).

Hand-formed pots
1. Brown hand-formed pot. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. (Plate 55/7).

Pots thrown on a fa s t wheel
1. Gray wheel-thrown pot. The everted rim is cut in an oblique fashion. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. 
(Plate 55/8).
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Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a slightly conical shape. The wall is steep. The rim is slightly “swollen”. 
Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 55/10).
2. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base disc. Base diameter = 7.6 cm. (Plate 55/11).
3. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. The top of the rim is smoothed and a similar 
smoothed band runs around the interior the bowl. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 55/12).
4. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with an inward leaning rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The interior of the 
bowl has sparse smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 55/13).

F E A T U R E  25

Globular vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with two grooves running around the angle of the neck. Mouth diameter 
= 20 cm. (Plate 55/15).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim that is smoothed on the top. The bowl’s interior 
has sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. A few horizontal bands are smoothed onto the bowl’s exterior. 
Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm. (Plate 55/14).

F E A T U R E  2 6

Jugs
1. Gray wheel-thrown jug that has a handle with a round cross-section. Oblique double lines run in fields 
located near the angle of the neck separated by parallel vertical and double horizontal lines. Below this design, 
the jug is decorated with incised lines and stylized animal motifs in a field segmented by double horizontal 
parallel lines. Further below, the belly is smoothed in sparsely placed horizontal bands. (Plate 58/1).
2. Gray handle with an increasingly angular cross-section that is smoothed vertically. (Plate 58/2).
3. Gray vertically smoothed handle with a round cross-section. (Plate 58/3).
4. Gray vertically smoothed handle with a round cross-section. (Plate 58/4).
5. Gray smoothed handle with a round cross-section. (Plate 58/5).
6. Gray smoothed handle with a round cross-section. (Plate 58/6).
7. Gray handle with a round cross-section. The handle originates from the rim and is segmented at the angle 
of its profile line with a small protuberance (protomé). This part and the neck of the vessel are decorated with 
smoothed vertical lines. The smoothed pattern ceases below the handle. (Plate 58/7).
8. Gray wheel-thrown jug. The top of the rim is smoothed. The rim’s exterior is smoothed horizontally and the 
area below this is smoothed vertically. Mouth diameter =15 cm. (Plate 58/8).
9. Gray wheel-thrown jug. The top of the rim and the interior are smoothed. The rim’s exterior is smoothed 
horizontally, while a vertical smoothed pattern occurs further below. Mouth diameter = 18.6 cm. (Plate 58/9).
10. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown jug. Mouth diameter = 9.2 cm. (Plate 58/10).
11. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown jug, the exterior is smoothed vertically. (Plate 58/13).

Hand-formed lids
1. Brown hand-formed lid. Diameter = 13.6 cm. (Plate 58/12).
2. Black hand-formed lid. Diameter = i 8. cm. (Plate 58/15).

Hand-thrown lids
1. Lid with a granular mica temper. Diameter = 23.6 cm. (Plate 58/14).
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Kettles?
1. Handle fragment of a yellow kettle or bowl with a slightly granular mica temper. The elevated rim of the 
vessel was perforated, creating a suspension loop. (Plate 58/11).

F E A T U R E S  2 6  a n d  2 6 /A

Hand-thrown bowls
1. Gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl that is arched in its upper section and its belly is sharply separated from 
the shoulder. The exterior and top of the rim are smoothed. The interior has sparsely placed smoothed bands. 
Single smoothed bands decorate the exterior below the rim and below the angled profile line of the belly. 
Mouth diameter = 17 cm. (Plate 60/1).
2. Gray wheel-thrown bowl. The wall’s profile line is segmented in a step-like manner. The upper part is 
arched. Parallel horizontal smoothed lines run around the interior. The bands are more sparsely placed on the 
exterior. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 60/2).
3. Gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl with an arched upper section. The top of the rim is smoothed. Parallel 
horizontal smoothed lines run around the interior. The bands are more sparsely placed on the exterior. Mouth 
diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 60/3).
4. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a slightly angular base and arched wall. The wall is smoothed below the rim. 
Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 60/4).
5. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. Both the exterior and interior are decorated 
with horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter =21.6 cm. (Plate 60/5).
6. Gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl with a “swollen” rim that leans inward. The shoulder is decorated with a 
broad rib, upon which a smoothed wavy line runs around the bowl. There is also a groove, above which there 
are horizontal smoothed bands. The belly is decorated similarly below the angle of its profile line. The rim and 
the area below it are decorated with smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 23.2 cm. (Plate 60/6).
7. Gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24.8 cm. 
(Plate 60/7).
8. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. The exterior and interior are smoothed horizontally. Mouth 
diameter = 23.8 cm. (Plate 60/8).
9. Gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl. A belt-like rib runs above the angle of the profile line which is segmented 
in a step-like manner below. A single band is smoothed on the interior of the rim, while the top and the exterior 
are decorated with sparsely placed smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 24.2 cm. (Plate 60/9).
10. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. Sparsely placed smoothed bands decorate the top, exterior 
and interior of the rim. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 60/10).

Other finds
1. Fragment of a blackish brown polygonal piece of pottery (handle?). (Plate 76/5).
2. Spindle whorl made from the base of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown vessel. (Plate 76/6).
3. Fragment of an iron object with a semicircular cross-section on one end and an oblique cross-section on the 
other. (Plate 76/7).
4. Long flat bone implement. (Plate 76/8).

F E A T U R E  2 8

Globular vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim and the exterior are smoothed. A vertical smoothed 
pattern decorates the neck at the angle of its profile line. Mouth diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 63/1).
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2. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim as well as the exterior and interior 
surfaces are smoothed and horizontal bands decorate the exterior below the rim. Mouth diameter = 18 cm.
(Plate 63/2).
3. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 14 cm.
(Plate 63/3).
4. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 22 cm.
(Plate 63/4).
5. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a groove cut for the lid. A smoothed wavy line 
decorates the matte surface between two horizontally running parallel lines on the shoulder. The top of the rim 
and the belly each have smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 63/5).

Storage vessels
1. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 13 cm. (Plate 63/9).

Bowls thrown on a fast wheel
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and a rim that leans slightly inward. The top of the 
rim and the exterior, as well as the vessel’s interior are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 14.4 cm. (Plate 63/6).
2. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. The rim is segmented by two grooves. The interior as well as the 
top of the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. (Plate 63/7).

Hand-formed pots
1. Base fragment of a brown hand-formed pot. Base diameter = 9.8 cm. (Plate 63/8).
2. Base fragment of a brown hand-formed pot. Base diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 63/10).

Other finds
1. Flat, round iron disc. (Plate 76/9).

F E A T U R E  3 0

Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment of a dark red pot with granular mica temper. The interior is black. Mouth diameter = 21.8 cm. 
(Plate 63/11).
2. Shoulder fragment of a hand-thrown brownish black pot with granular mica temper. It is decorated with a 
punctuated design and lines between two incised lines. (Plate 63/12).
3. Base fragment of a brick-red colored hand-thrown pot with mica temper. Base diameter = 16,1.8 cm. 
(Plate 63/13).
4. Base fragment of a brick-red colored pot with granular mica temper. The interior is black. Base diameter = 
10.6 cm. (Plate 63/14).
5. Base fragment of a brick-red colored hand-formed pot with mica temper. Base diameter = 14.4 cm. 
(Plate 63/15).

Other finds
1. Iron harness buckle. (Plate 76/2).
2. Fragment of a bronze fibula brooch. (Plate 75/5).
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F E A T U R E  31

Globular vessels
1. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The exterior, top and interior of the rim have single 
horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 14.4 cm. (Plate 64/1).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Fragment of a brick-red colored hand-thrown pot with an everted rim and granular temper. Mouth diameter 
= 21 cm. (Plate 64/2).
2. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown pot with granular temper. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 64/3).
3. Fragment of a black hand-thrown pot with an everted rim and a rough surface. Mouth diameter = 17.4 cm. 
(Plate 64/4).

F E A T U R E  3 3

Jugs
1. Burnished gray wheel-thrown jug with a groove on the rim’s exterior. The interior of the rim is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 14.8 cm. (Plate 64/14).
2. Grayish black wheel-thrown jug. The rim’s interior is smoothed. On the exterior a smoothed band runs below 
the rim. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 64/15).

Globular vessels
1. Yellowish wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A horizontal smoothed band runs 
below the rim. Mouth diameter = 15.4 cm. (Plate 64/8).
2. Fragment of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel with a biconical belly. Mouth diameter =
9 cm. (Plate 65/1).
3. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. On the exterior a 
horizontal smoothed band runs below the rim. Further below, vertical smoothed bands decorate the exterior. 
Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 65/2).
4. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim and the interior 
are smoothed in a single band. A smoothed groove runs around the shoulder that has two smoothed horizontal 
bands, one above and another below. Mouth diameter = 14.6 cm. (Plate 65/3).
5. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The exterior of the shoulder has smoothed vertical 
bands. Mouth diameter = 18.2 cm. (Plate 65/4).
6. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a rib running around the shoulder. Mouth diameter 
= 18.6 cm. (Plate 65/5).
7. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim 
is smoothed in bands and a smoothed wavy line runs on the exterior below the rim between two parallel 
horizontal smoothed bands. The belly has sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter =
10 cm. (Plate 65/6).
8. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a ribbed rim. Two other ribs run around the 
vessel’s shoulder. The neck is decorated with a smoothed wavy line. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 65/7).

Storage vessels
1. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim and a groove made to accommodate the 
lid. The top of the rim has smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 64/5).
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2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a single horizontal smoothed band on the shoulder. Mouth diameter 
= 22 cm. (Plate 64/6).
3. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is 
smoothed. Mouth diameter = 30 cm. (Plate 64/7).
4. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim, the exterior 
of the neck’s angle and the shoulder are each decorated with a smoothed band. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. 
(Plate 64/9).
5. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 64/10).
6. Light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The interior and the top of the rim are smoothed. The profile line of 
the shoulder is segmented by two stepped grooves. A smoothed wavy line runs below these grooves. Further 
below, another horizontal smoothed band decorates the vessel. Mouth diameter = 18.8 cm. (Plate 64/11).
7. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a rib and a groove running around the angle of the neck’s profile line. 
A smoothed wavy line decorates the surface below the groove. A bundle of horizontal smoothed lines decorates 
the vessel further below. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 64/12).
8. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a cut base. Base diameter =12 cm. (Plate 64/13). 

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown steep-walled biconical bowl painted red both on the exterior and interior. 
Mouth diameter =11.4 cm. (Plate 65/8).
2. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and a rim that leans slightly inward. The top of the rim and the 
interior below the rim have smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 65/9).
3. Gray wheel-thrown bowl decorated with two smoothed grooves. The top of the rim is smoothed and the 
interior also has smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 15.6 cm. (Plate 65/10).
4. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl with an everted rim and an arched wall. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. 
(Plate 65/11).
5. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl that is smoothed in horizontal bands on the outside of the rim, and on 
both the exterior and interior below the rim. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 65/12).
6. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running below the rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth 
diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 65/13).
7. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running below the rim. The top of the rim is smoothed and the 
exterior surface below the rim also has smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 65/14).
8. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl. The outside of the rim as well as the exterior and interior of the bowl 
below the rim are smoothed in horizontal bands. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 25.2 cm. 
(Plate 65/15).
9. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running below the rim. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 65/16).
10. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. The top of the rim and the exterior as well as interior 
of the bowl below the rim have smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 28.6 cm. (Plate 65/17).
11. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl. The interior of the rim and the surface below the rim have smoothed 
horizontal bands. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 15.4 cm. (Plate 65/18).
12. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl that is perforated along the fracture line. The top of the rim as well as the 
exterior and interior are smoothed horizontally. Mouth diameter = 32 cm. (Plate 65/19).
13. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. The interior has smoothed horizontal bands. Base diameter = 
8 cm. (Plate 65/20).
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Wheel-thrown lids
1. Gray wheel-thrown lid with a smoothed groove on the exterior. The interior has smoothed horizontal bands. 
Diameter = 19.6 cm. (Plate 66/1).

Kettles
1. Handle of a brownish black hand-thrown kettle with a granular mica temper. It is decorated with an oblique 
punctuated pattern below the rim that reinforced the handle. (Plate 66/2).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 66/3).
2. Rim fragment of a black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 7.8 cm.
(Plate 66/4).
3. Base fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot. Incised horizontal lines decorate the segment above the base. 
Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 66/5).
4. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. 
(Plate 66/6).
5. Base fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 10 cm.
(Plate 66/7).
6. Rim fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. 
(Plate 66/8).

Hand-formed pots
1. Base fragment of a brown hand-formed pot with gravel temper. Base diameter =16 cm. (Plate 66/9).

FEATURE 34
Storage vessels
1. Brownish black hand-thrown storage vessel with a granular mica temper. A row of incised patterns runs 
around the shoulder. Mouth diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 66/10).
2. Base fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Base diameter = 10 cm. (Plate 67/10). 

Hand-formed pots
1. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-formed pot. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (Plate 66/11).
Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment of a black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 66/12).
2. Base fragment of a yellowish brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 32 cm.
(Plate 66/13).

Wheel-thrown pots
1. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. The top of the rim is smoothed and the exterior surface 
below the rim also has densely smoothed horizontal bands. The interior surface has sparsely placed smoothed 
horizontal bands below the rim. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 67/1).
2. Dark gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior and interior 
of the vessel are smoothed in horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 67/2).
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3. Rim fragment of a dark gray wheel-thrown bowl. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior surface has a 
dense horizontal smoothed pattem below the rim. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. (Plate 67/3).
4. Fragment of light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. The top of the rim and the 
exterior of the vessel below the rim are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 35 cm. (Plate 67/4).
5. Light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. The top of the rim and the exterior surface are densely 
smoothed. Below the rim the interior has sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. 
(Plate 67/5).
6. Rim fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown conical bowl. Mouth diameter = 20.6 cm. (Plate 67/6).
7. Rim fragment of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl. Mouth diameter = 40 cm. (Plate 67/7).
8. Light gray wheel-thrown conical bowl. The top of the rim is smoothed and the vessel’s exterior below the 
rim has sparsely placed smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 27.4 cm. (Plate 67/8).
9. Base fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base ring. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 67/9).

F E A T U R E  3 6 /B

Jags
1. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown jug with a groove running below the rim. Smoothed horizontal bands 
decorate the jug above and below this groove. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 67/11).

Storage vessels
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim and a groove running below 
the rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 67/16).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The 
shoulder is decorated with two grooves with a matte surface between them. This field is distinguished by a 
smoothed wavy line decoration. The surface has a horizontal smoothed pattem in the lower portion of this 
vessel. Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 67/17).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Gray wheel-thrown bowl burnished both on the exterior and interior. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 67/12).
2. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running below the rim. The interior has smoothed horizontal bands. 
Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 67/13).

Wheel-thrown cups
1. Wall fragment of a blackish gray wheel-thrown cup. The belly is decorated with a vertical smoothed pattern 
above the profile line. Horizontal smoothed bands decorate the cup’s surface below this area. (Plate 67/14).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 35.4 cm.
(Plate 67/15).

F E A T U R E  3 6

Globular vessels
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a granular temper. The shoulder is decorated with 
two stepped ribs. The puffed surface is indicative of anaerobic secondary firing. Mouth diameter = 12  cm.
(Plate 67/18).
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Miniature vessels
1. Small yellowish brown hand-formed barrel-shaped vessel with black spots and a shiny surface. 
(Plate 75/8).

Other finds
1. Fragment of a single-edged iron knife with a straight back. (Plate 76/1).

F E A T U R E  4 0

Storage vessels
1. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a horizontally everted rim. A rib runs around the 
vessel’s shoulder. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 68/5).
2. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. The neck and the shoulder are smoothed horizontally. 
Broad vertical smoothed bands decorate the area below. (Plate 68/6).
3. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Three grooves run around the shoulder and a smoothed 
wavy line decorates the area between the two lower grooves. Above this design there are burnished triangular 
designs with sharp outlines. Burnished triangular designs with sharp outlines and a net design alternate below 
the lowermost groove. (Plate 68/7).
4. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Two grooves run around the vessel’s shoulder. 
Smoothed wavy lines decorate the areas above and below these grooves. (Plate 68/8).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. The top of the rim and the entire 
interior surface have smoothed horizontal bands. The exterior is also smoothed below the rim. It is perforated 
along the fracture line. Mouth diameter = 26.2 cm. (Plate 68/1).
2. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. Base diameter = 4 cm. (Plate 68/2).
3. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base ring. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 68/3).
4. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 68/4).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Black hand-thrown pot with a horizontally everted rim and a granular mica temper. The shoulder is decorated 
with combed wavy line. A row of patterns punctuated with a four-tooth comb occurs below this pattern. Mouth 
diameter = 14.2 cm. (Plate 68/9).
2. Rim fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with a slightly granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 17.6 cm.
(Plate 68/10).
3. Rim fragment of a black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 17.4 cm.
(Plate 68/11).
4. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 19.8 cm.
(Plate 68/12).
5. Rim fragment of a reddish brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The rim is cut in an oblique 
direction. Mouth diameter = 22.6 cm. (Plate 68/13).
6. Rim fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. 
(Plate 68/14).
7. Fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with an everted rim and a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter 
= 21.2 cm. (Plate 68/15).
8. Rim fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 68/16).
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9. Base fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. 
(Plate 68/17).
10. Base fragment of a brown hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 8.2 cm. 
(Plate 68/18).

Other finds
1. Fragments of iron sheets stuck together in several layers. (Plate 75/11).

NEAR FEATURE 40
Globular vessels
1. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 69/14).

Storage vessels
1. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim and the interior 
are smoothed. Two ribs run around the shoulder with a smoothed net-design between them. Horizontally 
smoothed bands decorate neck’s profile line. Mouth diameter = 19 cm. (Plate 69/1).
2. Gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with a groove running around the shoulder. The rim is horizontally everted. 
Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. (Plate 69/2).
3. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. A rib runs around the shoulder with a 
smoothed net design below it. The exterior surface is smoothed horizontally above the groove. Mouth diameter 
= 24.8 cm. (Plate 69/3).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. Mouth diameter = 21.8 cm. (Plate 69/4).
2. Base fragment of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl. Base diameter = 5 cm. (Plate 69/5).
3. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 69/6).
4. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans inward. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. 
(Plate 69/7).
5. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 69/8).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment of a yellowish hand-thrown pot. Mouth diameter =17 cm. (Plate 69/9).
2. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. 
(Plate 69/10).
3. Rim fragment of a blackish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 27 cm. 
(Plate 69/11).
4. Base fragment of a brownish yellow hand-thrown pot. Base diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 69/12).
5. Base fragment of a yellowish hand-thrown pot. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 69/13).

Kettle
1. Handle of a brownish hand-thrown kettle with a granular mica temper. (Plate 69/15).
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ORM0052

F E A T U R E  41

Jugs
1. Gray wheel-thrown jug with an everted rim and a rib running below the rim. The shoulder is decorated with a 
groove. The areas above and below the groove are smoothed. A smoothed wavy line runs below the rib. Mouth 
diameter = 9.6 cm. (Plate 70/1).
2. Gray wheel-thrown jug. The top of the rim is smoothed. A horizontally smoothed band decorates the exterior 
of the neck’s profile line. The surface below is smoothed vertically. Mouth diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 70/3).
3. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown jug. The wall is decorated with sparsely placed vertical smoothed bands. 
Densely placed horizontal smoothed bands cover the surface below the belly’s profile line. (Plate 70/12).

Bottles
1. Gray wheel-thrown bottle. The top of the rim is smoothed. A groove runs around the shoulder which is 
intersected by a smoothed wavy line. The area below is smoothed horizontally. Mouth diameter = 12.2 cm. 
(Plate 70/2).

Globular vessels
1. Blackish wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim and the exterior are smoothed. Vertical smoothed 
bands decorate the vessel’s shoulder. Mouth diameter = 18.8 cm. (Plate 70/4).
2. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a slightly everted rim. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 70/5).
3. Fragment of a black wheel-thrown globular vessel. The rim is decorated with a rib and there is a horizontal 
smoothed band running below this. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 70/6).
4. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim and the interior as well as the exterior 
of the shoulder each have a single smoothed band. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 70/8).
5. Fragment of a blackish gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior 
below the rim is smoothed horizontally. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 70/10).
6. Base fragment of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. It is decorated with a horizontal smoothed 
band running above the vessel’s base. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 70/14).

Storage vessels
1. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 70/9).
2. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 70/11).
3. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel (?). Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 70/13).

Wheel-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment of a yellow wheel-thrown pot showing signs of secondary firing. Mouth diameter = 14 cm.
(Plate 70/7).
2. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 22.4 cm. 
(Plate 70/15).
3. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 24.6 cm. 
(Plate 70/16).
4. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 29 cm. 
(Plate 70/17).
5. Rim fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. 
(Plate 70/18).
6. Wall fragment of a large brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The shoulder is 
decorated with a row of oblique punctuated patterns. (Plate 70/19).
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7. Base fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 14 cm. 
(Plate 70/20).
8. Base fragment of a brownish black hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 12 cm.
(Plate 70/21).

Hand-formed pots
1. Base fragment of a brownish hand-formed pot. Base diameter = 12 cm. (Plate 70/22).

Wheel-thrown bowls
1. Fragment of a yellowish gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. Mouth diameter = 
16.4 cm. (Plate 71/1).
2. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running below the rim. The interior is smoothed in 
horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 18 cm. (Plate 71/2).
3. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior of the rim and 
the surface below have single horizontal smoothed bands. A groove runs below the smoothed design. Mouth 
diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 71/3).
4. Fragment of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl. The interior is painted dark red. The bowl is decorated 
with a groove running below the rim. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 71/4).
5. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl decorated with a broad groove. (Plate 71/5).
6. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim and arched wall. It is perforated along the sherd’s fracture 
line. Mouth diameter = 14 cm. (Plate 71/6).
7. Gray wheel-thrown bowl. The top of the rim is smoothed. There are smoothed horizontal bands on the 
interior and exterior of the rim. Horizontal smoothed bands also decorate the interior below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 26 cm. (Plate 71/7).
8. Gray wheel-thrown bowl. The interior is smoothed in horizontal bands below the rim. Mouth diameter = 
22.2 cm. (Plate 71/8).
9. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. A broad rib runs around the vessel’s wall 
that is decorated with a smoothed wavy line. Sparsely placed horizontal smoothed bands decorate the vessel’s 
surface below the rib. The top of the rim and the entire interior surface as well as the exterior below the rim are 
decorated with horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 28.2 cm. (Plate 71/9).
10. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base disc. Base diameter = 4.6 cm. (Plate 71/10).
11. Base fragment of a black, wheel-thrown bowl with a base disc. Both the exterior and interior of this vessel 
are covered with horizontal smoothed bands. Base diameter = 4 cm. (Plate 71/11).
12. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base ring. Base diameter = 5 cm. (Plate 71/12).
13. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base ring. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 71/13).
14. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a base disc. The vessel has a single horizontal smoothed 
band above the base. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 71/14).
15. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a horizontal collared rim. The interior is smoothed in horizontal 
bands. The exterior below the collared rim also has a single horizontal smoothed band. Mouth diameter =
25 cm. (Plate 72/4).
16. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl with a horizontally everted rim. The exterior of this vessel 
is covered with smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 72/5).
17. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall and a horizontally everted rim. The top of the rim 
is smoothed. The exterior below the rim is smoothed in vertically running bands. Horizontal smoothed bands 
decorate the interior. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 72/6).
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18. Rim fragment of a brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. Mouth diameter = 25 cm. 
(Plate 72/7).
19. Fragment of a light gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. Mouth diameter = 
23.4 cm. (Plate 72/8).
20. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. Mouth diameter = 19 cm.
(Plate 72/9).
21. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 72/10).
22. Burnished light gray wheel-thrown conical bowl. The vessel’s wall is decorated with two horizontal 
smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 22 cm. (Plate 72/11).
23. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running below the rim. Mouth diameter = 35 cm. (Plate 72/12).
24. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl that is smoothed. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 72/13).
25. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 72/14).
26. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. The surface below the rim has a single smoothed band. The wall 
is decorated with a smoothed rib. Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 72/15).

Hand-thrown lids
1. Fragment of a brownish hand-thrown lid with a granular mica temper. Diameter = 32 cm. (Plate 72/1). 

Kettles
1. Fragment of a brick-red colored hand-formed finely tempered kettle. A groove runs below the rim. Further 
below, another groove merges with a wavy line pattern. Mouth diameter = 28 cm. (Plate 72/2).
2. Neck fragment of a large brownish black kettle with a slight granular mica temper. The decoration is 
composed of ribs arranged in an upside-down arcade pattern. (Plate 72/3).

FEATURE 42
The base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown jug was found in this feature. Base diameter = 8 cm. (Plate 73/3). 
See also a matching fragment from Square II. Relatively long distances between the locations where sherds 
from the same piece of pottery were recovered occurred frequently at this settlement.23

Hand-thrown pots
1. Base fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter =11.2 cm. 
(Plate 73/4).
2. Rim fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm.
(Plate 73/5).

Bowls thrown on a fa s t wheel
1. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a shallow groove running below the rim. The interior has smoothed horizontal 
bands. Mouth diameter = 18.6 cm. (Plate 73/1).
2. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a belt decoration. Two narrow grooves run below the belt design. The top of 
the rim is smoothed. The interior is decorated with horizontal smoothed bands. The belt design is decorated 
with a smoothed wavy line. The surfaces above and below this are smoothed horizontally. Mouth diameter = 
25 cm. (Plate 73/2).

23 See also the settlement at GYO0133 and Tiszafoldvár - téglagyár.
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F E A T U R E  44

Globular vessels
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a “swollen” rim. The interior of the rim is smoothed. 
Bands created by horizontal and vertical smoothed patterns alternate on the exterior below the rim. Mouth 
diameter = 20.2 cm. (Plate 73/9).
2. Rim fragment of an egg-shell colored wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 20 cm. 
(Plate 73/10).
3. Gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim, as well as the exterior and interior are smoothed. 
A smoothed wavy line runs below the rim. Horizontal smoothed bands decorate the surface below this wavy 
design. Mouth diameter = 16.2 cm. (Plate 73/11).
4. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with an everted rim. Mouth diameter = 20.4 cm. 
(Plate 73/12).
5. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The vessel is decorated with two grooves that have a 
smoothed wavy line running above them. (Plate 73/13).
6. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Mouth diameter = 11 cm. (Plate 73/14).
8. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. The top of the rim and the interior are smoothed. 
Mouth diameter = 13.4 cm. (Plate 73/15).
9. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Smoothed lines decorate the neck, with additional 
smoothed wavy lines placed between them. Another smoothed wavy line runs around the shoulder. Horizontal 
smoothed bands decorate the surface below. (Plate 73/16).
10. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel. Base diameter = 6 cm. (Plate 73/17).
11. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown globular vessel with a base disc. A rib runs around the vessel above 
the base disc. Base diameter = 9 cm. (Plate 73/18).

Storage vessels
1. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. The 
shoulder is decorated with a horizontal smoothed band. A smoothed wavy line runs below this design. Mouth 
diameter = 20 cm. (Plate 73/6).
2. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown storage vessel with an everted rim. The top of the rim is smoothed. 
Horizontal smoothed bands decorate the profile line of the neck and the shoulder, respectively. A smoothed 
wavy line runs below this latter pattern. Mouth diameter = 23 cm. (Plate 73/7).
3. Wall fragment of a medium gray wheel-thrown storage vessel. Three grooves decorate the vessel’s shoulder. 
A smoothed net design decorates the surface between the upper two grooves. (Plate 73/8).

Hand-thrown pots
1. Rim fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 15.8 cm. 
(Plate 74/14).
2. Rim fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Mouth diameter = 15 cm. 
(Plate 74/15).
3. Rim fragment of a brick-red colored hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper and the remains of a 
groove cut for the lid. Mouth diameter = 22.8 cm. (Plate 74/16).
4. Wall fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. The shoulder is decorated with 
three grooves. (Plate 74/17).
5. Base fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 12.2 cm. 
(Plate 74/20).
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6. Base fragment of a brownish hand-thrown pot with a granular mica temper. Base diameter = 14.4 cm. 
(Plate 74/21).

Pots thrown on a fa s t wheel
1. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown pot with a granular gravel temper. Base diameter = 8 cm.
(Plate 74/18).
2. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown pot. Base diameter = 7.8 cm. (Plate 74/19).

Wheel-thrown howls
1. Gray wheel-thrown bowl with a groove running around the shoulder and a slightly angular wall.
(Plate 74/1).
2. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. The vessel’s wall is decorated 
with a groove. A smoothed wavy line runs below this groove. The area above has smoothed horizontal bands. 
Mouth diameter = 24 cm. (Plate 74/2).
3. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl decorated with two grooves. It is perforated along the fracture 
line. (Plate 74/3).
4. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl. (Plate 74/4).
5. Wall fragment of a gray wheel-thrown biconical bowl. The exterior of this vessel is decorated with smoothed 
horizontal bands. (Plate 74/5).
6. Rim fragment of a yellow wheel-thrown bowl. Mouth diameter = 12.6 cm. (Plate 74/6).
7. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. It has a single horizontal smoothed band. (Plate 74/7).
8. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. Two grooves decorate the shoulder with a 
horizontally smoothed surface between them. It is perforated along the fracture line. Mouth diameter = 24 cm.
(Plate 74/8).
9. Rim fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a steep wall. The top of the rim is smoothed. The exterior 
below the rim, as well as the interior are decorated with horizontal smoothed bands. Mouth diameter = 20 cm.
(Plate 74/9).
10. Brick-red colored wheel-thrown bowl with a low rib on the wall. The interior has smoothed horizontal 
bands. Mouth diameter = 16 cm. (Plate 74/10).
11. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a rim that leans slightly inward. The top of the rim and the 
interior are smoothed. Mouth diameter = 20.6 cm. (Plate 74/11).
12. Fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl with a “swollen” rim. The vessel’s exterior surface below the rim 
has smoothed horizontal bands. Mouth diameter = 21 cm. (Plate 74/12).
13. Base fragment of a gray wheel-thrown bowl. Base diameter = 6.4 cm. (Plate 74/13).

F E A T U R E  4 7

1. Fragment of a large iron object. (Plate 77/2).

6.3. Quantitative analysis

6.3.1. Methods and problems

The quantitative analysis o f settlement assemblages is o f vital assistance in the interpretation of 
archaeological material. The small number o f finds brought to light during the course o f previous 
excavations, as well as the additional reduction of sample sizes resulting from the chronological
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sub-division of assemblages, made the amount o f numerical information available for quantitative 
evaluation negligible. Moreover, small excavation sites seldom reveal typical quantitative 
characteristics. Previous analyses pertinent here were therefore limited to counting, rather than 
statistical investigations. Given these circumstances, one could at most speak o f hypothetical 
tendencies. In the case o f  excavations carried out on large contiguous sites, opportunities improve 
for statistical analyses to  approach describing reality as it was in past times. Meanwhile, relatively 
large find assemblages are indispensable in guaranteeing the reliable use of formal statistics. The 
procurement of so-called standard assemblages is inevitable, which then later serve as a reference 
point for this type o f research. A fundamental requirement in choosing this kind of reference point is 
that the number of finds from the archaeological site selected for study should be sufficiently great as 
well as characteristic. It should represent a period clearly defined using both archaeological as well 
as historical criteria and originate from a relatively small geographical region. Using the inductive 
m ethod of data gathering, objectivity as well as the correspondence between the artifacts and the 
targeted phenomena can be carefully monitored. Following this procedure, the general validity o f 
traits established in the reference material can be tested within a greater chronological range or a 
broader geographical region. Finally, on the basis o f test results, newly established characteristics 
for the reference material/site can be placed within an interpretive framework that is applicable to 
the general situation. Should several such reference materials be available, they become comparable 
using statistical analyses that facilitate the application of more precise, reliable and multi-faceted 
methods in place o f less sophisticated methods o f evaluation. It should be considered a fortunate 
coincidence that during the past decade, several large-scale excavations have been performed. Their 
finds have provided an opportunity to apply the aforementioned systematic approach in practice. O f 
these excavations, currently three extensive sites o f Sarmatian settlement can be cited here. They 
include GYO013324, Újhartyán25 and END0170. The sites of Új hártyán andGYO0133 are dated to the 
middle of the 2nd and first half of the 3rd centuries A.D. END0170 is part of a Late Sarmatian, Hunnic- 
Period settlement. The materials from these three sites are available for chronological, regional and 
field-work related technical interpretations that will aid in the statistical analysis o f materials from 
subsequent sites, such as ÖRM0052.

6.3.2. Excavation characteristics

Large contiguous excavation sites were able to be opened at the sites o f GYO0133 and Újhartyán. In 
the case of END0170, it was material from largely non-contiguous test trenches that was available 
for study. In the case o f  ÖRM0052, the excavation site was contiguous, but it was smaller than those 
o f  the other three sites. Both the chronological positions of and excavation methods followed at the 
first two large sites are different from those o f END0170. ÖRM0052 differs from the other sites in 
terms of size, excavation techniques as well as the settlement’s chronological position. It is for this 
reason that an important issue must be faced prior to the statistical analysis of the material, it must 
be clarified whether or not the circumstances o f the field work influence the state and composition 
o f  the finds to an extent that would interfere with the reliability o f  the results obtained by comparing 
these different assemblages. This problem can be best solved by carrying out statistical analyses 
individually, and then interpreting the correspondence and anomalies observed in this manner from 
both an archaeological and historical point o f view.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÖRM0052

6.3.3. C orrespondence an d  anom alies

In principle, the qualitative and quantitative composition o f materials are determined by the 
structure26 and character27 o f ancient settlements as well as the way of life and economic status 
o f their inhabitants. Chronological differences influence the origins as well as the quantitative and 
qualitative compositions of the artifacts. Additional differences between find assemblages may be 
observed as a function of distances from Roman provinces or the settlement’s location in the zone 
o f infiltration.28 Changes in ethnic composition within a region can cause additional changes in 
the qualitative and quantitative compositions o f finds. In the cases of GYO0133 and Újhartyán, 
differences between the regional positions o f these two sites are clearly reflected in the differential 
contributions o f trade goods to the inventory o f artifacts. Namely, while Újhartyán lay within the 
border zone o f Pannónia Inferior, GYO0133 belongs to the central area of Barbaricum. Even greater 
differences occur between the percentile compositions when the materials from the second (B) phase 
o f GYO0133 are compared to those of Újhartyán. Namely, Phase B represents a situation following 
the Marcomannic Wars in which the agricultural function o f  the GYO0133 settlement changed and 
craft activities assumed a predominant role. Consequently, “industrial development” brought relative 
prosperity to this backwater o f the barbarian area, which in turn increased the buying power o f its 
inhabitants. In the case of END0170, chronological differences influence both the purely quantitative 
(trade) and qualitative/ quantitative (ethnic) parameters o f the material. GYO0133, END0170 and 
ÖRM0052 were sites excavated within the framework of the Microregion Research Project in the 
Great Hungarian Plain, whose efforts were concentrated on a small geographical area. This approach 
has provided an opportunity to diachronically study development in various periods within a defined 
and limited region. The circumstances for field work at the three sites, however, were not identical. 
GYO0133 had to be excavated in the form o f rescue operations and excavations at the site of 
END0170 were designed as a combined test o f a variety o f field methods (using different types of 
test trenches) applicable to settlement research. Finally, in the case of ÖRM0052, the contiguous site 
o f a small farmstead was excavated.

While GYO0133 and to a lesser extent Újhartyán provided an opportunity to study settlement 
structure, the methods o f excavation at ENDO170 and the small size of the excavated area at ÖRM0052 
strongly limited this possibility. On the other hand, these latter two sites do in part correspond 
chronologically to each other, as was the case for GYO0133 and Újhartyán, and thus their materials 
may be deemed comparable. Moreover, the settlements o f ENDO 170 and ÖRM0052 also have the 
connection of being located within the same region.

Following this brief introductory discussion, let us turn to the statistical data from the ÖRM0052 
site. The squares opened within the excavated area measured altogether 248 m 2, which must be 
considered very small. On the other hand, considering the small size of the excavated area, the 
quantity of finds is quite remarkable.

26 Large, small, rural or farmstead settlements.
27 “industrial” or craft settlements, agricultural production sites etc.
28 Within the proximity of Roman provinces, trading in border areas and a measurable effect of Romanization 

influences the indices of exchange. In more centrally located areas of Barbaricum, at a greater distance 
from the Roman limes, this may also be manifested in differences between the respective indices.
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6.3.4. The distribution o f  fin d s

Assemblages of artifacts from settlements are dominated by ceramics, which therefore represent the 
highest concentration of information content.29 At the sites under discussion here, 99% of the finds 
are made up of ceramic sherds.

The percentile contribution of pottery fragments is smaller at the site o f ÖRM0052. Ceramics 
made up 98.35% of the find assemblage, while other types o f archaeological materials contributed 
1.65% (Figure 3).

On the other hand, there were many traces at this site that were indicative of craft activities. 
Even if all relevant finds are also included in this comparison as true time archaeological finds, the 
proportion of ceramics (represented to an order o f magnitude o f ten thousand) still reaches 90%. The 
next 8%, however, comes from other materials related to craft activities, although their numbers do 
not reach 1000. Even when pooled, the remainder o f the finds (stone, metal, worked bone and glass) 
does not exceed 2% (Figure 4).30

The various groups o f materials may be detailed as follows. Metallurgy at GY OO133 is represented 
by lumps of iron that were smelted for storage as a raw material (20%),31 metal slag (64%) and 
smelted metal (16%) (Figure 5).

Considering the size o f the excavated area, the absolute quantity of these finds is very large. The 
presence of smelted lumps o f iron is indicative o f the importation of raw materials. On the other 
hand, slag shows that a significant degree o f metal working at GYO0133 must have been pursued at 
the settlement itself. Had the inhabitants of the settlement only traded in the industrial raw materials, 
no metal slag would have occurred in the find assemblage. The percentile distribution between 
raw materials and slag (20%-64%) are characteristic indices o f the productive efficiency 32 o f Late

29 Differences in the condition of preservation and circumstances of recovery must always be kept in mind. 
They may influence the overall picture obtained by statistical methods.

30 In the rest of the analyses when great numerical differences of this magnitude occurred between quantities, 
the results were graphically presented following logarithmic conversions.

31 In this case, all finds offering evidence of metallurgy at GYO0133 are taken as 100%, so percentages are 
not expressed in relation to the entire assemblage. Distribution among the various classes of artifact within 
this sub-assemblage related to metallurgy at GYO0133 would be indicative of the distance between the 
workshop and the excavated area. As distances between the workshop and the investigated area increase, 
the traces of craft activity become scarce.

32 In the case of workshops that represent a higher level of production and more sophisticated technology, 
the proportion between the loss of raw material (débitage) and the original supply of raw materials is
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Roman and early Migration Period workshops that did not operate on a very high technological level. 
Finally, the 16% contribution o f smelted metal should be looked upon as a separate item. At the site 
o f ÖRM0052, a thick burnt layer indicates that the settlement burned down at one point and the fire 
produced great heat. It is for this reason that not all smelted iron should be exclusively considered a 
by-product of metallurgy at GYO0133.

When the group of so-called small finds is considered, stone artifacts (49%) dominate. Stone 
artifacts are followed by iron objects (47%),33 while bronze and worked bone finds each made up 
only 2% (Figure 6).

After this brief survey, the analysis o f the dominant component, ceramics will be detailed. It is 
frequently a source of subjective bias during the course of settlement analyses that elements o f  the 
material considered most characteristic or interesting are arbitrarily singled out for study. Therefore, 
in the majority o f cases there is no information made available concerning the rest of the material, 
whose quantity may be far from negligible. In addition, some o f these sherds are discarded when 
the material is selected for inventorying.34 Even these neglected pieces o f pottery, however, have

different. On a higher technological level, a smaller portion of the raw material is wasted. Naturally, these 
proportions also depend on the quality of the raw material. However, since there are no natural sources of 
iron ore in the Great Hungarian Plain, this material must have been imported. Importers may have thought 
of distributing their end products in regional terms. It may be for this reason that no major differences 
occur in the percentile proportions between the end product and débitage within smaller geographical 
regions.

33 With the exception of the aforementioned smelted lumps of iron, all iron objects were classified within this 
group of artifacts.

34 During the course of re-evaluating older or previously inventoried find assemblages, the loss of information 
and resulting decline in statistical reliability must always be reckoned with.
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Figure 6.

the potential o f yielding useful data on the site as a whole. In terms of the data recording system, a 
distinction was made between two categories. The first included sherds that could not be classified 
either in terms o f their form and function or as individual vessels. This group was treated as “culled 
or discarded sherds, unsuitable for analysis”, that is, materials having a reduced information content. 
The second category in this study included fragments that could be identified as representing certain 
types of vessels on the basis of their form and function.35

When the ceramic material is considered in its entirety, manufacturing techniques can be 
recognized with absolute precision.36 At the site o f ÖRM0052, 78% of the pottery was thrown on 
a fast wheel, while 17% was classified as hand thrown using a slow wheel. Hand-formed ceramics 
made up only 5% o f the material (Figure 7).

The percentile distribution of material between these categories seems to be an index of general 
descriptive value, and may thus be used in the study of pottery assemblages from various sites. 
Moreover, the picture emerging from the numerical evaluation of quantities has the potential to 
reflect real proportions. Studying our material using this line o f reasoning, the following picture 
emerges: ceramics thrown on a fast wheel dominate the material (several thousand fragments); the 
number of fragments representing hand-thrown ceramics exceeds one thousand; while sherds from 
hand-formed pottery occur only in the hundreds at this settlement. (Figure 8).

35 This means that instead of the generic term “sherd”, the word vessel and other typological terms can be 
used, even if the object is fragmented or incomplete.

36 More concretely, vessels made by hand, thrown on a fast wheel or hand-thrown on a slow wheel may 
be most easily distinguished. Signs of this latter technique as well as the evidence of secondary wheel 
throwing are more difficult to recognize in heavily fragmented assemblages, especially in materials from 
the Avar Period. Hand throwing methods in Late Sarmatian times were combined with the use of a special 
kind of temper, which makes the identification of these fragments significantly more reliable.
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Figure 8.

The minimal contribution o f hand-formed ceramics as well as the considerable difference between 
the percentages of hand-thrown ceramics and those thrown on a fast wheel are typical o f the Late 
Sarmatian Period. Tabulated relative frequencies of sherds classified into these three technologically 
determined categories are compared with several previously studied settlements in the table below. 
In the second and third columns of this table the earliest (A) and most recent (B) phases o f  the 
GYO0133 site have been distinguished from a chronological point of view. Material from Phase C 
has not been listed separately, since it does not correspond to a chronologically defined, closed sub
assemblage and the diachronic distribution o f the material included in it is heterogeneous. The fourth 
column in this table summarizes the entire material from GYO0133 (Phases A, B and C) and shows 
the distorting effect of such heterogeneity when chronologically different assemblages are pooled; 
previously observed differences may easily be blurred when sub-assemblages are combined. (Zero 
values in this table are greater than 0, however, these percentages are smaller than 0.1). As mentioned 
previously, the settlement recovered at Újhartyán corresponds chronologically in part to Phase A, and 
in part to Phase B of GYO0133. This does not mean, however, that it should be fully identical with 
either of those two phases, it simply includes aspects o f both.

Ú jh a rty á n G Y O 0133  

P hase A
G Y O 0133  

P hase B

G Y O 0133  

P hase A + B + C

E N D 0170 Ö R M 0 0 5 2

throw n  on fa st w heel 68.4 % 74.0% 79.0% 75.6% 78.0% 78.0%
hand -throw n 3.9 % 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 11.0% 17.0%
h and -form ed 27.7% 26.0% 21.0% 24.0% 11.0% 5.0%

In terms o f absolute frequencies it may also be observed that the contribution of hand-thrown 
ceramics significantly increases during the late period represented by END0170 and ÖRM0052 
settlements, while the share o f hand-formed material considerably declines, falling back to one fifth 
of its previously observed contribution at its minimum.37 The percentile contribution of hand-formed 
ceramics is highest in the assemblage from Újhartyán. On the other hand, in the materials representing 
Phases A and B of the GYO0133 settlement, the proportion of hand-formed pottery is five times

37 Surviving types of hand-thrown vessels at the site of Újhartyán are of Celtic character and correspond to 
similar materials from Pannónia. This may be explained by the proximity of the Roman province and be 
considered a symptom of infiltration. Ceramics recovered at this settlement are different from those of 
ÖRM0052 and END0170 both in terms of temper and vessel forms.
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higher than in the assemblage from ÖRM0052, in spite of the aforementioned heterogeneity resulting 
from the pooling of finds from the different phases distinguished at GYO0133. Ceramics thrown on 
a fast wheel occur in comparable proportions at each o f the sites under discussion here.

Following the evaluation of manufacturing techniques, the function and form o f pottery have to 
be identified. This poses a significantly more complex task than classification based on technological 
criteria. If a sherd is no t entirely distinctive, it simply cannot be reliably identified either in terms 
o f  form or function. The quantity of pottery that remains unidentifiable from these two points of 
view depends on the settlement’s original character as well as the circumstances o f its destruction. 
These factors also determine the percentage o f  sherds that have no informational content whatsoever 
relative to form and function. In the case o f ÖRM0052, 83% of the ceramics could be identified, 
while 17% turned out to have been unidentifiable in terms of form and function (Figure 9).

At this point, factors that result in the loss o f information in the groups of technologically and 
typologically identifiable or unidentifiable materials are worth briefly discussing. Once the data 
available for study attains an order of m agnitude of hundreds, a pattem starts emerging that shows 
the influence of manufacturing technique on the identification of form and function. The proportion 
between typologically identifiable to unidentifiable sherds follows: (Figure 10).

As far as Figure 9  is concerned, it shows that 17% of the sherds recovered at the ÖRM0052 
settlement are not suitable for this type o f analysis, thereby reducing the information content of the 
assemblage of artifacts.

The identification o f  function can be uncertain even in the case of some identifiable types of 
vessels. While the use o f  storage vessels, jugs, kettles and lids can be clearly identified, pots and

Form and function o f  the ceramic material

■ unidentifiable 
□ identifiable

Figure 9.
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storage vessel 

multi-purpose vessels 

unidentifiable sherd 

vessel used for dining 

cooking vessel

Figure 11.

bowls as well as barrel-shaped and globular vessels may have served a variety of purposes both 
within the household and even in economic activities outside the home. This is shown in Figure 11.

Multi-purpose vessels include bowls (used for eating, storage or covering), pots (cooking or 
storage) and globular vessels (eating or storage). Should these vessels be unambiguously classified 
into any of the single-purpose categories, they would distort the overall picture by disproportionately 
increasing the number of examples within each respective category. Unidentifiable items reduce the 
body of information available for study and include fragments which cannot be recognized either in 
terms of their form or function.

Groups o f pottery at Late Sarmatian settlements include storage vessels, bowls, globular vessels, 
jugs, pots, barrel-shaped vessels and kettles. The percentile distribution of these types reflects the 
functional sub-division of the material:

storage vessels bowls globular
vessels

pots jugs lids kettles barrel-shaped
vessels

% 46.4 23.6 13.4 9.5 6.1 0.4 0.3 0.2

1 10 100 1000 10000

When more frequently occurring types o f vessels are further analyzed, their distributions by 
technological criteria can be plotted in the following manner:

uniden
tifiable

storage
vessels

bowls globular
vessels

pots jugs lids kettles barrel-shaped
vessels

fast wheel 1427 2829 1430 815 35 370 0 0 14
slow wheel 108 0 5 0 192 0 20 20 0
hand formed 19 0 3 0 351 0 7 0 0
I 1554 2829 1438 815 578 370 27 20 14

This also includes the influence of the aforementioned factors that reduce the information content 
o f the find assemblage. Nevertheless, this graph also shows the chronological characteristics o f 
various vessel types. In terms o f technological characteristics, globular and barrel-shaped vessels are 
no different from their precursors from earlier periods. The appearance o f wheel-thrown kettles can
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be considered chronologically idiosyncratic, as can be pots thrown on a fast wheel or hand-thrown 
on a slow wheel.38

The most frequently identified types/forms in this assemblage include storage vessels, bowls and 
pots, which are represented by finds occurring in the order of magnitude of thousands. The next two 
typological groups, including hundreds o f identifiable specimens, are formed by globular vessels and 
jugs. The remaining pottery types are represented only in an order o f magnitude of tens.

Another problem posed by settlement materials is that it is usually only vessel fragments that are 
available for study. Although the preparation o f  their raw materials, manufacturing techniques, form 
and even function may be identified, the vessels’ original dimensions often remain unknown.

That is to say, while the size ranges established were characteristic of both the type and function of 
the vessels, they sometimes displayed regional and cultural variability as well as differences between 
chronological phases. It is for this reason that metrical studies of the pottery material facilitate 
the analysis o f proxemics (or nearest neighbors), that is the study o f spatial interrelationships in 
populations o f artifacts within the same typological group. Should a sufficiently great number of 
pottery fragments be available, a population o f representative value can be studied. The comparison 
between this kind o f a population and individual samples provides abstract and objective index 
values for the evaluation of the latter. The significance of this evaluative framework is that it offers 
an opportunity for the analysis of small or even fragmentary assemblages on the basis of numerical 
parameters established using the extensive reference material.

Meanwhile, the graphic representation o f metric data gathered on pottery fragments can also be 
used in reconstructing the vessel’s original shape.39

During the course of studying the metric characteristics o f pottery, the main difficulty is posed 
by the fact that complete vessels only rarely occur in settlement materials. Therefore it is typically 
fragments o f various sizes that can be used in this work. In the case of small assemblages of 
artifacts, when considering fragments from the same category (rim, wall or base), it is relatively 
easy to recognize sherds that had belonged to the same vessel, or that at least can be assigned to the 
same piece o f pottery with great probability. This tedious work, however, is practically impossible 
when the order o f magnitude o f sherds encountered reaches the thousands. Metric parameters 
characteristic o f distinct regions for the same vessel type, therefore appear separately. When several 
such regionally established dimensions are plotted within the plane of the same graph, measurement 
ranges characteristic of particular vessel types can be compared. This approach, however, produces 
generalized results rather than an evaluation o f separate vessels. Meanwhile, it is complete vessels 
which are fitted within these series of metric data as individual specimens.40 The metric aspect of 
the vessel types discussed may be summarized as follows. During the measurement process, various 
types of pottery are evaluated using two different criteria. These correspond to the diameters of the 
vessel’s rim and base, respectively. Measurements (diameters in cm) have been sorted in increasing 
order41 of numerical values within each o f the typological groups.42 Thus, it was possible to identify

38 One must note here that pots thrown on a fast wheel are not suitable for cooking on open fires due to the nature 
of their temper. Therefore their mere appearance offers an opportunity for additional interpretations.

39 This will be discussed in greater detail within the context of analyzing individual types of pottery.
40 “Individual” in this case is used in the sense of a single, complete vessel.
41 Measurements were gathered by the criteria of proxemics, not by the size of artifacts. Subsequent sorting, 

however, made the reorganization of data possible.
42 Representative values (and thus suitability for statistical analyses) are influenced by the number of cases 

available for study. It is for this reason that small (non-representative) samples were included into the study 
only in cases where it was made necessary for the metric evaluation of the entire assemblage, or in other 
words, it offered new results for the purposes of general interpretation.
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the mode, median, absolute and relative frequencies, quantiles, the skewness as well as the dispersion 
o f samples. Transformations can be carried out for the purposes of subsequent analyses.

The first group o f materials to be studied was that o f storage vessels. The technological analysis 
and relative quantities of this pottery type within the entire assemblage have already been outlined. 
Mouth diameters o f storage vessels fall within a range o f 12 to 34 cm.43 The base diameters range 
between 9 and 16 cm. The data (measured to a precision of 0.5 cm44) display continuity.45 A long 
a scale constructed in this manner, measurement itself becomes a part o f the formation o f groups. 
The number of cases measured along the abscissa is expressed in terms o f absolute frequencies. The 
graphic representation chosen for presenting these measurements46 includes the interval between the 
smallest and greatest values. In this arrangement, the resulting curves are also characteristic o f  the 
median of the artifact classes and are o f assistance in reading the absolute frequencies o f cases.47 
Frequency distributions, however, look fairly complex even in this form o f presentation. Although it 
is necessary to illustrate the overall position of frequency distributions,48 they are not expressed by 
measurement intervals. Namely, the presence of sporadically occurring zero values disrupt the curve. 
The distribution cannot be characterized by its atypical smallest and greatest values. In this case, 
the mode was considered the most typical parameter o f these distributions.49 The mode o f m outh 
diameters was 20 cm in the case o f storage vessels. If the distribution could be characterized by a 
single parameter, this value could be considered important. In the case o f base diameters the m ode 
was 12 cm within the same group of pottery.50

A summary of data sets presented in previous data are summarized in Figure 12. The location 
o f individual mouth and base diameters along the scale, as well as the differences between the size 
intervals clearly illustrate the characteristic shape of the various forms o f storage vessels.51 In the case

43 Details of the analyses presented in these figures (e. g. frequencies) are summarized following the analysis 
of all vessel types.

44 Values were rounded down below 0.5 and for 0.5, upward above 0.5.
45 Continuity, in this case, refers to the uninterrupted distribution of cases along the ordinate.
46 The same method was chosen for presenting all measurements. Thus, data were grouped along a scale that 

expressed natural traits. The data therefore showed continuous distributions.
47 In the figures showing frequency distributions, however, it is not the absolute number of elements within 

artifact classes that is shown on the abscissa. Percentile values calculated from the entire assemblage 
were shown in this case, that is relative frequencies were preferred to absolute numbers. This makes all 
distributions directly comparable to each other regardless of the actual number of cases within individual 
sub-assemblages.

48 This means that greater data would cause a shift to the right, while less would result in an opposite shift 
toward the left hand side of the graph.

49 Since several, similar values are used in statistics for the characterization of samples, it is always important 
to determine the exact parameter that is being calculated. The mode is determined in the first step, or in 
other words the size characterized by the greatest frequency of cases within the range encompassed by the 
size distribution. This is also the mean of the most frequently occurring size class as well as the peak o f the 
size distribution histogram.

50 Resulting distributions can be characterized by a single peak in both cases, or in other words the samples 
may be considered homogeneous, although the number of cases is rather small in the case of base 
diameters. Additional analyses, such as the calculation of the median are of use when several sites are 
being compared.

51 In the case of multimodal distributions, the lack of homogeneity can thus be more easily understood. 
Differences in metric size intervals can be used as indices characteristic of types, sub-types, groups, 
varieties, etc. determined using archaeological methods. Thus the application of this method may be of 
assistance in controlling one of the most commonly occurring faults in subjective typological systems 
developed previously.
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Figure 13.

of fragmented finds, only the aforementioned two measurements could be taken into consideration. 
With storage vessels, however, the dim ensions of individual specimens can sometimes be matched 
with each other when intact finds are available for measurement. In the assemblage under discussion 
here, however, this w as possible only in tw o cases.52 Biasing factors, however, can be more easily 
controlled when several populations o f sim ilar vessel types are compared and can even be treated as 
shape indices.

Mouth diameters o f  globular vessels fell within the 6 to 28 cm range. This is different when 
compared to that o f  the  storage vessels. The multimodal, asymmetrically skewed curve is indicative 
o f the heterogeneity o f  our find material. The same type of heterogeneity can also be observed in the 
distribution of base diameters, whose data fall within the 3 to 14 cm size interval.

Finally, the two series studied from these tw o quantitative points o f view are combined in Figure 13 
based on the correspondence of mouth and base diameters in individual vessels. In this case, the 
same find material w as studied from tw o different quantitative points of view. The heterogeneity 
o f the distributions w as apparent using both standards. This statistical phenomenon reconfirms the 
hypothesis that the historical events and changes in ethnic composition that took place during the

52 The two measurements from complete individual vessels are marked by double arrows in the figure.
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Late Sarmatian Period can be empirically observed in the composition of assemblages o f artifacts as 
well. Among globular vessels, newer forms display a profile line different from those characteristic 
o f earlier periods, and larger vessels also begin occurring in find assemblages. These latter forms of 
globular vessels had previously been unknown in this region.

The next group of vessels is that of the jugs. The distribution of their mouth diameters are within 
the 6 to 22 cm range. The distribution of base diameters is within the 8 to 13 cm range. Multimodal 
histograms in the case of this type of pottery also indicate heterogeneity. Both series o f data are 
shown in relation to each other in Figure 14.

jugs

.......mouth diameter •""•"""base diameter

cm

Figure 14.

The vessel types that have been discussed up to this point were produced using identical 
manufacturing techniques. In the next step, some vessel types are presented sub-divided by mode of 
manufacture. The mouth diameters of fast-wheeled bowls are distributed within the 10 to 40 cm size 
range. The base diameters of the same type of pottery occupy the size range between 4 and 10 cm. The 
individual correspondences between mouth and base diameters are shown in Figure 15. In contrast to 
some previously presented graphs, the distribution curve o f these finds is more balanced, indicating a 
lower degree o f heterogeneity than was apparent in the case o f globular vessels and jugs.53

Only a few hand-thrown bowls were found at this settlement.54 Metric values of the mouth 
diameter fall between 19 and 30 cm, while base diameter is represented by a value of 16 cm .55 
Meanwhile it is worth noting that, in comparison with wheel-thrown bowls, the size distribution is 
quite different, since it includes greater values in the case o f both mouth and base diameters.56 Hand- 
thrown bowls first appear during the Late Sarmatian Period and therefore may be considered foreign

53 This phenomenon may be explained by several underlying reasons. First of all, the sizes of bowls used in 
dining culture have been shaped both by universal ergonomics and by the Roman style, whose influence 
can be recognized both in the Carpathian Basin and further to the east. The balanced look of this distribution 
also suggests that a relatively longer time period had elapsed after the adoption of Roman influence, so 
that locally produced ware and its Roman counterparts became similar to each other, and therefore sharp 
distinctions can be no longer made between these two forms.

54 More precisely, only a few specimens could be identified exclusively as bowls.
55 This small amount of data was subsequently considered an important detail, which justified its inclusion 

into the analysis.
56 Differences noticeable in this comparison are indicative of the fact that hand-thrown vessels in Sarmatian 

materials may be considered an element of foreign origins.
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Figure 16.

elements in relation to their locally produced counterparts. This major shift in ceramic style also 
reflects chronological differences.

Hand-thrown pots represent another characteristic vessel type of the Late Sarmatian Period. 
Mouth diameters of this group fall within the 6 to 40 cm range. Base diameters of this group fall 
within the 7.5 to 24 cm range.

Individual correspondences between the tw o series of data are combined in the graph shown in 
Figure 16.

Mouth diameters o f  hand-thrown pots are again indicative of a relatively homogeneous 
material. In spite of a slight shift to the left, base diameters also display a homogeneous distribution. 
Figure 16 thus clearly illustrates the previously described trend. The aforementioned chronological 
determination may also be observed for this vessel type.

Only a few remains o f hand-formed pots, which had occurred in considerable numbers at 
Sarmatian settlements from earlier periods, were found at the site of ÖRM0052. While no individual 
correspondences between mouth and base fragments could be established, mouth diameters were 
measured within the 9 to 24 cm range, while base diameters fell between 9.5 and 30 cm. Due to the 
very small number o f  examples, the measurement of the hand-formed pots is difficult to interpret 
within any context.
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Lids form a group of artifacts that is represented only by a small number o f finds in settlement 
materials.57 In addition, even fragments within this small set represent three different forms (wheel- 
thrown, hand-thrown and hand-formed) in tenns o f manufacturing techniques. Since their numbers 
are small, none o f them are presented in the graph. As far as function is concerned, they can be 
linked only with the previously described groups o f pottery. Even this way, one can see that the size 
distribution of hand-formed specimens, also characteristic of earlier periods, is rather similar. The 
number of lids thrown on a fast wheel58 is small, almost incidental, while recently appearing hand-

57 Here only the single-purpose lids are listed. Multi-purpose lids/bowls were not included in this presentation 
since this population was defined by pottery type rather than function.

58 In other words, made with the techniques traditionally used by Sarmatian potters.
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thrown specimens fall into the upper part o f the size range and form only a negligible overlap with 
the values representing the diameters of the largest hand-formed lids.

Diameters of the hand-formed lids fall w ithin the 7 to 19.5 cm range, while the diameters of 
hand-thrown specimens range between 15 and 34.5 cm. Finally, the diameters o f lids thrown on a fast 
wheel fall between 16 and 19.5 cm.

Hand-thrown kettles made with a granular m ica temper form another characteristic group within 
the find assemblages of settlements from the Late Sarmatian and Hunnic Periods. It is very seldom that 
this type o f pottery is made using a different manufacturing technique. At the site of ÖRM0052, only 
a single hand-formed specimen represents this latter, uncommon group. Only a single measurement 
was preserved that could be used in the metric characterization of this find, the diameter of the mouth. 
The percentile proportion o f these artifacts is less than 1% within the material as a whole. When 
various types of vessels are defined separately, this type barely attains an order o f magnitude in the 
tens. The mouth diameters o f hand-thrown kettles occur within the 20-30 cm size interval.

Metric characteristics can be evaluated beyond individual vessel types. Their summarized 
evaluation is a suitable means o f determining parameters for shorter periods within a settlement’s life. 
Thus, changes in proxemics can be linked with the archaeological evidence for changes in the way of 
life, ethnic exchange, oscillating trade indices, and the modifying effects o f alternative phenomena 
that have only recently infiltrated, and through this can be characterized in an increasingly objective 
manner.

A summary of mouth diameters from various vessel types is presented in Figure 17, while base 
diameters are shown in Figure 18. Similar to previous diagrams, the two types of diameters were 
plotted together in Figure 19. This graph characterizes the metrically determined size intervals 
represented by the pottery material from the site o f ÖRM0052 and shows absolute frequency data as 
well.
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Plate 1: 1: S quare  III. 2: Square V III. 3: S quare  V. 4: Square V III. 5: S quare  VI. 6: S quare  I.
7: Square V III. 8: Square II. 9: S q u are  V. 10: Square II. 11: Square I. 12: S quare  IV. 13: S q u are  I.

14: S quare  IV. 15: Square II.
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Plate 2: 1-3: S quare  III. 4: Square VII. 5: S q u a re  V III. 6: Square V. 7: S quare  IX. 8: Square V I.
9: Squares VI. and  IX. 10: Square IV. 11: S q u a re  IX . 12: Square I. 13-14: S quare  III. 15: S quare I.

16: Square V III. 17: S q u are  IV. 18: Square IX.
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Plate 3: 1: Square I. 2-3: S q u are  V III. 4: S quare  II. 5: Square I. 6: S quare  III. 7-8: Square I.
9: S quare  IV. 10: Square V II. 11: Square V. 12: Square IV. 13: Square III. 14: Square IX.

15: S quare  I. 16: S quare  V III. 17: S quare  V.
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Plate 4:1-2: S quare  V III. 3: Square IX . 4: S q u are  VII. 5: S q u are  I. 6: Square V III. 7: Square VI.
8: Square V III. 9: Square I. 10: S q u a re  V. 11: Square III. 12: S quare V. 13-14: Square I.

15: S q u a re  V. 16: Square V I.
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Plate 5: I: S quare  IX . 2-4: Square III. 5: S q u ares  VI. and  IX . 6-7 : S quare V III. 8: Square III.
9: S q u ares  V I. and  IX. 10: Square V III. 11: Square V. 12: Square VI. 13: Square VII.
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Plate 6: 1: Square I. 2: Square IV. 3: Square VIII. 4: Square VI. 5: Square III. 6: Square VIII. 
7: Square IV. 8: Square II. 9: Square IV. 10: Square VII. 11: Squares VI. and IX. 12: Square IX. 
13: Square VI. 14: Square VII. 15-16: Square IV. 17: Square VII. 18: Square II. 19: Square V. 

20: Square IV. 21: Squares VI. and IX. 22: Square IV. 23: Square VIII.
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Plate 7: 1: Square VI. 2: Square III. 3: Square VIII. 4 - 5: Square II. 6: Square IX. 7: Square II.
8: Square VIII. 9: Square II. 10: Square V. 11: Square IV. 12: Square I. 13: Square II. 14: Square VII. 
15: Square I. 16: Square IX. 17: Square VII. 18-19: Square III. 20: Square VIII. 21-22: Square VI. 

23: Square IV. 24: Square V. 25: Square IV. 26: Square IX.
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Plate 8: 1: Square IX. 2: Square I. 3: Square II. 4: Squares VI. and IX. 5: Square IX. 6: Square V.
7: Square VI. 8: Square V. 9: Square II. 10: Square III. 11: Square II. 12: Square VIII. 13: Square III. 

14: Square IX. 15-16: Square VI. 17: Square III. 18: Square VI. 19: Square I. 20: Square VI.
21: Square V. 22: Square IX. 23: Square III.
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Plate 9: 1: Square III. 2-3: Square V. 4: Square II. 5: Square VI. 6-7: Square III. 8: Square II. 
9: Square VIII. 10: Square II. 11: Squares VI. and IX. 12: Square I. 13: Square V. 14: Square II. 

15: Square VIII. 16: Square V. 17: Square IV. 18: Square II. 19: Square VIII. 20: Square III. 
21: Square II. 22: Square III. 23: Squares VI. and IX. 24: Square VI.

25: Square II. 26-28: Square III.
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Plate 10: 1: S q u a re  III. 2: Square V. 3-8: S q u a re  III. 9: Square V I. 10: Square II. 11-13: Square V.
14: S q u are  I. 15: Square III. 16: S q u a re  V. 17: Square II. 18: S quare  I. 19: S quare  VIII.

20: S q u a re  V. 21: Square I. 22: S q u are  VIII. 23: S quare  IX. 24: Square V.
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Plate 11: 1: Square VI. 2: Square I. 3: Square IV. 4: Square II. 5: Square IV. 6: Square VI. 7: Square I.
8: Squares VI. and IX. 9: Square VIII. 10: Square IX. 11: Square III. 12: Square V. 13: Square VIII. 

14: Square VI. 15: Square V. 16: Square VI. 17: Square VII. 18: Square II. 19: Square I. 20: Square IX. 
21: Square III. 22: Squares VI. and IX. 23: Square III. 24: Square II. 25: Square VI. 26-27: Square II. 

28: Squares VI. and IX. 29: Square VIII. 30: Square III. 31: Square II. 32: Square III.
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Plate 12: 1: Square I. 2: Square V. 3: Square VI. 4: Square V. 5: Square VI. 6: Square IX. 7: Square V. 
8: Squares VI. and IX. 9-11: Square 1.12-13: Square VIII. 14: Square III. 15: Square I. 16: Square VIII. 

17: Square V. 18: Square I. 19-20: Square VIII. 21: Square IX. 22: Square III. 23: Square VIII.
24: Square IX. 25: Square I. 26: Square VI.
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Plate 13: P. Square III. 2: Squares VI. and IX. 3: Square III. 4: Square II. 5: Square VI. 6: Square IX. 
7: Square II. 8: Square I. 9: Square IV. 10: Square II. 11: Square V. 12: Square I. 13: Square V.

14: Square VI. 15: Square V. 16: Square IX. 17: Square I. 18: Square III. 19: Square VIII.
20: Squares VI. and IX. 21: Square V. 22: Square II. 23: Square V. 24: Square III.
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Plate 14: 1: Square III. 2: Square VI. 3: Square VIII. 4: Square II. 5: Square I. 6: Squares VI. and IX. 
7: Square VIII. 8: Square V. 9: Square III. 10: Square V. 11-12: Square IX. 13: Square VIII.
14: Square III. 15: Square VII. 16: Square VI. 17: Square II. 18: Square IV. 19: Square VIII.

20: Square II. 21: Square VI. 22: Square III. 23: Square VI. 24-25: Square VIII. 26: Square III.
27: Square II. 28: Square V. 29: Square VIII. 30: Square VII. 31: Squares VI. and IX.

32: Square VII. 33: Square V. 34: Square VII. 35: Squares VI. and IX. 36: Square VIII.
37-38: Square V. 39: Square II. 40: Squares VI. and IX. 41: Square VIII.

42: Square V. 43: Square VI. 44: Square I.
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Plate 15:1—2: Square III. 3: Square VIII. 4: Square IV. 5: Square III. 6: Square V. 7: Square VI. 8: Square IV. 
9-10: Square V. 11: Square VII. 12-13: Square V. 14: Square III. 15: Square VII. 16: Square IV.

17: Square VI. 18: Square II. 19: Square III. 20: Square V. 21: Square VI. 22: Square IX.
23: Square V. 24: Square VI. 25: Square I. 26: Square VI. 27: Square VIII. 28: Square VI.
29: Square II. 30: Square 1. 31: Square VII. 32: Square II. 33: Square VIII. 34: Square V.
35: Square II. 36: Square IX. 37: Square III. 38: Square I. 39: Square V. 40: Square IX.

41: Square I. 42: Square VIII. 43: Square IV. 44-45: Square V. 46: Square III.
47: Square VIII. 48: Squares VI. and IX. 49: Square VIII. 50: Square II. 51: Square IV.
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Plate 16: 1: Square III. 2: Square IX. 3-4: Square I. 5: Square II. 6: Square VI. 7: Square III. 8: Square V. 
9: Square VIII. 10: Square V. 11: Square II. 12: Square IX. 13: Square VI. 14: Square VII. 15: Square V. 16: 

Square III. 17: Square V. 18: Square I. 19: Square V. 20: Square III. 21: Square I. 22: Square V. 
23-24: Square I. 25: Squares VI. and IX. 26: Square V. 27: Square II. 28: Square III. 29: Square II.

30: Square VIII. 31: Square I. 32: Square III. 33: Square IX. 34: Square VI. 35: Square VII.
36: Square II. 37: Square VI. 38: Square IV. 39: Square II. 40: Square VI. 41: Square I.

42: Square V. 43: Square VIII. 44: Square III. 45: Square IX.
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Plate 17: 1: S quare  I. 2: Square III. 3: S quare  I. 4: S quare  V. 5: Square I. 6: S q u are  V III. 7-8: S quare  V I.
9: Square V III. 10: Square II. 11: S quare I. 12: S quare  V. 13-14: S q u are  III. 15: Square IX.

16: S quare  V. 17: S quare  I. 18: Square V III. 19: Square V. 20: S quare  VIII.
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Plate 18:1: S quare  II. 2: Square V III. 3: S q u a re  V I. 4: Square V II. 5: S quare  III. 6 -7 : S quare  I.
8: Square V. 9: S q u a re  I. 10-11: S q u a re  III. 12-13: Square IX . 14: S quare  V. 15: S quare  II.

16: Square V. 17—18: Square II. 19: S quare  III.
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Plate 19: 1: S quare  VIII. 2: S q u a re  VII. 3: S quares V I. and IX. 4: S q u are  V III. 5: Square II. 6: S q u are  V I. 7:
Square I. 8: Square II. 9: S q u are  V III. 10: S q u are  II. 11: S quare  V III. 12: Square V III. 13: S q u are  I.

14: S quare  VIII. 15: S quare  VII. 16-17: Square VIII. 18: S quare  V. 19-20: Square V III.
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Plate 20: 1-2: S q u a re  I. 3-4: Square IX . 5: S q u a re  V I. 6: Square I. 7: Square III. 8: S q u are  II. 9: S quare  I.
10: Square III. 11: Square II. 12: S quare  V. 13: S quare  III. 14: Square I. 15: S quare  II. 16: Square I.

17: S quare  III. 18-19: Square I. 20: S q u a re  V III. 21: Square III. 22: Square II. 23: Square III.
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Plate 21: 1: Square I. 2-4: Square V II. 5: Square V. 6: S quare  I. 7: Square V III. 8: Square I. 9: S q u are  III.
10: Square V I. 11: Square V. 12: Square 1 .13: S quare  V II. 14: Square V I. 15: Square VI.
16: S quare  III. 17: Square I. 18: Square VII. 19: Square V. 20: S quare  II. 21: Square V.
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Plate 22: 1: S q u a re  V III . 2: Square V II. 3: S q u a re  II. 4: Square IV. 5: Square VI. 6: S quare  III.
7-8: Square V III . 9: Square IX. 10: S q u a re  II. 11: Square V III. 12: S quare VII. 13: S quare  IV.

14-16: Square V III . 17: Squares VI. and  IX.



6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÓRM0052

Plate 23: 1: Square VIII. 2: Square I. 3: Square II. 4: Square IX. 5: Square II. 6: Square I. 
7: Square IX. 8-11: Square III. 12: Square II.
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Plate 24:1: Square IV. 2 : Square V. 3: S quare  II. 4: S quare  I. 5: S quare  IX . 6-7: Square V III. 8: Square III.
9: Square I. 10: S q u a re  V. 11: Square V III. 12: S q u are  II. 13: S quare  V. 14: Square III. 15: Square V II.
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Plate 25: 1: S quare  III. 2-3: S quare  I. 4: Square V I. 5: Square I. 6: Square V. 7: S quare  IV. 8: S q u are  V.
9: S quare  V I. 10: Square III. 11: Square IX. 12: Square V III. 13: S quare  I. 14: Square VIII.

15: Square VII. 16: Square VI.
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Plate 26: 1: Square VIII. 2-4: Square VII. 5: Square III. 6: Square II. 7-8: Square VIII.
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Plate 27: 1: Square V III. 2: S quare  V II. 3: Square V III. 4: S quare  IX. 5: Square III. 6: Square IX .
7: Squares VI. and  IX. 8: Square VI. 9-10: Square III. l l\  S quare  II. 12: Square VIII.

13: Square IX. 14: Square V.
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Plate 28: 1: S q u a re  III. 2: Square V III. 3: S q u a re  III. 4: Square V III. 5: S quare  III. 6: Square V III.
7-8: S q u a re  III. 9: Square V III. 10: S q u a re  II. 11: Square V III. 12: S quare  V. 13: Square I.

14: S q u a re  III. 15: Square III.
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Plate 29: 1: S quare  IX . 2: Square V III. 3: Square II. 4: Square I. 5: S q u are  III. 6: S quare  IX .
7: Square V III. 8: Square IX . 9-11: Square V III. 72: Square II. 13: Square VIII.

14: Square IV. 15: Square V I. 16: Square IX.
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Plate 30:1: S quare V III . 2 : Squares V I. a n d  IX . 3: S quare  IX. 4: S quare  II. 5: Square V I. 6: Square IV.
7: Square IX . 8: Square VIII. 9-10: S q u a re  II. 11: Square I. 12: S quare  IV. 13: S q u are  I.
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Plate 31: 1: S q u are  IX. 2-3: S quare  VIII. 4: S quare  V II. 5-6: Square I. 7-8: S quare  V. 9: S quare  V III .
10: S q u are  V III. 11: S quare  III. 12: S quare  V III. 13: Square II. 14: S quare  I. 15: Square V.
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Plate 32: 1: Squares VI. and IX. 2: Square II. 3: Square I. 4: Square IX. 5-6: Square I. 7: Square VI. 
8-9: Square I. 10: Square V. 11: Square VIII. 12: Square V. 13: Square I. 14: Square III. 15: Square V. 

16: Square II. 17: Square VIII. 18: Square V. 19: Square III. 20: Squares VI. and IX.
21: Square VIII. 22-23: Square III.
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Plate 33: 1: Square VII. 2-3: Square I. 4: Square III. 5: Square I. 6: Square II. 7-70: Square I. 
77: Square VI. 12: Square I. 13: Square VIII. 14: Square IV. 15-16: Square I. 77: Square III. 

18: Square I. 19: Square VIII. 20: Square I. 21: Square V. 22: Square VI. 23: Square III.
24: Square VIII. 25: Square III. 26: Square VIII. 27: Square V.
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Plate 34: 1: Square VIII. 2: Square III. 3: Square IX. 4: Square I. 5: Squares IV. and V. 6: Square VII. 
7-8: Square I. 9: Square V. 10: Square III. 11: Square I. 12: Square VIII. 13: Square IX.

14-15: Square VIII. 16: Square I. 17: Squares VI. and IX. 18: Square III.
19—20: Square I. 21: Square IX. 22: Square II. 23: Squares VI. and IX.
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Plate 35: 1: Square I. 2: Squares I. and II. 3: Square VII. 4: Square VIII. 5: Square VI. 6: Square V. 
7: Square III. 8: Square VI. 9: Square I. 10: Square II. 11: Square V. 12: Square VI. 13: Square III. 

14: Square VIII. 15: Square VI. 16: Square II. 17: Square III. 18: Square II.
19: Square VII. 20-22: Square V. 23: Square I. 24: Square VII.
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Plate 36: 1: S q u are  V I. 2: Squares IV. an d  V. 3: S quare  V I. 4\ S quare V III. 5: S quare  IX. 6: Square III.
7: S q u are  I. 8: Square III. 9: S q u are  V. 10-11: Square I. 12: S quare IX. 13: Square VI.

14: S quare  V. 15: Square V II. 16: S quare  IX. 17: Square I. 18: S quare  IX.
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Plate 37: 1: Square I. 2-3: Square V III. 4: S quare VI. 5: S quare  I. 6: S quare  II. 7: Square VI. 8: S q u a re  I.
9: Square III. 10: Square V I. 11: S quare  I. 12-15: S quare  III. 16: S quare  V III. 17: Square IX.

18-19: Square III. 20: Square I. 21: S quare  III. 22: S quare  IX.
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Plate 38: 1: Square VIII. 2: Square V. 3: Square IV. 4: Square I. 5: Square VIII. 6: Square I. 7: Square III. 
8: Square VI. 9: Square VI. 10: Square I. 11: Square VI. 12-13: Square VIII. 14-15: Square VI. 

16-17: Square I. 18: Square IX. 19: Square V. 20-21: Square I. 22: Square VIII.
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Plate 39: 1-2: Square I. 3: Square V- 4: Square II. 5-6: Square VIII. 7: Square I. 8: Squares VI. and IX. 
9: Square V. 10: Square VII. 11-12: Square III. 13: Square II. 14: Square VIII.

15: Square VIII. 16: Square VII. 17: Square VIII. 18: Square III. 19: Square VIII.
20: Square VIII. 21: Square V. 22: Square VI.
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Plate 40: 1: Square VIII. 2: Square IV. 3: Square V. 4: Square VI. 5: Square IV. 6: Square VII. 
7: Square VIII. 8: Square VII. 9: Square VI. 10: Square III. 11: Square VII. 12: Square VI. 

13-14: Square VII. 15: Square III. 16: Square I. 17: Square IX. 18: Square III.
19: Square VII. 20: Square III. 21: Square IV.
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Plate 41: 7 -7 5 : F eatu re  1.
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Plate 42: 1-16: F eatu re  1.
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Plate 43: 1-25: F ea tu re  3., u pper section .
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Plate 44: 1-5 : F e a tu re  3., upper section .
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Plate 45: 1-19: F eatu re  3., u pper section .
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Plate 46: 1-8: F e a tu re  3 ., cellar, b e low  the  grave.
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Plate 47: 1-28: F eatu re  3., ce llar, b e low  the grave.
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Plate 48: 1-22: F e a tu re  3 ., easte rn  steps o f  th e  cellar.
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Plate 49: 1-10: F eatu re  3 ., easte rn  steps o f  th e  ce llar 11-17: F eatu re  3 ., o u ts id e  th e  step.
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Plate 50: 1-3: F eatu re  3 ., b e lo w  the ashy lay er 4 fr. F eature 3 ., o u ts id e  the  step  7: F ea tu re  3., ce lla r  floo r
8: Feature 1 1 .9 : F ea tu re  3., ce lla r  floor.
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Plate 51: 1-10: Featu re  3 ., b e lo w  the ashy lay e r 11-12: F ea tu re  3 ., ce llar, b e lo w  th e  g rave
13-14: Featu re  3., b e lo w  th e  ashy lay er 15: Featu re  3 ., ce lla r, b e lo w  th e  grave

16: F eature 3 ., b e lo w  the ashy lay er 17: F eatu re  3 ., o u ts id e  th e  step.
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Plate 52: 1-3: Feature 3., below the ashy layer 4: Feature 3., cellar, below the grave 5: Feature 3., below the 
ashy layer 6-7: Feature 3., cellar, below the grave 8: Feature 3., below the ashy layer 9-10: Feature 3., cellar, 
below the grave 11: Feature 3., below the ashy layer 12-16: Feature 3., cellar, below the grave 17: Feature 3., 
outside the step 18-19: Feature 3., cellar, below the grave 20: Feature 3., outside the step 21-22: Feature 3., 

cellar, below the grave 23-27: Feature 3., outside the step.
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Plate S3: 1-3: F eatu re  4 . 4-8 : F eatu re  9. 9-12: F eatu re  10. 13-19: F eatu re  13. 20: F eature 14.
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Plate 54: 1-17: F e a tu re  15. 18-19: F ea tu re  17.
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Plate 55: 1-2: fea ture 18. 3-5: F eature 19. 6-13: F eatu re  21. 14-15: F ea tu re  25.
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Plate 56: 1-17: F eatu re  2.
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Plate 57: 1-19: F ea tu re  2.
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Plate 58: 1—15: F eatu re  26.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÖRM0052

Plate 59: 1-16: F ea tu re  2.
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Plate 60: 1-10 : Features 26 and 26/A.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ORM0052

Plate 61: 1-10: F eatu re  2.
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Plate 62: 1-12: F eature 2.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÖRM0052

Plate 63: 1-10: F ea tu re  2 8 .11-15: Featu re  30.
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Plate 64: 1-4 : F e a tu re  31. 5-15: F ea tu re  33.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ORM0052

Plate 65: 1-20: F eatu re  33.
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Plate 66: 1-9: F e a tu re  33. 10-13: F eatu re  34.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÖRM0052

Plate 67: 1-10: F eatu re  34. 11-17: F eatu re  36/B . 18: F ea tu re  36.
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Plate 68: 1-18: F eature 40.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÓRM0052

Plate 69: 7-75: Near Feature 40.
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Plate 70: 1—22: F eatu re  41.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÓRM0052

Plate 71: 1-14: F eatu re  41.
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Plate 72: 1—15: Featu re  41.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÓRM0052

Plate 73: 1-5: F eature 42. 6-18: Feature 44.
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Plate 74: 1-2P. F eatu re  42.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÖRM0052

Plate 75: 1: Feature 3., below the ashy layer 2: Square II. 3-4: Square VI. 5: Feature 30. 6: Square V. 
7: Square VIII. 8: Feature 39. 9: Square III. 10: Feature 3., fireplace. 11: Feature 40. 12: Square VIII.
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Plate 76: 1: F e a tu re  36 . 2: Feature 30. 3: S q u a re  V I. 4: S quare IV. 5-8: F eatu re  26. 9: F eatu re  28.
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6. Late Sarmatian settlement at ÓRM0052

Plate 77: 1: Square V I. 2: F ea tu re  47. 3: Square V. 4: S quare  VII. 5: S q u a re  IX . 6: Square V I.
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7. ÖRMÉNYKÚT SITE 52: SECTION OF A CEMETERY FROM THE 
PERIOD OF THE HUNGARIAN CONQUEST

László Kovács -  Andrea Vaday

7.1. Introduction

During the course o f field walks, material suggesting the presence o f a late Sarmatian/Hunnic 
settlement came to light here. The archaeologically impacted area looked relatively small on the 
surface, reflecting the possibility that a small farmstead existed here. It is for this reason that this 
site was selected for subsequent excavation since the chances o f fully recovering a minor settlement 
were best here.1 Excavations were carried out under the direction of Andrea Vaday in 1986 and 
1987, with such a small budget that only a small area could be excavated. The full extent o f the site, 
however, could be outlined by a combination o f both archaeomagnetic surveying and soil boring. 
An area measuring 11 by 43.5 m was excavated in 9 squares. Aside from the Sarmatian Period, 
no other chronological period was represented in the material from the field walks that had been 
conducted over the altogether 478.5 m2 area. During the course of subsequent excavation work, 
however, 18 graves were found that were considered to have belonged to the Period of the Hungarian 
Conquest. The rest o f this essay concerns the publication of material from this latter chronological 
phase (Plate 1)?

7.2. Grave and find descriptions

The artifacts recovered at this site were inventoried at the Tessedik Sámuel Museum, Szarvas 
(abbreviated TSM for the remainder of this paper), with inventory numbers between 90.5.1 to
90.5.105.3 For the time being, only the partially preserved physical anthropological material from 
this site is located at the Archaeological Institute o f the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.4

1 This excavation had to be abandoned sooner than planned by Andrea Vaday, since sand quarrying of great 
intensity had started at the nearby Ailer Brickyard in the village of Gyomaendrdd. Rescue excavations at 
that site, therefore became of utmost urgency. Subsequently, however, there were no funds to carry on with 
excavations at the settlement under discussion here. -  On the site of Örménykút-7/52. see: MRT 8, 352.

2 Abbreviations used within the context of site names mentioned in this study: m: megye (county); jud: 
judetul; obi: oblast’; okr: okres; opst: opstina; raj: rajon; Ba: Baranya County, Hungary, BAZ: Borsod- 
Abaúj-Zemplén County, Hungary; Bé: Békés County, Hungary; Cső: Csongrád County, Hungary; AR: 
Avtonomnaja Respublika, BH: Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina; BUL: Republic of Bulgaria, CIS: 
Commonwealth of Independent States (including Russia); CRO: Republic of Croatia; LAT: Republic of 
Latvia; ROM: Republic of Romania; SLK: Republic of Slovakia, SRB: Republic of Serbia.

3 Restoration work was carried out under the direction of Eva Somlósi, head of the Department of Restoration 
at the Archaeological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

4 Only eight of the 18 skeletons identified were more-or-less preserved, especially in Graves 1 to 5, 7, 
10 and 12. The physical anthropological material was identified by Balázs Mende, whose kind help is 
acknowledged here.
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7.2.1. Grave descriptions

Grave 1 (Feature 3. b-c: Plates 2-4): This was a partial equestrian burial with an elderly m an’s 
(senilis) skeleton found in an average state o f  preservation. Orientation: 90°,5 depth: 116 cm, length 
of skeleton: 157 cm. The grave pit was dug into the burnt, ashy rubble of Sarmatian House 3, where 
its outline could not be detected. The skull was slightly tilted to the left. The arms were extended and 
the left foot was moved toward the level o f the ankles.
Grave goods:
1. a-c. Set o f bone plates from the handle and limbs o f  a reflex bow, placed on the left, outer side of the body. 
The bow was disturbed, probably by crotovinae, therefore it could not be ascertained whether the bow was 
strung or not. Thus, the approximately 126 cm length measured between the end points of the limbs is not 
directly indicative of the bow’s actual length.
a. The pair o f bone plates from one o f the limb sections was found stuck to the inner side of the distal half of 
the left humerus, that is the arm bone, and slightly below it. Both of these plates are of the most common shape 
with curved surfaces. In addition to the usual notch cut onto the front edge, their entire back side is covered 
with incisions. Both pieces are fragmented and incomplete, one of them has been restored from three pieces 
and the outer edge of its lower, notched portion is missing. Length: 26.7 cm, breadth: 1.8-2.25 cm, thickness:
0.15 cm. The other specimen has been restored from two pieces, with parts of the inner edge and lower, notched 
end missing. Length: 21.5, breadth: 1.8-2.2 cm, thickness: 0.2 cm. The notch on both limbs is in the shape of 
a segment of a circle that has a diameter of 0.65 cm (Plate 2/la).
b. One of the pair o f  bone plates from the handle section was found below the right mastoid process of the 
skull, while the other was found at the left hand. Both of these plates were of a pointed elliptical shape with 
convex external surfaces. Oblique incisions were observed near the outer side of the pointed ends, while 
longitudinal scratch marks occur on the plate’s back side. Both pointed ends are fragmented. The dimensions of 
one plate were as follows: Length: 11.5, breadth: 3.5 cm, thickness: 0.5 cm, while the other was characterized 
by comparable dimensions. Length: 11.9, breadth: 3.3 cm, thickness: 0.2 cm (Plate 2/1 b).
c. The two plates from the other limb were found near the distal end of the left femur (in the region of the knee) 
and between the distal ends of the tibiae (ankle region). Both of these plates are of the most common shape with 
curved surfaces. Due to their fragmented state, longitudinal scratch marks remained visible only on the back 
side. Both of these limb plates were broken at the notches so that the upper and lower ends are missing on both. 
One of them has been restored from two pieces. Length: 18.1 cm, breadth: 1.9—2.2 cm, thickness: 0.2 cm, and 
length: 18.3 cm, breadth: 1.9-2.6 cm, thickness: 0.25 cm (Plate 2/1 c).6 7
2. a-b. Two iron arrowheads were recovered from this burial. One of them was found between the right foot 
and the foot of the grave, while the other came to light between the left foot and the edge of the grave pit:
a. Deltoid-shaped iron arrowhead with a short edge. The stem is missing. Length: 3.6 cm, breadth: 1.9 cm 
(Plate 2/2a).
b. Deltoid-shaped iron arrowhead with a short edge. The stem has been restored. Length: 6.2 cm, breadth:
1.65 cm. Wood remains of the arrow shaft were preserved on the stem of this iron arrowhead (Plate 2/2b).1

5 In the description of orientations, the degrees published here stand for the angle between the long axes of 
the grave/skeleton and the north to south direction. The NW-SE, W-E and SW-NE direction correspond 
to 45°, 90° and 120° respectively.

6 Inv. No.: 90.5.36-41. Since the objects had already been inventoried prior to restoration, associated 
pieces could, in several cases, be recognized only when plates were compiled. Therefore, for the sake of 
unambiguous identification, all individual inventory numbers are presented here.

7 Inv. No.: 90.5.5-6.
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3. a-d. Possible remains of iron fittings from the quiver once placed on the right leg of the deceased. The 
majority of these pieces were described as “iron fragments” by the excavator at the time of recovery. Indeed, 
no typical quiver fittings could be recognized among these pieces. However, it would be difficult to reconstruct 
this find as any other object.
a. This group of iron fragments, found in a cluster in the left comer at the foot of the grave, included three 
pieces identified as arrowheads. The blade of two such points had been bent as it joined its now fragmented 
stem. Due to their asymmetric cross-sections, however, these two iron fragments could not have been used 
as arrowheads. The following measurements could be taken: Length: 4.7 cm, breadth: 1.85 cm, and length: 
2.6 cm, breadth: 1.5 cm, respectively. The third fragment is too small to permit reliable identification. Length:
3.0 cm, breadth: 1.4 cm. (Plate 2/3a).s
b. In addition to the aforementioned objects, 16 complete and restored iron fragments were recorded under 
12 inventory numbers. They include two iron plates with holes either over the surface or along the edge, 
respectively. The first was found in the proximity of the arrowheads. Length: 2.4 cm, breadth: 2.0 cm, thickness:
0.2 cm. The latter was discovered at a distance from the left knee in a lateral direction. Length: 4.4 cm, breadth:
4.0 cm, thickness: 0.4 cm. (Plate 2/3b).8 9 10 11 12
c. In addition to these two iron finds, 13 additional iron fragments came to light that, most characteristically, 
could not be unambiguously associated with the quiver. Although they may have originated from a quiver, they 
may have belonged to any other poorly preserved iron artifact as well. (Plate 3/3c).w
d. According to the excavator, fragments o f two iron rings of different sizes but with similar rectangular 
cross-sections came to light “north of the arrowheads.” Among others, these artifacts may have served as 
a quiver’s suspension loops. Diameter: 3.3 cm, thickness: 0.7 cm, and diameter: 2.6 cm, thickness: 0.8 cm. 
(Plate 3/3d).n
4. a-b. A pair o f iron stirrups were found placed on both sides of the horse’s foot near the feet of the deceased; 
the better preserved specimen lay near the outer side of the right foot. The fragmented stirrup was found near 
the left foot, also in a lateral position. Since both stirrups in this pair were fragmented to varying degrees, their 
trapezoid shape can only be hypothesized. They had a broad sole with three longitudinal ridges. The remains 
are too poorly preserved to permit size reconstruction. The breadth of the sole was 3.5 cm (Plate 3/4a-b). 
Another, additional fragment recovered from the fill of this grave may also have been a stirrup’s suspension 
loop. Diameter: 2.5 cm (Plate 3/4b).n
5. An iron bit with two large rings was found in the external region of the orbits of the horse skull. Only its 
fragmented and heavily corroded hinge, amorphous fragments and remains of the flat rings were preserved.
(Plate 3/5).13
6. A round iron saddle strap buckle was found near the outer side of the right tibia. The fragment currently 
available represents the larger half of this artifact. The remains of the iron ring attachment of the prong was 
stuck in the rust. Diameter: 5.0 cm, thickness: 0.8 cm. (Plate 3/6).14 15
7. A small object, found under the horse’s skull, was identified as a tiny iron buckle by the excavator. Currently 
two of its fragments are available for study. (Plate 3/7) fr
8. a-d. Two iron knives were found under the horse’s skull. One of them (a) is represented only by its tip that 
also preserved some textile imprints. Length: 5.1, breadth: 1.7 cm; the other knife (b) is smaller, with a straight

8 Inv. No.: 90.5.2-4.
9 Inv. No.: 90.5.12,26.
10 Inv. No.: 90.5.11, 14, 17-19, 23-25, 27-28.
11 Inv. No.: 90.5.29.
12 Inv. No.: 90.5.32-33, and 90.5.22. respectively.
13 Inv. No.: 90.5.31.
14 Inv. No.: 90.5.30.
15 Inv. No.: 90.5.21.
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back and slanted tip. Its tang is in a central position. The edge is fragmented and the tang is also incomplete. It 
has been restored from several pieces. Length: 11.4 cm, breadth: 1.5 cm, thickness: 0.4 cm. (Plate 4/8a-b).16
c. An iron object recorded as an “iron band andfragmented iron nail (coffin) " during the course of excavations, 
may as well have been the remains of another fragmented iron knife. At this point it is broken and the larger 
portion has also been restored from two pieces. Length: 7.0 cm, breadth: 1.6 cm, and length: 4.9 cm, breadth:
0.7 cm. (Plate 4/8c)}7
d. A fragment of undocumented origin was recorded by the excavator as the remains o f an iron knife/tweezers. 
Length: 5.5 cm, breadth: 1.7 cm, thickness: 1.1 cm. Three additional fragments also belong to this. The first 
possibility (knife) seems to be contradicted by its formerly hooked end and the second (tweezers) by its relative 
thickness. (Plate 4/8d).ls
9. a—b. Two bone points, produced by grinding the distal ends of pig ulnae were found near the outer side of 
the bones of the horse’s feet and the man’s left tibia respectively, in the proximity of the grave’s edge. The first 
specimen is smaller with a fragmented tip. Length: 8.0 cm, breadth: 0.85 cm. The other ulna point is longer and 
better preserved. Length: 8.4, breadth: 1.2 cm. (Plate 4/9a-b))9
10. A round, pressed silver clothing fitting was found near the upper left edge of the sternum. It is decorated 
with a flower motif of eight petals around an embossed, round central part. This, as well as the outlines of the 
petals are bordered by embossed outlines, emphasized by accompanying engraved grooves. Originally, two 
holes served to attach this to the textile. By now, the surface is fragmented and restoration became necessary 
due to its poor state of preservation. Diameter: 2.3 cm. (Plates 4/10, 15/1).20
11. The horse s skull was laid on the right leg with its nose pointing toward the right hand. Bones from two of 
the horse's feet lay in anatomical order. One each was positioned in the long axis of the right leg of the man 
and along his left tibia respectively. Bones from the horse’s other two feet, however, were scattered around the 
man’s feet.
12. a-d. Among the iron fragments that were o f  unknown function and location but had a characteristic shape, 
the following are worth mentioning:
a. An arched “fragment o f  an iron band (bow of a stirrup),” whose protruding suspension loop has broken off. 
Length: 4.7 cm, breadth: 2.8 cm. (Plate 4/12a).lx
b. Afragment of an arched iron band, bent at one end and with a hole in the broken edge of the other. Diameter:
4.3 cm, breadth: 1.4 cm. (Plate 4/12b).22
c. A small suspension loop bent from a thin iron band. Length: 2.1 cm. (Plate 4/12c).23
d. Finally an iron fishhook or pin with its “end bent in a hook” and a rectangular cross-section. Length: 5.2 cm, 
breadth: 1.3 cm, thickness: 0.3 cm. (Plate 4/12d).24
13. According to the grave plan, bird bones were also found in this grave, however, they have not been 
inventoried.
Inventory numbers for the entire grave include: TSM 90.5.1 to 4L

Grave 2 (= Feature 8; Plate 4): This was the skeletal remains o f a mature (maturus) man. The 
discoloration of this grave could not be detected in the ashy soil. Orientation: 90°, depth: 104 cm,

1 6 Inv. No.: 90.5.8-9.
1 7 Inv. No.: 90.5.13.
1 8 Inv. No.: 90.5.7.
1 9 Inv. No.: 90.5.34-35.
2 0 Inv. No.: 90.5.1.
2 1 Inv. No.: 90.5.10.
2 2 Inv. No.: 90.5.15.
2 3 Inv. No.: 90.5.16.
2 4 Inv. No.: 90.5.20.
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length o f the skeleton (without the skull): 150 cm. The skull, as well as forearm and hand bones were 
missing from this skeleton that was lying in an extended supine position,. The right humerus slid onto 
the chest. The legs were crossed at the knees, the bones o f the lower left leg were missing.
Grave goods:
1. The blade fragment of a single-edged knife with a straight back was found in front of the right patella. It had 
to be restored from two pieces. Length: 5.9 cm, breadth: 1.8 cm, thickness: 0.7 cm. (Plate 4/1).25
2. The bird bones found in a small pile at the feet of the human skeleton remained unidentified and were not 
inventoried.

Grave 3 (Feature 12): This was the disturbed skeletal remains of a young (juvenilis/adultus) woman. 
The soil discoloration o f the grave was not visible. Orientation: 63°, depth: 70 cm. Only the two 
femora, laying parallel to one another, survived from this skeleton laying below the rubble.
No grave goods were found here.

Grave 4 (Feature 14): This was the disturbed skeletal remains of a newborn (neonatus) child. The soil 
discoloration of the grave was not visible. Depth: 55 cm. Only a cranial fragment and some splinter
like rib fragments o f this skeleton, buried into the destruction layer of the Sarmatian settlement, were 
preserved. They were covered by the broken half o f a relatively large vessel from the late Sarmatian 
Period. The mouth o f this vessel was oriented north.26 27
No grave goods were found and the grave’s ground plan could not be sketched.

Grave 5 (Features 17a-d; Plate 5): This was the disturbed skeletal remains o f a mature (maturus) 
woman. The discoloration from this grave could not be detected on the ashy soil surface. Depth: 
113-136 cm. Human remains were encountered at two levels in this burial. At a depth of 113 cm the 
tibiae, a clavicle and ribs were found, while the pubis, a pile of vertebrae, additional rib fragments, 
ilia and skull fragments were found at a depth of 136 cm. Moreover, a dog’s skeleton was discovered 
at a depth of 112 cm, whose association with the actual human burial, unfortunately, could not be 
ascertained. A hypothetical connection between the two skeletons is refuted by the observation that 
the dog skeleton would, by no means, have remained intact while the human skeleton became so 
completely mixed in this grave that was most likely narrow.
Grave goods:
1. A hard cast, gilded silver shirt collar fitting with an almost heart shape lay below the bones. Its middle is 
somewhat convex. Although this may have been surrounded by a leaf pattem, it is so worn that it cannot be 
seen any more. The edge is, however, framed by a bead design separated by an engraved line. Remains of 
the gilding may be detected at the bottom of this engraved pattem. Two suspension loops made of tiny bands 
may be found on the back side of this artifact. Its surface is fragmented and restored. Height: 1.3 cm, breadth: 
1.25 cm. (Plates 5/1, 15/2).21

25 Inv. No.: 90.5.42.
26 According to the excavator, the possibility cannot be ruled out that the broken dish fell onto the infant 

skeleton during the course of the burial. This possibility, however, is contradicted by the fact that no other 
Sarmatian sherds were found in the immediate proximity of this burial.

27 Inv. No.: 90.5.43.
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Grave 6 (Feature 22; Plate 5): This was the disturbed skeletal remains of an infant. The soil 
discoloration of the grave was no longer visible. Orientation: 92°, depth: 49 cm. Only the skull and 
bones of the upper torso o f  this skeleton, which was laid on its back, could be recognized.
No grave goods were recovered.

Grave 7 (Feature 23; P late 5); This was the disturbed skeletal remains of a young (infam  I: around 
1 year of age) child. The soil discoloration o f  the grave was not visible. Orientation: 91°, depth: 
110 cm. Only the skull, the bones from the right forearm and the bones of the contracted right foot of 
this skeleton, which was laid on its back, were preserved.
No grave goods were found in this burial.

Grave 8 (Feature 24; P late 5): This was a poorly preserved man’s skeleton laid in an extended supine 
position. The soil discoloration from the grave was not visible on the surface. Orientation: 94°, depth: 
110-115 cm, length o f  the skeleton: 175 cm. Both forearms were placed on the pelvic region, the 
backbone was disturbed by a crotovina in the abdominal region. The bones of the hands and feet 
could not be recovered.
Grave goods:
1. The fragment of a bone plate from the limb o f  a bow was found among the iron fragments from a quiver 
concentrated on the outer side of the right femur. A part of the notch is still visible in the upper left end of this 
artifact. This piece is curved with densely placed scratch marks on its back side. It is decorated with two rows 
of 5 incised dot-and-circle designs. Length: 8.5 cm, breadth: 2.0 cm, thickness: 0.25 cm. (Plate 5/l).2&
2. The fragment of a narrow, deltoid-shaped iron arrowhead (?) was found near the outer end of the right 
tibia. The stem is missing. Length: 3.9 cm, breadth: 1.4 cm, thickness: 0.6 cm. (Plate 5/2).28 29
3. A quiver must have been laid on the right side of this skeleton. Only scattered fragments of this artifact 
survived, dispersed between the right elbow and the tibia. A soil discoloration of 3^1 cm breadth and 15 cm 
length was observed above the bone limb plate. This may have been caused by the decomposition of the wooden 
remains of either the bow or the quiver. The remains of the quiver include the following finds (Plate 5/3):30

A fragment of a thin iron rod broadening into a rhombus shape and with a riveted end was found near the 
outer side of the right elbow. It may have served as a structural element in the side of the quiver. Length:
3.8 cm, breadth: 1.5 cm, thickness: 1.2 cm.31
A fragment of another thin iron rod was found near the outer side of the right femur. Length: 4.7 cm, 
breadth: 0.85, thickness: 0.5 cm.,32
A fragment of a slightly curved band came to light near the outer side of the right tibia. Length: 2.1 cm, 
breadth: 1.2, thickness: 0.6 cm.,33
Several glued fragments of a curved iron band and the remains of a single rivet were found under the 
bone limb plate. Length: 4.9 cm, breadth: 1.7 cm, thickness: 0.5 cm. (Plate 5/4).34

28 Inv. No.: 90.5.50.
29 Inv. No.: 90.5.46.
30 The paper bag with Inv. No. 90.5.45. marked as “quiver mount or bucket” was empty by the time of 

analysis.
31 Inv. No.: 90.5.45.
32 Inv. No.: 90.5.44.
33 Inv. No.: 90.5.47.
34 Inv. No.: 90.5.48-49.
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4. A fragment of the left side of an adult sheep’s mandible was found near the left femur and the outer edge of 
the ilium. Length: 11.5 cm.35
Inventory numbers of the entire grave assemblage: TSM 90.5.44—51.

Grave 9 (Feature 25): This was an empty grave. Orientation: 105°, Length: 210 cm, breadth: 90 cm, 
depth: 165 cm. The soil discoloration of this grave was first recognized at a depth of 156 cm. The 
subsequent fill was 9 cm thick, and no traces o f looting were visible. Afew animal bones were discovered 
in the southwestern comer o f the shallow end. These, however, have not been inventoried.

Grave 10 (Feature 29): These were the skeletal remains of a small child (infans I: around 1.5-2 years 
o f age).
No grave goods came to light from this burial.

Grave 11 (Feature 35: Plate 5): Unspecified human bones in a secondary position were recovered 
from an unknown depth during the removal o f the baulk between Squares 5 and 6. They lay within 
an ashy layer dated to the Sarmatian Period. Should the bones belong to the artifacts that also came 
to light here, the skeletal remains would most probably originate from a m an’s grave.
Grave goods:
1. A deltoid-shaped iron arrowhead with a short edge was also found here. One of the edges and the stem are 
incomplete. Length: 5.15 cm, breadth: 1.6 cm, thickness: 0.7 cm (Plate 5/1).
2. An iron fragment also recovered from this grave is probably a structural element riveted onto a perpendicular 
iron band that belonged to a quiver. Length: 5.2 cm, breadth: 2.3 cm, thickness: 1.2 cm (Plate 5/2)?6 37

Grave 12 (Feature 37; Plates 5-6): This was a skeleton from a middle-aged (adultus/maturus) man, 
laid in an extended supine position. The soil discoloration o f the grave was not visible. Orientation: 
87°, the depth was not measured, length o f the skeleton: 168 cm. The right forearm was placed across 
the pelvic region. The bones o f the hands and feet could not be recovered.
Grave goods:
1. a-b. A pair of iron stirrups was found near the left foot. On the outer side of the left femur lay a stirrup of 
an asymmetric pear shape (a) with an oblong suspension loop and strap-hole. The sole has been reinforced by 
three longitudinal ridges on the bottom. Height: 16.0 cm, breadth: 14.0 cm, thickness: 1.1 cm, breadth of the 
suspension loop: 4.1 cm, sole breadth: 3.5 cm. The suspension loop and bow fragments from the matching pair 
of this stirrup (b) were found by the left tibia. Height: 5.2 cm. Another fragment from the stirrup’s bow was also 
recovered. Length: 8.6 cm (Plate 6/1 a h)?1
2. An iron bit lay on the outer side of the left tibia, in the proximity of the fragmented stirrup (b). The ringed end 
of the mouthpiece was corroded, and the fragmented ring has been recently restored. Length: 4.8 cm, diameter: 
5.5 cm. Another ring fragment was found near the inner side of the left femur. Diameter: 4 cm. (Plate 6/2) .38 39
3. A straight, single-edged iron knife was found on the right ilium. The tip and the end of the tang were missing. 
Length: 7.7 cm, breadth: 1.7 cm. (Plate 5/l)?q

35 Inv. No.: 90.5.51.
36 Inventory number (for both pieces): TSM 90.5.53.
37 Inv. No.: 90.5.60, and 90.5.54, 58.
38 Inv. No.: 90.5.55, 59, and 90.5.56.
39 Inv. No.: 90.5.57.
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4. “Soil discoloration was observed over a 15 cm by at most 8 cm area along the inner side of the right 
femur.”
Inventory numbers of the entire grave assemblage: TSM 90.5.54—60.

Grave 13 (Feature 39; Plate 7): This was a well-preserved skeleton from an adult (male?) laid in 
an extended supine position. This grave has an oblong shape that is slightly broader in the direction 
o f the head. Orientation: 66°, length: 197 cm, breadth: 48-55 cm, depth: 140-142 cm, length o f the 
skeleton: approximately 165 cm. Both hands were turned inwards and reached below the pelvis. The 
bones of hands and feet were partially m issing and the right hand was disturbed by a crotovina. 
Grave goods:
1. An iron knife with a point narrowing toward the mid-line and straight tang was found near the right pelvis. 
Traces of wood could be seen on the tang. Length: 9.8, blade length: 7.2 cm, breadth: 1.75 cm, thickness:
0. 45 cm. (Plate 7/1).40 41
2. An iron buckle, made from an iron rod with a round cross-section, was found under the pelvis of this 
skeleton. Length: 3.4 cm, breadth: 2.8 cm, thickness: 0.6 cm, length of the prong: 3.4 cm (Plate 7/2).4]
3. Other fragments o f  iron plates were also found under the skeleton. One of them was slightly curved. Length:
2.8 cm, breadth: 1.2 cm, thickness: 0.4 cm. Another fragment originated from a straight band. Length: 2.4 cm, 
breadth: 1.3 cm, thickness: 0.5 cm (Plate 7/3).42
4. Wood remains of unknown function were observed by the excavator under the skeleton.43 
Inventory numbers of the entire grave assemblage: TSM 90.5.61-64.

Grave 14 (Feature 45; Plate 6): This was the remains o f a child’s skeleton damaged by plowing. The 
soil discoloration o f  the grave was no longer visible. Orientation: 87°, depth: 54 cm. Only the crushed 
skull, right clavicle, a few ribs and the right tibia o f this poorly preserved skeleton, which was laid 
on its back, were preserved.
Grave goods:
1. A neck ring, made from three twisted bronze wires with a hook-and-loop clasp was found under the skull, 
in the neck region of the skeleton. It was broken into two pieces. Diameter: 15.7-15.9 cm, thickness: 0.3, wire 
thickness: 0.15 cm. (Plate 6/1).44

Grave 15 (Feature 50; Plate 7-8): This was a disturbed partial equestrian burial with a man’s well 
preserved skeleton. It had been looted through “a shaft, dug into the burial from a westerly direction. 
The mixed bones show that the entire grave pit was disturbed and its contents reburied” together with 
the dirt in great disarray. The soil discoloration o f the grave was noticed only at a depth o f 92 cm, where 
only two 60-70 cm long sections of the grave p it’s longitudinal wall remained undisturbed. From this 
the excavator concluded that originally the p it’s ground plan must have been of a trapezoidal shape, 
broadening in the direction of the head. Orientation: approximately 93°. The bones were recovered 
from depths between 50 to 106 cm. The vertebrae and ribs came to light at a depth o f 50 cm, while 
the skull was found in an upside down position at a depth of 76 cm. According to the excavator, both 
the observation and the depth data of human remains show that some of the bones were thrown back 
into the shaft opened by the looters, while others fell onto the bottom of the original grave.

40 Inv. No.: 90.5.64.
41 Inv. No.: 90.5.61.
42 Inv. No.: 90.5.63.
43 Inv. No.: 90.5.62.
44 Inv. No.: 90.5.65.
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All grave goods were found in a secondary position:
1. a-d. A Set o f bone plates from a reflex bow.
a. One of the fragmented limb plates was found at the SW end of the grave. Its top end was rounded, narrowing 
gently below the notch. The elongated, curved bone plate broadens evenly toward the bottom. The notch is half 
elliptical (Diameter: 0.5 cm). Dense transversal striations occur at its lower end and below the notched edge. 
Further below, the striations run in a longitudinal direction. Both ends are fragmented and this fragmented remain 
has been restored from four pieces. Length: 24.8 cm, breadth: 1.7-2.3 cm, thickness: 0.2 cm. Its matching limb 
plate from the pair was found in the same place. The orientation of the striations was similar over their surfaces, 
and the upper tip is intact while a major section is missing from the lower end. This piece has been restored 
from two fragments. Length: 21.0 cm, breadth: 1.6-1.9 cm, thickness: 0.2 cm. (Plate 7/1 a).45
b. A pair o f bone handle plates was found under the human bones. Both of these have narrowing, half elliptical 
shapes. The ends are covered by densely placed, oblique and transversal striations respectively. Striations 
on the back side run in oblique directions. One of the tips has broken off of the longer specimen in this 
pair. Even the curved edge of this latter specimen has transversal striations on it. Length: 14.3 cm, breadth:
1.4 cm, thickness: 0.3 cm. The end of the other, smaller specimen is also incomplete. Length: 12.7 cm, breadth: 
1.25 cm, thickness: 0.25 cm. (Plate 7/1 b).46
c. Fragments from the other pair o f limb plates: the upper end is missing while the bottom part is intact. Its 
inner side is chopped off, while the outer edge is rounded. The surface is curved. Dense, transversal striations 
cover the lower end, while they mn obliquely on the long edge. The back side is also covered by dense, 
predominantly oblique striations. This find has been restored from two pieces. Length: 18.9 cm, breadth: 1.4—
1.8 cm, thickness: 0.3 cm. (Plate 7/1 c).47
d. Additional fragments from limb plates have also survived. One of these, which was a narrow bone plate 
with a curved surface, was restored from two pieces. Dense striations run on its end obliquely as well as 
transversally. The back side is densely striated lengthwise. Length: 6.4 cm, breadth: 1.7 cm, thickness: 0.15 cm 
(Plate 7/Id). Another such piece, restored from four fragments, is similarly striated. Length: 9.5 cm, breadth:
1.9 cm, thickness: 0.3 cm (Plate 8/1 d). Either of these fragments may have belonged to the lost pair of bone 
limb plates from the bow (c). The two pieces, however, are “redundant”, since on the basis of their lengths and 
characteristic striations, neither of them could be the missing end fragment from the major pieces of the bone 
plates (a and c).48
2. a-b. Scattered remains o f a quiver:
a. Various fragments o f iron fittings from a quiver including a structural element from its side that broadened 
and was hooked (Length: 9.3 cm, breadth: 0.6—1.3 cm, thickness: 0.35 cm);49 one piece that broadened at its end 
(Length: 7.5 cm, breadth: 0.7-1.4 cm);50 51 three straight pieces of various sizes (Lengths: 6.1, 6.0, 2.7 cm); two 
iron bar fragments perforated by rivets (Length: 3.2 cm, breadth: 1.3 cm, thickness: 1 cm and length: 2.0 cm, 
breadth: 1.1 cm, thickness: 1.0 cm respectively); four pieces of bent iron bands of various sizes (Length:
2.5 cm, breadth: 1.5; length: 2.2 cm, breadth: 1.1 cm; and lengths: 1.7 cm and 1.6 cm); and one larger as well 
as ten small, amorphous lumps of iron. (Plate 8 /2a)f

45 Inv. No.: 90.5.76.
46 Inv. No.: 90.5.68.
47 Inv. No.: 90.5.75.
48 Inv. No.: 90.5.71.
49 Inv. No.: 90.5.69, 73.
50 Inv. No.: 90.5.69.
51 Inv. No.: 90.5.67,69, 72-73.
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b. A Fragment o f bone veneer from a lid that was restored from three pieces. Its surface is slightly convex 
and smooth with almost parallel edges. Both ends, however, are fragmented and incomplete. The back side is 
covered by dense, longitudinal striations. Length: 8.0 cm, breadth: 3.1 cm, thickness: 0.15 cm (Plate 8/2b).52
3. What is described as an iron disc on the basis of observations by Andrea Vaday, with four rivet holes and 
rivets. Only 2-3 fragments of this object of unknown function have survived. The first of these pieces is 
composed of iron plating formed in the shape o f three lobes. The surface is curved with one rivet at both 
comers and two rivets in the third section. This find has been restored from two fragments. Length: 5.4 cm, 
breadth: 4.3 cm, thickness: 0.45 cm. The second specimen is a crescent shaped iron plate fragment with one 
rivet in each of the two ends. Length: 4.6 cm, breadth: 3.6 cm, thickness: 0.3 cm. The third find is an iron 
fragment, similar to a the tip of a blade, with a rectangular hole cut near the fracture line. Length: 3.2 cm, 
breadth: 1.9 cm, thickness: 0.4 cm. (Plate 8/3).53 54
4. A  straight, single-edged iron knife, with a tang originating from the back of the blade. One or two rivets were 
identified in the comer of the blade fragment. Remains of wood may be detected on the tang, which has been 
broken off. Blade length: 8.7 cm, breadth: 1.7 cm, thickness: 0.5, and tang length: 3.9 cm, breadth: 0.4—1.3 cm. 
(Plate 8/4).™
5. A round, silver shirt collar fitting with a convex central section surrounded by a smooth band on the edge. 
This delicate piece of attire was perforated by two large, rough holes. There is a rivet in the middle of its back 
side. Diameter: 1.25 cm. (Plates 8/5, 15/3).55
6. A small, wrinkled and perforated trapezoidal bronze plate with one comer chopped off. It is of unknown 
function. Two holes are placed at two of its ends, one of them still has a rivet with a hammered head in it. 
Length: 3.9 cm, breadth: 2.7 cm, thickness: 0.05 cm. (Plate 8/6).56
7. An amorphous piece of iron slag. Dimensions: 4.0 by 3.2 cm.(Plate 8/7).57
8. The horse bones were moved only slightly from their original positions. The skull lay at a depth of 72 cm, 
with its palatal surface turned upwards. The long bones of the horse lay around the skull.
Inventory numbers of this entire grave assemblage: TSM 90.5.66-77.

Grave 16 (Feature 54; Plate 9): This was a wom an’s skeleton o f average preservation, laid in an 
extended supine position in a narrow grave w ith an oblong ground plan. This pit was relatively shallow 
in the middle and deeper at the two ends. Orientation: 81°, length: 170 cm, breadth: 33-48 cm, depth 
(measured at the skull, the femora and the bones of the feet respectively): 122-100-120 cm, length 
o f the skeleton: 148 cm. The skull was tilted to  the right and the chest region was disturbed by what 
looks like a crotovina. The bones of the left hand lay below the edge o f the pelvis.
Grave goods:
1. The right humerus o f a subadult pig, found near the central portion of the humerus of the deceased. Length:
10.1 cm.58
2. Two small edge fragments from a disc-shaped silver hair ornament were found on the outer side of the right 
humerus and bones of the forearm respectively. Recently these two tiny fragments have been restored into one 
piece. The edge of the resulting fragment is smooth, followed by a characteristic frame of fish-scale ornament 
separated from the interior by a dotted line. Two units of the fish-scale design have been preserved. They are

52 Inv. No.: 90.5.74.
53 Inv. No.: 90.5.70.
54 Inv. No.: 90.5.72.
55 Inv. No.: 90.5.77.
56 Inv. No.: 90.5.66.
57 Inv. No.: 90.5.73.
58 Inv. No.: 90.5.78.
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separated from each other by a band with transverse incisions. Length: 1.8 cm, breadth: 0.7 cm, thickness:
0. 05 cm. On the basis of the arc of the edge fragment, the approximate diameter of the disc can be estimated 
as 6.0-6.1 cm. (Plates 9/1, 15/4) .59

Grave 17 (Feature 55; Plate 9): This was a burial of an adult woman (?) with the skeleton laying 
in an extended supine position. The preservation of the human bones was to an average degree. The 
outline o f the grave could not be identified. Orientation: 105°, no data on depth could be gathered. 
Length o f the skeleton: 152 cm. The right forearm was bent onto the pelvic region. The “compressed” 
position o f this skeleton may be indicative o f the fact that the deceased had been tightly wrapped in 
a shroud prior to burial. The bones of the hands and feet could not be recovered.
Grave goods:
1. A bronze hair ring with a round cross-section was found under the right side of the skull. Diameter: 2.3-
2.5 cm, thickness: 0.15 cm. (Plate 9/1).60

Grave 18 (Feature 56; Plate 9-10): A partial equestrian burial of a female skeleton laying in an 
extended supine position. The preservation o f the human bones was to an average degree. The outline 
of the grave could not be identified. Orientation: 80°, no data on depth are available. Length o f  the 
skeleton: 149 cm. The chest region below the sternum and the area of the left forearm were disturbed 
by a crotovina. The bones of the hands and feet could only be partially recovered. The preservation 
of the right ilium was worse than that o f the rest of the skeleton.
Grave goods:
1. a-b. Two elliptical shirt collar fittings cut out from silver plating were found on the sternum and in the 
middle of the left chest respectively. Their surfaces are concave with two tiny attachment holes at each of the 
two ends. Their edges are slightly fragmented. Length: 3.5 cm, breadth: 1.5 cm, thickness: 0.01, and length: 
2.65 cm, breadth: 1.5 cm, thickness: 0.01 cm. (Plates 9/5a-b, 7 5/9-70).61
2. a-b. An oblong-shaped shirt collar fitting, cut out from a silver plate, with a ridged convex surface and four 
small attachment holes at the four comers. Length: 2.95 cm, breadth: 1.6 cm, thickness: 0.01 cm. Another short, 
flat, narrow silver band with small attachment holes at both ends was found under a stirrup. This has been 
restored by mounting its fragments on the surface of a special paper, Length: 2.6 cm, breadth: 1.8 cm. (Plates 
10/6a-b, 15/6, 15/8).62
3. A cast bronze button with a suspension loop was found on the right side of the chest. Its spherical body is 
connected to the round suspension loop with two small, ridged rings. Height: 1.65, diameter: 1.1 cm. (Plates 
10/7, 15/5).63
4. a-b. Two thickly cast, rectangular silver fittings from a woman’s caftan or belt were found under the 
aforementioned silver plate (2.a), one of them in an upright position. They were gilded in the deeper parts of the 
relief decoration. In anatomical terms, they were found by the vertebral column, above the pelvic region. These 
two fittings were not cast in the same mold, but are very similar. Their surface decorations are composed of 
four pointed leaf patterns that originate in the hollow double inner ring of the fitting. The leaf pattem is heavily 
framed with flat and convex surfaces. Four round, convex decorative elements are placed between the leaf 
ornaments. Their curved outer sides evenly divide the outer edge of the rectangular fittings. Attachment loops

59 Inv. No.: 90.5.79.
60 Inv. No.: 90.5.80.
61 Inv. No.: 90.5.86-87.
62 Inv. No.: 90.5.98, 102.
63 Inv. No.: 90.5.85.
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are present on the back side of the fittings, in the form of small rivets that were bent back. Breadth: 2.3 cm, 
thickness: 0.2 cm. (Plates 10/8a-b, 15/11-12) f 4
5. A small, brownish glass bead with a segmented truncated conical shape was found under the skull. Height: 
0.55, diameter: 0.5 cm. (Plate 10/10).65
6. A gilded silver single sphere pendant was found at the upper end of the right clavicle. A large hollow metal 
bead with a turned elliptical (that is ovoid) shape was put on the relatively large and thick ring with a round 
cross-section. This hollow bead was made from two ovoid silver plates with half-egg shapes, whose edges were 
soldered to a wire reminiscent of a fine string of beads and then to each other. The two ends of the bead were 
also bordered with the same beaded type of wire. Then the bead was put onto the ring in a way that the two 
open ends of the latter were hidden inside the bead. Finally, the edges with the beaded wire were fastened onto 
the ring through soldering. The surface of the bead is gilded. Diameter of the ring: 3.7 cm, thickness: 0.4 cm, 
length of the sphere: 2.1 cm, diameter at the rings: 0.45-1.65 cm. (Plates 10/9, 15/7).66
7. The fragments (of a subsequently restored) metal band with a narrowing shape and curled-up ends that 
decorated the cuffs of a caftan, breadth: 2 cm. These fragments were discovered in the region of the left wrist 
and (probably removed from their original position) of the pubis. Leather remains penneated with bronze 
patina were also found in the wrist area. (Plates 10/11, 15/14).67
8. The piece of iron found between the left humerus and the chest region is probably not the fragment of a major 
object, but a small triangular piece of iron plate, whose function could not be reconstructed. There are traces of 
textile on both sides of this small plate. Height: 1.9 cm, breadth: 1.9 cm, thickness: 0.3 cm. (Plate 10/17).68
9. An iron awl was discovered on the outer side o f the left femur, near the grave’s edge. This flat tool thins 
gradually toward the tip. The tip itself has an elliptical cross-section, while the tang is flat and covered with the 
remains of wood. Length: 5.3 cm, breadth: 1.8 cm, thickness: 0.7 cm. (Plate 9/4).69
10. A horse’s skull lay near the left foot and extended toward the foot of the grave pit. Its oral section was 
oriented toward the knee o f the deceased. On the basis of the grave’s ground plan, the bones from the feet of the 
horse, which had been cut off, lay under and in front of the animal’s skull.
11. The fragments of a “fan” shaped stirrup were found under the horse skull, on the left tibia of the deceased. 
The pieces found here were of sufficient number for the reconstruction of the stirrup’s major section spanning 
between the sole and the suspension loop. The suspension loop had a trapezoidal shape, the bow is broad and 
flat and the sole was reinforced by three ridges running lengthwise along it. Height: 17.4, bow breadth: 2.1, sole 
breadth: 3.8 cm. A stirrup bow fragment with the end section of the sole was also found here. Length: 10.3 cm, 
breadth: 2.3 cm. (Plate 9/1).10
12. An iron bit was found to the right of the horse’s skull, near the grave’s edge. Its surviving pieces include 
both end fragments with remains of the two rusty, ringed cheek bits and the mouthpiece. Length: 5.4 cm, 
diameter of the ring: 4.7 cm, length of the iron mouthpiece: 6.6 cm. (Plate 9/2) f
13. An iron saddle strap buckle with a trapezoidal shape was found under the horse’s skull. It has been restored 
and reconstructed by supplementing the missing parts. Length: 5.3 cm, breadth: 4.2 cm, thickness: 0.8 cm. 
(Plate 9/3).12

6 4 Inv. No.: 90.5.89-90.
6 5 Inv. No.: 90.5.99.
6 6 Inv. No.: 90.5.84.
6 7 Inv. No.: 90.5. 92.
6 8 Inv. No.: 90.5.95.
6 9 Inv. No.: 90.5.82.
7 0 Inv. No.: 90.5.105, 94.
7 1 Inv. No.: 90.5.104, 106.
7 2 Inv. No.: 90.5.91, 97.
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14. A small, narrow, curved bronze plate with an attachment hole at one end was found a small distance from 
the outer side of the horse skull, in the proximity of the bones from the animal’s feet. It had been broken into 
tiny pieces. Only a small piece of leather was found in another bag, labeled “bronze plate fragment”.73
15. The right humerus o f a young sheep was found between the skull and the iron fragment (16). Length: 
11.8 cm.74
16. The fragment of a small iron rod with a more or less round cross-section was found to the outer side o f the 
sheep bone. The function of this piece of iron is unknown. Length: 3.1 cm, diameter: 0.5 cm. (Plate 10/16) .75
17. Six small fragments o f iron with non-identifiable functions were found in the grave’s fill below the skeleton. 
They have band and spike shapes respectively. (Plate 10/18) .76
18. A wooden knife of unknown function in a sheath decorated with silver plate was discovered under the 
right clavicle and scapula. The handle of the knife, carved from wood, had an elliptical cross-section. Its side 
was covered by a bronze plate, fastened by three bronze rivets. The end of the handle is not covered by the 
bronze sheet, and stands freely. The uppermost rivet is so closely located to the handle, that the edge of the 
bronze plate broke through here and the end of the handle was damaged as well. This indicates that the handle 
was not any longer, even during the time of the knife’s use. The blade narrows evenly and ends in a normal 
point, while there is a round hole at is other end, near the top of the handle, almost at the bottom of the blade. 
A fastening rivet once fit into this hole. Length: 7.3, handle length: 2.4 cm, breadth: 1.1 cm, thickness: 0.4. 
Blade dimensions: length: 4.9 cm, breadth: 0.8 cm, thickness: 0.3-0.1 cm. The sheath was a case carved from 
the wood of an aspen tree,77 originally glued together from its two separate longitudinal halves. The two halves 
were only hollowed out enough to make a sufficiently spacious groove for the knife blade. The bottom part 
of the sheath, however, is formed by two solid pieces of wood attached to each other. The wooden sheath was 
covered with a thin silver plate up to its mouth, so that one of its edges was folded over the other along the back 
side of the sheath, then possibly fastened by gluing (?). Following this, three rings were soldered directly onto 
the sheath without underplates.78 These rings were each composed of a pair of silver wires with a third, wavy 
piece of silver wire applied between them. This combination looks like imitation filigree work. The sheath was 
then closed off at the tip with an elliptical piece of silver plate soldered onto it. The two diagonal points o f the 
mouth section were perforated. In these holes, as well as the aforementioned opening carved for the knife’s 
blade, a silver wire pin with a ring at its end was inserted, which prevented the knife from slipping out o f the 
sheath. It is possible that, since no remains of a fine chain were recovered, this pin hung on a thin thread or strap 
to make sure that it would not be lost. At this point it seems that, when the blade is in an appropriate position, 
the handle’s riveted back side seems to fit into the elongated, unbroken front piece of the sheath. Sheath length:
12.5 cm, breadth: 1.35-0.95 cm, thickness: 0.9-0.65 cm, dimensions of the filigree decorated rings: 1.5 x
1.1 cm, breadth: 0.4, and 1.4 x 0.95 cm, breadth: 0.35, sheath end dimensions: 1.05 x 0.85 cm, breadth: 0.4 cm. 
Length of the pin: 1.7 cm, breadth: 0.5 cm, thickness: 0.1 cm.

Wearing a wooden knife, fastened with the aforementioned pin into the sheath with no suspension loop, 
can be best imagined with the help of strapping of some sort.79 Fortunately, the leather case in which this knife

73 Inv. No.: 90.5.101, 103.
74 Inv. No.: 90.5.83.
75 Inv. No.: 90.5.81.
76 Inv. No.: 90.5.100.
77 The identification of wood remains was carried out by Károly Babos (Faculty of Natural Sciences, Loránd 

Eötvös University).
78 It is possible that there were several rings on this sheath, however they have been lost. The former 

presence of two additional rings is vaguely observable in the form of a pale imprint on the leather case 
{Plate 15/13).

79 This solution was suggested by László (1978), 191-193,193: fig. 7-9. A similar arrangement may be seen on 
the knife sheath found in Grave 1 in Burial Niche I in the disturbed, 8th-9 th century cemetery excavated in the
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had been carried around is also well preserved. The curve of the sheath’s body can be clearly recognized on 
both pieces of leather. One of them has the imprint of the two upper rings, the other of the lowermost ring 
{Plate 15/13). The latter piece also showed a section where the leather case was bent back onto itself, and 
possibly the imprints of two additional rings that were not preserved in the deposit. There were also pieces of 
textile preserved on the metal parts of the sheath at the time of recovery. It is likely that the leather case was not 
so tight that it would have made pulling the sheath out of it impossible.

The present state of this object is the result of brilliantly executed work by Ms. Éva Somlósi, head of 
the restoration department at the Archaeological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. She first 
took this heavily fragmented find apart and then reassembled and supplemented its parts. Naturally, she also 
deserves credit for the discovery of the surviving remains of the wooden knife during the restoration of the 
sheath. (Plates 10/14. 15/13, 16/1)3°

Inventory numbers of the entire grave assemblage: TSM 90.5.81-106.

7.2.2. Stray find (Feature 30; Plate 10/1):

A bone handle plate from  a bow was discovered in Square V at a depth of 90 cm. Its convex outer 
surface was decorated w ith two rows o f deeply incised dot-and-circle patterns. The lower third is 
covered by transverse striations, while the back side is densely striated in a longitudinal direction. 
Length: 8.4 cm, breadth: 3.4 cm, thickness: 0.3 cm. (Plate 10/1).8'

7.3. Burial custom s and grave goods

7.3.1. Burial custom s

The soil discoloration o f  only three o f the graves (Graves 9, 13 and 16) could be observed at this 
section of the cemetery that was comprised o f  a total of 18 burials. All three of these had a rounded 
oblong shape, although one of them (Grave 13) broadened slightly toward the head o f the deceased. 
According to our observations, one of the pits (Grave 16) was shallowest in the middle and became 
increasingly deep toward both ends. In the absence of grave pits or visible spots on the excavation 
surface, the orientation o f  the skeletons was indicated on the cemetery’s site plan. There was a 
relatively small degree o f  deviation in orientation (with maximum values of 63° and 105° degrees). 
The orientation of most o f  the skeletons, however, fell within the narrower range o f 80° to 94°. These 
values, with great probability, correspond to a west-east orientation. The depths o f the grave pits 
varied between 45 and 142 cm. No characteristic differences could be recognized between the depths 
of graves in which adult men and women w ere buried. Naturally, children’s graves were shallower.

On the basis of undisturbed skeletons and observable skeletal remains it may be said that the 
majority of people were buried lying in an extended, supine position. The few exceptions include 80 81

Sulahor Chasm near the village of Chasaut, on the terrace called Moscevaja Balka, formed at the confluence 
between Moscevaja Creek, and the Bolsaja Laba River (one of the left bank tributaries of the Kuban River; 
Psebajskij raj, Karacaevo-Cerkesskaja AR, CIS): lerusalimskaja (1996), 99-101, 139, 312: Nr. Vl/16, 341 
and Plate XII: fig. 26. In many cases, the handle of the knife did not stick out of the sheath. The straps in 
which the sheath was bundled had to be untied before the knife itself could be pulled out: ibid. 100.

80 Inv. No.: 90.5.96.
81 Inv. No.: 90.5.50. This bone plate, in all probability, belonged to a similar fragment recovered from Grave 

8. Since no adjoining fragmentation surfaces could be recognized though, its location was not marked by 
the excavator on the site plan. Thus, in the absence of a direct link with Grave 8, this piece was regarded a 
stray find here.
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skeletons whose right forearm (Graves 12 and 17) or both forearms (Grave 8) are bent. In one burial 
(Grave 2), the legs of the deceased were in a crossed position. These special positions were m ostly 
observed in m en’s graves (Graves 2, 8, 12; 7:?). In one case (Grave 17) it may be hypothesized 
that the body was wrapped in a shroud prior to burial. Perhaps a similar treatment is behind the 
phenomenon where the bones o f the forearm were found under the ilium (Graves 13, 16).

Equestrian burials were observed in three graves. Horse bones left in the animal’s hide were 
placed over the right lower leg o f a man (Grave 1) in a way that the skull remained on the leg itself, 
while bones from the horse’s feet lay around the human leg. Evidence of a possibly similar mortuary 
rite was observed in the burial o f another man (Grave 15), since the upside-down horse skull and 
the scattered foot bones of the animal were found in the foot end o f this highly disturbed grave. This 
similarity seems valid in the case o f one of the women’s burials as well (Grave 18). In this burial, the 
horse’s foot bone also occurred at the foot of the grave (near the woman’s left foot) and the bundle o f 
horse hide with the skull in it was placed above them. Here it must again be mentioned that the dog’s 
skeleton found in the proximity o f the human remains in the completely destroyed Grave 5 could not 
be considered part of that burial.

The majority o f burials in this cemetery were disturbed (Graves 2-7, 9-11, 14-15). In the case 
o f shallow graves, especially those o f children’s burials (Graves 4, 6-7, 10, 14) such destruction may 
be explained by tillage or even by recent excavation activity. In the case of deeper burials, however, 
the time of the disturbances can be most difficult to appraise. The authors could not, in fact, reach 
a consensus on this question. László Kovács tended to reject the possibility o f contemporaneous 
looting as a possible explanation,82 while Andrea Vaday argued for the probability o f this alternative 
(c.f. Graves 5, 15).83

7.3.2. Grave goods

Surprisingly, grave goods were found in two thirds (12 o f a total of 18 cases) o f these otherwise 
modest burials. This ratio o f 66.7% may be considered high.84

Grave goods were found in all the men’s burials (Graves 1-2, 8, 11-12, 13, 15), in spite o f  the 
fact that three o f them (Graves 2, 11, 15) had been disturbed. The majority of women were also 
accompanied by some sort o f an object made from lasting materials (16, 17?, 18). Although one o f 
the women’s burials (Grave 5) was also heavily disturbed, it was another, slightly disturbed grave 
(Grave 3) that had had no grave furnishings at all. In contrast to these data, only one (Grave 14) o f

82 It is unlikely that the skull would have been taken out of Grave 2 at a depth of 104 cm for ritual purposes. 
Bones of the lower left leg as well as the skeleton’s pelvic region should also have been disturbed as the 
looters were searching for the (otherwise very modest!) grave goods. It is impossible to say anything 
about the human femora left in Grave 3, a 70 cm deep burial that was indicated by no discoloration on 
the surface. The empty Feature (grave?) 9 and Grave 10, that turned out to have been a sporadic find, are 
similarly difficult to interpret. On the other hand, in the case of the jumbled skeleton without a skull, found 
in Grave 15, the possibility of contemporaneous looting cannot be mied out.

83 In the case of Grave 5, she observed the vague outline of a darker soil discoloration relative to the surrounding 
earth, which was indicative of a higher humus content. This discoloration completely interfered with that 
of the burial. Within the discoloration, however, sherds from a thin-walled 16th— 17th century red pot with 
paint poured on it were found. In the case of Grave 15, traces of investigative digging were also evident, 
which shows that some sort of grave marking must have been still visible at the time of the looting. 
Namely, the shaft dug by the robbers started northwest of the pit and was detected directly under the plow 
zone. It ran in a width of approximately 3 m, and reached the grave’s short end on the western side.

84 c. f. Kovács (1986), 221: Footnote 5.
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the five children’s burials (Graves 4, 6-7, 10) contained grave goods. Finally, the empty pit identified 
as Grave 9, could not be evaluated from this point of view.

A total of 28 types of objects were found in these graves.85 The composition of the list of artifacts 
recovered is surprisingly lacking, due to the small number o f burials and the high frequency of 
disturbed graves. Even if the artifact inventory characteristic of nobility is discounted in this case, 
the complete absence o f steel, flint, bracelets and finger rings as well as the extremely sporadic 
occurrence o f hair rings, beads etc. is conspicuous.

Among the men’s burials (Graves 1-2, 8, 11-12, 13?, 15), the assemblages of artifacts from the 
two mounted archers (Graves 1, 15) deserve particular attention. Their weaponry contained bows 
with two different sets of bone plates,86 quivers,87 and a few arrows. One o f these graves (Grave 1) 
also included elements of riding equipment such as a pair o f stirrups, a bit, the buckle from a saddle 
strap and a small iron buckle possibly associated with the rest of the horse’s harness. Two other 
archers (Graves 8, 11) were buried without riding equipment, while a fourth man (Grave 12) was 
interred with no weapons, but harness elements turned up in his burial. A fifth man (Grave 13) had a 
knife and an iron buckle. Finally, the sixth m an (Grave 2) had nothing but an iron knife placed in his 
grave. All aforementioned artifacts belong to common types. Only the pair o f stirrups recovered from 
Grave 1 deserves special attention. They m ust have had a shouldered, trapezoidal shape, a shape of 
typochronological dating value.88 Iron knives were an everyday object. The only surprising aspect is 
that an unusually high number, two or perhaps even four such artifacts were found in Grave 1. The 
reason for this is unknown and the position o f  these knives within the grave offered no grounds for 
explanation, either. Two of these pieces o f iron were found under the horse’s skull, while the third 
and fourth originate from unrecorded locations. Moreover, the two latter specimens may also have 
been fragments from the same pair of iron tweezers. On the other hand, in all observed cases, the 
knives lay on the right side o f the body in the grave, either near the knee (Grave 2), on the pelvis 
(Grave 12) or partially under the pelvis (Grave 13). Perhaps a similar intention explains the position 
of the two pieces found under the horse’s skull which actually lay along the lower right leg of the 
person buried in Grave 1. Additional tools include two carved and polished bone points (Grave 1), 
which may be regarded as awls. This type o f  perforator, however, is usually made o f iron.

85 These included the following: bows, arrowheads, quivers, pairs of stirrups, bits, a buckle from a saddle 
strap, a small iron buckle, an iron knife/tweezers, an iron knife in a sheath with silver plating, an iron awl, 
bone awls, silver dress fittings, silver shirt collar fittings (gilded silver, round collar fitting; silver, round 
collar fitting), two silver plate collar fittings, two small silver plates, a bronze button with suspension loop, 
two silver fittings from a caftan or belt, a bronze hair ring, a gilded silver earring with a single sphere, a 
glass bead, a fragment of a round silver hair ornament, a neck ring, silver bracelets from burial attire, an 
iron disc, metal fragments (tiny pieces of a bronze plate, an iron plate and an iron rod), animal bones (bird 
bones, a sheep bone and a pig bone) and iron slag.

86 The bone limb plates recovered from Grave 1 had a largely even width, while the handle plates had a 
pointed, ovoid shape. Limb splints recovered from Grave 15, on the other hand, were narrow and only their 
last third broadened somewhat. The pair of handle plates, in this case, had an almost trapezoidal shape. It 
is possible that the different forms of plate sets were required by the different sizes of bows which they 
reinforced, c.f. Révész (1996), 153-154, 156: fig. 85. In relation to the plates found in Grave 15 see also 
Révész (1996), 320: Plate 97: 1-5.

87 Quivers actually were evaluated in the form of amorphous iron fragments, since no in situ observations are 
available concerning their original positions. These small pieces not only failed to contribute to ongoing 
attempts of quiver reconstruction (c.f. Révész (1996), 169-175), but even their identification as quiver 
fragments often remains an open question.

88 See Kovács (1986a), 112—113; Kovács (1986b) 221-223 concerning the dating of trapezoidal stirrups to 
the second half of the 10th century A.D..
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It is interesting that two decorative pieces of female attire were found in two o f the m en’s graves. 
One of them was found in the region of the sternum (Grave 1). This piece was a pressed silver dress 
fitting.89 The other such burial (Grave 15) contained a worn, round silver collar fitting. In this latter 
case, the plate was perforated at two spots, where the original attachment loops had broken off. 
The presence of these ornamental artifacts may at best be explained as “farewell” presents added 
to the grave furnishings. Some sort o f an iron disc was found in another man’s disturbed burial 
(Grave 15), so there was no hope for interpretation through its location. The excavator observed four 
holes and four rivets on this artifact. The fragments currently available for study do not permit the 
reconstruction of either the original size or the possible function of this object.90 Similarly, aside from 
a brief mention, little can be said of the small bronze plate and the iron slag found here (Grave 15). 
Finally, while the non-identifiable bird bones can be considered remains o f food included among the 
grave goods (Graves 1-2), the mandible fragment of a sheep is more difficult to interpret (Grave 8).

Three o f the four wom en’s skeletons recovered (5, 16, 112, 18) were characterized by the scarcity 
of grave goods. In at least one case (Grave 5) this may be explained due to looting, here only one 
of the nearly heart-shaped, gilded silver collar fittings survived. A small piece o f metal plating was 
preserved next to the skeleton of a woman in the undisturbed Grave 16. This piece may be interpreted 
as the edge fragment o f a gilded silver disc-shaped hair ornament. It is however, not possible to 
determine why it was placed in the grave in this fragmentary state. Another undisturbed burial (Grave 
17) contained a skeleton, believed to be that of a woman on the basis o f its small stature. A bronze 
hair-ring, one of the most commonly found pieces o f jewelry, was found along with the skeleton 
here.

The only burial of notable significance in this partially excavated cemetery was a woman’s partial 
equestrian burial (Grave 18). Even in this case, however, it was not the find assemblage but a single 
artifact that deserves special attention. Most grave goods in this burial were nothing special. They 
included harness elements such as a single fan-shaped stirrup, a bit and a trapezoidal-shaped saddle 
strap buckle laying near the woman’s left foot, next to and below the horse skull placed on the bones 
of the horse’s foot. It is possible that a small bronze disc and a few additional bronze fragments also 
originated from the horse’s harness. O f the other implements possibly used during this woman’s life, 
only an iron awl was placed in the grave. Not even the remains of her attire looked like anything special. 
None of the clothing ornaments were represented by full sets. The collar o f her shirt was decorated 
with two fittings cut out o f silver plates. Only two small additional fittings were sewn onto the chest 
part of her dress, which was closed by a solid bronze button with an attachment loop (?).91 Only two 
rectangular gilded silver fittings survived from the metal parts of her belt set (even the buckle was 
missing).92 Moreover, the jewelry of this woman also showed a somewhat asymmetric picture. The 
single spherical, almost undecorated gilded silver pendant must originate from the Byzantine cultural

89 The fragile pressed rosette made from thin silver plates may be considered a widely used caftan ornament. 
It may be hypothesized that this type of ornament was used by women of high status in the middle strata of 
society: Bálint (1991), 136, 139: Nr. 2.4, 263. and 135: Plate XLIV: 5, 24: Plate II: 1M, 102: fig. 26, 139: 
fig. 38, 228: Plate LVIIa: 30-33; Fodor et al. (1996), 246: fig. 2, 346: fig. 3M, 386: fig. 2-3, 442: fig. 1: 2.

90 It could hardly be brought into connection with chest ornaments discarded by Hungarians fleeing from the 
Merseburg battlefield in AD 933: Liudprand: Antapodosis II. 31, c.f. Györffy (1986) 231; Kovács (1996) 94.

91 For similar specimens see also Révész (1996), 96.
92 With the exception of one specimen from the Upper Tisza Region and another from Transdanubia, these 

artifacts (probably women’s belt fittings) originate from graves dated to the Period of the Hungarian 
Conquest in Southern Hungary: Bálint (1991), 139: Nr. 2.7, 264 and 141: Plate XLVII: 2, 64: Plate XVII: 
1, 72: fig. 19, 142: fig. 40, 228: Plate LVIIa: 13-16, 240: Plate LXIIa: 12; Fodor et al. (1996), 210, 223: 
fig. 8, 299: fig. 1,343: fig. 1-2.
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sphere93 and is very rare in Hungarian materials dated to the 10th century.94 However, convincing

93 Since the hollow metal beads of 10th century pendants usually cover the ends of the ring itself, this pendant 
could not have been used as earrings, not only due to their size, weight and thick ring, but also as a result of 
its closed structure. Therefore it could only have served as an ornament placed on a woman’s head gear or 
as part of the hair-do. At most, the fine chain linking such pieces was replaced by a string of beads, c.f. Kiss 
(1983a); Kiss (1983)107; Schulze (1984) 331: fig. 7. Open forms may have been used as earrings, c.f. Miletic 
(1967) Plate X: Grave 23. Smaller specimens with clasp systems may also be found. Even these latter occur 
in two forms. On these pieces the movement of the hollow bead was either limited by a sharper angle in the 
ring’s shape or a single loop formed on the ring. In this latter case, the other end of the ring joined this loop the 
same way as may be seen on fibula brooches. A related technical solution is when the hollow bead is placed 
between two loops on the ring: Miletic (1967) Plate VIII: Grave 21, ill. Plate XIV: Grave 44 etc.

94 According to Jos ip Korosec this type occurs frequently in 9th -10th century A.D. Dalmatia, and they have 
occurred in Avar materials since the period of transition to the Bijelo-Brdo culture. On the other hand, they 
are rare in the Bijelo-Brdo culture (that is in the cemeteries associated with commoners in Hungary) itself: 
Korosec (1952) 286. Béla Szőke has pointed out that Josip Korosec had mis-classified triple-spherical 
pendants from the Tokaj region (BAZ) within this group. Although he subsequently referred to the Gimba§ 
(jud. Alba, ROM, previously Marosgombás, Alsó-Fehér County) grave from the Period of the Hungarian 
Conquest, he hypothesized that in this case an Avar pendant had been mixed into the Hungarian material. 
Moreover, he mentioned the pendant from Grave 4 in the 11th— 14th century A.D. churchyard at Subotica 
(opst. Subotica, SRB previously Szabadka, Bács-Bodrog County)-Nosza (Nosa) Hinga-domb as a 
characteristic example of jewelry classified as broken silver, Group XV in the system developed by Roman 
Jakimowicz. These specimens are typical of the area east of the Caspian Sea (the place of origin for Kufic 
coins and its neighborhood): Szőke (1962) 51: Nr. 1, Plate X: 6. He summarized his opinion as follows: 
“...there are no certain data to show whether pendant rings decorated with a single spherical bead were 
in fashion among the commoners of the conquering Hungarians. Their geographical distribution includes 
a broad area and their recurring fashion also spanned a long time interval. This is probably all related to 
the influence Byzantine goldsmithery had on the Middle East and the Mediterranean Region. However, it 
is also possible that this type of jewelry has an even more far reaching tradition among steppe peoples”.: 
Szőke{ 1962)51.
Meanwhile, it has been confirmed that the form of undecorated specimens had occurred already during 
the Avar Period and is probably of Byzantine origin: Kiss (1983a) 108-110, and the time span of use for 
this type has also been broadened. For example, according to the opinion of Dusán Jelovina, based on the 
meticulous academic-historical review of the antecedents of this type of pendant with one or three spheres 
„hatte... seine Blütezeit im IX. Jh, seinen Schwerpunkt im X. Jh. und die Möglichkeit weiteren bestehens 
in XI. Jh.”: Jelovina (1976), 171. In light of this information, as well as on the basis of the specimen 
recovered from Grave 18 at Örménykút, one should revise the opinion of Béla Miklós Szőke regarding the 
pair of pendants from Marosgombás (ROM). Undoubtedly, the best parallels to the Marosgombás pendants 
originate from the Avar Period, and they were discussed as such by Gábor Kiss: c.f. Kiss (1983a) 101, 
103: fig. 2: 11; Nevertheless, it is rather the 10th century A.D. parallels that should be considered. Some of 
the Slavic sites where pendants with a single sphere and small rings occurred include: Gomjenica (opst. 
Prijedor, BH)-Polje/Baltine Bare: cemetery with 246 burials, in Grave 141 dated to the second half of the 
10th and the first decades of the 11th century. Among the grave goods in this woman’s burial (that included 
a bronze rattle and a bronze pendant with filigree decoration), there was a pair of pendants with thin rings 
of approximately 2.6 cm diameter: Miletic (1967), 99, Plate XX: Grave 141.
In Grave 108 of the ancient Croatian cemetery, dated between the middle of the 9th to the 11th century at 
Gorice (opst. Nova Gradiska, CRO)-Strance (Total number of burials: 320), the grave goods of a woman 
(?) included the following: a pair of pendants that were made of one large, elongated pendant and a pair 
of smaller hollow metal beads on a thin ring, a bronze finger ring, as well as a pair of thin-ringed pendants 
thatwere3cm diameter: Cetinic (1989), 131, 131: fig. 2: 3-4.
From the viewpoint of the topic under discussion here, it is even more important that a small silver specimen 
was found among the grave goods of a child in Grave 1 at Tvrdosovce, (okr. Nővé Zámky, Nitriansky 
kraj, SLK previously Tardoskedd, Nitra County). The grave furnishings in this child’s burial were dated 
by a Samanid Dirham issued by Emir Nasr ibn Ahmed (301-331H = 914—943). Diameter: 1.4 cm: Tocik
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parallels to this artifact are known from the Balkans.* 95 On the other hand, aside from this earring only 
a small glass bead formed the rest of the jewelry. The two fragmented but restored silver bands with 
narrowing shapes and curled-up ends perhaps once decorated the broad cuffs o f her caftan.96 She was 
given a piece o f mutton for her final journey (while another member o f her generation [Grave 16] 
received pork) as is shown by the evidence o f the bones recovered.

A unique piece among the grave goods of this burial was the wooden knife kept in a silver- 
coated sheath that was found under the right clavicle and scapula, or in other words not in any w ay 
in the location where the object would be used, next to the pelvis.97 As far as the authors know, this

(1992) 166, 166: fig. 112: 6; Kovács (1989) 68: Nr. CXXVI. 372. On the basis of its 10th century non- 
Hungarian parallels, it is not necessary to consider the pair of gilded silver pendants that had diameters 
of approximately 2 cm and thick rings from Marosgombás - Roska (1936) 164—166, 167: fig. 2: 1,3;  
László (1943) Plate XI: 13-14 - as an example of Avar jewelry put to secondary use. Connections between 
the two burials are further reconfirmed by the fact that, similar to the Marosgombás find assemblage, a 
button with a suspension loop, a woman’s belt mount and an iron awl were also found (in addition to the 
aforementioned pair of gilded silver pendants) in Grave 18 at Örménykút.
On the other hand, another parallel from Szabadka-Nosza should not be regarded as a valid analogy due 
to its differing manufacturing technique and decoration, c.f. Stanojev (1989) 72: 4 (Grave 4/48), 80: fig. 
379-380, 79: 137 (Grave 119/49), 83: fig. 428. In our opinion, the original publication does not support 
the definition of Group XV of broken silver as established by Béla Szőke, c.f. Jakimowicz (1931) 263—264, 
Plate IV: Gr. XV.
Finally, a silver pendant dated to the 9th-10th century from Grave 4 at the partially excavated (13 burials) 
Bashkir/Volga Bulgarian cemetery of Kusulevo (Djurtjulinskij raj, Baskirskaja AR, CIS) was published by 
Erdélyi (1959), 183, 184: fig. 4, 186: fig. 8: a; Érdeli (1961) 317, 314: fig. 5,318: fig. 9: a (in fact, on the 
right side), this specimen, however, may also be of significantly later origins, c.f. Pletneva (1981), 261: 
Plate 84: 6-7.

95 Some undecorated contemporaneous specimens include finds from the following cemeteries: Gomjenica 
(BH)-Polje/Baltine Bare (on the cemetery see also Footnote 94.): among the grave goods added to the 
woman buried in Grave 6 2 - 2  bronze hair rings, 1 teardrop-shaped bronze ring and an iron knife - a pair 
of smaller but similar earrings decorated with hollow metal beads were found. Dimensions: 4.5 by 3.7 cm, 
and 3.5 by 3.2 cm respectively: Miletic (1967) 91, Plate XV: Grave 62. Among the grave goods of a woman 
placed into Grave 154 -  a silver ring ending in an S-shape, a gilded bronze “headed” ring with imitation 
filigree decoration, a bronze finger ring — were two large, spherical pendants. They were decorated with 
hollow metal beads of almost identical sizes and forms, although the diameters of their rings are 5.0 
and 4.9 cm respectively: Miletic (1967) 100, Plate XXIV: Grave 154. Among the grave goods added 
to the woman buried in Grave 216 -  three cast bronze grape cluster earrings, each decorated with two 
pairs of beaded wreaths, two bronze hair rings (one of them with a bead strung on it), a teardrop-shaped 
bronze ring and bronze finger ring -  there was a similar pair of pendants, each decorated with a slightly 
elongated, gilded bronze hollow metal bead. Dimensions: 4.2 by 4.0 cm and 3.6 by 3.5 cm respectively: 
Miletic (1967) 107, Plate XXVIII: Grave 216. Additional references to sites relevant to the Dalmatian- 
Croatian and ancient Croatian origins include: Miletic (1967) 119-121, 148-149; Jelovina (1976), 97- 
99, 173-174, Plate XV: 12-14, Plate XXXVII: 7; Plate XLV: 2-3, Plate XLVI: 3^4, Plate XLIX: 7-8, 
Plate LX: 6-7, 9-14, Plate LXII: 17-18, Plate LXX: 5-6, Plate LXXXV: 16, Plate LXXXVI: 1-2, 4-5, 
7-8, Plate LXXXIX: 5-7; Korosec (1979) I: 198-199, II: Plate 33: 4. f-g, Plate 83: 1 (?), 3 (?), 6, Plate 84: 
3. a; Juric (1986) 267-270, 287, 269: Plate VI: 8-10. No parallels are listed here, in which spherical beads 
were made from two fine metal plates, e.g. Jelovina (1976), Plate XLIII: 5-6, Plate LXV: 4, Plate LXXXV: 
15, Plate LXXXIX: 4, 8; Marjanovic-Vujovié (1984) 37, 81, 81: fig. 167, Plate XIV: 221. Grave 1; Later 
specimens from the 12th to 14th century have not been discussed either.

96 c. f. Révész (1996), 96-97.
97 At the 1,130 grave 10th—11th century commoners’ cemetery in Majs (Ba)-Udvari rétek, iron knives were 

found in 3 7 graves, 7 2% of these were for men, 11 % women and 16% children. Of these, 20 were found on 
the left side of the pelvis and 9 on the right. It was conspicuous that of the 4 woman’s graves, only in one 
case (grave 239) was the knife more or less in the location where it would be worn, under the pelvis. In the
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type of specimen has not yet been found in 10th- !  1th century Hungarian assemblages. Not even 
eastern European parallels are known for the wooden knife blades,98 and consequently analogues are 
also missing to the pin system that fastened the blade in the sheath and the separate leather case in 
which the wooden knife was kept. According to the evidence o f the decorated sheath, this wooden 
knife with a short handle was held in great esteem. However, since such a short handle must have 
been quite awkward to hold onto,99 the function of this wooden knife can only be hypothesized. On 
the basis of its fine shape and small size, it is possible to imagine that this implement served as a 
makeup device, for example in spreading facial creams. On the other hand a real knife-like, ritual use 
cannot be ruled out either, although the shortness of the handle seems to contradict practical use in 
the first place. Still, the possibility o f such a use may be hypothesized on the basis o f a ritual taboo 
observed by the Ob-Ugrians, according to which “fish caught in the Holy River can be cleaned only 
by using a wooden knife”.100 Finally, an additional interpretation is worth considering. It is possible 
that originally an iron knife with a sim ilarly decorated handle belonged to the sheath. By the time 
o f  the burial, however, it may have been replaced by the wooden knife out of necessity or for ritual 
reasons.

Surprisingly, it is possible to find analogies to the object associated with this latter hypothesis, that 
is, iron knives with similarly ornamented sheaths, especially from largely contemporaneous eastern 
European and most interestingly Finno-Ugric sites. At this point, the imitation daggers (imitacija 
kinzala) in 9th— 11th century Mari/Cheremis find materials,101 as well as specimens larger than the 
Örménykút knife sheath with different covers and forms of suspension102 are of most interest. Their

rest it was discovered on the inner side of the upper arm, on the right (grave 93) or the left arm (graves 94 
and 491): Kiss (1983), 83, 92,108, 159. Since in grave 94 a needle case made from a bird’s bone was also 
placed next to the knife, the placement of the knives in a location other than where they were worn does not 
necessarily need to be explained as a sharp (iron) object to ward off evil, see Révész (1996a), 40. There has 
been no attempt to elaborate on knife finds. For a review of Avar-Hungarian research history, see: Tomka 
(1972) 27-30.

98 Even at sites where favorable soil conditions make the recovery of wooden artifacts possible, no wooden 
knives have been recovered. See for example the find material from the 9th to 17Ih century Rus/Russian city 
of Staraja Ladoga (Leningradskaja obi, CIS) located along the Volhov River reaching Ladoga Lake from 
the south: Grozdilov (1950) Orlov (1954); Medvedev (1967) 282, 281: fig. 5; Stake! 'berg (1969). However, 
a wooden knife was found during archaeological excavations in Riga (LETT) whose blade and tang were 
carved from the same piece of wood (Plate 11/2). In the publication, however, this specimen was described 
as a toy sword together with another wooden blade fragment which had a five-lobed handle knob. In 
addition, no information is available on the size of these specimens, c.f. Vilsone (1952) 127, 127: fig. 43: 
third object in the top section of the figure. If the buckle shown in the same picture is considered to be on 
a scale between 1:1—2:3, the length of the photographed wooden knife may be estimated as 9.0-13.5 cm. 
Among the wooden objects of excellent preservation found in the aforementioned cemetery of Moscevaja 
Balka- see also Footnote 79 -  several knife sheaths were also found. However, these contained no wooden 
knives either: c.f. Ierusalimskaja (1996) 99—101.

99 Knives with similarly short handles and silver cusps at the end of the handle were found, among others, 
in Grave 65 of the Volga-Bulgarian cemetery of Bol’sie Tigany (Alekseevskij raj, Tatarskaja AR, CIS): 
Halikov (1984), 128, 127: fig. 4: 23-24.

100 Vértes (1990) 56.
101 As part of female attire, all sorts of objects were suspended from the belt: on the left side, there was an 

imitation dagger in its sheath (imitacija kinzala v noznah), sometimes iron knives were found with a 
wooden handle around which a thin silver wire was coiled: Arhipov (1961) 133; Arhipov (1973) 46; the 
same view has been widely adopted in the most recent literature: see also Sedov (1987), 114.

102 Five specimens such as this are known since the beginning of the 1970s. Three of them were recovered 
in Graves 3 and 5 of the Veselovo (Gor’kovskaja obi, CIS) cemetery (in Grave 5, there was one on either 
side of the skeleton). Two single examples were found in Graves 2 and 6 of the Yum (previously known as
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formal descriptions reveal the fact that the short handles and dull edges o f imitation daggers kept in 
these decorative sheaths were completely useless as piercing or cutting devices.103 This indirectly 
shows that they must have had some sort of a ritual function. A similar “woman’s knife” is also 
known from the late phase of the Lomovatovo culture.104 Additional, distant parallels to both the 
Mari imitation daggers and the sheath o f the Örménykút wooden knife may be found in the ancient 
Udmurt/Votyak find material. These include large decorated dagger or knife sheaths worn on the belt, 
found typically in the so-called Polom culture of the Cheptsa River basin.105 Among these artifacts, 
late specimens classified into the so-called Mydlan’sajskij phase (second half o f the 8th and first ha lf 
of the 9th century) are of special interest. As far as can be seen, the specimens that were found at the 
important site of Vamino106 and the cemetery of the eponymous site o f M ydlan’-saj,107 occur alm ost

Zagrebin; Kirovskaja obi, CIS) cemetery. Unfortunately, their measurements have not been published and 
no scales were put on their photographs: Arhipov (1973) 46, 116 and 168: fig. 60.

103 When the interpretation of the superficial description of the well preserved left side specimen from Grave 
5 at Veselovo is attempted, one may hypothesize that an iron rod stood for the blade, inserted between two 
wooden plates. The entire object was covered with leather, and its front side was covered with a silver 
plate, while a copper plate was mounted on the back side. The latter was fastened on the sheath with a thin 
strap on the top and a woolen string binding on the bottom. Gilded silver decorative fittings were applied 
on the front side, while the characteristic elongated suspension loop made of plates was mounted on the 
back side. No measurements were published: Arhipov (1973) 46, 116 and 168: fig. 60:1 (Plate 11/3). The 
sheath of the specimen recovered from Grave 3 “was composed of two, thin lime wood plates, between 
which the very short and dull iron knife model was inserted. The entire object was covered with leather. 
A copper plate was smoothed on the external side of one of the wooden plates which ended with a small 
groove on its upper end. The thin strap that holds the two pieces of wood together runs in this groove. This 
held the similarly thin, gilded silver plate used for a cover. The curved decorative motif ending in spiral 
lines on this decorative cover is identical to the ornamental design seen on the plate recovered from Grave 
5.”: Arhipov (1973) 6. He also presented a similar specimen with decorative fittings from Grave 2 at the 
Yum/Zagrebin cemetery. Unfortunately, no description or measurements were added to this illustration: 
Arhipov (1973) 116 and 168: fig. 60: 2.

104 A specimen such as this is known from the Kanevo cemetery, classified within the Nevolino phase (second 
half of the 6th to the end of the 8th century) of the Lomovatovo culture (3rd-8 th century A.D.), that was 
distributed around the upper section of the Kama River region. It was described as a “female knife (zenskij 
noz'■)" perhaps in its sheath: Gening {1959) 194: fig. 9. Should this hypothesis hold true, then only 5.8 cm 
of the approximately. 42.3 cm total length would have belonged to the handle of this knife (Plate 11/4).

105 Due to the limited scope of our topic, these specimens, which had different shapes, cannot be discussed 
here. An excellent review of these finds was published by Semenov (1980) 50, 105 and 131-132: Plates 
XXV-XXVI.

106 Thirty sheaths were recovered from the 5th—10th century A.D., ancient Udmurt/Votyak cemetery of Vamino 
(Debesskij raj, Udmurtskoj AR, CIS) where 304 graves (with 312 skeletons) were excavated. These sheaths 
were classified into eight typological groups by V. A. Semenov. The most acceptable parallels, both in terms of 
structure and ornamentation, occur within Typological Groups 7 and 8 as established by V. A. Semenov. The 
former were covered by bronze (Plate 11/5-6) and the latter with silver plate (Plate 12/1-4). Their decorative 
patterns may be easily evaluated from the respective illustrations. All of the specimens presented were larger 
(although not to a significant extent) than the Örménykút 52 knife sheath, which was 12.5 cm in length. This 
may be concluded from length estimates based on the scale illustrations that show the sheaths without knife 
handles as follows: Grave 46: 32.6 cm (Plate 11/5), Grave 65/125: 32.4 cm (Plate 11/6), Grave 163: 23.4 cm 
(Plate 12/1), Grave 191:19.8 cm (Plate 12/2), Grave 218: 18.2 cm (Plate 12/3), Grave 254: 29.4 (Plate 12/4): 
Semenov (1980) 50, 131-132: Plates XXV-XXVI; Sedov (1987), 244 and 307: Plate LIX/21 (Grave 218); 
Diószegi -  Fodor- Legeza (1996) 44: fig. above, right (Grave ?).

107 Three of the burials from this cemetery with 86 graves, dated between 750 and 850 A.D., at Adam 
(Glazovskij raj, Udmurtskaja AR, CIS)-Mydlan’-Saj contained decorated knife sheaths. These included 
Grave 21. Among the grave goods recovered along with a woman’s skeleton, an approximately 35.8 cm 
long sheath was found. It was decorated with granular and filigree designs, as well as gilded silver plate
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exclusively in the graves o f women (in the latter case, adolescent girls). Although they may have 
contained iron daggers or knives, on the basis o f  the modes of burial,108 it seems they may have served 
some ritual purpose. The possibility cannot be ruled out that sheaths in this richly decorated form were 
m ade for special occasions. In any case, the author of the original publication suggested that these 
sheaths must have had a more symbolic than functional significance.109 Additional contemporaneous

fittings. It was attached to a suspension strap that hung on the right side of the belt placed on the deceased. 
The elaborate suspension strap was composed of four thinner straplets, each decorated with thirty small 
beads made from copper plate. At the tenth bead on each straplet, the strings of copper beads was divided 
by transverse connecting elements (3 of these per straplet). The four straplets were joined in the sheath’s 
upper suspension loop below the transverse connecting element. The lower end of the sheath must have 
been suspended on a smooth strap (Plate 14/2). The position of the riveted upper suspension loop on this 
sheath is suggestive o f the possibility that the maximum length of the knife handle that could be pulled 
out of the sheath was no more than 3.7 cm, since the longitudinally riveted stem of the suspension loop 
would not have permitted greater movement. An additional, independent piece of decoration was placed 
at the top of the suspension strap system, where it was attached to the belt. It was composed of pairs of 
beads strung in seven rows ornamented by seven small bells hanging on seven small chains at the bottom 
of this elaborate pendant: Gening (1962) 20-21,68, 68: fig. 29; 109, Plate VII: 1 (Plate 12/5). At Grave 64, 
although this burial was disturbed in the chest region of the deceased, rings of a knife sheath were found 
on the right side of the chest. They seem to have belonged to a type identical to the specimen recovered 
from Grave 74. The iron knife lay on the left lower leg: ibid. 31-32, 109. At Grave 74, among the artifacts 
recovered, a silver knife sheath was found along the right ilium and femur in this burial of an adolescent 
female. Length: approximately 31.5 cm: ibid. 36, 68, 69: fig. 30, 109, Plate VII: 2 (Plate 12/6). At Grave 
79, grave goods recovered from this burial of another adolescent girl (?) included a 34 cm long sheath 
decorated with gilded silver fittings, placed near the outer side of the right humerus: ibid. 37, Plate VII: 
3 (Plate 12/7). The iron knife itself was mentioned only in the case of the disturbed burial in Grave 64. 
Otherwise he used the term nozny (meaning sheath/case). Not even during the course of discussing iron 
knives did the excavator mention that either o f these were found in the decorated sheaths. No daggers were 
found in this cemetery: ibid. 53-54. It is a separate matter that on the drawing of the specimen recovered 
from Grave 21, the decorated knife handle can be clearly recognized. The presence of knife handles may 
also be hypothesized on the basis of illustrations showing specimens from Graves 74 and 79.

108 Knives and daggers and their sheaths have not always been recovered together in the cemetery of Vamino 
(CIS). Eleven men’s graves contained twelve sheaths (there were two individual specimens in Grave 191 
as a result of a memorial deposit buried in a secondary manner). However, only four of them contained 
knives and another four daggers. Three sheaths, on the other hand, contained neither. Of the 17 women’s 
burials from which 17 sheaths came to light, daggers were found in 3 specimens, while knives occurred 
in 9. That is, five sheaths were found with nothing in them and none came to light from the single child’s 
grave that had a sheath in it. With one exception, the six parallels that may be considered (in the case of 
the specimen from Grave 191, it is not possible to tell whether it originates from the man’s burial itself or 
from the secondary sacrificial deposit) originate from women’s burials. None of them, however, contained 
either daggers or knives (125). In four cases, the knife and the sheath were located in different spots within 
the burial (46, 65, 163, 254). Only in one case were they mentioned together (218). Even there, however, 
it was not explicitly stated that the knife was in the sheath, as was the case, for example, with the second 
specimen in the man’s burial in Grave 191 (nozny s nozom): Semenov (1980) 39, 48-50, 55-98, 105. 
and 131-132: Plate XXV-XXVI. The situation must have been similar with the specimens recovered at 
Mydlan’- Saj, c.f. Footnote 107.

109 “Special belt decorations were observed in the burials of girls (Graves 21, 64 and 74, and in the burial of 
[a woman close to them in terms of age] Grave 79). This type of assemblage was fully preserved only in 
Grave 21. This knife sheath that was richly decorated with gilded silver plates was hung on the belt on 
the right side. These sheaths must have had more symbolic than functional significance (Nozny 'eti imeli, 
verojatno, bol ’se simboliceskoe, cem prakticeskoe znacenie). Their lower ends were fastened with a simple 
leather strap, while the upper end was equipped with a system of straplets decorated with a major set of 
copper beads and strap dividing elements (Plate 14/2). A similarly elaborate assemblage of beads, strap 
dividing elements and chained pendants hung from the belt itself. In the other cases, these richly decorated
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parallels published in the literature would lead beyond the current discussion, since they are relevant
to sheaths of real knives and daggers with silver fittings,110 whose handles were certainly longer111
than the ends actually sticking out o f the sheaths.112

knife sheaths were also found on the right side of the pelvis, and it is likely that they had been fastened to 
the belt itself using a simple straplet.”: Gening (1962), 68. Unfortunately, these descriptions fail to mention 
whether these were imitations with dull iron blades (similar to the Mari specimens) or whether these were 
actual functional objects.

110 Gennadij Andreevic Arhipov, who had described the Mari imitation daggers, listed the following parallels: 
the aforementioned finds from Kanevo, Mydlan’-Saj (Footnote 107), as well as from Grave 175 at Krjukovo- 
Kuznovo (Morsanskij raj, Tambovskij obi, CIS), from Pies (Gajnskij raj, Komi-Permjackij Nacional’nyj. 
Okrug, CIS), and similar saber sheaths from the cemeteries of Yum and Staro-Halilov. As far as the 8th-  
11th century cemetery of Krjukovo-Kuznovo is concerned, this Ancient Mordvin cemetery included 586 
excavated burials. In Grave 175 an armed man’s skeleton was found with some women’s ornaments. An 
iron knife in a sheath decorated with silver fittings hung on the left side of his belt. The approximate length 
of the knife’s handle could not be estimated in this case due to the shapes and dislocation (?) of the sheath 
fittings. However, this handle may also have been a short one. Nevertheless, the measurements have not 
been published in either case: Smirnov (1952), 60-61, 231 and 217: Plate XXXIII: 3 (Plate 13/1). Pies: 
this partially excavated cemetery contained 54 burials dated to the 9th-10th century time interval of the 
Rodanovo culture of the Komi-Permyak group. A man with a sword lay in Grave 5, who also had a dagger 
with a silver cover. A suspension ring was fastened to the handle of this dagger with a copper rivet. Length: 
approximately 40.2 cm: Oborin (1962) 97-99, 98: fig. 41:11 (Plate 13/2)', c.f. Oborin (1964) 203.

111 It must again be emphasized, that in the case of the aforementioned knife sheaths, the position of the 
upper suspension loop, defined the depth of the sheath’s mouth, or in other words the length of the knife 
handle, otherwise not shown in the illustrations, (c.f. Plate 11/3, Plate 12/4). It is therefore probable that 
the knife handles under discussion here had handles that were so short that even their functionality could 
be questioned. “The utility of the knife handles under discussion here is therefore also questionable due 
to how short they are, but other solutions are possible as well! Namely, an earlier X-ray image taken 
during restoration and also a cross-section drawing, lacking measurements, was published in Mihajlov et 
al. (1978), 66-67: fig. 6-7 of an actual dagger with similar fittings that was from the finds of a man from 
the 9th- !0 th century lying in sarcophagus 4 excavated at the Golmajata Basilica in Pliska (obsc. Kaspican, 
obi. Sumen, BUL.).

112 A 33 cm long iron dagger was found among the grave goods of a man buried in Grave 206 at the cemetery 
of Krjukovo-Kuznovo. It was hung on the left side of his belt set with metal fittings, enclosed in a wooden 
sheath with silver fittings, whose structure was different from those discussed here. It was divided into a 
handle knob, a long mouth fitting and a long sheath end that broadened into an almost spherical shape. If 
the measurement published meant the total length of the dagger with the sheath, the estimated length of 
the handle could therefore not be longer than 3.2 cm. In our opinion, in order to guarantee a good grip, the 
handle must have been longer in real life, thus only the end of the silver plate with its handle knob stuck 
out of the sheath: ibid. 71-72, 231. (marked as Grave 204 here) and 211: Plate XXVII: 1 (Plate 14/1); 
Dienes (1964), 25, 26: fig. 4. The long handle may be at least indirectly observed in the case of another 
knife handle similarly decorated with silver, as may be concluded from the proportions of the handle’s 
length: Grave 30 at the cemetery ofTankejevka (Tatarskaja AR, CIS): 881 graves of this 9th— 10th century, 
Volga-Bulgarian cemetery are known. Grave 30 was a burial of a woman with a battle axe. The knife 
with silver fittings lay across the left chest/right abdominal region in an oblique position. The handle 
was completely covered by silver plate fittings with palmette decorations. The sheath had a mouth ring 
and a cusp at the end. Length: approximately 22.1 cm, estimated handle length: approximately 11.4 cm: 
Khalikova -  Kazakov {1977) 30,176: Plate Ila: 9. The drawing of the knife’s incomplete back side showing 
the tang was published by Gening—Halikov (1964), 78: fig. 21: 32 {Plate 13/3). This specimen is important, 
because a somewhat analogous find is known from a man’s equestrian burial in Grave 2 at the cemetery of 
Kunágota (Cso) dated to the Period of the Hungarian Conquest. In the case of this latter specimen, the knife 
handle was surrounded by two bronze bands at the bottom of the blade. The end of the handle was covered 
by a 2 cm long silver cusp with a palmette (?) decoration; total length was 17 cm: Móra (1926) 128—129, 
129: fig. 5:29 {Plate 13/4).
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In any case, the practically useless copies o f iron swords and daggers, made of a combination 
o f iron and wood (less frequently manufactured entirely from wood) used in mortuary rites had a 
long tradition. Under favorable conditions specimens have been preserved in Asiatic Hun/Sarmatian 
burials dated to the 2nd- 1 st century B.C.,113 where also real swords114 and miniature iron knives115 
came to light.

No parallels directly relevant to the Örménykút wooden knife have been found. The review 
presented here, however, somewhat supports the idea that iron knives were replaced by wooden 
copies for the purposes o f burial.

Without rejecting the possibility that one is dealing with a cosmetic device, another special find 
that is possibly related to this artifact is worth mentioning here (Plate 16/2). This find from the 
10th century came to light in 1926 from Grave 9, during the course o f excavations at Cemetery II 
in Kenézlő -  Fazekaszug (BAZ).116 It was found between the left humerus and ribs o f a woman’s 
skeleton. This small “wooden stick (not precisely identifiable due to the lack of reference material) 
seems to be made from the wood of a coniferous tree. It is most similar, however to relatives of 
common pine (Pinus silvestris) in the south, such as black pine (Pinuspallasiana  [syn. nigra]) and to 
the east (Pinus densiflora as well as Pinus thunbergii) (personal communication by F. Hollendonner). 
It was fitted with a poor silver mount and there was an ovoid piece o f iron inside the hollow, wooden 
stick.” 117 At the time o f the first publication, the wooden component o f this find was probably split 
into three pieces. This best explains why in the photograph published at the time there was a forked

113 During the course of the 1959-1966 excavations at the Asiatic Hunkurgan cemetery of Kok'eP (Tuvinskaja 
AR, CIS), dated to the 2nd- l st century BC, several men’s graves yielded wooden models of swords 
and daggers placed in an appropriate position relative to their attire. The first group included models, 
significantly smaller that the original size of the swords, while the 25—40 cm length of the latter was close 
to the dimensions of real daggers. The front side of these models was decorated with either ring-shaped 
and oblique incisions or painting. A groove was often carved into the upper section of the back side, in 
which a short, thin, dull iron blade (lengths varying between 10-17 cm) was laid, often with a ringed 
handle {Plate 13/5-11). Such small blades were sometimes held within the groove by the bronze bands 
that were folded onto the back side of the sheath {Plate 13/6). In other burials, specimens completely made 
of wood (without iron blades) were also found {Plate 13/12-13). Of the numerous known specimens -  cf. 
Vajnstejn -  D'jakonova (1966) 288: Plate XI: 1-14; Vajnstejn (1970) 24: fig. 27: 1, 30: fig. 34: 8, 52: fig. 
76: 1, 58: fig. 87: 3, 67: fig. 106: 2; D'jakonova (1970) 203: Plate VIII: 1-9; D'jakonova (1970a) 236: 
Plate II: 9-13, 24, 237: Plate III: 1-10, 12-15. — only the models presented in the illustrations attached to 
this essay can be listed here: Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 11, Grave CVI/4: Djakonova (1970) 140-141, 
203: Plate VIII: 4 {Plate 13/5), Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 12, Grave II: Djakonova (1970a) 232-233, 237: 
Plate III: 11 {Plate 13/6), Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 7, Grave II: Vajnstejn -  Djakonova (1966) 191, 288: 
Plate XI: 5 (Plate 13/7), Burial mound KE-Kurgan 32, Grave A: Vajnstejn -  Djakonova (1966) 222, 288: 
Plate XI: 11 (Plate 13/8), Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 32, Grave B: Vajnstejn -  D jakonova (1966) 222-225, 
288: Plate XI: 3 (Plate 13/9), Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 7, Grave ?: Vajnstejn -  D jakonova (1966) 288: 
Plate XI: 8 (Plate 13/10), Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 7, Grave IV: Vajnstejn -  Djakonova ( 1966) 191-194, 
288: Plate XI: 9 (Plate 13/11), Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 11, Grave XL: Djakonova (1970) 107-110, 203: 
Plate VIII: 6 (Plate 13/12), Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 11, Grave LX: Djakonova (1970) 120—121, 203: 
Plate VIII: 6 (Plate 14/13).

114 Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 11, Graves XXVII, XL, XLVI. and Grave LIV: Djakonova (1970) 99, 108, 112, 
117.

115 Burial mound KÉ-Kurgan 11, Grave XXXIV: iron, Grave XXXV/1: 3 cm long, made from a non-specified 
raw material, Grave XLIV: miniature knife with wooden handle, Grave CXXXV: an assemblage of iron 
tool models, including two knives: Djakonova (1970) 103, 105, 111, 152.

116 According to the continuous numbering of the cemetery that was divided into Parts I and II subsequently 
(with 25 burials in either), the original number of this grave was 34.

117 Fettich (1931) 88, 319, 87: fig. 65: 1.
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piece between the remaining two parts.118 In its present state of preservation, the surviving wooden 
part of this artifact is composed of two matching wooden plates carved into a narrowing shape. The 
narrow ends have a circular cross-section, and fit into each other. A portion is chipped off from the 
end of one of these pieces. The other broad end has a curving cross-section. The two halves enclosed 
a previously funnel-shaped opening that was never as long as the sheath. It forms a hollow tube, some 
4 cm shorter than the object itself. At the bottom of this was found an iron fragment with an oval 
cross-section, reminiscent of a knife’s tip. This wooden object was covered with neither fine leather, 
nor textiles. A case fashioned from bent silver silver plate that was soldered lengthwise was pulled 
over it to approximately half the length o f the sheath. It was probably glued onto the wooden surface. 
When the sheath is rotated lengthwise, four tubular rivets can be seen hammered on the surface, in 
a position perpendicular to the line of soldering (The lower three rivets in this row are still visible 
in the wood). It is possible that the longer piece of wood cracked when these rivets were roughly 
hammered into the sheath. The ends of these tubular rivets, however, did not completely perforate 
the object, and are thus not visible on its opposite side. Therefore, in spite o f their tubular structure, 
they could not have held thread or wire. The rough execution makes it unlikely that these rivets were 
inserted at the time of manufacture. It seems likely that they result from a secondary modification 
or improvement of the original structure. The silver plate is covered by a stamped design running 
lengthwise along the surface. It is composed of narrow and shallow broad bands o f wavy and tooth
like patterns as well as meandering motifs whose exact composition could not be identified. The 
plating o f this sheath is very poorly preserved, fragmented and incomplete in several spots. On the 
basis of the photograph published with the first description it is possible that it was once closed with 
a flat end plate which, since then, has been lost.
To date, the function of this object has not yet been identified.119 In spite o f the use o f iron as a raw 
material, the fragment found inside the sheath could not have been a knife or some similar type 
of tool. At this point, only one possible interpretation seems plausible to us, it is possible that the 
hollow sheath included a brush made o f hair, fastened to its handle using glue and a bundle of organic 
material. Should this interpretation be correct, perhaps the common characteristic of the Kenézlö 
brush and the Örménykút wooden knife is that both were used as cosmetic utensils.
As far as the children’s burials are concerned, they usually contained no grave goods (Graves 4, 6 -7 , 
10), or at least their disturbed remains displayed no evidence o f such objects. The only exception was 
the partially excavated Grave 14, in which the neck region of the child was decorated with a twisted 
triple bronze neck-ring.120 This neck-ring was thin, measuring only 0.3 cm in diameter and thus may 
be dated in all probability to the second half of the 10th century.121

118 See Fettich (1931) 87: fig. 65: 1.
119 “Fir-wood rod. One end is split and hollow, with iron scraps that have an oval cross-section in the hollow. The 

other end is encased within a silver plate that was hammered into a slightly conical form and ornamented with a 
geometric design. The function of this almost intact artifact is enigmatic.”: Révész {1996b) 155, 154: fig. 9.

120 Since, on the basis of an earlier work by László Kovács, neck-rings are usually described as twisted from 
three or four wires, it must be again noted here that the mode of twisting may be recognized from a number 
of technical solutions. These include the loop or hook shape of the ends made from two wires as well as the 
hiding of superfluous single wire ends into the neck-ring’s twisted structure. Finally, by paying attention to 
the pattem of twisting, the mode of manufacture may also be recognized. These investigations show that 
“triple wire” neck-rings were made by twisting a single wire, previously folded into three equal sections. 
“Quadruple wire” neck-rings, on the other hand, were made from two wires, each folded in half, which 
were held together at their opposing ends and then twisted into their final shape, c.f. Kovács (1994) 46: 
Grave 172, 51-52: Grave 214, 72: Grave 335, 74: Grave 341, 115.

121 According to János Győző Szabó, twisted neck rings that are thinner than 0.45 mm in diameter belong to 
an earlier period, and their distribution started perhaps from the 960/970s. He guessed that their traditional
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7.4. The dating and system of burials

On the basis of equestrian burials122 and archers’ equipment,123 as well as the absence o f Hungarian 
coins (in as much as their absence is not considered random negative evidence), the excavated part 
o f  this cemetery m ay be dated to the 10th century A. D. Only three artifacts permit more precise 
typochronological dating. These include the stirrup with its shouldered, trapezoidal shape, the single
sphere pendant and a twisted neck-ring with a 0.3 cm diameter. The largely synchronous appearance 
o f  these types, as w ell as the generally scanty material from this cemetery, including the incomplete 
state of the recovered sets of fittings, somewhat narrows this general dating to the second half o f the 
10th century.

During the course o f two short excavation seasons, the full extent of this cemetery could not be 
evaluated. László Kovács does not share the opinion of the excavator that the loose distribution o f 
burials in the eastern and western edges o f  the excavated area necessarily indicates that the edges 
o f  the cemetery w ere encountered there. O n the contrary, it seems likely that the rows of graves 
(apparently?) run north to south and continued beyond the northern and southern edges o f the 
excavated area. The few and incomplete skeletons provide no information on the structure of this 
cemetery. Moreover, since it is characterized by the graves o f common people, not even the size o f 
this cemetery could be meaningfully estimated.

attire may have been abandoned sometime around the turn of the 11th century. He hypothesized that a gap of 
several decades occurred between the last specimens of 0.45 mm diameter and the thicker specimens whose 
diameters ranged between 0.45-0.6/0.7 mm. Concerning these latter, however, he could only establish 
that they had been recovered chiefly from burials dated to the second half of the reign by King (Saint) 
Stephen the First, as well as the periods of Peter, Samuel Aba and King Andreas the First (approximately 
AD 1015/1020 to 1060): Szabó (1978—79) 52—53. This widely accepted view, however, still needs to be 
verified.

122 László Kovács has been compiling a collection of data on all grave assemblages that contained, among 
other finds, coins from the Carpathian Basin dated between 1000-1141 A. D. Although this work has 
not yet been fully accomplished, to date no equestrian burials with Hungarian coin finds are listed in it. 
According to the excavators, a coin was placed on the skull in the equestrian burial labeled Grave 8 at 
the site of Maroslele (Cso)-Községi temető. Although a round spot of patina can indeed be seen on the 
jaw of the deceased, the coin itself has never been found, cf. Bálint (1976) 241. Naturally, this does not 
exclude the possibility that Hungarian equestrian burials from the 11th century do exist. To date, however, 
their dating remains unknown in the absence of coin finds. Ferenc Móra mentioned a complete equestrian 
burial (that is, a grave that contained the entire skeleton of a horse as well), dated using the evidence of 
a coin issued by King (Saint) László the First. This information, however, remains to be substantiated by 
additional assemblages of the same type and age.

123 The latest assemblage of finds with a bow, arrow and quiver in the aforementioned collection of data 
originated from Grave 117 at the cemetery of Sarkadkeresztúr (Bé)-Csapháti-legelő. It was dated on the 
basis of a denar issued by King Andreas the First (1046-1060): Medgyesi (1993) 488-489, 496: Plate 4: 1, 
502: Plate 10: 8-24, 503: Plate 11: 1-3.
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Plate 2: Ö rm én y k ú t, S ite 52 G rave  1.
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7. Örménykút Site 52: Section o f a cemetery from the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest

Plate 3: Ö rm énykú t, S ite  52  G rave 1 (con tinued )
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Plate 4: Ö rm én y k ú t, S ite  52 G raves 1 (end) an d  2
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7. Örménykút Site 52: Section o f  a cemetery from the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest

Plate 5: Ö rm énykú t, S ite 52 G raves 5 -8 , 11—12
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5 cm

Plate 6: Ö rm énykút, S ite  52 G raves 12 (end ) an d  14
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7. Örménykút Site 52: Section o f a cemetery from the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest

Plate 7: Ö rm énykút, S ite  52 G raves 13 an d  15
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5 cm

Plate 8: Ö rm énykút, S ite  52 G rave 15 (con tinued )
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7. Örménykút Site 52: Section o f a cemetery from the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest

Plate 9: Ö rm énykú t, S ite 52 G raves 16 -1 8
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Plate 10: Ö rm én y k ú t, S ite 52 G rave 18 (end)
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7. Örménykút Site 52: Section o f a cemetery from the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest
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Plate 11: Parallels to the sheath of the wooden knife: 1. Örménykút, Site 52 Grave 18;
2. Wooden knife from Riga; 3. Veselovo Grave 5; 4. Example from the Kanevo cemetery; 

5-6. Vamino Graves 46 and 65 (2-3: no scale)
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Plate 12: Parallels to the sheath of the wooden knife: 1-4. Vamino Graves 163, 191, 218. and 254; 
5-7. Adam-Mydlan’-Saj Graves 21, 74. and 79.
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7. Örménykút Site 52: Section o f a cemetery from the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest

Plate 13: Parallels to the sheath of the wooden knife: 1. Krjukovo-Kuznovo Grave 175;
2. Pies Grave 5; Knife sheaths of other types: 3. Tankejevka Grave 30; 4. Kunágota Grave 2; 

Models of Asiatic Hun swords and daggers from the cemeteries of Kokéi’ (See the list in Footnote 113).
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Plate 14: Reconstruction of the decorated knife sheath and related attire: 1. Krjukovo-Kuznovo Grave 206;
2. Adam-Mydlan’-Saj Grave 21.
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7. Örménykút Site 52: Section o f a cemetery from the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest

Plate 15: Ö rm én y k ú t site  7/52. 1: G rav e  1 ,2 :  G rave 5, 3: G rave  15, 4: G rave  16, 5-14: G rave  18.
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Plate 16:1: Örménykút site 7/52, Grave 18: front and back views of the wooden knife, its sheath and the 
fastening pins, 2: Kenézlő-Fazekaszug Cemetery II, Grave 9: wooden rod with an iron core in a 

silver plate sheath, and the drawing of the sheath laid flat.
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7. Örménykút Site 52: Section o f  a cemetery from the Period o f the Hungarian Conquest

Plate 17: Örménykút site 7/52, Grave 18: 1-2. View of the grave from above and from the side, 
3. The wooden knife in its sheath and their fragments following discovery.
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